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Abstract Spinal musculature plays a major role in


spine stability, but its importance to spinal stiffness is


poorly understood. We studied the effects of graded


trunk muscle stimulation on the in vivo dynamic dorso-


ventral (DV) lumbar spine stiffness of 15 adolescent


Merino sheep. Constant voltage supramaximal electri-


cal stimulation was administered to the L3–L4 intersp-


inous space of the multifidus muscles using four


stimulation frequencies (2.5, 5, 10, and 20 Hz). Dynamic


stiffness was quantified at rest and during muscle stim-


ulation using a computer-controlled testing apparatus


that applied variable frequency (0.46–19.7 Hz) oscilla-


tory DV forces (13-N preload to 48-N peak) to the L3


spinous process of the prone-lying sheep. Five mechan-


ical excitation trials were randomly performed, includ-


ing four muscle stimulation trials and an unstimulated or


resting trial. The secant stiffness (ky = DV force/L3


displacement, kN/m) and loss angle (phase angle, deg)


were determined at 44 discrete mechanical excitation


frequencies. Results indicated that the dynamic stiffness


varied 3.7-fold over the range of mechanical excitation


frequencies examined (minimum resting ky = 3.86 ±


0.38 N/mm at 4.0 Hz; maximum ky = 14.1 ± 9.95 N/mm


at 19.7 Hz). Twenty hertz muscle stimulation resulted in


a sustained supramaximal contraction that significantly


(P < 0.05) increased ky up to twofold compared to rest


(mechanical excitation at 3.6 Hz). Compared to rest, ky


during the 20 Hz muscle stimulation was significantly


increased for 34 of 44 mechanical excitation frequencies


(mean increase = 55.1%, P < 0.05), but was most


marked between 2.55 and 4.91 Hz (mean increase =


87.5%, P < 0.05). For lower frequency, sub-maximal


muscle stimulation, there was a graded change in ky,


which was significantly increased for 32/44 mechanical


excitation frequencies (mean increase = 40.4%, 10 Hz


stimulus), 23/44 mechanical excitation frequencies


(mean increase = 10.5%, 5 Hz stimulus), and 11/44


mechanical excitation frequencies (mean increase =


4.16%, 2.5 Hz stimulus) when compared to rest. These


results indicate that the dynamic mechanical behavior of


the ovine spine is modulated by muscle stimulation, and


suggests that muscle contraction plays an important role


in stabilizing the lumbar spine.
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Introduction


Maintenance of posture and performance of pur-


poseful trunk motion are the result of coordinated


load sharing between passive and active paraspinal


tissues that act to balance the external loads [26].


Indeed, the spinal musculature plays a major role in


spine stability [7, 8]. Physiologic deformation of the


viscoelastic structures of the spine have also been


shown to elicit active and reflexive muscular con-


traction of the multifidus and longissimus muscles,


which in turn stiffen and stabilize the spine during


movements [6]. Disturbances in the musculoskeletal


system that result in excessive load sharing, abnormal


motion and higher strains in the highly innervated


lumbar spinal soft tissues have been suggested as


possible causes of some low back disorders and


chronic low back pain [13, 25]. Clinically, increased


levels of muscle co-activation may also constitute an


objective indicator of the dysfunction in the passive


stabilizing system of the lumbar spine [2].


In vivo biomechanical assessments provide non-


invasive estimates of spinal stiffness that, together with


other objective tests and outcome measures, may help


clinicians to discriminate and treat patients with spinal


disorders [4]. Studies investigating posteroanterior


(PA) spinal stiffness of the prone-lying human spine


using mobilization assessment apparatuses have shown


relationships between PA stiffness and a number of


factors, including spinal level, body type, body posi-


tion, and lumbar extensor muscle activity [1, 3, 19, 20,


28, 30]. Results from some in vivo studies have also


reported an increased PA spine stiffness to voluntary


contraction of the lumbar extensor muscles [3, 17, 28].


Spinal stiffness has been hypothesized to be an


important parameter for clinicians to discriminate be-


tween patients with low back pain and asymptomatic


subjects [4, 15, 22]. If so, then the role of muscular


stabilization of the lumbar spine should assist in low


back pain diagnosis and treatment.


To our knowledge, there have been no compre-


hensive biomechanical studies examining the dynamic


mechanical response of the lumbar spine during graded


muscle stimulation. The purpose of the current


experimental animal study was to quantify the effects


of muscle activation on in vivo ovine lumbar spine


stiffness. Dorsoventral (DV) lumbar spine stiffness was


characterized over a 0.46–19.7 Hz oscillatory mechan-


ical excitation frequency range using a dynamic loading


apparatus. Supramaximal muscle activation was per-


formed using constant voltage, variable pulse fre-


quency stimulation, and the resulting DV stiffness was


compared to unstimulated (resting) stiffness.


Methods


Animal preparation


Fifteen healthy, adolescent Merino sheep (mean


47.7 kg, SD 4.9 kg) were examined using a protocol


approved by an accredited animal ethics committee. A


plain lateral X-ray film was taken to verify normal


lumbar spine anatomy. The sheep were fasted for 24 h


prior to surgery and anesthesia was induced with an


intravenous injection of 1 g thiopentone. General


anesthesia was maintained after endotracheal intuba-


tion by 2.5% halothane and monitored by pulse


oximetry and end tidal CO2 measurement. Animals


were ventilated and the respiration rate was linked to


the tidal volume keeping the monitored CO2 between


40 and 60 mmHg. The anesthetized sheep were placed


prone on a stainless steel operating table, which in-


cluded a rigid (wood) support beneath the abdomen


(just caudal to the ribcage). The support was designed


to orient the long axis of the sheep spine parallel to the


operating table and perpendicular to the load actuator


and secondarily to stabilize the trunk. Foam blocks


were also placed on either side of the sheep abdomen


to further stabilize the trunk along the medial–lateral


axis (Fig. 1). With the animals in this standardized


prone-lying position, an adhesive earthing pad was


applied to the groin, and a 1.5 cm region of the bony


prominence of the L3 spinous process was exposed


using electrocautery.


Muscle stimulation and electromyography


Two pairs of 28-gauge concentric monopolar electrical


stimulation electrodes were placed bilaterally at the


L3–L4 interspinous space of the multifidus muscle.


These muscles are adjacent to the vertebrae, and play a


key role in stabilizing the spine and controlling


movement at the facet joints. The stimulation elec-


trodes were spaced 2 cm apart and the leads were se-


cured to the draping with clips and adhesive tape. Four


28-gauge concentric bipolar needle electromyographic


(nEMG) recording electrodes (Model EL451, Biopac


Systems, Inc. Santa Barbara, CA) were then inserted


bilaterally into the multifidus musculature adjacent to


L3 and L4. The nEMG electrodes were 460 lm in


diameter and 3.0 cm long with a recording area of


0.06 mm2. A monopolar ground needle electrode


(Model EL452, Biopac Systems, Inc.) was also inserted


into the fascia adjacent to the sheep trochanter.


Constant voltage (5 V), monophasic, symmetric


pulse excitation was applied to each stimulating elec-


trode using a programmable pulse stimulation module
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(STM100C, Biopac Systems, Inc, Goleta, CA) and an


isolated voltage stimulus adaptor (STMISOD, Biopac


Systems, Inc, Goleta, CA). The load resistance was


50 ohm, resulting in a 100 mA current applied to each


stimulating electrode, which is equivalent to a supra-


maximal neuromuscular stimulation [29]. Stimulation


intensity was modulated by varying the pulse duration,


and four uniform pulse durations (25, 50, 100, and


200 ms) were applied resulting in muscle stimulation at


20, 10, 5, and 2.5 Hz.


Mechanical excitation


A custom, computer-controlled mechanical testing


apparatus was used to generate mechanical excitation


force–time profiles with varying frequency. The appa-


ratus was comprised of a linear voice coil actuator


(model LA25-42, BEI Technologies Inc., Ashford,


Kent, UK) and a programmable, pulse width modu-


lated servo amplifier, voice coil drive controller (model


VCA100, BEI Kimko Magnetics, San Marcos, CA).


The voice coil had a continuous stall force of 84 N and


total stroke of 25.4 mm. A 665 N load cell (MLP-150,


Transducer Techniques, Temecula, CA) and a


± 25 mm linear variable displacement transducer


(model S1D, Instruments & Control, Inc., Branford,


CT) were used to measure the actuator force and dis-


placement signals, respectively. Force and displace-


ment signals were amplified using a dual channel,


digital programmable gain amplifier (model PGA204,


gain = 1,000, Burr-Brown, Tucson, AZ).


DV forces were applied directly to the exposed L3


spinous process via a 12.7 mm-diameter stainless-steel


indenter rod equipped with a slotted tip that cradled


the spinous process. The slotted tip minimized prob-


lems associated with the indenter sliding off the sheep


spinous processes, which are more slender than their


human counterpart. DV forces (–13 N preload to –


48 N peak) were applied using a swept-sine (harmonic)


mechanical excitation protocol (0.46–19.7 Hz. This


pseudo-chirp mechanical excitation protocol included


a 1.3 s initial ramp loading phase and a 1.3 s final ramp


unloading phase at 10 N/s. The peak DV forces were


approximately 10% of the mean animal body weight,


which is consistent with the magnitude of PA mobili-


zation forces used by clinicians in the assessment of


lumbar spine disorders [16]. Based on repeated mea-


surements in 15 animals, the average coefficient of


variation in the DV stiffness ranged from 4.4% (2 Hz


mechanical excitation) to 7.3% (12 Hz mechanical


excitation). Additional details of the mechanical test-


ing apparatus can be found elsewhere [10].


Data collection and analysis


Muscle stimulation and unstimulated (rest) trials were


applied in a randomly determined order for each ani-


mal. Mechanical excitation force and displacement


were recorded for 22 s at a sampling frequency of


2,500 Hz using a 16-bit data acquisition system (Model


MP150, Biopac Systems, Inc. Santa Barbara, CA). Muscle


stimulation pulse and multifidus nEMG responses were
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Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the computer-controlled mechan-
ical testing apparatus positioned over the ovine L3 spinous
process of the prone-lying sheep. The apparatus consisted of an
actuator assembly comprised a voice coil actuator, linear variable
differential transformer, load cell, and stainless steel indenter.


The actuator assembly was attached to a stainless steel and
aluminum load frame that was rigidly mounted to the stainless
steel operating table. Wood and foam supports were used to
position and stabilize the sheep trunk and abdomen during the
application of dorsoventral forces (Adapted from [10])
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sampled at 1,250 Hz. The raw, needle nEMG was


rectified and filtered to create an integrated electro-


myographic signal (iEMG).


Stiffness values were computed as the relative


change in load and displacement using a custom Mat-


lab� program (MathWorks, Natick, MA). DV stiffness


(peak–peak force/peak–peak displacement, N/mm)


was determined for 44 discrete time intervals over the


22 s pseudo-chirp excitation protocol (0.46–19.7 Hz).


For each interval, the loss angle (phase angle, deg)


between the peak force and peak displacement was


determined using the relationship 360Dt/T, where Dt (s)


is the phase difference, and T (s) is the period.


Descriptive statistics (mean, standard deviation, SD,


min, max) were computed and differences between the


unstimulated and muscle stimulated trials for each


mechanical excitation frequency were assessed using a


paired-observation’s t test (two-tailed POTT). Statis-


tical significance was P < 0.05.


Results


Typical force and displacement responses for the


resting and muscle stimulation (20 Hz protocol) trials


are shown in Fig. 2. Variations in displacement mag-


nitude are evident throughout the swept-sine


mechanical testing protocols. Muscle stimulation arti-


facts are also evident in the muscle stimulation proto-


col force–time histories. At 20 and 10 Hz, the


supramaximal muscle stimulation resulted in a sus-


tained muscle contraction, whereas the lower fre-


quency electrical stimulation (5 and 2.5 Hz) produced


rhythmic twitch responses indicative of wave summa-


tion below the threshold of tetany. In some animals,


oscillatory iEMG activity was evident in the resting


protocol, mirroring the mechanical oscillations.


Mechanical excitation combined with muscle stimula-


tion produced significantly (ANOVA, P < 0.05)


greater peak iEMG responses in comparison to


mechanical excitation without muscle stimulation


(Fig. 3).


The stiffness–frequency response curves obtained


for the unstimulated and four muscle stimulation pro-


tocols are summarized in Fig. 4. The in vivo DV dy-


namic stiffness ky of the unstimulated ovine spine


varied with mechanical excitation frequency, increas-


ing approximately 3.7-fold over the 0.46–19.7 Hz


mechanical excitation frequency range. The minimum


and maximum resting ky were 3.86 ± 0.38 and


14.1 ± 9.95 N/mm at 4.0 and 19.7 Hz, respectively. At


the minimum stiffness (valley in the resting stiffness–


frequency response curve, 4.0 Hz), the force and dis-


placement were out of phase by 58.4� (SD 10.6). The


maximum resting phase angle change was 85.6� (SD


6.2) at 6.28 Hz. Both resting and muscle stimulation


trials showed a decreasing stiffness (up to 38.5%,


20 Hz muscle stimulation) for quasi-static mechanical


excitation below 1 Hz (most likely due to creep


deformation).


The 20 and 10 Hz muscle stimulation protocols pro-


duced the most dramatic increase in DV stiffness.


Compared to rest, the sustained supramaximal 20 Hz


muscle stimulation increased ky up to twofold (3.6 Hz


mechanical excitation frequency). ky during the


20 Hz muscle stimulation was significantly increased


(mean increase = 55.1%, SD 30.5%) for the majority of


mechanical excitation frequencies examined (34 of 44),


but was most marked between 2.55 and 4.91 Hz (mean


increase = 87.5%). Table 1 summarizes the mean stiff-


ness values (over the mechanical excitation range, 2.55–


4.91 Hz) obtained for each animal. For lower frequency


muscle stimulation, there was a graded change in ky,


which was significantly increased for 32/44 mechanical


excitation frequencies (mean increase = 40.4%, SD


26.7%, 10 Hz muscle stimulation), 23/44 mechanical


excitation frequencies (mean increase = 10.5%, SD


12.1%, 5 Hz muscle stimulation), and 11/44 mechanical


excitation frequencies (mean increase = 4.16%, SD


9.71%, 2.5 Hz muscle stimulation) when compared to


rest. Between 2.55 and 4.91 Hz, the mean stiffness in-


crease (compared to rest) was 68.7, 20.4, and 11.1% for


the 10, 5, and 2.5 Hz muscle stimulation trials, respec-


tively (Fig. 5). Table 2 summarizes the pairwise statis-


tical comparison (P values) of the dynamic DV stiffness


response of the sheep spine (muscle stimulation vs. rest).


Muscle stimulation not only increased ky, but also


shifted (increased) the frequency corresponding to the


minimum ky. For the 20 and 10 Hz muscle stimulation


protocols ky was a minimum at 4.91 Hz (mean


ky = 7.24, SD 1.94 N/mm) and 4.91 Hz (mean


ky = 6.51, SD 3.78 N/mm), respectively. There was no


appreciable frequency shift for the 5 Hz muscle stim-


ulation protocol (mean ky = 4.88, SD 0.92 N/mm at


4.00 Hz) or the 2.5 Hz muscle stimulation protocol


(mean ky = 4.32, SD 0.66 N/mm at 4.25 Hz). The phase


angles corresponding to the minimum stiffness values


were 39.9 (SD 21.2�), 45.9 (SD 24.9�), 41.2 (SD 26.0)


and 51.8 (SD 25.1) for the 20, 10, 5.0 and 2.5 Hz muscle


stimulation protocols, respectively. The maximum


phase shift occurred at a mechanical excitation fre-


quency of 7.0 Hz (85.6�, 76.3�, 74.5�, 76.5� for the 2.5,


5.0, 10, and 20 Hz muscle stimulation protocols,


respectively).
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Discussion


The animal and human spine is modulated by intrinsic


viscoelasticity of component tissues (ligaments, carti-


lage, bone, tendons, and muscle) and load sharing


provided by adjacent structures (e.g., rib cage, sternum,


and pelvis). When such factors are combined with


other features such as spinal curvature, the net effect is


Fig. 2 Typical L3 force deformation and L3, L4 iEMG responses
(rectified and integrated) during resting (a) and supramaximal
stimulation at 20 Hz (b). A 5 V, uniform pulse 20 Hz electrical
stimulus (bottom graph in b) was applied bilateral at the L3–L4
interspinous space. Periodic, lower frequency undulations every


3–4 s in the displacement responses corresponds to animal
respiration. Experimental results for animal 8. Asymmetries
are present in the iEMG responses due to localization of muscle
activity picked up by the bipolar needle EMG electrodes
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a complex structure-frequency-dependent mechanical


behavior. In a previous study [10], employing a har-


monic stiffness analysis, we reported that the DV


stiffness behavior of resting ovine spine was modulated


by mechanical excitation frequency. The current study


builds upon this work and indicates that the oscillatory


mechanical response of the ovine spine is also modu-


lated by muscle stimulation.


Sustained bilateral, supramaximal muscle stimula-


tion (10 and 20 Hz protocols) was found to significantly


increase the stiffness of the ovine spine. At these


stimulation frequencies, the multifidus muscles expe-


rienced a concentric tetanic contraction or maximum


muscle response, which stabilizes the spine and facet


joints, increasing spine stiffness. An important finding


in the current study, therefore, is the dependence of


dynamic load–displacement response on physiological


processes such as muscle contraction. The musculature


is a major contributor to spine stability [23–25], acting


through voluntary and involuntary central nervous


system control mechanisms. Quantifying frequency-


dependent changes in spinal stiffness during varying


degrees of muscle activation is important in under-


standing neuromuscular contributions to dynamic


spinal stiffness. In the current study, muscle contrac-


tion stimulation intensity was modulated by varying


the pulse duration of the supramaximal stimulus volt-


age. Future studies characterizing dynamic stiffness


changes in response to other muscle stimulation


modalities, such as submaximal muscle stimulation


with varying stimulus voltage, will shed more light on


the stabilizing role of the lumbar spine musculature.


During mechanical excitation without muscle stim-


ulation, the prone posture ovine lumbar spine was most
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mobile (least stiff) at 4.0 Hz. As there was a substantial


force–displacement phase angle change at this fre-


quency, 4 Hz most likely represents the natural fre-


quency of the resting ovine lumbar spine subjected to


DV forces. An increase in the natural frequency of


oscillation is consistent with the increase in structural


stiffness [11]. Using a simple mass-spring model,


wherein the natural frequency is defined as (k/m)½, k is


the stiffness and m the mass, the predicted frequency


shift associated with the 55% average increase in


stiffness observed during 20 Hz muscle stimulation is


4.98 Hz. The latter is consistent with the natural fre-


quency (4.91 Hz) obtained for the 20 Hz muscle stim-


ulation protocol. This information is important for


spine biomechanics researchers.


The stiffness response of the human and animal


spine is dependent on other factors, including loading


mode (DV in this study), loading magnitude and sup-


port or boundary conditions (e.g., pelvis and trunk


stiffness). With the exception of our earlier work upon


which this study was conceived [10], there are no pre-


vious in vivo studies examining the harmonic DV (or


PA) stiffness response of the animal (or human) lum-


bar spine. However, Kaigle and associates studied the


in vivo harmonic frequency response of the resting,


prone-lying porcine lumbar spine subjected to axial


(craniocaudal) forces [9]. Using a servo-controlled


pneumatic actuator to apply axial harmonic forces


(0.05–25 Hz) to a single lumbar motion segment (L2–


L3 via intrapedicular screws), they reported that the


axial stiffness varied approximately 1.5-fold and was a


minimum (~150 N/mm) at 25 Hz. The frequency-


dependent variation in axial stiffness is similar to that


obtained in the current study, but both the natural


(resonant) frequency and axial stiffness magnitude are


substantially greater. Application of DV loads (current


study) does not produce absolute vertical displacement


of the mobilized segment. Rather DV (posteroanterior


in humans) loading induces an extension moment and


shear on the lumbar spine, analogous to three-point


Table 1 Summary of
experimental results


Animal characteristics
(weight), and average DV
stiffness (N/mm, 2.55–4.91 Hz
mechanical excitation) for the
resting (no muscle
stimulation) and four muscle
stimulation trials
(supramaximal stimulation at
2.5, 5, 10, and 20 Hz).
Summary descriptive statistics
(mean, SD, min, and max) are
shown in the last four rows


Animal no. Weight (kg) Average DV stiffness (N/mm)


No
stimulation


2.5 Hz
stimulation


5 Hz
stimulation


10 Hz
stimulation


20 Hz
stimulation


1 43.0 4.60 5.96 6.53 7.87 9.60
2 61.0 5.35 5.55 5.38 6.09 7.14
3 51.0 5.05 6.02 7.14 10.23 12.44
4 48.0 3.97 4.57 4.89 6.89 7.99
5 44.5 4.26 4.46 4.77 5.95 5.63
6 50.5 4.25 3.97 3.83 4.57 6.42
7 45.0 4.35 5.62 7.19 9.31 9.40
8 46.0 4.36 4.41 5.49 7.50 7.51
9 45.0 5.21 6.65 6.44 22.14 13.50
10 47.5 4.12 3.91 3.93 4.42 6.09
11 47.5 4.10 4.44 5.03 5.90 7.10
12 48.0 4.16 4.64 5.50 6.37 7.15
13 43.0 4.37 4.35 4.70 5.61 8.44
14 42.0 4.07 4.82 4.77 5.47 10.76
15 53.5 4.98 5.06 5.13 5.40 6.50
Mean 47.7 4.48 4.96 5.38 7.58 8.38
SD 4.9 0.45 0.81 1.04 4.34 2.34
Min 42.0 3.97 3.91 3.83 4.42 5.63
Max 61.0 5.35 6.65 7.19 22.14 13.50
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bending of beam structures [21]. Differences in spine


stiffness between the current and aforementioned


study, therefore, reflect the fact that there is signifi-


cantly less resistance to deflection during bending in


comparison to axial loading of beam-like structures.


Consequently, decreased stiffness and concomitant


lower natural frequency are expected during in vivo


DV loading conditions in comparison to axial loading.


Moreover, unlike axial loading, DV loading enables


one to assess the stiffness of the spine using a non-


invasive testing technique.


Non-linearities in the load-deformation characteris-


tics of the spine result in variations in the measured


displacement and stiffness that are dependent on the


magnitude of the applied force. In their in vivo porcine


axial loading study, Kaigle and associates noted that


increasing force magnitude (100-N peak to 200-N


peak) increased the mean axial stiffness by 28%. Pre-


vious human PA mobilization studies using servo-


controlled indenter apparatuses have also reported a


similar increase in oscillatory (0.5–2 Hz) PA stiffness


when the peak applied force is increased [16, 18]. We


did not examine the influence of oscillatory load


magnitude on DV stiffness in the harmonic, muscle


stimulation analysis performed in the current study.


However, single cycle, variable amplitude, uniform


pulse duration (100 ms) mechanical excitation tests


indicate that the DV load–displacement response of


the ovine spine is linear between 20 and 80 N [5]. In


addition, the loading magnitudes used in the current


study were low enough to avoid substantial influence


from the facet joints. Nevertheless, when comparing


results from in vivo mechanical testing studies in animals


(and humans), caution should be taken to observe the


load magnitudes employed.


Another important consideration for in vivo spine


stiffness assessments is respiration, which has been


shown to modulate the mechanical response of the


animal spine during static load tests in animals [12]. In


a recent study [27], respiratory efforts were found to


modulate the oscillatory (1 Hz) PA lumbar spine


stiffness of human subjects. These authors reported


that the greatest changes in stiffness (67% increase)


were seen for the measurements obtained during


maximum expiration in comparison to the measure-


ments obtained with the lung volume held at functional


residual capacity. In the current study, respiration ef-


fects were evident in the displacement response to


controlled DV forces (refer to Fig. 2). However, our


previous fixed-frequency stiffness analysis [10] showed


that ventilator-controlled respiration has only a minor


effect ( < 7.3%) on dynamic stiffness measurements.


This variation is very small when compared to the


variation in stiffness observed over the 0.46–19.7 Hz


frequency range examined (e.g., 3.7-fold during the


rest protocol), and indicates that respirator artifacts are


minimal in ventilator-controlled experiments such as


that performed in this study.


Clinically, spinal stiffness is determined according to


the magnitude of movement detected (perceived) by


clinicians. This simple approach is unsatisfactory be-


cause it neither takes into account the loads exerted on


the spine, nor is the magnitude of the ensuing spine


motion quantified. The harmonic testing approach


used in the current study in contrast provides a very


comprehensive stiffness assessment of a very complex


Table 2 Statistical summary
of the ovine DV lumbar spine
dynamic stiffness (mean N/
mm) obtained during
supramaximal trunk muscle
stimulation


*Significant change from no
stimulation (P < 0.05,
paired-observation’s t test)


Mechanical
excitation
frequency (Hz)


No
stimulation


2.5 Hz
stimulation


5 Hz
stimulation


10 Hz
stimulation


20 Hz
stimulation


2.55 5.17 5.50 5.90* 7.02* 8.88*
2.62 5.05 5.28 5.87* 8.43* 8.86*
2.70 5.04 5.36 5.78* 7.83* 8.74*
2.81 4.94 5.15 5.75* 7.88* 9.01*
2.90 4.73 5.15* 5.63* 7.85* 8.56*
3.05 4.68 5.30* 5.54* 8.43* 9.16*
3.11 4.58 5.21* 5.51* 7.81* 8.92*
3.27 4.56 5.15 5.63* 7.96* 8.72*
3.37 4.37 4.82 5.31* 7.16* 8.69*
3.55 4.35 4.89* 5.30* 7.38* 8.98*
3.65 4.20 5.02* 5.21* 7.39* 8.29*
3.89 4.03 4.78* 5.03* 7.09* 7.71*
4.00 3.86 4.54* 4.88* 7.71* 7.51*
4.25 3.89 4.32* 4.88* 7.23* 7.56*
4.50 4.03 4.43 4.94* 6.58* 7.24*
4.91 4.20 4.54 4.94* 6.51* 7.24*
Mean 4.48 4.96 5.38 7.52 8.38
SD 0.43 0.36 0.37 0.57 0.68
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structure. One limitation is the fact that the swept-sine


testing approach requires a lengthy data acquisition.


The ability to non-invasively study and identify fre-


quency-specific changes in spine stiffness, however, is


appealing from the standpoint of better understanding


of physiological processes (e.g., degree of muscle


activity) and spinal pathology.


In clinical practice, spinal stiffness measurements


may also be affected by factors such as the stiffness of


table support padding and skin tissue rather than the


intrinsic stiffness of the spine [14]. With regards to the


manner in which the ovine spine was constrained during


testing, the support conditions that we used in the cur-


rent study were designed not only to orient and stabilize


the ovine trunk during testing, but a rigid testing frame


and stainless steel ensured that the measurements were


isolated to the spine and trunk. Stabilization of the ovine


spine in the transverse plane helped to minimize any


artifacts created by off-axis motion of the ovine trunk,


and we standardized the manner in which the ovine


trunk was stabilized for all animals tested. As this was an


animal model, we chose to avoid problems associated


with skin deformation by mechanically coupling the


load indenter directly to the spinous process. However,


the presence of skin tissue would not be expected to


have an appreciable effect on the stiffness measure-


ments, since application of a preload causes the more


compliant skin to compress. Nevertheless, the effects of


skin tissue compliance on dynamic stiffness measure-


ments deserve further attention.


Conclusions


Muscle stimulation increases DV stiffness and alters


the frequency response of the ovine spine. Increased


spine stiffness may function to enhance spinal stability


and allow for more smooth controlled movement pat-


terns. Knowledge of the muscular contributions to


dynamic spinal stiffness assessments is also important


for clinicians assessing patients with spinal disorders


including low back pain. Harmonic stiffness assessment


using an indenter over the spinous processes of prone-


lying human subjects may assist clinicians in diagnosis


and treatment of spinal disorders.
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A review of the literature pertaining to the efficacy,
safety, educational requirements, uses and usage
of mechanical adjusting devices
Part 2 of 2
Shane H Taylor, DC* Chairman
Nicole D Arnold, BSc, DC**
Lesley Biggs, PhD†
Christopher J Colloca, BS, DC††
Dale R Mierau, DC, FCCS, MSc**
Bruce P Symons, BSc, MSc, DC¶


John J Triano, DC, PhD, FCCS(C)(H)¶¶


Over the past decade, mechanical adjusting devices 
(MADs) were a major source of debate within the 
Chiropractors’ Association of Saskatchewan (CAS). 
Since Saskatchewan was the only jurisdiction in North 
America to prohibit the use of MADs, the CAS 
established a committee in 2001 to review the literature 
on MADs. The committee evaluated the literature on the 
efficacy, safety, and uses of moving stylus instruments 
within chiropractic practice, and the educational 
requirements for chiropractic practice. Following the 
rating criteria for the evaluation of evidence, as outlined 
in the Clinical Guidelines for Chiropractic Practice in 
Canada (1994), the committee reviewed 55 articles – all 
of which pertained to the Activator. Of the 55 articles, 13 
were eliminated from the final study. Of the 42 remaining 
articles, 6 were rated as class 1 evidence; 11 were rated 
as class 2 evidence and 25 were rated as class 3 
evidence.


In this article – the second in a series of two – we 
review the results of uses and usage, safety and 
educational requirements. Of the 30 articles designated 
under the category of usage, 3 were rated as Class 1 
evidence; 9 studies were classified as Class 2 evidence


Au cours de la dernière décennie, les appareils à mise au 
point mécanique (MAD) ont été une source majeure de 
débat au sein de l’Association des chiropraticiens de 
Saskatchewan (CAS). Comme la Saskatchewan était la 
seule juridiction nord-américaine à interdire l’utilisation 
des appareils à mise au point mécanique, l’Association a 
mis sur pied, en 2001, un comité chargé de revoir la 
documentation de ces appareils. Ce comité a évalué 
la documentation selon l’efficacité, la sécurité et 
l’utilisation d’instruments palpeurs mobiles dans la 
chiropractie et les exigences académiques de la pratique 
chiropratique. Suivant les critères d’évaluation lors de 
l’appréciation des preuves, tel que décrits dans les 
Directives cliniques des pratiques chiropratiques du 
Canada (1994), le comité a révisé 55 articles, tous en 
relation avec le Activator. Sur les 55 articles, 13 ont été 
éliminés de l’étude finale. Sur les 42 articles restants, 
6 ont été classés dans les éléments de preuve de classe 1; 
11 dans les éléments de preuve de classe 2; et 25 dans les 
éléments de classe 3.


Dans cet article, le second d’une série de deux, nous 
examinons les résultats de l'évaluation des utilisations, 
de la sécurité et des exigences scolaires. Sur les 30
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and 18 were rated as Class 3 evidence. Overall the 
committee reached consensus that in clinical practice, 
there is broad application of these procedures. A minority 
report was written arguing that the reviewer was unable 
to reach a conclusion about the use of the Activator 
Instrument other than it is used as a clinical and research 
tool.


Of the 16 studies that dealt either explicitly or 
implicitly with safety, 4 were Class 1 evidence; 3 were 
Class 2 evidence and 9 were Class 3 evidence. Overall 
the committee reached consensus that the evidence 
supports that the Activator instrument is safe and has no 
more relative risk than do manual HVLA procedures. A 
minority report was written arguing that there is no 
evidence either to support or refute the view that MAD is 
safe.


Of the 5 studies that dealt with educational 
requirements, all were Class 3 evidence. Overall the 
committee reached consensus that there was no evidence 
in the literature with respect to educational requirements 
to form any conclusions. A minority report was written 
offering opinion that there is evidence with respect to 
educational requirements.
(JCCA 2004; 48(2):152–179)


key words:  Activator, mechanical adjusting device.


articles figurant dans la catégorie utilisation, 3 ont été 
classés dans les éléments de preuve de classe 1, 9 dans 
les éléments de preuve de classe 2 et 18 dans les éléments 
de preuve de classe 3. Les membres du comité ont 
convenu unanimement qu’il y a une large application de 
ces procédures dans la pratique clinique. Un rapport 
minoritaire allègue que l’évaluateur n’a pas été en 
mesure d’en arriver à une conclusion au sujet de 
l’utilisation de l’activateur à d’autres fins que d’outil 
clinique et de recherche.


Sur les 16 études qui traitent explicitement ou 
implicitement de la sécurité, 4 ont été classées dans les 
éléments de preuve de classe 1, 3 dans les éléments de 
preuve de classe 2 et 9 dans les éléments de preuve de 
classe 3. Les membres du comité ont convenu 
unanimement que les éléments de preuve confirment que 
l’activateur est sécuritaire et qu’il ne présente pas plus 
de risque relatif que les procédures manuelles GVFA. Un 
rapport minoritaire fait valoir qu’il n’existe aucune 
preuve pour confirmer ou réfuter le point de vue selon 
lequel les appareils à mise au point mécanique sont 
sécuritaires. 


Les 5 études portant sur les exigences scolaires ont 
toutes été classées dans les éléments de preuve de classe 
3. Les membres du comité ont convenu unanimement 
qu’il n’existe aucune preuve dans la littérature 
permettant de tirer des conclusions en ce qui concerne 
les exigences scolaires. Un rapport minoritaire est d’avis 
qu’il existe des preuves en ce qui a trait aux exigences 
scolaires.
(JACC 2004; 48(2):152–179)


mots clés :  Activator, appareils à mise au point 
mécanique.


Introduction
A comprehensive introduction, methods and statistics
section was published in part one, JCCA 2004; 48(1):74–
108. In brief, a committee was struck by the Chiroprac-
tors’ Association of Saskatchewan to perform a literature
review on the efficacy, uses and usage, safety and educa-
tional requirements of mechanical adjusting devices.


 After reviewing the CAS motion, the committee de-
cided that the following questions needed to be an-
swered:


What is the evidence in the literature on efficacy,
safety, and uses of moving stylus instruments within
chiropractic practice?
If evidence exists, what are the educational require-
ments for moving stylus instruments within chiro-
practic practice?


The section on efficacy was presented in the previous ar-
ticle. This article reviews the literature with respect to
uses and usage, safety and educational requirements of
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MADs. As was the case for the category of efficacy, evi-
dence tablesa were created for usage or uses, safety, and
educational standards. 


RESULTS


Summary of the literature on use and usage
Of the 30 articles designated under the category of usage,
3 are Randomized Controlled Trials (RCT) studies1–3


(Class 1 Evidence); 2 are cohort studies4,8 (1 of which is
a clinical study while the other is an experimental study);
6 are experimental studies5–7,9–11; and 1 is a descriptive
case series.12 These latter 9 studies were classified as
Class 2 Evidence. The remaining Class 3 studies con-
sisted of 4 literature reviews/commentary which were
deemed not applicable to this report14,17,21,25; 11 case
reports13,16,18–20,22–24,26,28,30; 1 case series27; 1 cohort non-
crossover study which was deemed not applicable to this
report15 and 1 hypothetical case study.17


Clinical treatment


Class 1 Evidence
Of the RCT studies, Wood, Colloca and Mathews (2001)
compared standard Diversified technique to MFMA in
the treatment of cervical dysfunction in a sample of 30
patients.1 They did not report a statistically significant
differences between the two groups. Both groups were
reported to show significant improvement in outcomes
during the treatment phase and at a one month follow-up.
Statistically significant changes were reported in cervical
ROM for both groups during the treatment phase. The
differences between the groups were not different at the
end of the treatment period or one month following. 


Yates et al. (1988) conducted a study (n = 21) of pa-
tients with elevated blood pressure who were randomly
assigned to one of three conditions, active treatment
(which received a chiropractic adjustment delivered by
AAI); a placebo group (which received a sham adjust-
ment delivered by an AAI delivered in the off position);
and a control group (which received no treatment).3 The
study found significant differences between the active
treatment condition group, the placebo and control
groups. Lower systolic blood pressure scores were


a The evidence tables for efficacy can be found on the JCCA website.


reported for the active treatment group. In addition,
lowered states of anxiety were reported for the active
treatment group and control groups but the placebo group
demonstrated an elevated state of anxiety. 


Class 2 Evidence
In a descriptive case series study of 10 patients suffering
whiplash, Osterbauer et al. (1992) found a statistically
significant decrease in overall mean pain scores and in-
creased range of motion.12 A cohort study (n = 18) con-
ducted by Hawk et al. (1999) found that the role of
placebo effect needs to be examined more thoroughly.8 In
a comparison of flexion-distraction table technique with
the AAI set on 0 used to perform a sham adjustment, they
found that VAS and GWBS scores improved with both
the treatment and the control groups. 


Class 3 Evidence
In case series study of 10 patients, Osterbauer et al.
(1993) found a statistically significant difference in VAS
scores and Oswestry Index scores after receiving MFMA
SMT.27 The majority, but not all patients, reported a de-
cline in back pain and increased function; these improve-
ments remained stable after a one year follow-up.


Improved clinical outcomes were reported in case stud-
ies of patients suffering from post-surgical neck syn-
drome13, ccocygodynia16, lumbar disc herniation19, frozen
shoulder22, frozen shoulder with metastatic carcinoma23,
plantar fascitis24, torn medial meniscus26, otitis media28,
and sciatic neuropathy and lumbar disc herniation30. Of
these studies, 5 studies suggested that MFMA SMT may
provide an alternative when there are contraindications to
using manual SMT.13,19,22–24 In addition, based on one
case study, Polkinghorn (2001) suggests that MFMA may
be effective when a patient’s condition was initially aggra-
vated by manual manipulation.20 Byfield (1991) also sug-
gested, based on one case study, that the Activator may
have some advantages over the toggle thrust since it pro-
vides “a consistent, controlled force.”29


In contrast to the case studies demonstrating positive
outcomes, Nykoliation and Mierau (1999) reported on
three different case studies (two of which had led to mal-
practice actions) where the delivery of MAD SMT was
associated with adverse effects for the patient.18 In at
least one of these cases, the competency of the practition-
er to deliver MFMA SMT would seem to be at issue.
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Basic science studies on use and usage


Class 1 Evidence
In a cohort study (n = 40) measuring Lumbar sEMG out-
put, Keller and Colloca (2000) found significant differ-
ences between the Active treatment group (MFMA
SMT), and the Sham and Control groups.2 It showed that
mechanical lumbar adjusting creates short term maximal
voluntary contraction of the lumbar paraspinal muscula-
ture immediately following treatment. 


Class 2 Evidence
In his review of the literature, Gleberzon (2000) found
that 43.6% of Canadian chiropractors utilize Activator
methods.6 Kopansky-Giles and Papadopoulous (1995)
found that 31.4% of chiropractors utilized Activator
methods for 1–25% of their patients.


Herzog, Kawchuk and Conway (1993) found no sig-
nificant correlation between preload and �F forces for
treatments using the Activator instrument whereas a sig-
nificant correlation between preload and �F was found
among four of the five manual techniques.11 Similar re-
sults were found by Kawchuk and Herzog (1993).10


In a cohort study (n = 22), Colloca and Keller (2001)
examined the spine stiffness and neuromuscular reflex re-
sponses using MFMA SMT.4 They reported that in pa-
tients with frequent or constant LBP symptoms, there
was a greater spinous process stiffness index compared to
the SP stiffness index of subjects with only occasional or
no LBP symptoms. The high chronicity group also re-
ported significant greater scores on the VAS, Oswestry
Index and perceived health status.


In an experimental study (n = 20), Colloca and Keller
(2001) examined surface electromyographic reflex re-
sponses in response to MFMA.5 They found consistent,
but relatively localized, reflex responses to the localized,
MFMA thrusts delivered to the thoracolumbar spine and
SI joints.


Comparing the force-time and force-frequency of AAI
with the electronic PCB hammer, Keller, Colloca and
Fuhr (1999) suggested that the AAI may be effective in
assessing the dynamic mechanical behaviour of the verte-
bral column.7


Nathan and Keller (1994) measured lumbar interverte-
bral motion patterns following MFMA SMT and deter-
mined the frequency of PA stiffness.9 Based on the


findings of three subjects, the authors suggest that AAI,
along with impedance analysis, may be used to quantify
the mechanical response of normal and abnormal spine.


Conclusions
After reviewing the literature and much debate, the com-
mittee reached consensus (5 to 1) that with respect to
uses and usage the evidence supports that the Activator is
widely applied to spine related and extremity disorders.
They have been used in a broad spectrum of conditions
severity ranging from simple to complex and with signif-
icant co-morbid pathology. It is also clear that the device
is widely used by chiropractors across North America. In
conclusion, the evidence suggests that in clinical practice,
there is broad application of these procedures.


Minority Report on Usage
Dale Mierau DC, MSc, FCCSC


October 4, 2002


The quantity and quality of evidence in the literature re-
viewed was not sufficient for one to reach a conclusion
about the efficacy and safety of the Activator instrument.
There are 2 reports in the reviewed literature about the
use of the Activator Methods (Gelberzon, 2000; Gelber-
zon, 2001). These reports described the use of the Activa-
tor instrument in the context of the Activator Method of
treatment. Activator Methods teaches and promotes the
use of the prone leg length test as a test to identify areas
of the spine for treatment and as an outcome measure for
treatment. Two well designed studies, one a prospective
double blind cross-over trial of a diagnostic test and the
other a prospective, double blind clinical trial of a diag-
nostic test, reported that the prone leg length test was
“not found to be viable for identifying vertebrae to be ad-
justed” or as useful as an outcome measure to assess the
effectiveness of the adjustment. (Haas et al., 1993; Haas
et al., 1993).


The committee agreed to review the published litera-
ture about the Activator instrument and not Activator
Methods. Since the only published literature about the
use of the Activator is in the context of Activator Meth-
ods technique, I am unable to reach a conclusion about
the use of the Activator Instrument other than it is used as
a clinical and research tool. The indications, contraindi-
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cations for the use of the Activator Instrument as a clini-
cal tool, and the efficacy and safety of its use are unclear,
not documented or unknown.
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Summary of the literature on safety
Of the 16 studies that dealt either explicitly or implicitly
with safety, 4 were randomized control trials1–4 (Class 1
evidence), 3 were experimental studies5–7 – one of which
appeared as a book chapter – (Class 2 evidence), 6 were
case studies9,11,12,14–16 (Class 3 evidence), two were re-
views of the literature appearing in a book chapter8,13 and
journal article respectively10 (Class 3 evidence). The lat-
ter 3 were deemed not applicable to this report.


In order to consider the evidence presented as related
to safety, the reader must assume as stated on the evi-
dence table “In the absence of epidemiological data, case
report or case series reporting no adverse reaction are as
valid as those that report adverse reaction.” (See append-
ed essay by Dr. Triano) Publishing standards expect that
reports of care to patients account for adverse effects of
the treatment, whether strictly followed or not.


Class 1 Evidence
A review of the Class 1 evidence relating to safety has
been including under the subheadings of efficacy, and use
and usage. They include studies by Wood, Colloca and


Mathews (2001)1, Keller and Colloca (2000)2, Gemmel
and Jacobson (1998)3 and Yates et al. (1988)4. Safety was
not directly measured in any Class 1 evidence but it was
important to note that no injuries were reported during
these trials.


Class 2 Evidence
In the experimental studies which provided a theoretical
model of small vertebral motions done by Solinger
(2000)5, or examined the dynamic response of the spine
during spinal manipulation by Fuhr et al., (1997)6 and the
biomechanical characteristics of five common spinal ma-
nipulative methods by Kawchuk and Herzog (1993)7,
safety was not directly studied. However, the biomechan-
ical data comparing the loads from use of Activator ver-
sus those of HVLA clearly demonstrate that, properly
applied, there is no biological feasible means to cause in-
jury with this device. It has been demonstrated that the
force-time profiles of moving stylus instruments have
characteristics of producing less force and do so over a
much faster time interval inasmuch, as the impulse de-
rived from a moving stylus device is of a lesser amplitude
and shorter duration when compared to traditional manu-
al type spinal manipulation.


Class 3 Evidence
Case studies reported that patients responded positively
to AAI treatment.9,12,14–16 In contrast, Nykoliation and
Mierau (1999) reported on three different case studies
(two of which had led to malpractice actions) where the
delivery of MAD SMT was associated with adverse ef-
fects for the patient.11 In at least one of these cases, the
competency of the practitioner to deliver MFMA SMT
would seem to be at issue.


Conclusion
After reviewing the literature and debate, the committee
came to consensus (4 to 2) that the evidence supports that
the conclusion that the Activator instrument is safe and
has no more relative risk than do manual HVLA proce-
dures. The committee again would like to caution that the
literature available is weak but unequivocal and that there
have been no studies that looked directly at safety. A
study designed to specifically look at safety is required to
better understand the safety of MADs.
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Minority Report on Safety
Submitted by Dale Mierau DC, MSc, FCCSC


and Lesley Biggs, PhD
Submitted October 4, 2002


Since there were no studies evaluating the safety of the
Activator instrument, we believe that there is no evi-
dence either to support or refute the view that MAD is
safe. The best that can be said is that no injuries were re-
ported, other than 3 adverse effects reported in one case
series (Nykoliation and Mierau, 1999).


We do not agree with the statement, “In the absence of
epidemiological data, case report or case series reporting
no adverse reaction are as valid as those that report ad-
verse reaction.” This statement was a source of debate
and finally disagreement, even before the stage at which
the individual essays were written and discussed. As indi-
cated in the Report, this statement is an assumption yet to
be tested; in essence, it represents a null hypothesis (i.e. it
is a research question). We are not able to find an equiva-
lent statement or concept in any epidemiological or clini-
cal literature. We were able to find citations to suggest
that the rate of adverse reactions to treatment are under-
reported and a major policy concern. (See special issue of
the British Medical Journal, 320, 18 March 2000; Co-
chrane Reviewers Handbook 4.1.4, October, 2001; Na-
tional Steering Committee on Patient Safety, (2002);
Sackett et al., 1985). This view is consistent with the last
statement in the section of the report on safety: “The
committee again would like to caution that the literature
available is weak but unequivocal and there have been no
studies that looked directly at safety. A study designed to
specifically look at safety is required”. We agree with this
latter statement and interpret it to mean that the literature
published on the Activator instrument is not of sufficient
quantity or quality to draw a conclusion about the safety
of the instrument. This is the reason for our vote of “not
enough evidence” as opposed to a vote that the evidence
in the literature supports that the Activator is safe.


Other Comments
1 The scientific approach to investigating the probability


of risk is the same as that for investigating potential
benefit (efficacy). The best method for both is a rand-
omized controlled trial. However, in the field of treat-
ment for musculoskeletal conditions the probability of


an adverse reaction (risk) may be very remote, or the
adverse effect may be temporary and benign. In such a
case the trial would need to be very large to capture
even one adverse effect. By convention, to be 95 %
confident of observing one or more adverse reactions
to an intervention, one must follow three times the re-
ciprocal of the true adverse reaction rate (that is if the
true adverse reaction rate is 1/1000 then investigators
would have to follow 3000 treated patients to be 95%
confident of finding at least one adverse reaction). Giv-
en the size of a sample required, RCTs are not often
used to study adverse reactions unless the risk is very
high or the adverse reaction is death or chronic disabil-
ity. The next best method is to use a cohort study in
which one group received the treatment and one did
not. One could then follow the cohorts over time and
count the number of adverse reactions in each group.
However, one cannot assign causality with a cohort or
case control study of risk any more than one can draw
a conclusion about efficacy.


2 The notion that one can simply count up the number of
reports without adverse effects and those with adverse
effects and draw a conclusion about the safety of the
intervention has no basis. The rationale for this state-
ment is:
iii Adverse effects to treatment are underreported (Na-


tional Steering Committee on Patient Safety,
(2002); Cochrane Reviewers’ Handbook, 2001).


iii Simply counting up instances of an adverse effect
or lack of one gives no insight into other variables,
bias and confounders, which can assist to define
causation (Haldeman et al, 1999; Sackett et al.
1985).


iii The term ‘adverse effect’ may mean different things
to different clinicians and hold different meanings
for patients.
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Summary of the literature on
educational requirements
Five studies1–5 included a reference to educational issues.
All were categorized as Class 3 evidence. In general, this
information has little to do with criteria for competency.
Rather these studies provide information about which
colleges provide training in Activator procedures through
elective courses (Osterbauer and Fuhr, 1990: 174. Table
2).5 Eight schools provide such training, and are listed
below:


Cleveland/KC: elective course
Life College: elective and postgraduate courses
Life/West: elective and postgraduate courses
Logan: elective course
New York: elective course
Palmer/Davenport: elective and postgraduate courses
Parker: elective course


A number of authors concluded that MAD methods
should be included in the undergraduate or postgraduate
curriculum of chiropractic colleges. In a college survey in-
vestigating Name techniques (n = 263), Gleberzon (2000)
found that 94% of respondents recommended, inter alia,
the inclusion of Activator Methods in Canadian Memorial
Chiropractic Colleges’s curriculum and that a significant
proportion (43%) of Canadian chiropractors utilize Name
techniques including Activator methods.2 It has been men-
tioned several times that Activator Methods is taught with-
in the DC curriculum or postgraduate curriculum of many
accredited colleges.4


Based on one case report, Polkinghorn (1998) suggests
that MFMA may be effective when a patient’s condition
was initially aggravated by manual manipulation.3 Polk-
inghorn reinforced the need for chiropractors to be trained
adequately in manipulative skill. Based on their findings
that ‘distractive and compressive loads have resulted in
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differing neurophysiologic sensitivity, Colloca et al.,
(2000) recommend that practitioners should receive
mechanosensitive education and training in terms of force
vector application during chiropractic technique applica-
tions.1


Conclusion
After reviewing the literature and after debate consensus
was reached (5 to 1) that there was no evidence in the lit-
erature with respect to educational requirements to form
any conclusions. The members felt that with no evidence
available to reach any conclusions about educational re-
quirements, and anything they wrote would simply be
opinion.


Minority Report
Educational Requirements For Moving Stylus


Instruments Within Chiropractic Practice


Christopher J. Colloca, D.C.
Private Practice of Chiropractic, Phoenix, AZ, U.S.A.


Our committee was asked to review the literature and an-
swer the question, “What are the educational require-
ments for moving stylus instruments within chiropractic
practice?” Upon this review, the majority of the Mechan-
ical Adjusting Devices (MAD) committee determined
that there wasn’t evidence available to determine the edu-
cational requirements for moving stylus instruments
within chiropractic practice. I am pleased to have the op-
portunity to provide a minority opinion to be included in
this report to clarify issues that I believe to be relevant to
this matter.


In consideration of the question of the educational re-
quirements of moving stylus instruments, both the litera-
ture and the law should be considered. Moving stylus
instruments are taught as part of the core curriculum or as
an elective course in several Council on Chiropractic Ed-
ucation (CCE) accredited chiropractic college curricula.1


In addition, educational coursework involving the use of
moving stylus instruments is also taught as part of CCE
accredited post-graduate educational coursework that sat-
isfies license renewal requirements for both State and
Provincial chiropractic licensing agencies.1


The literature demonstrates that moving stylus instru-


ments are popular in use in chiropractic practice. Data
from the United States, Canada, and Australia note that
moving stylus instruments are in use by a majority of
doctors of chiropractic, ranging in the upwards of 62%
usage on 21% of patients.2 The popularity of moving sty-
lus instruments in chiropractic practice is consistent with
their acceptance by state and provincial guidelines within
the United States (Mercy)3 and Canada (Glenerin).4 In-
herently in their formal chiropractic education, doctors of
chiropractic are trained and subsequently licensed to per-
form manual treatments to the human frame. Moving
stylus instruments are defined as mechanical force, man-
ually assisted thrust procedures3–5 which meet the defini-
tions of such educational training requirements for which
doctors of chiropractic are licensed according to the CCE
requirements.


In summary, although there appears to be no standard-
ized language regarding the educational requirements for
using moving stylus instruments in chiropractic practice,
it appears that the training requirements for the use of
such devices falls under the scope of the doctor of chiro-
practic license in performing manual treatments. Moreo-
ver, the educational requirements necessary for the doctor
of chiropractic to understand the multitude of issues in-
volving manual technique application of forces to the hu-
man body are inherent in the chiropractor’s license to
practice. Just as doctors of chiropractic are licensed to
utilize manual force, mechanically assisted devices
(drop-tables or flexion-distraction tables) under their
scope of practice, chiropractors are also licensed to use
moving stylus instruments based upon the educational re-
quirements of the chiropractic license.
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Background: Assessments of posteroanterior (PA) spinal stiffness using mobilization apparatuses have demonstrated


an increase in PA spine stiffness during voluntary contraction of the lumbar extensor muscles; yet, little work has


been done to this degree in symptomatic subjects.


Objective: To use a previously validated dynamic mechanical impedance procedure to quantify changes in PA dynamic


spinal stiffness at rest and during lumbar isotonic extension tasks in patients with low back pain (LBP).


Methods: Thirteen patients with LBP underwent a dynamic spinal stiffness assessment in the prone-resting position and


again during lumbar extensor efforts. Stiffness assessments were obtained using a handheld impulsive mechanical


device equipped with an impedance head (load cell and accelerometer). PA manipulative thrusts (c150 N, <5


milliseconds) were delivered to skin overlying the L3 left and right transverse processes (TPs) and to the L3 spinous


process (SP) in a predefined order (left TP, SP, right TP) while patients were at rest and again during prone-lying lumbar


isotonic extension tasks. Dynamic spinal stiffness characteristics were determined from force and acceleration


measurements using the apparent mass (peak force/peak acceleration, kg). Apparent mass measurements for the resting


and active lumbar isotonic task trials of each patient were compared using a 2-tailed, paired t test.


Results: A significant increase in the PA dynamic spinal stiffness was noted for thrusts over the SP (apparent


mass [17.0%], P= .0004) during isotonic trunk extension tasks compared with prone resting, but no statistically significant


changes in apparent mass were noted for the same measures over the TPs.


Conclusions: These findings add support to the significance of the trunk musculature and spinal posture in providing


increased spinal stability. (J Manipulative Physiol Ther 2004;27:229-237)


Key Indexing Terms: Apparent Mass; Biomechanics; Electromyography; Low Back Pain; Lumbar Spine;


Chiropractic; Manipulation; Muscle Coactivation; Stiffness; Stability

INTRODUCTION


M
aintenance of posture and performance of pur-


poseful trunk motion are the result of coordinat-


ed load sharing between passive and active
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paraspinal tissues that act to balance the external loads.1


Indeed, the spinal musculature plays a major role in spine


stability.2,3 Voluntary contraction of the erector spinae


muscles acts to stiffen the intervertebral joints.4 Physiologic


deformation of the viscoelastic structures of the spine have


also been shown to elicit active and reflexive muscular


contraction of the multifidus and longissimus muscles,


which, in turn, act to stiffen and stabilize the spine during


movements.5


Disturbances in the musculoskeletal system that result in


excessive load sharing, abnormal motion, and higher strains


in the highly innervated lumbar spinal soft tissues have been


suggested as possible causes of some low back disorders


and chronic low back pain.6,7 Clinically, increased levels of


muscle coactivation may constitute an objective indicator of


the dysfunction in the passive stabilizing system of the


lumbar spine.4 Biomechanical assessments that provide


noninvasive estimates of spinal stiffness together with other


objective tests and outcome measures may help clinicians to


discriminate and treat patients with spinal disorders.8
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Table 1. Patient demographics


Subject Age Sex Height Weight VAS Oswestry Symptom frequency* Back pain historyy Health perceptionz


N= 13 (y) (M/F) (cm) (kg) (0–10) (0–50) (0–3) (0–3) (SF-36; 0–4)


4 37 M 175.26 80.74 1 9 1 1 2


5 54 M 182.88 86.18 1 2 1 1 1


6 23 M 180.34 84.37 3 10 2 1 1


8 67 M 184.15 85.28 1 8 2 3 1


9 44 M 172.72 81.65 1 1 1 1 1


10 38 M 181.61 109.77 5 12 3 3 3


13 40 F 142.24 59.88 5 16 3 3 2


14 38 F 171.45 74.39 5 11 3 3 1


15 69 M 170.18 78.02 5 12 3 3 1


16 56 F 165.56 57.15 2 8 1 3 2


17 15 F 172.72 49.90 6 19 3 2 0


20 28 F 167.64 67.13 5 14 3 3 2


22 48 M 187.96 79.83 1 3 1 3 1


Mean 42.85 173.21 76.48 3.15 9.62 – – –


SD 16.00 11.34 14.80 2.03 5.35 – – –


Mean F SD.


N = 13.


VAS, Visual Analogue Scale, SF F 36, 36-Item Short Form Health Survey; LBP, low back pain.
*Symptom Frequency. 0 = Currently asymptomatic; 1 = Occasional LBP; 2 = Intermittent LBP; 3 = Frequent LBP; 4 = Constant LBP.
y Back Pain History. 0 = No present LBP or pain in the past 6 months; 1 = Acute (< 4 weeks of symptoms); 2 = Sub acute (<12 weeks of symptoms);


3 = Chronic (<12 weeks of symptoms).
z Health Perception. 0 = Excellent; 1 = Very Good; 2 = Good; 3 = Fair; 4 = Poor.
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Studies investigating posteroanterior (PA) spinal stiffness


using mobilization assessment apparatuses have shown


relationships between PA stiffness and a number of factors,


including spinal level, body type, body position, and


lumbar extensor muscle activity.9-13 Results from these


studies have shown an increased PA spine stiffness to


voluntary contraction of the lumbar extensor muscles.13,14


PA spinal stiffness, therefore, has been hypothesized to be


an important parameter to discriminate between patients


with low back pain and asymptomatic subjects.8,15 To date,


little objective evidence is available, however, discerning


variations in PA spinal stiffness and its clinical signifi-


cance. The objective of this study was to use a dynamic


mechanical assessment procedure to quantify changes in


PA spinal stiffness at rest and during prone-lying lumbar


isotonic extension postures in patients with low back


pain (LBP).

METHODS


Subjects
Thirteen patients with LBP (8 males and 5 females,


mean age of 42.9 years, range 15--69 years) were included


in the study (Table 1). The patients were examined as part


of a follow-up to an earlier study of 22 subjects in which


they participated in a comprehensive physical examination


and thoracolumbar muscle reflex and dynamic stiffness


assessment protocol.8,16 Thirteen subjects that were re-

examined met the inclusion criteria for the current study.


Patients were included in this study if they had present


back pain but had not consulted a doctor for low back or


leg pain treatment in the past 6 months. In this manner,


patients who had been recently treated for low back pain


were excluded to avoid bias from therapeutic influences on


the trunk musculature.17 Specifically, patients undergoing


treatment for lower back pain may be receiving therapy


which can affect the activity of their trunk muscles.17,18


Patients were excluded if they were pregnant, had a


previous history of lumbar surgery, or presented any


contraindication to spinal manipulation therapy (SMT).


Additionally, the patients had to be able to tolerate the


task efforts of isotonic trunk extension. Therefore, those


patients reporting unrelenting back or leg pain during


lumbar extension at physical examination were excluded


from the study. Following written and verbal explanation


of the protocol for the follow-up study, patients signed a


written informed consent form acknowledging their par-


ticipation in the follow-up study. Back pain demogra-


phic data obtained from the patients participating in the


study included visual analog score (VAS) (0–10, 10


worst); symptom frequency (0–4, 0= none; 1= occasional;


2 = intermittent; 3 = frequent; 4 = constant); back pain his-


tory (0–4, 0= no present LBP or pain in the past 6 months;


1 = acute [<4 weeks of symptoms]; 2 = subacute [<12


weeks of symptoms]; 3 = chronic [ > 12 weeks of symp-


toms]); perceived health status (0–4, taken from the short


form 36 [SF-36] health survey questionnaire: 0 = excellent;







Fig 1. Segmental contact points are shown for the dynamic stiffness assessment procedure. Stylus containing the impedance head
was placed at (1) RTP, (2) SP, and (3) LTP of L3, where an input force (F) of approximately 150 N (c 5 milliseconds) was delivered to
mechanically excite the structure. Using a mechanical impedance technique, apparent mass (kg) was calculated as input force/output
acceleration (F/a) to derive the apparent mass, a measure of the dynamic PA stiffness of the spine for each of the trials.
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1=very good; 2= good; 3= fair; 4 = poor); and the Oswes-


try Low Back Pain Disability Index (0–50, 50 worst).


Back pain demographic data for the patients participating


in the study are shown in Table 1.

Patient Assessment Procedure
Each subject was placed in the prone position by use of a


motorized vertical/horizontal table (Softec/Tri-W-G, Valley


City, ND) and asked to rest for a period of 2 minutes while


the experimental protocol was read to them. Two pairs of


pregelled, self-adhesive, silver/silver chloride bipolar elec-


trodes (Easytrode 3SG3-N, MultiBioSensors, El Paso, Tex)


were attached bilaterally over the erector spinae muscula-


ture at its aponeurotic origin overlying the multifidus at L5


and overlying the iliocostalis lumborum muscles at L3. The


skin was lightly abraded prior to attachment of the electro-


des. The surface electrodes had an active diameter of 1.0 cm


and each electrode pair had an approximately 2.5-cm


interelectrode distance. Electrodes and electrode leads were


positioned bilaterally on the lateral aspect of the erector


spinae muscle so that posterior-anterior thrusts could be


delivered to both the spinous processes (SPs) and transverse


processes (TPs) without contact with the electrodes or


electrode leads. To verify proper function of the electro-


myograph (EMG) equipment, the prone-lying patients were

asked to lift their chest and shoulders off the treatment table


while surface electromyographic responses were monitored.


During this time, adjustments in electromyographic signal


amplification were made. Additionally, this initial trunk


extension task also served as a tolerance test to observe


the patient’s ability to participate in the study. As part of the


initial instructions given, patients were informed to abort


the procedure immediately if the extension procedure


caused them intolerable low back discomfort or peripheral-


ization of their symptoms.


Using a previously described and validated analytical


technique,19,20 the PA force input and PA acceleration


response of the spine were obtained using a modified


handheld mechanical device (Activator Adjusting Instru-


ment, Activator Methods International, Ltd, Phoenix, Ariz)


equipped with a preload control frame and mechanical


impedance head (load cell and accelerometer). This tech-


nology provides the ability to measure the input force and


acceleration response characteristics of the spine at the


segmental contact point.20 This dynamic stiffness assess-


ment method applied to the SPs is associated with an


intrasubject variance of about 20% to 25%.20 For repeated


trials (n = 10) applied to spine surrogate,19 the variance has


been reported to be 9%. The 10-mm diameter contact


surface of the instrument’s indenter head consists of a


stainless steel contact member encased by a neoprene tip.







Fig 2. Experimental setup. A, Dynamic PA spinal stiffness assessments were conducted on L3 SP and TPs using a handheld mechanical
device equipped with an impedance head (load cell and accelerometer). Surface electromyographic recordings were made simultaneously
from erector spinae musculature bilateral at L2 and L4 during the tests. B, Dynamic PA spinal stiffness assessment procedure being
performed by clinician during an active lumbar isotonic extension task as the data is sampled by means of a portable computer.
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Further details of the device and its applications can be


found elsewhere.19


For these measurements, high loading rate PA manipu-


lative thrusts (150 N,<5 ms) were delivered over the L3 left


and right TPs and to the L3 SP (Fig 1). Thrusts were applied


to the segmental contact points while patients were lying in


a prone, muscle-relaxed posture and then repeated while the


patients performed an isotonic trunk extension task (Fig 2).


Thrusts were always applied at the end of the expiration of

breath. For the extension tasks, patients were instructed to


lift their chest off the examination table for a count of 5


seconds. The dynamic PA spinal stiffness assessment was


performed at approximately the 3-second time point of the


extension task. Due to the symptomatic nature of the


subjects participating in the study, patients were not re-


strained in any manner for the extension tasks so as not to


exacerbate their condition. Patients were given a 2-minute


rest period between each extension effort. Tests were then







Fig 3. Linear enveloped, erector spinae sEMG output (at L3–Left) recorded during AAI thrusts to the L2 LTP (thick line) and SP (thin
line) of a 48-year-old male subject. Relaxed and Active refer to the relative muscle activity in the subject when lying prone.
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repeated for the right TP (RTP) and SP, respectively. A total


of 6 thrusts were therefore performed on each subject (3


muscle relaxed and 3 muscle active, 1 each on the left TP


[LTP], RTP, and SP).


Linear enveloped surface electromyographic (Noraxon


Myotrace 10, Finland) and thrust force (PCB model


201A03, Depew, NY) signals were recorded using a Biopac


MP100 (Biopac Systems, Inc, Santa Barbara, Calif) 16-bit


data acquisition system and Acknowledge software (Biopac


Systems, Inc). A linear envelope detector circuit consisting


of a 0 offset full-wave rectifier and bandpass filter (16--500


Hz) followed by a low-pass filter (10 millisecond time


constant) was used to electronically process the raw EMG


signal. Linear enveloped surface electromyographic signals


were sampled directly into the computer. Hereafter, the


linear enveloped surface electromyographic signal will be


referred to as sEMG. During the isotonic trunk extension


trials, sEMG data were collected at 50 Hz over a 30-second


time interval.


The apparent mass (peak force/peak acceleration, kg)


was calculated for each of the thrusts. Apparent mass or


apparent mass modulus is representative of the dynamic


segment stiffness, since it characterizes the motion re-


sponse (acceleration) to a known mechanical input (force).


Apparent mass values recorded during the resting and


active lumbar isotonic tasks trials were compared using a


2-tailed, paired observations t test. Surface electromyo-


graphic output was analyzed to confirm that the paraspinal


muscles were active during the trunk extension tasks. To


verify that the within-subject trunk extension tasks were


performed at a consistent effort, peak sEMG values were

obtained from the 3 isotonic trunk extension tasks for each


subject and compared using a 2-tailed paired observations t


test (POTT). The nominal type I error rate of .05 was used


to establish significance.

RESULTS


Table 1 summarizes the LBP demographics of the


patients. Of the patients participating in the study, 4 reported


having acute LBP, 2 reported subacute LBP, and 7 reported


chronic LBP. Five patients described their back pain as


occasional, 2 patients reported having intermittent back


pain, and 6 patients had frequent LBP. Patients’ self-per-


ceived health status revealed 1 patient in excellent health, 7


patients with very good health, 4 patients noting good


health, and 1 patient believing he was in fair health. The


symptomatic nature of the patients ranged from visual


analog scores of 1 to 6 and Oswestry low back disability


indices ranging from 1 to 19.


Figure 3 shows a typical linear enveloped L3 sEMG


output response obtained during the L3 segment stiffness


assessment procedure. In this subject, a muscle reflex


response to the PA thrust over both the TPs and SP is


clearly evident during the resting portion of the test. In some


subjects, a reflex response was also evident during the


isotonic extension task portion of the test. In general, the


isotonic trunk extension tasks performed by each subject


produced relatively consistent peak sEMG output response.


As a group, there were no significant left versus right side


differences in sEMG output, nor was there any significant







Fig 4. Mean percent change in L2 apparent mass associated with the muscle active trunk isotonic extension activities in 13 patients. Error
bars indicate the SD.
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differences in sEMG output during the performance of the 3


active trunk extension trials (LTP, RTP, SP).


For tests performed in the prone relaxed posture, the


mean apparent mass obtained from the stiffness assessment


over the LTP, RTP, and SP was 0.18 (SD 0.03) kg, 0.17 (SD


0.03) kg, and 0.14 (SD 0.02) kg, respectively. There were no


significant differences in the apparent mass obtained for


thrusts over the left side paraspinal muscles (LTP) compared


with the right side paraspinal muscles (RTP) at L3 (muscle


relaxed trials). The apparent mass measured over the L3


LTP was significantly (P= .002) greater than that measured


over the L3 SP for the muscle relaxed trials.


Overall, there was no significant change in the apparent


mass obtained during rest as opposed to tests performed


during the active trunk extension tasks for thrusts over the


active paraspinal muscles (LTP, RTP). However, all of the


patients showed an increase in the apparent mass recorded


over the L3 SP (range 1.3%–39.4%) during the trunk


extension tasks in comparison with the apparent mass


obtained during the resting assessments. Analysis of PA


thrusts over the L3 SPs indicated that there was a significant


increase in the apparent mass (17.0%, P= .0004) for the


prone isotonic trunk extension tasks compared with tests


conducted in the prone resting position. These results are


summarized in Figure 4.

DISCUSSION


In this study, dynamic stiffness assessments performed


over the TPs remained unchanged during the isotonic trunk


extension tasks. Hence, the mechanical impedance assess-

ment procedure was unable to discriminate the relatively


subtle differences in stiffness between relaxed and trunk


extension posture. Dynamic PA stiffness assessments per-


formed by directly contacting the SPs, however, resulted in


a more marked and significant change in the apparent mass


during voluntary contraction of the back extensor muscles in


the active lumbar extension posture. Apparent mass or


apparent mass modulus is the ratio of the force input and


acceleration response of the spine. The apparent mass is a


measure of the dynamic stiffness of the spine, since it is


directly related to the mechanical impedance and apparent


stiffness.21,22 Changes in PA apparent mass observed in the


current study are hypothesized to reflect the increased


dynamic stiffness of the spinal segments caused by active


contraction of the paraspinal muscles. It is likely that the


indistinguishable results for stiffness assessments obtained


over the muscles as opposed to the SPs may be due to the


dampening effect of taking mechanical measurements di-


rectly over highly deformable muscle. Further research in


this regard pertaining to PA spinal stiffness assessments


are warranted.


Our findings of an increased apparent mass for tests


conducted over the SPs during active contraction of para-


spinal muscles corroborate the findings of previous studies


examining changes in PA spinal force-deformation responses


during mobilization assessments.13,14 Lumbar extensor mus-


cle activity has been found to result in an increase in lumbar


PA spinal stiffness assessed at the SPs even at low levels of


activity.13 Lee et al14 examined the responses of 11 normal


asymptomatic subjects to the application of cyclical quasi-


static (0.7 Hz) lumbar PA forces that simulated mobilization.


In their study, subjects were examined in the prone resting
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position during maximal voluntary isometric muscle con-


tractions at the level of the L3 SP. Lee et al14 found that


spinal stiffness increased by 350% during maximum acti-


vation of the trunk extensor muscles as compared with


resting prone measurements, indicating that muscle activity


can significantly alter lumbar PA stiffness. In 1999, Shirley


et al13 expanded on the work of Lee et al14 by reporting PA


spinal stiffness during varying submaximal activity of the


lumbar extensor muscles in 20 asymptomatic subjects. In


their work, subjects were asked to perform a maximal


isometric voluntary contraction (MVIC) with their pelvis


fixed by exerting a force against a steel plate located over


their T4 SP. They were then asked to perform contractions


generating forces equivalent to 0%, 10%, 30%, 50%, and


100% of that obtained with an MVIC. PA stiffness was


measured at the L4 SP during each of these trunk efforts. A


linear increase in PA stiffness was observed during submax-


imal efforts where 10%, 30%, 50%, and 100% MVIC efforts


increased mean PA stiffness by 12%, 41%, 75%, and 92%,


respectively. The observed increase in the apparent mass


associated with thrusts over the L3 SP during functional


trunk extension tasks in the current study corresponds


most closely with submaximal contractions generating


forces equivalent to 10% to 20% of MVICs reported by


Shirley et al.13


There are numerous reasons for the differences in our


results as opposed to Lee et al14 and Shirley et al.13 First, the


lower magnitude of the observed changes for trunk exten-


sion efforts as compared with resting reported in this study


are generally lower than the previous work. This most likely


reflects a number of factors, including both the change in


posture from neutral to lumbar extension, as well as the


specific nature of the voluntary muscle contractions per-


formed. Noteworthy is the fact that in the current study


subjects performed a functional prone-lying extension task


in which they lifted their chest and thorax off the examina-


tion table. The thorax has been shown to increase spinal


stiffness by a factor of 2.23 Thus, compared with the PA


stiffness assessments obtained in the relaxed posture where


the thorax is in contact with the examination table, the PA


stiffness assessments performed in the active lumbar exten-


sion posture (thorax lifted off of the examination table)


showed a less remarkable change than would be predicted to


occur when the thorax is in contact with the table. Second,


by restraining the thorax by means of the patient exerting


their extension force against a steel frame as in the Lee et


al14 and Shirley et al13 studies, the subjects were able to


generate much greater torque as opposed to the unrestrained


subjects in our study. Additional research is needed to


characterize the stabilizing role of the thorax on spinal


stiffness measurements in the prone-lying subject. Last, in


contrast to the research of Lee et al14 and Shirley et al,13 the


subjects in the present study were symptomatic LBP


patients. Thus, it was not deemed appropriate to assess


MVICs in this patient population for fear of worsening their

condition. Inasmuch, the lower stiffness magnitudes ob-


served during the isotonic trunk extension maneuvers ob-


served may be attributed to the symptomatic nature of the


patients participating. These factors and others, including


the differences in stiffness technique incorporated in each


study, help to explain the differences among some of the


work in this area.


The stiffness measurement procedure (apparent mass


derived from load-acceleration measurements) reported in


the current study cannot be directly compared with previous


studies, since the majority of prior studies have reported on


the load-deformation response during quasi-static loading


(<1 Hz). Spinal stiffness increases substantially as the rate of


loading and magnitude of loading increase.11,24 The fact that


we observed lower relative changes in spinal stiffness


during muscle relaxed and muscle active tasks in compar-


ison with Lee et al14 most likely reflects the dynamic and


impulsive nature of the force-time profile of our dynamic


PA stiffness methodology. In general, impulsive forces


(brief duration) are associated with a lower magnitude


motion response in comparison with forces applied in a


quasi-static manner.25,26 Consequently, the change in stiff-


ness observed will be smaller, consistent with the results


reported herein.


The finding of increased PA stiffness during trunk exten-


sion efforts in this study and others is an expected finding,


as around the neutral posture the spine exhibits the least


stiffness.7,27 The lumbar extensor muscles, specifically the


erector spinae muscle group, when voluntarily contracted


provide forces that act on L3 (and the other lumbar SPs) in


the posterior and inferior direction.28 The posterior vectored


muscle forces act to increase the resistance to PA forces


imparted to the spine. The multifidus muscle, also acting


during lumbar extension, has been found to biomechanically


increase the overall stiffness (stability) of the intervertebral


joints.1 Cholewicki et al4 tested a biomechanical model to


assess the coactivation of trunk flexor and extensor muscles


with electromyography and determined that increased mus-


cular forces were indeed necessary to provide spinal stabil-


ity. Furthermore, some patients with low back pain have


been reported to have involuntary hyperactivity of adjacent


muscles at rest.29


As discussed by Lee et al,14 in addition to the posterior


shear force generated by the erector spinae muscles, longi-


tudinal compressive forces coexist during extension. Such


compression may further cause an increase in resistance to


shear displacements or rotations. The compressive forces


combined with extended position of the L3-4 functional


spinal unit may further act to increase the spinal stiffness.


Adams et al30 reported that 2j of lumbar extension in-


creased the maximum compressive stress within the poste-


rior annulus by an average of 16% compared with the


neutral posture among normal and degenerated lumbar


disks. The activity of other muscle groups may have further


served to increase the spinal stiffness. Abdominal muscles,
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muscles of the thorax, hip extensors, and muscles of the


pelvis, among others, acted in concert during the isotonic


trunk extension task performed by our patients. Another


possible contributor to the increased dynamic spinal stiff-


ness during the isotonic extension task was the lumbar


extension posture itself. Edmondston et al31 recently


reported a 12.4% increase in the PA stiffness obtained


from the L3 and L5 SPs from the neutral to lumbar extended


prone posture. Further investigations of active versus pas-


sive trunk postures are needed to specifically discriminate


the muscular and postural contributions of dynamic


spinal stiffness.


There are several shortcomings of this research. First,


because we performed functional extension tasks rather


than MVICs of the lumbar extensor muscles, there is


inherently more variability in the level of the isotonic


trunk extension muscle among the subjects. MVICs could


not be performed in our LBP subject population, since


maximal trunk extension activities may have caused in-


creased pain. Although we characterized the sEMG output


response of the subjects, such measures cannot typically be


compared across subjects (unless normalized in some


manner); thus, we were limited to comparisons of sEMG


output only within the context of the 3 extension trials


performed by each subject. Assessments of isometric trunk


torque output during prone-lying extension tasks would


provide a better means to directly compare the level of


exertions produced by each subject and allow for cross-


subject comparisons to be made. Such procedures would


also help to constrain the movement of the chest and


thorax. Moreover, because our sample size was relatively


small, we were unable to examine the effects, if any, of


patient symptomatology on apparent mass. In previous


work with a larger patient population, we observed in-


creased dynamic spinal stiffness in patients with increased


symptom frequency, as well as increased neuromuscular


reflex thresholds in patients with low back pain.8,16 Being


that the subjects in the current study had generally low


levels of pain (average 3.5 VAS), our results may not be


easily generalized to groups of back pain subjects with


more severe symptoms. A larger patient population needs


to be studied to determine how trunk muscle activation


may affect the PA mechanical behavior of the lumbar spine


in both asymptomatic and symptomatic subjects.

CONCLUSION


Lumbar spine isotonic trunk extension contributes to


increased dynamic PA lumbar spine stiffness. These find-


ings corroborate the findings of others and add support to


the significance of the trunk musculature and spinal posture


in providing spinal stability. Understanding the contribu-


tions of the trunk musculature in low back pain patients


may serve to assist in the management of back pain

patients. Further research directed toward understanding


the influence of the trunk musculature on PA dynamic


spine stiffness may serve clinically as an objective biome-


chanical outcome measure to evaluate between patients with


musculoskeletal disorders.
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INCREASING THE CERVICAL LORDOSIS WITH


CHIROPRACTIC BIOPHYSICS SEATED COMBINED


EXTENSION-COMPRESSION AND TRANSVERSE LOAD


CERVICAL TRACTION WITH CERVICAL MANIPULATION:
NONRANDOMIZED CLINICAL CONTROL TRIAL
Deed E. Harrison, DC,a Donald D. Harrison, PhD, DC,b Joeseph J. Betz, DC,a Tadeusz J. Janik, PhD,c


Burt Holland, PhD,d Christopher J. Colloca, DC,e and Jason W. Haas, DCa


ABSTRACT


Background: Cervical lordosis has been shown to be an important outcome of care; however, few conservative
methods of rehabilitating sagittal cervical alignment have been reported.
Objective: To study whether a seated, retracted, extended, and compressed position would cause tension in the
anterior cervical ligament, anterior disk, and muscle structures, and thereby restore cervical lordosis or increase the
curvature in patients with loss of the cervical lordosis.
Study Design: Nonrandomized, prospective, clinical control trial.
Methods: Thirty preselected patients, after diagnostic screening for tolerance to cervical extension with
compression, were treated for the first 3 weeks of care using cervical manipulation and a new type of cervical
extension-compression traction (vertical weight applied to the subject’s forehead in the sitting position with a
transverse load at the area of kyphosis). Pretreatment and posttreatment Visual Analogue Scale (VAS) pain ratings
were compared along with pretreatment and posttreatment lateral cervical radiographs analyzed with the posterior
tangent method for changes in alignment. Results are compared to a control group of 33 subjects receiving no
treatment and matched for age, sex, weight, height, and pain.
Results: Control subjects reported no change in VAS pain ratings and had no statistical significant change in
segmental or global cervical alignment on comparative lateral cervical radiographs (difference in all angle mean values �
1.3°) repeated an average of 8.5 months later. For the traction group, VAS ratings were 4.1 pretreatment and 1.1
posttreatment. On comparative lateral cervical radiographs repeated after an average of 38 visits over 14.6 weeks, 10 angles
and 2 distances showed statistically significant improvements, including anterior head weight bearing (mean improvement
of 11 mm), Cobb angle at C2-C7 (mean improvement of �13.6°), and the angle of intersection of the posterior tangents at
C2-C7 (mean improvement of 17.9°). Twenty-one (70%) of the treatment group subjects were followed for an additional
14 months; improvements in cervical lordosis and anterior weight bearing were maintained.
Conclusions: Chiropractic biophysics (CBP) technique’s extension-compression 2-way cervical traction combined
with spinal manipulation decreased chronic neck pain intensity and improved cervical lordosis in 38 visits over 14.6
weeks, as indicated by increases in segmental and global cervical alignment. Anterior head weight-bearing was
reduced by 11 mm; Cobb angles averaged an increase of 13° to 14°; and the angle of intersection of posterior
tangents on C2 and C7 averaged 17.9° of improvement. (J Manipulative Physiol Ther 2003;26:139-51)
Key Indexing Terms: Cervical Vertebrae; Lordosis; Traction; Posture; X-Ray; Kyphosis; Rehabilitation


INTRODUCTION


Neck pain is becoming increasingly prevalent in
today’s society.1,2 In a recent 10-year follow-up
of 200 asymptomatic subjects, Gore1 reported


an incidence of 15% for the development of neck pain. Neck
pain has multiple causes including tumor, infection, trauma,
spinal degeneration, and mechanical factors. Concerning
mechanical factors, the configuration of the sagittal cervical
curve has been shown to be an important clinical outcome
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of health care, especially in cervical postsurgical out-
comes.3-5 Besides neck pain,3-5 loss of cervical lordosis
and/or cervical kyphosis has been found to be a factor or
cause of tension and migraine headaches.6-8 Intuitively, the
relationship between neck pain symptoms and loss of cer-
vical lordosis makes sense, because the cervical lordosis can
be considered a primary curve, as it is formed at approxi-
mately 10 weeks of fetal development.9


Besides the fact that the cervical lordosis is formed in
utero, the necessity of a normal cervical lordosis is sup-
ported by a wide array of studies. The current Index Medi-
cus literature indicates that neck pain, headaches, surgical
cases, rehabilitative treatments, whiplash, and incidences of
degeneration all point to the relevance of the cervical curve
as an important outcome of care.3-19


In 2 recent studies, Gore1 and Marchiori and Henderson20


found that cervical spinal degeneration is a risk factor for
the development of neck pain, with the latter study showing
increased intensity of pain with multiple-level degenerative
changes. Of interest is the finding of an increased incidence
of degenerative changes in the cervical spine with segmen-
tal or regional kyphotic alignment of the cervical
spine.5,13,14,18,19 Again, this information points to a relation-
ship between loss of lordosis and neck pain.


Conservative methods to restore or improve cervical lor-
dosis are rare, with review of the literature locating only 2
chiropractic biophysics (CBP) studies demonstrating signif-
icant improvement in lordosis following treatment with 2
different types of cervical extension traction.21,22 Due to the
scarcity of adequate methods to improve cervical lordosis
with nonsurgical methods, we decided to measure global
and segmental angles of lordosis after a program with a new
type of seated, 3-point bending, cervical compression trac-
tion with a posterior-anterior transverse load at midneck.


It was hypothesized that this seated, retracted, extended,
and compressed position would cause tension in the anterior
cervical ligament, anterior disk, and muscle structures and
thereby restore cervical lordosis or increase the curvature in
patients with loss of the cervical lordosis.


METHODS


Thirty volunteer, consecutive patients with decreased cer-
vical lordosis, anterior head translation, and chronic cervi-
cogenic pain were treated with a new type of 3-point bend-
ing cervical traction and short-term cervical manipulation.
Cervical manipulation was discontinued approximately af-
ter 3 to 4 weeks of treatment (when cervicogenic pain and
range of motion were deemed improved or when no further
benefits were to be expected by continuing this treatment).
The type of cervical manipulation was a bilateral diversified
rotary break, a global lateral bending combined with a small
amount of axial torsion of the head and neck.


For the purposes of this article, subjects were considered
to have a decrease in their cervical lordosis if: (1) the
magnitude of lordosis between C2 through C7 posterior
body tangents measured less than 16°, which is 2 standard
deviations below the average asymptomatic person reported
by Harrison et al23; or (2) there were any segmental or
regional kyphotic angles in their lateral cervical curves.
Visual Analogue Scale (VAS) values (0 � no pain, excel-
lent health to 10 � excruciating pain and bedridden) and
lateral cervical radiographic measurements for the treatment
group were matched and compared to a nonrandomized
prospective control group of 33 volunteer subjects with
chronic cervicogenic pain and decreased cervical lordosis.
The control group subjects elected not to receive care but
did have initial and follow-up lateral cervical radiographs.


The 30 treatment group consisted of 14 female subjects
and 16 male subjects, with an average age of 36.0 years (SD
� 14.2 years), mean height of 171.8 cm (SD � 10.4 cm),
and mean weight of 82.3 kg (SD � 21.6 kg). The control
group was composed of 14 female subjects and 19 male
subjects, with an average age of 37 years (SD � 11.1 years),
mean height of 174.1 cm (SD � 8.2 cm), and mean weight
of 85.2 kg (SD � 19.5 kg). Subjects were patients/volun-
teers at a spine clinic in Elko, Nevada. Subjects gave in-
formed consent, and all aspects of this project were ap-
proved by our internal review board.


Since during this CBP cervical traction an extended and
compressed position of the neck was utilized in the seated
position, inclusion criteria involved a screening protocol for
tolerance to cervical compression with extension. Exclusion
criteria included: (1) radicular signs and symptoms on the
application of manually assisted extension combined with
compression; (2) central canal stenosis; (3) compression
fractures at any cervical level; (4) prior cervical spine sur-
gery; and (5) moderate to severe degenerative changes in
the intervertebral disks, vertebral bodies, and/or spinal lig-
aments. Eight subjects had to be excluded from participa-
tion in this study.


Prior to treatment with traction, each subject was asked to
perform 20 to 30 neck extensions within their pain-free
range of motion. This was done to warm up the tissues and
increase the flexibility for neck extension. Fig 1A and B,
depicts this warm-up extension procedure. Our new CBP
cervical traction method consisted of an extended/com-
pressed position of the cervical spine with a transverse load
applied at the area of maximum loss of segmental cervical
lordosis. The transverse load was applied with an additional
posterior-anterior strap attached to a weight and pulley. The
angle of the applied transverse load was changed relative to
horizontal from 0.0° to 10.0°- 15.0° to 20.0° to 25.0° for
lower, middle, and upper cervical curve decreases, respec-
tively. Fig 2 illustrates the seated, extended, retracted, and
compressed head position with the addition of the transverse
load.
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Initially, in order to develop tolerance for this position, 10
lb was placed over the front pulley while the subject ac-
tively (no weight added for compression) extended their
head backward. This procedure was performed on consec-
utive visits until the subject could do this for 5 minutes.
After this initial step, weight was applied to the forehead
strap at a 1:2 ratio compared to the weight of the anterior
strap. Most patients were able to tolerate 5 lb on the fore-
head compression strap and 10 lb on the transverse strap.
With weight on both the forehead compression and anterior
straps, traction time started at approximately 1 to 3 minutes
(depending on patient tolerance) and increased 1 minute per
session until the goal of 20 minutes per session was reached.
Once the 20-minute goal was reached, the weight on the
front and back were increased and the time was reduced to
10 minutes. Again, the patient’s time was increased 1
minute per session with the new increased weight until 20


minutes was reached. This process was repeated until the
patient reached (1) the goal of 20 lb on the front pull and 10
lb on the forehead for a time of 10 to 20 minutes, or (2) the
patient felt that they could no longer increase the weight due
to pain or discomfort. If the patient was sore in the neck
after completion of their traction session, ice was applied to
the posterior cervical region for 10 to 15 minutes.


The average subject was able to reach the goal of 10 lb on
the forehead and 20 lb on the anterior strap; however, 1
large muscular male subject was able to tolerate a maximum
of 35 lb on the front and 17.5 lb on the forehead without any
increased symptomatology. The traction treatment fre-
quency was 2 to 5 times weekly for a total of 14.6 weeks (SD
� 7 weeks). The number of visits before the second radiograph
and examination were performed was 38 (SD � 12.5 visits).
The second radiograph and examination were performed a
minimum of 1 day after the subject’s last treatment. After a


Fig 1. Warm-up flexion/extension exercises. A 4-inch stiff foam block was placed behind the patient’s thoracic spine. With the patient
looking forward, they were instructed to extend their skull backward into their maximum pain-free range of motion and hold this position
for 3 to 5 seconds. The patient then returned to the neutral, straight, forward position. This process was repeated between 20 and 30
times each visit.
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subject’s second radiograph and examination, they were
encouraged to come in periodically throughout the year for
traction to maintain their cervical curve correction.


Standard lateral cervical radiographs were obtained with
the subject’s right shoulder against the cabinet with a stan-
dard tube distance of 182.9 cm (72 in). Before exposure,
subjects were asked to close their eyes, flex and extend their
skull twice, and assume a comfortable resting position
where they perceived themselves to be looking straight
ahead. The eyes were then opened, and the subject was
asked not to deviate from this neutral position. This neutral
resting posture has been shown to be highly repeatable and
stable over time.24-26


Lateral cervical radiographs were analyzed with the pos-
terior tangent method, which includes global and segmental
angles of lordosis. Global Cobb angles at C1-C7 and C2-C7
and a measurement of head anterior translation/protrusion
were included. The posterior tangent method has been re-
ported to have interclass and intraclass correlation coeffi-


cients in the good and high ranges with low standard errors
(SE) of measurement; SE �2° and SE �2 mm.27 Fig 3
illustrates this radiographic method.


Twenty-one of the 30 treatment subjects (70%) volun-
teered for a long-term follow-up lateral cervical radiograph
and VAS pain scale. For this long-term follow-up radio-
graph, the average elapsed time between the first posttreat-
ment and long-term follow-up lateral cervical radiograph
was 14.0 months with a range from 4.5 months to 39
months. The average number of maintenance traction ses-
sions was 6.1 visits (SD � 5.6 visits).


To compare between and within groups, 2-sided, 2-sample t
tests and 2-sided paired t tests were conducted with the soft-
ware Minitab (Version 12, Minitab, Inc., State College, Pa,
1998). In a few instances when situations violated the needed
assumptions for the 2-sample t test and 2-sided paired t test,
their respective nonparametric analogues, the Mann-Whitney
test or Wilcoxon signed rank test, were utilized instead.


RESULTS


Thirty patients were compared with 33 control subjects
who did not receive treatment. Using 2-sample t tests, there
were no statistical significant differences between the 2 groups
when comparing age, height, weight, sex, and pretreatment
VAS scores (Table 1). There was a statistically significant
difference in the posttreatment VAS scores for these 2 groups.
Paired t tests indicate that the pretreatment VAS (3.5 � 2.0)
and posttreatment VAS (3.4 � 1.8) scores for the control
group were not statistically different. There was, however, a
statistically significant difference (P � .0001) for VAS
scores in the traction treatment group (mean of 4.1and SD of
1.9 compared to mean of 1.1 and SD of 0.9) (Table 1).


For the control group, all differences of the means for the
pretreatment and posttreatment radiographic angles were
less than 1.3°. Using paired t tests for equality of the means
derived from radiographic analysis for control subjects,
there were no statistically significant differences in the 5
segmental angles from posterior tangents at C2-3 to C6-7.
Also for the control group, there were no statistically sig-
nificant differences in the global angle, absolute rotation
angle (ARA), drawn with posterior tangents at C2-C7, in the
Cobb angles at C1-C7 and C2-C7, in head flexion angle
(Chamberlain’s line compared to horizontal), and in the
head protrusion distances measured at C1 and C2 (eg,
TzC1-T1). (Table 2).


Using 2-sided paired t tests for 10 of 12 radiographic
measures in the traction treatment group, all but 2 radio-
graphic angle measurements showed statistically significant
improvement to an increased lordosis at the P � .001 level
or lower, with C5-6 being slightly higher at P � .006 and
the C6-7 segmental angle showing marginal statistical im-
provement at P � .03. The radiographic data for the C1
angle compared to horizontal and Chamberlain’s angle to
horizontal violated the needed assumptions for t tests, and


Fig 2. Combined extension/compression and 2-way cervical trac-
tion. The head is retracted and extended with a weight strap and
head harness attached to the subject’s forehead and chin, while the
neck is pulled posterior-anterior by a forward strap. The forward
strap creates a transverse load at the level of any kyphosis. The
weights were applied at a 2:1 ratio at the anterior strap compared
to the head halter, starting at 10 lb:5 lb and increasing to toler-
ance or a maximum of 35 lb:17.5 lb. The patient is screened for
tolerance to this position before commencing traction.
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thus, the nonparametric Wilcoxon signed rank test was
applied to these data, which showed improvement at the P
� .0001 level (Table 3). The largest increases in lordosis
were found in the mid and upper cervical spine (C2-3 �
3.3°, C3-4 � 3.5°, C4-5 � 4.2°). On average, the global
angles increased between 13° and 18° (ARAC2-C7 � 17.9°,
CobbC2-C7 � 13.6°, and CobbC1-C7 � 13.9°). The mean
inclination of C1 to horizontal increased (11.7°), the head
flexion angle reduced (10.5°), and head protrusion reduced
by 9.5 mm to 12.2 mm between C2-C7 and C1-T1, respec-
tively. (Table 3). Figures 4, A and B, (kyphotic cervical
curve) and Figure 5, A through C, (hypolordosis) demonstrate
2 cases with increased cervical lordosis after treatment.


When separating subgroups above and below the mean
age (36 years), there were no statistically significant differ-
ences in radiographic measurements for younger and older
treatment group subjects for 10 angles and 2 anterior
weight-bearing distances (Table 4). Also, when separating
male subjects and female subjects, there were no statisti-
cally significant differences in radiographic measures (Ta-
ble 5). In a few instances where data violated the assump-
tions for the t tests, the analogous nonparametric test was
used in Tables 4 and 5.


Comparing the mean postradiographic angles at long-
term follow-up (average 14.0 months) to values at the
3-month radiographic examination indicates no loss of C2


Fig 3. Radiographic line drawing analysis utilized. The 4-line Cobb Method at C1-C7 overestimates lordosis due to the extra extension
of C1-2 (A). In B, the 4-line Cobb Method at C2-C7 underestimates lordosis due to the hooked-nose shape of the anterior-inferior body
of C2. In C, the atlas plane angle to horizontal (APA) and Chamberlain’s angle to horizontal (CA) are depicted. In D, the Harrison
Posterior Tangent Method in the cervical spine at C2 through C7 creates segmental angles (RRAs), the sum of which is a global angle
(ARA). In E, TzC1-T1 is the displacement of C1 compared to a vertical line through posterior-inferior body of T1 and TzC2-C7 is the
displacement of C2 compared to a vertical line through posterior-inferior body of C7. (Modified with permission from Lippincott
Williams & Wilkins, Inc. Spine 2000;25:2072-78.)
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through C7 lordosis in 70% (21/30) of treatment group
subjects available. Table 3 provides the comparisons of the
3-month posttreatment and 14-month follow-up lateral cer-
vical radiographic measurements in 21 subjects available
for long-term follow-up.


DISCUSSION


We hypothesized that a new type of CBP cervical exten-
sion/compression traction, with additional transverse load at
midneck, would result in an increase in lordosis after a
program of care due to the increased longitudinal strain on
the anterior cervical ligament, anterior disk fibers, and an-
terior muscles. The increases in segmental angles, Cobb
angles, and absolute rotation angle at C2-C7 support our


hypothesis of improved lordosis with this new form of
extension cervical traction. This is in contrast to no change
in our control group subjects.


There has been anecdotal criticism of the hyperextension
head position. Much of this criticism seems to be based on
several letters to editors and case reports in the Index
Medicus literature concerning “beauty parlor stroke.”28-32


The positions referred to were prolonged hyperextension
combined with axial rotation28-31, although Endo32 did not
discuss any rotation of the head. In 1992 and 1993, Wein-
traub28-30 reported on 7 cases of “beauty parlor stroke” in
which clients at beauty parlors had symptoms of nystagmus,
ataxia, slurred speech, facial weakness, nausea, vomiting, ver-
tigo, and dysarthria after having their hair shampooed. Six of


Table 1. Comparison of group characteristics


Variable


Control group* Treatment group†


P‡Mean SD Mean SD


Age (y) 37.0 11.1 36.0 14.2 �.05
Height (cm) 174.1 8.2 171.8 10.4 �.05
Weight (kg) 85.2 19.5 82.3 21.6 �.05
VAS-pre§ 3.5 2.0 4.1 1.9 �.05
VAS-post 3.4 1.8 1.1 0.9 �.0001
P� (VAS within groups) �.05 �0001


*N � 33; female/male � 14/19.
†N � 30; female/male �14/16.
‡Two-sided 2-sample t test.
§VAS: 0 � no symptoms, no limitations to daily living, 1, 2,. . ., 10 � severe pain and bedridden.
�Two-sided paired t tests for VAS scores within groups.
§VAS, Visual Analogue Scale.


Table 2. Control group average lateral cervical radiographic measurement comparisons


Variable
Preradiographic


Mean, SD
Postradiographic


Mean, SD Change P*


TzC1-T1 (mm) 23.3 � 13.5 21.4 � 13.7 1.8 �.05
TzC2-C7 (mm) 23.1 � 13.5 22.4 � 11.6 0.8 �.05
C1-Horizontal �15.1° � 6.5° �16.0° � 7.6° 0.9° �.05
RRA C2-C3 �4.5° � 5.7° �4.3° � 4.6° �0.2° �.05
RRA C3-C4 �1.6° � 4.6° �2.0° � 5.3° 0.4° �.05
RRA C4-C5 �1.1° � 5.6° �1.5° � 4.6° 0.5° �.05
RRA C5-C6 �0.7° � 4.7° 0.1° � 4.3° �0.8° �.05
RRA C6-C7 �2.4° � 5.5° �3.3° � 5.8° 1.0° �.05
ARA C2-C7 �10.2° � 10.9° �11.1° � 9.0° �0.9° �.05
Cobb C1-C7 �37.1° � 11.1° �36.9° � 9.9° �0.2° �.05
Cobb C2-C7 �5.6° � 13.0° �5.8° � 10.1° �0.2° �.05
Chamberlain-Horizontal �1.6° � 5.6° �2.9° � 5.7° �1.3° �.05


N � 33.
Tz, Horizontal distance of C1 posterior-superior body corner to posterior-inferior of T1 or horizontal distance of C2 posterior-superior body corner to


posterior-inferior of C7; RRA, segmental angle formed by posterior vertebral body tangents; ARA, total curve angle from C2 to C7 formed by posterior
vertebral body tangents; Cobb angle C1-C7, line through C1 arches to inferior endplate of C7; Cobb angle C2-C7, line on inferior endplate of C2 to
inferior endplate of C7; Chamberlain Horizontal, posterior hard palate to posterior foramen magnum to horizontal.


*Two-sided paired t-test.
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these 7 individuals were older than 75 years and 1 was 54 years
old. The 54-year old subject had been left in a position of
cervical hyperextension over the edge of a shampoo bowl in
excess of 2 hours. In 1995, Stratigos31 reported on the condi-
tion of his mother after a trip to a beauty parlor. All 4 of these
articles discuss in detail that the mechanism of vertebrobasilar
injury is associated with cervical axial rotation while in hyper-
extension. In 2000, Endo32 reported a single case of a woman
aged 62 who suffered a “beauty parlor stroke.” There was no
mention of the duration of shampoo treatment or a detailed
explanation of the position of the head.


Unlike beauty parlor employees, individuals employing
this spinal traction method are trained physicians, who do
screening examinations on patients for tolerance to head
extension. Using our cervical traction protocol, patients are
screened and then monitored while traction time periods are
increased 1 minute per visit, starting at a 1 to 3 minutes,
over a period of many visits. These traction methods are also
not used with patients of advanced age. While any induced
stroke symptoms would be unacceptable, these “beauty parlor
strokes” should not be applied to our cervical extension trac-
tion methods when used by trained physicians.


In a 1999 thorough review of the literature on varying
positions of the head associated with vertebral and basilar
artery blood flow and dissection, Haldeman33 concluded,
“examination of the data fails to show a consistent position
or movement of the neck that could be considered particu-
larly dangerous.” In addition, Thiel34 found no occlusion of
vertebral artery blood flow during various head and neck
positioning tests on the patient, including head extension.


Chiropractic Studies Demonstrating Restoration of Cervical Lordosis
In a 1998 review of the literature,35 only 5 studies from


the chiropractic literature addressed the issue of restoration
of the cervical curve via chiropractic treatment methods. Of
these 5 studies, only 222,36 were considered to be of ade-
quate quality. The study by Wallace et al36 found a 6°
improvement in cervical lordosis after 24 treatments with
the Pierce method. However, they excluded 7 individuals
with kyphotic cervical curves at final data evaluation due to
the treatment making them significantly worse. The study
by Wallace et al36 had no control group and no long-term
follow-up of their subjects. In a retrospective study, Harri-
son et al22 randomly pulled 35 subjects from 200 patients
treated with chiropractic biophysics adjustment technique
and cervical extension compression traction. Here, a true
control group and a treatment group without extension
compression traction were used to compare with the results
of the traction treatment group. In the traction group, after
an average of 60 10-minute sessions of cervical extension
traction, Harrison et al22 found a 13.2° improvement in
cervical lordosis from C2 through C7 (posterior tangent
lines). Importantly, 18 (75%) of the 24 subjects with cervi-
cal kyphosis returned to a cervical lordosis following treat-
ment. There was no long-term follow-up of this treatment
group.


Since the 1998 review35, at least 3 case reports have
appeared in the literature that demonstrate very slight lor-
dosis improvement following Gonstead37,38 and Toggle39


recoil adjustment procedures. While case reports are impor-
tant in the initial evaluation of a treatment method or tech-
nique, it is generally accepted that no strong conclusions can


Table 3. Treatment group average lateral cervical radiographic measurement comparisons


Variable
Preradiographic


Mean, SD
1st Postradiographic


Mean, SD Change P
2nd Postradiographic


Mean, SD
Change


(2nd-1st)


TzC1-T1 (mm) 24.2 � 15.7 12.0 � 12.9 12.2 �.001* 11.6 � 15.2 �0.4
TzC2-T7 (mm) 24.9 � 12.9 15.4 � 12.3 9.5 �.001* 15.0 � 13.7 �0.4
C1-Horizontal �9.7° � 12.8° �21.4° � 8.1° 11.7° �.0001† �21.4° � 11.0° 0.0°
RRA C2-C3 �2.7° � 5.2° �6.0° � 4.9° 3.3° �.001* �5.0° � 3.9° 1.0°
RRA C3-C4 �0.7° � 5.3° �4.2° � 5.8° 3.5° �.0001* �3.9° � 4.2° 0.3°
RRA C4-C5 �0.4° � 4.7° �3.8° � 6.4° 4.2° �.0001* �4.8° � 4.7° �1.0°
RRA C5-C6 �0.2° � 5.9° �3.3° � 5.9° 3.1° �.006* �3.6° � 4.9° �0.3°
RRA C6-C7 �2.6° � 4.8° �5.0° � 4.5° 2.4° �.03* �5.2° � 4.2° �0.2°
ARA C2-C7 �4.2° � 12.7° �22.1° � 12.4° 17.9° �.0001* �22.0° � 15.8° �0.1°
Cobb C1-C7 �31.5° � 13.6° �45.4° � 10.4° 13.9° �.0001* �41.4° � 21.6° 4.0°
Cobb C2-C7 �1.1° � 12.5° �14.7° � 11.5° 13.6° �.0001* �11.5° � 17.1° 3.2°
Chamberlain-Horizontal 1.9° � 9.7° �8.6° � 10.1° 10.5° �.0001† �6.8° � 8.2° 2.2°


First follow-up radiographs at a mean of 3.4 months and 38 traction sessions, second follow-up (long term) at mean of 14 months. Negative sign in
RRA/ARA/Cobb means estension.


N � 30.
Tz, Horizontal distance of C1 posterior-superior body corner to posterior-inferior of T1 or horizontal distance of C2 posterior-superior body corner to


posterior-inferior of C7; RRA, segmental angle formed by posterior vertebral body tangents; ARA, total curve angle from C2 to C7 formed by posterior
vertebral body tangents; Cobb angle C1-C7, line through C1 arches to inferior endplate of C7; Cobb angle C2-C7, line on inferior endplate of C2 to
inferior endplate of C7; Chamberlain Horizontal, posterior hard palate to posterior foramen magnum to horizontal.


*Two-sided 2-sample t test.
†Wilcoxon Signed Rank test of equality of medians.
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be drawn from single case reports. In fact, and in contrast to
their recent case reports, in a retrospective trial following
several Gonstead adjustments to the cervical spine, Plaugher et
al40 found no difference in cervical lordosis in 50 subjects.


Most recently, Harrison et al21 published a nonrandom-
ized clinical control trial on the ability of CBP 2-way
cervical extension traction to restore the cervical lordosis. In
30 prospectively selected chronic neck pain subjects with
hypolordosis, using the posterior tangent lines from C2
through C7, Harrison et al21 reported an increase in cervical
lordosis of 14.2° in an average of 35 traction sessions. In
their control group, no change in cervical lordosis was
found between an initial examination and an 8.3-month
follow up examination. Importantly, Harrison et al21 fol-
lowed their treatment group for an additional 15.5 months
and found that the improvement in cervical lordosis was
mostly maintained with an average loss of only 3.7° com-
pared to their initial posttreatment radiographs.


In the current study, we found an improvement in cervical
lordosis of 17.9° between C2-C7 posterior tangents after an
average of 38 treatments. At long-term follow-up of 14
months, the improvement in cervical lordosis was maintained.
However, herein, we recommended maintenance traction ses-
sions for the patient. The average number of maintenance
traction sessions for our 21 follow-up subjects was 6.1 (SD �


5.6) over 1.5 years. This equates to approximately 1 traction
session every 2 to 3 months and could be a factor for our
long-term follow-up cervical alignment data remaining stable
with no significant loss. The effect of maintenance sessions
remains to be tested, however. The current study findings
are consistent with the previously discussed traction studies
by Harrison et al21,22 in the sense that large changes were
found in subjects receiving different types of CBP extension
traction methods compared to no change in control group
subjects. The current study’s findings, however, are in con-
trast to several studies utilizing spinal manipulative and/or
adjustment procedures that have found little to no improve-
ment in cervical lordosis following treatment.35,40,41 We
suggest that there are 2 primary reasons for this discrepancy.


First, it is a common assertion that loss of cervical lordosis
and/or kyphosis is due to spasm of the anterior cervical mus-
culature.42-44 We have previously reviewed the literature on
this topic and found that there is no actual evidence to suggest
this to be true; it is mere speculation.45 In regard to this issue,
Rechtman et al46 state, “Flattening of a cervical lordosis should
be evaluated, carefully, especially in medicolegal problems,
before being attributed to muscular spasm, as has been men-
tioned so commonly in radiologic reports. The muscular re-
sponse associated with loss of cervical lordosis remains for
further clarification.” In fact, if the loss of cervical lordosis was


Fig 4. Subject with initial cervical kyphosis .
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merely due muscular spasm, then spinal manipulative ther-
apy should be able to readily demonstrate improvement in
cervical lordosis following treatment. This is true because
one of the suggested benefits of spinal manipulative thrusts
is a reduction in muscle spasms or muscle activity; this is
supported by both theoretical and experimental studies.47,48


Second, recent evidence suggests that loss/reversals of the
cervical curve may be caused by an engineering phenomenon
termed buckling or snap through.49-51 Previously in this jour-
nal, we discussed the details of this engineering theory.52


Mechanically, spinal buckling takes place 2 to 3 times faster
than spinal muscles can react. After buckling, spinal tissues are
deformed into a new resting (buckled) position that must be
remodeled back into their original position. However, all
spinal tissues display time-dependent, history-dependent,
and force-dependent viscoelastic properties.53-56 Deforma-
tion in spinal tissues is related to the magnitude of the
applied load as well as the duration.53-56


In spinal ligaments under tensile loads, most of the stress
relaxation process is completed in approximately 8 minutes;
however, the intervertebral disk continues to deform for 20
to 60 minutes.54 In extension loading, most of the spinal creep
will be completed during a 20-minute time period of sustained
loading.55 For this reason, the duration of traction in our study


was increased to a maximum of 20 minutes. The time-depen-
dent, viscoelastic property of spinal connective tissue is why
we believe that extension traction leads to consistent improve-
ment in cervical lordosis and manipulation does not. In other
words, our extension compression 3-point bending cervical
traction causes longitudinal strain on the anterior cervical
ligament, anterior disk fibers, and anterior cervical muscles,
resulting in a change in their resting length.


Additionally, in a very comprehensive, systematic review
of the literature in 1996 by Hurwitz et al,57 no reports of
positional changes in the cervical lordosis were reported
following manipulation by chiropractors, physical thera-
pists, medical doctors, or other health care providers. The
authors concluded manipulation was effective and safe for
neck pain and headaches but reported no outcomes in favor
of structural changes brought about by manipulation. A
more recent, 2001 review of the literature by physical ther-
apists using retrieved data bases from both chiropractic and
nonchiropractic sources concluded that no reported values
for lordosis change following manipulation were found. The
focus again was on the effectiveness for pain relief, and few,
if any, investigators claimed structural changes.58


In the current study, the improvements in cervical lordo-
sis and anterior head translation are, however, significantly


Fig 5. Harrison Modified Riser-Ferguson Method applied to AP lumbar radiographs. Using the bisections, between points placed at the
narrow-waisted lateral vertebral body margins, as centroids, best-fit lines are drawn from L5 to the scoliosis apex and from T12 to the
apex. The angle of intersection (LD angle) is determined. After drawing a line on the sacral base, a lumbosacral angle (LS) can be
calculated by extending the L5-apex line through the L5-S1 disk. A vertical line through the 2nd sacral tubercle (VAL is not shown) can
help determine lateral displacements. The tilt of the sacral base (HB) is compared to horizontal.
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larger than the 2 previous papers utilizing extension trac-
tion.21,22 One of the reasons for increased changes might be
the fact that the current study utilized traction durations of


up to 20 minutes, whereas in 1 of the previous studies,22 a
maximum of 10 minutes was used. This difference in du-
ration does not explain the increased change between the
results herein and the recent study by Harrison et al,21 as
both utilized up to 20 minutes of sustained traction loads.
We therefore propose that the difference in amount of correc-
tion in cervical lordosis has to do with the type of extension
traction being used. Different traction methods apply different
forces to the head and neck. In the first traction study by
Harrison et al,22 a combined load of extension and compres-
sion was used; in the second traction study by Harrison et al,21


a combined load of extension with a transverse posterior to
anterior load at midneck was used; and in the current study,
a combined load of extension, compression, and a trans-
verse posterior to anterior load at midneck was used.


Study Limitations
A criticism of the current study’s methods, however,


might be that we asked the patient to perform warm-up
extension exercises. Since warm-up exercises were not per-
formed in the 2 previous studies21,22 on extension traction,
this might be responsible for the increased cervical curve
correction. However, we could not locate any manuscripts
demonstrating increased cervical lordosis following the use
of extension exercises. Likewise, our combined treatment of
spinal manipulation and cervical traction might lead one to
believe that spinal manipulation was responsible for the
increases in cervical lordosis found in the current manu-
script. But studies on spinal manipulation have not reported
significant cervical curve improvements that are even close
to the magnitude found in the current study (17.9° ARA C2
through C7). In contrast to curve increases, cervical spinal
manipulation may be responsible for pain relief in many of
our subjects. Currently, it is unknown what role correction
of kyphotic cervical spine deformities plays in the amelio-
ration of a patient’s pain syndromes. We suggest it has a
role in many chronic cervical spine conditions.3-8,10-12


A change in head neutral position (flexion/extension)
might be thought to negate or be the cause of the cervical
lordosis improvements found in our patient population. Al-
though this is a common assertion in regard to cervical
lordosis45, there are only 2 manuscripts that address the
issue of a neutral lordosis radiograph and a second radio-
graph taken in slight to moderate head extension to quantify
any increased lordosis.59,60 In a recent study by Harrison et
al,59 an average head extension (change in Chamberlain’s
line to horizontal) of 14° had only minimal increase in C2
through C7 lordosis (6.9°). Similarly, Hellsing60 found that
20° of increased skull extension caused only a 10° change in
cervical lordosis. In the current study, the average increased
extension angle on the postfilm was 10°. If we assume a 1/2
to 1 ratio as found in the 2 studies above, then only a 5°
increase in cervical lordosis would be expected from head
flexion/extension. The magnitude of increased lordosis in


Table 4. Mean radiographic changes in treatment group, age
comparisons above and below the mean (36 yrs)


Variable
�36 yrs*


Mean � SD
�36 yrs†


Mean � SD P


TzC1-T1 (mm) 13.1 � 18.0 11.4 � 11.1 �.05‡


TzC2-C7 (mm) 10.1 � 14.4 9.0 � 10.2 �.05‡


C1-Horizontal 12.6 � 10.7 10.8 � 5.7 �.05§


RRA C2-C3 2.6 � 4.5 3.9 � 3.6 �.05‡


RRA C3-C4 5.3 � 4.9 4.5 � 4.2 �.05‡


RRA C4-C5 3.7 � 4.2 4.6 � 4.9 �.05‡


RRA C5-C6 3.5 � 6.0 2.7 � 5.7 �.05‡


RRA C6-C7 2.1 � 5.6 2.8 � 6.4 �.05‡


ARA C2-C7 17.3 � 11.0 18.4 � 11.5 �.05‡


Cobb C1-C7 13.5 � 10.2 14.2 � 9.0 �.05‡


Cobb C2-C7 12.6 � 9.7 14.7 � 8.8 �.05‡


Chamberlain-Horizontal 11.8 � 13.2 9.1 � 4.2 �.05§


Tz, Horizontal distance of C1 posterior-superior body corner to posteri-
or-inferior of T1 or horizontal distance of C2 posterior-superior body
corner to posterior-inferior of C7; RRA, segmental angle formed by pos-
terior vertebral body tangents; ARA, total curve angle from C2 to C7
formed by posterior vertebral body tangents; Cobb angle C1-C7, line
through C1 arches to inferior endplate of C7; Cobb angle C2-C7, line on
inferior endplate of C2 to inferior endplate of C7; Chamberlain Horizontal,
posterior hard palate to posterior foramen magnum to horizontal.


*N � 15.
†N � 15.
‡Two-sided 2-sample t test.
§Mann-Whitney test.


Table 5. Mean radiographic changes in treatment group, females
vs males


Variable
Females*


Mean � SD
Males†


Mean � SD P


TzC1-T1 (mm) 9.0 � 12.3 15.1 � 16.4 �.05‡


TzC2-C7 (mm) 6.7 � 11.3 12.0 � 12.9 �.05‡


C1-Horizontal 9.6 � 6.8 13.6 � 9.5 �.05‡


RRA C2-C3 3.6 � 4.2 2.9 � 4.0 �.05‡


RRA C3-C4 5.0 � 4.7 4.9 � 4.4 �.05‡


RRA C4-C5 2.6 � 4.6 5.6 � 4.0 �.05‡


RRA C5-C6 2.6 � 3.7 3.5 � 7.2 �.05‡


RRA C6-C7 3.3 � 6.6 1.7 � 5.4 �.05‡


ARA C2-C7 17.1 � 12.0 18.5 � 10.6 �.05‡


Cobb C1-C7 12.1 � 8.7 15.4 � 10.1 �.05‡


Cobb C2-C7 12.3 � 9.8 14.7 � 8.7 �.05‡


Chamberlain-Horizontal 8.1 � 5.0 12.4 � 12.4 �.05§


Tz, Horizontal distance of C1 posterior-superior body corner to posteri-
or-inferior of T1 or horizontal distance of C2 posterior-superior body
corner to posterior-inferior of C7; RRA, segmental angle formed by pos-
terior vertebral body tangents; ARA, total curve angle from C2 to C7
formed by posterior vertebral body tangents; Cobb angle C1-C7, line
through C1 arches to inferior endplate of C7; Cobb angle C2-C7, line on
inferior endplate of C2 to inferior endplate of C7; Chamberlain Horizontal,
posterior hard palate to posterior foramen magnum to horizontal.


*N � 14.
†N � 16.
‡Two-sided 2-sample t test.
§Mann-Whitney test.
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our current study is 3.6 times this amount. Additionally, the
study by Harrison et al59 found statistically significant
changes in only the global angle of cervical lordosis due to
increased skull extension, while no statistically significant
changes were found for any of the segmental angles. In
direct contrast, in the current manuscript, statistically sig-
nificant increases in segmental angles of lordosis were
found in the traction treatment group, pointing to an effect
of traction and not from increased skull extension.


The reason we did not standardize (position each subject
in the horizontal skull position) the neutral lateral by arti-
ficially repositioning the patient’s head posture is based on
the following factors. First, we deem it important to identify
a subject’s perception of their neutral position. If a subject
has head flexion in their neutral resting posture, then level-
ing the individual to a preconceived position will miss this
important finding. Second, our neutral resting posture posi-
tioning procedure has been shown to be repeatable in pre-
vious studies on head posture,24-26 in the control groups of
2 of our previous studies,21,22 and in the current manuscript
control group. Therefore, in addition to increased lordosis,
our treatment group subjects had a change in their abnormal
head flexion angle toward increased extension on the pre-
treatment to posttreatment radiograph. Additionally, Wal-
lace et al36 studied this head flexion claim of affecting
cervical lordosis directly. Using tongue depressors between
the teeth to evaluate the bite line, they obtained second
lateral cervical radiographs of their subjects by artificially
repositioning the bite line level. They found little change in
cervical lordosis between the 2 sets of lateral cervical views.


Lastly, a criticism of all types of extension traction meth-
ods would be the taking of radiographs immediately after
the patient completes a session of traction. Recovery from
sustained loading requires a minimum of 8 hours of non-
loaded activity.61 This is why in all 3 of our traction studies
it was explicitly required that the posttreatment radiograph be
taken a minimum of 1 day after a given patient’s last traction
session. Additionally, our long-term follow-up data make
this a moot criticism due to the fact that the correction was
stable.


CONCLUSION


After a new CBP technique form of 3-point bending,
cervical extension/compression traction in 30 cervical pain
subjects, we found statistically significant changes in pain
scales and lateral cervical radiographic measurements com-
pared to no change in 33 neck pain control subjects. Aver-
age global angle improvement in the treatment group be-
tween C2 and C7 posterior tangent lines was 17.9°, in Cobb
angles at C1-C7 and C2-C7, the improvements were 13.9°
and 13.6°. At long-term follow-up of 14 months in 70% of
the treatment group, the improvements in cervical lordosis
following traction treatment remained stable. The fact that
no statistically and clinically significant differences for be-


ginning and follow-up radiographic measurements in 33
control subjects indicates the repeatability of radiographic
positioning, radiographic line drawing analysis, and sagittal
cervical posture. Due to the design of this nonrandomized
study, it is unknown if the improvement in the patients’
cervicogenic pain was caused by the improvement in sag-
ittal plane alignment of the cervical spine. Future nonran-
domized and randomized projects should address this issue.
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New Study Reveals Benefits of  
Multiple-Impulse Chiropractic Adjusting 
 
May 1, 2006 
 


PHOENIX, Arizona – A new study published April 6, 2006 in the journal Chiropractic 
and Osteopathy (BioMed Central) has determined that multiple-impulse chiropractic 
adjustments can create up to 25% more vertebral movement than single chiropractic thrusts.  
This study represents the first biomechanical investigation of the effect of multiple-impulse 
thrusts on vertebral motions.  “The results are quite convincing,” said the study’s lead author, 
Tony Keller, Ph.D., a Bioengineer from the Musculoskeletal Research Laboratory, a Division of 
the Florida Orthopaedic Institute headquartered in Tampa, FL.  “This was the first time we 
examined what happens during repeated impulsive-type chiropractic thrusts, and the data 
clearly shows that something favorably interesting is occurring during a pulse-train series of 
chiropractic adjustments,” added Dr. Keller. 


By definition, impulsive-type chiropractic adjustments are thrusts that are extremely fast; 
“those too fast for the human hand to be able to deliver,” stated Dr. Chris Colloca, a Phoenix, 
Arizona based chiropractor who co-authored of the study.   The research used the Impulse 
Adjusting Instrument® (Neuromechanical Innovations, Phoenix, AZ) which has been shown to 
produce chiropractic adjustments at a rate of about a hundred times faster than traditional 
manual type chiropractic adjustments.  Using the Impulse® device the first thrust was 
compared to a series of consecutive thrusts delivered six times per second (6 Hz) to the 
spinous processes of sheep.  Using high-tech tri-axial accelerometers, the intersegmental 
motions of the vertebrae were able to be measured and compared between the initial thrust 
and subsequent thrusts.  The research revealed a general trend toward maximizing vertebral 
motions typically anywhere between the third and eighth thrust. 


“This research shows us that we can improve the spinal mobility during the chiropractic 
adjustment goes a long way towards helping us understand adjustment dosage,” said Dr. 
Colloca.  “Other instrument adjusting techniques have taught chiropractors to only thrust once.  
We now have evidence that one thrust might not be doing the job,” said co-author Deed 
Harrison, D.C., a chiropractic practitioner and researcher from Elko, NV.  “In previous 
research, it was shown how the Impulse® Instrument has improved on its spring-loaded 
predecessors by tuning the waveform to the natural frequency of the body while improving the 
speed and range of forces produced over the activation-type devices.  Now, we also know that 
you can move the vertebrae even more with multiple-impulse adjusting,” added Dr. Colloca. 


“It’s an exciting time for chiropractic to investigate its methods within the scientific 
community to improve delivery of patient care,” stated Keller.  The research represents a rare 
multi-disciplinary collaboration at the Institute for Medical and Veterinary Science in affiliation 
with the Adelaide Center for Spinal Research (Adelaide, South Australia) combining talents 
from chiropractic and bioengineering with experts in orthopaedic surgery and pathology with 
co-authors Robert Gunzburg, M.D., Ph.D., and Robert Moore, Ph.D.  The research team has 
combined on a number of studies published in a variety of scientific journals including the 
European Spine Journal, Journal of Biomechanics, Journal of Manipulative and Physiological 
Therapeutics, and Spine among others.  The research was supported by Chiropractic 
Biophysics Non-profit, Inc., through generous grants from its members and its largest 
individual supporter, Dr. William Harris’ Foundation for the Advancement of Chiropractic 
Education.  A free-copy of the study can be downloaded at 
http://www.chiroandosteo.com/content/14/1/6. 


For more information on the Impulse Adjusting Instrument® call 480-785-8442 or visit 
www.neuromechanical.com. 
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Abstract Spinal trunk list is a com-
mon occurrence in clinical practice,
but few conservative methods of
spinal rehabilitation have been re-
ported. This study is a non-ran-
domized clinical control trial of 63
consecutive retrospective subjects
undergoing spinal rehabilitation and
23 prospective volunteer controls.
All subjects presented with lateral
thoracic-cage-translation posture
(trunk list) and chronic low back
pain. Initial and follow-up numerical
pain rating scales (NRS) and AP
lumbar radiographs were obtained
after a mean of 11.5 weeks of care
(average of 36 visits) for the treat-
ment group and after a mean of
37.5 weeks for the control group.
The radiographs were digitized and
analyzed for a horizontal displace-
ment of T12 from the second sacral
tubercle, verticality of the lumbar
spine at the sacral base, and any
dextro/levo angle at mid-lumbar
spine. Treatment subjects received
the Harrison mirror image postural
correction methods, which included
an opposite trunk-list exercise and a
new method of opposite trunk-list
traction. Control subjects did not
receive spinal rehabilitation therapy,
but rather self-managed their back
pain. For the treatment group, there
were statistically significant
improvements (approximately 50%)
in all radiographic measurements
and a decrease in pain intensity
(NRS: 3.0 to 0.8). For the control


group, no significant radiographic
and NRS differences were found,
except in trunk-list displacement of
T12 to S1, worsened by 2.4 mm.
Mirror image (opposite posture)
postural corrective exercises and a
new method of trunk-list traction
resulted in 50% reduction in trunk
list and were associated with nearly
resolved pain intensity in this patient
population. The findings warrant
further study in the conservative
treatment of chronic low back pain
and spinal disorders.
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Introduction


Low back pain (LBP) is a common problem in the
western world, with an enormous socioeconomic impact.
It has been shown that 60–80% of the population will
experience LBP in their lifetime [3, 8, 26, 27, 36].
Conservative management of chronic LBP has gained
attention in an attempt to reduce costs and improve
clinical outcomes of those suffering [58]. Compared with
acute LBP, the prognosis for chronic LBP is less
favorable [7, 56, 57].


It is common knowledge that the human spine as
viewed in the frontal plane is normally straight [25, 32,
34, 51, 60]. However, on anteroposterior (AP) radio-
graphic views, the presence of abnormal thoracic cage
postures and their associated vertebral coupling patterns
can lead to the appearance of a scoliosis. One such
posture is trunk list [21]. Although not a traditional
range of motion (axial rotation, lateral bending, flexion/
extension), the lateral displacement of the human tho-
racic cage relative to the pelvis (trunk list) is a clinically
common postural displacement [21]. However, the ter-
minology describing this postural/spinal displacement in
the literature is indistinct and confusing. For example,
descriptions such as ‘‘lumbosacral list’’ [1], ‘‘trunk list’’
[33, 48, 44, 59], ‘‘sciatic spinal deformity’’ [37], ‘‘alter-
nating lumbar scoliosis’’ [6, 49], ‘‘windswept spine’’ [20],
and ‘‘side-gliding’’ [16] have all been utilized for the
description of lateral thoracic-cage translation.


Within the literature, reports of lateral thoracic
translations in patients with acute lumbar disc hernia-
tion are also common [16, 37, 48, 59]. However, this
postural displacement can occur in LBP patients without
disc herniation and in individuals without LBP [1, 33].
Due to the lack of adequate conservative methods to
improve the frontal plane alignment of the lumbar spine
in patients with the abnormal thoracic-cage translation,
the current study was undertaken. The objective was to
quantify clinical and postural changes via pretreatment–
post-treatment AP lumbo-pelvic radiographic analyses
in patients undergoing Harrison mirror image postural
corrective methods [23]. It was hypothesized that these
rehabilitative methods would cause tension on the tho-
racic and lumbar paraspinal soft tissues, thereby
resulting in a reduction of adverse mechanical loading of
the musculoskeletal system and subsequent clinical
improvement through corrected frontal plane alignment
of the lumbar spine.


Methods


Sixty-three consecutive patients with chronic LBP and
lateral thoracic-translation posture (trunk list) received
Harrison CBP (chiropractic biophysics) mirror image
methods, including a new type of lateral translation


lumbar traction. Since this study was designed to be
conservative in methods, there were no other concurrent
treatments provided (i.e., no medications or physio-
therapy modalities). For this study, chronic low back
pain was defined as symptoms of more than 3 months
duration or more than one episode of recurrent low back
pain. Subjects were included if they had chronic LBP,
trunk list posture, and if their anteroposterior (AP)
lumbo-pelvic radiograph depicted coupling patterns
associated with lateral thoracic translation [21]. A pro-
spective control group of 23 subjects, who had chronic
LBP and trunk list posture, were volunteers who gave
informed consent. The study was approved by a non-
profit institutional review board (CBP Nonprofit). All of
the subjects were patients and/or volunteers at a spinal
rehabilitation clinic center in Elko, Nevada.


The treatment subjects were composed of 34 males
and 29 females, with an average age of 38.7 years ±
18.4 years, mean weight of 75.0 kg ± 22.7 kg, and mean
height of 168.0 cm ± 17.3 cm. Pretreatment numerical
rating scale (NRS) averaged 3.0 ± 2.1 (0 = no pain; 10
= bed ridden with severe pain). The average post-
treatment NRS was 0.8 ± 0.9 at a mean of 11.5 weeks
of treatment. The average number of treatments was
35.9 ± 7.3. The control group was composed of 17
males and 6 females, with an average age of 39.7 years
± 11.4 years, average weight of 85.7 kg ± 17.6 kg, and
average height of 173.6 cm ± 9.1 cm. The pain scores
for the control group were initially 3.9 ± 2.1 and 3.8 ±
2.1 at post evaluation after a mean of 37.4 weeks.
Control subjects did not receive any spinal rehabilitative
treatment and did not receive any medications or advice
for their LBP symptoms.


Exclusion criteria were: (1) radicular signs and
symptoms upon the application of lateral translation
forces, (2) central canal stenosis, (3) compression frac-
tures at any thoracic or lumbar level, (4) prior lumbar
spine surgery, (5) moderate-to-severe degenerative
changes in the intervertebral discs, vertebral bodies,
articular facets, and/or spinal ligaments. Improvements
in radiographic measurements were determined by
comparing initial and follow-up (post-treatment) AP
lumbo-pelvic radiographs, obtained at a mean of
11.5 (SD=6.1) weeks). Treatment group data were
compared to the control group’s initial radiographic
measurements and follow-up radiographic measure-
ments at 37.4 weeks.


In addition to AP lumbo-pelvic radiographic
measurements, all participants in both groups were
clinically evaluated and completed a history that in-
cluded (1) a pain drawing to elucidate the location,
type of pain and to rule out possible radiculopathy [5],
and (2) an NRS on which patients rated their perceived
pain intensity from 0 (no pain) to 10 (bed ridden).
This history was completed at the beginning and at
follow-up.
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All 63 treatment-group subjects received the same
treatment protocol. In the treatment group, high-veloc-
ity, low-amplitude (HVLA), side-posture lumbar-spinal
manipulation was provided at each visit for pain relief
for the initial 3 weeks of treatment and then discontin-
ued. The treatment group then underwent CBP mirror
image exercises (Fig. 1) and lateral translation traction
treatment three to five times weekly for 10–12 weeks.
Trunk-list traction time started at approximately 3 min
and increased 1 min per session until reaching the goal
of 20 min per session. The patients were informed to
remain within their pain tolerance and were not
encouraged to exert themselves beyond the limit of slight
discomfort. This new type of lateral thoracic-cage-
translation traction has been termed ‘‘Berry translation
traction’’ (Dr. Bob Berry, Ithaca, New York) because of
the lateral force providing a transverse load on the rib
cage and lumbar spine while the pelvis is fixed (Fig. 2).


The AP lumbo-pelvic Ferguson view radiographs
were obtained with subjects’ pelvis centered against the
cabinet with a standard tube distance of 101.6 cm
(40 in.). A 14 in.x17 in. cassette was used with central
ray in the plane of the sacral base angle in order to
visualize the L5–S1 disc and L1–L5. Before exposure,
subjects were asked to walk in place, nod their heads
twice, and assume a comfortable resting position. This
neutral resting posture has been shown to be highly
repeatable [24].


The AP lumbo-pelvic radiographs were analyzed with
a modified Risser-Ferguson method, which includes a
lateral translation distance of T12 compared with the S2


tubercle (Tx), an angle at mid-lumbars (LD), an angle of
the sacral base to horizontal (HB), and an angle of lat-
eral bending of the lower lumbar vertebra compared
with the sacral base (LS). This AP radiographic method
has been reported to have inter-class and intra-class
correlation coefficients in the high ranges with low
standard errors of measurement (SEM <2� for angles
and SEM <2 mm for distances) [23]. Fig. 3 illustrates


Fig. 1 Harrison mirror image
trunk-list posture exercise.
Harrison’s mirror image pos-
tural exercises encompass all six
degrees of freedom of the head,
rib cage, and pelvis. For the
specific posture of lateral
translation of the thoracic cage
compared with the pelvis
(trunk list), the patient is
instructed to translate his or her
rib cage directly sideways, while
keeping the shoulders as level as
possible. This exercise can be
done standing with a block
between the pelvis and a wall
a or sitting against bungee-cord
resistance b


Fig. 2 Berry translation traction. The subject is supine, with straps
stabilizing the pelvis. The patient then has cross-straps on his or her
ribcage, and the table is able to slide left or right, which translates
the thorax in relation to the pelvis. The head can also be fixed and
translated if a lateral head-translation posture is present. The
patient is stressed to his or her tolerance, and the sustained-traction
forces stretch the paraspinal tissues
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this radiographic method. All treatment subjects had the
usual three-dimensional (3D) trunk-list posture and
associated spinal-coupling patterns, as visualized on the
2D radiograph. This 2D projected spinal image was
carefully analyzed and compared with the visual pos-
tural analysis. Besides radiographic measurements, the
numerical rating scale values were compared between
the two groups. To compare data between and within
groups, two-sided, two-sample t-tests and two-sided
paired t-tests were conducted with the Minitab software
(Version 12, Minitab, State College, PA, USA, 1998).
Analysis of covariance (ANCOVA, Table 1) was


performed with S-Plus Version 6.2 (Insightful, Seattle,
WA, 2003).


Results


Patients undergoing treatment, and control subjects,
were closely matched for age, height, and initial pain
scores, while differing in weight by approximately 10 kg
(Table 1). No significant differences in patient demo-
graphics were noted between the two groups, with the
exception of weight (p=0.006). Since a difference in
weight between the two groups was noted, an ANCOVA
was performed with weight as a covariate. Comparing
the control and treatment groups, the conclusions in
Table 1 remain the same when controlling for weight.
Additionally, treatment and control groups did not
significantly differ in their ratios of males to females
(Fisher’s exact test, 2-sided p value=0.14). Table 1
provides patient demographic information and pre-
treatment-post-treatment NRS scores for the two
groups. No significant differences in presenting NRS
scores were observed between the treatment and control
groups. In the control group, no significant difference
was observed in NRS from initial to follow-up consul-
tation. Significant improvements in NRS scores were
observed for patients in the treatment group from the
initial consultation to follow-up consultation (p=0.002),
and statistically significant differences in follow-up NRS
scores were seen between the two groups (p<0.001).


For the control group, pretreatment and post-treat-
ment AP radiographic angles changed less than 1� for
the difference of the means after 37.4 weeks of no
treatment (Table 2). Using paired t-tests for equality of
the means derived from radiographic analysis, there
were no statistically significant differences in these three
angles. Also for the control group, there was a slight
increase (worsening) in trunk list (2.4 mm) measured as
horizontal displacement of T12 to S1 (Table 2). This was
statistically significant.


Table 1 Comparisons of subject characteristics in the control and
treatment groups (SD standard deviation,NRS numerical rating
scale for pain)


Variable Control
group, n=23


Treatment,
n=63


P*


Mean SD Mean SD


Age (years) 39.7 11.4 38.7 18.4 0.25
Height (cm) 173.6 9.1 168.0 17.3 0.88
Weight (kg) 85.7 17.6 75.0 22.7 Covariate
NRS�-pretreatment 3.9 2.1 3.0 2.1 0.58
NRS� post-treatment 3.8 2.1 0.8 0.9 <0.001


*Comparison of groups with ANCOVA, with weight as a covariate
�NRS: 0 (= no symptoms, no limitations to daily living) to10
(= severe pain and bed ridden)


Fig. 3 Radiographic method. On the anterior-to-posterior radio-
graph, a vertical line is drawn up from mid-S1. The amount of
trunk list (lateral translation) is measured as the displacement of
the centroid (Risser-Ferguson method) of T12 from this vertical
line in millimeters (Tx). A line is drawn across the sacral base and
compared with horizontal (HB angle). Best-fit lines are drawn
through the centroids of T12 through L5. These lines create dextro
or levo angles in the mid-lumbars (LD angle). The lower lumbar
best-fit line (L3–L4–L5) creates a displacement from 90� at the
sacral base (LS angle)
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For the treatment group, the treatment duration was
11.5 weeks ± 6.1 weeks between the initial and follow-
up evaluations. All treatment group radiographic mea-
surements showed statistically significant improvement
(p<0.0001) to a more vertical (neutral) spine. There was
an approximate 50% decrease in the trunk-list mea-
surement of T12, compared with a vertical line up from
S1 observed in the treatment group (Table 3).


Discussion


It is interesting to note the subjective clinical and
objective radiographic improvements observed in the
treatment group undergoing spinal rehabilitation. While
the 23 control subjects had no significant changes in
radiographic angle measurements (and a slight increase


in trunk list) at follow-up, the 63 treatment sub-
jects—who received Harrison mirror image trunk-list
exercises and mirror image trunk-list traction—had a
50% reduction in radiographic measurements and sig-
nificant improvements in numerical rating scale (NRS)
for pain. These results support our initial hypothesis that
these spinal rehabilitative measures resulted in clinically
relevant postural improvements in this patient popula-
tion. This report thus represents the first study reporting
conservative rehabilitative methods that demonstrate
improvements in abnormal trunk-list postures as mea-
sured on AP lumbo-pelvic radiographs.


Chronic LBP has been found to be associated with
alterations in trunk-muscle activity [41]. Such muscular
alterations are responsible for postures such as those
observed in idiopathic and functional scoliosis, as well as
trunk list [2, 15, 17, 35, 39, 47]. Muscular dysfunction in
chronic LBP sufferers has included a more glycolytic
(faster) profile of their trunk muscles, which is expected
to render chronic LBP less resistant to fatigue [38]. In
addition, investigation in scoliotic patients has observed
a significantly lower proportion of type I (slow-twitch
oxidative) fibers in the muscle on the concave side of the
scoliotic curve [39]. Consequently, active conservative
rehabilitative measures aimed at improving trunk-mus-
cle function have focused upon muscular rehabilitation
[40], although the typical glycolytic profile of the muscles
of chronic LBP patients or back-muscle size has not
been found to have changed in some rehabilitation
programs [31]. Specific mirror image postural corrective
exercises, as prescribed and carried out in the current
study, aim to stretch muscles on the shortened side,
while simultaneously strengthening muscles on the
opposite side in an attempt to resume neutral posture
where loads on the spinal tissues are normalized.


A possible limitation of the study may be the inherent
projection-distortion errors in anterior-to-posterior
radiographs. These AP projection distortions result
primarily from the fact that the film-to-object distance
changes in the AP radiograph, due to the normal
physiologic thoracic kyphosis and lumbar lordosis [14,
13]. However, these magnifications are small on AP
radiographs. A second limitation may be the use of
multiple procedures on the patients. In addition to the
opposite-trunk-list exercise and trunk-list traction,
manual manipulation was provided in the first 3 weeks
of care. Additionally, some patients received mirror
image drop-table manipulations during the treatment
period. Whereas the literature has shown that manipu-
lation alone does not change the static position of the
spine [22], no known studies have been performed to
determine if combined exercise and translation traction
will increase or decrease the amount of spinal correction.
Further research is necessary to determine the effects of
combined forms of exercise and traction on trunk-
translation posture, pain, and function.


Table 2 Average AP lumbo-pelvic radiographic measurement
comparisons in the control group (n=23) for initial presentation
and follow-up post X-ray at mean of 37.4 weeks (SD standard
deviation)


Variable Pre-X-ray Post-X-ray Change P�


Mean, SD Mean, SD


TxT12–S2 (mm) � 7.2±6.2 9.6±7.3 )2.4 = 0.011
LD angle (�)|| 5.0±2.0 4.7±2.0 0.3 >0.05
LS angle (�)+ 2.9±1.7 3.1±2.1 )0.2 >0.05
HB angle (�)* 2.8±1.5 2.3±1.4 0.5 >0.05


�Two-sided paired t-test
�Lateral distance of T12 from a vertical line through S2 tubercle
(got worse at post X-ray)
|| Lumbo-dorsal angle, formed at mid-lumbar spine by best-fit lines
through centroids
+Lumbo-sacral angle, formed by centroidal best-fit lines in lower
lumbar as it intersects a line on the sacral base
*Horizontal base angle, formed by line on sacral base compared
with horizontal


Table 3 Average AP lumbo-pelvic radiographic measurement
comparisons in the treatment group (n=63) for initial presentation
and follow-up post X-ray at mean of 11.5 weeks (SD standard
deviation)


Variable Pre-X-ray Post-X-ray Change P�


Mean, SD Mean, SD


TxT12-S2 (mm) � 15.0 ± 5.9 7.3 ± 5.7 7.7 <0.0001
LD angle (�)|| 6.0� ± 4.0� 4.3� ± 3.7� 1.7� <0.0001
LS angle (�)+ 4.9� ± 3.6� 3.0� ± 3.0� 2.0� <0.0001
HB angle (�)* 1.8� ± 1.4� 1.0� ± 1.2� 0.8� <0.0001


�Two-sided paired t-test
�Lateral distance of T12 from a vertical line through S2 tubercle
(got worse at post X-ray)
|| Lumbo-dorsal angle, formed at mid-lumbar spine by best-fit lines
through centroids
+Lumbo-sacral angle, formed by centroidal best-fit lines in lower
lumbar as it intersects a line on the sacral base
*Horizontal base angle, formed by line on sacral base compared
with the horizontal
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Further, the lack of a long-term follow up of the
treatment group to document the stability of the
improvements in pain and spinal alignment creates
uncertainty. Future work should address this short-
coming. Similarly, the length of follow-up was three
times greater in the control group as compared with the
treatment group. We cannot rule out the possibility
that controls might have had some success in pain
reduction and reduction in spine displacement after
some weeks but then lost this again. On the other hand,
we believe that condition stability was shown in the
control group, and in fact, the slight increase in their
trunk displacement might indicate progression of the
condition.


A final concern may arise in our use of non-antalgic
cases only. The investigators excluded antalgic leans
because it has been shown that these postures may be
due to acute muscular spasms, which can cause pain.
Thus, the antalgic patient often develops a fear-avoid-
ance posture, which keeps the pain from returning.
Additionally, these patients were excluded to ensure that
the changes seen on the radiographs and in the NRS
scores were not due to the pain reduction properties of
spinal manipulation. Nonetheless, randomized clinical
control trials are necessary to determine the effect of
these protocols on both acute antalgic patients and those
with chronic lateral-postural abnormalities and various
pain syndromes.


It is clinically important to distinguish between sco-
liotic deformities and lateral thoracic translations (trunk
list). None of the patients in this study had scoliosis of
known origin or had been diagnosed with idiopathic
scoliosis. The coupling patterns within the lumbar spine
matched our treatment group’s abnormal posture. The
spinal deformity in scoliosis patients (large spinous
process rotation) does not match the usual coupling
patterns seen for trunk-list postures (minimal spinous
rotation).


Measurement of lateral-translation postural and
spinal abnormality has been quantified in different ways.
Visually, it has been measured as a postural displace-
ment, by McLean et al. [44], who suggested a simple
plumb-line method in which the lateral displacement, in
millimeters, of a surface marker on the spinous process
of T12 compared with that of S1. Radiographic men-
suration methods have also been used to analyze the
projected spinal image on plain film AP lumbo-pelvic
radiographs. Whereas Harrison et al. [21] used a hori-
zontal displacement of T12 compared with a vertical line
through S1, Arangio et al. [1], used an angle formed by
the L2 vertebral body endplate to horizontal and a best-
fit line through the lumbar spinous processes to vertical.
In the current study, the radiographic line-drawing
analysis was performed using the methodology de-
scribed by Harrison et al. [21], which has been previously
shown to be reliable [23].


Mechanically, trunk-list postural displacement would
cause large compressive and shear stresses in the distal
lumbosacral spine. Since the trunk is approximately
60% of body mass [12], a 200 lb. (90.7 kg) male with
1 in. (2.54 cm) of lateral trunk translation would have a
minimum of 120 in. lbs. of increased load acting asym-
metrically on the lumbosacral spine. However, due to
the increased muscle effort required to stabilize abnor-
mal postural displacements, the actual increase in load
on the spine is much higher [19]. The presence of mec-
hano-sensitive and nociceptive afferent fibers in spinal
tissues (intervertebral disc, facet, ligaments, and mus-
cles) [30, 42, 43, 46, 50]—and the subsequent neuro-
physiological research demonstrating the role of such
afferent stimulation in pain production [9, 10, 11] and
coordinated neuromuscular stabilization of the spine
[28, 29, 52, 53, 54, 55]—provide a substantial theoretical
framework supporting the rationale for goals of treat-
ment regimens to include a reduction of stresses on
spinal joints in spinal rehabilitation programs.


Normalizing posture and reducing musculoskeletal
pain are obviously important goals of treatment for
patients with chronic LBP. Conservative methods to
restore or improve the normal position of the lumbar
spine in the frontal plane, however, are rare. A thorough
review of the literature located three studies utilizing
lateral translation (‘‘side-shift’’) exercises of the thorax
in spinal rehabilitation [4, 18, 45]. Mehta and Morel [45]
used lateral translation exercises to reduce the Cobb
angle in scoliosis patients, where the shift direction was
dictated by curve direction, not postural presentation.
Similarly, in 44 subjects between 10–15 years of age
whose Cobb angles measured 20–32�, Boer et al [4] used
lateral-translation exercises dictated by the direction of
the primary curve. Here, success was defined by lack of
progression of the primary curve, and results were
compared with a historical brace cohort. In another
study using the McKenzie methodology, Gillan et al.
[18] reported a reduction in trunk-list posture but not a
reduction in pain. The current study’s finding of a
reduction in both trunk list and pain intensity is in
contrast to Gillan et al. [18]. The difference in pain
improvements herein might be due to two factors: (1) no
radiographs were used by Gillan et al. [18] to identify the
appropriate coupling pattern for the trunk-list posture,
and (2) the use of initial spinal manipulative therapy in
the current report.


Conclusion


Lumbar spinal manipulation followed by Harrison
mirror image methods (lateral translation exercise and
traction) were found to produce statistically significant
and clinically significant reductions in pain and trunk-
list posture, a finding not observed in the control group.
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In fact, the control group’s lateral thoracic translations
were slightly worse at follow-up, possibly indicating
progression of the disorder. Because these trunk-list
postures are commonly associated with lumbar disc
herniation and lower back pain, randomized controlled
trials should be performed to evaluate the clinical sig-
nificance of restoration of normal spinal-alignment
biomechanics in chronic LBP pain subjects. Due to


discrepancy between our study findings and a previous
report, it is suggested that AP lumbo-pelvic radiographs
and posture of the trunk should both be used as out-
come measures in the treatment of the trunk-list defor-
mity.
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® New Study of Bone Movement Favors 
Impulse® Among Adjusting Instruments  
 
August 1, 2006 
 


PHOENIX, Arizona – A new study published in the July/August, 2006 issue of the Journal of 
Manipulative and Physiological Therapeutics reported nearly three-fold greater vertebral motions during 
chiropractic adjustments delivered with the Impulse Adjusting Instrument® when compared to other 
chiropractic adjusting instruments.  The study, conducted in Adelaide, Australia at the Institute for 
Medical and Veterinary Science, is the first to validate just how vertebrae move during different 
instrument-delivered chiropractic adjustments. 


“We compared three commonly used chiropractic adjusting devices, the Activator® IV Adjusting 
Instrument (Activator Methods International, Ltd., Phoenix, AZ), the Chiropractic Adjusting Tool (CAT®, 
J-Tech Medical Industries, Inc., Salt Lake City, UT), and the Impulse Adjusting Instrument® 
(Neuromechanical Innovations, LLC, Phoenix, AZ) to see how the spine would move during each of 
their force settings, said Dr. Tony Keller, the study’s lead author.  “We measured substantially larger 
magnitude vertebral motion responses for thrusts delivered with the Impulse Adjusting Instrument® at 
most force settings and always at the high force setting,” added Keller, Director of the Musculoskeletal 
Research Laboratory, a Division of the Florida Orthopaedic Institute in Tampa, FL. 


“Simply put, this study validated just how important forces, speeds and frequencies are in 
creating bone movements,” said Dr. Chris Colloca, a co-inventor of the Impulse Adjusting Instrument® 
and co-author of the study.  The study corroborates previous research that reported a broader range of 
forces and a superior frequency area ratio among electromechanical adjusting instruments over 
traditional spring-loaded activation devices specifically favoring the Impulse Adjusting Instrument®.  “We 
now have the data that shows that the bones can move up to three-times more with Impulse®,” noted 
Colloca.  “Patients don’t ask ‘if that thing did anything’ anymore after being adjusted with the Impulse® 
instrument like they used to after being adjusted by the spring-loaded activation devices.  The greater 
amount of bone movement occurring as shown in this study may just be the reason why, stated Dr. 
Deed Harrison, a chiropractic practitioner/researcher from Elko, NV who also co-authored the paper. 


“Impulse also improves over the previous generation spring-loaded adjusting instruments by 
offering a greater range of forces.”  Less force is required to adjust cervical vertebrae, whereas more 
force is required to move lumbar vertebrae because of the inherent stiffness differences in the spine,” 
Colloca added.   In related research, the group has found that instrument delivered thrusts can rival the 
amount of intersegmental vertebral movement occurring during traditional manually delivered 
adjustments.  “The slower speeds of manual type thrusts cause the whole spine to move more as 
opposed to just the motion segment that the chiropractor is targeting,” said Dr. Keller.  “One of the 
benefits of instrument delivered adjustments are their specificity in targeting the motions on the 
vertebrae desired by the treating clinician.  In other words, instrument delivered thrusts move the target 
vertebrae intersegmentally just as much, if not more than most manually delivered thrusts,” noted 
Keller. 


Prior to being published in the JMPT, this research was presented at the Chiropractic Research 
Agenda Conference last year in Washington, D.C.  The research represents a rare multi-disciplinary 
collaboration at the in affiliation with the Adelaide Center for Spinal Research (Adelaide, South 
Australia) combining talents from chiropractic (Colloca and Harrison) and bioengineering (Keller) with 
experts in orthopaedic surgery and pathology with co-authors Robert Gunzburg, M.D., Ph.D., and 
Robert Moore, Ph.D.  The research team has combined on a number of studies published in a variety 
of scientific journals including the Chiropractic & Osteopathy, European Spine Journal, Journal of 
Biomechanics, Journal of Manipulative and Physiological Therapeutics, and Spine among others.  This 
research was supported by Chiropractic Biophysics Non-profit, Inc., through generous grants from its 
members and its largest individual supporter, Dr. William Harris’ Foundation for the Advancement of 
Chiropractic Education.  


The Impulse Adjusting Instrument® is used by thousands of chiropractors around the world.  To 
locate a doctor who uses Impulse® visit www.instrumentadjusting.com.  For more information on the 
Impulse Adjusting Instrument® visit www.neuromechanical.com or call 480-785-8442. 
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Abstract


Posteroanterior spinal stiffness assessments are common in the evaluating patients with low back pain. The purpose of this study


was to determine the effects of mechanical excitation frequency on dynamic lumbar spine stiffness. A computer-controlled voice coil


actuator equipped with a load cell and LVDT was used to deliver an oscillatory dorsoventral (DV) mechanical force to the L3


spinous process of 15 adolescent Merino sheep. DV forces (48N peak, �10% body weight) were randomly applied at periodic


excitation frequencies of 2.0, 6.0, 11.7 and a 0.5–19.7Hz sweep. Force and displacement were recorded over a 13–22 s time interval.


The in vivo DV stiffness of the ovine spine was frequency dependent and varied 3.7-fold over the 0.5–19.7Hz mechanical excitation


frequency range. Minimum and maximum DV stiffness (force/displacement) were 3.8670.38 and 14.179.95N/mm at 4.0 and


19.7Hz, respectively. Stiffness values based on the swept-sine measurements were not significantly different from corresponding


periodic oscillations (2.0 and 6.0Hz). The mean coefficient of variation in the swept-sine DV dynamic stiffness assessment method


was 15%, which was similar to the periodic oscillation method (10–16%). The results indicate that changes in mechanical excitation


frequency and animal body mass modulate DV spinal stiffness.


r 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.


Keywords: Lumbar spine; Dynamic stiffness; Biomechanics; Sheep; Frequency

1. Introduction


Segmental instability and pathology of the spine are
believed to produce abnormal patterns of motion and
forces, which may play a significant role in the etiology
of low back pain (LBP) (Nachemson, 1985). The ability
to quantify in vivo spine segment motion (displacement)
and stiffness (force/displacement) in response to forces is
widely considered to be of clinical significance in the
diagnosis and treatment of spinal disorders. Knowledge
of spine segment motion patterns, forces and stiffness is
also of fundamental interest in understanding the
postural, time-dependent and dynamic response of the
spine, the role of spinal implants in mechanical load
sharing, and the response of the extremities (appendi-

e front matter r 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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cular skeleton) and spine (axial skeleton) to externally
posteroanterior (PA) applied forces such as spinal
manipulation. Biomechanics researchers and therapists
have therefore been seeking in vivo methods to assess
the mechanical behavior of axial skeleton.


For spine testing, periodic excitation or oscillations
with known frequency and magnitude is the most
commonly used mechanical testing approach. Periodic
excitation delivers large amounts of energy at each
frequency, with a precisely controlled force. A number
of studies have used low-frequency oscillatory or
‘mobilization’ devices to evaluate PA lumbar spinal
stiffness in symptomatic and asymptomatic subjects
(Kawchuk et al., 2001; Latimer et al., 1996a, b, 1998;
Shirley et al., 2002; Kawchuk and Elliott, 1998). These
studies indicate that the PA mechanical response of the
lumbar spine is dependent upon many factors, including
the intensity, direction, duration and frequency of the
applied force. Of these factors, the frequency-dependent
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stiffness of the lumbar spine is the least well understood,
and few if any studies provide PA dynamic stiffness
assessments of the lumbar spine over a broad frequency
range.


The purpose of this study was to determine the
dynamic stiffness characteristics of the ovine lumbar
spine subjected to oscillatory dorsovental (DV) mechan-
ical excitation. We hypothesized that the dynamic
mechanical behavior (stiffness) of the sheep spine could
be quantified using a relatively short duration swept-sine
mechanical oscillation.

2. Methods


2.1. Mechanical testing apparatus


A custom, computer-controlled mechanical testing
apparatus was used to generate mechanical excitation
force–time profiles with varying force amplitude, dura-
tion and frequency (Fig. 1). The apparatus was
comprised of a linear voice coil actuator (model LA25-
42, BEI Technologies Inc., Ashford, Kent, UK) and a
programmable, pulse-width-modulated servo amplifier,
voice coil drive controller (model VCA100, BEI Kimko
Magnetics, San Marcos, CA). The voice coil had a
continuous stall force of 84N and total stroke of
25.4mm. A 665N load cell (MLP-150, Transducer
Techniques, Temecula, CA) and a 725mm linear
variable displacement transducer (model S1D, Instru-
ments & Control Inc., Branford, CT) were used to
measure the actuator force and displacement signals,
respectively. Force and displacement signals were

Computer-controlled
voice coil actuator


Belts


Foam abd
Supports


Stainless steel upright 
supports (x4)


Operating
table clamp (x2


Foam
Neck support


Actuator clamp


Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the computer-controlled mechanical testing app


sheep. The apparatus consisted of an actuator assembly comprised of a voi


stainless steel indenter. The actuator assembly was attached to a stainless ste


table. Wood and foam supports were used to position and stabilize the shee

amplified using a dual-channel, digital-programmable
gain amplifier (model PGA204, gain ¼ 1000, Burr-
Brown, Tucson, AZ).


2.2. Animal preparation


In all, 15 healthy, adolescent Merino sheep (mean
47.7 kg, standard deviation (SD) 4.9 kg) were examined
using a protocol approved by an accredited animal
ethics committee. Sheep were fasted for 24 h prior to
surgery and anesthesia was induced with an intravenous
injection of 1 g thiopentone. General anesthesia was
maintained after endotracheal intubation by 2.5%
halothane and monitored by pulse oximetry and end
tidal CO2 measurement. Animals were ventilated and
the respiration rate was linked to the tidal volume
keeping the monitored CO2 between 40 and 60mmHg.


The anesthetized sheep were place prone on an
operating table, which included a rigid (wood) support
beneath the abdomen (just caudal to the ribcage). The
support was designed to orient the long axis of the sheep
spine parallel to the operating table and perpendicular
to the load actuator and secondarily to stabilize the
trunk. The compliance of the load frame+actuator+
table+wooden support was 0.0069mm/N. Foam blocks
were also placed on either side of the sheep abdomen to
further stabilize the trunk along medial–lateral axis. An
adhesive earthing pad was applied to the groin for
electrocautery. With the animals in this standardized
prone-lying position, a 1.5 cm region of the bony
prominence of the L3 spinous process was exposed
using electrocautery. A plain lateral X-ray film was
taken to verify normal lumbar spine anatomy.

Indenter stylus


Wood support


Operating table surface


omen
 (x2)


Aluminum support
frame (x2)


Stainless steel
cross-supports (x2)


)


aratus positioned over the ovine L3 spinous process of the prone-lying


ce coil actuator, linear variable differential transformer, load cell, and


el and aluminum load frame that was rigidly mounted to the operating


p trunk and abdomen during the application of dorsoventral forces.
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2.3. Mechanical excitation protocol


Using the dynamic mechanical testing apparatus, DV
forces were applied directly to the exposed L3 spinous
process via a 12.7mm-diameter stainless-steel indenter
rod equipped with a slotted tip that cradled the exposed
spinous process. This minimized problems associated
with the actuator sliding off the sheep spinous processes,
which are more slender than their human counterpart.
DV forces (�13N preload to �48N peak) were applied
at periodic excitation frequencies of 2.0, 6.0, and
11.7Hz. A broadband or harmonic frequency analysis
was also performed using a swept-sine mechanical
stimulation from 0.5 to 19.7Hz (pseudo-chirp sweep).
The order in which the periodic or harmonic frequency
analyses were applied was randomized. Peak forces were
approximately 10% of the mean animal body weight,
consistent with the magnitude of DV forces used by
clinicians in the treatment and assessment of lumbar
spine disorders (Latimer et al., 1998). The applied force
and DV displacement response were recorded at
2500 sample/s using a 16-channel, 16-bit data acquisi-
tion system (MP150, Biopac Systems Inc., Goleta, CA).
Force and displacement signals were recorded during
the periodic and chirp sweep oscillations for a total of 13
and 22 s, respectively (Fig. 2).


2.4. Data analysis


DV stiffness (peak–peak force/peak–peak displace-
ment, N/mm) was determined from the force–time
profiles of the periodic excitation protocols (mean
stiffness over 20 intervals within the 13 s oscillation

Fig. 2. Typical oscillatory response (dorsoventral force and displacement) of


swept-sine (chirp) mechanical stimulation protocols. Undulations every 3–4

period), and at 44 discrete frequencies for the 22 s
pseudo-chirp excitation protocol. For each interval, the
loss angle (phase angle, degrees) between the peak force
and peak displacement was determined using the
relationship 360Dt/T, where Dt (s) is the phase
difference, and T (s) the period. Agreement between
the fixed-frequency oscillation stiffness measurements
(mean stiffness values) and the swept-sine stiffness
measurements (at frequencies that corresponded most
closely to the fixed-frequency values) was assessed by
linearity tests (Passing & Bablok method comparison
test for linearity and bias). Descriptive statistics (mean,
SD), including the percent coefficient of variation
(100� standard deviation/mean), were also computed.

3. Results


For the swept-sine mechanical excitation protocol, the
DV stiffness (mean7standard deviation) of the ovine
spine ranged from 3.8670.38 (4.0Hz) to 14.179.95N/
mm (19.7Hz) over the 0.5–19.7Hz frequency range
examined (Fig. 3). At the minimum stiffness value
(4.0Hz), the force and displacement were out of phase
by 58.41 (SD 10.6). The maximum phase angle change
was 85.61 (SD 6.2) at 6.28Hz.


There was very little variation in the DV stiffness over
the time-course of the periodic mechanical excitation
tests (mean coefficient of variation ¼ 4.4% at 2.0 and
6.0Hz, and 7.3% at 11.7Hz). The DV stiffness
determined using the periodic mechanical excitation
protocol (2.0, 6.0, 11.7Hz) agreed closely with results
obtained using the swept-sine protocol (Table 1). There

the ovine lumbar spine obtained for the periodic (2.0, 6.0, 11.7Hz) and


s in the displacement responses correspond to animal respiration.
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was no significant difference in the DV stiffness
determined using the periodic-sine protocol (2.0,
6.0Hz) in comparison to the swept-sine protocol (2.0,
6.1Hz) by linearity tests (P40.1). The linearity analysis
showed no significant bias in the measurements. No
direct method comparison was possible between the
swept-sine and periodic-sine stiffness measurements at
11.7Hz. For the swept-sine protocol stiffness measure-
ment, the coefficient of variation ranged from 9.0%
(4.25Hz) to 71% (19.7Hz). The overall coefficient of
variation obtained for the swept-sine oscillation stiffness
testing protocol was 15.4%. Periodic protocols showed a
similar coefficient of variation (10.2%, 16.3%, 14.3% at
2, 6 and 11.7Hz, respectively).
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Fig. 3. Dynamic stiffness response of the ovine spine (top graph).


Open symbols and closed symbols (mean, standard deviation)


correspond to the swept-sine and periodic-sine protocols, respectively.


The frequency corresponding to the minimum dorsoventral stiffness of


the ovine spine was 4.0Hz (fmin). Bottom graph shows the phase angle


(mean, standard deviation) between the peak force and peak


displacement.


Table 1


Dynamic stiffness� for the periodic and swept-sine mechanical excitation pr


Periodic frequency (Hz) Periodic stiffness (N/mm) Swept-sin


2.0 5.41 (0.55) 2.0


6.0 6.45 (1.05) 6.1


11.7 11.8 (1.68) 10.6


12.6


�Means (standard deviation), and P-values for periodic versus swept-sine

The animals were similar in body mass (range
42–61 kg), but we did observe that there was a weak
positive, linear correlation between DV stiffness and
body mass for the 6Hz (R2 ¼ 0:35, P ¼ 0:02) and
11.7Hz (R2 ¼ 0:33, P ¼ 0:03) fixed-frequency tests. No
significant correlation was seen for the 2Hz data
(R2 ¼ 0:00009, P ¼ 0:97).

4. Discussion


The dynamic frequency-dependent stiffness behavior
of the animal and human spine is modulated by
intrinsic viscoelasticity of component tissues (ligaments,
cartilage, bone, tendons, muscle) and load sharing
provided by adjacent structures (e.g. ribcage, sternum,
pelvis). When such factors are combined with other
features such as spinal curvature, the net effect is
a complex structure-frequency-dependent mechanical
behavior.


In this study, the harmonic analysis performed
showed that the in vivo PA stiffness of the ovine lumbar
spine was frequency dependent and varied 3.7-fold over
the 0.5–19.7Hz mechanical excitation frequency range
examined. During DV mechanical stimulation, the
prone posture ovine lumbar spine was most mobile
(least stiff) at 4.0Hz. As there was a substantial
force–displacement phase angle change at this fre-
quency, 4Hz most likely represents the natural fre-
quency of the ovine lumbar spine subjected to DV
forces. This frequency is similar to the in vivo natural
frequency of the human lumbar spine (4–5Hz) subjected
to axial forces using impact testing in seated postures
(Pope et al., 1987, 1991), but is substantially lower than
the in vivo natural frequency of the prone-lying porcine
lumbar spine (25Hz) subjected to axial (craniocaudal)
forces using harmonic analysis (Kaigle et al., 1998). The
DV natural frequency of the anesthetized, prone-lying
ovine lumbar spine is also substantially lower than the
PA natural frequency (�40Hz) reported for the human
spine using modal analysis testing and modeling (Keller
et al., 2000). Variations in the frequency-dependent
stiffness response of the human and animal spine reflect
differences in loading mode and spine, pelvis and trunk
stiffness, as well as body mass, the latter evident from

otocols


e frequency (Hz) Swept-sine stiffness (N/mm) P value


5.74 (0.86) 40.1


6.75 (1.48) 40.1


11.7 (2.17)


13.6 (2.59)


group comparison tested with Passing & Bablok agreement test.
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the body mass effects on periodic-sine dorsoventral
stiffness tests observed in this study.


The in vivo DV stiffness of the ovine spine obtained in
this study (4.3N/mm at 0.5Hz) is about 3–5-fold lower
in comparison to the in vivo PA stiffness of the L3 spine
(�15–20N/mm) obtained for prone-lying human sub-
jects using a low-frequency (p0.5Hz) mobilization
apparatus equipped with an indenter (Lee and Svensson,
1993; Lee and Liversidge, 1994; Squires et al., 2001), The
PA stiffness response of the prone-lying human subject
has undergone a substantial amount of investigation,
but results are generally limited to static tests (Kawchuk
et al., 2001; Kawchuk and Elliott, 1998), low-frequency
oscillatory testing (Latimer et al., 1998, 1996b, c;
Kawchuk et al., 2001; Kawchuk and Elliott, 1998), or
impact (modal) testing (Keller et al., 2000; Nathan and
Keller, 1994). Quasi-static loading conditions will tend
to underestimate stiffness due to the viscoelastic creep-
deformation of the structure. Evidence of such behavior
has been observed in studies reporting the PA motion
response of the lumbar spine during low-frequency
(o0.5Hz) oscillations (Lee and Svensson, 1993; Lee and
Liversidge, 1994; Squires et al., 2001). In these studies,
quasi-static or slow cycling (p0.1Hz) PA mobilization
is associated with an approximately 15–25% reduction
in stiffness in comparison to mobilization at 0.5–1.0Hz.
In the current study, the decreasing stiffness (up to 28%)

Fig. 4. Time domain and frequency domain (Power spectral density) of unit


transient (exponentially damped sinusoid, 0.05ms duration, bottom) mech


mechanical stimulation approach, the swept-sine and transient mechanical st


the structure.

observed for mechanical stimulation below 1Hz is most
likely due to creep-deformation.


The human lumbar spine exhibits non-linear, load-
deformation behavior. Inherent non-linearities in the
load-deformation characteristics of the spine result in
variations in the measured displacement and stiffness
that are dependent on the magnitude of the applied
force. For example, previous human PA mobilization
studies using servo-controlled indenter apparatuses have
reported a substantial increase in PA stiffness when the
peak applied force is increased (Lee et al., 1997; Latimer
et al., 1998). Similar results have been reported for the
porcine spine subjected to increasing dynamic axial load
(Kaigle et al., 1998). The influence of load magnitude on
DV stiffness was not examined in the current study, but
mechanical excitation tests with variable amplitude and
uniform pulse duration (100ms) indicate that the DV
displacement response is linear between 20 and 80N
(Colloca et al., 2005). In addition, unlike previous
clinical studies, we did not apply loads directly to the
skin overlying the spinous processes. However, the
presence of skin tissue would not be expected to have an
appreciable effect on the stiffness measurements, since
application of a preload causes the more compliant skin
to compress. Nevertheless, effects of skin tissue com-
pliance on dynamic mechanical response deserve further
attention.

amplitude pure sinusoidal (25Hz, top), chirp (0–100Hz, middle), and


anical excitation signals. Compared to the periodic-sine (pure sine)


imulation approaches impart substantially less energy (input power) to
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Another important consideration for in vivo spine
stiffness assessments is respiration, which has been
shown to modulate the mechanical response of the
animal spine during static load tests in animals (Keller
et al., 1990). In a recent study (Shirley et al., 2003),
respiratory efforts were found to modulate the oscilla-
tory (1Hz) PA lumbar spine stiffness of human subjects.
These authors reported that the qgreatest changes in
stiffness (67% increase) were seen for measurements
obtained during maximum expiration in comparison to
measurements obtained with the lung volume held at
functional residual capacity. In the current study,
respiration effects were evident in the displacement
response to controlled DV forces (refer to Fig. 2), but
the ventilator-controlled respiratory cycle had only a
minor effect on the stiffness measurements during the
13 s time-course of the fixed-frequency tests (o7.3%).
This variation is very small compared with the variation
in stiffness observed over the 0.5–19.7Hz frequency
range examined (e.g. 3.7 fold), and indicates that
respirator artifacts are minimal in ventilator-controlled
experiments such as that performed in this study.


One disadvantage of the swept-sine testing approach
is that a lengthy data acquisition is required. In this
study, a 22 s acquisition resulted in 44 discrete dynamic
stiffness values, albeit with most of the data concen-
trated below 10Hz. Alternatively, a very fast and
efficient method to determine the broadband dynamic
PA mechanical response of the spine is to use a transient
technique such as impact testing (Nathan and Keller,
1994; Keller et al., 2000, 2002 Colloca and Keller, 2001).
Transient testing methods are several orders of magni-
tude faster than swept-sine test, but since the total
energy provided by an impulse (typically a haversine) is
distributed over a very broad frequency range, the
actual excitation energy density is very small for any
given frequency (Fig. 4). This presents a problem when
testing large, heavily damped structures such as the
spine because the transfer function will suffer due to the
poor signal-to-noise ratio of the measurement, and
typically necessitates ensemble averaging of multiple
haversine impulses, but the sensitivity of the method is
still poor (Nathan and Keller, 1994; Keller et al., 2000).


In conclusion, force-controlled, swept-sine oscilla-
tions were found to accurately represent the dynamic
stiffness response of the ovine spine. Using an
indenter applied over the spinous processes of prone-
lying human subjects, dynamic stiffness assessment
should assist clinicians in diagnosis and treatment of
spinal disorders.
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Objective: The aim of this study was to quantify and compare the 3-dimensional intersegmental motion responses


produced by 3 commonly used chiropractic adjusting instruments.


Methods: Six adolescent Merino sheep were examined at the Institute for Medical and Veterinary Science, Adelaide,


Australia. In all animals, triaxial accelerometers were attached to intraosseous pins rigidly fixed to the L1 and L2


spinous processes under fluoroscopic guidance. Three handheld mechanical force chiropractic adjusting instruments


(Chiropractic Adjusting Tool [CAT], Activator Adjusting Instrument IV [Activator IV], and the Impulse Adjusting


Instrument [Impulse]) were used to randomly apply posteroanterior (PA) spinal manipulative thrusts to the spinous process


of T12. Three force settings (low, medium, and high) and a fourth setting (Activator IVonly) were applied in a randomized


repeated measures design. Acceleration responses in adjacent segments (L1 and L2) were recorded at 5 kHz. The


multiaxial intersegmental (L1-L2) acceleration and displacement response at each force setting was computed and


compared among the 3 devices using a repeated measures analysis of variance (a = .05).


Results: For all devices, intersegmental motion responses were greatest for axial, followed by PA and medial-lateral


(ML) measurement axes for the data examined. Displacements ranged from 0.11 mm (ML axis, Activator IV low setting)


to 1.76 mm (PA axis, Impulse high setting). Compared with the mechanical (spring) adjusting instruments (CAT, Activator


IV), the electromechanical Impulse produced the most linear increase in both force and intersegmental motion response


and resulted in the greatest acceleration and displacement responses (high setting). Significantly larger magnitude


intersegmental motion responses were observed for Activator IV vs CAT at the medium and high settings (P b .05).


Significantly larger-magnitude PA intersegmental acceleration and displacement responses were consistently observed for


Impulse compared with Activator IV and CAT for the high force setting (P b .05).


Conclusions: Larger-magnitude, 3D intersegmental displacement and acceleration responses were observed for spinal


manipulative thrusts delivered with Impulse at most force settings and always at the high force setting. Our results indicate


that the force-time characteristics of impulsive-type adjusting instruments significantly affects spinal motion and suggests


that instruments can and should be tuned to provide optimal force delivery. (J Manipulative Physiol Ther 2006;29:425-436)


Key Indexing Terms: Biomechanics; Chiropractic; Manipulation, Spinal; Spine; Mechanical Force

S
pinal manipulation is the most commonly per-


formed therapeutic procedure provided by doctors


of chiropractic.1 Likewise, chiropractic techniques


have evolved, providing clinicians with choices in the
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delivery of particular force-time profiles deemed appropriate


for a particular patient or condition. Clinicians often rely


upon mechanical advantages in performing spinal manipu-


lation through patient positioning and mechanical assistance
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from a table or handheld adjusting instrument.2 Specifically,


manual articular manipulative and adjusting procedures have


been classified into 4 categories to better describe the


technique and mechanism of force production: specific


contact thrust procedures (ie, high-velocity, low-amplitude


[HVLA] thrusts), nonspecific contact thrust procedures (ie,


mobilization), manual force, mechanically assisted proce-


dures (ie, drop tables or flexion-distraction tables), and


mechanical force, manually assisted (MFMA) procedures


(ie, stationary or handheld instruments).3 Today, MFMA


procedures are reported to be the second most popular


chiropractic adjusting technique used by 72% of chiroprac-


tors on 21% of their patients.4


Spinal manipulative techniques have been studied for


their clinical effectiveness.5,6 Most randomized controlled


clinical trials in patients with low back pain, neck pain, and


headache7-12 have been conducted using HVLA thrusts,


which are inherently dynamic in nature. Recently, studies


have also begun to compare HVLA to MFMA procedures


with equivocal findings reported.13-15 Hence, although


clinical outcome studies have gained attention, basic


experimental science is lacking, which might assist in


explaining biomechanical mechanisms.16 Evidence that


putative mechanisms might be related to the dynamic


mechanical excitation characteristics of HVLA and MFMA


procedures is growing.17-22 Some authors have hypothe-


sized that mechanisms may be related to the oscillatory or


vibration response induced by dynamic mechanical excita-


tion of the spinal structures.22-24 Quantifying the dynamic


biomechanical characteristics of chiropractic technique


application is therefore a logical and important first step in


understanding a spinal manipulative procedure.


Several studies have investigated the forces produced


during a variety of spinal manipulative procedures, includ-


ing HVLA and MFMA procedures.25-32 Others have


quantified segmental and intersegmental vertebral displace-


ments, velocity, and acceleration responses to mechanical


force spinal manipulation.33-36 These studies have assisted


in the development of mathematical models to predict


vertebral kinematic responses to specific spinal manipulative


force-time profiles and vectors.24,37 Mathematical models


and recent animal studies38 have also shown that external


mechanical forces applied at or near the natural frequency of


the spine (5-40 Hz) are associated with appreciably greater


displacements (N2-fold), in comparison with external forces


that are static or quasistatic, whereas higher frequencies


(typically N50 Hz) are attenuated by the spine.


Mechanical force, manually assisted procedures are


typically characterized as impulsive. Mechanical forces that


are relatively large in magnitude but act for a very short time


(much less than the natural period of oscillation of the


structure), are called bimpulsive.Q26 Impulsive forces acting


on amass (eg, spine) will result in a sudden change in velocity


but are typically associated with smaller amplitude displace-


ments, in comparison with longer duration forces. However,

the sudden change in velocity associated with impulsive


forces causes the spine to oscillate or vibrate for long


periods.22 Structures that are mechanically excited with a


haversine (half sine) pulse-time profile experience more


uniform excitation frequency.38 Several spinal manipulative


instruments have been developed to take advantage of desired


benefits of impulsive haversine-like force-time inputs.


A popular handheld spinal manipulation device, the


Activator Adjusting Instrument (Activator Methods Interna-


tional, Ltd, Phoenix, Ariz) underwent several modifications


to improve its frequency area ratio (measure of the amount


of energy delivered over a specific frequency range) and


subsequently marketed as the Activator II, Activator III, and


the latest version, Activator IV.39,40 A recent biomechanical


study that performed bench comparisons of 4 spring-


activated devices (Activator Adjusting Instrument; Activator


Adjusting Instrument II; Activator Adjusting Instrument III;


and Activator Adjusting Instrument IV [Activator IV]), and


2 electromechanical devices (Harrison Handheld Adjusting


Instrument and Neuromechanical Impulse Adjusting Instru-


ment) noted substantial improvements in the frequency area


ratio of the electromechanical instruments compared with


the spring-activated devices.20 Presumably, mechanical


devices that stimulate a broad range of vibration frequencies


within the spine have the potential to elicit neurophysio-


logical responses.18,19,41 Validation of these findings in


humans and animals has not been conducted.


Knowledge of the effects of transmitted forces on


intersegmental motion during chiropractic adjustment/spinal


manipulation is important in validating spine models and


assessing the biomechanical characteristics of chiropractic


treatments and assists in understanding treatment efficacy


and assessment of risk in the medicolegal arena. The


purpose of this study was to quantify and compare the


multiaxial spinal acceleration and displacement responses


produced by 3 commonly used MFMA chiropractic adjust-


ing instruments.

METHODS


Six adolescent Merino sheep (mean, 49.7 kg; SD, 6.4)


served as subjects for the study. The research protocol was


approved by the Animal Ethics Committees and Institu-


tional Review Board of the Institute of Medical and


Veterinary Science (Adelaide, South Australia). After


anesthesia, the animals were placed in a standardized


prone-lying position with the abdomen and thorax sup-


ported by a rigid wooden platform and foam padding,


respectively, thereby positioning the lumbar spine parallel to


the operating table and load frame.


After animal preparation, 10-g piezoelectric triaxial


accelerometers (Crossbow Model CXL10HF3; Crossbow


Technology, Inc, San Jose, Calif) were attached to intra-


osseous pins that were rigidly fixed to the L1 and L2 lumbar







Fig 1. Experimental setup depicting the triaxial accelerometers
attached to pins inserted into the L1 and L2 spinous processes of
the ovine spine.
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spinous processes under fluoroscopic guidance (Fig 1). The


accelerometers are high-frequency vibration measurement


devices composed of an advanced piezoelectric material


integrated with signal conditioning (charge amplifier) and


current regulation electronics. The sensors feature low noise


(300-lg rms), wide bandwidth (0.3-10000 Hz), and low


nonlinearity (b1% of full scale) and are precision-calibrated


by the manufacturer. The x-, y- and z-axes of the


accelerometer were oriented with respect to the medial-


lateral (ML), posterior-anterior (PA), and cranial-caudal or


axial (AX) axes of the vertebrae. The in situ natural


frequency of the pin and transducer was determined


intraoperatively by btappingQ the pins in the ML, PA, and


AX axes and was found to be greater than 80 Hz. Tapping


the pin (using the edge of a scalpel handle) served to verify


that the pin was rigidly attached to the bone—a loose pin


showed as a reduction in the vibration frequency.


Three handheld MFMA chiropractic adjusting instru-


ments were used to apply posteroanterior (PA) spinal


manipulative thrusts to the T12 spinous process of the


ovine spine: Activator IV (Activator Methods Interna-


tional), a chiropractic adjusting tool (CAT; J-Tech Medical


Industries, Salt Lake City, Utah), and an Impulse Adjusting


Instrument (Impulse; Neuromechanical Innovations, LLC,


Phoenix, Ariz) (Fig 2). Specifically, the neoprene end


member of the stylus of each device was placed on the


spinous process of T12 and held perpendicularly with a


preload of approximately 20 N. The T12 spinous process


was located by palpation as the first spinous process


cephalad to the fluoroscopically verified L1 vertebra


containing the pin mount. Five mechanical excitation tests


were performed for each of 3 instrument force settings


(low, medium, and high) and a fourth setting (Activator IV


only). Each of the spinal manipulative protocols was


performed in a randomly determined order. A doctor of


chiropractic with 10 years of clinical experience and


familiarity with each of the instruments administered spinal


manipulative thrusts. The applied preload, force-time


profiles, and impulsive force magnitudes of the 3 instru-


ments were previously measured using a dynamic bench-


top load measuring system.20


Using a previously published method,19,35 L1 and L2


vertebral accelerations were recorded at a data sampling


frequency of 5000 Hz using a 16-channel, 16-bit MP150


data acquisition system (Biopac Systems, Inc, Goleta,


Calif). The sampling period (0.2 milliseconds) was an order


of magnitude greater than the impulse force pulse duration,


and the sampling frequency was nearly 2 orders of


magnitude greater than the natural frequency of the pin-


accelerometer-bone mount, which ensured that the spinal


manipulation therapy–induced vertebral oscillations were


captured with appropriate signal bandwidth. Displacement-


time responses were obtained from the acceleration time


histories using trapezoidal numerical integration (Matlab,


MathWorks, Boston, Mass). Peak-to-peak magnitudes of the

ML, PA, and AX vertebral acceleration and displacement


time histories were computed using Matlab. For statistical


purposes, only peak-to-peak acceleration and displacement


responses are considered in this study. Intervertebral or


intersegmental (L1-L2) displacement time and acceleration


time histories were obtained by taking the difference of the


L1 and L2 displacement time and acceleration time


histories, respectively. Peak-peak intersegmental accelera-


tions and displacements were subsequently computed for


each accelerometer axis (ML, AX, and PA).


Statistical comparisons for device-specific, peak-peak


intersegmental acceleration and displacement at low, medium,


high and fourth (Activator IV vs CAT high and Impulse high)


settings were assessed using a repeated measures analysis of


variance (P b .05, significant difference). Descriptive


statistics, including mean and SD of the peak-peak accel-


erations and displacements were performed using Microsoft


Excel (Microsoft Corporation, Inc, Redmond, Wash).

RESULTS


The force-time characteristics of the Activator IV and


Impulse instruments have been previously reported20 but are


presented here (in part) along with results for the CAT


instrument so that the 3D motion response of the instru-


ments can be considered in context with device force


specifications. Both of the mechanically (spring) activated


devices (Activator IV, CAT) produced rapidly changing,


oscillatory force-time waveforms, approximately 5 milli-


seconds in duration. The electromechanical Impulse instru-


ment produced a single haversine force-time waveform with


a shorter duration pulse of approximately 2 milliseconds.


Impulse produced the highest force (high setting), whereas


the Activator IV produced the lowest force (low setting). All







Fig 2. The Activator IV (A), CAT (B), and Impulse (C) adjusting instruments are each shown in the experimental setup contacting the
spinous process of T12. Triaxial accelerometers mounted to bone pins rigidly fixed in the spinous processes of L1 and L2 for
intersegmental acceleration measurement. The wires on either side of the adjusting instruments are bipolar electromyography electrodes,
which are used as outcome measures in conjunction with other objectives of the research.


Table 1. Device comparisons for peak force (Newtons) at low,
medium, and high instrument settings


Force setting Activator IV CAT Impulse


L 123.1 (2.2) 130.9 (6.7) 132.5 (26.9)


M 121.0 (2.7) 237.1 (21.0) 245.0 (7.8)


H 114.9 (6.7) 287.0 (23.8) 380.2 (14.1)


4a 211.6 (8.6) NA NA


Mean values (SDs) for 10 thrusts at each force setting. L, Low; M,


medium; H, high.
a Setting available for Activator IV only.
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3 instruments had roughly equivalent forces for the lowest


force setting. The Activator IV instrument showed very little


force variation for 3 of the 4 force settings. Only the Impulse


produced a linear increase in peak force with increasing


force setting. Peak forces for the 3 instruments are


summarized in Table 1.


After the application of MFMA instrument adjusting


mechanical excitation at T12, the L1-L2 ovine spine


oscillated for a period of approximately 160 milliseconds


(Fig 3). Peak-peak intersegmental (L1-L2) acceleration and


displacement responses for the 3 adjusting instruments at


each axis are summarized in Figures 4-6. L1-L2 accel-


erations were greatest for AX, followed by PA and ML


sensor measurement axes, whereas L1-L2 displacements


were greatest for PA, followed by AX and ML sensor


axes. The greatest peak-peak ML (mean, 0.22; SD, 0.12


mm), PA (mean, 1.76; SD, 1.55 mm), and AX (mean,


0.94; SD, 0.37 mm) displacements were observed for the


Impulse instrument (high setting). Acceleration and dis-


placement responses tended to mirror the peak force


produced by each instrument, that is, the Impulse resulted


in a relatively linear increase in PA, ML, and AX


acceleration and displacement with increasing force setting,

whereas the Activator IV device tended to produce roughly


equivalent PA, ML, and AX accelerations and displace-


ments for the medium and high force settings. The peak-


peak intersegmental displacements in the ML, PA, and AX


axes tended to mirror the acceleration responses for all


force settings.


Statistical comparison (P values, repeated measures


analysis of variance) of the intersegmental acceleration


and displacement responses for the Activator IV, CAT, and


Impulse devices are summarized in Tables 2 and 3.


Significantly larger-magnitude L1-L2 accelerations (AX,







Fig 3. Typical (animal 016) intersegmental (L1-L2) ML, PA, and AX acceleration and displacement time histories obtained during
medium force setting mechanical excitation using the Activator IV (A, top) and Impulse (B, bottom) adjusting instruments.
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Fig 4. Peak-peak axial (AX) intersegmental (L1-L2) acceleration (A, top) and displacement (B, bottom) responses to posteroanterior (PA)
impulsive forces delivered to the T12 spinous process of 6 adolescent sheep. Bars represent mean values (error bars are SD) for each
instrument force setting. Statistical comparisons of the data are summarized in Tables 2 and 3.
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PA, and ML) and displacements (AX and PA) were


observed for Activator IV in comparison with CAT at the


medium setting and setting 4 (P b .05). Significantly lower-


magnitude AX, PA, and ML L1-L2 acceleration responses


were consistently observed for the spring-activated instru-


ments (Activator IV, CAT) vs the electromechanical instru-


ment (Impulse) for most medium and high force settings


examined (P b .05), differences measuring nearly 2- to

3-fold larger in some cases. Posteroanterior and ML


displacement responses, however, tended to be higher for


Activator IV and CAT vs Impulse for the low and medium


force settings examined (P b .05), whereas the opposite was


observed at the high force setting. Compared with the


Activator IV setting 4 (highest), the high force settings on


the Impulse device produced significantly greater (P b .05)


AX and PA accelerations and PA displacements.







Fig 5. Peak-peak PA intersegmental (L1-L2) acceleration (A, top) and displacement (B, bottom) responses to posteroanterior (PA)
impulsive forces delivered to the T12 spinous process of 6 adolescent sheep. Bars represent mean values (error bars are SD) for each
instrument force setting. Statistical comparisons of the data are summarized in Tables 2 and 3.
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DISCUSSION


Differences in the acceleration and displacement


responses produced by the 3 adjusting instruments exam-


ined in this study most likely reflect the force-time


characteristics of the devices, namely, the pulse duration,


pulse profile (impulse wave shape), and peak force. As


expected, axial (flexion-extension), and PA motion were

largest, whereas ML motions were substantially lower. This


finding reflects that the impulsive forces were applied to the


sheep spinous processes in an anteroposterior (dorsoventral)


direction. Differences in spinal motions occur when con-


tacting on the spinous processes, as opposed to the


transverse processes,35 and significantly larger ML motions


would have been expected to occur had we contacted over







Fig 6. Peak-peak ML intersegmental (L1-L2) acceleration (A, top) and displacement (B, bottom) responses to PA impulsive forces
delivered to the T12 spinous process of 6 adolescent sheep. Bars represent mean values (error bars are SD) for each instrument force
setting. Statistical comparisons of the data are summarized in Tables 2 and 3.
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the transverse processes. However, ML motion responses


are expected because of spinal coupling35 and/or sagittal


plane offset associated with the mechanical excitation.


To understand the biomechanical consequences of


chiropractic adjustment/spinal manipulation more fully,


chiropractic researchers are currently focusing on quantify-


ing the applied forces associated with spinal manipula-


tion and mechanical response of the spine to these

forces.2,23,25,26,29,31,42 Basic experiments to quantify the


intersegmental motion responses occurring during me-


chanical force spinal manipulation, as presented in the


current study, are important first steps in understanding


the biomechanics of spinal manipulation. The current study


is the first to present intersegmental spinal motions


(acceleration or vibration and vertebral displacement) occur-


ring during known mechanical force spinal manipulation







Table 2. Device comparisons ( P values) for intersegmental
acceleration at low, medium, and high instrument settings


Intersegmental


(L1-L2)


acceleration axis


Force


setting


Activator IV


vs CAT


Activator IV


vs Impulse


CAT vs


Impulse


AX L .685 .110 .035A


M .004za .040A b.001A


H .122 b.001A b.001A


4b b.001z b.001A NA


PA L .906 .158 .078


M .004z .032A b.001A


H .047z b.001A b.001A


4b b.001z b.001A NA


ML L .095 .198 .434


M .011z .619 .028A


H .127 .003A b0.001A


4b b .001z .458 NA


P values in bold are statistically significant. Arrows indicate relative


increase or decrease compared with second comparison device.
a z Indicates Activator IV produced greater intersegmental acceleration


in comparison with CAT at this force setting.
b Compared with H setting.


Table 3. Device comparisons ( P values) for intersegmental
displacement at low (L), medium (M) and high (H) instrument
settings


Intersegmental


(L1-L2)


displacement axis


Force


setting


Activator IV


vs CAT


Activator IV


vs impulse


CAT vs


impulse


AX L .714 .994 .656


M .019za .250 .045A


H .125 .009A b.001A


4b b.001z .153 NA


PA L b.001A .004z b.001z
M b.001z b.001z .021z
H b.001z b.001A b.001A


4b b.001z .001A NA


ML L b.001A .344 b.001z
M .164 b.001z .002z
H .002z .702 .038A


4b b.001z .174 NA


P values in bold are statistically significant. Arrows indicate relative


increase or decrease compared with second comparison device.
a z Indicates Activator IV produced greater intersegmental displace-


ment in comparison with CAT at this force setting.
b Compared with H setting.
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devices. Intersegmental motion responses provide important


information regarding the relative motion of the sheep


lumbar spine motion segment. Indeed, dynamic computer


models24,37 indicate that the intersegmental motion response


(acceleration, displacement) of the spine subjected to


impulsive, oscillatory, and static loading is more similar


under these loading conditions than segmental motions,


which was the motivation for reporting intersegmental


acceleration responses in the current study. In addition,


studies have shown that mechanical stimulation using force-


time profiles with a short pulse duration produces greater


segmental and intersegmental acceleration and displacement


responses, which are most likely due to the abrupt change in


loading and unloading of the spine.21,43 The Impulse also


produces a more haversine wave shape in comparison with


spring-activated devices, which creates a more efficient


dynamic force transfer to the spine.20


Two of the instruments examined in this study were


mechanically (spring) activated devices that produce a


force-time pulse duration of approximately 5 milliseconds.


In contrast, the Impulse device is a microprocessor-


controlled electromechanical adjusting instrument that


produces a shorter duration force-time pulse (approximately


2 milliseconds). In this study, the Impulse was found to


produce the largest intersegmental motion responses (accel-


eration and displacement), in comparison with the mechan-


ical spring-loaded Activator IV and CAT instruments, which


most likely reflects the larger range of forces produced by


this device. Thus, the Impulse offers clinicians a wider


selection and range of peak forces and concomitant larger


intersegmental spinal motions for MFMA chiropractic


adjustment/spinal manipulation. Each of the mechanical


force spinal manipulation devices examined in this study

delivers forces over a very short time interval (b5 milli-


seconds for Activator IV and CAT; b2 milliseconds for


Impulse) as opposed to HVLA spinal manipulation (6150


milliseconds time interval), which results in much lower


force impulse and segmental motion imparted to the spine.


These differences, together with articular cavitation, verte-


bral movements, and spinal neuromuscular reflex responses


represent important biomechanical considerations when


studying different forms of chiropractic adjustment/spinal


manipulation.18,25,44,45


As noted previously, each of the chiropractic adjusting


instruments examined in this study produced relatively


large-amplitude (maximum setting) force-time histories


with primarily peak pulse durations less than 0.005 seconds.


Forces that are relatively large in magnitude, but act for a


very short time (much less than the natural period of


oscillation of the structure), are called bimpulsive.Q26


Impulsive forces acting on a mass will result in a sudden


change in velocity but are typically associated with smaller


amplitude displacements, in comparison with longer dura-


tion forces. However, the manner in which the structure (eg,


the spine) is mechanically excited will depend on the


frequency content of the instrument’s force-time history,


and significant displacements can be produced provided


that the force-time history contains frequency components


at or near the natural frequencies of oscillation of the


structure. In the current study, the larger amplitude


intersegmental motions observed for the electromechanical


adjusting instrument (Impulse) in comparison with the


spring actuated devices are most likely due to larger peak


forces and/or increased frequency area ratios—a measure of


the overall frequency content or relative frequency distri-
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bution of the impulsive force.20 Indeed, comparison of


roughly equivalent device forces (eg, setting 4 for Activator


IV, setting 2 for CAT, and setting 2 for Impulse) indicated


that the intersegmental acceleration responses were more


equivalent. Because recent experimental studies indicate


that external mechanical excitation applied at or near the


natural frequency of the spine are associated with appreci-


ably greater amplitude displacements (N2-fold) in compar-


ison with external forces that are static or quasistatic,24


more research is needed to optimize chiropractic interven-


tions and treatment regimens.


The choice of an appropriate mechanical force spinal


manipulation procedure should also include considerations


of the failure characteristics of the elderly spine. Based on


cadaveric experiments in elderly specimens (mean age, 77


years), posteroanterior failure loads of approximately 500 N


(range, 200 to 727 N) were reported for the thoracic spine.46


Their biomechanical results suggest that, although there is a


reasonable margin of safety between PA failure load and


forces applied during spinal manipulation, clinicians should


consider the use of well-controlled, lower-force procedures


such as that afforded by mechanical force spinal manipu-


lation devices.


There are inherent limitations of this study. First and


foremost, an animal model was used to study the motion


response of the spine. The sheep spine is composed of


structures (ligaments, bone, and intervertebral disks) that


have qualitatively similar properties as the human spine47,48


but differ in several respects, most notably geometry or


morphology. Sheep lumbar vertebrae and vertebrae of other


ungulates (hoofed animals) are more slender and smaller in


size compared with human lumbar vertebrae. As a result, the


PA stiffness of the ovine lumbar spine is substantially lower


(approximately 4-fold) than the human lumbar spine.38


However, using an animal model, we were able to perform


invasive measurements of bone movement, which are


otherwise difficult to perform in humans.19,35,36


Measurement of bone movement using intraosseous pins


equipped with accelerometers19,35,36 and other invasive


motion measurement devices49,50 has been previously


shown to be a very precise measure of spine segmental


motion. Moreover, the short duration (impulsive) mechan-


ical excitation associated with the adjusting instruments


produced very small displacements in the T12 and adjacent


vertebrae; thus, the coordinate axes of the vertebrae and


accelerometers did not change appreciably. An axial


displacement change of 1 mm is estimated to produce less


than a 18 change in the orientation of the accelerometers.


Hence, intersegmental acceleration transfer could be


estimated directly from the acceleration time recordings


of the adjacent sensors. Vertebral bone acceleration


measurements were obtained for vertebrae (L1, L2)


adjacent to the point of force application, but we did not


quantify the acceleration response of the segment under test


(T12). Thus, the intersegmental motion response seen in the

adjacent segments may not be representative of the


response of the segment under test. However, because the


spine is a highly damped, viscoelastic structure,24 we


predict that motion amplification would be even greater for


the loaded segment because forces applied to that segment


would not be damped by the adjacent soft tissues


(ligaments, intervertebral disk, and muscle). In addition,


testing was performed on anesthetized sheep, so active


muscle tone was deficient during the tests. The presence of


normal or hypernormal muscle tone may modulate the


vibration response of the spine, so we are currently


conducting impulsive force measurements while the ani-


mals are undergoing muscle stimulation. Finally, although


the Impulse is equipped with a 20-N preload spring and


electronic sensor, the preload applied using the other


instruments was less precise. However, each device was


previously calibrated using a bench-mounted load cell.20


No load cell was used in conjunction with the test


instruments, but a chiropractor proficient in the use of the


instruments (CJC) performed all of the animal tests (as well


as the bench calibration tests).

CONCLUSIONS


The present study presents the first comprehensive spine


motion data (acceleration and displacement) for several


commonly used impulsive force–type chiropractic adjusting


instruments. Larger-magnitude, multiaxial intersegmental


motion responses were observed for spinal manipulative


thrusts delivered with the Impulse for nearly all force


settings examined. Knowledge of the vertebral motion


responses produced by handheld chiropractic adjusting


instruments assists in understanding biomechanical


responses and supports the clinical rationale for patient


treatment using instrument-based adjustments. Our results


indicate that the force-time characteristics of impulsive-type


adjusting instruments significantly affect spinal motion and


suggests that instruments can and should be tuned to


provide optimal force delivery.
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NEUROMECHANICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF IN VIVO


LUMBAR SPINAL MANIPULATION. PART I. VERTEBRAL


MOTION


Tony S. Keller, PhD,a Christopher J. Colloca, DC,b and Robert Gunzburg, MD, PhDc


ABSTRACT


Objective: To quantify in vivo spinal motions and coupling patterns occurring in human subjects in response to
mechanical force, manually assisted, short-lever spinal manipulative thrusts (SMTs) applied to varying vertebral
contact points and utilizing various excursion (force) settings.


Methods: Triaxial accelerometers were attached to intraosseous pins rigidly fixed to the L1, L3, or L4 lumbar
spinous process of 4 patients (2 male, 2 female) undergoing lumbar decompressive surgery. Lumbar spine
acceleration responses were recorded during the application of 14 externally applied posteroanterior (PA) impulsive
SMTs (4 force settings and 3 contact points) in each of the 4 subjects. Displacement time responses in the PA, axial
(AX), and medial-lateral (ML) axes were obtained, as were intervertebral (L3-4) motion responses in 1 subject.
Statistical analysis of the effects of facet joint (FJ) contact point and force magnitude on peak-to-peak displacements
was performed. Motion coupling between the 3 coordinate axes of the vertebrae was examined using a least squares
linear regression.


Results: SMT forces ranged from 30 N (lowest setting) to 150 N (maximum setting). Peak-to-peak ML, PA, and
AX vertebral displacements increased significantly with increasing applied force. For thrusts delivered over the FJs,
pronounced coupling was observed between all axes (AX-ML, AX-PA, PA-ML) (linear regression, R2 � 0.35-0.52,
P � .001), whereas only the AX and PA axes showed a significant degree of coupling for thrusts delivered to the
spinous processes (SPs) (linear regression, R2 � 0.82, P � .001). The ML and PA motion responses were
significantly (P � .05) greater than the AX response for all SMT force settings. PA vertebral displacements decreased
significantly (P � .05) when the FJ contact point was caudal to the pin compared with FJ contact cranial to the pin.
FJ contact at the level of the pin produced significantly greater ML vertebral displacements in comparison with
contact above and below the pin. SMTs over the spinous processes produced significantly (P � .05) greater PA and
AX displacements in comparison with ML displacements. The combined ML, PA, and AX peak-to-peak
displacements for the 4 force settings and 2 contact points ranged from 0.15 to 0.66 mm, 0.15 to 0.81 mm, and 0.07
to 0.45 mm, respectively. Intervertebral motions were of similar amplitude as the vertebral motions.


Conclusions: In vivo kinematic measurements of the lumbar spine during the application of SMTs over the FJs
and SPs corroborate previous spinous process measurements in human subjects. Our findings demonstrate that PA,
ML, and AX spinal motions are coupled and dependent on applied force and contact point. (J Manipulative Physiol
Ther 2003;26:567-78)


Key Indexing Terms: Acceleration; Biomechanics; Chiropractic; Kinematics; Lumbar Spine; Manipulation


INTRODUCTION


As spinal manipulation (SM) and chiropractic ad-
justment continue to be investigated for their clin-
ical outcomes, basic science research into the


mechanisms of the interventions lag behind and remain


poorly understood. Because spinal manipulation is a me-
chanical intervention, it is inherently logical to assume that
its mechanisms of therapeutic benefit may lie in the me-
chanical properties of the applied force (mechanical mech-
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anisms), the body’s response to such force (mechanical or
physiologic mechanisms), or a combination of these and
other factors. Biomechanical investigations of the spine’s
response to SM, therefore, should assist researchers, educa-
tors, and clinicians to understand the mechanisms of SM,
more fully develop SM techniques, better train clinicians,
and ultimately minimize risks while achieving better results
with patients.


A number of studies have characterized the forces and
force-time histories associated with various spinal manipu-
lation therapies.1-9 Such studies provide important informa-
tion concerning the loading history and forces transmitted to
patients. The posteroanterior (PA) stiffness or PA load-
displacement response of the prone lying subject during SM
has also been investigated using static or low-frequency
indentation types of techniques, including mobilization and
other physiotherapy simulation devices.10-15 These studies
indicate that the thoracolumbar spine has a quasi-static PA
structural stiffness of approximately 15 N/mm to 30 N/mm
at loads up to about 100 N. Stiffness measurements capture
the displacement response of the area under test (vertebrae,
disks, and adjacent structures—skin, muscles, and fascia)
but cannot easily distinguish the contribution and/or dis-
placement of individual vertebral components. To precisely
quantify relative and absolute movements of individual
vertebrae, it is necessary to rigidly attach intraosseous pins
to the spine. Due to the invasiveness of such procedures,
however, these techniques have only been performed in
human cadavers16,17 or in animals.18,19 Research of this
nature in living humans is very rare.20


In 1994, Nathan and Keller21 first reported sagittal plane
bone movements of the lumbar spine of human subjects
during mechanical force, manually-assisted, short-lever
(MFMA) spinal manipulative thrusts (SMTs). In their study,
forces were delivered to the spinous processes (SPs) of the
thoracolumbar spine using a spring-loaded adjusting instru-
ment (Activator Adjusting Instrument, or AAI). Interseg-
mental or intervertebral movements of adjacent lumbar ver-
tebrae were quantified using an intervertebral motion device
(IMD)22 attached directly to intraosseous pins fixed to the
spinous processes. They found that the peak-to-peak ampli-
tude of intervertebral motions were up to 6-fold greater
when the short duration (� 5 milliseconds [ms]) AAI
thrusts were delivered over spinous processes closer to the
IMD measurement site. They also found that PA-directed
forces produced coupled axial and flexion-extension rota-
tion movements of the vertebrae. The study by Nathan and
Keller21 was limited to a single force amplitude PA thrust
applied over the spinous processes in 3 subjects, and only
the relative movements of 2 adjacent vertebrae (interverte-
bral motion) were determined. To our knowledge, there are
no data in the literature that characterize the in vivo verte-
bral and intervertebral coupled motion responses of the
spine to varying force amplitudes and contact points mim-
icking normal clinical practice.


The objective of this study was to quantify vertebral and
intervertebral lumbar spinal motions occurring during spinal
manipulation in human subjects in vivo. Mechanical force,
manually assisted spinal manipulative thrusts of varying
force amplitude were applied to vertebral contact points
overlying the facet joints and spinous processes, as they are
in routine clinical practice. We hypothesized that the verte-
bral motion response of the spine to PA thrusts would be
coupled in different axes and that the force setting and
vertebral contact point would modulate the motion response
of the lumbar spine.


METHODS


Four patients (2 male, 2 female; 48-75 years of age, mean
age � 64.25 years, SD � 12.18) undergoing lumbar de-
compressive spinal surgery volunteered to participate in the
study after providing informed consent of the surgical pro-
cedure and research protocol. The procedures used were in
accordance with the ethical standards of the hospital’s eth-
ical committee on human experimentation. Patients were
brought to the operating room and general endotracheal
anesthesia was induced. Initial anesthetics did not include
any long-lasting (�15 minutes) paralyzing agents. Patients
were placed prone on a surgical frame and their lower backs
were prepped and draped in a normal aseptic fashion
(Fig 1). Padded supports were placed at the level of the iliac
crests and sternum, with a slight flexion of hips and knees to
assure that the subjects were lying in a lordotic position
simulating the normal erect posture.


Finely threaded, 1.8-mm–diameter intraosseous stainless
steel pins were rigidly fixed to the lumbar spinous process
(L1, L3, and/or L4) using fluoroscopic guidance. Pin place-
ments were at L1, L3, and L1 for patients 001, 002, and 004,
respectively. Two vertebral levels (L3 and L4) were exam-
ined for patient 003 (Figs 1 and 2). A high-frequency (0.3
Hz to 10 KHz), low noise (0.0003g root-mean-square
[RMS] resolution), alternating current (AC)-coupled piezo-
electric, integral sensor, triaxial accelerometer (Crossbow
Model CXL100F3, Crossbow Technology, Inc, San Jose,
Calif) was mounted to the intraosseous pin. The x-, y-, and
z-axes of the accelerometer were oriented with respect to
the medial-lateral (ML), PA, and cranial-caudal or axial
(AX) axes of the vertebrae. Prior to the SMT protocol, the
natural frequency of the pin(s) was determined by “pluck-
ing” the pins in the ML and AX axes.


Mechanical force, manually-assisted spinal manipulative
thrusts were delivered using an Activator II Adjusting In-
strument (AAI II, Activator Methods International, Ltd,
Phoenix, Ariz). Four different AAI II force excursion set-
tings (0, 1, 2, and 3) were examined with thrusts delivered
using an anterior-superior loading vector to the left and right
facet joints (LFJ, RFJ) at the level of the pin (Table 1).
Anterior-superior thrusts were also delivered at the maxi-
mum excursion setting over the facet joints (FJs) (left and
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right) and to the SP above and below the level of the pin. All
thrusts were delivered at the end of expiration during the
patients breathing cycle. External thrusts were performed by
a clinician with 7 years experience (CC), who was careful to
perform the thrusts in a manner consistent with delivery of
MFMA SMT in routine clinical practice. Namely, the an-
terior-superior loading vector was approximately 20°. In
each patient, 2 SMTs were performed over the spinous
processes and 12 SMTs were performed over the FJs. Seg-
mental contact points for the spinous processes were deter-
mined using fluoroscopic guidance. The FJ contact point
was unable to be obtained with fluoroscopic imaging but
rather was consistently located by contacting 10 mm to 15
mm lateral to the SPs. A total of 14 external SMTs were
delivered to each patient. For the 4 patients, 8 thrusts were
applied to the facet joints for each force excursion setting (0,


1, 2, 3) and for each contact point (above, at, and below
pin).


In patient 003, thrusts above the superior accelerometer
pin corresponded to the L2 segment, whereas thrusts below
the inferior accelerometer pin were delivered to the L5
segment. In this patient, an AAI equipped with a 5000-g
quartz accelerometer (PCB model 305A04, PCB Piezotron-
ics, Buffalo, NY) and a 2200-N quartz load sensor (PCB
model 201A03) attached to the end of the stylus were used
to deliver the thrusts and to simultaneously quantify the
force input and acceleration response.6,23


The vertebral accelerations, AAI acceleration, and AAI
force responses were recorded at a sampling frequency of
8192 Hz using a Biopac MP100 12-bit data acquisition
system (Biopac Systems, Inc, Santa Barbara, Calif) and
Acknowledge software (Biopac Systems, Inc). Velocity


Fig 1. Experimental protocol noting surgical preparation (patient 003) with detail of the AAI instrumented with preload control frame,
force and acceleration transducers (A), and the 3-axis accelerometers affixed to the intraosseous pins (B).
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time and displacement time responses were obtained from
the acceleration time histories using trapezoidal numerical
integration (Matlab, MathWorks, Boston, Mass). Peak-to-
peak magnitudes of the vertebral acceleration, velocity, and
displacement time histories were computed using Matlab.
For statistical purposes, only peak-to-peak acceleration and
displacement responses are considered in this report. A least
squares linear regression was performed to examine accel-
eration motion coupling between the 3 coordinate axes of
the vertebrae. Intervertebral (L3-4) displacement time his-
tories were obtained for patient 003 by taking the difference


of the L3 and L4 PA axis displacement time histories and
adding the L3 and L4 ML and AX axes displacement time
histories. L3 and L4 ML and AX vertebral displacement
time histories were added as the accelerometer x- and y-
axes were reversed due to the placement of the transducer
(refer to Fig 2).


A robust analysis of variance (RANOVA) was performed
to determine the effects of force setting and contact point on
the ML, PA, and AX vertebral motion responses of the
lumbar vertebrae to thrusts applied over the facet joints. The
RANOVA consisted of a Kruskal-Wallis one-way analysis
of variance by ranks to test for independence among the
group means, followed by a post hoc analysis (Scheffé test)
to establish significance. A RANOVA was also performed
to assess differences in the ML versus PA and ML versus
AX motion responses for each of the 4 force settings. The
nominal type I error rate of 0.05 was used.


RESULTS


The short duration (� 5 ms), high-acceleration (�1000
ms-2) impulsive force thrusts over the spinous processes
(Fig 3) and facet joints (Fig 4) produced transient oscilla-
tions in the vertebrae, which decreased to near-0 amplitude
over an approximately 100- to 150-ms time period. Peak-
to-peak MFMA SMT forces ranged from 30 N (setting 0) to
150 N (setting 3) (Table 1). Peak-to-peak MFMA SMT
accelerations ranged from 689 m/s2 (setting 0) to 2013 m/s2


(setting 3). The motion response amplitude and duration of
oscillation varied substantially with respect to the type and
location of the thrusts and among the 4 patients. Table 2
summarizes the minimum, maximum, and mean peak-to-


Fig 2. Lateral fluoroscopic image of surgical pin-accelerometer preparation (patient 003). The Cartesian coordinate system of each of
the accelerometers is illustrated, where the x-axis, y-axis, and z-axis correspond to the ML, PA, and AX axes, respectively.


Table 1. Summary of AAI thrust locations and excursion force
settings


Contact
point


AAI excursion setting


0
(8)*


1
(8)


2
(8)


3
(32)


Above pin
LFJ
RFJ
SP


At pin
LFJ LFJ LFJ LFJ
RFJ RFJ RFJ RFJ


Below pin
LFJ
RFJ
SP


Force (N)† 30 88 117 150


AAI, Activator Adjusting Instrument; LFJ, left facet joint; RFJ, right
facet joint; SP, spinous process; SMT, spinal manipulative thrust.


*Total number of thrusts for each force setting (4 patients).
†Patient 003 only (average of 2 SMTs).
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Fig 3. Segmental (L3 and L4 vertebrae) and intersegmental (L3-4) vertebral acceleration response to a setting 4 MFMA thrust on the
L2 spinous process of patient 003. The MFMA SMT (AAI) input force and acceleration response are shown in the bottom left and bottom
right graphs, respectively. ML, Medial-lateral axis; PA, posterior-anterior axis; AX, axial axis.


Fig 4. Segmental (L3 and L4 vertebrae) and intersegmental (L3-4) vertebral acceleration response to a setting 4 MFMA thrust on the
L2 left facet joint of patient 003. The MFMA SMT (AAI) input force and acceleration response are shown in the bottom left and bottom
right graphs, respectively. ML, Medial-lateral axis; PA, posterior-anterior axis; AX, axial axis.
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peak axial, posterior-anterior, and medial-lateral vertebral
displacement, velocity, and acceleration responses obtained
for the 4 subjects during the application of various exter-
nally applied SMTs.


There was a significant amount of off-axis vertebral motion
or coupling in response to the primarily PA-directed thrusts
applied over both the SPs and FJs (Fig 5). For PA thrusts
delivered over the FJs, significant coupling was observed be-


Fig 5. A, Correlation between axial (AX) and posteroanterior (PA) motion in response to anterior-superior vector PA thrusts of varying
force magnitude and varying contact point. B, Correlation between medial-lateral (ML) and posteroanterior (PA) motion in response
to anterior-superior vector PA thrusts of varying force magnitude and contact over the facet joints.


Table 2. Vertebral segment motion summary


Medial-Lateral (ML) Axial (AX) Posteroanterior (PA)


Displacement (mm) 0.15–0.66 (0.43)* 0.07–0.45 (0.25) 0.15–0.81 (0.48)
Velocity (mm/s) 42.2–210.1 (125) 23.5–169.9 (98.8) 37.8–198 (112)
Acceleration (m/s2) 21.9–99.8 (59.2) 12.1–108 (55.9) 20.5–150 (78.6)


Minimum, maximum, and mean values.
All thrusts (N � 56).


*Mean values.
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tween all axes (AX-ML, AX-PA, PA-ML) (linear regression,
R2 � 0.35-0.52, P � .001), whereas only the AX/PA axes
showed a significant coupling for thrusts delivered to the SPs
(linear regression, R2 � 0.82, P � .01) (Table 3).


Comparison of the segment displacement responses for
thrusts applied over facet joints indicated that the ML and
AX segment displacement increased in an incremental man-
ner with increasing force up to setting 2 (Fig 6). Only the
PA axis showed an incremental increase in the segment
motion response over all 4 force settings. Increases in the
ML, PA, and AX motion responses were significant
(P � .05) for the 0 versus 2, 0 versus 3, 1 versus 2, and 1
versus 3 excursion settings. As expected, SMTs applied
over the facet joints produced a more marked ML motion
response in comparison with AX and PA motions. The ML
and PA motion responses were significantly (P � .05)
greater than the AX response for all force settings. Differ-
ences between the ML and PA motion responses to thrusts


applied over the facet joints were significant (P � .05) for
force settings 0 and 1 only.


Examination of the displacement data based on the ver-
tebral contact level indicated that the ML vertebral displace-
ment was greatest for maximum force thrusts (excursion 3
setting) delivered over the facet joints at the level of the pin
(Fig 7). Thrusts over the facet joints above and below the
level of the pin resulted in ML vertebral displacements that
were 17% and 26% lower, respectively, than thrusts at the
level of the pin. The PA vertebral displacements decreased
significantly (P � .05) when the facet joint segmental
contact point was more caudal. Combining the results ob-
tained for the above pin and below pin contact points
(n � 8), excursion 3 thrusts over the spinous processes were
found to produce maximum displacements in the PA axis
(0.60 � 0.33 mm), followed by the AX axis
(0.40 � 0.15 mm) and ML axis (0.17 � 0.09 mm). Differ-
ences between the PA and ML and AX and ML vertebral
displacements were statistically significant for thrusts deliv-
ered over the spinous processes (P � .05).


The dynamic displacement response of the L3-4 motion
segment of patient 003 is illustrated in Figure 8. The tran-
sient oscillations produced by thrusts over the L2 facet
joints (Fig 8, A) and the L2 spinous processes (Fig 8, B) had
a natural frequency of 50 Hz. The natural frequency of the
pin-accelerometer construct determined by plucking the
pin(s) in the axial and medial-lateral axes was 80 Hz or
greater. Results of the L3-4 intervertebral analysis for
thrusts on the facet joints at L3 are summarized in Figure 9.
The magnitude of the intervertebral displacements tended to
increase with increasing thrust force magnitude and was of
similar magnitude as the vertebral responses. Setting 3
(maximum force) thrusts over the facet joints at L2 (above
superior pin) and L5 (below inferior pin) resulted in PA,


Table 3. Linear regression results for acceleration coupling


Thrust location


Linear regression slope and coefficient of
determination (R2)


AX/ML AX/PA PA/ML


SPs (n � 8) 0.95 (0.13) 0.54 (0.82)† 1.69 (0.15)
FJs (n � 48) 0.60 (0.35)‡ 0.61 (0.52)‡ 0.77 (0.41)‡


SPs � FJs (n � 56) 0.34 (0.10)* 0.62 (0.63)‡ 0.39 (0.08)*


AX, axial; ML, medial-lateral; PA, posteroanterior; SP, spinous process;
FJ, facet joint.


*P � .05.
†P � .01.
‡P � .001.


Fig 6. Mean lumbar vertebral segment motion associated with
anterior-superior vector PA thrusts over the facet joints at the
level of the pin. Medial-lateral (ML), posteroanterior (PA), and
axial (AX) motion responses to the 4 force settings (defined in text)
are shown. Error bars indicate SDs. Eight measurements are
associated with each force setting (LFJ and RFJ for 4 patients,
refer to Table 1).


Fig 7. Mean lumbar vertebral segment motion response associated
with anterior-superior vector PA thrusts over the facet joints.
Medial-lateral (ML), posteroanterior (PA), and axial (AX) motion
responses to the maximum force setting (defined in text) at above
and below the level of the pin and at the level of the pin are shown.
Error bars indicate SDs. Eight measurements are associated with
each contact point (LFJ and RFJ for 4 patients, refer to Table 1).
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AX, and ML intervertebral displacements ranging from 0.31
to 0.93 mm (mean 0.58 mm), 0.28 to 0.67 mm (mean 0.48
mm), and 0.50 to 0.81 mm (mean 0.65 mm), respectively. In
patient 003, a single maximum force thrust was delivered
over the spinous processes above and below the L3-4 mo-
tion segment, resulting in maximum intervertebral displace-
ments of 0.51 mm, 0.53 mm, and 0.17 mm for the PA, AX,
and ML axes, respectively.


DISCUSSION


This study characterizes the in vivo dynamic PA motion
response of the lumbar spine during spinal manipulation in
patients undergoing surgery. Spinal motions (L1 in 2 pa-


tients, L3 in 2 patients, and L4 in 1 patient) were measured
in response to different excursion (force) settings and vary-
ing segmental contact points (spinous processes and facet
joints) at the same spinal levels and adjacent to the pin
placement (facet joints). To our knowledge, this marks the
first study to report in vivo vertebral and intervertebral
motion responses of humans during the application of PA
forces in a manner consistent with spinal manipulative
therapy.


Due to the invasiveness necessary to quantify spinal
motions during spinal manipulation, previous research has
typically been limited to cadaver studies.1,16,17,24 Gál et al16


reported their work in measuring relative movements be-
tween vertebral bodies during PA thoracic SM. In this
study, steel bone pins were embedded into the vertebral
bodies of 2 unembalmed postrigor cadavers (each aged 77
years) at the levels of T10, T11, and T12. High-speed
cinematography measured spinal motions during SM deliv-
ered at the level of T11. Preload and peak forces were
approximately 80 and 525 N, respectively, in this study. The
authors reported statistically significant mean relative trans-
lations and rotations ranged from 0.3 � 0.2 mm to 0.6 � 0.4
mm and 0.0 � 0.3° to 1.9 � 0.2°, respectively, between the
2 subjects. Similarly, Maigne and Guillon24 measured rel-
ative lumbar spinal motions during lumbar spinal manipu-
lation in 2 unembalmed cadavers (aged 49 and 71 years) by
implanting accelerometers into the vertebral bodies. Using
side-posture manipulation, the authors reported a maximum
translation between the L4-5 functional spinal unit of 1.1
mm. While the work of Gál et al16 and Maigne and Guil-
lon24 report similar magnitudes of relative vertebral move-
ments, a number of factors make the research difficult to
generalize to our results, such as subject differences, record-
ing and sampling methodologies utilized, and differences in
the force-time profiles of the techniques used in the re-


Fig 8. Lumbar intervertebral (L3-4) vertebral displacement re-
sponse to a setting 3 MFMA thrust on the L2 right facet joint (A),
and on the L2 spinous process (B) of patient 003. ML, Medial-
lateral axis; PA, posteroanterior axis; AX, axial axis.


Fig 9. Lumbar intervertebral (L3-4) vertebral displacement re-
sponse associated with anterior-superior vector PA thrusts over
the left and right facet joints at L3 (patient 003). Medial-lateral
(ML), posteroanterior (PA), and axial (AX) motion responses to
the 4 force settings (defined in text) are shown. Each bar repre-
sents a single thrust.
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search. Table 4 highlights the differences in methodology in
these 3 studies.


The amplitude and time history of the intervertebral mo-
tion responses are generally of the same magnitude as
previously reported in situ and in vivo relative or interver-
tebral motion studies. Noteworthy, Nathan and Keller21


used a 3–degree-of-freedom spatial linkage displacement
sensor attached to 2.4-mm–diameter pins to quantify the in
vivo motion response of the lumbar spine of 1 normal
subject and 2 patients with spinal disorders requiring sur-
gery. Pin placement was performed using a local anesthetic.
In response to an approximately 90 N peak-to-peak PA
impulsive force applied over spinous processes superior to
the spatial linkage sensor, they reported intervertebral peak-
to-peak PA displacements and axial displacements of the
L3-4 and L4-5 vertebrae ranging from 0.10 to 0.51 mm and
0.25 to 1.5 mm, respectively. Accounting for differences in
force magnitude, the PA intervertebral motion response to
impulsive thrusts reported in this study agree with that of
Nathan and Keller.21 Axial displacements, however, were
substantially lower than that reported by Nathan and
Keller.21


The lower amplitude axial motion response obtained in
the current study compared with Nathan and Keller21 may
reflect other factors, including the age and pathology of the
patients. Patients in the Nathan and Keller21 study were
relatively young (36-53 years) and had minimal pathology
(1 subject) or moderate lumbar degenerative disk disease (2
patients), in comparison with the patients in this study who
were older (48-75 years) and who were undergoing decom-
pressive spinal surgery for spinal canal stenosis. Other fac-
tors, notably the thrust force vector, segmental contact
points in relation to the pin mount, posture during testing,
and motion measurement method, may also have contrib-
uted to the observed differences. In the current study, thrusts
were applied to the spinous process (and over the facet
joints) in a manner consistent with clinical practice in con-
trast with Nathan and Keller,21 who only examined thrusts
over the spinous processes and who specifically applied
vertically vectored forces with respect to the table on which
the prone lying subjects were tested. In addition, the patients
examined in the current study were given general anesthesia
and were placed in a prone posture with their legs and hips
slightly flexed, producing a more lordotic posture compared


with the prone lying patients examined by Nathan and
Keller.21


A limitation of the current study was the fact that we did
not quantify the precise anterior-superior thrust angle and
segmental contact points during the SMTs. Both of these
factors may influence the motion response, but the surgical
setting and the complexity of the motion and neurophysio-
logical measurements performed precluded such measure-
ments. Care was taken to perform the SMTs in a consistent
and clinically relevant manner, namely anterior-superior
angulations of 20° � 5° and offset of 10 to 15 mm from the
midline (thrusts over FJs). Indeed, our aim was to quantify
the lumbar vertebral motion response associated with spinal
manipulation as it is performed in routine clinical chiroprac-
tic practice. Recent studies, however, indicate that the sag-
ittal plane PA and axial motion responses of the lumbar
spine to impulsive forces are relatively insensitive to thrust
angle/contact point variations of 20°/5 mm or less.25 Ac-
cording to computer simulations performed by Keller and
associates,25 a 5° angulation difference (�15° versus �20°)
and 5-mm contact point offset are predicted to result in less
than an 0.1 mm difference in the peak-to-peak PA and axial
motion responses to impulsive forces. Given the specificity
of the SMT force vector and contact points, we feel that the
methodology was justified. While imaging technology is
currently available to identify the underlying segmental
contact points during biomechanical assessments, we do not
believe that this specificity would have assisted our aim of
quantifying vertebral motions during clinically applied
SMT. Nevertheless, the influence of variations in force
vector and contact point on the in vivo motion response
deserves further consideration.


The MFMA instrument used for the SMTs produced a
very short time duration (impulsive) force that induced a
transient dynamic oscillatory motion response. For a given
force amplitude, impulsive forces are associated with
smaller displacements in comparison with longer duration
nonperiodic forces such as that commonly applied during
manual manipulation.25 Consequently, high-precision, low-
noise, dynamic accelerometers were used in this study to
quantify the dynamic motion response of individual seg-
ments and adjacent vertebral segments. The posteroanterior,
medial-lateral, and axial acceleration responses and dis-
placements derived from the acceleration responses indicate


Table 4. Differences in methodology of studies of relative vertebral motions during spinal manipulation in human subjects


Study Subjects (n) Methodology and recording technique SMT technique (�Force, Time)


Nathan and Keller21 In vivo (3) Intervertebral motion device and strain
gauge


Mechanical force, manually-assisted short lever (150 N,
5 ms)


Gal et al16 Cadavers (2) High-speed cinematography Reinforced hypothenar (525 N, 200 ms)
Maigne and Guillon24 Cadavers (2) Accelerometers Side posture (F-not reported, 200-700 ms)
Keller et al25 In vivo (4) Accelerometers Mechanical force, Manually-assisted short lever (150 N,


5 ms)


SMT, spinal manipulative thrust.
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that the method yields results comparable with other kine-
matic measurement methods, including the aforementioned
spatial linkage sensor. Additional work is needed to deter-
mine the reproducibility of the acceleration-based vertebral
motion analysis method.


In the current study, we did not transform the Cartesian
components of acceleration (x, y, z) to account for rotations
of the vertebral segments or to estimate the flexion-exten-
sion rotation and medial-lateral rotation of the segments.
Such transformations require knowledge of the location of
the rotation axes relative to the accelerometer axes, and
although we obtained fluoroscopic images of the pin-accel-
erometer sites, the image quality and image coverage were
insufficient to perform these measurements in a manner
precise enough to warrant transformation. Given the small
absolute x, y, z vertebral displacements measured
(� 1 mm), vertebral rotations would be predicted to be
extremely small and therefore the transformed vertebral
motions would not be expected to vary appreciably from
that reported in this study. The absolute intervertebral flex-
ion-extension rotations (� 1°) reported by Nathan and
Keller21 and vertebral and intervertebral flexion-extension
rotations reported by Keller et al25 support this assumption.
A 6–degree-of-freedom motion measurement system (3
translations and 3 rotations) would provide a more precise
description of vertebral displacements and could be used to
obtain vertebral rotations.


Complex, force-dependent motion patterns were ob-
served in response to the application of impulsive forces
over the facet joints and the spinous processes. We found
that SMTs applied over the facet joints tended to produce a
more marked ML motion response, whereas thrusts applied
over the spinous processes resulted in a greater posteroan-
terior and axial displacement response. We expected that
vertebral motions would occur in each of the 3 orthogonal
axes in response to thrusts delivered in primarily one axis;
however, the significant off-axis motions or “coupling”
response that was observed between all axes (AX-ML,
AX-PA, PA-ML) was much more appreciable than we had
originally hypothesized. Motion coupling may play a sig-
nificant role in terms of the putative therapeutic response
associated with spinal manipulative therapy. Also notewor-
thy was our finding that the vertebral motion response was
modulated in proportion to the force amplitude. Namely, a
5-fold increase in the facet joint SMT force produced a
significant increase in the ML (2.3	), PA (3.7	), and AX
(2.5	) peak-to-peak displacements. Results obtained for the
intervertebral motion response showed similar trends and
were of similar amplitude to the vertebral motion response,
but statistical analyses could not be performed since inter-
vertebral motion responses were obtained in only one pa-
tient. Additional work is needed to quantify the effects of
SMT force amplitude and contact point on in vivo interver-
tebral motion responses.


It is important to note that our results are presented for
patients undergoing surgery for significant spinal disorders
and therefore should not be considered “normal lumbar
segment motion responses.” As previously noted, investi-
gations into spinal motions during SM are in their infancy,
so readily available data regarding spinal motions in normal
subjects as opposed to subjects with spinal disorders are
sparse.21 A number of studies indicate that it is likely that
spinal motions are highly dependent on the force-time input
of the directed thrust,14,26-28 as well as a variety of clinical
factors such as pain,7,13,29 spinal morphology,30 the pres-
ence of degeneration,31-33 and muscular stiffness.34,35


Therefore, vertebral motions observed in the spinal surgery
patients are not expected to be representative of normal or
asymptomatic subjects.


Recent work by Kaigle et al36 examined in vivo spinal
motions and muscular responses in patients and asymptom-
atic subjects performing unresisted flexion-extension tasks.
They found that intervertebral motions and trunk mobility
were significantly lower in the patients than controls both in
terms of range and pattern of motion. In addition, persistent
muscle activation as noted from a lack of flexion-relaxation
phenomena was observed in the patients as opposed to the
asymptomatic subjects. Kaigle et al36 concluded that such
persistent muscular activity may be characteristic of low
back pain patients where said etiology may act to restrict
intervertebral motion to provide stability to help protect
diseased passive spinal structures from movements that may
cause pain. Still other factors such as intra-abdominal pres-
sure,37 cycle of breathing,38 spinal level being tested,21,39


vector of applied force,40-42 and spinal positioning during
testing43 have been found to be important variables of spinal
motion. In the current study, we accounted for many of
these variables by placing patients in the same position on
the same frame, standardizing the segemental level, vector,
and cycle of breathing during performance of the SMTs.
Further work in this regard with respect to understanding
spinal motion differences among patients and asymptomatic
subjects is warranted.


The results obtained from this study provide basic bio-
mechanical information that is useful to both clinicians and
researchers. The dynamic motion response data, force de-
pendence, and coupling characteristics of the spinal seg-
ments to PA thrusts reported in this study will also assist
researchers in the development and validation of computer
models that aim to simulate the static and dynamic motion
response of the spine.25,44-47 Based on the results of this
study, a recent model developed by Keller et al25 is cur-
rently being refined to include motion coupling in each of
the orthogonal axes of the spine.


CONCLUSION


Complex spinal motions occur during MFMA SMTs that
are dependent on the applied posteroanterior force and
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segmental contact point. Our findings indicated the follow-
ing:


• Posteroanterior impulsive forces applied over the facet
joints or spinous processes produce posteroanterior ver-
tebral motions that are coupled in the axial (cranial-
caudal) and medial-lateral axes.


• Posteroanterior impulsive forces applied over the facet
joints result in vertebral displacements that are greatest
in the medial-lateral axis, followed by the posteroante-
rior axis and the axial axis.


• Increases in the posteroanterior impulsive force applied
over the facet joints result in a significant increase in the
posteroanterior, medial-lateral, and axial vertebral dis-
placement responses. Medial-lateral and posteroanterior
motion responses were significantly greater than the
axial response for all facet joint force settings.


• Vertebral and intervertebral displacement responses
were of similar amplitude. Additional studies of this
nature, including other forms of spinal manipulation
with varying force-time profiles, are needed in both
normal subjects and patients. From such studies, one
may be able to identify motion patterns that can be
linked to specific pathological musculoskeletal condi-
tions. Further, more work in this area may assist in
identifying thrust force/acceleration time profiles and
vectors that may maximize the putative aspects of chi-
ropractic adjustments or spinal manipulative therapy.
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INTRODUCTION
Coccygodynia (also called coccydynia), a distressing con-


dition characterized by pain in and near the coccyx, was first
described by Simpson in 1861.1 Discomfort is usually felt
when sitting or when rising from the seated position. This
may indicate coccygeal luxation or hypermobility likely cor-
responding to movement of the coccyx back to its resting,
neutral position.2 The pain of coccygodynia may range from
mild to severe; and urogenital, rectal, and sciatic-like com-
plaints and general nervousness may be associated.3 It is
more common in women than men.4 A fall or similar trauma
(as well as the birth process) may result in a sprain of the
sacrococcygeal ligaments, with the resulting onset of symp-
toms. In the majority of cases, however, there is no specific
identifiable cause, and the results of imaging studies are typ-
ically normal.5 In the absence of well-defined pathologic
conditions such as recent fracture, neoplasm, avascular


necrosis, perineural cysts, or infectious diseases, a mechani-
cal basis for the pain is most likely.


Different types of mechanical lesions may be involved in
the production of coccygodynia. Like most examiners,
Schafer4 believes that frank misalignment of the coccyx
itself represents the usual mechanical lesion. Maigne et al6


reported that common coccygeal pain originates from insta-
bility of the coccygeal disk in up to 70% of cases, and more
recently Maigne and Tamalet2 noted that it occurs in 48.4%
of patients with a luxation or hypermobility of the coccyx.
Cox has proposed that coccygodynia may, in fact, be another
manifestation of lumbar degenerative disc disease,7 because
it has been shown by Lora and Long8 that stimulation of the
L3-4, L4-5, and L5-S1 facets characteristically produces
sensation or reproduces referred pain in the coccyx. Little
research has investigated the exact mechanisms involved in
coccygodynia, with most research on the area focusing on
utilization of the coccygeal discs as controls for the biome-
chanical study of intervertebral disks.9-11


The treatment of coccygodynia varies and includes nons-
teroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, use of doughnut cushion
while sitting, local injection with corticosteroids, local anes-
thetic, manual manipulation, and even coccygectomy (in up
to 20% of all cases).5,12-14 A 1991 study by Wray12 found
physical therapy (comprised of ultrasound and diathermy) to
be ineffective in treating coccygodynia, with better results
noted by using corticosteroid injections and manipulation.
Injections, however, are a delicate matter and can require
fluoroscopic guidance for maximum effectiveness.5
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CASE REPORTS


Chiropractic Treatment of Coccygodynia via Instrumental Adjusting Procedures Using Activator
Methods Chiropractic Technique
Bradley S. Polkinghorn, DC,a and Christopher J. Colloca, DCb


ABSTRACT
Objective: To discuss a case of coccygodynia


that responded favorably to conservative chiro-
practic adjusting procedures with the Activator
Methods Chiropractic Technique (AMCT) and
the Activator II Adjusting Instrument (AAI II).


Clinical Features: A 29-year-old woman had
unremitting coccygeal pain of 3 weeks’ dura-
tion. The problem began after she had moved
heavy boxes while at work. The pain was charac-
terized by a continual dull ache in the coccygeal
region, accompanied by intermittent sharp pain, particular-
ly upon sitting or rising from a seated position. She had been
taking self-prescribed over-the-counter analgesics (aspirin and
ibuprofen) for 3 weeks without obtaining relief.


Intervention and Outcome: Treatment consisted of mechanical
force, manually assisted, short-lever (MFMA) chiropractic


adjusting procedures to the coccygeal area, pri-
marily the sacrococcygeal ligament. The AAI
II was used to deliver the adjustment accord-
ing to diagnostic and treatment protocol
specified for AMCT. The patient experienced
a complete resolution of her pain after the
first treatment.


Conclusion: Chiropractic coccygeal manipula-
tion may be effectively delivered via instrumen-


tal adjustment in certain cases of coccygodynia.
The use of an AAI II in administering the coccygeal


adjustment has the benefit of being a gentle, noninvasive
procedure, as well as being comfortably tolerated by the patient.
This method of coccygeal adjustment may bear consideration in
certain cases of coccygodynia. (J Manipulative Physiol Ther
1999;22:411-6)


Key Indexing Terms: Chiropractic Manipulation; Coccyx; Pain







Chiropractic physicians are often called upon to treat this
painful disorder and usually rely upon manual manipulation
as the therapeutic approach of preference. Because of its
close anatomical association with the pelvis, conventional
manual manipulation of the lumbosacral spine can help to
provide relief from coccygodynia symptoms, particularly in
those instances wherein the pain may be a referred manifes-
tation of lumbosacral involvement.7 In the presence of coc-
cygeal subluxation, however, direct manipulation of the coc-
cyx is often required to address the underlying condition.12


Methods of coccygeal manipulation vary. Most of them
involve per rectal adjustment of the coccyx.12,13,15,16 This
approach often causes apprehension in the patient and is
therefore avoided by many practitioners. The procedure is
usually performed with the patient prone or in the left lateral
decubitis position, with the index finger per rectum, with the
thumb overlying the external coccyx. The coccyx is either
gently pulled posterior or repeatedly flexed and extended
over a period of approximately 1 minute.12,15 The patient
may find the procedure to be uncomfortable or unpleasant.
Many doctors of chiropractic do not possess the equipment
or facilities necessary to perform this type of internal rectal
coccygeal manipulation. Extensive clinical training in this
procedure and experience in the methodology are often
lacking as well.


An alternative approach to internal coccygeal manipula-
tion is available via external manipulation. By contacting the
coccyx 2 to 3 cm inferior to the sacrococcygeal junction
with the thumb externally, tissue slack is removed and a
thrust is given in an inferior to superior direction.17


Adjustment of the subluxated coccyx in cases of coccygo-
dynia can often be accomplished by an external contact,
instrumental adjustment, as well. This case report details
one such example of successful treatment of coccygodynia,
by using mechanical force, manually assisted short-lever
(MFMA) chiropractic adjusting procedures. The coccygeal
adjustments were performed with an Activator II Adjusting
Instrument (Activator Methods, Inc, Phoenix, Ariz) (AAI II),
by using diagnostic and adjusting protocols as specified for
Activator Methods Chiropractic Technique (AMCT).18-20


The Activator Adjusting Instrument (AAI) has been de-
scribed previously in the bioscientific literature.21-25


CASE REPORT
A 29-year-old woman was referred by her supervisor for


chiropractic evaluation and treatment regarding coccygeal
pain that had begun 3 weeks earlier after moving heavy
boxes during the course of her employment. The patient,
normally employed as an administrator and unaccustomed
to heavy lifting, stated that several days after that physical
work she had a dull ache in her “tailbone,” punctuated by
episodes of intermittent sharp pain. The pain was aggravated
while sitting and was particularly pronounced while rising
from the seated position. She had taken different over-the-
counter analgesics, including aspirin and ibuprofen, on a
continuing basis without relief. She noted that the condition
had been gradually worsening since its onset and she had


been unable to work for the previous 2 weeks because of the
severity of the pain. She rated her pain as 7 to 8 on a scale of
1 to 10. She reported having no previous history of the same
or similar complaint in the past.


There was, on examination, tenderness and soft tissue
swelling over the right lateral aspect of the apex of her coc-
cyx. Pain was reproduced by having her sit on a hard surface
and rise from a seated position. Lumbosacral range of
motion was normal. Radiologic examination revealed a left
lateral deviation of the coccyx on the anteroposterior view.
The lateral view was unremarkable. Radiologic appearance
of the coccyx can be helpful in arriving at a working diagno-
sis, but can also be deceptive. Congenital lateral deviation of
the coccyx from the midline can be mistaken for a disloca-
tion by those physicians who use roentgenography exclu-
sively to confirm their diagnosis.4 In a recent study assessing
10 patients with coccygeal luxation, radiographic follow-up
demonstrated no change in coccyx alignment despite resolu-
tion of their symptoms at 2 months.2 Clinical correlation
between the radiologic findings and those of the physical
and chiropractic examination must be made to determine the
most appropriate treatment protocol.


Tests developed by Fuhr and others18-20 for locating evi-
dence of neurologic facilitation/subluxation revealed a right
pelvic deficiency (PD) of 3⁄4 inch with associated bilateral
lumbopelvic subluxations. Adjustment of subluxation was
made via an AAI. AMCT protocol was used for adjustment
of the lumbopelvic biomechanics.20,26 After the treatment of
the lumbopelvic areas, the patient’s leg lengths appeared
even on visual examination. Similar responses have previ-
ously been reported in literature.27 Utilizing isolation testing
procedures associated with ACMT protocol,20 evaluation for
coccygeal subluxation/facilitation was made by instructing
the patient to squeeze the gluteal muscles together, followed
by relaxing. After compliance by the patient, the right leg
(PD side) appeared upon visual examination to be approxi-
mately one half inch shorter than the left. This finding has
been reported to be suggestive of coccygeal subluxation/
facilitation.20 Other isolation tests used in AMCT have been
previously described and investigated in the scientific litera-
ture.20,26,28-36 The legs were then gently flexed to 90 degrees,
at which point the right leg (PD side) appeared approximate-
ly 1 inch longer than the left. This finding is said to indicate
that the apex of the coccyx has subluxated laterally, con-
tralateral to (ie, away from) the PD (short leg) side,20 with
the leg length discrepancy indicative of associated muscular
hypertonicity. (Note: in this particular instance, the physi-
cal/chiropractic examination findings were consistent with
those exhibited on the anteroposterior radiograph; however,
this is not always the case.)


Contact was made by the AAI in the soft tissue at a point
approximately one half inch lateral to the base of the coccyx
on the side opposite the apex subluxation (right side, in this
instance). The line of drive of the thrust was vectored in a
superior and lateral direction. Following the adjustment, leg
lengths appeared even and remained so, even after the
administration of a “re-isolation” test wherein the patient
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was instructed to again tighten the gluteal muscles as part of
the post-adjustment evaluation procedure. Further adjust-
ment was determined unwarranted, and treatment was there-
fore terminated. The patient reported that she felt some
improvement in her pain immediately upon arising from the
treatment table. No further treatment was given during that
office visit. The use of a doughnut cushion was not recom-
mended to her. No other form of therapy/treatment was used
in the management of this case other than that described
above.


The patient was instructed to return the following day for
further evaluation. Upon her return, she reported that, fol-
lowing her treatment the day before, her coccygeal pain had
gradually disappeared over the course of several hours, to
the point at which only a feeling of residual “weakness” now
remained in the area. Evaluation with the patient in a prone
position revealed that the leg lengths appeared equal upon
visual observation. No lumbopelvic involvement was detect-
ed at this time. However, examination with the coccygeal
isolation testing procedure mentioned above continued to
reveal the presence of coccygeal subluxation/facilitation, in
spite of the patient’s essentially asymptomatic status (ie,
right leg length appeared to be one half inch shorter when
patient tightened her buttocks muscles). The indicated coc-
cygeal adjustment was given, as previously described, and
again, re-isolation testing confirmed positive change where-
in equal leg lengths were observed following said treatment.
No further lumbopelvic adjustments were given to the
patient over the course of her subsequent treatment.


The patient was seen 8 more times over a 31⁄2-week peri-
od, with neuromechanical evidence of coccygeal involve-
ment noted on each visit, although her subjective presenta-
tion continued to remain essentially asymptomatic each
time. She returned to work after the third adjustment and
was able to sit comfortably throughout the day. On the 11th
visit, her asymptomatic status was accompanied by no
objective findings of coccygeal subluxation/facilitation and
no further feeling of weakness about the coccygeal area. She
was dismissed from further care at that time, being asympto-
matic with no objective findings of neuromechanical dys-
function. Follow-up at 3 months after treatment revealed
that she had continued to remain free of coccygeal pain
since termination of treatment.


DISCUSSION
This appears to be the first report of MFMA chiropractic


treatment of coccygodynia with the AAI II and AMCT.
Although only limited conclusions can be drawn from any
single case study, this case did include a 3 week baseline
before the initiation of treatment that helped to demonstrate
the effectiveness of the subsequent therapeutic intervention
(Fig 1). Although the baseline would be considered anecdo-
tal in nature because no formal patient diary was kept prior
to initiation of treatment, the patient’s retrospective analysis
of her level of pain prior to and following treatment does
provide for a general overview of the response to therapy. In
private clinical practice, it is not always possible to demon-


strate a pretreatment baseline and many neuromusculoskele-
tal problems can be self-limiting. However, in this instance,
correlating the 3-week baseline period of protracted coccy-
godynia with the patient’s subsequent and essentially imme-
diate response to the MFMA treatment by using AMCT
would tend to strongly indicate that the improvement
observed was a direct result of the treatment rendered. This
conclusion is strengthened by the fact that no other form of
treatment was used.


We have successfully treated similar cases over the years
by using the above-described methodology. In the majority
of cases, several adjustments are usually required to bring
about an asymptomatic status (as opposed to the single one
in this patient); however, this case serves to illustrate the
benefit of MFMA chiropractic adjustment in certain cases of
coccygodynia. Although there have been no large-scale
studies regarding MFMA adjustments for coccygodynia, it
has been our clinical experience, in over 20 years, that this
methodology can provide effective relief for many such
patients.


An interesting aspect worth noting is the fact that the radi-
ologic, physical, and chiropractic examination findings cor-
roborated each other; that is, all demonstrated the likelihood
of a left lateral subluxation of the apex of the coccyx. Our
clinical experience has been that this is not always the case.
In those instances wherein the laterality of the coccygeal
apex as viewed on radiographs differs from that detected
upon physical examination, the findings derived from physi-
cal/chiropractic examination (by using the biomechanical
diagnostic protocol of AMCT) should take precedence over
those findings observed by radiography, if optimum thera-
peutic benefit is expected to occur from the subsequent
adjustment.


There can be definitive benefits to utilizing this protocol
for treatment of coccygodynia. Instrumental adjustment of
the coccyx can provide for an easily administered, as well as
comfortably tolerated, treatment for two primary reasons.
First, the adjustment itself is a noninvasive procedure.
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Fig 1. Visual analog chart demonstrating the patient’s 3 week pre-
treatment pain level and subsequent improvement with initiation of
MFMA chiropractic treatment, using an AAI II.







Unlike per rectal manipulation, instrumental adjustment
does not involve the uncomfortable and/or unpleasant task
associated with that procedure. Patients can be understand-
ably apprehensive of submitting to treatment via per rectal
manipulation and tend to drop out of treatment early or
avoid it altogether. Many chiropractic physicians do not per-
form intrarectal manipulation as part of their adjusting pro-
tocol. As a result, many patients presenting for chiropractic
evaluation/treatment of coccygodynia have their treatment
confined to manipulation of the lumbosacral spine in an
effort to indirectly influence the coccygeal segments.
Although this can be helpful in some cases, it stands to rea-
son that, when indicated, specific adjustment directed
toward influencing the coccyx directly would address the
dysfunction more precisely, bringing with it a greater chance
for quicker resolution of the problem.12


Also of importance is the fact that coccygeal manipulation
per instrumental adjustment avoids any direct contact with
the painful coccyx itself, as opposed to other manipulative
methods.12,13,15-17 Patients with coccygodynia often experi-
ence marked pain upon pressure to any aspect of the coccyx,
particularly the tip.12 This area is very tender to pressure, and
making a segmental contact or adjustive thrust directly on the
coccyx can cause the patient a great deal of discomfort,
sometimes to the point of being intolerable. On the other
hand, MFMA adjusting methodology, utilizing AMCT and
an AAI II, involves contacting the area of the sacrococcygeal
ligament rather than the apex of the coccyx itself.


To ensure an effective contact, we recommend that the
clinician take a medial to lateral and inferior to superior tis-
sue pull over the coccyx with the thumb of the free hand.
The contact with the AAI is then made approximately one
half inch lateral to the base of the coccyx on the side of soft


tissue involvement (ie, side of “long” leg when the legs are
flexed to 90 degrees) (Fig 2). It is important to note that this
represents the side opposite the subluxation of the coccygeal
apex. The line of drive of the adjustive thrust is vectored in a
superior and lateral direction, with the thrust of the force
being directed into the fibers of the sacrococcygeal liga-
ment.20 Although there may be some paracoccygeal soft tis-
sue tenderness and even swelling present, this contact point,
and the subsequent adjustive thrust delivered by the AAI, is
usually comfortably tolerated even by a patient with the
most acute coccygodynia. The AMCT coccygeal evaluation
and adjusting protocol are summarized in Table 1; however,
the clinician is well served by reviewing the complete proto-
col, as described in the AMCT textbook by Fuhr et al20 for a
more thorough understanding of the methodology involved.


Proposed Mechanisms of Outcome
Although the precise neurophysiologic and biomechani-


cal mechanisms involved in coccygodynia are poorly under-
stood and in need of further investigation, the mechanical
stimulus delivered by the AAI is thought to provide thera-
peutic benefit by the stimulation of the mechanoreceptive
afferents located in the associated somatic tissues,23,26,31


assisting in pain modulation through nociceptive inhibi-
tion.37-39 AAI II adjustments may also serve to improve coc-
cygeal kinematics through associated muscular changes fol-
lowing the intervention. The force produced by the AAI
appears to be more than adequate to provide for mechanore-
ceptor stimulation, including even the type III high-thresh-
old mechanoreceptors.23,40,41


The innervation of bovine coccygeal discs and longitudinal
ligaments has demonstrated mechanoreceptors of morphol-
ogy resembling Types 1-3 receptors.42 There is increasing evi-
dence of interaction between activity of mechanoreceptors
and muscle activity in other joints and connective tissues.43


Because they modulate muscle function, sensitized mechano-
receptors can excite muscle activity or even spasm at lower
than normal levels of stimulation.42 Consequently, adjust-
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Fig 2. Proper positioning of Activator Adjusting Instrument for
correction of coccygeal subluxation. Contact is immediately lateral
to the base of coccyx and line of drive is lateral and superior.
Direct contact with the coccygeal apex is avoided. Correction of
left lateral subluxation of the apex of the coccyx is depicted in
photo. (Reproduced with permission from Fuhr AW, Colloca CJ,
Green JR, Keller TS. Activator methods chiropractic technique. St.
Louis, MO: Mosby; 1997:203.)


Table 1. Tests and adjustments for coccygeal subluxation utilizing
activator methods chiropractic technique.


Testing Procedure Result Procedure/Adjustment


Step One:
Even leg lengths;
instruct patient to
squeeze buttocks
together; observe
leg lengths for
change


Step 2:
Flex legs to 90°
and observe
lengths


PD leg shortens:
indicates coccygeal
subluxation.


No change in leg
lengths: coccygeal
subluxation unlikely


PD (short leg)
becomes longer:
apex subluxated
contralaterally


PD (short leg)
becomes shorter:
apex subluxated
ipsilaterally


Proceed to Step 2 in the
testing procedure in order
to determine laterality


Suspect referred pain of
lumbosacral origin


Contact 1⁄2″ lateral to the
base of the coccyx on the
same side as PD. Line of
drive is lateral and superior


Contact 1⁄2″ lateral to the
base of the coccyx on the
opposite side as PD. Line of
drive is lateral and superior







ments may indeed play a role in normalizing muscular tonicity
and spasm associated with both pain and joint dysfunction.


Mechanoreceptor stimulation has been found to have an
inhibitory effect on afferent pain pathways and efferent
motoneuron activity.37-39,44 Pain reduction following treat-
ment with MFMA chiropractic adjustments may be due to
coactivation of mechanically sensitive somatic afferents,
whereas reduction of muscle spasm may result from con-
comitant inhibition of efferent motoneurons, as activation of
joint mechanoreceptors is known to produce reflex inhibi-
tion of muscle function.45,46 It has also been reported that the
AAI may have a more direct effect on the soft tissue recep-
tors or cutaneous nerve endings, as opposed to the various
joint mechanoreceptors, and thereby indirectly influence
joint dysfunction as well.47,48 All of these mechanisms
require further study and warrant formal investigation in a
laboratory and, ideally, in an in vivo setting.


With regard to osseous kinematics, in the case of coc-
cygeal manipulation, the adjustment need not affect a great
deal of relative bone movement because, in coccygodynia,
the associated pain is usually far greater than the degree of
osseous displacement would indicate.4 However, assuming
that osseous movement is a necessary component of suc-
cessful mechanical intervention, the AAI has been shown to
be capable of producing relative bone movement in the tho-
racolumbar spine in vivo.24,49 As such, the adjustive thrust
imparted by the AAI may favorably influence the coccygeal
disc structure and its respective mechanosensitive afferent
nerve endings and fibers that have been reported to be inti-
mately involved with the production of coccygodynia.6


Another possible mechanism of outcome in our case may
have involved the chiropractic adjustment of the lum-
bosacral spine itself. Studies by Lora and Long8 have shown
that stimulation in and around the facet joints of L3-4, L4-5,
and L5-S1 characteristically produce sensation or reproduce
pain, unilaterally, in the coccygeal area. This phenomenon is
particularly evident at the L5-S1 level. These findings led
Cox to postulate that coccygodynia could, in fact, be another
manifestation of lumbar degenerative disc disease.7 In theo-
ry, this particular patient’s coccygodynia relief might have
been due as much to the reduction of mechanical pressure in
the lumbosacral spine as to the direct adjustment of the coc-
cygeal area itself. Indeed, the use of the AAI has been previ-
ously reported as effective in the treatment of selected lum-
bar disc disorders27,50 and subluxations detected in the
lumbosacral area were adjusted during the initial office visit,
although not afterwards. As previously noted, however,
although subsequent lumbosacral involvement was not
detected after the first visit, examination for neurologic
facilitation in the area of the coccyx remained positive for
approximately 3 more weeks, accompanied by a feeling of
persistent weakness in the area. As the patient’s reflexes nor-
malized with further treatment, the residual weakness
resolved. These findings would suggest that coccygeal sub-
luxation/facilitation was an important component of the
patient’s condition that needed to be addressed in order to
affect a complete resolution of her problem.


CONCLUSION
Selected cases of coccygodynia can be effectively treated


with manual manipulation when the causal factor is bio-
mechanical in nature.12,13 Based upon clinical observation,
conservative chiropractic adjustment of the coccyx may be
achieved through the use of mechanical force, manually as-
sisted short-lever adjusting procedures, utilizing AMCT and
an AAI in certain cases. This procedure may prove to provide
for an effective delivery of the treatment in a manner that is
both easy to administer and comfortably tolerated by the pa-
tient with coccygodynia. Consideration of this form of coc-
cygeal manipulation should be made by those physicians who
are called upon to treat this disorder. Further study should be
made in an academic venue to classify and determine the
most appropriate forms of treatment for different individuals
with coccygodynia, treated in a chiropractic setting.
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Impulse® Fares Best Among 
Chiropractic Adjusting Instruments 


 
August 15, 2005 
 
PHOENIX, Arizona – A comparison of biomechanical performance among chiropractic adjusting 
instruments was published in the July/August, 2005 issue of the Journal of Manipulative and 
Physiological Therapeutics.  The study reported a broader range of forces and a superior frequency 
area ratio among electromechanical adjusting instruments over traditional spring-loaded activation 
devices specifically favoring the Impulse Adjusting Instrument®.  “These findings provide a scientific 
rationale supporting the anecdotal reports of better results with patients by clinicians using Impulse®, 
says the study’s lead author, Dr. Chris Colloca, a chiropractor from Phoenix, Arizona. 
 
“In over a decade of researching chiropractic adjusting instruments, we discovered the importance of 
optimizing the frequency input to the spine.  At the right frequency, more bone movement occurs and 
more neural receptors are stimulated during the adjustment, said Tony Keller, Ph.D., a professor of 
Mechanical Engineering and Orthpaedics and Rehabilitation at the University of Vermont, a co-author 
of the study.  “These are the exact mechanisms that research has determined are important in 
accomplishing the chiropractic adjustment,” said Keller.  Dr. Keller, a co-inventor of Impulse®, holds 
several patients from his research and ideas to try and improve the frequency characteristics of hand-
held spring-loaded activation type adjusting instruments.  “We were never able to achieve the forces 
and frequency inputs with the spring-loaded (activation) devices like we do with Impulse®, stated Keller. 
“As the research in this study shows, Impulse®, stands heads and shoulders above our previous 
inventions,” Keller said. 
 
“We developed Impulse® to make instrument adjusting easier for chiropractors to apply and easier on 
their hands,” said Colloca. “Traditional chiropractic adjusting instruments use a spring-trigger 
mechanism that engage the device to fire by forcefully squeezing a two handles together.  These kinds 
of instruments kick-back into the wrist and hand of the clinician.  We solved this problem by 
incorporating an electronic trigger mechanism that is light as a feather to pull and made instrument 
adjustments comfortable again,” he said.  With the rise in popularity of using adjusting instruments in 
chiropractic practice improvements that better suit the patient and clinician are of great interest. Today, 
chiropractic adjusting instruments are the second most common type of adjusting technique, utilized by 
72% of chiropractors on 21% of their patients.   
 
Chiropractic adjusting, a more specific variant of spinal manipulation, is the most commonly performed 
intervention by chiropractors.  Over the past three decades adjusting instruments have been developed 
to assist chiropractors in delivering forces to the spine.  Benefits of chiropractic adjusting instruments 
include a more specific and targeted force application, controlled force and speed.  These benefits 
culminate in easier adjustments on patients and the doctor too. 
 
“Speaking of speed,” says Colloca, “Impulse® was found to be twice as fast as the spring type 
activation devices.  That’s about 100 times faster than traditional manual type chiropractic adjustments 
too.  Because force equals mass times acceleration (F=ma), increasing the speed of adjustments with 
a chiropractic adjusting instrument accounts for using a significantly decreased mass while achieving 
similar forces to traditional manual type thrusts.  The faster speed allows the adjustment to be delivered 
faster than the patient’s tendency to tighten up and resist the adjustment. 
 
Impulse® is the most recent invention by Colloca and Keller, who have collaborated on chiropractic 
research projects for a number of years.  Nearly a decade ago, they co-authored Activator Methods 
Chiropractic Technique (Mosby Year-Book, Inc., 1997), and in 2005 they co-authored “The Use of 
Spine Measurement Instruments” in Principles and Practice of Chiropractic, 3rd Edition (McGraw-Hill, 
2005).  Collectively over the past ten years they have amassed over 50 scientific publications in various 
journals chapters.  For more information on the Impulse Adjusting Instrument® visit 
www.neuromechanical.com or call 480-785-8442. 








REPEATABILITY OVER TIME OF POSTURE, RADIOGRAPH


POSITIONING, AND RADIOGRAPH LINE DRAWING: AN


ANALYSIS OF SIX CONTROL GROUPS
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ABSTRACT


Background: There is debate concerning the repeatability of posture over time, radiograph positioning
repeatability, and radiograph line drawing reliability. These ideas seem to negate the use of before-and-after spinal
radiographic imaging to detect and correct vertebral subluxations.


Objective: To review the results of control groups in 6 clinical control trials with before-and-after radiographic
measurements taken days, weeks, months, or years apart to accept or reject the hypothesis that radiographic analysis
procedures are not repeatable, reliable, or reproducible.


Data Sources: Six published control groups from original data. Other data were obtained from searches on
MEDLINE, CHIROLARS, MANTIS, and CINAHL on radiographic reliability, posture, and positioning.


Results: Comparison of initial and follow-up radiographic data for 6 control groups indicate that measured angles
and distances between initial and follow-up radiograph measurements on lateral and anterior to posterior radiographs
are not significantly different when utilizing Chiropractic Biophysics radiographic procedures. In 48 out of 50
measurements, the differences between initial and follow-up radiographs are less than 1.5° and 2 mm. These
measurements indicate that posture is repeatable, radiographic positioning is repeatable, and radiographic line drawing
analysis for spinal displacement is highly reliable. The scientific literature on these topics also indicates the
repeatability of posture, radiographic positioning, and radiographic line drawing.


Conclusions: Posture, radiographic positioning, and radiographic line drawing are all very reliable/repeatable.
When Chiropractic Biophysics standardized procedures are used, any pre-to-post alignment changes in treatment
groups are a result of the treatment procedures applied. These results contradict common claims made by several
researchers and clinicians in the indexed literature. Chiropractic radiologic education and publications should reflect
the recent literature, provide more support for posture analysis, radiographic positioning, radiographic line drawing
analyses, and applications of posture and radiographic procedures for measuring spinal displacement on plain
radiographs. (J Manipulative Physiol Ther 2003;26:87-98)


Key Indexing Terms: Reliability; Repeatability; Posture; Spine; Radiograph; Chiropractic Technique


INTRODUCTION


Postural analysis1-6 and radiographic line drawing
analysis7-19 have been shown to be highly reliable.
However, many arguments that have been devel-


oped seem to negate the use of posture and spinal radio-


graphs for diagnosing and treating spinal subluxations and
for verifying their correction. This must be a consistent,
inherent part of chiropractic radiologic education, because
several chiropractic radiologists and clinicians claim 1 or
more of the following20-31:


1. Radiographic positioning is not repeatable such that
variations in positioning simulate subluxation and its
consequent correction.


2. Body posture is not a repeatable phenomenon.
3. Radiographic line drawing methods for measuring spi-


nal displacements are not reliable.
For example, Sigler and Howe21 suggested that at least 4


factors would cause errors in the pre-to-post radiographic
analysis of correction of vertebral subluxations on the na-
sium image: (1) the intraexaminer and interexaminer reli-
ability of radiographic measurement procedures; (2) the
repeatability of radiographic procedures, including patient
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positioning; (3) the inherent errors caused by radiographic
distortion; and (4) the normal fluctuation of the atlas relative
to daily activities or the stability of spinal posture over time.
Yochum and Rowe20 suggested that these variables apply to
every area of the spine being evaluated with radiographic
imaging.


Recently, we28 suggested that the items listed by Sigler
and Howe21 are falsely claimed by chiropractic radiologists,
and we have debated some of these issues previously.29,30


According to Haas et al,29 however, there still is insufficient
evidence to claim that the entire radiographic procedure
(posture, patient positioning, and radiographic line drawing
analysis) is repeatable and reliable.


Given that radiographic analysis of spinal subluxation is
taught in the majority of chiropractic colleges and used by
many “mainstream” chiropractic techniques, and by approx-
imately 50% of practicing chiropractors, this debate is of
great interest to the chiropractic profession.26,31 Our pur-
pose in this article is to analyze initial and follow-up radio-
graphic data from 6 control groups in clinical trials to
evaluate the claims in items 1 through 3 in the previous list,
and to compare these findings to existing data in the liter-
ature.


METHODS


Since 1994, we have been collecting original radio-
graphic data from 6 control groups for comparison to treat-
ment groups receiving various forms of Chiropractic Bio-
physics (CBP) treatment methods. Prior to participation in
these studies, all subjects were given informed consent
forms explaining the details of our projects. These 6 projects
were approved by our Internal Review Board. In 3 of the
control groups, initial and follow-up lateral cervical radio-
graphs were taken; in one control group, initial and fol-
low-up anterior to posterior (AP) cervical radiographs were
collected; another control group consisted of initial and
follow-up lateral lumbar radiographs, and still another con-
sisted of initial and follow-up AP lumbar radiographs.


The radiograph positioning procedures taught in CBP
technique were followed.32 All radiographs were taken with
the patient standing barefooted, with the feet femur head
width apart. For lateral cervical radiographs, the patient’s
shoulders were positioned perpendicular to the radiographic
bucky, and the patient was instructed to close his/her eyes,
to flex and extend the head twice, and come to a resting
neutral position. This neutral resting posture is that in which
the patient perceives his/her head to be looking straight
forward. The patient then opens his/her eyes and is in-
structed to look straight ahead without moving. The pa-
tient’s abnormal sagittal plane posture is left as is (ie, it is
not guided toward an ideal neutral position). The lateral
cervical is taken at the standard tube distance of 182.9 cm
(72 inches), with the central ray located approximately at
the C4 level. Figure 1 depicts the proper positioning of a


patient, with slight head flexion in the neutral resting pos-
ture.


For the AP cervical radiograph, the patient’s median
sagittal plane of the thorax is centered relative to the central
ray. In other words, the shoulders are parallel with and in
the center of the bucky. The central ray is placed at approx-
imately the episternal notch with a 10° to 15° cephalad tube
tilt, and with the standard tube distance of 101.6 cm (40
inches). In this manner, the cervical vertebra from C2 down
to T6 will appear on the AP cervical. With the thorax
centered, the patient is instructed to close his/her eyes, flex
and extend his/her skull twice, and assume his/her perceived
neutral position. The eyes are then opened, and the patient
remains in this position. Any abnormal AP posture of the
head relative to the thorax is not removed toward the ideal
vertical position. Figure 2 represents the proper positioning
for a patient with left lateral head translation relative to the
thorax.


For the AP lumbar radiograph, the patient’s median sag-
ittal plane of the pelvis is centered relative to the central ray.
In other words, the buttocks are parallel with and in the
center of the bucky. The central ray is placed at approxi-
mately the L3 vertebral level, with the standard tube dis-
tance of 101.6 cm (40 inches). In this manner, the pelvis will
be centered on the film with the symphysis pubis and S2
tubercle in vertical alignment. With the pelvis centered, the
patient is instructed to close his/her eyes, flex and extend
his/her head twice, and assume his/her perceived neutral
position. The eyes are then opened and the patient remains
in this position. Any abnormal AP posture of the thorax
relative to the pelvis is not removed toward the ideal vertical


Fig 1. Lateral cervical radiographic positioning in CBP tech-
nique. Thoracic cage positioned perpendicular to grid cabinet.
Note that if head flexion is present in the neutral resting posture,
it is not artificially changed by leveling the bite line.
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position. Figure 3 represents the proper positioning for a
patient with left lateral thoracic translation relative to the
pelvis.


For lateral lumbar radiographs, the patient’s shoulders
and pelvis are positioned perpendicular to the radiograph
bucky, the patient is instructed to close his/her eyes, to flex
and extend his/her head twice, and come to a resting neutral
position. The patient is then instructed to fold his/her arms
across the chest in such a manner so as not to displace
his/her original sagittal plane posture of the thorax or pelvis.
The eyes are then opened and the patient is instructed to
look straight ahead without moving. The patient’s abnormal
sagittal plane lumbar posture is left as is (ie, it is not
removed toward an ideal neutral position). The lateral lum-
bar is taken at the standard tube distance of 101.6 cm (40
inches), with the central ray located approximately at the L4
level. Figure 4 depicts the proper positioning of a patient
with thoracic extension relative to the pelvis.


Depending on the study, our control groups are subjects
who either did not have pain or had a similar condition to a
treatment group. In either case, these subjects elected not to
be treated but did volunteer for initial and follow-up exam-
inations. In 1 control group, the initial and follow-up spinal
radiographs were performed by the same examiner,33


whereas in the other 5 groups, the initial radiograph was
taken by 1 examiner and the follow-up radiographs were
taken by another examiner. These control group subjects


came from 2 different chiropractic practices: Five of these
control groups were collected at the same office in Elko,
Nevada, and the sixth was from the Boston, Massachusetts,
metropolitan area. Table 1 presents all group characteristics
of these 6 separate control groups.


Lateral Cervical Control Groups
Results for our first lateral cervical control group were


originally published in 1994.33 Thirty volunteer subjects
received an initial lateral cervical radiograph and a second
lateral cervical radiograph was taken an average of 12
weeks later. Group characteristics were reported; however,
no pain questionnaires or scales were obtained. Our second
lateral cervical control group comes from a previously pub-
lished study.34 This group consisted of 24 patients with
chronic neck pain, with initial and follow-up lateral cervical
radiographs attained an average of 8.3 mo, with no inter-
vening treatment intervention. Here, subjects were asked to
rate the intensity of their perceived pain on a visual ana-
logue scale (VAS) from 0 to 10 (0 � no pain, excellent
health, 1, 2, . . . , 10 � excruciating pain and bedridden) at
the initial and follow-up evaluations. Our third lateral cer-
vical control group was derived from original data. Here, 33


Fig 2. AP cervical radiographic positioning in CBP technique.
Midthoracic cage centered for this radiographic view. Note that if
any abnormal head posture is present (in this case, left lateral
head translation), it is not artificially reduced to midline.


Fig 3. AP lumbar radiographic positioning in CBP technique.
Pelvis centered for this radiographic view. Note that if any abnor-
mal thoracic cage posture is present (in this case, left lateral
thoracic cage translation), it is not artificially reduced to midline.
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subjects with chronic NP received an initial and follow-up
lateral cervical radiograph, and reported VAS pain scale
values. The elapsed time between the 2 radiographs and
VAS scores was an average of 8.5 mo.


Lateral Lumbar Control Group
Our lateral lumbar control group data come from a pre-


viously published study35 and have also been presented at a
conference proceeding.36 Here, 30 subjects with chronic
lower back pain (LBP) completed an initial and follow-up
lateral lumbar radiograph and VAS scale an average of 9.1
months apart.


AP Lumbar Control Group
Our AP lumbar control group was derived from original


data. Here, initial and follow-up AP lumbar radiographs and
VAS pain scales were collected an average of 8.7 months
apart in 23 patients with chronic LBP.


AP Cervical Control Group
Our AP cervical control group was derived from original


data. Here, initial and follow-up AP cervical radiographs


and VAS pain scales were collected an average of 11.7
months apart in 26 subjects with chronic neck pain.


X-Ray Mensuration Procedures
Examiners analyzed the radiographs with the Harrison


posterior tangent method on the lateral cervical views16 and
lateral lumbar views18 (Fig 5). In an engineering analysis of
columns, these tangents are the slopes or first derivatives.
Additional angles were measured for the atlas plane line
relative to horizontal, Chamberlain’s line to horizontal, Fer-
guson’s sacral base angle relative to horizontal, and an angle
of pelvic tilt determined by constructing a line from the
posterior inferior body corner of S1 to the top of the ace-
tabulum, and comparing this to horizontal. In all but 1
lateral cervical control group,33 2-line Cobb angles at end
points of curvature were calculated with the computer for
the magnitude of cervical and lumbar lordosis.


The Harrison et al19 modified Risser–Ferguson method
was used to analyze both the AP cervical and lumbar views
(Fig 6, A and B). Both the CBP posterior tangent and
modified Risser–Ferguson methods have high intraexaminer
and interexaminer reliability, with small mean absolute dif-
ferences of observer measurements.16-19


RESULTS


Three of our control groups had a lateral cervical radio-
graphic analysis with segmental and global angles. In a
1994 study33 with a mean follow-up time of 3 months (N �
30 in Table 2), all angles and distances changed less than 1°
or 1 mm, except the global absolute rotation angle (ARA)
C2–C7, which changed 2.90°. All P values were reported as
not statistically significantly different (P � .05) except at
ARA C2–C7 (P � .01). In a 2002 study34 with a mean
follow-up period of approximately 8 months (N � 24 in
Table 3), all angles and distances changed less than 1° or 1
mm, and all P values were reported as not statistically
significantly different (P � .05). In an unpublished study
with a follow-up time of approximately 9 months (N � 33
in Table 4), all angles and distances changed less than 1.40°
or 1.9 mm, and all P values were reported as not statistically
significantly different (P � .05).


One of our control groups consisted of segmental and
global analysis of initial and follow-up lateral lumbar ra-
diographs, with a mean follow-up time of approximately 9
months (Table 5). 35 All angles and distances changed less
than 1° or 1 mm, and all P values were not statistically
significantly different (P � .05).


Another control group consisted of AP cervical radio-
graphic analysis (N � 23 in Table 6) and still another
consisted of AP lumbar radiographic analysis (N � 26 in
Table 7). The mean follow-up times were 11.7 months and
8.7 months, respectively. All angles and distances changed
less than 1° or 1 mm, and all P values were reported as not
statistically significantly different (P � .05), except the


Fig 4. Lateral lumbar radiographic positioning in CBP technique.
Pelvis is positioned perpendicular to grid cabinet. Note that if any
abnormal thoracic cage posture is present in the neutral resting
posture (in this case, thoracic extension), it is not artificially
changed by positioning toward vertical.
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lateral translation distance of T12 to S2, which worsened by
2.4 mm at long-term follow-up, as shown in Table 7.


DISCUSSION


For initial and follow-up radiologic examinations of con-
trol groups, our data in Tables 2 through 7 show nearly
identical measurement values. These radiographic measure-
ments can only be nearly identical if (1) radiographic posi-
tioning is repeatable, (2) posture is stable (identical) over
time, and (3) radiographic line drawing analysis is reliable.


Our data are in contrast to the opinions professed by
several authors in the literature. To identify the origin for
the opinions that radiographic positioning is not reproduc-
ible, posture is not repeatable, and radiographic line draw-
ing is unreliable, we searched the peer-reviewed, indexed
literature, and radiology textbooks for information on the
topic of chiropractic radiologic analysis of subluxations.
Multiple articles and textbooks were identified in the chi-
ropractic literature,20-29 which promulgated the opinion that
chiropractic radiographic procedures are not reproducible to
the extent needed for identification of subluxation correc-
tion. However, none of these sources adequately addressed
the issue at hand. These authors either offered their own
opinion as supporting evidence for the nonreproducibility of
radiographic analysis or referenced another source that of-
fered its author(s) own opinions, with no supporting data as
evidence. This type of “scientific” evidence, termed expert
opinion, is based largely on the reputation or experience of
the author(s). According to Stein,37 this is one of the falla-
cies of scientific evidence. Stein states, “It is fallacious for
a researcher to accept the opinions of a respected scientist
on the sole basis of his reputation without any supporting
data.”


Radiographic Positioning Repeatability
Instead of accepting the conventional wisdom of chiro-


practic radiologic education, which is in contrast to our


Table 1. Characteristics of 6 control groups (mean � SD)


Study N
Sex:
F/M Age (y) Height (cm) Weight (kg)


VAS*
Follow-up


periodInitial Follow-up


Lateral
Cervical #1†


30 17/13 34.8 � 11.1 NR NR NR NR 3 mo


Lateral
Cervical #2


24 13/11 35.1 � 11.5 172.4 � 7.3 74.5 � 9.5 3.6 � 2.1 3.8 � 1.8 8.3 mo


Lateral
Cervical #3


33 14/19 37.0 � 11.1 174.1 � 8.2 85.2 � 19.5 3.5 � 2.0 3.4 � 1.8 8.5 mo


Lateral
Lumbar


30 12/18 39.4 � 13.7 173.4 � 9.2 82.5 � 16.3 4.2 � 2.0 3.7 � 2.1 9.1 mo


AP Lumbar 23 6/17 39.7 � 11.2 173.6 � 9.0 85.7 � 17.6 3.9 � 2.1 3.8 � 2.0 8.7 mo
AP Cervical 26 8/18 39.5 � 10.1 173.7 � 7.8 85.8 � 15.8 3.5 � 2.0 3.6 � 2.1 11.7 mo


NR, Not reported.
*VAS: 0 � no symptoms, no limitations to daily living; 1, 2, . . . , 10 � severe pain and bedridden.
†Subjects were from Boston Metropolitan area; the other 5 groups were from Elko, Nevada.


Fig 5. The Harrison Posterior Tangent Method is applied to
lateral radiographs by drawing intersecting lines on posterior
vertebral body margins. These lines create relative rotation (seg-
mental) angles and absolute rotation (global) angles. In addition,
the inclination of C1 and S1 is compared to horizontal, an angle
of pelvic tilt from S1 to acetabulum to horizontal, and horizontal
translations of T12 to S1, and C1 to T1, are determined.
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control group data sets, we performed a MEDLINE search,
seeking information from any health care discipline docu-
menting the reliability and repeatability of spinal radio-
graphic positioning in control groups or treatment group sub-
jects. This search revealed 20 such manuscripts.1,2,13,38-54


Twelve of these manuscripts deal with lateral cervical radio-
graphic analysis,1,38-48 2 deal with the lateral lumbar spine,49,50


4 concern the lateral thoracic kyphosis,2,49-51 3 concern the AP
cervical and 1 nasium radiograph,46,47,52,53 and 2 concern the
AP lumbopelvic radiograph.13,54


Lateral Cervical and Skull Radiographs
Multiple orthodontic researchers have demonstrated re-


producibility of patient placement and repeatability of sag-


Fig 6. The Harrison Modified Risser–Ferguson method is used on both the AP cervical (A) and the AP lumbar (B) radiographs. Any
deviation from true vertical is measured in degrees. The horizontal translation of T12 to S2, and C2 to T3 or T4, is measured in
millimeters from vertical. The sacral base is compared to horizontal.


Table 2. Lateral cervical control group #1 average radiographic measurement comparison, follow-up at 3 mo33


Variable
Preradiographic


Mean, SD
Postradiographic


Mean, SD Change P*


TzC2-C7 (mm) 20.9 � 9.6 20.4 � 10.4 0.5 �0.05
C1-Horizontal �17.0° � 7.3° �17.8° � 7.6° �0.8° �0.05
RRA C2-C3 �4.4° � 5.0° �5.2° � 4.7° �0.8° �0.05
RRA C3-C4 �3.6° � 5.4° �3.6° � 4.1° 0.04° �0.05
RRA C4-C5 �1.6° � 5.2° �2.5° � 5.1° �0.9° �0.05
RRA C5-C6 �1.6° � 5.8° �2.2° � 4.8° �0.6° �0.05
RRA C6-C7 �7.0° � 5.3° �7.4° � 5.7° �0.4° �0.05
ARA C2-C7 �18.2° � 13.5° �21.1° � 14.5° �2.9° 0.01


N � 30.
Tz, horizontal distance of C2 posterior-superior body corner to posterior-inferior of C7; RRA, segmental angle formed by posterior vertebral body


tangents; ARA, total curve angle from C2 to C7 formed by posterior vertebral body tangents.
*Two-sided paired t test.
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ittal plane natural head posture (NHP) radiographs over
time.1,38-46 Hellsing et al38 performed a reproducibility study
of cephalometric radiographs of 14 adults over a period of 8
months. Two exposures were taken in each series for each
patient. The first was without the use of stabilizing ear rods,
and the second was with the ear rods. A digitizer was used to
measure 13 angles and 12 lines relative to horizontal/vertical.
After an average period of 8 months, it was concluded that no
significant differences existed on the follow-up films.


Foster et al39 performed a repeatability study of 9 subjects
with follow-up radiographs performed after an interval of at


least 2 weeks. Head repositioning was analyzed with the use
of 4 lines relative to true vertical. The mean error for the
angles measured ranged from 3.0° to 4.8°. However, the
digitizing measurements revealed a method error ranging
from 0.86° to 4.9°, indicating that the radiographic posi-
tioning errors were within the mean error of measurement
method.


In a retrospective analysis, Luyk et al40 assessed the
reproducibility of the NHP with more radiographs per pa-
tient (mean � 4.3) than previous prospective studies. Eigh-
teen patients were analyzed in the NHP in a series of films


Table 3. Lateral cervical control group #2 average radiographic measurement comparisons34


Variable
Preradiographic


Mean, SD
Postradiographic


Mean, SD Change P*


TzC1-T1 (mm) 21.7 � 12.7 21.0 � 12.5 0.8 �0.05
TzC2-C7 (mm) 21.3 � 11.1 21.0 � 10.2 0.4 �0.05
C1-Horizontal �16.6° � 6.5° �17.3° � 7.7° 0.7° �0.05
RRA C2-C3 �4.8° � 5.9° �4.8° � 4.8° 0.1° �0.05
RRA C3-C4 �1.6° � 4.7° �2.1° � 5.6° 0.5° �0.05
RRA C4-C5 �0.8° � 5.7° �1.1° � 4.6° 0.4° �0.05
RRA C5-C6 �0.4° � 4.5° 0.6° � 4.1° �1.0° �0.05
RRA C6-C7 �2.3° � 5.8° �3.4° � 6.4° 1.1° �0.05
ARA C2-C7 �9.9° � 10.8° �10.8° � 9.0° 0.9° �0.05
Cobb C1-C7 �37.9° � 12.0° �37.7° � 10.2° �0.2° �0.05
Cobb C2-C7 �6.1° � 13.5° �5.6° � 10.4° �0.5° �0.05
Chamberlain-Horizontal �1.7° � 6.0° �2.7° � 6.5° 1.0° �0.05


N � 24.
Average time between first and follow-up radiographs is 8.1 months. Negative sign in RRA/ARA/Cobb indicates extension.
Tz, Horizontal distance of C1 posterior-superior lateral mass to posterior-inferior of T1 or horizontal distance of C2 posterior-superior body corner to


posterior-inferior of C7; RRA, segmental angle formed by posterior vertebral body tangents; ARA, total curve angle from C2 from to C7 formed by
posterior vertebral body tangents; Cobb angle C1-C7, line through C1 arches to inferior endplate of C7; Cobb angle C2-C7, line on inferior endplate of
C2 to inferior endplate of C7; Chamberlain-Horizontal, posterior hard palate to posterior foramen magnum to horizontal.


*Two-sided paired t test.


Table 4. Lateral cervical control group #3 average radiographic measurement comparisons


Variable
Preradiographic


Mean, SD
Postradiographic


Mean, SD Change P*


TzC1-T1 (mm) 23.3 � 13.5 21.4 � 13.7 1.8 �0.05
TzC2-C7 (mm) 23.1 � 13.5 22.4 � 11.6 0.8 �0.05
C1-Horizontal �15.1° � 6.5° �16.0° � 7.6° 0.9° �0.05
RRA C2-C3 �4.5° � 5.7° �4.3° � 4.6° �0.2° �0.05
RRA C3-C4 �1.6° � 4.6° �2.0° � 5.3° 0.4° �0.05
RRA C4-C5 �1.1° � 5.6° �1.5° � 4.6° 0.5° �0.05
RRA C5-C6 �0.7° � 4.7° 0.1° � 4.3° �0.8° �0.05
RRA C6-C7 �2.4° � 5.5° �3.3° � 5.8° 1.0° �0.05
ARA C2-C7 �10.2° � 10.9° �11.1° � 9.0° 0.9° �0.05
Cobb C1-C7 �37.1° � 11.1° �36.9° � 9.9° �0.2° �0.05
Cobb C2-C7 �5.6° � 13.0° �5.8° � 10.1° �0.2° �0.05
Chamberlain-Horizontal �1.6° � 5.6° �2.9° � 5.7° 1.3° �0.05


N � 33.
Negative sign in RRA/ARA/Cobb indicates extension.
Tz, Horizontal distance of C1 posterior-superior lateral mass to posterior-inferior of T1 or horizontal distance of C2 posterior-superior body corner to


posterior-inferior of C7; RRA, segmental angle formed by posterior vertebral body tangents; ARA, total curve angle from C2 from to C7 formed by
posterior vertebral body tangents; Cobb angle C1-C7, line through C1 arches to inferior endplate of C7; Cobb angle C2-C7, line on inferior endplate of
C2 to inferior endplate of C7; Chamberlain-Horizontal, posterior hard palate to posterior foramen magnum to horizontal.


*Two-sided paired t test.
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taken over an average of a 3-year period. A control group
that comprised 18 patients (where a cephalostat with ear
rods for radiography in orthodontic planning was utilized)
had at least 3 cephalostat films taken over a period of 3


years. The reproducibility varied by a mean of only 5.2° for
the angle measured. Their results showed no significant
differences (P � .7) between the 2 groups or the examiners.
Thus, the NHP was equally as reproducible over time com-
pared to the subjects for which the cephalostat was used for
radiographs. Houston et al41 obtained initial and repeat
cephalostat radiographs of 24 patients on the same day.
Radiographic positioning errors were found to be small and
below the SEM system. Cooke and Wei42,43 and Peng and
Cooke44 performed a series of NHP repeatability radio-
graphs with short and longitudinal follow-up. In the first of
their series,42 217 children were randomly allocated to 6
different radiographic positioning groups. Repeat radio-
graphs were taken at different intervals between the groups:
immediate (4-10 minutes) repeat radiographs, delayed (1-2
hours) repeat radiographs, and months (3-6 months) later. In
one of their groups, in which a self-balance position with a
mirror was used on the initial and the NHP without a mirror
on the repeat, significant differences were detected at P �
.01; however, the maximum error was only 2.9°. In 5 of the
6 groups, no significant differences were found between the
initial and repeat radiographs. In both a 5-year and 15-year
follow up on these subjects, similar repositioning errors
were found on the repeated radiographs. Peng and Cooke44


stated, “The 15 year head posture reproducibility therefore
compared well to the original repeat recordings after 5-10
minutes and the later repeats after 5 years.”


Siersbaek-Nielsen and Solow45 took initial and repeat
lateral cephalometric films of 30 subjects between the ages
of 6 and 15 years. The radiographs were taken 1 and 35 days
apart; 21 radiographs were made by the same examiner and
9 were taken by different examiners for the initial and repeat
radiographs. All measured values showed differences of


Table 5. Lateral Lumbar Control Group average radiographic measurement comparisons35


Variable
Preradiographic


Mean, SD
Postradiographic


Mean, SD Change P*


TzT12-S1 (mm) �15.6 � 16.43 �15.6 � 14.75 0.05 �0.05
RRA T12-L1 �0.03° � 3.43° �0.55° � 2.44° 0.52° �0.05
RRA L1-L2 �2.02° � 4.16° �1.72° � 4.37° �0.30° �0.05
RRA L2-L3 �7.95° � 3.91° �6.96° � 3.75° �0.99° �0.05
RRA L3-L4 �10.10° � 4.34° �10.55° � 3.96° �0.45° �0.05
RRA L4-L5 �16.65° � 6.19° �16.66° � 6.23° 0.01° �0.05
RRA L5-S1 �30.56° � 8.16° �29.93° � 8.07° �0.63° �0.05
ARA L1-L5 �36.72° � 12.8° �35.87° � 12.3° �0.85° �0.05
Cobb T12-S1 �59.38° � 10.4° �59.19° � 9.64° �0.19° �0.05
Ferguson 37.08° � 6.65° 37.07° � 7.16° �0.01° �0.05
Pelvic tilt 42.06° � 9.04° 41.94° � 8.04° �0.12° �0.05


N � 30.
Negative sign in RRA/ARA/Cobb indicates extension.
Tz, Horizontal distance of T12 posterior-inferior body corner to posterior-inferior of S1; RRA, segmental angle formed by posterior vertebral body


tangents; ARA, total curve angle from L1 form to L5 formed by posterior vertebral body tangents; Cobb angle, inferior endplate of T12 to superior surface
of sacrum; Pelvic tilt, arcuate angle from posterior-inferior S1 to top of acetabulum to horizontal.


*Two-sided paired t test.


Table 6. AP Cervical Control Group average radiographic
measurement comparison


Variable
Preradiographic


Mean, SD
Postradiographic


Mean, SD Change P*


TxC2-T3 (mm) 8.1 � 5.7 8.8 � 5.2 �0.7 0.05
CD Angle (°) 4.9 � 3.4 5.0 � 3.9 �0.1 0.05
Rz Angle (°) 3.4 � .2 3.8 � 3.6 �0.4 0.05


N � 26.
Tx, Lateral distance of C2 from a vertical line through T3; CD, cervi-


codorsal angle formed at midneck by best-fits lines through centroids; Rz,
lateral bending of line through centroids of T1-T3 from vertical.


*Two-sided paired t test.


Table 7. AP Lumbar Control Group Average radiographic
measurement comparison


Variable
Preradiographic


Mean, SD
Postradiographic


Mean, SD Change P*


TxT12-S2 (mm) 7.2 � 6.2 9.6 � 7.3 �2.4 � 0.011
LD Angle (°) 5.0 � 2.0 4.7 � 2.0 0.3 �0.05
LS Angle (°) 2.9 � 1.7 3.1 � 2.1 �0.2 �0.05
HB Angle (°) 2.8 � 1.5 2.3 � 1.4 0.5 �0.05


N � 23.
Tx, Lateral distance of T12 from a vertical line through S2 tubercle; LD,


lumbodorsal angle, formed at midlumbar spine by best-fit lines through
centroids; LS, lumbosacral angle, formed by centroidal best-fit lines in
lower lumbar as it intersects a line on the sacral base; HB, horizontal base
angle formed by line on sacral base compared to horizontal.


*Two-sided paired t test.
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3.4° or less, and no differences were found between exam-
iners, age groups, or time interval between radiographs.
They stated, “We found no significant difference between
the three different operators in spite of their different edu-
cation and practical experience.”


Sandham1 compared repeat lateral cervical radiographs
of 12 subjects with at least 1 hour between the first and
second radiographs. Six different measures of cervical spine
and head position were calculated with their respective
mean values, SDs, SEs, and method errors, with the statis-
tical t test used for comparisons. No statistically significant
differences were noted among any of the variables be-
tween the first and repeat lateral cervical radiographs.
Sandham concluded, “The study demonstrates that repro-
ducible head posture films can be reliably obtained by
general radiographers in x-ray departments as part of
routine and varied daily work, and with simple instruc-
tion for positioning.”


In the chiropractic and orthopedic literature, we found 2
articles on lateral cervical radiographic repositioning. Jack-
son et al47 investigated the reliability of Pettibon patient
positioning procedures in the analysis of lateral cervical
radiographs. Two series of radiographs of 38 patients were
taken 30 minutes to 4 hours apart. Using a reliable radio-
graphic marking procedure,10 the authors demonstrated re-
positioning reliability with an SEM of less than 1° for all
measurements reported. On repeated lateral cervical radio-
graphs of 159 subjects, with an average interval of 10 years,
Gore48 found no statistically significant differences between
repeat radiographs in the means and standard deviations for
posterior body tangent lines between C2 and C7.


Lateral Thoracic Radiographs
Singer et al51compared 22 pairs of in vivo and postmor-


tem lateral thoracic films. The time difference between the
films ranged from 3 days to 77 months. No statistically signif-
icant differences were found in the magnitude of thoracic
kyphosis using the Cobb method and a computer-assisted
curvature measurement. Milne and Williamson2 reported no
significant change in radiographically determined thoracic ky-
phosis measurements for initial and average 5-year fol-
low-up in 261 elderly subjects. Jackson et al49 took initial
and follow-up lateral full-spine radiographs in 20 volunteers
and 20 patients with LBP taken 66 months and 2 weeks
apart, respectively. Very little variation in the thoracic ky-
phosis from T1 to T12 was found between the first and
follow-up radiographs with ranked correlation coefficients
of r � 0.81 for volunteers and r � 0.79 for patients. Using
a statistical model with Cartesian coordinates representing
the path of the vertebral bodies of the thoracic and lumbar
spine in the sagittal plane, Beck and Killus50 stated that
“several x-rays of the same individuals furnished reproduc-
ible results, even though they were taken years apart.”


Lateral Lumbar Radiographs
In at least 2 studies, repeat radiographs of the lateral lumbar


spine in the same subject have been performed.49,50 Jackson et
al49 reported ranked correlation coefficients of .93 to .96 for
lumbar lordotic measurements for initial and follow-up radio-
graphs of 20 volunteers and 20 patients with LBP. According
to Stagnara et al,55 “For subjects undergoing clinical and x-ray
examinations at intervals of five to ten years, and where no
growth or pathologic deformation factors are to be taken
into to account, the clinical and x-ray measurements of
kyphosis and lordosis are remarkably constant to within a
few degrees, provided the position is clearly stipulated.”


AP Cervical and Skull Radiographs
Rochester and Owens52 found that the average amount of


patient to tube/film head axial rotation was 0.56° in 20
randomly pulled nasium films. Furthermore, they calculated
that this amount of patient placement error for the nasium
radiograph would only produce an average artifact in the
atlas laterality of 0.21°. They concluded that “repositioning
the patient for the post radiographic exam would not intro-
duce significant error into the x-ray analysis.” Jackson et
al47 obtained initial and repeated seated nasium radiographs
in 38 subjects within 4 h after receiving a sham adjustment.
All measures were within 1.0° between initial and repeat
radiographs; no statistically significant differences were
found. Huggare53 performed a study analyzing NHP on
posterior to anterior skull radiographs of 22 dental students.
Two radiographs were obtained of each subject at a 1-week
interval. Craniovertical, craniocervical, and cervicohorizon-
tal angles were measured. The reproducibility (method er-
ror) of the craniovertical, craniocervical, and cervicohori-
zontal angles were 1.15°, 0.93°, and 1.45°, respectively.
Huggare53 concluded that the “frontal head position is more
accurately reproducible than the sagittal head position.”


AP Pelvis Radiographs
Plaugher et al13 studied the reliability of patient positioning


utilizing AP pelvic radiography. This study had 2 follow-up
periods. Twenty volunteers had repeat radiography after ap-
proximately 1 hour, and 17 subjects received follow-up radi-
ography after 18 days. The authors chose Gonstead technique
line drawing procedures for analysis of the pelvis and leg
length discrepancies. In the first group, the results showed no
statistically significant differences (P � .05) between the 2
radiographs at 1 hour apart. The second group showed similar
results at an average of 18 days (P � .05). In 105 patients with
chronic LBP, Friberg54 retook pelvic radiographs to analyze
the consistency of anatomic leg length inequality and pelvic
rotation around the longitudinal axis. Radiographs were re-
peated after an interval of 2 weeks to 3 years. The mean
error between repeat radiographs was 0.7 mm for anatomic
leg length; in 46 of 105 subjects, an analysis of pelvic
rotation ranged from 0° to 3.0°, with a mean of 0.9°.
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Posture Repeatability
The reproducibility of neutral, standing upright posture has


been studied and shown to be highly repeatable, with a method
error of 1.0° to 3.0° in both the sagittal and coronal planes.1,3-


6,30 Even though we did not measure neutral standing posture
with photographs or a posture digitizer in our control groups,
we can still directly claim posture repeatability from our data,
using the concepts of main motion and coupled motion.


Main motion and coupled motion have been defined.56


Main motion is the postural movement (eg, head lateral
bending); this main motion is always found in the segmental
motions (the cervical segments laterally bend when the head
does); and the additional observed 5 cervical segmental
motions are termed coupled motions (axial rotation, flexion/
extension, lateral translation, forward/backward translation,
and vertical translation). The majority of postural main
motions have been studied in the literature, and their spinal
coupled motions are well known.57-61 If posture had
changed in any of our control groups, then spinal coupling
and the projected images of spinal coupling would have
changed. Because the lateral and AP pre- and postradio-
graphic measurements in our control groups were not sta-
tistically different and generally had differences in angles
and distances of less than 1.0° and 1 mm, using a common
tautology in logic [(p f q) N (�q f �p)], we can claim
that posture did not change in our control groups.


Radiographic Line Drawing Reliability
In 2 previous reviews of the literature, we discussed the


fact that the reliability of several types of radiographic line
drawing analysis has been shown to be in the good to high
range and is therefore adequate for research and clinical
uses.28,30 In the current study, the Harrison Posterior Tan-
gent method was used for analysis of lateral cervical and
lumbar radiographs, whereas the Harrison modified Risser–
Ferguson method was used to assess the AP cervical and AP
lumbar spinal radiographs. Importantly, both the Harrison
Posterior Tangent16-18 and modified Risser–Ferguson19


methods have been shown to be very accurate and reliable
for both interobserver and intraobserver measures, with
mean absolute value of observer errors less than 3.0° for
angles and 2 mm for distances.


However, with the use of the same tautology discussed in
the section on posture repeatability, [(pf q)N (�qf�p)],
it should be apparent that our line drawing methods must be
reliable in order for the measurements of spinal displacement
to be nearly identical on the initial and follow-up radiographs.


Study Limitations
For our study’s control groups, we used the radiographic


positioning procedures taught by the CBP technique for
both the initial and follow-up radiographs of each subject.
Therefore, our data showing the repeatability of spinal ra-
diographic positioning in our control groups only applies to


CBP procedures. However, we identified 20 other manuscripts
in the literature in which the Gonstead technique for AP
pelvis positioning, general positioning procedures for AP
pelvis radiographs for femoral height and pelvic rotation,
full spine lateral positioning, lateral thoracic positioning,
lateral cervical positioning and NHP, and AP nasium posi-
tioning procedures were all found to be repeatable.1,2,13,38-54


In contrast, in looking at an opposing opinion from Haas
et al,29 the above information does not adequately demon-
strate the repeatability of spinal radiographic positioning
procedures. Haas et al29 suggested that the radiographic
positioning procedure be subjected to intra- and interexam-
iner reliability, where (presumably) at least 2 to 3 examiners
would position and take radiographs of each subject at least
twice. Although from a purely scientific perspective, we
agree with the Haas et al29 comment, we also know that this
kind of study will probably never be performed because of
ethical concerns with the use of human subjects for research
purposes. Until such a study is performed and refutes our
findings, our data and literature review demonstrate that,
indeed, radiographic positioning is repeatable. In addition,
looking at the flexion in the neutral resting posture in Figure
1 concerning the lateral cervical view, it might be thought
that the head should be extended to level the bite line before
exposing the radiograph. It is a common belief in radiology
that any head nodding (head flexion/extension) present on a
prelateral and postlateral cervical will negate any apparent
improved lordotic measurements. Recently, we have shown
that this common belief is false.62 An average of 14° head
extension on a second lateral cervical resulted in very small
cervical curve changes between C2 and C7 in subjects with
neck pain, with cervical kyphosis and slight head flexion on
their initial lateral cervical radiograph.62


Finally, a concern not addressed in this article is the issue
of validity, although reliable, measured displacements on
spinal radiographs may not be valid. Previously, we have
discussed the validity concerns with spinal radiograph assess-
ment in both our original articles57,58,63 and texts.32 Due to the
symmetry of the human spine about the median sagittal plane,
the AP radiographic views are more susceptible to projection/
distortion of vertebral movement. We therefore recommend
that the 2-dimensional projected coupling patterns always
be compared to the 3-dimensional spinal postures for a
validity analysis. On the other hand, the spine is not sym-
metric about the coronal plane, and the movements (flexion/
extension, forward/backward translation, vertical transla-
tion) of the spine in this plane are perpendicular to the
radiographic source. The lateral view, accordingly, is not
susceptible to the same projection/distortion problems as the
AP view. In fact, it has been shown that a minimum of 150°
of axial rotation and/or lateral bending must be present
before the measurement of spinal lordosis on radiograph is
affected compared to the neutral position.64
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CONCLUSIONS


In data from control groups in 6 CBP clinical control
trials, only 2 radiographic measurements out of 50 angles
and distances showed a statistically significant difference
(ARA C2-C7 improved 2.9° in Table 2, TxT12-S2 worsened
by 2.4 mm in Table 7). Otherwise, all differences of angles
and distances were less than 1.5° and 2 mm. This control
group data indicates that posture is stable over time, radio-
graphic positioning is repeatable, and the CBP radiographic
line drawing methods are reliable.


Although opponents to radiographic analysis have only
personal opinion against repeatability of radiographic pro-
cedures, besides the data presented here and our own 10
radiographic analysis reliability studies published in the Index
Medicus, review of the literature provides a plethora of reli-
ability studies on posture stability, radiographic positioning,
and radiographic geometric line drawings of multiple types.


It is time for chiropractic college faculty, clinicians, and
chiropractic radiologists to recognize/admit to the repeat-
ability/reliability of standing posture, radiographic position-
ing, and radiographic geometric line drawing analyses.
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Abstract


Background. Previous study in human subjects has documented biomechanical and neurophysiological responses to impulsive
spinal manipulative thrusts, but very little is known about the neuromechanical effects of varying thrust force–time profiles.
Methods. Ten adolescent Merino sheep were anesthetized and posteroanterior mechanical thrusts were applied to the L3 spinous


process using a computer-controlled, mechanical testing apparatus. Three variable pulse durations (10, 100, 200 ms, force = 80 N)
and three variable force amplitudes (20, 40, 60 N, pulse duration = 100 ms) were examined for their effect on lumbar motion
response (L3 displacement, L1, L2 acceleration) and normalized multifidus electromyographic response (L3, L4) using a repeated
measures analysis of variance.
Findings. Increasing L3 posteroanterior force amplitude resulted in a fourfold linear increase in L3 posteroanterior vertebral dis-


placement (p < 0.001) and adjacent segment (L1, L2) posteroanterior acceleration response (p < 0.001). L3 displacement was linearly
correlated (p < 0.001) to the acceleration response over the 20–80 N force range (100 ms). At constant force, 10 ms thrusts resulted
in nearly fivefold lower L3 displacements and significantly increased segmental (L2) acceleration responses compared to the 100 ms
(19%, p = 0.005) and 200 ms (16%, p = 0.023) thrusts. Normalized electromyographic responses increased linearly with increasing
force amplitude at higher amplitudes and were appreciably affected by mechanical excitation pulse duration.
Interpretation. Changes in the biomechanical and neuromuscular response of the ovine lumbar spine were observed in response to


changes in the force–time characteristics of the spinal manipulative thrusts and may be an underlying mechanism in related clinical
outcomes.
� 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction


In the treatment of patients with pain of musculo-
skeletal origin, chiropractic practitioners typically
employ short duration, high velocity thrusts (manipula-
tion) designed to restore pain-free movement of the
musculoskeletal system and to decrease disability (Mee-
ker and Haldeman, 2002). Of the numerous treatments
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utilized for spinal manipulative therapy (SMT), how-
ever, very few studies have examined mechanical vari-
ables that may influence physiological responses and
putative effects associated with chiropractic therapy
(Colloca et al., 2004). Because SMT is a mechanical
intervention it is inherently logical to assume that its
mechanisms of therapeutic benefit may lie in the under-
lying mechanical properties of the applied force
(mechanical mechanisms), the body’s response to such
force (mechanical or physiologic mechanisms), or a
combination of these and other factors. However, clini-
cal trials have been equivocal in terms of the beneficial
nature of these procedures to most comparison treat-
ments (Meeker and Haldeman, 2002; Bronfort et al.,
2004). Moreover, although basic science research direc-
ted towards understanding the mechanisms of SMT has
increased dramatically during the past 15 years, the
most fundamental biomechanical aspects of spinal
manipulations are still lacking (Herzog, 2000).


From a biomechanical perspective, human cadaver
and in vivo studies have characterized the forces and
force–time histories associated with various SMT tech-
niques (Gal et al., 1997a,b; Gal et al., 1995; Colloca
et al., 2004; Keller et al., 2003; Nathan and Keller,
1994; Maigne and Guillon, 2000; Herzog et al., 1993;
Triano and Schultz, 1997). Information on the force–
displacement response of functional spinal units have
been reported using both in vitro (Gal et al., 1997b)
and in vivo (Nathan and Keller, 1994; Keller et al.,
2003) studies, and more recently basic science research
studies have begun to characterize the temporal relation-
ships between mechanical stimulation and neurophysio-
logical responses (Colloca et al., 2000, 2003, 2004; Sung
et al., 2005). Neuromuscular reflex responses have been
observed in the paraspinal musculature when SMT is
applied to different spinal regions in asymptomatic sub-
jects, and differences have been reported among these
responses for different SMT techniques (Herzog et al.,
1999; Symons et al., 2000). Differences in paraspinal
neuromuscular reflex amplitude have also been reported
in patients with low back pain, which is hypothesized to
be indicative of the patients underlying clinical status
(Colloca and Keller, 2001). Recent animal experimental
studies also suggest that pulse duration, not force ampli-
tude during SMT play a prominent role in the neuro-
physiological response of the lumbar spine (Sung
et al., 2005).


Few studies have quantified both the biomechanical
and neuromuscular responses associated with dynamic
mechanical stimulation. Thus, the aim of this study
was to investigate the effects of varying PA mechanical
stimulation force–time profiles on lumbar vertebral
motion response. Both force amplitude and duration
were hypothesized to alter the motion characteristics
of the lumbar spine. In addition, we hypothesized that
mechanical stimulus force amplitude and duration

would affect neurophysiological (EMG) response of
the lumbar spine.

2. Methods


2.1. Animal preparation


Ten adolescent Merino sheep (mean 46.5; SD 5.6 kg)
were examined using a research protocol approved by
the Animal Ethics Committee and institutional board
review board of the Institute of Medical and Veterinary
Science (Adelaide, South Australia). Following anesthe-
sia, the animals were placed in a standardized prone-
lying position with the abdomen and thorax supported
by a rigid wooden platform and foam padding, respec-
tively, thereby positioning the lumbar spine parallel to
the operating table and load frame.


Bony prominences of the L1–L3 spinous process
were exposed using electrocaudery, and finely threaded,
1.8 mm diameter intraosseous stainless-steel pins were
rigidly fixed to the L1 and L2 lumbar spinous pro-
cesses under fluoroscopic guidance. Dynamic (0.3
Hz–10 KHz), low noise (0.0003 g RMS resolution),
AC-coupled piezoelectric, integral sensor, 10-g tri-axial
accelerometers (Crossbow Model CXL100HF3, Cross-
bow Technology, Inc., San Jose, CA, USA) were subse-
quently attached to the L1 and L2 intraosseous pins.
The x-, y- and z-axes of the accelerometer were oriented
with respect to the medial–lateral (ML), posterior–
anterior (PA) and cranial–caudal or axial (AX) axes of
the vertebrae. The natural frequency of the pin and
transducer, determined intraoperatively by ‘‘tapping’’
the pins in the ML and AX axes, was greater than
80 Hz. Only PA axis motion responses are presented in
this paper.


Four 28-gauge concentric bipolar needle electro
myographic (nEMG) electrodes (model EL451, Biopac
Systems, Inc. Santa Barbara, CA, USA) were inserted
bilaterally into the multifidus musculature adjacent to
L3 and L4. The nEMG electrodes were 460 lm in diam-
eter and 3.0 cm long with a recording area of 0.06 mm2.
The electrodes were spaced 2 cm apart each right and
left and the leads were secured to the draping with clips
and adhesive tape. Prior to draping and surgery a mono-
polar ground needle electrode (Model EL452, Biopac
Systems, Inc.) was inserted into the fascia adjacent to
the sheep trochanter.


2.2. Mechanical testing apparatus


A custom, computer-controlled mechanical testing
apparatus was used to deliver a uniform ‘‘pulse’’
mechanical excitation directly to the L3 spinous process
of the sheep spine under load control (Fig. 1). The appa-
ratus was comprised of a linear voice coil actuator







Fig. 1. Computer-controlled mechanical testing apparatus positioned
over the ovine L3 spinous process (upper panel). The apparatus
consisted of a voice coil actuator (VCA), coil assembly, LVDT, load
cell, and stainless-steel (SS) stylus, which were rigidly attached to a
load frame and positioned over the prone-lying sheep. Two tri-axial,
dynamic accelerometers are attached to stainless-steel pins located at
L1 and L2. Four bipolar needle are located in the multifidus muscles
adjacent to the L3, L4 spinous processes. Lower panel shows close up
of SS stylus, L3 nEMG electrode (left) and accelerometers.
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(model LA25-42, BEI Technologies Inc., Ashford, Kent,
UK) and a programmable, pulse width modulated servo
amplifier, voice coil drive controller (model VCA100,
BEI Kimko Magnetics, San Marcos, CA, USA). The
voice coil had a continuous stall force of 84 N and total
stroke of 25.4 mm. A 665 N load cell (model MLP
150, Transducer Techniques, Temecula, CA, USA)
and a ±25 mm linear variable displacement transducer
(LVDT, model S1D, Instruments & Control, Inc., Bran-
ford, CT, USA) were used to measure the actuator force

and displacement signals, respectively. Force and dis-
placement signals were amplified using a dual channel,
digital programmable gain amplifier (model PGA204,
gain = 1000, Burr-Brown, Tucson, AZ, USA).


2.3. Mechanical testing protocol


PA forces were applied directly to the L3 spinous pro-
cess via a 12.7 mm-diameter stainless-steel rod with a
slotted tip that cradled the exposed bony spinous pro-
cess. Following a 10 N preload, three mechanical stimu-
lus pulse durations (10, 100, and 200 ms) at a constant
force (60 N), and three force levels (20, 40, and 60 N)
at constant pulse duration (100 ms) were examined.
Thus, a total of four mechanical stimulation force levels
(20, 40, 60, 80 N) were performed at a fixed pulse dura-
tion. Five trials were performed for each mechanical
stimulus intervention in a randomly determined order.
The PA force, L3 PA displacement, and vertebral ac-
celerations were recorded at a sampling frequency of
5000 Hz and multifidus nEMG responses at 1250 Hz
using a 16-bit data acquisition system (Model MP150,
Biopac Systems, Inc. Santa Barbara, CA, USA).

3. Data analysis


Peak-to-peak force (L3), peak-to-peak displacement
(L3), segmental accelerations (L1, L2) and interseg-
mental (L2–L1) acceleration responses were computed
for each trial. The effect of mechanical stimulation pulse
duration and amplitude on the PA motion response (dis-
placement or acceleration) was assessed using a repeated
measures analysis of variance (ANOVA). Statistical sig-
nificance was p < 0.05. A least squares regression analy-
sis was performed to assess the correlation between L3
displacement and L1, L2 acceleration responses. EMG
amplitude ratios (peak-to-peak EMG response during
mechanical stimulation divided by baseline response)
were computed for each of the four needle EMG
electrodes. Positive EMG responses were defined as
an amplitude ratio P1.5. The percentage of positive
responses corresponding to amplitude ratios of 1.5, 2.0
and 2.5 were determined for each mechanical excitation
protocol as the sum of positive responses for all 10
animals divided by the total number of thrusts (5
thrusts · 10 animals = 50).

4. Results


4.1. Displacement and acceleration responses


The uniform pulse PA mechanical excitation resulted
in a haversine-like PA displacement of the L3 segment
contact point (Fig. 2). Adjacent vertebrae showed expo-







Fig. 2. Typical displacement, intersegmental acceleration (L2–L1) and nEMG (L3-left) responses to a uniform pulse mechanical excitation (60 N at
100 ms) applied to the L3 spinous process. Sheep 006 (48 kg). Inhibition of nEMG during mechanical excitation is evident in this case.
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nentially damped oscillations during both the loading
and unloading phases of the mechanical excitation
pulse. The 10 ms mechanical excitation pulse protocol
produced substantially longer duration (�75–150 ms)
oscillations in the adjacent L1 and L2 vertebral seg-
ments in comparison to the 100 and 200 ms mechanical
excitation protocols (�50–75 ms).


PA displacement responses (Fig. 3a) and L1, L2
vertebral acceleration responses (Fig. 3b) increased in
a relatively linear manner with increasing mechanical
stimulation force (maintaining a constant pulse dura-
tion = 100 ms). Increases in displacement and adjacent
segment acceleration response were statistically signifi-
cant (repeated measures ANOVA, p < 0.001). When
the mechanical excitation force was kept constant, the
100 and 200 ms duration mechanical stimulus protocols
resulted in significantly greater (4.83-fold and 4.80-fold,
respectively, repeated measures ANOVA, p < 0.001)
peak–peak L3 PA displacements in comparison to the
10 ms pulse protocol (Fig. 4a). However, the 10 ms pulse
duration resulted in significantly greater (19% and 16%,
respectively, repeated measures ANOVA, p < 0.05)
amplitude vertebral motion responses (PA peak–peak
acceleration) in the adjacent L2 vertebral segments
in comparison to the 100 ms and 200 ms pulse dura-
tion SMT protocols (Fig. 4b). Vertebral acceleration
responses were consistently greater for the L2 vertebral
segment, which was adjacent to the mechanical excita-
tion segmental contact point (L3). Intersegmental accel-
eration responses are summarized in Fig. 5, wherein
there was a significant (repeated measures ANOVA,
p < 0.05), linear increase in intersegmental motion
associated with increasing mechanical excitation force

(Fig. 5a). Pulse duration did not have a statistically sig-
nificant effect on intersegmental acceleration (Fig. 5b).


Combining the results from the 20, 40, 60, and 80 N
mechanical stimulation thrusts (five trials each), the
adjacent segment (L2) PA acceleration response was
linearly correlated to the L3 displacement response:
displacement (mm) = 0.30 * Acceleration (m/s2) + 3.65
(R2 = 0.61, p < 0.001).


4.2. nEMG responses


Multifidus muscle nEMG responses were observed
for all mechanical excitation protocols (at least one
trial). In some cases, however, mechanical excitation
elicited muscle inhibition (refer to Fig. 2). Pulse duration
at the 80 N thrust force did not influence the percentage
of lower amplitude (1.5· baseline) nEMG responses, but
a greater percentage of higher amplitude (2.0·, 2.5·
baseline) nEMG responses were observed for the
100 ms and 200 ms duration protocols (Fig. 6). The
magnitude and percentage of positive EMG responses
increased with increasing force magnitude for both low
amplitude and high amplitude nEMG responses.

5. Discussion


Administration of mechanical stimuli to the spine is
standard practice in the fields of orthopaedics, physical
therapy, and chiropractic. In this study, larger mag-
nitude mechanical excitation forces applied to the L3
spinous process resulted in significantly greater L3 verte-
bral displacements and adjacent segment accelerations.
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Fig. 3. (a) Actuator displacement response during constant pulse duration (100 ms), variable force mechanical excitation at L3. (*) Statistically
significant from 20 N load amplitude; (**) statistically significant from 20 N and 40 N load amplitude; (***) statistically significant from 20 N, 40 N
and 60 N load amplitude (repeated measures ANOVA). (b) L1, L2 vertebral acceleration response during constant pulse duration (100 ms), variable
force mechanical excitation at L3. (*) Statistically significant from 20 N load amplitude (L1 and L2 acceleration); (**) statistically significant from
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acceleration) (repeated measures ANOVA).
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With constant force magnitude, however, shorter or fas-
ter pulse duration mechanical stimulation (10 ms thrust)
was found to produce larger adjacent segment vertebral
motions at L1 and L2, in comparison to longer pulse
duration thrusts (100 or 200 ms). These findings are con-
sistent with impulsive-type SMTs where the abrupt
change in velocity causes the spine to vibrate freely fol-
lowing the SMT (Keller et al., 2002). Similar findings of
adjacent vertebral motion in response to mechanical
force manually assisted SMTs have also been reported
in human subjects in vivo (Nathan and Keller, 1994).


Using a custom mechanical actuator to apply SMT-
like forces to the ovine spine, we found that L3 vertebral
displacement increased linearly with increasing force.

This indicates that the applied loads were in the linear
region of the load–deformation curve. The non-linear,
load–deformation characteristics of the ovine spine,
however, would be expected to result in variations in
the measured PA displacement. Hence, the application
of lower or higher force magnitudes may have resulted
in a non-linear force–displacement responses as reported
elsewhere (Lee et al., 1997; Latimer et al., 1998). We
also found that shorter pulse durations (faster) SMTs
produced larger adjacent segment vertebral motions in
comparison to longer pulse duration SMTs, which is
consistent with previous in vivo studies in human sub-
jects (Nathan and Keller, 1994; Colloca et al., 2004;
Keller et al., 2003). Short duration (less than 25 ms)
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instrument adjusting SMTs are known to produce an
abrupt change in velocity, which causes the spine to
vibrate freely (Keller et al., 2002). For heavily damped
structures such as the ovine and human spine, however,
the vibration response dissipates within 150 ms. Given
the putative effects of impulsive-type chiropractic adjust-
ment procedures (Wood et al., 2001; Gemmell and
Jacobson, 1995; Yurkiw and Mior, 1996; Keller and
Colloca, 2000), the enhanced segmental and inter-
segmental vibration response observed in this study
may represent one mechanism by which impulsive-type
SMTs produce clinically relevant results.


Measurement of bone movement using intraosseous
pins equipped with accelerometers (Colloca et al.,
2004; Keller et al., 2003; Nathan and Keller, 1994)
and other invasive motion measurement devices

(Kaigle et al., 1997; Kaigle et al., 1992) has been
previously shown to be a precise measure of spine
segmental and intersegmental motion. However, such
invasive procedures currently have limited clinical util-
ity. Of fundamental importance, however, was our
finding that mechanical excitation externally applied
at the segmental contact point (L3) significantly
correlated to the adjacent segment acceleration trans-
fer (L2–L1) data obtained from the accelerometers
mounted to rigidly affixed interosseous pins. The abil-
ity to non-invasively characterize spinal biomechanics
is a novel finding that has implications for the devel-
opment of objective quantitative biomechanical spinal
assessments.


In the current study SMT loads were applied directly
to the spinous processes and not to the overlying skin as
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Fig. 5. (a) L2–L1 intersegmental vertebral acceleration response during constant pulse duration (100 ms), variable force mechanical excitation at L3.
(*) statistically significant from 20 N load amplitude; (**) statistically significant from 20 N and 40 N load amplitude; (***) statistically significant
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with clinically applied SMT. Question may arise of
whether the viscoelastic components of the overlying
skin and fascia may attenuate the load amplitudes and
frequencies as they are transmitted. It is likely that the
10–20 N preload commonly preceding SMT in clinical
practice (Keller et al., 2002) sufficiently compresses these
tissues against the spinous process likewise to the seg-
mental contact points in the experimental design of the
current study. Future work should quantify our experi-
mental variables among direct spinous process contacts
and those applied to the skin overlying the spinous
process to clarify any subsequent differences in spinal
motion and neurophysiological responses to SMT that
may exist.

Each of the mechanical force–time profiles examined
in the current study were found to elicit positive nEMG
responses. Larger force magnitudes and pulse durations,
however, were necessary to elicit larger amplitude ratio
nEMG thresholds (2.0· and 2.5· baseline). These find-
ings support the findings of Herzog et al. (1999) and
Symons et al. (2000) whose data indicated that larger
force magnitude SMTs elicited larger numbers of neuro-
muscular responses. Noteworthy was our finding that
mechanical excitation evoked an inhibitory response in
a number of cases which may represent an unloading
reflex previously described in the literature (Reeves
et al., 2005). The unloading reflex is a common occur-
rence in everyday activities where during sudden unload-
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ing, agonist muscles experience a brief period of inhibi-
tion, while concurrently, antagonist muscles activation
levels are increased. This neuromuscular activation pat-
tern minimizes the perturbation by altering the net joint
torque (Reeves et al., 2005). While the neural pathways
for neuromuscular control of the trunk are not clearly
understood, a number of receptors have been found to
provide feedback to respond to an unloading pertur-
bation, including muscle spindles, and Types I–III
receptors (Kang et al., 2002; Pickar and McLain, 1995;
Pickar and Wheeler, 2001; Sung et al., 2005; Solomonow
and Krogsgaard, 2002; Stubbs et al., 1998). Convergent
afferent input from various receptors in the IVD, spinal
ligaments and paraspinal musculature most likely con-
tributes to the neuromuscular response observed during
loading that was observed in the current study. Just how
force–time profiles of SMT modulate such neuromuscu-
lar responses are of interest in the clinical utility of SMT
and in the development of more effective interventions
and treatment plans.

6. Conclusions


Increasing mechanical stimulus force amplitude
caused larger vertebral motions at the segmental contact
point, but shorter pulse duration mechanical stimuli
resulted in greater motions in the adjacent vertebral seg-
ments. Neuromuscular responses were modulated by
increasing force amplitude and duration. Further work
is necessary to understand the significance of these and
other neuromechanical variables in physiologic and clin-
ical outcomes associated with SMT.
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In Vivo Transient Vibration Assessment of the Normal Human Thoracolumbar Spine
Tony S. Keller, PhD,a Christopher J. Colloca, DC,b and Arlan W. Fuhr, DCc


INTRODUCTION
The spinal column combines an intricate architectural


arrangement of bone, muscle, and soft tissue to form a structure
of mechanical and physiologic significance. Not only does the
spinal column serve to protect the spinal cord, but it also trans-


mits, attenuates, and distributes the static (invariable time) and
dynamic (variable time) forces associated with daily activities.


Although the spinal column provides the structures for
load transmission and attenuation, the pathways for load
transmission and attenuation may be greatly altered during
voluntary (postural changes) and involuntary (fatigue) activ-
ities, which produces unstable and pathologic changes to the
kinematic behavior of the spinal column. Segmental insta-
bility and pathologic features of the spine are believed to
produce abnormal patterns of motion and forces that may
play a significant role in the cause of low back pain (LBP).1


The ability to quantify in vivo spine segment motion in
response to forces is thus considered to be of clinical signifi-
cance in terms of both diagnosis and treatment of spinal disor-
ders, including back pain.


Knowledge of spine segment motion patterns and forces
is of fundamental interest to understanding the postural,
time-dependent, and dynamic response of the spine, the role


ABSTRACT
Objective: The objective of this study was to


quantify the mobility characteristics (dynam-
ic stiffness and mechanical impedance) of the
normal human thoracolumbar spine with a
transient vibration analysis technique.


Design: This study is a prospective clinical
investigation to obtain normative biomechanical
data from the human male and female spine in
vivo.


Setting: Musculoskeletal research laboratory, university
setting.


Subjects: Twenty asymptomatic subjects (age range, 20-60
years) with no recent history of musculoskeletal complaints.


Main Outcome Measures: Mechanical impedance, effective stiff-
ness, and resonant frequency analyses were used to quantify the
dynamic stiffness of the thoracolumbar spine in this subject
population. Data were obtained from posteroanterior mechani-
cal thrusts delivered with an activator adjusting instrument
equipped with a load cell and accelerometer by means of a
portable computer.


Results: In response to the activator adjusting instrument
thrusts, the thoracolumbar spine typically exhibited an imped-
ance minimum at frequencies ranging between 30 and 50 Hz.
The maximum posteroanterior impedance and corresponding
maximum effective stiffness of the thoracolumbar spine and
sacrum was roughly 2 to 8 times greater than the magnitude of


the impedance minimum. Statistically sig-
nificant differences in mobility between
male and female subjects were noted, par-
ticularly for frequencies corresponding to
the maximum mobility (40 Hz) and mini-
mum mobility (10-20 Hz, 70-80 Hz). For


most subjects (both male and female), the
lumbar region exhibited a higher impedance


and stiffness (less mobility) when compared
with the thoracic region.


Conclusions: The posteroanterior mechanical behavior
of the human thoracolumbar spine was found to be sensitive to
mechanical stimulus frequency and showed significant region-
specific and gender differences. In the frequency range of 30 to
50 Hz, the lumbar spine of this subject population is the least
stiff and therefore has the greatest mobility. From a biomechan-
ical point-of-view, the results of this study indicate that dynamic
spinal manipulative therapy procedures will produce more
spinal motion for a given force, particularly when the pos-
teroanterior manipulative thrust is delivered in frequency ranges
at or near the resonant frequency. In this regard, spinal manipu-
lative therapy procedures designed to target the resonant fre-
quency of the spine require less force application. Both magni-
tude and frequency content of manual and mechanical thrusting
manipulations may be critical elements for therapeutic out-
come. (J Manipulative Physiol Ther 2000;23:521-30)
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of spinal implants in mechanical load sharing, and the
response of the spine to externally applied forces (such as
chiropractic spinal manipulation). Although chiropractic
treatments are generally considered to be therapeutic, little is
understood about the source of the positive treatment effects
that are associated with manipulation and mobilization thera-
py.2-5 Possible therapeutic mechanisms that have been postu-
lated include realignment of vertebral bodies, mobilization of
spinal joints, relaxation of back musculature through reflex
pathways, production of a respiratory burst, cavitation that
causes a temporary increase in joint space, release of inflam-
matory agents within the body, and coactivation of mechani-
cally sensitive somatic afferents.6-10


To understand the biomechanical consequences of spinal
manipulative therapy (SMT) more fully, therefore, a number
of chiropractic researchers are focusing on quantifying the
applied forces that are associated with spinal manipulation
and the mechanical response of the spine to these
forces.2,5,11,12 In commonly used clinical procedures such as
posteroanterior spinal manipulation, spinal stiffness or the
load/displacement response is often of interest. Although
only preliminary studies have appeared that have investigat-
ed the relationship between pain and posteroanterior stiff-
ness13,14 and the effect of treatment on spinal stiffness, a
common recommendation is that a clinician take note of the
stiffness15 felt during mobilization palpation procedures.8,16-18


In principle, an unstable segment should exhibit increased
displacement or decreased stiffness, and a stiffened seg-
ment should exhibit decreased displacement, compared
with adjacent segments.19 The displacement of the vertebra
and the resistance to the displacement during mobilization
therefore is potentially useful in spinal diagnosis and for the
establishment of effective treatment protocols. Although
manual tissue compliance assessments are commonly used
during mobilization or motion palpation procedures to for-
mulate clinical diagnoses and treatment regimens, most
compliance assessments are based on qualitative assessment
strategies. A number of studies have shown that clinical
judgments that are based on qualitative compliance assess-
ments are unreliable or inaccurate.20-23


Direct estimates of the dynamic in vivo force versus dis-
placement or stiffness characteristics of the spine are
exceedingly difficult because of problems associated with
obtaining precise measurements of spine segment and inter-
segment displacements during SMT.24 Efforts to quantify
the in vivo stiffness behavior of spinal segments during
manipulation and low-frequency mobilization have includ-
ed the use of surface displacement transducers,8,10,25 force
reaction methods,24 and mathematic models.26,27 The results
of these studies indicate that the normal spine exhibits a pos-
teroanterior displacement of about 2 to 10 mm per 100 N of
applied load, corresponding to a posteroanterior stiffness of
about 10 to 50 kN/m. Because the musculoskeletal struc-
tures in the spine are viscoelastic in nature, however, one
would predict that the mechanical (motion) and physiologic
(muscle activation, coactivation of mechanically sensitive
somatic afferents) response to manipulation, and mobiliza-
tion would depend on loading rate and frequency. With
regards to the latter, Herzog et al2,28-30 have shown that the
neuromuscular response of the paraspinal muscles is great-
est when thrusts are applied dynamically rather than stati-
cally. These authors further noted that neuromuscular
responses associated with SMT have not been found to
result from joint cavitation as previously hypothesized.28-30


If the spine is truly a viscoelastic structure, then increased
mobility (motion response) will occur when manipulation or
mobilization therapy is applied at certain loading rates and/or
frequencies. There is a considerable amount of literature
pertaining to the cyclic and transient vibration behavior of
the spine during axial loading,31,32 but very few experimen-
tal measurements of the frequency dependent mechanical
response of the spine to posteroanterior manipulations or
mobilizations exist in the literature. In recent years, dynamic
mechanical devices have been developed and used to more
objectively and more precisely quantify spine posteroanteri-
or forces and displacements.11,16,33-35 Using a spinal physio-
therapy simulator, Lee and Svensson36 observed that the
low-frequency posteroanterior stiffness of the lumbar-sacral
spine was about 25% to 50% greater for cyclic mobilization
at 0.5 to 1.0 Hz in comparison with mobilization at quasi-
static frequencies (0.05 Hz). Using an activator-adjusting
instrument (AAI; Activator Methods International, Ltd,
Phoenix, Ariz) that is equipped with an impedance head,11


Nathan and Keller37 determined the dynamic posteroanterior
stiffness response of the human thoracolumbar spine in 3
human subjects. Their transient vibration analysis indicated
that the stiffness of the spine varied 2-8-fold. Aside from
these few studies, however, there are no comprehensive
data concerning the frequency-dependent posteroanterior
mechanical response of human spine.


Given the aforementioned frequency dependency that is
associated with the physiologic and mechanical response of
the spine, a more precise understanding of the normal
dynamic posteroanterior mechanical behavior of the spine is
an important first step to the understanding of the therapeu-
tic benefits derived from SMT. The objective of this study
was to quantify the dynamic posteroanterior stiffness char-


Fig 1. Schematic diagram of the transient vibration assessment
protocol used to determine the driving point impedance and effective
stiffness spectra of the human spine. IFFT, Inverse Fast Fourier
Transformation.
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acteristics of the normal human lumbar spine with the use of
a transient vibration analysis technique. We hypothesized
that the normal spine would show frequency-specific varia-
tions in mechanical stiffness.


METHODS
Twenty asymptomatic subjects were recruited to participate


in this study. Subjects were excluded if they reported having
disabling musculoskeletal pain in the past year or had con-
sulted a health care professional previously for spine-related
complaints, including back, neck, or related extremity pain.
Subject recruitment and testing followed the human subjects
committee institutional review board guidelines of a public
university. Subjects ranged in age from 20 to 60 years and
were uniformly stratified in terms of gender (10 male, 10
female) and age (Table 1).


An AAI was used to deliver posteroanterior thrusts to the
spinous processes (L1-L5) of each subject. Posteroanterior
thrusts were applied directly over the spinous processes,
with the subjects lying prone on a padded table. The AAI I
device delivers a very short duration (<5 msec) force-time
profile to the spine that is characterized by a very high load-
ing rate (approximately 250 kN/sec), haversine-like force-
time pulse. This force-time profile results in a peak force of
about 140 N and is associated with a relatively uniform load
amplitude versus frequency spectrum.11 A uniform load-fre-
quency spectrum is a desirable feature for transient vibration
analyses because this will impart an equal amount of load-
signal intensity over the frequency range of interest.11


To quantify the input force and motion response of the
spine, the AAI was equipped with an impedance head, com-
prised of a load cell and an accelerometer. The load cell and
accelerometer measure the input force and acceleration
response characteristics, respectively, of the spine at a
common point. The impedance head consisted of a 2200 N
quartz force ring (PCB model 201A03; PCB Piezotronics,
Buffalo, NY) and a miniature 5000-g quartz accelerometer
(PCB model 305A04; PCB Piezotronics) attached to an
aluminum housing that is fixed to the end of the stylus. The
force ring is light weight (14 g) and has a load resolution of
0.04 N, a resonant frequency of 70 kHz, and a low-frequency
response of 0.0003 Hz. The accelerometer is light weight
(4.5 g) and has an acceleration resolution of 1 g, a resonant
frequency of 60 kHz, and a low-frequency response of 0.25
Hz. Consequently, the useful frequency range of the load
and acceleration transducers is above (0.25 Hz) and below
resonance (60 kHz). The force ring and accelerometer are


powered by conventional charge amplifiers. The total weight
of the impedance head assembly is less than 50 g.


Five repeated transient thrusts were delivered in the
posteroanterior direction to 4 thoracic spinous processes
(T7, T9, T11, T12) and 5 lumbar spinous processes (L1-
L5). Thrusts were always applied at the end of the expira-
tion of breath. The force and acceleration signals were
sampled at 50 kHz (20 µs/sample), with a 12-bit analog-
to-digital converter connected to a computer (Macintosh;
Apple Computers, Inc, Cupertino, Calif). The 8192 sam-
ples were collected over a 163.8-msec time interval. The
effects of any direct current offset in the force and accel-
eration signals were removed by applying the Fast
Fourier Transformation (FFT) to each signal, setting the
DC term to zero, and applying the inverse FFT. The
acceleration-time signal was integrated with the use of
Simpson’s rule to derive the thrust response velocity. A
force window (50 msec, 2500-samples wide) was then
applied to the zeroed force-time signal. An FFT was then
applied to the force and velocity signals, and the pos-
teroanterior impedance was calculated at each discrete
frequency, as the ratio of FFT(force)/FFT(velocity). Because
the velocity response is measured at the point of force
application, the derived frequency response function (imped-
ance amplitude versus frequency) is termed driving-point
impedance. A custom LabView (National Instruments,
Austin, Tex) program was used to process and analyze the
force/velocity versus frequency data. This analytic proce-
dure is summarized in Fig 1 and is described in more
detail in a previously published validation study.11


Ensemble-averaged impedance and phase plots were
derived from the 5 transient vibration-response measure-
ments that were obtained at each spinal level. Note that
the data conversion procedure that was used resulted in a
frequency resolution of approximately 6 Hz (50,000
Hz/8192 samples). Three mechanical impedance parame-
ters were identified from each impedance versus frequen-
cy curve: (1) first peak (peak1), (2) first minimum (min1
or max mobility), and (3) second peak (peak2); together
with the frequency (f) at which each occurred (Fig 2). The
impedance frequency peaks (peak1, peak2) and valley
(min1) were easily identified from the impedance versus
frequency curves and were always associated with a rapid
change in phase angle. On the basis of the impedance ver-
sus frequency-response curves, the posteroanterior effec-
tive dynamic stiffness was calculated as the impedance (Z,
Ns/m) × the circular frequency (ω = 2πf). The effective
dynamic stiffness has units of N/m because the circular
frequency has units of radians/second, where a radian is a
dimensionless quantity.


Descriptive statistics were performed on all of the fre-
quency-response data and a 1-way analysis of variance
(ANOVA) was used to determine across-group differences
in posteroanterior mechanical impedance, effective dynam-
ic stiffness, and frequency. A paired-observations t-test (POTT)
was used to assess within subject region-specific differ-
ences.


Table 1. Summary of the normal subject demographic data


Subjects Mean age Mean Mean
Group (n) (y) weight (kg) height (cm)


Younger female 5 23.8 57 166
Younger male 5 26.8 81 178
Older female 5 56.4 66 167
Older male 5 57.7 79 181
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RESULTS
In response to the AAI thrusts, the thoracolumbar spine


typically exhibited an impedance minimum at frequencies
that ranged between 30 and 50 Hz (min1, Fig 2). In this fre-
quency range, the lumbar spine is the least stiff and therefore
has the greatest potential mobility. Henceforth, mobility will
be used to refer to impedance and stiffness collectively. The
maximum posteroanterior impedance and corresponding
maximum effective stiffness of the lumbar spine and sacrum
occurred at frequencies between 10 and 20 Hz (peak1, Fig 2)
and between 70 and 80 Hz (peak2, Fig 2). The maximum
posteroanterior impedance was approximately 2 to 8 times
greater than the magnitude of the impedance minimum (50-
110 Ns/m). This indicates that the spine is 2 to 8 times stiffer
for frequencies that correspond to the impedance maximum
in comparison with the impedance minimum. Min1 mobility
was significantly lower (ANOVA, P < .001) than peak1 and
peak2 mobility values.


Fig 3 illustrates the maximum (peak2) impedance obtained
for 5 of the female and 5 of the male subjects. The maximum


posteroanterior impedance of the thoracolumbar spine
ranged from 200 to 800 Ns/m for levels T7-S2. Most sub-
jects (both male and female) exhibited a bimodal mechani-
cal impedance distribution; namely, higher posteroanterior
impedance was noted at T11/T12 and L3/L4 when compared
with other levels. For the 5 repeated thrusts at each level, the
percent coefficient of variation (100 × SD) in the mechanical
impedance data ranged from 20% to 25%. Results obtained
for the 4 thoracic levels and for the 5 lumbar levels were
combined for the group comparisons (male vs female; tho-
racic vs lumbar).


In both the thoracic and the lumbar regions, the male
subjects tended to be stiffer (higher impedance for a given
frequency) than the female subjects at the first, lowest
frequency peak (peak1, Fig 4) but were less stiff at the
second, higher frequency peak (peak2, Fig 4). Statistically
significant differences (ANOVA, P < .05) in mobility
between male and female subjects were noted, particular-
ly for frequencies that corresponded to the maximum
mobility (min1 = approximately 40 Hz) and minimum


Table 2. Summary of resonant frequency, mechanical impedance
(force/velocity), and effective stiffness (impedance × circular
frequency) test results obtained on 20 normal subjects


Resonant Effective
frequency Impedance stiffness


Group (Hz) (Ns/m) (kN/m)


Younger female (n = 5) 39 ± 4 75 ± 20 18 ± 5
Younger male (n = 5) 41 ± 5 68 ± 12 18 ± 4
Older female (n = 5) 39 ± 7 83 ± 35 21 ± 11
Older male (n = 5) 38 ± 5 87 ± 29 21 ± 9


Min1 (see Fig 2) mean values ± SD of the combined lumbar levels.


Fig 2. A, Typical driving point impedance (Z, Ns/m) versus frequen-
cy (Hz) response curve (log-log scale) obtained for posteroanterior
thrusts applied to the spine. Three parameters were identified from
each impedance curve: (1) peak1, (2) min1, and (3) peak2. The
parameter min1 represents the frequency for which the spine has
the greatest mobility (least stiffness). Peak1 and peak2 are repre-
sentative of frequencies for which the spine has the least mobility
(greatest stiffness). Note that there is a large variation (approxi-
mately 8-fold) in impedance over the frequency range examined.
B, Corresponding phase versus frequency response curve. Rapid
changes in phase were closely associated with the impedance max-
imum and minimum and were used to verify that the impedance
curve parameters (peak1, min1, and peak2) were correctly identi-
fied by the LabView program that was used to analyze the imped-
ance response curves. Note that both impedance and phase are
plotted by semilogarithmic scales.


Fig 3. Region-specific variations in the impedance (peak2, Fig 2)
obtained for 5 of the female subjects and for 5 of the male subjects.


A


B
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mobility (peak2 = approximately 75 Hz). Female subjects
exhibited greater min1 stiffness (range, 21-42 kN/m) and
consequently had lower mobility at all levels in compari-
son with the male subjects (range, 16-23 kN/m). Female
subjects also had significantly higher peak2 stiffness and
impedance values in comparison with the male subjects.


As a group (both male and female subjects), the lumbar
region exhibited a significantly (POTT, P < .05) higher min1
and peak2 impedance and stiffness when compared with the
thoracic region. No significant differences in peak1 imped-
ance and stiffness were found between the thoracic and lum-
bar levels, but the thoracic region was significantly (POTT,
P < .05) more mobile than the lumbar region at the lowest
frequency examined (6 Hz). Older male and female subjects
tended to have decreased spinal mobility in comparison with
their younger counterparts, but the differences were not sta-
tistically significant. Table 2 summarizes the lumbar spine
min1 impedance and effective stiffness for the subjects
grouped by both age and sex.


DISCUSSION
As with previous biomechanical studies of the vibrational


behavior of biologic tissues,11,38 the basic premise underly-
ing this work is the notion that the intrinsic mechanical
behavior of the human spine can be determined by the quan-
tification of the frequency-dependent motion response of
various portions of the spine to a known force input. In this
regard, identification of the frequency of maximum mobility
(natural or resonant frequency) of the spine is considered
particularly important, because lower forces can be used to


excite a mechanical structure when applied at its natural fre-
quency.11,38 In the case of the normal human spine that is
subjected to posteroanterior mechanical thrusts, we found
that the motion response was greatest when excited at
approximately 40 Hz.


In this study, a transient vibration analysis of posteroante-
rior mechanical thrusts delivered to the human spine with
the AAI were used to identify several important frequency-
dependent parameters of the normal thoracolumbar spine.
Most notably, we found that the normal thoracolumbar
spine is significantly less stiff or more mobile at frequencies
at or near the natural frequency or resonance frequency
(approximately 40 Hz). Others have also reported that the
posteroanterior stiffness of the thoracolumbosacral spine
was dependent on frequency,16,36 but these studies have
described dynamic mechanical responses over a very limit-
ed frequency range (typically less than 2 Hz). The current
study examined the frequency-dependent stiffness response
of the spine over a relatively broad frequency range (results
were presented for 6 to 200 Hz). Our results indicate that
there is up to an 8-fold variation in the stiffness of the nor-
mal male and female spine over this frequency range, for
which there is a sharp stiffness valley at resonance. From a
biomechanical point-of-view, this indicates that dynamic
SMT procedures will produce more motion for a given force
input when a significant amount of energy is delivered in
frequency ranges at or near the resonant frequency.


For most subjects (both male and female) the lumbar
region of the spine exhibited a significantly higher dynamic
impedance and stiffness (min1 and peak2) when compared


Fig 4. Differences in spinal impedance (left column), frequency (middle column) and stiffness (right column) for the combined thoracic
and lumbar levels of the male (M) and female (F) subjects. Rows correspond to peak1, min1, and peak2 regions of the impedance curves
(see Fig 2 for peak1, min1 and peak2 definitions). Statistical significance (ANOVA, P < .05) between male and female groups is indicated
by the asterisks (*).
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with the thoracic region. Others report that the thoracic spine
is stiffer than the lumbar spine and attribute the increased
thoracic stiffness to the rib cage and sternum.16 Such studies,
however, have been restricted to the examination of the low-
frequency or quasistatic stiffness characteristics of the spine,
whereas the current study considered the dynamic stiffness
response at much higher frequencies (≥6 Hz). Other anatom-
ic characteristics may also influence the posteroanterior
mechanical response of the spine. In this study, we observed
that a number of subjects showed increased stiffness
(increased peak2 impedance) at the T11/T12 and at the
L3/L4 levels of the spine. In addition to the aforementioned
influence of the rib cage and sternum, another possible expla-
nation for the increased stiffness at T11/T12 may be the fact
that the spinous processes of T11 and T12 are oriented more
posterioanteriorly than the superior thoracic spinous process-
es. Hence, posteroanterior thrusts delivered at T11 and T12
were more directly aligned with the long axis of the spinous
processes than thrusts applied at more cephalad levels of the
thoracic spine. Posteroanterior thrusts at T7 and T9 would
tend to produce more sagittal plane rotation in comparison
with posteroanterior thrusts at T11 and T12. With regards to
the increased peak2 stiffness observed at L3/L4, a possible
explanation may be the fact that the apex of the lordotic
curve in most individuals is at L3/L4. Clearly, the line of
drive or force vector of the thrusts, the consistency of the
line of drive of thrusts between patients, the degree of lordo-
sis, and other patient-specific anatomic features will have an
influence on the transient vibration-analysis measurements.


When we examined the frequency dependency of the tho-
racolumbar spine, we found that the relative stiffness of dif-
ferent regions of the spine varied with the stimulus frequen-
cy. Indeed, although the peak2 (highest frequency peak) and
min1 (resonance valley) stiffness values were greater in the
lumbar region in comparison with the thoracic region, there
were no differences in peak1 stiffness (lower frequency
peak) for the thoracic and lumbar regions of the spine. At the
lowest frequencies examined (6 Hz), the thoracic region
exhibited a significantly higher stiffness in comparison with
the lumbar region. Our findings indicate therefore that the
dynamic stiffness characteristics of the spine and different
anatomic regions of the spine have a much more complex
dependency on vibration frequency than previously recog-
nized.


The dynamic posteroanterior frequency-dependent stiffness
behavior of the human spine reflects the fact that the spine is
a viscoelastic structure, albeit generally more elastic than
viscous. Different structures (ligaments, cartilage, bone,
tendons, muscle) will exhibit varying degrees of frequency-
dependent viscoelastic behavior. Consequently, the overall
structural/vibration response of the spine is modulated by
both the architecture or the structural organization of com-
ponent tissues and the load sharing provided by adjacent
structures (eg, rib cage, sternum, pelvis). When such factors
are combined with other considerations (such as spinal
curvature), the net effect is a complex structure-frequency–
dependent mechanical behavior. It is not surprising therefore


that the viscoelastic mechanical characteristics of the spine
will also be influenced by the direction of the applied load.
Transient vibration analysis studies conducted on human
subjects who were subjected to axial loads indicate that the
resonant frequency of the spine is approximately 4 to 6 Hz,31


which is appreciably lower than the resonant frequency
observed for posteroanterior thrusts that were applied to the
spine of human subjects lying prone. In general, stiffer struc-
tures have higher resonant frequencies (natural frequency) in
comparison with less stiff structures. Since the spine is con-
siderably stiffer axially, differences between axial and trans-
verse (posteroanterior) vibration responses may reflect the
fact that the loads were applied transversely or in the pos-
teroanterior direction. On the other hand, the motion ampli-
fication effect that occurs at resonance appears to be similar
for both axial and transverse loading modes. Namely, at res-
onance there is a 6- to 10-dB (2- to 3-fold) amplification of
the mechanical stimulus along the axial spine,31 which is
consistent with the 2- to 8-fold motion amplification
observed for mechanical stimulation directed along the pos-
teroanterior direction as reported in the present study.


In addition to loading direction influences on posteroante-
rior spine stiffness (dynamic or static), the posteroanterior
stiffness of the spine is dependent on the applied load mag-
nitude. This occurs because the human spine and other biolog-
ic structures exhibit a “bi-phasic” load-deformation behavior.
A bi-phasic load-deformation curve is characterized by a
nonlinear “toe” region with low stiffness at low loads (large
displacements for a small change in load), followed by a lin-
ear or “elastic” region characterized by higher stiffness
(small displacements for a large change in load). The toe
region is usually termed the physiologic range in which the
tissue normally functions, whereas the elastic region is rep-
resentative of the reserve strength of the tissue.39 From a
chiropractic point-of-view, the physiologic range is analogous
to the active range of motion. The nonlinear, biphasic
load–deformation nature of the spine indicates that the
posteroanterior stiffness of the spine will change considerably,
depending on the load magnitude of the thrust. The mechan-
ical instrument used in this study (AAI) produced peak
forces to approximately 140 N, which is less than 10% of the
failure load of the human spine subjected to posteroanterior
3-point bending.40 In this context, the AAI thrust forces
applied in this study lie in the physiologic range, and the
transient vibration analysis results are only applicable to
loading within this range. We are currently conducting tran-
sient vibration experiments using an AAI device that is
equipped with a preload frame that produces peak forces to
approximately 190 N. This load range is probably closer to
the elastic region of the load-deformation curve, wherein the
spine will be considerably more stiff. Using this device, we
expect to find higher dynamic stiffness values for a given
frequency.


Soft tissues overlying the spinous processes and muscle
and ligamentous structures will also have an influence on the
results of the transient vibration analysis. At the present time
the precise influence of these tissues are unknown. In gener-
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al, skin and soft tissue overlying the spinous process will
dampen the vibration response. Namely, the relative differ-
ence between the peak1/peak2 and min1 posteroanterior
stiffness values (so-called motion amplification response)
will be reduced. In the case of subjects who have prominent
bony spinous processes, the influence of the overlying skin
and fat on motion amplification are probably minimal, par-
ticularly because a preload is applied, which compresses the
skin and fat tissues during the AAI thrusts. None of the sub-
jects who were examined were excessively overweight or
obese. Thus, a relatively solid contact between the AAI rub-
ber tip and the spinous process was obtained in all subjects.
In the case of subjects who have a considerable amount of
overlying skin and fat, however, the damping effect on motion
amplification could be appreciable. Changes in active stabiliz-
ing structures (such as muscles [tone]) and passive stabiliz-
ing structures (such as ligaments [tension]) could alter the
posteroanterior stiffness of the spine appreciably, which in
turn may shift the natural frequency of the spine to higher or
lower frequencies, depending on the nature of the changes. A
“stiffened” spine that results from increased muscle tone or
ligament tension would exhibit a shift in the natural fre-
quency to higher frequencies and vice versa. In this study,
the transient vibration tests were performed on expiration
with the subjects lying in a prone-neutral posture to control
the effects of posture, respiration, muscle tone, and ligament
tension on the transient vibration analysis results.


In this study, the impedance analysis frequency resolution
was 6 Hz; thus our posteroanterior dynamic stiffness assess-
ment was limited to vibration frequencies of 6 Hz and high-
er. Additional work is needed to more fully characterize the
frequency response of the spine to posteroanterior loading.
In particular, we would like to extend our transient vibration
analysis to include lower frequency components. Because of
the extremely short duration force-time characteristics of the
AAI (force pulse, <10 msec), accurate representation of the
force input and acceleration response of the spine requires
data collection at rates of 10,000 samples/second (100
µs/sample) or higher. The frequency resolution of the imped-
ance assessment presented in this study, however, can be
improved to 3 Hz by increasing the number of data points
collected by a factor of 2. A 1-Hz resolution or better can be
realized by collecting 50,000 data points or more, but this
also demands significantly more disk storage and data
processing requirements.


We also focused our assessment on posteroanterior forces
directed to the spinous processes. Posteroanterior thrusts are
routinely applied over the transverse processes of the spine,
so assessment of the dynamic stiffness response associated
with this type of loading should also be of fundamental
interest to the chiropractic clinician. Work is currently ongo-
ing to characterize the posteroanterior response associated
with the application of dynamic SMT forces over both the
spinous and transverse processes of normal and sympto-
matic subjects.


Biomechanics researchers have long been seeking methods
to assess the mechanical behavior of biologic systems in an


effort to understand and quantify age-related processes
(such as osteoporosis). For example, to directly study the
age-related mechanical behavior of long bones in the appen-
dicular and axial skeleton, some authors have reported in
vitro and in vivo vibration assessment methods to determine
resonant frequencies,31,41-51 vibration modes,46 and mechan-
ical impedance.11,37,47,48 Results obtained from analyses of
modal and resonant frequency, however, require a priori
knowledge of the tissue mass and are best suited for in vitro
and in situ studies. On the other hand, results based on the
determination of frequency response functions (such as
mechanical impedance) provide a direct estimate of in vivo
tissue mechanical parameters.38,49 When frequency response
function is performed based on assessments of the dynamic
mechanical behavior of biologic structures, including the
spine, discrete frequencies (sinusoidal oscillations at fixed
frequencies) can be and are routinely used. Experiments
conducted in this manner, however, are much more time and
labor intensive because the mechanical response must be
measured at each frequency. One of the key advantages of
the transient vibration analysis in this study is the fact that
the entire frequency-spectrum of interest can be obtained
rapidly and efficiently with the use of a single input stimulus
or thrust.


We believe that the dynamic stiffness assessment may
have a number of potentially significant clinical ramifications.
Frequency response parameters (such as mechanical imped-
ance and effective stiffness) together with the identification
of the resonant frequencies associated with the vibration
could be used to provide important information concerning
the mechanical status of the normal and pathologic spine.
For example, when the spine is dynamically loaded along
the posteroanterior direction, a lower mechanical impedance
value at a given frequency implies that the intervertebral
joints are easier to excite and are capable of greater mobility
and storage of larger amounts of energy. On the basis of the
results of transient vibration analyses, clinicians could pre-
scribe dynamic SMT that maximizes the mechanical
response and at the same time minimizes the magnitude of
the force delivery to the spine. Indeed, by first probing the
spine with a short-duration force thrust and recording the
vibration response, it may be possible to selectively adjust or
tune the frequency of the mobilization therapy used for a
given patient or spinal level. In terms of mechanical factors
involved in mobilizing the spine, the results of our study
indicate that the normal human lumbar spine has a maximum
potential for posteroanterior motion when mechanically
stimulated at a frequency of approximately 40 Hz.


A detailed description of the dynamic mechanical status
of the spine may also be useful for the identification of the
location and precise quantification of the severity of spinal
abnormalities. Preliminary results obtained for subjects with
known spinal pathologic features37 and patients who were
treated for back pain13 are encouraging in this regard. Addi-
tional research is needed to establish a normative database
that includes standardized dynamic biomechanical data for
various subject demographic and anthropomorphic factors,
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including age, body weight, sex, and other attributes such as
handedness and adiposity. Once the normal posteroanterior
mechanical frequency dependency has been more fully char-
acterized, changes in the frequency response spectrum may
ultimately be used to identify specific underlying tissue dis-
ease.


An important issue that has long been of central importance
to chiropractic is the source of the positive treatment effects
associated with manipulation and mobilization therapy.
Manipulation and mobilization therapies produce force-time
histories that can range from relatively static to extremely
dynamic. It appears that the frequency content associated
with mechanical stimulation during SMT has a direct bearing
on the subsequent physiologic response of the body. Indeed,
there is an increasing body of scientific evidence that indicates
that the healing and remodeling response musculoskeletal
system, in general, may respond most efficiently to specific
frequency components of mechanical signals.50,51 Remodel-
ing refers to the ability of biologic soft and hard tissues to
alter their composition and structure in response to mechani-
cal and systemic stimulation.


Numerous investigators have determined that modulation
of the somatosensory system is also mediated in part by the
frequency content of the signal input.52-58 Although little
work has been performed to investigate the relationships
between frequency input and clinical relevance with the use
of SMT, studies have shown that dynamic mechanical forces
have been found to produce neuromuscular reflex responses,
as opposed to SMT forces delivered in a more static nature.
Slower rate SMT forces (1-3 sec) have not been found to
produce neuromuscular reflex responses in the back muscu-
lature, regardless of whether joint cavitations were elicit-
ed.2,28,29 Presumably, the production of associated reflex
responses depends directly on the rate of change in force and
deformation during the treatment rather than on the force or
stretch magnitude itself.9 Noteworthy in this regard is the
fact that the mechanical instrument (AAI) used in our study
is a spinal manipulative device that was specifically
designed to impart a consistent high loading rate, short
duration, multifrequency thrust but is not ordinarily associ-
ated with an audible joint cavitation.


An interesting hypothesis therefore is the notion that both
magnitude and frequency content of manual and mechanical
thrusting manipulations are critical elements in the deter-
mination of therapeutic effects. Consequently, the pos-
teroanterior vibration of the spine may be not only valuable
as a diagnostic tool but also may have intrinsic therapeutic
potential. In another context, the vibration of the spinal
column at certain frequencies may also be used as a noninva-
sive diagnostic measure of pain provocation through stim-
ulating frequency–specific nociceptive neuron popula-
tions.59-62 For successful and routine clinical use of spine
biomechanical analyses, a given method should be noninva-
sive, reproducible, inexpensive, simple to operate, and pain-
less in application. We found that the dynamic posteroanteri-
or stiffness response was consistent (less than 25% variation
for repeated thrusts) and was able to discriminate region-spe-


cific and gender-specific differences. The transient vibration
measurement and analysis procedure described here appears
to be a feasible means with which to satisfy clinical assess-
ment requirements.


CONCLUSION
In summary, the posteroanterior mechanical behavior of


the human thoracolumbar spine was found to be sensitive to
mechanical stimulus frequency and showed significant region-
specific and gender-specific differences. In a relatively small
sample of young and elder subjects, however, we found no
significant age-related differences in mobility when young
male and female subjects were compared with their older
counterparts. The latter finding most likely reflects the small
numbers of subjects who were examined. Further research is
needed to characterize age-related changes in spinal mobility
in both asymptomatic and symptomatic patient populations.
Such studies should also incorporate measures of spinal dis-
orders that include visual analog pain scales and outcome
assessment instruments to analyze the clinical utility of
dynamic posteroanterior stiffness assessments.
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CORRECTION


In the July/August issue, bar sections of the legends for Figs 3-6 in “Innervation of the Human
Costovertebral Joint: Implications for Clinical Back Pain Syndromes” (2000;23:395-403) should have
read as follows:


Fig 3. Left, bar = 0.10 mm; Right, bar = 50 µm
Fig 4. Left, bar = 0.1 mm; Right, bar = 50 µm
Fig 5. Right, bar = 20 µm
Fig 6. Right, bar = 20 µm


We apologize for the error and regret any confusion that it may have caused.
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Abstract BACKGROUND CONTEXT: Sagittal profiles of the spine have been hypothesized to influence
spinal coupling and loads on spinal tissues.
PURPOSE: To assess the relationship between thoracolumbar spine sagittal morphology and inter-
vertebral disc loads and stresses.
STUDY DESIGN: A cross-sectional study evaluating sagittal X-ray geometry and postural loading
in asymptomatic men and women.
PATIENT SAMPLE: Sixty-seven young and asymptomatic subjects (chiropractic students) formed
the study group.
OUTCOME MEASURES: Morphological data derived from radiographs (anatomic angles and
sagittal balance parameters) and biomechanical parameters (intervertebral disc loads and stresses)
derived from a postural loading model.
METHODS: An anatomically accurate, sagittal plane, upright posture, quadrilateral element model
of the anterior spinal column (C2-S1) was created by digitizing lateral full-spine X-rays of 67
human subjects (51 males, 16 females). Morphological measurements of sagittal curvature and
balance were compared with intervertebral disc loads and stresses obtained using a quadrilateral
element postural loading model.
RESULTS: In this young (mean 26.7, SD 4.8 years), asymptomatic male and female population,
the neutral posture spine was characterized by an average thoracic angle (T1-T12)��43.7� (SD
11.4�), lumbar angle (T12-S1)��63.2� (SD 10.0�), and pelvic angle��49.4� (SD 9.9�). Sagittal
curvatures exhibited relatively broad frequency distributions, with the pelvic angle showing the
least variance and the thoracic angle showing the greatest variance. Sagittal balance parameters,
C7-S1 and T1-T12, showed the best average vertical alignment (5.3 mm and �0.04 mm, respec-
tively). Anterior and posterior disc postural loads were balanced at T8-T9 and showed the greatest
difference at L5-S1. Disc compressive stresses were greatest in the mid-thoracic region of the spine,
whereas shear stresses were highest at L5-S1. Significant linear correlations (p�.001) were found
between a number of biomechanical and morphological parameters. Notably, thoracic shear stresses
and compressive stresses were correlated to T1-T12 and T4-hip axis (HA) sagittal balance, respec-
tively, but not to sagittal angles. Lumbar shear stresses and body weight (BW) normalized shear
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loads were correlated with T12-S1 balance, lumbar angle, and sacral angle. BW normalized lumbar
compressive loads were correlated with T12-S1 balance and sacral angle. BW normalized lumbar disc
shear (compressive) loads increased (decreased) significantly with decreasing lumbar lordosis.
Cervical compressive stresses and loads were correlated with all sagittal balance parameters except
S1-HA and T12-S1. A neutral spine sagittal model was constructed from the 67 subjects.
CONCLUSIONS: The analyses suggest that sagittal spine balance and curvature are important
parameters for postural load balance in healthy male and female subjects. Morphological predictors
of altered disc load outcomes were sagittal balance parameters in the thoracic spine and anatomic
angles in the lumbar spine. � 2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.


Keywords: Biomechanical modeling; Posture; Kyphosis; Spine; X-ray; Morphology

Introduction


Alterations in spinal balance and curvature are deemed
by many investigators to be implicated in the development
of a variety of spinal disorders, including acute and chronic
low back pain [1,2], disc degeneration [3–6], spondylosis
[3,7], ossification of spinal ligaments [8,9], adolescent idio-
pathic scoliosis [10,11], Scheuermann’s kyphosis [12], im-
paired ribcage expansion [13,14], early osteoarthritis and
disc degeneration [14,15], osteoporosis and vertebral com-
pression fractures [14,16], and spondylolisthesis [17]. Before
surgical or conservative rehabilitative treatment is initiated,
factors affecting the balance and curvature of the spine must
be identified and understood. This implies a need to define
a normal or “ideal” spinal morphology (balance and curva-
ture). Hence, a number of studies have focused on document-
ing the sagittal morphology of the spine [18–26].


Interactions between low back pain and spine morphology
have been reported [27–31]. In a group of 124 normal and
low back pain subjects, Harrison and associates [1] found that
several lumbar morphological measurements, including seg-
mental and total lumbar lordosis, were capable of discrimi-
nating normal subjects from acute low back pain sufferers
(hyperlordotic) and chronic low back pain sufferers (hypolor-
dotic). Harrison and associates hypothesized that the origin
of pain in the chronic group was abnormal disc loads associ-
ated with loss of lordosis. Lumbar lordosis has also been
suggested to be an anatomic [32] and mechanical necessity
for upright posture and locomotion [33,34]. The degree of
abnormal kyphotic thoracic curvatures has also been associ-
ated with a variety of clinical syndromes. Noteworthy, in-
creased thoracic kyphosis occurs with advanced aging and
is an indicator of thoracic vertebral compression fractures
leading to pain [12,13,15,16,35].


Although sagittal profiles of the thoracolumbar spine have
been hypothesized to influence spinal coupling [6,36,37]
and loads on spinal tissues [5,7,38], this has not been
documented in a systematic manner. The aims of the current
study were to 1) measure variations in spinal morphology
on standing lateral radiographs of asymptomatic subjects,
and 2) investigate the interaction between spinal column
morphology and intervertebral disc loads and stresses.

Methods


Sixty-seven human subjects (chiropractic students) par-
ticipated in this study. Subjects were young (mean age�26.7,
SD 4.8 years, n�67) and asymptomatic (mean Numerical
Rating Scale [NRS]�1.1, SD 1.1) at the time of the examina-
tion. The subjects had no prior history of back pain requiring
medical attention. The average body weight (BW) and height
of the subjects was 78.8 kg (SD 16.3, range 50 to 118) and
176 cm (SD 9.6, range 146 to 191), respectively. There were
51 male subjects (mean age�26.6, SD 5.2 years) and 17
female subjects (mean age�27.1, SD 3.4 years). In addition
to providing basic demographic data, subjects reviewed the
Institutional Review Board approved study protocol and
provided informed consent for their participation.


Segmental and global measurements of spine sagittal
curvature and balance were obtained from digitized lateral
full-spine X-rays of neutral posture, upright standing human
subjects. X-Y coordinates of the anterior-superior, posterior-
superior, anterior-inferior, and posterior-inferior corners of
each vertebral body (VB) from C2-S1 were marked using
a sonic digitizer (GP-9; GTCO CalComp, Columbia, MD).
The resolution of the sonic digitizer was 0.125 mm. Addi-
tional details of the radiographic measurement procedure
are found elsewhere [39,40].


A sagittal plane, upright posture, quadrilateral element
geometric model of the anterior spinal column (C2-S1) of
each subject was created using the digitized VB coordinate
data. From the models, several segmental and global morpho-
logical measurements of anatomic angles were obtained using
a previously reported posterior tangent technique [39–41].
The posterior tangent method of Harrison uses the posterior-
superior and posterior-inferior corners of each VB to form
tangent lines. The posterior margins of the VBs are less
subject to degenerative (osteoarthritic) changes in compari-
son to the anterior margins or end plates, which makes
anatomic angle measurements more reliable and valid in
comparison to other methods [39–41]. In this study, absolute
rotation angles (ARA) between T1-T12 (thoracic kyphosis
angle) and T12-S1 (lumbar lordosis angle) were computed
(Fig. 1). The pelvic angle, defined as the angle between
the hip axis and the posterior inferior body corner of S1,
Ferguson’s angle (FA), defined as the angle between hori-
zontal and a line through the superior S1 end plate, and
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Fig. 1. Quadrilateral element model (Subject 20) and posterior tangent spine curvature measurement technique after Harrison et al. [41]. Relative rotation angles
were measured using a tangent line along the posterior margin of vertebral body for each vertebral segment and for the thoracic spine area (ARAT1-T12). Several
sagittal balance parameters were measured, including C4-L4, C7-S1 (not shown), T1-T12, T4-S1 (not shown), T12-S1, HA-T4 (not shown), HA-T12,
HA-S1 (not shown).

several sagittal balance parameters (posterior-anterior dis-
tance between VB centroids) were also computed. Defini-
tions of each of the morphological parameters examined
in this study are summarized in Table 1. Spinal column
height, defined as the difference between the most superior
C2 VB Y-coordinate and the most inferior S1 Y-coordinate,
was also calculated.


All anatomic angle and sagittal balance measurements
were performed using Matlab (The MathWorks, Natick,
MA). Intervertebral disc (IVD) and VB centroids were com-
puted from the quadrilateral element X,Y-coordinates using
an areal analysis algorithm [42]. IVD and VB centroids were
used to construct a composite sagittal profile model of the
C2-S1 spine.


A postural loading model [16,43] was used to determine
postural loads and stresses acting on the C2-S1 intervertebral

discs. For this analysis, the quadrilateral element model ge-
ometry of each subject was used as the input to the model,
which computed postural shear and compressive loads and
stresses for each IVD segment. A local coordinate system
was defined for each segment with the shear and compression
axes oriented parallel and perpendicular, respectively, to
the line bisecting each IVD. Loads were determined at the
anterior and posterior margins of the IVD (along disc bi-
sector) and at the IVD centroid. Postural loads were based
upon the BW load above each vertebral segment with the
line of gravity (LOG) initially positioned 10 mm anterior
to the centroid of the L4 VB (refer to Fig. 1). The location
of the LOG, BW load above each segment, values for the
posterior muscle moment arms, and disc cross-sectional
areas for the C2-S1 segments were based upon previously
published data for a 70-kg, 174-cm subject [43,44], but
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Table 1
Descriptions of the standing lateral radiograph sagittal balance (alignment) and sagittal curvature (angle) parameters


Parameter Abbreviation Description


Sagittal alignment, C4-L4 C4-L4 Perpendicular distance between C4 (centroid) and L4 (centroid) plumblines (mm)
Sagittal alignment, T1-T12 T1-T12 Perpendicular distance between T1 (centroid) and T12 (centroid) plumblines (mm)
Sagittal alignment, T12-S1 T12-S1 Perpendicular distance between T12 (centroid) and S1 (posterior-superior VB corner) plumblines (mm)
Sagittal alignment, C7-HA C7-HA Perpendicular distance between C7 (centroid) and HA plumblines (mm)
Sagittal alignment, T4-HA T4-HA Perpendicular distance between T4 (centroid) and HA plumblines (mm)
Sagittal alignment, S1-HA S1-HA Perpendicular distance between S1 (posterior-superior VB corner) and hip axis (HA) plumblines (mm)
Sagittal alignment, C7-S1 C7-S1 Perpendicular distance between C7 (centroid) and S1 (posterior-superior VB corner) plumblines (mm)
Sagittal alignment, T4-S1 T4-S1 Perpendicular distance between T4 (centroid) and S1 (posterior-superior VB corner) plumblines (mm)
Thoracic kyphosis angle ARAT1-T12 Absolute rotation angle formed by posterior vertebral body tangent lines of T1 and T12 (degrees)
Lumbar lordosis angle ARAT12-S1 Absolute rotation angle formed by posterior vertebral body tangent lines of T12 and S1 (degrees)
Lumbo-sacral angle ARAL4-S1 Absolute rotation angle formed by posterior vertebral body tangent lines of L4 and S1 (degrees)
Ferguson’s sacral base angle FA Angular measurement between horizontal and a line through the superior S1 end plate (degrees)
Pelvic tilt angle PA Angular measurement between horizontal and a line from the superior acetabulum of the posterior-inferior


vertebral body of S1 (degrees)


ARA�absolute rotation angles; FA�Ferguson’s angle; HA�hip axis; PA�pelvic angle; VB�vertebral body.

scaled to the weight and height of the subjects in this study.
Only the anterior column of the spine was considered, and
ligamentous structures were not explicitly modeled. In this
static upright posture model, equilibrium is based solely
upon the balance of BW forces and posterior trunk muscles
forces (erector spinae muscle). Although the effects of trunk
muscle synergism (contribution of anterior muscles), passive
spinal tissues (ligament load sharing), and intra-abdominal
pressure are not considered, the model force predictions
show good agreement with other experimental and analytical
studies [16,43].


Average values of the IVD loads (shear and compression
loads normalized with respect to BW) and IVD stresses
(shear and compression) were computed for the following
regions: whole spine (C2-S1), cervical (C2-T1), thoracic
(T1-L1), and lumbosacral (L1-S1), resulting in a total of 16
IVD biomechanical parameters. A least-square, linear regres-
sion analysis was used to examine correlations between the
morphologic parameters (sagittal balance, anatomic angles)
and the three regional and whole spine biomechanical parame-
ters (BW normalized loads, stresses).


Statistical analyses


Frequency distributions (histograms) and distribution
characteristics (skew, kurtosis) were performed on the mor-
phological data. Morphological anatomic angle parameters
were also used to subdivide the subjects according to the
following criteria: Ferguson’s sacral base angle (FA), lumbo-
sacral angle (ARAL4-S1), and thoracic kyphosis (ARAT1-T12),
each normalized with respect to the lumbar lordosis angle
(ARAT12-S1). For each of these criteria, the subjects were par-
titioned into four groups constructed from the quartiles of the
measurements. The mean regional biomechanical parameters
for each quartile were then compared using a one-way analy-
sis of variance (ANOVA). The normality and homogeneity
of variance assumptions were met for all 48 analyses (3
morphological criteria×16 biomechanical parameters). Sta-
tistically significant ANOVAs were followed by Tukey’s

multiple comparison procedure to discern the nature of pair-
wise differences. Because a large number of ANOVAs were
performed, in order to protect against errors of incorrectly
finding differences when none exist, significant differences
identified by the ANOVA were only followed up by the
Tukey procedure when the ANOVA p value was less than
.0001.


Results


In this group of normal male and female subjects, the
average ratio of spinal column height (C2-S1) and body
height was 0.35 (range 0.30 to 0.42), indicating that in
the neutral, upright posture the spine was approximately one-
third of the body height. Considerable variation in neutral,
upright posture sagittal balance and anatomic angles was
observed among the subjects (Table 2). Posterior-anterior
variations in sagittal balance (minimum to maximum)
spanned a range from 59.5 mm (S1-HA) to 96.7 mm (T4-
S1). Frequency distributions for selected balance parameters
(C4-L4, T1-T12, and T12-S1) are shown in Figure 2. C4-
L4 balance showed a flattened (negative kurtosis), relatively
symmetric (low skew) frequency distribution, whereas the
T1-T12 balance was more peaked (low kurtosis) and more
skewed. T12-S1 balance was the most symmetric. C7-S1, T1-
T12, and T12-S1 sagittal balance parameters showed the
lowest average posterior-anterior misalignment (�5.3 mm,
�0.04 mm, and �12.1 mm, respectively), but each exhibited
a range of over 80 mm (Table 2). The hip axis (HA) sagittal
balance parameters (C7-HA, T4-HA, S1-HA) showed the
least overall variance (SD/mean). Of the anatomic angle
measures, thoracic curvature (ARAT1-T12) and lumbo-sacral
angle (ARAL4-S1) showed the highest symmetry, whereas
pelvic angle and FA exhibited the least symmetric frequency
distributions (Table 2 and Fig. 3). Thoracic kyphosis angle
(ARAT1-T12) showed the least overall variance among the
subjects (Table 2).
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Table 2
Summary of sagittal balance and anatomic angles obtained from analysis of neutral, upright standing posture radiographs. Minimum, maximum,
skew, kurtosis, and mean (standard deviation) for 67 subjects


Parameter* Minimum Maximum Skew† Kurtosis† Mean (SD)


C4-L4 (mm) �24.4 72.1 �0.11 �0.89 23.7 (23.4)
T1-T12 (mm) �57.8 �27.6 �0.46 �0.01 �0.04 (20.6)
T12-S1 (mm) �27.6 55.8 �0.03 0.29 12.1 (15.6)
C7-HA (mm) 13.5 77.9 �0.31 �0.37 35.2 (22.6)
T4-HA (mm) 16.2 115.0 �0.21 0.07 64.1 (21.1)
S1-HA (mm) �4.4 55.1 �0.54 0.41 29.8 (11.9)
C7-S1 (mm) �42.8 46.3 �0.39 �0.67 5.3 (23.2)
T4-S1 (mm) �15.0 81.7 �0.43 0.25 34.3 (19.5)
ARAT1-T12 (degrees) 16.3 71.5 �0.06 �0.15 43.7 (11.4)
ARAT12-S1 (degrees) �97.4 �41.1 �0.31 �0.06 �67.4 (12.6)
ARALA-S1 (degrees) �69.9 �24.0 0.20 0.39 �48.1 (9.8)
FA (degrees) 32.4 58.8 0.40 �0.24 44.1 (5.7)
PA (degrees) 33.7 83.7 0.97 1.31 49.4 (9.9)


* See Table 1 and Figure 1 for abbreviations and descriptions of measurements using Harrison posterior tangent (angles) and plumbline techniques
(horizontal translation, mm). Sagittal balance parameters C4-L4, T1-T12, T12-S1, C7-HA, T4-HA, S1-HA, C7-S1, and T4-S1 are the perpendicular
distances from the respective quadrilateral element VB centroids.


† Skewness and kurtosis indicate distribution asymmetry and flatness, respectively.

The postural loading model indicated that anterior and
posterior IVD loads were balanced at T8-T9 and showed the
greatest difference at L5-S1 (Fig. 4). The pattern of IVD
postural stresses (compression, shear) mirrored the sagittal

curvatures of the spine and showed less overall variation
(2.3 fold, 1.8 fold) than the corresponding postural loads.
The average compressive postural loads acting on the IVD
centroid ranged from 13.8% of BW (C2-C3) to 94.3% BW

Fig. 2. Morphological analysis results for neutral posture sagittal balance. Histograms for C4-L4, T1-T12, and T12-S1 sagittal alignment are illustrated.
Each bar represents the number of data points between the current bin number and the adjoining higher bin.
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Fig. 3. Morphological analysis results for neutral posture sagittal profile. Histograms for ARAT1-T12, ARAT12-S1, ARAL4-S1, and Ferguson’s angle (FA)
curvatures are illustrated. Each bar represents the number of data points between the current bin number and the adjoining higher bin.

(T11-T12). Mean IVD compressive loads (% BW) for the
cervical (C2-T1), thoracic (T1-L1), and lumbar (L1-S1)
regions were 15.2% (SD 5.0), 61.9% (SD 6.8), and 65.1%
(SD 2.0), respectively. Compressive stresses were highest
in the mid-thoracic region of the spine, whereas shear
stresses were lowest at T6-T7 and highest at L5-S1 (Fig. 5).

Significant (p�.001) linear correlations (r�.37) were
found between a number of postural load parameters and
sagittal morphology variables (Table 3). Thoracic shear
stresses were correlated with sagittal balance variables (C7-
HA, T4-HA, C7-S1, T4-S1, C4-L4, T1-T12), but were
poorly correlated to sagittal anatomic angles. Lumbar shear
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Fig. 4. Distribution of anterior and posterior intervertebral disc compressive loads along the C2-S1 spine. Symbols and error bars represent mean and
standard deviation, respectively, of the 67 subjects.

stresses were closely correlated with T12-S1 sagittal balance
and showed a significant correlation with lumbar angle
(ARAT12-S1) and sacral angle (FA). Cervical and thoracic
compressive stresses were correlated with several sagittal
balance variables, most notably C7-HA, T4-HA, and C7-
S1, but not to anatomic angles. BW normalized thoracic
shear loads were well correlated to the sagittal balance vari-
ables. BW normalized compressive loads were closely corre-
lated with sagittal balance parameters in both the cervical
and thoracic regions. FA was positively correlated with
lumbar shear loads (% BW) and lumbar compressive loads
(% BW). In general, intervertebral disc stresses and loads
were greatest in subjects with sagittal posture imbalance.
Anterior translation of cervical and thoracic segments rela-
tive to the hip axis was associated with increased IVD pos-
tural stresses and loads.


The quartile analysis revealed only a few significant dif-
ferences within the mean regional biomechanical parameters
for each quartile, and these differences were limited to
quartiles of the anatomic angle ratio ARAL4-S1/ARAT12-S1


(Q1�0.44 to 0.62; Q2�0.62 to 0.71; Q3�0.71 to 0.82;
Q4�0.82 to 1.06). Noteworthy was the finding that lumbar
shear loads (normalized to BW) decreased significantly with
increasing ARAL4-S1/ARAT12-S1 ratio (Q1 and Q2�Q4,
Q1�Q3, p�.0001). Conversely, lumbar compressive loads
(normalized to BW) increased significantly with increas-
ing ARAL4-S1/ARAT12-S1 ratio (Q3 and Q4�Q1, p�.0001).
These findings are graphically summarized in Figure 6.

An average neutral posture spine model was constructed
from the 67 subjects (Fig. 7). Plumblines drawn from C7
and T1 clearly illustrate the upright posture sagittal balance
of C7-S1 and T1-T12. In the composite model, the L3 VB
centroid was located 6.4 mm anterior (along posteroanterior
x-axis) to the femoral head centroid (X, Y-coordinate�
�48.7, �62.7 mm). X, Y coordinates corresponding to the
C2-S1 composite model VB (and IVD) quadrilateral element
centroids are summarized in Table 4.


Discussion


Sagittal curvatures (lumbar lordosis, thoracic kyphosis)
and pelvic rotation are geometric parameters that are known
to have a significant influence on mechanical properties
during compressive loading [37,45–51]. Hence, a well-
defined, normal thoracolumbar spine sagittal morphology is
important forunderstanding spine biomechanics. In this study,
a postural loading model [16,43] was used to systemati-
cally investigate the relationship between sagittal morphology
and postural loads and stresses acting on the intervertebral
discs.


One of the aims of the current study was to detail the
variation in spinal column morphology on standing lateral
radiographs of asymptomatic male and female subjects. A
number of studies have performed similar segmental analy-
ses of sagittal plane alignment and balance using lateral
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Fig. 5. Distribution of intervertebral compressive and shear postural stresses along the C2-S1 spine (IVD centroids). Symbols and error bars represent mean
and standard deviation, respectively, of the 67 subjects.

standing radiographs of the lumbar spine [24,52,53] and
thoracolumbar spine [20,21,25,29,54–56] of asymptomatic
subjects. Examination of the literature indicates that there
is large variability in sagittal balance and alignment param-
eters in asymptomatic subjects, which do not appear to be
race-related [52,54] or gender-related [20,21,24,25,29].
However, weak age-related alterations in sagittal alignment
have been reported where adolescents tend to stand with
greater posterior sagittal balance [20] and seniors have for-
ward sagittal balance with increased thoracic kyphosis [57].

Our study focuses on a group of similar age asymptomatic
male and female subjects and, like previous investigations,
considerable variation in neutral, upright posture sagittal
balance and anatomic angles was observed. In addition, in-
teractions between spinal morphology and intervertebral disc
loads and stresses were observed. Discussion of these inter-
actions follows.


To begin, our biomechanical and morphological analyses
indicated that lumbar shear loads increased with decreasing
lumbar lordosis (decreasing ARAL4-S1/ARAT12-S1 ratio).

Table 3
Correlation (correlation coefficients) of sagittal balance parameters, anatomic angles, and regional intervertebral disc postural loads (% BW) and stresses


Parameter C7-HA T4-HA S1-HA C7-S1 T4-S1 C4-L4 T1-T12 T12-S1 ARAT12-S1


Shear stress (C2-S1) �.643 �.461 .371 �.817 �.724 �.815 �.622 �.341 .103
Lumbar �.233 �.296 .183 �.321 �.432 �.055 .299 �.890 �.437
Thoracic �.732 �.522 .120 �.775 �.637 �.844 �.951 .147 .274
Cervical .039 .147 .389 �.161 �.077 �.303 �.092 �.060 .207


Compressive stress (C2-S1) .565 .544 .015 .544 .580 .531 .433 .249 �.212
Lumbar �.035 .052 .177 �.124 �.051 �.163 �.143 .045 �.058
Thoracic .434 .529 .119 .363 .500 .310 .212 .306 �.194
Cervical .751 .539 .187 .828 .698 .885 .783 .147 �.250


Shear load (C2-S1) �.715 �.691 .223 �.811 �.883 �.631 �.364 �.728 �.090
Lumbar �.203 �.283 .148 �.274 �.397 .008 .345 �.890 �.487
Thoracic �.733 �.628 .043 �.737 �.706 �.801 �.891 .096 .426
Cervical .090 .209 .370 �.102 .001 �.282 �.089 .030 .225


Compressive load (C2-S1) .748 .737 �.194 .829 .916 .756 .450 .643 �.263
Lumbar .161 .187 �.307 .314 .390 .134 �.227 .775 .267
Thoracic .679 .750 �.122 .724 .886 .627 .314 .691 �.282
Cervical .812 .569 �.270 .929 .779 .988 .851 .190 �.276


ARA�absolute rotation angles; BW�body weight; HA�hip axis.
Correlations greater than .37 or less than �.37 were significant at p�.001 or more.
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Fig. 6. Box plot summary of the quartile analysis for the ratio ARAL4-S1/ARAT12-S1. Increasing ARAL4-S1/ARAT12-S1 ratio corresponds to increasing lumbar
lordosis. (A) The first quartile (Q1) and second quartile (Q2) have significantly greater (p�.0001) mean lumbar shear load (BW) responses than the fourth
quartile (Q4). Q1 has a significantly greater (p�.0001) mean lumbar shear load (BW) response than the third quartile (Q3). (B) Q1 has a significantly
lower (p�.0001) mean lumbar compressive load (BW) response than Q3 or Q4.

Using cadaveric lumbar spines tested in axial load, Umehara
et al. [5] also found increased posterior shear stresses as
a consequence of an 8� reduction of the L4-S1 lordosis. The
change in loading from compression to shear, with loss of
the distal lordosis, may have clinical relevance to low back
pain and disc degeneration. For example, in asymptomatic
normal subjects, the distal lumbar lordosis (L4-S1) com-
prises approximately 65% of total lordosis [20,21,24,29,54]
and, mechanically, the normal lumbar spine is best suited
to withstand compressive loads [23,58]. In comparison to
normal subjects, chronic low back patients with and without
lower lumbar degenerative discs have been found to have a

statistically significant reduction in the distal lumbar lordosis
[1,29,31,55]. In subjects with reduced distal lumbar lordo-
sis, the increased shear loads may well trigger an increase
in matrix metalloproteinases leading to sensitization of noci-
ceptive neurons and eventual degradation of disc tissue
[59,60].


Second, of clinical importance was the finding that lumbar
shear stresses were closely correlated with T12-S1 sagittal
balance, with lumbar lordosis, and with sacral angle (FA).
Jackson and associates [55] found that hyperlordosis of the
lumbar spine was present in 30 patients with Grades I and II
L5-S1 spondylolisthesis. Hypothesizing that increased shear
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Fig. 7. Neutral spine ensemble average sagittal profile model (vertebral
body centroids) derived from the quadrilateral element models of all 67
subjects examined in this study. Sagittal balance parameters, T1-T12 and
C7-S1, are shown illustrating the vertical alignment of these segments in
the upright posture.


stresses were the cause of spondylolisthesis, Rajnics and
colleagues [61] found increased lumbar lordosis and sacral
angle in patients with spondylolisthesis matched to normal
controls. Using a sagittal balance measurement from L1
centroid to posterior superior of S1, Kawakami et al. [62]
identified an anterior displacement of greater than 35 mm to
adversely affect the recovery in 47 surgically treated patients
with degenerative spondylolisthesis. In fact, anterior to
posterior thoracic translations can cause a net change in
thoracic kyphosis of 26� and 31� in sacral angle [63]. Thus, the
increased shear stresses resulting from a forward displaced
sagittal balance, increased sacral angle, and lumbar angle
could be a likely mechanism for the development, progres-
sion, or exacerbation of spondylolisthesis.


Third, the model prediction of increased IVD postural
stresses and loads associated with anterior translation of
cervical and thoracic segments relative to the hip axis may
have implications for conditions such as upper and low back
pain [63], post-fusion adjacent segment disc degeneration
[4], osteoporotic deformity [16], and age-related increases
in anterior sagittal postural balance [57]. In general, our
model predictions indicated that intervertebral disc stresses
and loads were greatest in subjects with sagittal posture
imbalance. This result agrees qualitatively with previously
published studies on sagittal postural displacements in the
cervical [64] and thoracolumbar regions [38].


The predicted sagittal spine/posture induced load
changes may expose the IVD to an abnormal stress environ-
ment. Apparently, the IVD is well suited for this situation be-
cause the IVD stresses showed less overall variation (2.3

Table 4
X-Y coordinates of the neutral posture ensemble average model. Vertebral
body (VB) and intervertebral disc (IVD) centroid coordinates defined
relative to the posterior-inferior corner of the S1 VB (digitizing tablet
X,Y-coordinate origin)


VB Centroid IVD Centroid


X-coor. Y-coor. X-coor. Y-coor.
Segment (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm)


C2 �26.34 583.58
C3 �25.18 562.96 �26.36 575.25
C4 �23.05 544.86 �24.34 553.73
C5 �20.52 527.39 �21.94 536.03
C6 �17.83 509.94 �19.46 518.67
C7 �13.59 491.80 �16.51 501.01
T1 �6.81 472.76 �11.03 482.65
T2 1.49 452.90 �2.78 463.16
T3 9.16 432.31 5.77 443.06
T4 15.36 410.84 12.94 422.11
T5 20.00 388.11 18.60 399.86
T6 22.70 364.75 22.18 376.63
T7 23.29 340.54 23.88 352.79
T8 21.13 315.73 22.81 328.24
T9 16.90 290.37 19.14 303.29
T10 11.10 263.92 13.95 277.57
T11 3.48 235.71 7.26 250.24
T12 �6.77 205.81 �2.11 221.32
L1 �18.83 174.14 �14.09 190.80
L2 �31.86 139.94 �27.09 157.90
L3 �42.37 103.01 �39.59 122.06
L4 �46.73 64.66 �47.58 83.76
L5 �41.20 27.12 �47.89 44.96
S1 �20.14 �2.13 �35.53 8.31


fold, 1.8 fold) than the corresponding postural loads. None-
theless, because the pattern of IVD postural stresses mirrored
the sagittal curvatures and sagittal displacement of the spine, a
failure of the IVD’s hydrostatic mechanism under these
sustained loads could occur. In the sagittal plane, progression
of kyphotic deformities follows mechanical loading (Hueter-
Volkmann law) where increased compression loads are
known to cause deformity accentuation [12]. However, in-
creased dorsal kyphosis as a result of aging has been shown to
be closely related to the integrity of the IVD as well [65].
Our findings, of increased thoracic IVD compression load
with increased thoracic kyphosis and increased IVD com-
pression and shear loads with increased sagittal balance
displacement, might prove to be a logical mechanism for
IVD deformity causation and progression in the thoracic
region.


The spine morphological data and quadrilateral element
data presented in this study should be useful for future
analytical and numerical studies of the normal and pathologi-
cal spines. One of the areas of interest should be that
of compensated/uncompensated spinal balance in terms of
sagittal alignment parameters. In general, as the thoracic
kyphosis increases the lumbar lordosis is also seen to in-
crease [55]. As an example, in Scheuermann’s kyphosis,
hyperlordosis of the lumbar spine is known to occur with
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the cervical spine adopting a curvature that is the net differ-
ence between the two lower curves (compensated) [66].
However, in patients with spondylolisthesis, total kyphosis
is shown to decrease with increased lumbar lordosis. An
analysis of postural load and IVD stresses assists in under-
standing why different deformities are compensated (or un-
compensated) and may help to explain when postural
geometry/load imbalance is associated with increased risk
of deformity.


Investigators have reported interactions between low back
pain and biomechanical changes of the lumbar spine, includ-
ing changes in lumbar curvature [1,29,31,55,67] and inter-
vertebral disc height [28]. Clinical evaluation of spine
morphology and postural load balance in acute and chronic
back pain patients is therefore needed for at least two primary
reasons: 1) to isolate morphological parameters that might
provide clinicians with diagnostic tools to decide when an
individual might be at risk of a first time experience of
pain requiring treatment intervention, and 2) to identify areas
of likely deformity progression/development in an individ-
ual spine. The postural disc load and spinal morphology
interactions identified in this study have clinical implications
for the ideal sagittal spine geometry.


When developing a biomechanical model, it is often nec-
essary to make a number of assumptions in order to avoid
as much excess complexity as is practical within the con-
straints of validity. The quadrilateral element model used
in this study, and applied to the neutral, standing posture, is
a single muscle model designed to provide an overview of
the loading profile of a complex mechanical system. This
static model has been used in previous studies to examine
IVD and VB loads and stresses in conjunction with body
height changes [43], thoracic deformity [16], and anterior
translated postures [68]. These studies provide additional
details and validation of the model, and indicate that the
magnitude of predicted cervical, thoracic, and lumbar loads
and stresses is consistent with previous experimental stud-
ies. Several model-specific assumptions, however, warrant
additional elaboration. Firstly, the X-ray-based quadrilateral
element model does not incorporate the load sharing charac-
teristics of the passive spinal tissues, although it is known
that these tissues do contribute to the restorative moment
of the spine [69,70]. Secondly, stresses were computed using
a local coordinate system oriented with respect to the IVD
bisector. Thirdly, and perhaps most noteworthy, is our as-
sumption that the location of the center of mass (COM)
is constant, acting along a fixed LOG or “line of gravity”.
According to a computed tomography study conducted by
Pearsall et al. [71], the COM shows a curvilinear change from
T4 to L5 with an average deviation of the COM relative to
L4 of 5.9 mm. Small deviations in the COM have a very
small overall effect on the LOG-based shear and compressive
force predictions for segments L5 and above, but are
more problematic for force estimates at L5-S1 where the
deviation of the COM from a fixed LOG is marked (about
20 mm). Previous biomechanical studies indicate that the

upright posture L5-S1 anterior-posterior shear is generally
less than or equal to one-fifth of compressive force [72,73],
which is substantially lower than the ratio obtained in
this study (mean L5-S1 shear/compression ratio�0.53).
However, because the main outcome measures reported in
the current study were based on a region-by-region analysis
of IVD loads, the overall influence of COM variations on
the biomechanical results and conclusions is minor.


Conclusions


In this study we have presented a mathematical analysis
of postural disc loads and sagittal balance parameters based
on digitized radiographs of asymptomatic subjects. Postural
load analyses and identification of spinal geometry can
be used for clinical comparisons, and may be used to
discriminate between normal subjects and those with low
back pain. The sagittal plane quadrilateral element geometric
model data will also assist researchers in developing math-
ematical models. This study provides descriptive morpho-
logical and biomechanical information on asymptomatic
subjects. Our analyses suggest that sagittal spine balance
and anatomic curvature influence postural loading and load
balance of the intervertebral disc in healthy male and female
subjects. Specifically, the model predicted altered and in-
creased loads as a result of variances in the ratio of distal
lumbar lordosis to total lumbar lordosis, lumbar lordosis
to thoracic kyphosis, and sagittal plane translations of the
cervical and thoracic regions relative to the hip axis and
sacrum. These deviations might prove to be undesirable for
optimum spinal structure and function. We speculate that
much of this variability is related to rotation and translation
displacements in the thorax and head, which may be coupled
to the variations in sagittal alignment observed in this
and previous studies.
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Objective: The aim of this study was to quantify and compare the 3-dimensional intersegmental motion responses


produced by 3 commonly used chiropractic adjusting instruments.


Methods: Six adolescent Merino sheep were examined at the Institute for Medical and Veterinary Science, Adelaide,


Australia. In all animals, triaxial accelerometers were attached to intraosseous pins rigidly fixed to the L1 and L2


spinous processes under fluoroscopic guidance. Three handheld mechanical force chiropractic adjusting instruments


(Chiropractic Adjusting Tool [CAT], Activator Adjusting Instrument IV [Activator IV], and the Impulse Adjusting


Instrument [Impulse]) were used to randomly apply posteroanterior (PA) spinal manipulative thrusts to the spinous process


of T12. Three force settings (low, medium, and high) and a fourth setting (Activator IVonly) were applied in a randomized


repeated measures design. Acceleration responses in adjacent segments (L1 and L2) were recorded at 5 kHz. The


multiaxial intersegmental (L1-L2) acceleration and displacement response at each force setting was computed and


compared among the 3 devices using a repeated measures analysis of variance (a = .05).


Results: For all devices, intersegmental motion responses were greatest for axial, followed by PA and medial-lateral


(ML) measurement axes for the data examined. Displacements ranged from 0.11 mm (ML axis, Activator IV low setting)


to 1.76 mm (PA axis, Impulse high setting). Compared with the mechanical (spring) adjusting instruments (CAT, Activator


IV), the electromechanical Impulse produced the most linear increase in both force and intersegmental motion response


and resulted in the greatest acceleration and displacement responses (high setting). Significantly larger magnitude


intersegmental motion responses were observed for Activator IV vs CAT at the medium and high settings (P b .05).


Significantly larger-magnitude PA intersegmental acceleration and displacement responses were consistently observed for


Impulse compared with Activator IV and CAT for the high force setting (P b .05).


Conclusions: Larger-magnitude, 3D intersegmental displacement and acceleration responses were observed for spinal


manipulative thrusts delivered with Impulse at most force settings and always at the high force setting. Our results indicate


that the force-time characteristics of impulsive-type adjusting instruments significantly affects spinal motion and suggests


that instruments can and should be tuned to provide optimal force delivery. (J Manipulative Physiol Ther 2006;29:425-436)


Key Indexing Terms: Biomechanics; Chiropractic; Manipulation, Spinal; Spine; Mechanical Force

S
pinal manipulation is the most commonly per-


formed therapeutic procedure provided by doctors


of chiropractic.1 Likewise, chiropractic techniques


have evolved, providing clinicians with choices in the
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delivery of particular force-time profiles deemed appropriate


for a particular patient or condition. Clinicians often rely


upon mechanical advantages in performing spinal manipu-


lation through patient positioning and mechanical assistance
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from a table or handheld adjusting instrument.2 Specifically,


manual articular manipulative and adjusting procedures have


been classified into 4 categories to better describe the


technique and mechanism of force production: specific


contact thrust procedures (ie, high-velocity, low-amplitude


[HVLA] thrusts), nonspecific contact thrust procedures (ie,


mobilization), manual force, mechanically assisted proce-


dures (ie, drop tables or flexion-distraction tables), and


mechanical force, manually assisted (MFMA) procedures


(ie, stationary or handheld instruments).3 Today, MFMA


procedures are reported to be the second most popular


chiropractic adjusting technique used by 72% of chiroprac-


tors on 21% of their patients.4


Spinal manipulative techniques have been studied for


their clinical effectiveness.5,6 Most randomized controlled


clinical trials in patients with low back pain, neck pain, and


headache7-12 have been conducted using HVLA thrusts,


which are inherently dynamic in nature. Recently, studies


have also begun to compare HVLA to MFMA procedures


with equivocal findings reported.13-15 Hence, although


clinical outcome studies have gained attention, basic


experimental science is lacking, which might assist in


explaining biomechanical mechanisms.16 Evidence that


putative mechanisms might be related to the dynamic


mechanical excitation characteristics of HVLA and MFMA


procedures is growing.17-22 Some authors have hypothe-


sized that mechanisms may be related to the oscillatory or


vibration response induced by dynamic mechanical excita-


tion of the spinal structures.22-24 Quantifying the dynamic


biomechanical characteristics of chiropractic technique


application is therefore a logical and important first step in


understanding a spinal manipulative procedure.


Several studies have investigated the forces produced


during a variety of spinal manipulative procedures, includ-


ing HVLA and MFMA procedures.25-32 Others have


quantified segmental and intersegmental vertebral displace-


ments, velocity, and acceleration responses to mechanical


force spinal manipulation.33-36 These studies have assisted


in the development of mathematical models to predict


vertebral kinematic responses to specific spinal manipulative


force-time profiles and vectors.24,37 Mathematical models


and recent animal studies38 have also shown that external


mechanical forces applied at or near the natural frequency of


the spine (5-40 Hz) are associated with appreciably greater


displacements (N2-fold), in comparison with external forces


that are static or quasistatic, whereas higher frequencies


(typically N50 Hz) are attenuated by the spine.


Mechanical force, manually assisted procedures are


typically characterized as impulsive. Mechanical forces that


are relatively large in magnitude but act for a very short time


(much less than the natural period of oscillation of the


structure), are called bimpulsive.Q26 Impulsive forces acting


on amass (eg, spine) will result in a sudden change in velocity


but are typically associated with smaller amplitude displace-


ments, in comparison with longer duration forces. However,

the sudden change in velocity associated with impulsive


forces causes the spine to oscillate or vibrate for long


periods.22 Structures that are mechanically excited with a


haversine (half sine) pulse-time profile experience more


uniform excitation frequency.38 Several spinal manipulative


instruments have been developed to take advantage of desired


benefits of impulsive haversine-like force-time inputs.


A popular handheld spinal manipulation device, the


Activator Adjusting Instrument (Activator Methods Interna-


tional, Ltd, Phoenix, Ariz) underwent several modifications


to improve its frequency area ratio (measure of the amount


of energy delivered over a specific frequency range) and


subsequently marketed as the Activator II, Activator III, and


the latest version, Activator IV.39,40 A recent biomechanical


study that performed bench comparisons of 4 spring-


activated devices (Activator Adjusting Instrument; Activator


Adjusting Instrument II; Activator Adjusting Instrument III;


and Activator Adjusting Instrument IV [Activator IV]), and


2 electromechanical devices (Harrison Handheld Adjusting


Instrument and Neuromechanical Impulse Adjusting Instru-


ment) noted substantial improvements in the frequency area


ratio of the electromechanical instruments compared with


the spring-activated devices.20 Presumably, mechanical


devices that stimulate a broad range of vibration frequencies


within the spine have the potential to elicit neurophysio-


logical responses.18,19,41 Validation of these findings in


humans and animals has not been conducted.


Knowledge of the effects of transmitted forces on


intersegmental motion during chiropractic adjustment/spinal


manipulation is important in validating spine models and


assessing the biomechanical characteristics of chiropractic


treatments and assists in understanding treatment efficacy


and assessment of risk in the medicolegal arena. The


purpose of this study was to quantify and compare the


multiaxial spinal acceleration and displacement responses


produced by 3 commonly used MFMA chiropractic adjust-


ing instruments.

METHODS


Six adolescent Merino sheep (mean, 49.7 kg; SD, 6.4)


served as subjects for the study. The research protocol was


approved by the Animal Ethics Committees and Institu-


tional Review Board of the Institute of Medical and


Veterinary Science (Adelaide, South Australia). After


anesthesia, the animals were placed in a standardized


prone-lying position with the abdomen and thorax sup-


ported by a rigid wooden platform and foam padding,


respectively, thereby positioning the lumbar spine parallel to


the operating table and load frame.


After animal preparation, 10-g piezoelectric triaxial


accelerometers (Crossbow Model CXL10HF3; Crossbow


Technology, Inc, San Jose, Calif) were attached to intra-


osseous pins that were rigidly fixed to the L1 and L2 lumbar







Fig 1. Experimental setup depicting the triaxial accelerometers
attached to pins inserted into the L1 and L2 spinous processes of
the ovine spine.
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spinous processes under fluoroscopic guidance (Fig 1). The


accelerometers are high-frequency vibration measurement


devices composed of an advanced piezoelectric material


integrated with signal conditioning (charge amplifier) and


current regulation electronics. The sensors feature low noise


(300-lg rms), wide bandwidth (0.3-10000 Hz), and low


nonlinearity (b1% of full scale) and are precision-calibrated


by the manufacturer. The x-, y- and z-axes of the


accelerometer were oriented with respect to the medial-


lateral (ML), posterior-anterior (PA), and cranial-caudal or


axial (AX) axes of the vertebrae. The in situ natural


frequency of the pin and transducer was determined


intraoperatively by btappingQ the pins in the ML, PA, and


AX axes and was found to be greater than 80 Hz. Tapping


the pin (using the edge of a scalpel handle) served to verify


that the pin was rigidly attached to the bone—a loose pin


showed as a reduction in the vibration frequency.


Three handheld MFMA chiropractic adjusting instru-


ments were used to apply posteroanterior (PA) spinal


manipulative thrusts to the T12 spinous process of the


ovine spine: Activator IV (Activator Methods Interna-


tional), a chiropractic adjusting tool (CAT; J-Tech Medical


Industries, Salt Lake City, Utah), and an Impulse Adjusting


Instrument (Impulse; Neuromechanical Innovations, LLC,


Phoenix, Ariz) (Fig 2). Specifically, the neoprene end


member of the stylus of each device was placed on the


spinous process of T12 and held perpendicularly with a


preload of approximately 20 N. The T12 spinous process


was located by palpation as the first spinous process


cephalad to the fluoroscopically verified L1 vertebra


containing the pin mount. Five mechanical excitation tests


were performed for each of 3 instrument force settings


(low, medium, and high) and a fourth setting (Activator IV


only). Each of the spinal manipulative protocols was


performed in a randomly determined order. A doctor of


chiropractic with 10 years of clinical experience and


familiarity with each of the instruments administered spinal


manipulative thrusts. The applied preload, force-time


profiles, and impulsive force magnitudes of the 3 instru-


ments were previously measured using a dynamic bench-


top load measuring system.20


Using a previously published method,19,35 L1 and L2


vertebral accelerations were recorded at a data sampling


frequency of 5000 Hz using a 16-channel, 16-bit MP150


data acquisition system (Biopac Systems, Inc, Goleta,


Calif). The sampling period (0.2 milliseconds) was an order


of magnitude greater than the impulse force pulse duration,


and the sampling frequency was nearly 2 orders of


magnitude greater than the natural frequency of the pin-


accelerometer-bone mount, which ensured that the spinal


manipulation therapy–induced vertebral oscillations were


captured with appropriate signal bandwidth. Displacement-


time responses were obtained from the acceleration time


histories using trapezoidal numerical integration (Matlab,


MathWorks, Boston, Mass). Peak-to-peak magnitudes of the

ML, PA, and AX vertebral acceleration and displacement


time histories were computed using Matlab. For statistical


purposes, only peak-to-peak acceleration and displacement


responses are considered in this study. Intervertebral or


intersegmental (L1-L2) displacement time and acceleration


time histories were obtained by taking the difference of the


L1 and L2 displacement time and acceleration time


histories, respectively. Peak-peak intersegmental accelera-


tions and displacements were subsequently computed for


each accelerometer axis (ML, AX, and PA).


Statistical comparisons for device-specific, peak-peak


intersegmental acceleration and displacement at low, medium,


high and fourth (Activator IV vs CAT high and Impulse high)


settings were assessed using a repeated measures analysis of


variance (P b .05, significant difference). Descriptive


statistics, including mean and SD of the peak-peak accel-


erations and displacements were performed using Microsoft


Excel (Microsoft Corporation, Inc, Redmond, Wash).

RESULTS


The force-time characteristics of the Activator IV and


Impulse instruments have been previously reported20 but are


presented here (in part) along with results for the CAT


instrument so that the 3D motion response of the instru-


ments can be considered in context with device force


specifications. Both of the mechanically (spring) activated


devices (Activator IV, CAT) produced rapidly changing,


oscillatory force-time waveforms, approximately 5 milli-


seconds in duration. The electromechanical Impulse instru-


ment produced a single haversine force-time waveform with


a shorter duration pulse of approximately 2 milliseconds.


Impulse produced the highest force (high setting), whereas


the Activator IV produced the lowest force (low setting). All







Fig 2. The Activator IV (A), CAT (B), and Impulse (C) adjusting instruments are each shown in the experimental setup contacting the
spinous process of T12. Triaxial accelerometers mounted to bone pins rigidly fixed in the spinous processes of L1 and L2 for
intersegmental acceleration measurement. The wires on either side of the adjusting instruments are bipolar electromyography electrodes,
which are used as outcome measures in conjunction with other objectives of the research.


Table 1. Device comparisons for peak force (Newtons) at low,
medium, and high instrument settings


Force setting Activator IV CAT Impulse


L 123.1 (2.2) 130.9 (6.7) 132.5 (26.9)


M 121.0 (2.7) 237.1 (21.0) 245.0 (7.8)


H 114.9 (6.7) 287.0 (23.8) 380.2 (14.1)


4a 211.6 (8.6) NA NA


Mean values (SDs) for 10 thrusts at each force setting. L, Low; M,


medium; H, high.
a Setting available for Activator IV only.
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3 instruments had roughly equivalent forces for the lowest


force setting. The Activator IV instrument showed very little


force variation for 3 of the 4 force settings. Only the Impulse


produced a linear increase in peak force with increasing


force setting. Peak forces for the 3 instruments are


summarized in Table 1.


After the application of MFMA instrument adjusting


mechanical excitation at T12, the L1-L2 ovine spine


oscillated for a period of approximately 160 milliseconds


(Fig 3). Peak-peak intersegmental (L1-L2) acceleration and


displacement responses for the 3 adjusting instruments at


each axis are summarized in Figures 4-6. L1-L2 accel-


erations were greatest for AX, followed by PA and ML


sensor measurement axes, whereas L1-L2 displacements


were greatest for PA, followed by AX and ML sensor


axes. The greatest peak-peak ML (mean, 0.22; SD, 0.12


mm), PA (mean, 1.76; SD, 1.55 mm), and AX (mean,


0.94; SD, 0.37 mm) displacements were observed for the


Impulse instrument (high setting). Acceleration and dis-


placement responses tended to mirror the peak force


produced by each instrument, that is, the Impulse resulted


in a relatively linear increase in PA, ML, and AX


acceleration and displacement with increasing force setting,

whereas the Activator IV device tended to produce roughly


equivalent PA, ML, and AX accelerations and displace-


ments for the medium and high force settings. The peak-


peak intersegmental displacements in the ML, PA, and AX


axes tended to mirror the acceleration responses for all


force settings.


Statistical comparison (P values, repeated measures


analysis of variance) of the intersegmental acceleration


and displacement responses for the Activator IV, CAT, and


Impulse devices are summarized in Tables 2 and 3.


Significantly larger-magnitude L1-L2 accelerations (AX,







Fig 3. Typical (animal 016) intersegmental (L1-L2) ML, PA, and AX acceleration and displacement time histories obtained during
medium force setting mechanical excitation using the Activator IV (A, top) and Impulse (B, bottom) adjusting instruments.
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Fig 4. Peak-peak axial (AX) intersegmental (L1-L2) acceleration (A, top) and displacement (B, bottom) responses to posteroanterior (PA)
impulsive forces delivered to the T12 spinous process of 6 adolescent sheep. Bars represent mean values (error bars are SD) for each
instrument force setting. Statistical comparisons of the data are summarized in Tables 2 and 3.
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PA, and ML) and displacements (AX and PA) were


observed for Activator IV in comparison with CAT at the


medium setting and setting 4 (P b .05). Significantly lower-


magnitude AX, PA, and ML L1-L2 acceleration responses


were consistently observed for the spring-activated instru-


ments (Activator IV, CAT) vs the electromechanical instru-


ment (Impulse) for most medium and high force settings


examined (P b .05), differences measuring nearly 2- to

3-fold larger in some cases. Posteroanterior and ML


displacement responses, however, tended to be higher for


Activator IV and CAT vs Impulse for the low and medium


force settings examined (P b .05), whereas the opposite was


observed at the high force setting. Compared with the


Activator IV setting 4 (highest), the high force settings on


the Impulse device produced significantly greater (P b .05)


AX and PA accelerations and PA displacements.







Fig 5. Peak-peak PA intersegmental (L1-L2) acceleration (A, top) and displacement (B, bottom) responses to posteroanterior (PA)
impulsive forces delivered to the T12 spinous process of 6 adolescent sheep. Bars represent mean values (error bars are SD) for each
instrument force setting. Statistical comparisons of the data are summarized in Tables 2 and 3.
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DISCUSSION


Differences in the acceleration and displacement


responses produced by the 3 adjusting instruments exam-


ined in this study most likely reflect the force-time


characteristics of the devices, namely, the pulse duration,


pulse profile (impulse wave shape), and peak force. As


expected, axial (flexion-extension), and PA motion were

largest, whereas ML motions were substantially lower. This


finding reflects that the impulsive forces were applied to the


sheep spinous processes in an anteroposterior (dorsoventral)


direction. Differences in spinal motions occur when con-


tacting on the spinous processes, as opposed to the


transverse processes,35 and significantly larger ML motions


would have been expected to occur had we contacted over







Fig 6. Peak-peak ML intersegmental (L1-L2) acceleration (A, top) and displacement (B, bottom) responses to PA impulsive forces
delivered to the T12 spinous process of 6 adolescent sheep. Bars represent mean values (error bars are SD) for each instrument force
setting. Statistical comparisons of the data are summarized in Tables 2 and 3.
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the transverse processes. However, ML motion responses


are expected because of spinal coupling35 and/or sagittal


plane offset associated with the mechanical excitation.


To understand the biomechanical consequences of


chiropractic adjustment/spinal manipulation more fully,


chiropractic researchers are currently focusing on quantify-


ing the applied forces associated with spinal manipula-


tion and mechanical response of the spine to these

forces.2,23,25,26,29,31,42 Basic experiments to quantify the


intersegmental motion responses occurring during me-


chanical force spinal manipulation, as presented in the


current study, are important first steps in understanding


the biomechanics of spinal manipulation. The current study


is the first to present intersegmental spinal motions


(acceleration or vibration and vertebral displacement) occur-


ring during known mechanical force spinal manipulation







Table 2. Device comparisons ( P values) for intersegmental
acceleration at low, medium, and high instrument settings


Intersegmental


(L1-L2)


acceleration axis


Force


setting


Activator IV


vs CAT


Activator IV


vs Impulse


CAT vs


Impulse


AX L .685 .110 .035A


M .004za .040A b.001A


H .122 b.001A b.001A


4b b.001z b.001A NA


PA L .906 .158 .078


M .004z .032A b.001A


H .047z b.001A b.001A


4b b.001z b.001A NA


ML L .095 .198 .434


M .011z .619 .028A


H .127 .003A b0.001A


4b b .001z .458 NA


P values in bold are statistically significant. Arrows indicate relative


increase or decrease compared with second comparison device.
a z Indicates Activator IV produced greater intersegmental acceleration


in comparison with CAT at this force setting.
b Compared with H setting.


Table 3. Device comparisons ( P values) for intersegmental
displacement at low (L), medium (M) and high (H) instrument
settings


Intersegmental


(L1-L2)


displacement axis


Force


setting


Activator IV


vs CAT


Activator IV


vs impulse


CAT vs


impulse


AX L .714 .994 .656


M .019za .250 .045A


H .125 .009A b.001A


4b b.001z .153 NA


PA L b.001A .004z b.001z
M b.001z b.001z .021z
H b.001z b.001A b.001A


4b b.001z .001A NA


ML L b.001A .344 b.001z
M .164 b.001z .002z
H .002z .702 .038A


4b b.001z .174 NA


P values in bold are statistically significant. Arrows indicate relative


increase or decrease compared with second comparison device.
a z Indicates Activator IV produced greater intersegmental displace-


ment in comparison with CAT at this force setting.
b Compared with H setting.
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devices. Intersegmental motion responses provide important


information regarding the relative motion of the sheep


lumbar spine motion segment. Indeed, dynamic computer


models24,37 indicate that the intersegmental motion response


(acceleration, displacement) of the spine subjected to


impulsive, oscillatory, and static loading is more similar


under these loading conditions than segmental motions,


which was the motivation for reporting intersegmental


acceleration responses in the current study. In addition,


studies have shown that mechanical stimulation using force-


time profiles with a short pulse duration produces greater


segmental and intersegmental acceleration and displacement


responses, which are most likely due to the abrupt change in


loading and unloading of the spine.21,43 The Impulse also


produces a more haversine wave shape in comparison with


spring-activated devices, which creates a more efficient


dynamic force transfer to the spine.20


Two of the instruments examined in this study were


mechanically (spring) activated devices that produce a


force-time pulse duration of approximately 5 milliseconds.


In contrast, the Impulse device is a microprocessor-


controlled electromechanical adjusting instrument that


produces a shorter duration force-time pulse (approximately


2 milliseconds). In this study, the Impulse was found to


produce the largest intersegmental motion responses (accel-


eration and displacement), in comparison with the mechan-


ical spring-loaded Activator IV and CAT instruments, which


most likely reflects the larger range of forces produced by


this device. Thus, the Impulse offers clinicians a wider


selection and range of peak forces and concomitant larger


intersegmental spinal motions for MFMA chiropractic


adjustment/spinal manipulation. Each of the mechanical


force spinal manipulation devices examined in this study

delivers forces over a very short time interval (b5 milli-


seconds for Activator IV and CAT; b2 milliseconds for


Impulse) as opposed to HVLA spinal manipulation (6150


milliseconds time interval), which results in much lower


force impulse and segmental motion imparted to the spine.


These differences, together with articular cavitation, verte-


bral movements, and spinal neuromuscular reflex responses


represent important biomechanical considerations when


studying different forms of chiropractic adjustment/spinal


manipulation.18,25,44,45


As noted previously, each of the chiropractic adjusting


instruments examined in this study produced relatively


large-amplitude (maximum setting) force-time histories


with primarily peak pulse durations less than 0.005 seconds.


Forces that are relatively large in magnitude, but act for a


very short time (much less than the natural period of


oscillation of the structure), are called bimpulsive.Q26


Impulsive forces acting on a mass will result in a sudden


change in velocity but are typically associated with smaller


amplitude displacements, in comparison with longer dura-


tion forces. However, the manner in which the structure (eg,


the spine) is mechanically excited will depend on the


frequency content of the instrument’s force-time history,


and significant displacements can be produced provided


that the force-time history contains frequency components


at or near the natural frequencies of oscillation of the


structure. In the current study, the larger amplitude


intersegmental motions observed for the electromechanical


adjusting instrument (Impulse) in comparison with the


spring actuated devices are most likely due to larger peak


forces and/or increased frequency area ratios—a measure of


the overall frequency content or relative frequency distri-
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bution of the impulsive force.20 Indeed, comparison of


roughly equivalent device forces (eg, setting 4 for Activator


IV, setting 2 for CAT, and setting 2 for Impulse) indicated


that the intersegmental acceleration responses were more


equivalent. Because recent experimental studies indicate


that external mechanical excitation applied at or near the


natural frequency of the spine are associated with appreci-


ably greater amplitude displacements (N2-fold) in compar-


ison with external forces that are static or quasistatic,24


more research is needed to optimize chiropractic interven-


tions and treatment regimens.


The choice of an appropriate mechanical force spinal


manipulation procedure should also include considerations


of the failure characteristics of the elderly spine. Based on


cadaveric experiments in elderly specimens (mean age, 77


years), posteroanterior failure loads of approximately 500 N


(range, 200 to 727 N) were reported for the thoracic spine.46


Their biomechanical results suggest that, although there is a


reasonable margin of safety between PA failure load and


forces applied during spinal manipulation, clinicians should


consider the use of well-controlled, lower-force procedures


such as that afforded by mechanical force spinal manipu-


lation devices.


There are inherent limitations of this study. First and


foremost, an animal model was used to study the motion


response of the spine. The sheep spine is composed of


structures (ligaments, bone, and intervertebral disks) that


have qualitatively similar properties as the human spine47,48


but differ in several respects, most notably geometry or


morphology. Sheep lumbar vertebrae and vertebrae of other


ungulates (hoofed animals) are more slender and smaller in


size compared with human lumbar vertebrae. As a result, the


PA stiffness of the ovine lumbar spine is substantially lower


(approximately 4-fold) than the human lumbar spine.38


However, using an animal model, we were able to perform


invasive measurements of bone movement, which are


otherwise difficult to perform in humans.19,35,36


Measurement of bone movement using intraosseous pins


equipped with accelerometers19,35,36 and other invasive


motion measurement devices49,50 has been previously


shown to be a very precise measure of spine segmental


motion. Moreover, the short duration (impulsive) mechan-


ical excitation associated with the adjusting instruments


produced very small displacements in the T12 and adjacent


vertebrae; thus, the coordinate axes of the vertebrae and


accelerometers did not change appreciably. An axial


displacement change of 1 mm is estimated to produce less


than a 18 change in the orientation of the accelerometers.


Hence, intersegmental acceleration transfer could be


estimated directly from the acceleration time recordings


of the adjacent sensors. Vertebral bone acceleration


measurements were obtained for vertebrae (L1, L2)


adjacent to the point of force application, but we did not


quantify the acceleration response of the segment under test


(T12). Thus, the intersegmental motion response seen in the

adjacent segments may not be representative of the


response of the segment under test. However, because the


spine is a highly damped, viscoelastic structure,24 we


predict that motion amplification would be even greater for


the loaded segment because forces applied to that segment


would not be damped by the adjacent soft tissues


(ligaments, intervertebral disk, and muscle). In addition,


testing was performed on anesthetized sheep, so active


muscle tone was deficient during the tests. The presence of


normal or hypernormal muscle tone may modulate the


vibration response of the spine, so we are currently


conducting impulsive force measurements while the ani-


mals are undergoing muscle stimulation. Finally, although


the Impulse is equipped with a 20-N preload spring and


electronic sensor, the preload applied using the other


instruments was less precise. However, each device was


previously calibrated using a bench-mounted load cell.20


No load cell was used in conjunction with the test


instruments, but a chiropractor proficient in the use of the


instruments (CJC) performed all of the animal tests (as well


as the bench calibration tests).

CONCLUSIONS


The present study presents the first comprehensive spine


motion data (acceleration and displacement) for several


commonly used impulsive force–type chiropractic adjusting


instruments. Larger-magnitude, multiaxial intersegmental


motion responses were observed for spinal manipulative


thrusts delivered with the Impulse for nearly all force


settings examined. Knowledge of the vertebral motion


responses produced by handheld chiropractic adjusting


instruments assists in understanding biomechanical


responses and supports the clinical rationale for patient


treatment using instrument-based adjustments. Our results


indicate that the force-time characteristics of impulsive-type


adjusting instruments significantly affect spinal motion and


suggests that instruments can and should be tuned to


provide optimal force delivery.
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® New Study of Bone Movement Favors 
Impulse® Among Adjusting Instruments  
 
August 1, 2006 
 


PHOENIX, Arizona – A new study published in the July/August, 2006 issue of the Journal of 
Manipulative and Physiological Therapeutics reported nearly three-fold greater vertebral motions during 
chiropractic adjustments delivered with the Impulse Adjusting Instrument® when compared to other 
chiropractic adjusting instruments.  The study, conducted in Adelaide, Australia at the Institute for 
Medical and Veterinary Science, is the first to validate just how vertebrae move during different 
instrument-delivered chiropractic adjustments. 


“We compared three commonly used chiropractic adjusting devices, the Activator® IV Adjusting 
Instrument (Activator Methods International, Ltd., Phoenix, AZ), the Chiropractic Adjusting Tool (CAT®, 
J-Tech Medical Industries, Inc., Salt Lake City, UT), and the Impulse Adjusting Instrument® 
(Neuromechanical Innovations, LLC, Phoenix, AZ) to see how the spine would move during each of 
their force settings, said Dr. Tony Keller, the study’s lead author.  “We measured substantially larger 
magnitude vertebral motion responses for thrusts delivered with the Impulse Adjusting Instrument® at 
most force settings and always at the high force setting,” added Keller, Director of the Musculoskeletal 
Research Laboratory, a Division of the Florida Orthopaedic Institute in Tampa, FL. 


“Simply put, this study validated just how important forces, speeds and frequencies are in 
creating bone movements,” said Dr. Chris Colloca, a co-inventor of the Impulse Adjusting Instrument® 
and co-author of the study.  The study corroborates previous research that reported a broader range of 
forces and a superior frequency area ratio among electromechanical adjusting instruments over 
traditional spring-loaded activation devices specifically favoring the Impulse Adjusting Instrument®.  “We 
now have the data that shows that the bones can move up to three-times more with Impulse®,” noted 
Colloca.  “Patients don’t ask ‘if that thing did anything’ anymore after being adjusted with the Impulse® 
instrument like they used to after being adjusted by the spring-loaded activation devices.  The greater 
amount of bone movement occurring as shown in this study may just be the reason why, stated Dr. 
Deed Harrison, a chiropractic practitioner/researcher from Elko, NV who also co-authored the paper. 


“Impulse also improves over the previous generation spring-loaded adjusting instruments by 
offering a greater range of forces.”  Less force is required to adjust cervical vertebrae, whereas more 
force is required to move lumbar vertebrae because of the inherent stiffness differences in the spine,” 
Colloca added.   In related research, the group has found that instrument delivered thrusts can rival the 
amount of intersegmental vertebral movement occurring during traditional manually delivered 
adjustments.  “The slower speeds of manual type thrusts cause the whole spine to move more as 
opposed to just the motion segment that the chiropractor is targeting,” said Dr. Keller.  “One of the 
benefits of instrument delivered adjustments are their specificity in targeting the motions on the 
vertebrae desired by the treating clinician.  In other words, instrument delivered thrusts move the target 
vertebrae intersegmentally just as much, if not more than most manually delivered thrusts,” noted 
Keller. 


Prior to being published in the JMPT, this research was presented at the Chiropractic Research 
Agenda Conference last year in Washington, D.C.  The research represents a rare multi-disciplinary 
collaboration at the in affiliation with the Adelaide Center for Spinal Research (Adelaide, South 
Australia) combining talents from chiropractic (Colloca and Harrison) and bioengineering (Keller) with 
experts in orthopaedic surgery and pathology with co-authors Robert Gunzburg, M.D., Ph.D., and 
Robert Moore, Ph.D.  The research team has combined on a number of studies published in a variety 
of scientific journals including the Chiropractic & Osteopathy, European Spine Journal, Journal of 
Biomechanics, Journal of Manipulative and Physiological Therapeutics, and Spine among others.  This 
research was supported by Chiropractic Biophysics Non-profit, Inc., through generous grants from its 
members and its largest individual supporter, Dr. William Harris’ Foundation for the Advancement of 
Chiropractic Education.  


The Impulse Adjusting Instrument® is used by thousands of chiropractors around the world.  To 
locate a doctor who uses Impulse® visit www.instrumentadjusting.com.  For more information on the 
Impulse Adjusting Instrument® visit www.neuromechanical.com or call 480-785-8442. 
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Abstract


Mechanisms of spinal manipulation and mobilization include the elicitation of neuromuscular responses, but it is not clear how these
responses are affected or altered by disc degeneration. We studied the neurophysiological responses of the normal and degenerated ovine
spine subjected to mechanical excitation (varying force amplitude and duration) consistent with spinal manipulative therapy (SMT). Nee-
dle electromyographic (EMG) multifidus muscle activation adjacent to the L3 and L4 spinous processes and compound action potentials
(CAPs) of the L4 nerve roots were measured during the application of dorsoventral mechanical excitation forces designed to mimic SMT
force–time profiles used routinely in clinical practice. The magnitude and percentage of positive EMG responses increased with increas-
ing SMT force magnitude, but not SMT pulse duration, whereas CAP responses were greatest for shorter duration pulses. Disc degen-
eration was associated with a reduction (20–25%) in positive EMG responses, and a concomitant increase (4.5–10.2%) in CAP responses.
� 2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction


Neuroanatomical research has demonstrated the pres-
ence of mechanosensitive and nociceptive afferent fibers
in spinal tissues (disc, facet, ligaments, and muscles) (Jiang
et al., 1995; McLain, 1994; McLain and Pickar, 1998; Men-
del et al., 1992; Roberts et al., 1995), and neurophysiologi-
cal research has identified the role of such afferent


stimulation in pain production (Cavanaugh, 1995; Cava-
naugh et al., 1996, 1997) and coordinated neuromuscular
stabilization of the spine (Indahl et al., 1995, 1997; Solomo-
now et al., 1998, 1999, 2000; Stubbs et al., 1998). Active
muscular recruitment and reflexes also play a major role
in both spinal load and stability (Gardner-Morse and
Stokes, 1998; Granata and Marras, 1995), and abnormal
load sharing, and repetitive cyclic loading are implicated
as mechanical factors involved in the pathomechanisms
of musculoskeletal disorders including low back pain
(Solomonow, 2004).


Imaging studies have demonstrated a relationship
between muscular degeneration and disc degeneration
(Parkkola and Kormano, 1992; Parkkola et al., 1993), and
muscular degeneration is purported to further compromise
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spinal stability in patients with back pain and disc degener-
ation (Parkkola et al., 1993). Changes in neuromuscular
reflex responses associated with spinal degeneration may
also contribute to limitations in stabilizing control of the
paraspinal muscles and thereby influence the risk of injury
during activities of daily living (Solomonow et al., 1998).
Differences in paraspinal neuromuscular reflex amplitude
have also been reported in patients with low back pain,
and neuromuscular reflexes are hypothesized to be an indi-
cation of the patients’ underlying clinical status (Colloca
and Keller, 2001).


Mechanisms of spinal manipulation therapy (SMT) and
mobilization therapy include the elicitation of neuromuscu-
lar responses. Neuromuscular reflex responses to SMT
have been observed in asymptomatic subjects (Herzog
et al., 1999; Symons et al., 2000), but it is not clear how
these responses are affected or altered by disc degeneration.
The purpose of this experimental study was to examine the
in vivo neurophysiological responses of the normal and
degenerated ovine lumbar spine subjected to mechanical
excitation (varying force amplitudes and force duration)
consistent with SMT. Disc degeneration was established
using a validated animal model (Osti et al., 1990). We
hypothesized that the neurophysiological response of the
spine during mechanical excitation would be reduced in
animals with disc degeneration.


2. Materials and methods


2.1. General


Fifteen sheep (mean 47.7 kg, SD 4.9 kg) underwent a survival
surgical procedure designed to experimentally model chronic disc
degeneration (Osti et al., 1990). Ten sheep (mean 46.5 kg, SD
5.6 kg) served as controls. The sheep were 18–24 months old.
Sheep are skeletally mature around 24–30 months at which time
they achieve peak bone mass. The research protocol was
approved by the Animal Ethics Committees and Institutional
Review Board of the Institute of Medical and Veterinary Science
(Adelaide, South Australia).


2.2. Disc degeneration model


Under general anesthesia (1 g, Thiopentone; 2.5% Halothane),
the lumbar spine was approached via a direct lateral left-side
retroperitoneal approach. In each animal, a controlled stab inci-
sion was made in the left posterolateral annulus fibrosus midway
between the endplates of the L1–L2 disc. Incisions were made
with a number-15 scalpel blade directed transversely through the
outer aspect of the posterior annulus towards the midline and
inserted to the hilt of the scalpel handle (a depth of 5 mm).
Fluoroscopic control was used to check the posterior limit of the
blade. Care was taken to protect both the spinal cord and the
exiting nerve root during the procedure. The incised level was
marked by placing a wire suture around the transverse process for
future identification (Fig. 1). The wound was closed in layers and
the animals received an intramuscular antibiotic injection 2 mL/
50 kg (consisting of procaine penicillin 250 mg/mL, streptomycin
250 mg/mL, and procaine HCL 20 mg/mL). Each animal recov-
ered in an air-conditioned indoor facility on a 12-h light/dark


cycle for 3 days, and then was transferred to an outdoor facility.
The animals were kept in similar paddocks for 20 weeks to allow
time for the posterior annular lesion to mature.


2.3. Muscle and nerve root responses


This experimental preparation has been described previously
(Colloca et al., 2003, 2004; Keller et al., 2003). Briefly, following
animal preparation and anesthesia, four bipolar needle electro-
myographic (EMG) electrodes (Biopac Systems, Inc., Goleta,
CA) were inserted bilaterally into the deepest fascicles of the
multifidus muscles adjacent to the L3 and L4 spinous processes,
and were used to record electromyographic signals from these
tissues (Fig. 2). Spinal nerve roots were isolated using a hemi-
laminarthrectomy decompression spinal surgery technique
(Weiner et al., 1999). Bi-polar, platinum electrodes (PolarProbe,
Nicolet, Inc., Madison, WI) were subsequently cradled around the
left and right L4 spinal nerve roots adjacent to the spinal cord at
the level of the dorsal root ganglia, and were used to record
compound action potentials (CAPs) from the nerve roots (Fig. 3)
(Colloca et al., 2003). The bipolar electrodes had 10-mm spacing
and 64-mm tip length and were shielded and insulated such that
the most distal (hooked) end was exposed for recording. CAP
electrodes were connected to biopotential amplifiers (ERS100B,
Biopac Systems, Inc., Goleta, CA) using a 3-m extension cable
and plug (MEC100, Biopac Systems, Inc., Goleta, CA). The
amplifier gain setting was 5000 and the amplifier filter settings
were 5000 Hz low pass and 10 Hz high pass.


2.4. Mechanical excitation protocol


A custom, computer-controlled mechanical testing apparatus
was used to generate mechanical excitation force–time profiles
with varying force amplitude and duration (Keller and Colloca,
2006). The apparatus comprised a linear voice coil actuator
(model LA25-42, BEI Technologies, Inc., Ashford, Kent, UK)
and a programmable, pulse width modulated servo amplifier, voice
coil drive controller (model VCA100, BEI Kimko Magnetics, San


Fig. 1. Fluoroscopic image of the L1–L2 ovine spine showing accelerom-
eter pins and location of lesion marked by a circular wire placed around
the transverse process.
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Marcos, CA). The voice coil had a continuous stall force of 84 N
and total stroke of 25.4 mm. A 665 N load cell (MLP-150,
Transducer Techniques, Temecula, CA) and a 25 mm linear vari-
able displacement transducer (model S1D, Instruments & Control,
Inc., Branford, CT) were used to measure the actuator force and
displacement signals.


With the animals in a standardized prone-lying position, the
bony preeminence of the L3 spinous process was exposed using
electrocautery. Using the mechanical testing apparatus, postero-
anterior (PA) forces were applied directly to the L3 spinous
process via a 12.7 mm-diameter stainless-steel rod equipped with a
slotted tip that cradled the exposed bone surface (Fig. 2). To
simulate impulsive (very short time duration) and manual SMT
force–time profiles, three mechanical pulse durations (t = 10, 100,
and 200 ms) at a constant PA force (80 N) and three force levels


(20 N, 40 N, and 60 N) at constant pulse duration (t = 100 ms)
were examined. Five mechanical excitation tests were performed
for each mechanical intervention. In each case a 10 N preload was
applied, and the order in which the mechanical testing protocols
were performed was randomly determined. The applied mechan-
ical excitation force–time profiles (PA force amplitude and
duration) were chosen to mimick PA spinal manipulations
delivered in clinical practice (Herzog et al., 1993, 2001). The 20–
80 N maximum PA force amplitudes were chosen to produce
maximum displacement responses (4 to 16 mm) consistent with
SMT clinical practice.


During the mechanical excitation tests, L3, L4 multifidus
EMG and L4 spinal nerve root CAP responses were sampled at
1250 Hz using a 16 channel, 16-bit MP150 data acquisition system
and biopotential amplifiers (Biopac Systems, Inc., Goleta, CA).
The applied L3 force was recorded at 2500 Hz.


2.5. Pathological examination of intervertebral discs


Following the experimental protocol, the sheep were killed by
intravenous injection of 6.5-g pentobarbitone sodium and their
lumbar spines were removed en bloc by transecting the thoraco-
lumbar junction and the midsacrum. Individual motion segments
were isolated by cutting midway through the adjacent vertebral
bodies with an electric bandsaw and fixed in 10% buffered for-
malin for a minimum of 72 h before being decalcified in a solution
containing 9.5% nitric acid and 10% edetic acid (EDTA). For
histological examination, the spine specimens were cut into six
parasagittal slices of equal thickness, and those showing the
annulus lesion and a contralateral slice were processed into par-
affin wax for histomorphometric examination. Tissue sections
were cut at a nominal thickness of 5 lm, stained with hematoxylin
and eosin, and independently examined without knowledge of
each animal’s identity. Intervertebral discs from all animals were
graded on a 1–4 scale of degeneration (1 = normal, 2 = mildly
degenerated, 3 = moderately degenerated, 4 = severely degener-
ated) with respect to the overall condition of the disc and mor-
phological characteristics of the annulus fibrosus, nucleus
pulposus, vertebral end plates, and subchondral bone (Berlemann
et al., 1998).


2.6. Data reduction and analysis


Peak-to-peak EMG amplitude ratios from the filtered signals
(peak-to-peak EMG response during the force–time pulse divided
by the baseline amplitude) were computed for each mechanical
excitation trial. Positive EMG responses were defined as an
amplitude ratio >1.5 (Seroussi and Pope, 1987). Spinal nerve root
discharge (CAP firing rate) was computed as the instantaneous
frequency (IF) for the baseline CAP responses and for the CAP
responses recorded during the time duration of the uniform pulse,
from which the ratio of pulse/baseline IF was obtained (Sung
et al., 2005). Matlab (The Mathworks, Natick, MA) was used to
perform all of the above analyses.


Shapiro–Wilks’ W test confirmed the normal distribution of all
parameters of interest. A repeated measures analysis of variance
(ANOVA) was used to determine the effect of SMT pulse dura-
tion and amplitude on the neurophysiological responses after each
of the five mechanical excitation trials were averaged for each
animal. A one-factor ANOVA was performed between normal
and degenerated animals and across mechanical test protocols
within the normal and degenerated animal groups. Statistical


Fig. 2. Computer controlled mechanical testing apparatus positioned over
the L3 spinous process. Bipolar platinum electrodes positioned at the L4
spinal nerve roots and EMG electrodes are shown at the level of L3 and
L4. Two tri-axial, dynamic accelerometers are located at L1 and L2 to
record spinal motions (data presented elsewhere).


Fig. 3. A bipolar platinum electrode (inset) used to record compound unit
action potentials (CAPs) is shown cradling a finely dissected L4 spinal
nerve root.
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significance was set at p < 0.05. Microsoft Excel (Microsoft
Computer Corporation, Redmond, WA) was used to perform all
of the above analyses.


3. Results


3.1. Histological analysis


The macroscopic and microscopic features of the discs
in this study closely resemble those described in a previous
ovine study of rim lesions (Osti et al., 1990). The degener-
ated model discs were consistently at a stage of moderate to
advanced degeneration compared to the normal discs.
Macroscopically there was unequivocal evidence of the
annular incision in the incised disc with extension of the
lesion to involve the central nucleus pulposus in all cases
(Fig. 4). The lesion resulted in substantial loss of height
due to breakdown of disc matrix. Microscopically all
injured discs showed advanced repair of the most periphe-
ral annular fibers or in some cases, more organized colla-
genised scar tissue. In most cases, there was radial and
circumferential extension of the initial annular lesion with
secondary displacement of the nucleus towards the anterior
aspect, resulting in prominent inversion of the posterior
annular fibers from their usual concave orientation. Also,
in most cases, the nucleus showed substantial migration
with early clefting of the matrix in some cases.


Table 1 summarizes the overall histological grading of
the L1–L2 discs and grading with respect to the annulus
fibrosus (AF), nucleus pulposus (NP), vertebral end plates
(EP), and subchondral bone (SCB) (Berlemann et al.,
1998). In all normal animals, the AF was graded as 1
whereas the degenerated group scored 3.30 (SD = 0.48).
The NP averaged 1.40 (SD = 0.52) for the normal group
compared to the degenerated group score of 2.60
(SD = 0.52). Vertebral body endplate and subchondral
bone differences were less remarkable among the normal
and degenerated groups. All normal group L1–L2 discs were


graded as 1 whereas the mean score of the degenerated
group was 3.10 (SD = 0.57). With the exception of 2 animals
who were graded as 2, all of the incised discs were generally
graded either as 3 (moderately) or 4 (severely) degenerated.


3.2. Neurophysiologic responses


Positive multifidus muscle EMG responses were
observed for all SMT mechanical excitation pulse protocols
(Fig. 5). The percentage of positive EMG responses
increased with increasing mechanical excitation force mag-
nitude. With the exception of the 10 ms pulse protocol,
there was a 100% EMG response rate for forces 60 N
and higher. Mechanical excitation pulse duration (constant
force amplitude, 80 N) did not appreciably affect the EMG
responses (all were close to 100% in the normal disc group).
With the exception of the 60 N, 100 ms mechanical excita-
tion protocol, animals in the degenerated disc group
showed a significant (p < 0.05) 20–25% reduction in posi-
tive EMG responses. Compound action potential IF
responses were greatest for the 10 ms, constant force pulse
protocol and were least for the 100 ms, constant force pro-
tocol (Fig. 6). Within group differences were found for both
the constant force (10 ms vs. 100 ms vs. 200 ms) and con-
stant pulse duration protocols (20 N vs. 60 N, 40 N vs.
60 N). Compared to the normal disc group, CAP IF
responses showed a non-significant trend for slightly
greater (4.5–10.2%) in the degenerated disc group.


4. Discussion


In this study, an established animal model of disc degen-
eration (Osti et al., 1990) was used that produces a clinically
relevant healing response that is well established after 12
weeks (Gries et al., 2000). Analogous to disc degeneration
in humans (Vernon-Roberts and Pirie, 1977), the healing
response in the ovine spine was associated with annular
disruption, nuclear migration and granulation tissue forma-


Fig. 4. Low power mid sagittal photomicrographs of ovine L1–L2 lumbar intervertebral discs. A normal disc serving as a control in the current study is
shown on the left disc showing the normal arrangement of the annulus fibrosus and the central nucleus pulposus. The injured disc (right) is shown 20 weeks
following annular incision and is characterized by extensive disruption of the anterior annulus, anterior migration of the nucleus pulposus, and medial
contraction of the posterior annulus fibers. Markedly thickened repair tissue is present in the vicinity of the initial annular incision. Small transverse
fissures and irregular thickening of the calcified zone is observed at the vertebral body endplate in the injured disc as well.
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tion in the outer annular region of the ovine disc. Previous
investigations have also demonstrated biomechanical and
biochemical similarities between sheep and human interver-
tebral discs (Reid et al., 2002).


This is the first study reporting changes in neuromuscu-
lar responses to SMT among normal and degenerated spec-
imens. The decrease in neuromuscular reflex activity and
increased nerve root activity that we observed in the degen-
erated disc group may therefore be characteristic of and
acting synonymously with the pathomechanisms of disc
degeneration from the chronic lesion induced. The result


of this animal experimental study provide a better under-
standing of the neurophysiologic responses elicited during
posteroanterior mechanical excitation of the normal and
degenerated lumbar spine, and represents an important
first step in validating chiropractic theories.


Force–time profiles (amplitude, duration) of spinal
manipulation therapy, SMT, are known to vary according
to the region of the spine being manipulated and the skill
and proficiency of the clinician (Triano, 2000; Triano
et al., 2002). In this study, therefore, the applied mechani-
cal excitation force–time profiles were chosen to closely


Table 1
Grading of histological changes in the L1–L2 lumbar discs of the normal and 15 degenerated model specimens examined (AF, annulus fibrosus; NP,
nucleus pulposus; EP, vertebral endplate; SCB, subchondral bone) (Berlemann et al., 1998)


Animal AF NP EP SCB Grade


Normal Lesion Normal Lesion Normal Lesion Normal Lesion Normal Lesion


1 1 3 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 3
2 1 3 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 3
3 1 3 2 3 1 1 1 1 1 3
4 1 3 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 3
5 1 4 1 3 1 2 1 1 1 4
6 1 4 1 3 1 1 1 1 1 4
7 1 3 2 3 2 1 1 1 1 2
8 1 3 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 3
9 1 3 2 3 1 1 1 1 1 3


10 1 4 1 3 1 2 1 2 1 3
11 4 2 3 2 3
12 3 2 1 1 3
13 3 2 1 1 3
14 4 3 1 1 4
15 2 3 1 1 2


Mean 1.00 3.30 1.40 2.60 1.10 1.20 1.00 1.10 1.00 3.10
SD 0.00 0.48 0.52 0.52 0.32 0.42 0.00 0.32 0.00 0.57
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Fig. 5. Summary of the multifidus muscle EMG responses obtained for the constant force (80 N) protocols (10 ms, 100 ms, and 200 ms pulse duration)
and constant pulse duration (100 ms) protocols (20 N, 40 N, 60 N, and 80 N). Bars indicated the percentage of positive EMG responses (any occurrence
for bilateral L3 and L4 electrodes) for the normal disc group (gray) and degenerated disc group (black).
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resemble SMTs delivered in clinical practice. Specifically,
the 10 ms thrusts mimicked mechanical force manually
assisted adjusting (MFMA) instruments (Keller et al.,
1999), while the 100 ms and 200 ms pulse durations more
closely resembled high velocity low amplitude (HVLA)
SMTs (Herzog et al., 1993, 2001). Maximum loads
imparted to the ovine spine were approximately 17% of
the mean animal body weight, which is lower (about three-
fold) than the maximum loads commonly delivered among
clinicians practicing SMT (Herzog et al., 1993, 2001). How-
ever, the quasi-static DV stiffness of the anesthetized ovine
spine (4.3 N/mm) is also lower (about three- to fourfold) in
comparison to the quasi-static PA stiffness of the resting
human L3 spine (Keller and Colloca, 2006). Therefore,
the peak PA forces imposed on the ovine spine resulted
in peak PA displacements comparable to clinical practice.


In data from the current study presented elsewhere (Col-
loca et al., in review), animals with degenerated discs
showed significantly decreased DV displacement and L2-
L1 intersegmental accelerations. However, statistically sig-
nificant disc degeneration-related changes in segmental and
intersegmental kinematics were not observed for the
shorter duration (10 ms) mechanical excitation pulse proto-
col, which seems to reflect the fact that impulsive loading
produces a more variable kinematic response. In addition,
increasing pulse duration from 100 to 200 ms did not
appreciably change the amount of DV displacement at
the segmental contact point (L3) or adjacent segment
motion at L1–L2. This suggests that spinal manipulation


treatment strategies that employ shorter duration SMTs
(100 ms) are biomechanically more efficient since apprecia-
bly less energy is delivered to the spine. The neuromuscular
and neurophysiological differences observed during differ-
ent mechanical excitation force–time profiles are further
evidence of changes in somatosensory inputs to varying
SMT speeds and forces during SMT. Indeed, the different
neurophysiological responses among normal and degener-
ated animals are novel findings in this area.


It is important to point out that the animals examined in
this study were anesthetized, which may have altered the
mechanical responses (force–displacement) slightly. Most
likely any effects of muscle tone on the force–displacement
response of the spine were minimal, however, as the liga-
mentous spine is a highly damped structure (Keller et al.,
2002). Recent work conducted by the authors (Keller
et al., 2006) indicates that, while sustained supramaximal
muscle stimulation increases the PA stiffness (force–dis-
placement) of the ovine spine up to twofold, the effects of
low amplitude muscle stimulation were much less dramatic
(less than 5% increase in PA stiffness). Therefore, the
absence of muscle tone should have a minimal effect on
the neuromechanical responses reported in this study.


Previous work has observed abrupt changes in neural
discharge from mechanoreceptive afferents occurring as
the duration of the mechanical input approached those typ-
ically used in clinically applied SMT (25–200 ms) (Sung
et al., 2005). All of the mechanical excitation force–time
profiles examined in the current study were found to elicit
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Fig. 6. Instantaneous frequency (IF) response for the constant force (80 N) protocols (10 ms, 100 ms, and 200 ms pulse duration) and constant pulse
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positive EMG responses, which were dependent on
mechanical excitation force amplitude, but not on the dura-
tion of mechanical excitation. Time-varying mechanical
forces delivered during SMT are thought to alter sensory
input from primary afferents innervating the paraspinal tis-
sues, thereby having specific actions on central neural mech-
anisms regulating paraspinal muscles, spinal cord reflexes,
and ultimately, spinal biomechanics (Pickar, 2002). Previ-
ous research has also determined that SMT atypically acti-
vated Group III afferents, evoked high-frequency discharge
in both muscle spindle and GTO afferents, which is not
observed simultaneously during passive movements (Pickar
and Wheeler, 2001). Such sensory input elicited during
SMT is thought to contribute to the mechanism of SMT’s
therapeutic effect (Colloca et al., 2004; Pickar, 2002).


Mechanical excitation force–time profiles were found to
affect the discharge of neurons through the spinal nerve
roots. During mechanical excitation, mimicking HVLA
and MFMA spinal manipulation, we found an abrupt
change in the CAP IF, which most likely indicates stimula-
tion of the mechanosensitive afferents in the paraspinal tis-
sues of the spine. Interestingly, the CAP IF response was
greatest for the shorter duration SMTs (10 ms, MFMA)
and was least for the longer duration SMTs (100 and
200 ms, HVLA). These findings are similar to Sung et al.
(2005) who found increasing IF discharge of primary affer-
ents to shorter duration SMTs (25 ms). MFMA-type SMT
has been suggested to evoke an unusual or distinctive pat-
tern of somatosensory input to the central nervous system
(Sung et al., 2005). Although not explicitly confirmed in the
current study, it is likely that the enhanced CAP IF
responses are related to the time-varying SMT force–time
profiles administered, and deserves further attention.


Indeed, we chose to measure L4 spinal nerve root
responses during mechanical excitations being performed
at the level above. The L4 level was selected to minimize
any destabilizing effect that the necessary decompressive
surgery to expose the nerves would have on the biomechan-
ical experiments being conducted cephalad. The polyseg-
mental innervation of the lumbar spine (Bogduk, 1983)
and the coupled motion responses in adjacent vertebrae
are most likely responsible for the CAP results that were
able to be obtained.


While it is unknown just how the presence or magnitude
of neuromuscular responses during SMTs relates clinically,
preliminary evidence has demonstrated increasing peak-to-
peak neuromuscular response thresholds among patients
with worsening symptom frequency (Colloca and Keller,
2001). In patients, CAP responses have been found to be
markedly decreased on the side of radiculopathy (Colloca
et al., 2004). Other research has demonstrated improvement
in EMG output following SMT (Keller and Colloca, 2000;
Lehman and McGill, 1999). Our finding of decreased EMG
responses among animals with degenerated discs likely
reflects a disturbance in the neuromuscular reflex control
of the stabilizing trunk muscles characteristic of the lesion.
These findings are consistent with the pathomechanisms of


spinal disorders and underlying mechanisms of SMT. Fur-
ther research should aim to target the relationships between
degenerated discs and neuromuscular responses.


5. Conclusions


Muscular responses were found to increase with increas-
ing mechanical excitation force magnitude, but not force
duration, whereas the opposite was observed for compound
action potential responses. EMG responses were signifi-
cantly reduced in the presence of intervertebral disc degener-
ation, and there was a concomitant significant increase in
spinal nerve root discharge in animals with surgically
induced disc degeneration. These findings indicate that the
neuromuscular stabilizing system of the spine is compro-
mised in the presence of intervertebral disc degeneration.
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most frequent symptomatic reason for patient visits to pri-
mary care physicians, second only to the common cold.1


The National Center for Health Statistics in the United
States reported that 14.3% of new patient visits to physi-
cians are for LBP symptoms, totalling 12,900,000 visits for
chronic LBP and 4,114,000 visits for low back symptoms.2


LBP is the leading cause of disability in people younger
than age 45 and the second leading cause of industrial
absenteeism.3 LBP disables 2.4 million Americans at any
given time, one half of whom are chronically disabled.4


From 1984 to 1990, estimated direct costs of spinal disor-
ders increased from $13 billion to $23 billion,1 and com-
bined with indirect costs, figures have estimated that LBP
represents a cost of more than $50 billion annually to the
United States. These statistics and similar international epi-
demiologic studies have demonstrated the enormous soci-
etal impact of spinal disorders. Back pain has been called a
“20th century health care disaster.”5


Most health care for musculoskeletal disorders, including
LBP, is provided for by conservative care.6 Spinal manipula-
tive therapy (SMT) is a conservative treatment that has been
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Neurophysiologic Response to Intraoperative Lumbosacral Spinal Manipulation
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ABSTRACT
Background: Although the mechanisms of


spinal manipulation are poorly understood,
the clinical effects are thought to be related
to mechanical, neurophysiologic, and reflexo-
genic processes. Animal studies have identi-
fied mechanosensitive afferents in animals,
and clinical studies in human beings have mea-
sured neuromuscular responses to spinal manip-
ulation. Few, if any, studies have identified the
basic neurophysiologic mechanisms of spinal manip-
ulation in human beings or animals.


Objectives: The purpose of this clinical investigation was to
determine the feasibility of obtaining intraoperative neurophysio-
logic recordings and to quantify mixed-nerve root action poten-
tials in response to lumbosacral spinal manipulation in a human
subject undergoing lumbar spinal surgery.


Methods: An L4-L5 laminectomy was performed in a 62-year-
old man. Short-duration (<0.1 ms) mechanical force, manually
assisted spinal manipulative thrusts (150 N) were delivered to
the lumbosacral spine with an Activator II Adjusting Instrument.
With the spine exposed, spinal manipulative thrusts were deliv-
ered internally to the L5 mammillary proccess, L5-S1 joint, and
the sacral base with various force vectors. This protocol was
repeated by contacting the skin overlying respective anatomic
landmarks. Mixed-nerve root recordings were obtained from


gas-sterilized platinum bipolar hooked electrodes
attached to the S1 nerve root at the level of the
dorsal root ganglion during the spinal manip-
ulative thrusts and during a 30-second base-
line period during which no spinal manipula-
tive thrusts were applied.


Results: During the active trials, mixed-nerve
root action potentials were observed in response


to both internal and external spinal manipulative
thrusts. Differences in the amplitude and discharge


frequency were noted in response to varying segmental
contact points and force vectors, and similarities were noted


for internally and externally applied spinal manipulative thrusts.
Amplitudes of mixed-nerve root action potentials ranged from 200
to 2600 mV for internal thrusts and 800 to 3500 mV for external
thrusts.


Conclusions: Monitoring mixed-nerve root discharges in response
to spinal manipulative thrusts in vivo in human subjects undergoing
lumbar surgery is feasible. Neurophysiologic responses appeared
sensitive to the contact point and applied force vector of the
spinal manipulative thrust. Further study of the neurophysiologic
mechanisms of spinal manipulation in humans and animals is
needed to more precisely identify the mechanisms and neural
pathways involved. (J Manipulative Physiol Ther 2000;23:447-57)


Key Indexing Terms: Chiropractic; Low Back Pain; Lumbar Spine;
Manipulation; Mechanoreception; Nerve Root; Neurophysiology


INTRODUCTION
Musculoskeletal disorders including low back pain (LBP)


present a tremendous burden to society. LBP is the second
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investigated for its effectiveness in the treatment of LBP in
randomized controlled trials of patients with acute, sub-
acute, and chronic LBP.7-10 Estimates have indicated that
approximately 96% of SMT is performed by chiroprac-
tors.11 As federal and private sector funding for chiropractic
services has increased in recent years,11,12 investigations
into the proposed effectiveness and mechanisms of spinal
manipulation have drawn attention.


Although the mechanisms of SMT remain poorly under-
stood, the beneficial clinical effects of SMT are thought to
be related to mechanical, neurophysiologic, and reflexo-
genic mechanisms.13 Mechanical models have evolved with
the theory that SMT produces realignment and improved
function of misaligned and dysfunctional functional spinal
units.14 Recent evidence has demonstrated that significant
functional spinal unit movements are produced by SMT in
selected treatments applied to animal models15,16 and in
human studies.17,18 Neurophysiologic models theorize that
SMT may also stimulate or modulate the somatosensory
system and subsequently may evoke neuromuscular reflex-
es.13,19-21 Such mechanical and neurophysiologic studies
suggest that joint manipulation may have both direct and
indirect clinical benefits.


Recognizing the enormous impact of LBP to health care,
researchers have investigated the role of somatic structures
as a source of LBP. In recent years, neurophysiologic and
neuroanatomic investigations have been conducted to identi-
fy and characterize somatosensory units located within the
tissues of the lumbar spine to clarify their role in LBP.
Devices such as glass rods, metal probes, nylon threads, and
electrical impulses have been used to mechanically stimu-
late somatic structures and afferent units.22-25 Mechano-
sensitive and nociceptive afferents have been identified in
the lumbar intervertebral disks,26-29 zygapophyseal
joints,25,30-32 spinal ligaments,22,33-35 and the paraspinal
musculature36,37 in both animal and human studies. This
research and that of others38 have identified these tissues as
probable sources of LBP and somatic referred pain.36,39-41


Spinal nerve roots and dorsal root ganglia have also been
shown to be the source of radicular pain.42,43 The beneficial
effects of SMT have been thought to be associated with
mechanosensitive afferent stimulation and presynaptic inhi-
bition of nociceptive afferent transmission in the modulation
of pain,44,45 inhibition of hypertonic muscles,46 and im-
provement of functional ability.11,47,48


Although recent research has begun to investigate the elec-
tromyographic responses to spinal manipulation,13,49-52 little
is known about the sources of reflexogenic stimulation
derived from SMT. In addition, few investigations of the neu-
rophysiologic and biomechanic effects of SMT have been
performed to date. The purpose of this study, therefore, was
to determine the feasibility of obtaining intraoperative spinal
nerve root neurophysiologic recordings in response to SMT
stimulation of somatic structures in a human subject under-
going lumbar spinal surgery. A second objective was to deter-
mine if a short-duration, mechanical stimulation delivered in
lumbar SMT by the mechanical force, manually assisted


means was associated with mixed nerve root responses in the
S1 nerve root and if such responses depended on contact
point and applied vector. To derive a testable model in which
SMT could be investigated in human subjects, SMT was
delivered internally by directly contacting vertebral segments
and externally by contacting the skin overlying respective
anatomic points.


MATERIALS AND METHODS
Case History


A 62-year-old man underwent orthopaedic consult in
June 1998, 2 years after previous lumbar surgery. Although
the previous records were not available, it is most likely he
had undergone L4 discectomy. The patient had persistent
right lower extremity pain in an L4 and L5 dermatomal dis-
tribution that was progressively worsening. Reproduction of
symptomatology was confirmed with right straight leg raise
testing below 60 degrees, and a myelographic examination
confirmed right foraminal stenosis at L4-L5 and L5-S1.


Surgical lumbar decompression was the necessary inter-
vention. The surgeons advised the patient about the surgical
risks, including blood loss, postoperative spinal infection,
ischemic optic neuropathy, bleeding, persistent pain, paraly-
sis, weakness, and numbness, which the patient acknowl-
edged he understood. Consent was obtained for the surgery,
and neurophysiologic assessments were conducted. The pro-
cedures used were in accordance with the standards of the
hospital’s ethical committee on human experimentation, in
accordance with the Helsinki Declaration of 1975.


Surgical Procedure
The patient was brought to the operating room (Centennial


Clinic, Antwerpen, Belgium), and general endotracheal anes-
thesia was induced. He was placed prone on a frame, and his
low back was prepared and draped in a normal aseptic fash-
ion. An incision was made over L3-S2 in the mid-line and
brought through the subcutaneous tissue. The fascia was
incised, and the musculature was carefully dissected on the
left side. Self-retaining retractors were set in place, and manu-
al suction was performed within the incised area.


An osteotomy of the L4 spinous process was conducted.
Flavectomy and partial laminarthrectomy were performed at
L4-L5 and L5-S1, with decompression performed on the
right side only. Inspection of the epidural space indicated
that the L4-L5 and L5-S1 intervertebral disks were not rup-
tured. After the decompression, the L4, L5, and S1 nerve
root sleeves were clearly identified and free of all compres-
sion. The facet integrity of the facet joints was respected,
despite the partial laminarthrectomy.


Neurophysiologic Assessment Protocol
Ten minutes were allocated to perform the neurophysio-


logic protocol, including set-up and testing. The S1 nerve
root was chosen as the site for direct mixed-nerve root
action potential recordings because this level was asympto-
matic and less likely to exhibit spontaneous discharge from
chronic nerve root compression.







Gas-sterilized platinum bipolar electrodes were shaped in
the form of a hook and carefully placed directly under the
right dorsal root ganglia of the S1 nerve root. The electrodes
were connected to a shielded cable that was fastened to the
surgical draping by clips. Careful inspection ensured that the
electrodes did not come in contact with surrounding tissue.
Suction was used throughout the experiment to keep the area
free of excess blood and interstitial fluids. Mixed-nerve root
recordings were obtained for a 30-second baseline. Baseline
recordings were followed by spinal manipulative thrusts
delivered by a gas-sterilized Activator II Adjusting
Instrument (AAI II, Activator Methods, Inc, Phoenix, Ariz;
Figs 1 and 2). Spinal manipulative thrusts were performed at
various force vectors, segmental contact points, and spinal
levels. Unfiltered mixed-nerve root action potentials were
differentially amplified (× 1000) and recorded at 4096 Hz on
a portable computer equipped with a 16-bit data acquisition
system (Biopac Systems MP100, Goleta, Calif). A band stop
Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) digital filter was applied to
each wave form to eliminate 60-cycle noise. The IIR filter
settings were 50.0 Hz and Q = 5.0.


Mechanical Stimulation of the Somatic Structures
An initial 60-second trial was conducted, during which


time various internal and external thrusts and contact points
(right and left sacral base, right and left L5 mammillary
processes, and right and left L5-S1 zygapophyseal joints)
were made to identify the presence of mixed-nerve action
potential responses to mechanical stimulation. After this ini-
tial testing of the equipment and proposed protocol, nerve
root recordings were made during two 30-second trials.


During the first 30-second trial, baseline recordings were
made wherein the AAI II was gently set on the right L5
mammillary process, and no thrusts were delivered. During


the second 30-second trial, 18 spinal manipulative thrusts
were performed internally by directly contacting the right
L5 mammillary processes (4 thrusts, anterior vector), L5-S1
superior zygapophyseal joint (2 thrusts, anterior-superior
vector), and the right (6 thrusts, anterior-superior vector)
and left (6 thrusts, anterior-superior vector) sides of the
sacral base adjacent to S1. The AAI II delivers a single,
short-duration (<0.1 ms) thrust with a peak force magnitude
of approximately 150 N (Fig 3).53 The preload was approxi-
mately 20 to 30 N, as routinely used in clinical (chiropractic)
practice. At each of the levels (L5 and sacrum), thrusts were
directed with anterior, anterior-superior, and anterior-inferior
vectors (lines of drive) with the electrode in place (Fig 4). 


To measure the mixed-nerve root response of external
spinal manipulative thrusts delivered in a manner consistent
with normal clinical chiropractic practice, 12 external spinal
manipulative thrusts were applied to the spine with the AAI
II by contacting the skin overlying the previously identified
anatomic levels with similar force vectors (Figs 5 and 6).
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Fig 1. Photograph of the Activator II Adjusting Instrument
(Activator Methods, Inc), neoprene tips, platinum electrodes, and
associated lead wires in their gas-sterilized packaging before the
neurophysiologic experiments. The instrument was used to deliver
the mechanical stimulus in the form of a single, short-duration
(<0.1 ms) manipulative thrust (peak dynamic force = 150 N) to the
lumbar spinal structures.


Fig 2. Schematic of the Activator II Adjusting Instrument. The AAI
II is a moving stylus-type mechanical instrument powered by the
fixed potential energy of an internal spring that propels a 16-gm
hammer into a 46-gm stylus. The spring is compressed manually by
squeezing a sliding handle located on the shank of the instrument
and at a predetermined point is activated, propelling the hammer
into the stylus. An 80-durometer neoprene tip is attached to the end
of the stylus that reduces the impulse force shock delivered to the
spine slightly when the instrument is activated.
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Recordings were obtained for each external thrust with a 3-
second time window for data acquisition. A total of 3 exter-
nal spinal manipulative thrusts were delivered in an anterior
vector to the skin overlying the right L5 level (to simulate
the internal mammillary contact), 3 external thrusts were
delivered in an anterior-superior vector to the skin overlying
the right L5 level (to simulate the internal zygapophyseal
joint contact), and 3 thrusts were delivered to each side of
the sacral base in an anterior-inferior vector (to simulate the
internal sacral base contact).


After this protocol, the electrodes were removed from
the nerve root, the area was inspected, a sponge count was
conducted, and copious irrigation was performed. The
muscle was closed over a suction drain with 0-Vicryl
(Johnson & Johnson, New Brunswick, NJ), subcutaneous
tissue was sutured with 3-0 Vicryl, and the skin was
sutured with 4-0 Monocryl (Johnson & Johnson) in a subcu-
ticular fashion. A dressing was applied, and the patient was
extubated and brought to the recovery room. Estimated
blood loss was approximately 100 cc for the entire surgical
procedure.


Two days after surgery, the drain was removed, and the
patient ambulated without lower extremity pain. Nine days
after surgery, the sutures were removed. Three weeks after
surgery he asked if he could resume sports activities because
his leg pain had completely resolved.


RESULTS
First 60-Second Recordings


During the first 60-second trial, no action potentials were
observed in response to 3 consecutive internal spinal manip-
ulative thrusts applied with an anterior vector to the L5
mammillary process by the AAI II. This prompted suction,
adjustment, and resecuring of the electrodes around the
nerve root.


Baseline Recordings
During the 30-second baseline trial, no spontaneous


activity was observed in the right S1 nerve root, despite the
placement of the AAI II internally with its neoprene tip in
contact with the right L5 mammillary process (Fig 7). No
spinal manipulative thrusts were delivered during this trial.
Fig 7 provides the raw data, with the IIR filtered response
superimposed on the raw data, whereas the rest of the figures
have been IIR filtered.


Active Recordings During Internal Spinal Manipulative Thrusts
During the next 30-second trial, mixed-nerve root


action potentials were observed in response to internal
spinal manipulative thrusts. Differences in the amplitude
and discharge frequency were recorded in response to
varying segmental contact points and force vectors used
in the delivery of the spinal manipulative thrusts.
Notably, during the 4 anterior-directed spinal manipula-
tive thrusts performed on the L5 mammillary process,
500 to 1200 mV amplitude action potential discharges
were recorded. Several smaller discharges adjacent to the
main peaks, which lasted for approximately 1 second,
followed (Fig 8).


Fig 3. Load and acceleration characteristics of a typical SMT deliv-
ered by the AAI II. Note that the force-time history produced by the
AAI II is associated with a short duration (<1 ms), high loading
rate, and impulsive force signal.


Fig 4. Photograph of the experimental set-up showing the placement
of the electrodes and AAI II inside of the surgical incision for the
internal SMT trials.


Fig 5. Photograph illustrating the experimental set-up for external
spinal manipulative thrusts during thrusts applied on the skin over-
lying L5 and S1 somatic structures.
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The 2 anterior-superior–vectored spinal manipulative
thrusts performed on the superior L5 zygapophyseal joint
also produced large magnitude (1200 to 2600-mV) respons-
es (Fig 8). During the first 10 seconds, 4 anterior-vectored
spinal manipulative thrusts were delivered directly on the L5
mammillary process. After these 4 thrusts, the AAI II was
vectored anterior-superiorly, and the electrode inadvertently
contacted the AAI II and moved approximately 0.5 cm prox-
imal to the dorsal root ganglion producing 2 artifacts (at the
11-s time line; Fig 8). These artifacts produced considerably
larger amplitude responses measuring 4400 to 4800 mV.


Two spinal manipulative thrusts delivered in an anterior-
superior vector on the L5 superior facet joint produced the
largest amplitude action potentials. Nerve discharge was
noted on preload of the zygapophyseal joint as well, but
larger amplitude responses were observed during spinal
manipulative thrusts than during the application of the joint
preload. The AAI II was then moved to the sacral base, and
beginning at approximately 22 seconds, a series of 12 inter-
nal spinal manipulative thrusts was applied to the right and
left side of the sacral base in an anterior-inferior vector. The
right side was contacted for the first 6 thrusts, followed by 6
thrusts on the left side.


Recordings of the right S1 nerve root during 12 internal
spinal manipulative thrusts applied to the right and left sides
of the sacral base in an anterior-inferior vector were found to
produce smaller amplitude responses (200 to 900 mV) than
those applied to the L5 level (Fig 8). Action potentials were
of similar amplitude for contacts made on the left and right


Fig 6. A, Photograph depicting an external SMT being delivered
with the AAI II on the sacral base. B, Higher magnification photograph
showing the anterior-inferior force vector of the external sacral
SMT. Also shown are the tissue retractors, suction (upper left), and
electrode wiring in place.


Fig 7. Original recording of the right S1 nerve root obtained when
the AAI II was placed on the right L5 mammillary process with a
slight preload. No spinal manipulative thrusts were delivered. Raw
data with the IIR filtered response superimposed are presented.


Fig 8. Original recording of the right S1 nerve root during internal
spinal manipulative thrusts.


A


B
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side. An increased discharge rate was also noted during the
first 4 seconds of the recording, where the initial preload
was applied to the segmental contact point on the right
sacral base.


Active Recordings During External Spinal Manipulative Thrusts
For the anterior-directed external spinal manipulative


thrusts delivered to the skin overlying the right L5 mammillary
process, action potential amplitudes averaged approximately
1200 mV (Fig 9). These discharges were of similar amplitude
to those observed during mechanical stimulation applied
internally to the right L5 mammillary process.


The largest responses for externally applied spinal manip-
ulative thrusts were observed during the anterior-superior–
vectored thrusts applied to the skin overlying the right L5-S1
zygapophyseal joint area. The amplitude of the action poten-
tial peaks associated with these contacts ranged from 800 to
3500 mV and was similar in amplitude to the internal spinal
manipulative thrusts applied to the superior L5 zygapophy-
seal joint (Fig 10). On one occasion, the electrode lost con-
tact with the nerve and abutted the adjacent musculature,
producing an artifact with a characteristic signature illustrat-
ed by the presence of a large amplitude (3000 mV) peak and
numerous secondary peaks (Fig 11).


For the 3 anterior-inferior–vectored external spinal manipu-
lative thrusts delivered to each side of the sacral base, action
potentials were also similar in amplitude to the internal
thrusts performed on this level, averaging approximately
900 mV (Fig 12). One spinal manipulative thrust failed to
produce any measurable neurophysiologic response and
may have been caused by accumulation of tissue fluids in
the region of the electrode placement, poor electrode contact,
or a failure to mechanically stimulate the mixed nerve. Table
1 compares action potential responses between internal and
external applied spinal manipulative thrusts.


DISCUSSION
Numerous publications have discussed different techniques


of intraoperative spinal cord and nerve root recordings.54-56


Intraoperative spinal cord monitoring with somatosensory-
evoked potentials (SEPs) has been used to monitor nerve
root decompression57 and has become the standard of care
for scoliosis surgery in the United States, reducing the
incidence of postoperative myelopathy.58,59 Dermatomal
SEPs have been found to be more sensitive than mixed-


Fig 9. Original recording of the right S1 nerve root during 2 anterior
directed spinal manipulative thrusts delivered approximately 1
second apart to the skin overlying the right L5 mammillary
process. Action potential discharges were of similar amplitude to
those observed during mechanical stimulation internally by spinal
manipulative thrusts applied directly on to the right L5 mammillary
process (Fig 8).


Fig 10. Original recording of the right S1 nerve root during a single
anterior-superior vectored SMT delivered to the skin overlying the
right L5-S1 zygapophyseal joint. The peaks associated with these
contacts were similar in magnitude to the internal spinal manipu-
lative thrusts applied to the superior L5 zygapophyseal joint (Fig
8). The largest amplitude responses in the study were associated
with the L5 anterior-superior vectored spinal manipulative thrusts.


Fig 11. Original recording of the right S1 nerve root during a single
anterior-superior–vectored spinal manipulative thrust delivered to
the skin overlying the right L5-S1 zygapophyseal joint. During this
recording, the electrode lost contact with the nerve and abutted the
adjacent musculature, producing an artifact with a characteristic
signature illustrated by the presence of a large-amplitude (3000-
mV) peak and numerous secondary peaks not observed in the other
recordings.
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nerve SEPs for the detection of radiculopathy. However,
dermatomal SEPs are of lower amplitude than mixed-nerve
root potentials and require signal-averaging to yield repro-
ducible data. Consequently, dermatomal SEPs are technically
more difficult to perform in an operating room environment.60-62


Monitoring of mixed-nerve root potentials from the lum-
bosacral nerve roots, however, provides a simple method for
continuous assessment of real-time responses during mechani-
cal stimulation and was deemed appropriate for our study.


Technical Issues
Several technical challenges had to be addressed in


preparing for this study, most notably the short time frame
available for measurements. Because prolonged operation
times have been associated with an increase in surgical com-
plications (including increased blood loss, postoperative
spinal infection, and ischemic optic neuropathy),63,64 col-
lecting data in a timely manner from patients undergoing
surgery becomes a significant challenge. As a result, patients
are less willing to participate. For these reasons, the time
allowed for experimental set-up and data collection was
constrained to a minimum and therefore limited the number
and type of experiments that could be performed.


The AAI II has been found to produce bone movement in
in vivo animal and human studies.15,16,18 Because other
researchers have investigated neurophysiologic discharges
after the applications of stresses and strains to the lumbar
facet joints in animals,20,22,24,25,28,31,65,66 we sought to deter-
mine the feasibility of obtaining intraoperative spinal nerve
root neurophysiologic recordings in response to mechanical
stimulation of somatic structures by SMT. To our knowledge,
this study is the first to report in vivo lumbosacral nerve root
action potential responses to SMT in human beings.
Although the method was found to be feasible, for future
work we plan to use an AAI II equipped with a load cell and
accelerometer to quantify the threshold for mechanical stimu-
lation and the temporal relation of the nerve root potential
and mechanical stimulus frequency.53 In addition, further
study is required to more carefully identify artifacts associated
with spinal manipulative thrusts.


In our experiment, we did not account for the temporal
relation between the spinal manipulative thrust and the
action potential responses and the sensitivity of the bipolar
recording electrodes to movement. For this reason, a separate
experiment was conducted with the same protocol discussed
herein. Before applying spinal manipulative thrusts to the
subject, the electrode was purposefully slid by the surgeon


along the S1 nerve root approximately 1 cm during a 2.5-
second data recording period. No appreciable action poten-
tial discharges were observed, confirming that the electrodes
are not considerably movement sensitive (Fig 13). In this
same experiment, SMT was next applied to the right L5
mamillary process with an anterior vector by an AAI II
equipped with a load cell and accelerometer. Load and accel-
eration signals were analyzed during simultaneous S1 action
potential recordings to provide the temporal relation between
the spinal manipulative thrust and the nerve root discharge
(Fig 14). In assessing the time line relations between the
onset of mechanical stimulation during SMT and the resul-
tant neurophysiologic response (2 to 4 ms), our findings were
consistent with other neurophysiologic discharges recorded
in response to mechanical and electrical stimulation.30,31,66


This Study
The aforementioned research has focused on responses to


SMT delivered by contacting the skin overlying respective
anatomic points, including the reflex-sensitive musculature.
We sought to examine the feasibility of measuring mixed-
nerve action potential responses to SMT delivered internally
and externally (on the skin). Because of the limitations of
human subjects, we were not able to measure discharges of
individual rootlets or afferent units as is commonly reported
in animal models, and we were not able to electrically stim-
ulate the nerve and calculate the respective conduction
velocities of the units. Our measurements were obtained
from the region laterally adjacent to the dorsal root ganglion
of S1, and therefore we could obtain only mixed-nerve root
action potential responses to SMT. Appreciation of the possible
peripheral sensitization effects of underlying inflammation
leads us to choose the asymptomatic S1 nerve root for our
source of data collection as opposed to recording from L5 or
L4 levels in this particular patient.


In this study, mixed-nerve action potentials were observed
in association with both internal and external spinal manipu-


Table 1. Average mixed-nerve root responses (mV) to spinal
manipulative thrusts delivered internally and externally at
different segmental levels and with differing force vectors


LOD, Line of drive; Ant, anterior; Sup, superior; Inf, inferior.


L5 L5- S1-
Ant Ant-sup Ant-inf


LOD LOD LOD


Internal spinal manipulative thrusts 500-1200 1200-2600 200-900
External spinal manipulative thrusts 1200 800-3500 900


Fig 12. Original recording of the right S1 nerve root during a single
anterior-inferior–vectored spinal manipulative thrust delivered to
the skin overlying the left sacral base. Discharges were similar in
amplitude to the internal thrusts at this level (Fig 8).
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lative thrusts delivered with the AAI II. Internal thrusts that
contacted the L5 mammillary process and zygapophyseal
joint during the active 30-second trial produced mixed-nerve
root action potentials that were larger in magnitude when the
force vector was anterior-superior compared with anterior
only. Because the internally delivered spinal manipulative
thrusts were not delivered to the overlying paraspinal muscu-
lature, the source of the mixed nerve-root discharge probably
originated from discoligamentous mechanosensitive affer-
ents in the posterior elements of the spine (intervertebral
disk, zygapophyseal joint, and spinal ligaments) or from
nerve root stimulation produced by bone movement. Preload
of the zygapophyseal joint may also stimulate mechanosensi-


tive afferents by stretching of the facet joint capsule. The
actual sources of the action potentials, however, are not read-
ily discernible. For unresponsive spinal manipulative thrusts,
poor electrode contact or accumulation of fluid in the area of
the electrodes may have caused the results. Another consider-
ation may have been a simple failure to stimulate the nerve
root from the thrusts.


The apparent directional sensitivity of mixed-nerve action
potential discharge demonstrated by the larger magnitude
responses during the anterior-superior–vectored thrusts on
the zygapophyseal joint may be caused by increased stretch-
ing of the joint capsule associated with this force vector.
Because of the anatomic positioning of the zygapophyseal
joints, it stands to reason that an anterior-superior–vectored
force will cause the maximum deformation during a pos-
teroanterior thrust. Consequently, this may evoke a greater
mechanoreceptive response by stimulating underlying affer-
ent units. A similar response from afferent discharges from
the lumbar facet joints was also reported in animal studies
when forces were applied in different directions and magni-
tudes.20,24,25,31 Ideally, action potential measurements
should be performed while simultaneously measuring trans-
lations and rotations of functional spinal units during the
application of SMT force vectors. This is considered an
essential element for future research.


Another example of the directional sensitivity of the
mixed-nerve root response was demonstrated by thrusts
applied to the sacral base, where the smallest amplitude dis-
charge responses were observed. The reduced response may
reflect that the sacral base is a stiff, anatomic connection of
the sacrum with its articulating pelvis. Thrusts applied to the
sacral base may not create stretching of the lumbar facet
joint to the same extent as thrusts applied to L5. If this is the
case, a decreased mechanosensitive afferent response would
be expected. Of further interest are the similarities of mixed-
nerve root responses in comparing thrusts delivered internal-
ly with those delivered externally by contacting the skin


Fig 13. During a 2.5-second experimental data recording period,
the electrode was purposefully slid by the surgeon approximately 1
cm along the S1 nerve root to test the sensitivity to motion. No
appreciable artifacts were observed.


Fig 14. S1 mixed-nerve root action potential in relation to the force-
time history of the AAI II delivered to the right mammillary process
of L5 with an anterior vector. Note that there is an approximate 2-
ms delay after initiation of the AAI II thrust. In this experiment (as
opposed to the others presented), a Biopac EMG100B bipotential
amplifier module (100 to 5000 Hz bandwidth) was used to condi-
tion the recorded signals from a bipolar electrode (019-400900,
Nicolet Biomedical Inc, Madison, Wis). The amplified condition
signal depicted over a 50-ms period accounts for the action poten-
tial characteristics shown.


Fig 15. Proper vector for chiropractic adjustment of the left L5-S1
zygapophyseal joint. The anterior-superior, applied-force vector
provides the appropriate line of drive for maximal deformation of
the joint. Reproduced with permission from Fuhr et al.67
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overlying the respective anatomic points. Because the
applied vector was found to be associated with mixed-nerve
root discharge amplitude, it appears that the line of drive
(force vector) of the AAI II may be important in providing
stretch of the lumbar facet joint (Fig 15). Because the seg-
mental contact point for the externally applied thrusts was
on the skin overlying the underlying anatomical landmarks,
it is likely that the mechanosensitive afferent response may
originate in the skin, muscle, and discoligamentous tissues.


Of interest to the chiropractic profession is the apparent
specificity of the chiropractic adjustment. As shown in previ-
ous animal models and as is apparent in our study, distractive
and compressive loads have resulted in differing neurophysio-
logic responses. If therapy is to be effective, the directional
sensitivity of mechanosensitive afferents provides a rationale
for the need for appropriate education and training of the
practitioner who applies SMT. This may have important
implications for chiropractic education and the legislative
efforts concerning the abilities of untrained individuals
attempting to embark on spinal manipulation as an interven-
tion within their scope of practice.


The beneficial effects of spinal manipulation have been
thought to be associated with mechanosensitive afferent
stimulation and presynaptic inhibition of nociceptive afferent
transmission in the modulation of pain.44,45 Our work has
demonstrated that mixed-nerve root action potential
responses are associated with SMT. However, we were not
able to determine constituent components of fiber type.
Because similar amplitude discharges were observed with
the anterior-superior–vectored thrusts both internally and
externally, we hypothesize that stimulation of mechanosen-
sitive discoligamentous and muscular afferents may be
responsible for the results. Further study is necessary to
determine the underlying source of the mixed-nerve root
signal. Such studies will most likely require an animal
model because of the invasiveness of the dissection and
stimulation required. We aim in future work to simultaneously
monitor nerve roots and neuromuscular responses to compare
temporally to the spinal manipulative thrust and bone move-
ment. Future work should also include basic science investi-
gations of the effect of SMT on inhibition of hypertonic
muscles, together with biomechanic measures to assist in the
clinical usefulness of this research.


CONCLUSION
As demonstrated by data obtained in this study, it is possible


to record mixed-nerve action potentials in response to spinal
manipulative thrusts in vivo in human subjects undergoing
lumbar spinal surgery. The amplitude of mixed-nerve root
action potentials was associated with the applied force vector
of the SMT and segmental contact point. Further research is
required to investigate the sources of nerve stimulation and the
clinical relevance of these findings. Ultimately, such research
may help to provide a greater understanding of the neurophys-
iologic mechanisms of spinal manipulation and to identify the
mechanisms involved more precisely and will form the basis
for further study in both human beings and animals.
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Abstract
Background: Spinal manipulation has been found to create demonstrable segmental and
intersegmental spinal motions thought to be biomechanically related to its mechanisms. In the case
of impulsive-type instrument device comparisons, significant differences in the force-time
characteristics and concomitant motion responses of spinal manipulative instruments have been
reported, but studies investigating the response to multiple thrusts (multiple impulse trains) have
not been conducted. The purpose of this study was to determine multi-axial segmental and
intersegmental motion responses of ovine lumbar vertebrae to single impulse and multiple impulse
spinal manipulative thrusts (SMTs).


Methods: Fifteen adolescent Merino sheep were examined. Tri-axial accelerometers were
attached to intraosseous pins rigidly fixed to the L1 and L2 lumbar spinous processes under
fluoroscopic guidance while the animals were anesthetized. A hand-held electromechanical
chiropractic adjusting instrument (Impulse) was used to apply single and repeated force impulses
(13 total over a 2.5 second time interval) at three different force settings (low, medium, and high)
along the posteroanterior axis of the T12 spinous process. Axial (AX), posteroanterior (PA), and
medial-lateral (ML) acceleration responses in adjacent segments (L1, L2) were recorded at a rate
of 5000 samples per second. Peak-peak segmental accelerations (L1, L2) and intersegmental
acceleration transfer (L1–L2) for each axis and each force setting were computed from the
acceleration-time recordings. The initial acceleration response for a single thrust and the maximum
acceleration response observed during the 12 multiple impulse trains were compared using a
paired observations t-test (POTT, alpha = .05).


Results: Segmental and intersegmental acceleration responses mirrored the peak force magnitude
produced by the Impulse Adjusting Instrument. Accelerations were greatest for AX and PA
measurement axes. Compared to the initial impulse acceleration response, subsequent multiple
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SMT impulses were found to produce significantly greater (3% to 25%, P < 0.005) AX, PA and ML
segmental and intersegmental acceleration responses. Increases in segmental motion responses
were greatest for the low force setting (18%–26%), followed by the medium (5%–26%) and high
(3%–26%) settings. Adjacent segment (L1) motion responses were maximized following the
application of several multiple SMT impulses.


Conclusion: Knowledge of the vertebral motion responses produced by impulse-type,
instrument-based adjusting instruments provide biomechanical benchmarks that support the
clinical rationale for patient treatment. Our results indicate that impulse-type adjusting instruments
that deliver multiple impulse SMTs significantly increase multi-axial spinal motion.


Background
Spinal manipulation is the most commonly performed
therapeutic procedure provided by doctors of chiropractic
[1]. Likewise, chiropractic techniques have evolved over
the past few decades providing clinicians with new
choices in the delivery of particular force-time profiles
that are deemed appropriate for a particular patient or
condition. In Australia, Canada, and the United States of
America mechanical force manually assisted (MFMA) pro-
cedures are one of the most popular chiropractic adjusting
technique, utilized by approximately 70% of chiroprac-
tors [2]. Clinically, single impulse, short duration, MFMA
spinal adjustment procedures have been shown to mobi-
lize or oscillate the spine [3-6], elicit neurophysiologic
responses [5-10], and enhance acute trunk muscle func-
tion [11], However, basic experimental evidence is still
lacking that can identify biomechanical mechanisms
linked to beneficial therapeutic procedures [12].


Both experimental studies [3,4,13-15] and mathematical
models [16,17] indicate that the motion response of the
lumbar spine is dependent on the force magnitude, force-
time profile and force vector applied. Biomechanical com-
parisons of hand-held, MFMA-type chiropractic adjusting
instruments indicate that the force-time profile (shape,
amplitude and duration) significantly affects spinal
motion, and suggests that instruments can be tuned to
provide optimal force delivery [6,15]. Indeed, a recent
animal study [18] demonstrated that oscillatory mechan-
ical forces applied at or near the natural frequency of the
lumbar spine are associated with significantly greater dis-
placements (over 2-fold) in comparison to forces that are
static or quasi-static. Other animal studies have shown
that lumbar spine neuromuscular responses and vertebral
displacements are enhanced by increasing force ampli-
tude and pulse duration, while vertebral oscillations
(acceleration amplitude and duration) are increased by
increasing force amplitude and decreasing pulse duration
[6]. We are not aware of any studies, however, that have
investigated the biomechanical response of the spine to
repeated or multiple impulse MFMA-type mechanical
excitation.


The inherent goal of chiropractic adjustments are to
induce spinal mobility, therefore research methodology
that identifies mechanisms to increase spinal motion is of
paramount importance and of great interest to researchers
and clinicians. The purpose of this study was to determine
the multi-axial segmental and intersegmental motion
(acceleration) responses of ovine lumbar vertebral sub-
jected to single and multiple impulse spinal manipulative
thrusts (SMTs).


Methods
Animal preparation
Fifteen adolescent Merino sheep (mean 47.7 s.d. 4.9 kg)
were examined using a research protocol approved by the
Animal Ethics Committees and Institutional Review
Board of the Institute of Medical and Veterinary Science
(Adelaide, South Australia). Sheep were fasted for 24
hours prior to surgery and anesthesia was induced with an
intravenous injection of 1 g thiopentone. General
anesthesia was maintained after endotracheal intubation
by 2.5% halothane and monitored by pulse oximetry and
end tidal CO2 measurement. Animals were ventilated and
the respiration rate was linked to the tidal volume keeping
the monitored C02 between 40–60 mmHg.


Accelerometers
Following anesthesia, the animals were placed in a stand-
ardized prone-lying position with the abdomen and tho-
rax supported by a rigid wooden platform and foam
padding, respectively, thereby positioning the lumbar
spine parallel to the operating table and load frame. Fol-
lowing animal preparation, 10-g piezoelectric tri-axial
accelerometers (Crossbow Model CXL100HF3, Crossbow
Technology, Inc., San Jose, CA) were attached to intraos-
seous pins that were rigidly fixed to the L1 and L2 lumbar
spinous processes under fluoroscopic guidance (Figure 1).
The accelerometers are high frequency vibration measure-
ment devices comprised of an advanced piezoelectric
material integrated with signal conditioning (charge amp)
and current regulation electronics. The sensors feature low
noise (300-µg rms), wide bandwidth (0.3 – 10,000 Hz)
and low nonlinearity (<1% of full scale) and are precision
calibrated by the manufacturer. The x-, y- and z-axes of the
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accelerometer were oriented with respect to the medial-
lateral (ML), posterior-anterior (PA) and cranial-caudal or
axial (AX) axes of the vertebrae. The in situ natural fre-
quency of the pin and transducer was determined intraop-
eratively by "tapping" the pins in the ML, PA and AX axes,
and was found to be greater than 80 Hertz. This is approx-
imately 20 times greater than the natural frequency of the
ovine spine [18], which also exhibits significantly damped
motion responses (increased stiffness) for oscillatory PA
loads above 15 Hz.


SMT testing protocol
An Impulse Adjusting Instrument® (Neuromechanical
Innovations, LLC, Phoenix, AZ, U.S.A., Impulse) was used
to apply posteroanterior (PA) spinal manipulative thrusts
to the T12 spinous process of the ovine spine (Figure 1).
The T12 spinous process was located by palpation as the
first spinous process cephalad to the fluoroscopically ver-


ified L1 vertebra containing the accelerometer pin mount.
The neoprene end member of the stylus was then placed
on the spinous process of T12 and held perpendicularly
with a preload of 20 N. Thirteen mechanical excitation
impulses were applied over a 2.5 second interval and
included a single impulse followed one-half second later
by twelve mechanical excitation pulse trains delivered
every 160 ms. The Impulse Adjusting Instrument utilizes
a microprocessor-controlled electromagnetic coil to pro-
duce a haversine-like impulse, approximately 2 ms in
duration. Haversine impulse profiles result in a uniform
mechanical energy delivery to the test structure over a
broad frequency range [6,18], in this case 0 to 200 Hz.


The pulse trains were applied at three different force set-
tings: low (133 N), medium (245 N), and high (380 N).
Based upon bench-test experiments, the precision of
Impulse device (CoV = standard deviation/mean) was
3.5%, 2.4%, and 1.0% for the low, medium and high
force settings, respectively. A doctor of chiropractic with
ten years clinical experience administered spinal manipu-
lative thrusts. L1 and L2 vertebral accelerations were
recorded at a sampling frequency of 5,000 Hz using a 16
channel, 16-bit MP150 data acquisition system (Biopac
Systems, Inc., Goleta, CA, U.S.A.). The sampling period
(0.2 ms) was an order of magnitude greater than the
Impulse force pulse duration, and the sampling frequency
was nearly two orders of magnitude greater than the natu-
ral frequency of the pin-accelerometer-bone mount,
which ensured that the SMT-induced vertebral oscillations
were captured with appropriate signal bandwidth.


Data analysis and statistics
Acceleration transfer (L1–L2, m/sec2, 9.81 m/sec2 = 1-g)
between the L1 and L2 vertebrae was estimated by sub-
tracting the L2 accelerometer acceleration-time curve from
the L1 acceleration-time curve. The maximum peak-peak
acceleration response during the multi-pulse phase (total
of 12 pulse trains) was determined and compared to the
peak-peak segmental and intersegmental acceleration
response obtained during the first impulse. A paired
observations t-test was used to determine if the accelera-
tion response during the multi-pulse phase was signifi-
cantly greater than the initial single impulse (POTT, p <
.05 – significant difference). Descriptive statistics (mean,
standard deviation S.D.) were also computed, and the
changes in motion responses are reported as a percentage
of the first thrust.


Results
Typical segmental (L1, L2) and intersegmental (L1–L2)
acceleration responses obtained from the multiple
impulse adjusting protocol are shown in Figure 2. The
short duration (2 ms) mechanical excitation produced by
the Impulse Adjusting Instrument® elicited oscillations in


Experimental setup illustrating the Impulse Adjusting Instru-ment® positioned over the T12 spinous process and the two triaxial accelerometers rigidly attached to stainless steel pins at L1 and L2Figure 1
Experimental setup illustrating the Impulse Adjusting Instru-
ment® positioned over the T12 spinous process and the two 
triaxial accelerometers rigidly attached to stainless steel pins 
at L1 and L2.
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the adjacent vertebrae that damped out after approxi-
mately 100 to 150 ms. Segmental and intersegmental
acceleration responses mirrored the peak force magnitude
produced by the Impulse Adjusting Instrument®. Acceler-
ations were greatest for AX, followed by PA and ML meas-
urement axes and increased in a linear manner with
increasing force magnitude (Table 1). At the highest force
setting, the L1 segment ML and PA acceleration responses
were 5.6% and 15.4% greater, respectively, in comparison
to the L2 segment. The AX accelerations were 17.5% lower
at the L1 segment in comparison to the L2 segment (high
force setting).


Compared to the initial single impulse acceleration
response, subsequent SMT impulses produced signifi-
cantly greater (3% to 25%, P < 0.005) AX, PA and ML seg-
mental and intersegmental acceleration responses
(Figures 3, 4, 5). Increases in segmental motion responses
(ML, PA, AX) were greatest for the low force setting (18%–


26%), followed by the medium (5%–26%) and high
(3%–26%) settings. ML, PA and AX motion responses in
the L1 segment (adjacent to the applied force) were max-
imized after the 7th, 5th and 3rd SMT impulse (high force
setting), respectively. The PA motion response was maxi-
mized after the 4th SMT impulse for the low and medium
force settings.


Discussion
Increased segmental and intersegmental acceleration
responses were observed when multiple force impulses
were applied to the ovine lumbar spine. The increased
motion response most likely reflects the dynamic nature
of the Impulse Adjusting Instrument®, which has a short
force-time pulse duration (approximately 2 milliseconds)
and causes the ovine spine to oscillate or vibrate for up to
150 ms following the application of the force impulse.
The haversine wave shape of the Impulse Adjusting Instru-
ment® creates an efficient mechanical excitation and


Typical segmental (L1, superior and L2, inferior) and intersegmental (L1–L2) medial-lateral (ML), posterior-anterior (PA), and axial acceleration responses (m/s2) during the application of haversine-like mechanical excitation to the ovine spine (high force setting at T12 spinous process, 13 pulse trains)Figure 2
Typical segmental (L1, superior and L2, inferior) and intersegmental (L1–L2) medial-lateral (ML), posterior-anterior (PA), and 
axial acceleration responses (m/s2) during the application of haversine-like mechanical excitation to the ovine spine (high force 
setting at T12 spinous process, 13 pulse trains).
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energy transfer to the spine, which in turn excites a broad
range of vibration frequencies (0–200 Hz) in the con-
tacted and adjacent vertebral segments [6]. This frequency
range encompassing the resonant frequency (4 Hz) of the
ovine spine [18] which, when coupled with the repeated
(multiple impulse) mechanical excitation of the spine,
amplifies the spinal motion response. Increasing vertebral
motions via tuning the frequency and speed of the
mechanical inputs during SMT has long been an objective
of chiropractic delivery, especially in the development of
chiropractic adjusting instruments [16,17,19,20].


A number of studies have quantified the applied forces
and concomitant mechanical response of the spine during
SMT [9,19-24]. In previous work, we have demonstrated


that the stiffness and therefore motion response of differ-
ent regions of the human [20,25] and animal [18] lumbar
spine varied with the mechanical stimulus frequency.
Knowledge of the frequency-dependent stiffness charac-
teristics of the spine aids chiropractors in determining the
manner in which forces are transmitted to the spine dur-
ing chiropractic adjustment/spinal manipulation. Such
information is important in assessing the biomechanical
characteristics of chiropractic treatments, spinal mode-
ling, treatment efficacy, and assessment of risk in the
medicolegal arena. To our knowledge, this is the first
study to quantify the motion response of the lumbar spine
during repeated impulse loading. Our findings indicate
that application of multiple short-duration impulses to
the spine can increase the magnitude of ensuing vertebral
oscillations.


The chiropractic adjusting instrument examined in this
study (Impulse Adjusting Instrument®) produces a force-
time profile with a very short pulse duration (2 ms).
Forces that are relatively large in magnitude, but act for a
very short time (much less than the natural period of
oscillation of the structure), are called impulsive [19].
Impulsive forces acting on a mass will result in a sudden
change in velocity, but are typically associated with
smaller amplitude displacements in comparison to longer
duration forces. However, the sudden change in velocity
associated with impulsive forces causes the spine to oscil-
late or vibrate for long periods of time. In the current
study we observed that the ovine spine oscillated for a
period of time roughly equal to the time interval between
impulses (e.g. 160 ms). This corresponds to an impulse
loading frequency of 6.25 Hertz, and the application of
repeated mechanical excitation resulted in a continuous
chain of oscillations in the sheep spine.


The motion response of the spine is closely coupled to the
frequency or the time history of the applied force [16].
When external mechanical forces are applied at or near the
natural frequency of the spine, greater segmental and
intersegmental displacements result (over 2-fold) in com-
parison to external forces that are static or quasi-static
[16]. Thus, it is possible to achieve comparable segmental
and intersegmental motion responses for lower applied
forces during spinal manipulation, provided that the
forces are delivered over time intervals at or near the
period corresponding to the natural frequency. Based on
the findings of this study, application of repeated
mechanical excitation at 6.25 Hertz produces a signifi-
cantly increased segmental and intersegmental motion
response – up to 26% increase in adjacent segment accel-
eration following the application of several consecutive
SMT impulses. Since the oscillations induced in the spine
are mostly damped out prior to the onset of the next pulse
train, the increased acceleration response is most likely


Mean percent change (maximum multi-impulse value com-pared to first impulse) in low force, segmental (L1, L2) and intersegmental (L1–L2) acceleration responses for the medial-lateral (ML), posterior-anterior (PA), and axial (AX) axesFigure 3
Mean percent change (maximum multi-impulse value com-
pared to first impulse) in low force, segmental (L1, L2) and 
intersegmental (L1–L2) acceleration responses for the 
medial-lateral (ML), posterior-anterior (PA), and axial (AX) 
axes. Asterisks (*) indicate significant change from first 
impulse.


Table 1: Initial thrust (impulse thrust 1) mean segmental (L1, L2) 
and intersegmental (L1–L2) acceleration responses (m/sec2). 
Standard deviations are shown in parentheses.


Impulse Setting Segment ML (S.D.) PA (S.D.) AX (S.D.)


Low L1 10.0 (4.0) 36.1 (12.0) 44.6 (11.0)
L2 8.8 (4.5) 30.7 (10.7) 47.2 (14.8)


L1–L2 10.1 (3.2) 24.5 (9.3) 39.7 (19.6)
Medium L1 14.3 (7.1) 71.4 (30.4) 86.7 (31.9)


L2 14.2 (7.4) 66.2 (21.7) 92.8 (32.9)
L1–L2 15.3 (6.6) 49.9 (19.5) 81.0 (35.9)


High L1 27.5 (14.3) 134.4 (46.3) 130.6 (62.8)
L2 26.1 (14.2) 116.4 (36.1) 158.3 (41.2)


L1–L2 29.1 (13.1) 107.0 (61.8) 136.8 (64.8)
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due to mechanical conditioning of the spinal tissues, a
desired feature in accomplishing chiropractic adjustment.
Noteworthy, axial and medial-lateral accelerations were
observed that represent a coupled response to the PA (dor-
soventral) forces applied to the ovine spine. We have pre-
viously shown that PA thrusts induce coupled motions in
both the ML and AX axes [4]. Coupled motions are
dependent on a number of factors, including spinal geom-
etry and material properties as well as the force vector
applied [16]. As noted in the aforementioned paper, the
motion response and coupling are dependent on the
intrinsic material properties and geometry, which vary
from segment to segment, producing complicated pat-
terns load transmission within the spinal column. Indeed,
the decreased axial acceleration response (6–10%)
observed for the segment closest to the thrust most likely
reflects underlying spinal geometry and material proper-
ties. Further research is needed to improve the mechanical
excitation characteristics of chiropractic adjustment/spi-
nal manipulation devices and treatment regimes, includ-
ing force vector, force amplitude, force duration, force-
time profile and number of oscillations or impulses
applied. We hypothesize that optimization of the
mechanical excitation delivered to the spine will enhance
neuromechanical and clinical responses in patients.


There are inherent limitations of this study. First and fore-
most, an animal model was used to study the motion
response of the spine. The sheep spine is comprised of


structures (ligaments, bone, intervertebral discs) that have
qualitatively similar properties as the human spine
[26,27], but differ in a number of respects, most notably
geometry or morphology. Sheep lumbar vertebrae, and
vertebrae of other ungulates (hoofed animals) are more
slender and smaller in size compared to human lumbar
vertebrae. As a result, the PA stiffness of the ovine lumbar
spine is substantially lower (approximately 4-fold) than
the human lumbar spine [18]. However, using an animal
model we were able to perform invasive measurements of
bone movement, which are otherwise difficult to perform
in humans [3-5]. Measurement of bone movement using
intra-osseous pins equipped with accelerometers [3-5]
and other invasive motion measurement devices [28,29]
has been previously shown to be a very precise measure of
spine segmental motion. Moreover, the short duration
(impulsive) mechanical excitation produced very small
displacements in the T12 and adjacent vertebrae so the
coordinate axes of the vertebrae and accelerometers did
not change appreciably. Hence, intersegmental accelera-
tion transfer could be estimated directly from the acceler-
ation-time recordings of the adjacent sensors. However,
subtraction of the L1 and L2 time-domain signals to
obtain the intersegmental motion response does not take
into account the inherent phase differences in the acceler-
ation-time signals. A more comprehensive frequency
domain analysis of the acceleration data could be per-
formed [3,16], but this was beyond the scope of this
paper.


In addition, testing was performed on anesthetized sheep,
so muscle tone was deficient during the tests. The presence
of normal or hyper-normal muscle tone may modulate
the vibration response of the spine, so we are currently
conducting impulsive force measurements while the ani-
mals are undergoing muscle stimulation. Finally, verte-
bral bone acceleration measurements were obtained for
vertebrae (L1, L2) adjacent to the point of force applica-
tion, but we did not quantify the acceleration response of
the segment under test (T12) as the accelerometer pin
mount and force vector applied precluded contacting the
instrumented segment. As a result, the motion amplifica-
tion response that we observed in adjacent segments fol-
lowing repeated loading may not be representative of the
response of the segment under test, which is deemed by
most practitioners to be of primary importance. Adjacent
segment motion responses, however, are important as it is
our belief that the putative effects of MFMA procedures are
due to intersegmental motions, which are more similar to
intersegmental motions predicted for manual thrusts, as
opposed to segmental motions, which are very dissimilar
in comparison to manual thrusts [4,5,16,17]. Additional
work is needed to quantify both the thrust segment and
adjacent segment motion responses to repeated mechani-
cal excitation.


Mean percent change (maximum multi-impulse value com-pared to first impulse) in medium force, segmental (L1, L2) and intersegmental (L1–L2) acceleration responses for the medial-lateral (ML), posterior-anterior (PA), and axial (AX) axesFigure 4
Mean percent change (maximum multi-impulse value com-
pared to first impulse) in medium force, segmental (L1, L2) 
and intersegmental (L1–L2) acceleration responses for the 
medial-lateral (ML), posterior-anterior (PA), and axial (AX) 
axes. Asterisks (*) indicate significant change from first 
impulse.
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Conclusion
Our results indicate that repeated multiple-impulse
mechanical excitation using an impulsive-type adjusting
instrument significantly increases spine motion during
the application of multiple impulse SMTs. In principle,
mechanical interventions could be tuned to provide spe-
cific force delivery for desired biomechanical outcomes
including vertebral motion.
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Mean percent change (maximum multi-impulse value com-pared to first impulse) in high force, segmental (L1, L2) and intersegmental (L1–L2) acceleration responses for the medial-lateral (ML), posterior-anterior (PA), and axial (AX) axesFigure 5
Mean percent change (maximum multi-impulse value com-
pared to first impulse) in high force, segmental (L1, L2) and 
intersegmental (L1–L2) acceleration responses for the 
medial-lateral (ML), posterior-anterior (PA), and axial (AX) 
axes. Asterisks (*) indicate significant change from first 
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Prediction of Osteoporotic Spinal Deformity


Tony S. Keller, PhD,* Deed E. Harrison, DC,† Christopher J. Colloca, DC,‡
Donald D. Harrison, DC, PhD,§ and Tadeusz J. Janik, PhD�


Study Design. A biomechanical model was developed
from full-spine lateral radiographs to predict osteoporotic
spinal deformity in elderly subjects.


Objective. To investigate the biomechanics of age-
related spinal deformity and concomitant height loss as-
sociated with vertebral osteoporosis.


Summary of Background Data. Vertebral bone loss
and disc degeneration associated with aging causes bone
and disc structures to weaken and deform as a result of
gravity and postural stresses.


Methods. An anatomically accurate sagittal-plane, up-
right-posture biomechanical model of the anterior spinal
column (C2–S1) was created by digitizing lateral full-spine
radiographs of 20 human subjects with a mean height of
176.8 cm and a mean body weight of 76.6 kg. Body weight
loads were applied to the model, after which interverte-
bral disc and vertebral body forces and deformation were
computed and the new spine geometry was calculated.
The strength and stiffness of the vertebral bodies were
reduced according to an osteopenic aging model and
modulus reduction algorithm, respectively.


Results. The most osteopenic model (L3 Fult � 750 N)
produced gross deformities of the spine, including ante-
rior wedge-like fracture deformities at T7 and T8. In this
model, increases in thoracic kyphosis and decreases in
vertebral body height resulted in a 25.2% decrease in
spinal height (C2-S1), an 8.6% decrease in total body
height, and a 15.1-cm anterior translation of the C2 spine
segment centroid. The resulting deformity qualitatively
resembled deformities observed in elderly individuals
with osteoporotic compression fractures.


Conclusions. These predictions suggest that postural
forces are responsible for initiation of osteoporotic spinal
deformity in elderly subjects. Vertebral deformities are
exacerbated by anterior translation of the upper spinal
column, which increases compressive loads in the thora-
columbar region of the spine. [Key words: biomechani-
calmodeling, deformity, fracture, kyphosis, osteoporosis,
posture, spine] Spine 2003;28:455–462


In the United States, 10 million individuals have a diag-
nosis of osteoporosis. Another 18 million have low bone
mass, which places them at increased risk for osteoporo-
sis and fracture. It is estimated that 500,000 white
women in the United States experience vertebral defor-
mities for the first time each year, and that more than 7
million white women 50 years of age and older may be
affected at any given time.29 The cost for treatment of
osteoporotic fracture is estimated to reach $15 billion an-
nually.31 Vertebral compression and compression–flexion
fractures, particularly anterior wedge fractures in the mid-
dle and lower thoracic region, produce spinal deformities
characterized by increased thoracic kyphosis and associ-
ated with significant performance impairments in physical,
functional, and psychosocial domains.12,28


The normal spine is characterized by a thoracic ky-
phosis of approximately 40° when measured between T2
and T10.4,9,19 A single anterior wedge fracture can in-
crease thoracic kyphosis by 10° or more, and thoracic
curves exceeding 70° are common in elderly subjects
with multilevel compression fractures (Figure 1). In a
study of 98 elderly, postmenopausal women, Cortet et
al5 reported a mean thoracic kyphosis increase of 11° in
osteoporotic women with radiographic evidence of frac-
ture, as compared with women who had no radiographic
evidence of fracture (mean kyphosis, 52°). Moreover, the
severity of thoracic kyphosis has been shown to increase
with decreasing bone mineral density (BMD)9 and ante-
rior translation of the thorax.17 In advanced osteoporo-
sis, compression fractures of the thoracic vertebrae, par-
ticularly T6 and T7, result in a loss of vertebral height,
wedging of several thoracic vertebrae, and formation of
a kyphotic deformity or “Dowager’s Hump.”37 This de-
formity often is associated with severe pain and loss of
mobility.12,28


Given the fragility of osteoporotic vertebrae,13


trauma is not necessarily a factor in the production of
fractures in the thoracic spine. As postulated by Schmorl
and Junghanns,37 “the cause is usually to be found in the
stresses of everyday life.”(pg. 65) Thus, in the presence of
osteoporosis, postural stresses alone are sufficient to pro-
duce collapse at the anterior margins of the thoracic ver-
tebral bodies and the resulting wedge deformity.


Keller and Nathan23 developed an upright-posture,
sagittal-plane model of the C2–S1 spine, which they used
to estimate disc forces and stresses as well as the concom-
itant diurnal changes in disc height and stature associ-
ated with upright posture loading. Vertebral body (VB)
and intervertebral disc (IVD) geometries were modeled
as quadrilaterals. Static equilibrium forces and moments
were computed about each IVD centroid for forces asso-
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ciated with the body weight (LOG) and activity of the
antigravity muscles (erector spinae muscles). This model
predicted that IVD compressive forces and stresses asso-
ciated with upright posture weightbearing were greatest
in the middle and lower thoracic region of the spine.


The objective of the current study was to adapt the up-
right posture model of Keller and Nathan23 to predict ky-
photic spine deformities associated with osteoporosis. The
authors hypothesized that in subjects with advanced osteo-
porosis, postural forces are sufficient to initiate thoracic
spine kyphotic deformities, which are subsequently exacer-
bated by anterior translation of the head and upper torso.


Methods


An anatomically accurate sagittal-plane biomechanical model
of the anterior spinal column (C2–S1) was created using radio-
graphic data obtained from lateral full-spine views of neutral-
posture, upright-standing human subjects (n � 20; mean
height, 176.8 cm; mean body weight, 76.6 kg). Anterosuperior,
posterosuperior, anteroinferior, and posteroinferior corners of
each vertebral body were marked using a sonic digitizer (GP-9;
GTCO CalComp, Columbia, MD). The resolution of the sonic
digitizer was 0.125 mm, and the average accuracy of multiple
attempts at digitizing the chosen origin point on the radio-
graphs was 0.5 mm. This resolution and accuracy were suffi-
cient to capture the gross anatomic features of the VB and IVD
geometry. The resulting VB coordinate geometry data of the 20
subjects were averaged and stored in a text file for processing.


Vertebral Loading Model. Figure 2 illustrates the C2–S1
quadrilateral-element, sagittal-plane, upright-posture biome-
chanical model of the spine,23 which has been adapted to pre-
dict anterior and posterior VB deformations and to account for
age-related bone degeneration (bone loss, strength reduction)
and load-dependent VB stiffness reduction.25 Postural forces
were based on the body weight load above each vertebral seg-
ment, with the line of gravity (LOG) initially positioned 10 mm


anteriorly to the centroid of the L4 vertebral body (Figure 2).
The locations of the LOG, the body weight load above each
segment (W), the values for the posterior muscle moment arms
(lE), and the disc cross-sectional areas for the C2–S1 segments
were based on previously published data.23,33 Only the ante-
rior column of the spine was considered, and ligamentous
structures were not explicitly modeled.


Compressive loads (C) and shear loads (S) at each VB and
IVD centroid and the resultant extensor muscle load (E) were
determined according to the static equilibrium analysis of
Nathan and Keller23 (Figure 2).


Vertebral Deformity Model. Anterior VB deformation (dA)
and posterior VB deformation (dP) were computed using the
following equations obtained from the static equilibrium of
forces and moments about each quadrilateral VB element
centroid:


dP � 9.81W�lW/lE � cos��/�k��hA/hP��1 � lA/lE� � lP/lE � 1��


(1)


dA � dP�hA/hP�P (2)


where W is the body weight above each segment (kg), lW is the
body weight moment arm (mm), lE is the posterior muscle mo-
ment arm (mm), � is the quadrilateral anteroposterior bisector
angle (radians) with respect to horizontal, hA is the anterior VB
height (mm), hP is the posterior VB height (mm), lA is the an-
terior VB load moment arm (mm), lP is the posterior VB load
moment arm (mm), k is the VB stiffness (N/mm), and p is an
empirical constant. Equation 1 was required to solve the system
of static equilibrium equations for the loads acting on the an-
terior and posterior aspects of the VB quadrilateral segments (A
and P, respectively in Figure 2). A parametric analysis of the
effects of scaling parameter p on the thoracic angle was per-
formed, and a p value of 2 was found to produce the most
realistic deformities (Figure 3A). The VB stiffness (k) of each


Figure 1. Left: Photomicrograph
of the thoracic spine of a 63-year-
old woman with an osteoporotic
thoracic kyphosis (�80°) pro-
duced by vertebral wedge frac-
tures (T6, T7). Right: Radiograph of
same specimen. (adapted from
Schmorl and Junghanns37)
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segment was obtained by multiplying the VB modulus by the
ratio of the VB cross-sectional area divided by the respective VB
height at the centroid. For this analysis, the VB modulus was
assumed to be 25 MPa for all segments.21,22


The deformed anterior and posterior vertebral body geom-


etry (hA and hP) of each VB segment was computed as hP 	 dP


and hA 	 dA. For the kyphosis deformity analysis that follows,
it was assumed that there were no changes in disc geometry,
and that the discs did not undergo age-dependent disc degen-
eration. The model is capable of simulating senile kyphosis
(disc degeneration), but the results presented in this report are
restricted to osteoporotic kyphosis.


After the anterior and posterior vertebral body deformation
had been determined, a coordinate transformation was applied
to each vertebral quadrilateral to restore the original discgeom-
etry. The transformation involved rotation of the VB quadri-
lateral about the VB centroid to restore the original, unloaded
VB angle�. Beginning at the L5 segment, the VB quadrilateral
was translated in the x and y axes such that the distance from
the L5 posteroinferior node to the S1 posterosuperior node
(posterior disc height) was restored to the undeformed poste-
rior disc height along a line projected caudally from the poste-
rior nodes of the S1 segment. This process was repeated with
each successively more superior segment. The anterior shift in
the LOG associated with the progression of the kyphotic de-
formity was calculated as the mean shift in the C2–S1 VB
centroid.


Stiffness Reduction Algorithm. In both the normal and os-
teopenic vertebral bodies, the stress intensity (tissue stress/
apparent stress) or stress concentrations in trabecular bone are
up to 100 times greater than the applied or apparent
stress.25,27,35,36 To mimic the local stress concentrations acting
on the vertebral body trabecular bone, the VB stiffness was
decreased using a stiffness reduction equation (equation 3) de-
rived from a nonlinear load-deformation relation based on
plasticity theory4:


kd � FuLT*tanh��k0*x/FuLT�
m�1/m*�1 � tanh��k0*x/FuLT�


m�2�


*�k0*x/FuLT�
m/x/tanh��k0*x/FuLT�


m� (3)


where kd is the reduced or damaged stiffness (N/mm), F0 is the
ultimate compressive strength (N), x is the deformation of the


Figure 2. Quadrilateral-element
intervertebral disc (IVD) and ver-
tebral body (VB) deformity model
of the C2–S1 spine. W, body
force vector; E, extensor muscle
force; C, compressive force at
centroid; S, shear force at cen-
troid; A, anterior element force;
P, posterior element force. The
line of gravity, trunk center of
mass (�), femoral head (�), and
acetabulum (x) landmarks are il-
lustrated, and postural loads act-
ing on the IVDs are shown as
shades of gray. Other parame-
ters are defined in the text.


Figure 3. Variation in thoracic angle with the scaling parameter p
(A) and stiffness reduction exponent m (B). Results shown are for
the 1000-N ultimate compressive force model. The dashed line
corresponds to the initial neutral posture thoracic angle.
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VB centroid, k0 is the initial undamaged stiffness (N/mm), and
m is an empirical exponent. Equation 3 indicates that the seg-
ment stiffness decreases in a nonlinear (hyperbolic) manner
with increasing deformation, which is consistent with the non-
linear stress–strain behavior of vertebral trabecular bone ob-
served experimentally.17 The exponent m in equation 3 influ-
ences the amount of deformation required for stiffness
reduction or damage initiation. A parametric analysis was per-
formed to determine the influence of the exponent m on the
thoracic deformity (Figure 3B). Realistic values for m range
from 2 to 4 for bone.25 In this study, m was assumed to equal
2. After kd had been determined for each VB quadrilateral, a
second loading iteration was performed. The geometry normal-
ization and stiffness reduction process is schematically illus-
trated in Figure 4.


Changes in the VB strength or degeneration associated with
aging in terms of years then were simulated by varying the L3
vertebral compressive force at failure (Fult, N) according to
experimental data published by Hansson13:


Fult � 	75Age � 8199 (4)


This linear relation indicates that by the age of 90 years, the
force required to produce failure of the L3 lumbar vertebrae is
1449 N, or approximately one fourth of the compressive fail-
ure force at the age of 30 years (equation 4, Fult � 5949 N). The
ultimate compressive strength (FuLT) of each VB segment was
adjusted (normalized) to the L3 FuLT value times the ratio of the
segment disc area divided by the L3 disc area squared. Like-
wise, the VB stiffness values (k0) were obtained by multiplying
the L3 elastic modulus (25 N/m2)21,22 by the VB cross-sectional
area/VB height. In this study, forces representative of elderly
subjects (equation 4, 
80 years, Fult � 2250 N) were simulated
and compared with a baseline model approximating a 30-year-
old subject (equation 4, Fult ~ 6000 N). The analytical results
for variations in the L3 compressive force at failure ranging
from 750 to 2250 N in 50-N increments were examined.


Compressive stresses were computed for each of the IVD
and VB centroids. For these calculations, the VB midheight
cross-sectional area was approximated as 90% of the adjacent
(superior) IVD cross-sectional area.


Results


The analytical model reproduces the salient features of
spinal deformities caused by osteoporotic wedge frac-
tures, namely, increased thoracic kyphosis (Figure 5).
Changes in the thoracic angle and the concomitant spinal
height change were most apparent when the L3 ultimate
compressive force was less than 1500 N. The most os-
teopenic model (L3 Fult � 750 N) produced gross defor-
mities of the spine, including anterior wedge-like fracture
deformities at T7 and T8 (~10° kyphotic deformity at
T7). The baseline T7–T8 disc force was 628 N. In the
baseline model, the mean disc forces were 122 N (range,
107–133 N) for the cervical region, 560 N (range, 162–
821 N) for the thoracic region, and and 615 N (range,
588–667 N) for the lumbar region.


Figure 4. Schematic illustration of the kyphosis model simulation
process. Note that the model can accommodate changes in inter-
vertebral disc (IVD) geometry and degeneration, but such changes
are not considered in this study.


Figure 5. Summary of vertebral
deformity simulation results. Left:
Graphical depiction of 750-N ul-
timate compressive force (L3)
model. Vertebral body (VB) com-
pression fractures, including T7
and T8 wedge-like deformities,
resulted in a 15.1-cm decrease in
stature. Upper right: Changes in
thoracic angle (°), spine height
(%), and body height (%) associ-
ated with age-simulated varia-
tions in VB ultimate compressive
force. Lower right: Changes in
T7–T8 intervertebral disc (IVD)
forces (C and S) and extensor
muscle force (E) associated with
age-simulated variations in VB
ultimate compressive force.
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In the most osteopenic model, the increase in thoracic
kyphosis (41.7° increase) and the decrease in VB height
(7.7% total height reduction) resulted in a 25.2% de-
crease in spinal height (C2-S1) and an 8.6% decrease in
total body height, as compared with the baseline model
(Table 1). The resulting deformity produced a 15.1-cm
anterior translation of C2 vertebral centroid, which in
turn was associated with a 19% increase in compressive
force, a 24% increase in compressive stresses, and a 40%
increase in paraspinal extensor muscle force at T7–T8.
Table 1 summarizes the baseline model geometry predic-
tions, with deformity predictions representative of the
osteopenic (L3 Fult � 750 N) subject.


The compressive stresses were greatest in the lower
thoracic region, where stresses approached 1.3 MPa in
the case of the 750-N ultimate compressive force model


(Figure 6a). In the baseline model, the mean disc stresses
were 0.50 MPa (range, 0.42–0.61 MPa) for the cervical
region, 0.83 MPa (range, 0.47–1.01 MPa) for the tho-
racic region, and 0.48 MPa (range, 0.45–0.53 MPa) for
the lumbar region. Figure 6b compares the IVD compres-
sive and shear loads with the corresponding extensor
muscle loads associated with the 1250-N ultimate com-
pressive force model. Peak muscle and IVD compressive
loads were located at the T11–T12 segment, whereas the
peak IVD shear load was at L1–L2. Thoracolumbar seg-
ment loads increased as the thoracic kyphosis angle in-
creased during the aging process (Figure 7).


Discussion


The vertebral deformity model presented in this report
confirms the authors’ hypothesis that osteoporotic tho-
racic kyphosis deformities in elderly subjects are pro-
moted by postural forces, and are subsequently exacer-
bated by anterior translation of the head and upper
torso. In the presence of osteoporosis, the physiologic
kyphosis and increased stresses at the anterior margins of
the thoracic vertebral bodies produce prominent wedg-
ing of the mid-thoracic vertebrae. Fractures and marked
deformities are predicted to occur when the ultimate
compressive force of the seventh thoracic vertebrae de-
creases to 56% of the body force (T7 compressive
strength � 421 N, L3 compressive strength � 1250 N).
According to the in vitro mechanical test and densitom-
etry data of Hansson,13 the latter corresponds to an L3
vertebral bone mineral content (BMC) of 1.63 g/cm and
an apparent age of 93 years. Hansson13 also noted that


Figure 6. A, Intervertebral disc (IVD) compressive stress varia-
tions with segment level for the 750-N, 1000-N, and 1250-N ultimate
compressive force (L3) models. B, Variations in IVD compressive
load, IVD shear load, and extensor muscle load with segment level
(L3 750-N ultimate compressive force model).


Figure 7. Relation between vertebral compressive load and tho-
racic angle for the C3, T7, and L4 vertebral segments.


Table 1. Geometry Characteristics of the Baseline (L3 Fult � 6000 N) and Most Osteopenic (L3 Fult � 750 N) Vertebral
Deformity Models


Model
Fult (N)


Total Spine
HT (mm)


Ant. VB
HT (mm)


Post. VB
HT (mm)


C2 Shift
(mm)


L4 Shift
(mm)


Cervical Angle
C2–C7 (deg)


Thoracic Angle
T2–T10 (deg)


Lumbar Angle
T12–L5 (deg)


6000 596.3 497.6 507.1 0 0 	11.2 39.9 	52.6
750 445.8 447.3 479.8 	151 	4.49 	10.3 81.6 	52.3
� 150.5 50.3 27.3 	151 	4.49 	0.9 	41.7 	0.3


HT � height; VB � vertebral body; Ant. � anterior; Post. � posterior.
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the ultimate compressive force of the human lumbar ver-
tebral centrum is as low as 952 N. As shown in the kypho-
sis model simulations, when the L3 vertebral strength
decreases to this level, failure of the vertebral structures can
occur under loads imposed by the weight of the body above
the vertebrae. In this study, vertebral deformities were fur-
ther exacerbated by anterior translation of the upper spinal
column, which acts to increase compressive loads in the
thoracolumbar region of the spine.


In normal and osteopenic thoracolumbar vertebrae,
compression fractures that result from fatigue damage or
low force trauma generally are undetectable on conven-
tional radiographs.15 Vertebral compression fractures
occur when the load applied to the vertebral structures
exceed their ability to support that load. Four character-
istic types of fractures are formed during overloading of
the vertebral body: central endplate, Schmorl’s node,
wedge, and burst. Central endplate fractures often are
the first sign of failure observed during in vitro compres-
sion fatigue loading experiments conducted on normal
and osteopenic human lumbar vertebral motion seg-
ments.16 Hansson et al14 also noted that Schmorl’s nodes
were predominantly associated with segments from
younger subjects who had less degenerated discs,
whereas central endplate fractures were predominantly
associated with older, more degenerated specimens. A
combination of central endplate fracture and anterior
wedge type fracture are formed during compression–
flexion loading of lumbar vertebrae.10 As the severity of
endplate fractures and Schmorl’s nodes increases, the char-
acteristic biconcave curvature of the endplates and verte-
bral body height reduction become evident on radiographs
(Figure 1). Indeed, for many clinicians, radiographically de-
tectable compression fractures represent the first verified
presence of osteoporosis or bone fragility.


The normal human spinal column is a highly loaded
structure. Compressive forces as high as 7000 N are pre-
dicted to act on lumbar vertebrae during the perfor-
mance of maximum-exertion isometric trunk extension
tasks.11 The vertebrae in a young, healthy individual
readily tolerate such forces. The kyphosis model, how-
ever, demonstrates how remarkably close to failure the
elderly human vertebral body is when it comes to con-
tinuous stresses associated with body weight loading or
exposure to cyclic stresses associated with repetitive
loading. Indeed, compressive forces as low as 50% of the
single-cycle failure strength of the vertebrae produce fa-
tigue fractures after fewer than 1000 cycles.16 The pre-
dictions of the current model indicate therefore that re-
petitive loading in an elderly subject with a single-cycle
thoracic vertebral compressive strength less than 2500 N
(76-year-old subject, equation 4) would result in tho-
racic wedge fractures and concomitant thoracic kyphosis
deformity. Body weight loading in a subject with a tho-
racic vertebral compressive strength of 1250 N would
produce equivalent deformities. Such findings are consis-
tent with reports of compression fracture occurring
spontaneously or after trivial strain.32


The kyphotic deformity produced by the biomechani-
cal simulation, including the T7 wedge fracture forma-
tion and the magnitude of the thoracic kyphosis, closely
resembles the deformities seen clinically and illustrated
in Figure 1. Deformities such as that illustrated in Figure
1, although not a common occurrence, are prevalent in
more elderly female subjects. However, some degree of
thoracic kyphosis is common in most postmenopausal
women with osteoporosis. In a study of 98 postmeno-
pausal women (mean age, 69 years), Cortet et al5 found
an average increase in thoracic kyphosis deformities of
11° for women with radiographic evidence of fracture, as
compared with women who had no radiographic evi-
dence of fracture. Assuming that the normal T2–T10
thoracic kyphosis is 40°,4 this increase corresponds to a
51° angle of kyphosis.9 In a subject with a body weight of
77 kg and a height of 177 cm, the current analytical
model predicts that the L3 lumbar compressive vertebral
strength and the L3 vertebral stiffness corresponding to
such a thoracic deformity would be 900 N and 960
N/mm, respectively. For such an individual, the corre-
sponding thoracic (T7) compressive strength would be
421 N, and the stiffness would be 99 N/mm.


Regarding the predictions of the current model, it is
important to note that several assumptions were made to
obtain estimates of the strength and stiffness of the ver-
tebrae. First, the empirical data of Hansson13 were used
to establish the compressive strength of the L3 vertebrae.
Because compressive strength is a structural property, a
higher compressive strength would be predicted for
larger subjects and vice versa. Moreover, in this study it
was assumed that the compressive strength and the stiff-
ness of the other vertebrae in the model could be scaled
using the vertebral height, disc height, and disc cross-
sectional area of the vertebral segments. Thus, segments
in different regions of the spine and segments from sub-
jects with larger vertebrae would be predicted to have a
corresponding higher compressive strength and stiffness,
and vice versa. This is a reasonable assumption provided
the material or mechanical properties of the C2–S1 spine
segments are equivalent. Previous experimental studies,
however, indicated that the mechanical properties of hu-
man lumbar vertebrae are closely dependent on the degree
of disc degeneration.13,24 Recognizing that the degree of
disc degeneration can vary substantially for different levels
of the spine,41,42 it is apparent that certain levels of the spine
may undergo nonuniform degradation in their stiffness and
compressive strength properties. In this study, it was as-
sumed that the spine undergoes uniform degradation in
strength, and no influences of disc degeneration or other
pathologic conditions were considered, including congeni-
tal anomalies or posttraumatic lesions.


Another limitation of the current study was the lack of
direct experimental validation for the model predictions.
Because this report focuses on age-dependent and pro-
gressive strength changes in the C2–S1 human spine, ex-
perimental validations are difficult, if not impossible, to
perform. In addition, the deformity model incorporates
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two mathematical parameters (m and p) that influence
the rate of kyphotic deformity progression. Both of these
parameters influence the rate of deformity progression,
and in this report, conservative values were chosen for
the simulations. It was noted, however, that the thoracic
deformity (81.6° kyphosis angle associated with the
most osteopenic ultimate compressive force model) cor-
responded very closely to the clinical presentation of os-
teoporotic kyphosis deformities (Figure 1).6,20,37


The compressive forces and stresses determined by the
model also agree with previous numerical simula-
tions18,39 and experimental results based on intradiscal
pressure measurements.1,34,38 In a recent study, Sato et
al34 measured L4–L5 intradiscal pressures and calcu-
lated L4–L5 disc loads for several upright postures in
eight healthy volunteers (ages, 22–29 years; weight, 73
kg; height, 173 cm) and 28 patients (ages, 19–74 years;
weight, 68 kg; height, 165 cm) with low back pain. In the
normal subject group, they reported that the mean up-
right-posture L3–L4 intradiscal pressure was 0.539 MPa
(range, 0.215–0.747 MPa). Taking into account the
prone-lying intradiscal pressure (mean, 0.091 Mpa;
range, 0.065–0.149 MPa), their results (upright posture
minus prone lying) are very consistent with the lumbar
region disc compressive stresses reported in the current
study. Hence, these and other reported intradiscal pres-
sure measurements corroborate the biomechanical pre-
dictions for the lumbar region of the spine, but a rigorous
validation of the model deformity and thoracic region
load predictions is currently not possible.


The vertebral deformity model presented in this re-
port provides a basic understanding of the apparent
forces and stresses acting on the vertebral structures, but
does not tell anything about the magnitude of the stresses
and strains acting on the trabecular bone tissues that
compose the bulk of the vertebral bodies. More explicit
mechanical stress–strain behavior and damage predic-
tion in vertebral bone structures can be obtained using
numeric techniques such as the finite-element analysis
(FEA) method.8,25,30,36,40 Recent structural FEA studies
of human vertebrae35,36 indicate that the stress intensity
or stress concentrations in trabecular bone are up to 100
times greater than the applied or apparent stress (force/
surface area). Hence, osteopenic bone may be damaged
at relatively low loads, such as thoracic load magnitudes
associated with upright-posture weightbearing. Indeed,
findings have shown that thoracic hyperkyphosis in os-
teoporotic subjects is related to anterior compression
fractures.6,20 In the current study, the authors mimicked
the effects of stress concentrations in trabecular bone by
using a vertebral stiffness reduction algorithm based on
plasticity theory.4,5 Finite-element analysis of anatomi-
cally accurate osteopenic thoracic vertebrae indicate that
the nonlinear compressive stress–strain behavior and
modulus reduction (bone damage) of thoracic vertebrae
are well represented using plasticity theory.25,27


In conclusion, the analytical model presented in this re-
port reproduces the general characteristics of spinal defor-


mities caused by osteoporotic wedge fractures. These re-
sults suggest that exercises, bracing or other rehabilitative
procedures aimed at reducing the anterior translation of the
cervicothoracic spine and thoracic hyperkyphosis, may be
beneficial in reducing the risk or occurrence of osteoporotic
fractures. Future applications of the model include simula-
tions of minimally invasive surgical procedures, such as
percutaneous transpedicular vertebroplasty. In vertebro-
plasty, polymethylmethacrylate bone cement is used to aug-
ment the strength and stiffness of vertebral bodies,2,3 and is
purported to preserve spinal alignment and to decrease
chronic pain in patients with vertebral compression frac-
tures and thoracic kyphosis.7,26 The increased vertebral
segment strength and stiffness provided by vertebroplasty
can be studied using the C2–S1 spine deformity model.
Additional model development work also is needed to
study the combined effects of vertebral body height reduc-
tion (osteoporotic kyphosis) and intervertebral disc height
reduction (senile kyphosis), as well as the effects of forces
associated with mechanical overload caused by activities
such as lifting and exercise.


Key Points


● A biomechanical model has been developed to pre-
dict the progression of osteoporotic thoracic
kyphosis.
● Compressive stresses associated with postural
forces were greatest in the midthoracic region of
the spine.
● Changes in the thoracic angle and the concomitant
spinal height change were most marked when the T7
vertebral body compressive strength decreased to less
than 1500 N.
● Model data may provide insight for surgical and
rehabilitative procedures used to treat thoracic
hyperkyphosis.
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Impulse® Fares Best Among 
Chiropractic Adjusting Instruments 


 
August 15, 2005 
 
PHOENIX, Arizona – A comparison of biomechanical performance among chiropractic adjusting 
instruments was published in the July/August, 2005 issue of the Journal of Manipulative and 
Physiological Therapeutics.  The study reported a broader range of forces and a superior frequency 
area ratio among electromechanical adjusting instruments over traditional spring-loaded activation 
devices specifically favoring the Impulse Adjusting Instrument®.  “These findings provide a scientific 
rationale supporting the anecdotal reports of better results with patients by clinicians using Impulse®, 
says the study’s lead author, Dr. Chris Colloca, a chiropractor from Phoenix, Arizona. 
 
“In over a decade of researching chiropractic adjusting instruments, we discovered the importance of 
optimizing the frequency input to the spine.  At the right frequency, more bone movement occurs and 
more neural receptors are stimulated during the adjustment, said Tony Keller, Ph.D., a professor of 
Mechanical Engineering and Orthpaedics and Rehabilitation at the University of Vermont, a co-author 
of the study.  “These are the exact mechanisms that research has determined are important in 
accomplishing the chiropractic adjustment,” said Keller.  Dr. Keller, a co-inventor of Impulse®, holds 
several patients from his research and ideas to try and improve the frequency characteristics of hand-
held spring-loaded activation type adjusting instruments.  “We were never able to achieve the forces 
and frequency inputs with the spring-loaded (activation) devices like we do with Impulse®, stated Keller. 
“As the research in this study shows, Impulse®, stands heads and shoulders above our previous 
inventions,” Keller said. 
 
“We developed Impulse® to make instrument adjusting easier for chiropractors to apply and easier on 
their hands,” said Colloca. “Traditional chiropractic adjusting instruments use a spring-trigger 
mechanism that engage the device to fire by forcefully squeezing a two handles together.  These kinds 
of instruments kick-back into the wrist and hand of the clinician.  We solved this problem by 
incorporating an electronic trigger mechanism that is light as a feather to pull and made instrument 
adjustments comfortable again,” he said.  With the rise in popularity of using adjusting instruments in 
chiropractic practice improvements that better suit the patient and clinician are of great interest. Today, 
chiropractic adjusting instruments are the second most common type of adjusting technique, utilized by 
72% of chiropractors on 21% of their patients.   
 
Chiropractic adjusting, a more specific variant of spinal manipulation, is the most commonly performed 
intervention by chiropractors.  Over the past three decades adjusting instruments have been developed 
to assist chiropractors in delivering forces to the spine.  Benefits of chiropractic adjusting instruments 
include a more specific and targeted force application, controlled force and speed.  These benefits 
culminate in easier adjustments on patients and the doctor too. 
 
“Speaking of speed,” says Colloca, “Impulse® was found to be twice as fast as the spring type 
activation devices.  That’s about 100 times faster than traditional manual type chiropractic adjustments 
too.  Because force equals mass times acceleration (F=ma), increasing the speed of adjustments with 
a chiropractic adjusting instrument accounts for using a significantly decreased mass while achieving 
similar forces to traditional manual type thrusts.  The faster speed allows the adjustment to be delivered 
faster than the patient’s tendency to tighten up and resist the adjustment. 
 
Impulse® is the most recent invention by Colloca and Keller, who have collaborated on chiropractic 
research projects for a number of years.  Nearly a decade ago, they co-authored Activator Methods 
Chiropractic Technique (Mosby Year-Book, Inc., 1997), and in 2005 they co-authored “The Use of 
Spine Measurement Instruments” in Principles and Practice of Chiropractic, 3rd Edition (McGraw-Hill, 
2005).  Collectively over the past ten years they have amassed over 50 scientific publications in various 
journals chapters.  For more information on the Impulse Adjusting Instrument® visit 
www.neuromechanical.com or call 480-785-8442. 
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New Study Reveals Benefits of  
Multiple-Impulse Chiropractic Adjusting 
 
May 1, 2006 
 


PHOENIX, Arizona – A new study published April 6, 2006 in the journal Chiropractic 
and Osteopathy (BioMed Central) has determined that multiple-impulse chiropractic 
adjustments can create up to 25% more vertebral movement than single chiropractic thrusts.  
This study represents the first biomechanical investigation of the effect of multiple-impulse 
thrusts on vertebral motions.  “The results are quite convincing,” said the study’s lead author, 
Tony Keller, Ph.D., a Bioengineer from the Musculoskeletal Research Laboratory, a Division of 
the Florida Orthopaedic Institute headquartered in Tampa, FL.  “This was the first time we 
examined what happens during repeated impulsive-type chiropractic thrusts, and the data 
clearly shows that something favorably interesting is occurring during a pulse-train series of 
chiropractic adjustments,” added Dr. Keller. 


By definition, impulsive-type chiropractic adjustments are thrusts that are extremely fast; 
“those too fast for the human hand to be able to deliver,” stated Dr. Chris Colloca, a Phoenix, 
Arizona based chiropractor who co-authored of the study.   The research used the Impulse 
Adjusting Instrument® (Neuromechanical Innovations, Phoenix, AZ) which has been shown to 
produce chiropractic adjustments at a rate of about a hundred times faster than traditional 
manual type chiropractic adjustments.  Using the Impulse® device the first thrust was 
compared to a series of consecutive thrusts delivered six times per second (6 Hz) to the 
spinous processes of sheep.  Using high-tech tri-axial accelerometers, the intersegmental 
motions of the vertebrae were able to be measured and compared between the initial thrust 
and subsequent thrusts.  The research revealed a general trend toward maximizing vertebral 
motions typically anywhere between the third and eighth thrust. 


“This research shows us that we can improve the spinal mobility during the chiropractic 
adjustment goes a long way towards helping us understand adjustment dosage,” said Dr. 
Colloca.  “Other instrument adjusting techniques have taught chiropractors to only thrust once.  
We now have evidence that one thrust might not be doing the job,” said co-author Deed 
Harrison, D.C., a chiropractic practitioner and researcher from Elko, NV.  “In previous 
research, it was shown how the Impulse® Instrument has improved on its spring-loaded 
predecessors by tuning the waveform to the natural frequency of the body while improving the 
speed and range of forces produced over the activation-type devices.  Now, we also know that 
you can move the vertebrae even more with multiple-impulse adjusting,” added Dr. Colloca. 


“It’s an exciting time for chiropractic to investigate its methods within the scientific 
community to improve delivery of patient care,” stated Keller.  The research represents a rare 
multi-disciplinary collaboration at the Institute for Medical and Veterinary Science in affiliation 
with the Adelaide Center for Spinal Research (Adelaide, South Australia) combining talents 
from chiropractic and bioengineering with experts in orthopaedic surgery and pathology with 
co-authors Robert Gunzburg, M.D., Ph.D., and Robert Moore, Ph.D.  The research team has 
combined on a number of studies published in a variety of scientific journals including the 
European Spine Journal, Journal of Biomechanics, Journal of Manipulative and Physiological 
Therapeutics, and Spine among others.  The research was supported by Chiropractic 
Biophysics Non-profit, Inc., through generous grants from its members and its largest 
individual supporter, Dr. William Harris’ Foundation for the Advancement of Chiropractic 
Education.  A free-copy of the study can be downloaded at 
http://www.chiroandosteo.com/content/14/1/6. 


For more information on the Impulse Adjusting Instrument® call 480-785-8442 or visit 
www.neuromechanical.com. 
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Objectives: The aim of this study was to review the biomedical literature to ascertain the biomechanical and clinical


significance of the lumbar erector spinae flexion-relaxation phenomenon (FRP).


Data Sources: Index Medicus via PubMed, the Noble Science Library’s e-journal archives, and the Manual Alternative


and Natural Therapy Index System databases were searched using the same search terms.


Discussion: The presence of the FRP during trunk flexion represents myoelectric silence consistent with increased load


sharing of the posterior discoligamentous passive structures. Passive contributions from erector spinae stretching during


the flexion posture and active contributions from other muscles (quadratus lumborum and deep erector spinae among


others) further assist in load sharing in the trunk flexion posture. A number of studies have shown differences in the FRP


between patients with chronic low back pain and healthy individuals, and the reliability of the assessment. Persistent


activation of the lumbar erector spinae musculature among patients with back pain may represent the body’s attempt to


stabilize injured or diseased spinal structures via reflexogenic ligamentomuscular activation thereby protecting them from


further injury and avoiding pain.


Conclusions: The myoelectric silencing of the erector spinae muscles in the trunk flexion posture is indicative of


increased load sharing on passive structures, which tissues have been found to fail under excessive loading conditions and


shown to be a source of low back pain. The studies that show differences in the presence of the FRP among patients and


control subjects are encouraging for this type of clinical assessment and suggest that assessment of the FRP is a valuable


objective clinical tool to aid in the diagnosis and treatment of patients with low back pain. (J Manipulative Physiol Ther


2005;28:623-631)


Key Indexing Terms: Biomechanics; Electromyography; Low Back Pain; Lumbar Vertebrae; Flexion-Relaxation


Phenomenon; Trunk Flexion

M
ovements in the lumbar spine, including flexion


and extension, are governed by a complex neuro-


muscular system involving both active (muscle)


and passive (vertebral bones, intervertebral disks, ligaments,
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tendons, and fascia) components.1 Common among spinal


disorders are disruption to the neuromuscular balance and


load sharing of the spinal tissues, ultimately resulting in pain


and disability, and an enormous economic burden to society.2


In the assessment of patients with lumbar complaints,


measuring the electromyographic (EMG) activity of the


trunk musculature is one objective means used by biome-


chanists and clinicians to assess the function of the lumbar


spine. The clinical utility of the use of electromyography,


however, is controversial in the diagnosis of patients with


low back pain without lower extremity symptoms.3


There is evidence to suggest that EMG differences exist


between patients with back pain and healthy subjects during


dynamic flexion tasks performed at peak flexion.4,5 To this


extent, several studies have examined the apparent myo-


electric silencing of the low back extensor musculature


during a standing to full trunk flexion maneuver or the


flexion-relaxation phenomenon (FRP). The electrical signal


reduction or silence that occurs in healthy subjects during


lumbar spine flexion has been hypothesized to represent
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Fig 1. Flexion-relaxation phenomenon. Original raw surface electromyographic recordings for the right (top) and left (center) erector
spinae muscles at the level of L3 are depicted for an asymptomatic subject during 3 consecutive lumbar flexion tasks (data acquisition at
5000 Hz by means of Biopac MP150; Biopac Systems, Inc, Goleta, Calif). Lumbar range of motion (bottom) was measured
simultaneously during lumbar flexion efforts by means of an electrogoniometer (Biopac Systems, Inc). Silencing of the erector spinae
muscles are observed during the 3 repeated flexion efforts consistent with the FRP in this graph.
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the extensor musculature being relieved of its moment-


supporting role by the passive tissues, particularly the


posterior spinal ligaments.6 Likewise, a failure of the muscles


to relax in patients with back problems is indicative of


heightened erector spinae resting potentials or underlying


back muscle spasticity.


The FRP is modulated by a number of factors including


the magnitude of applied load,7 loading rate,8 and patient


clinical status.9 Creep developed during a short static lumbar


flexion has also been found to elicit significant changes in the


muscular activity pattern of the FRP.1 Although there are


many factors to consider, understanding the biomechanical


importance of the load sharing between the erector spinae


musculature and passive lumbar spinal tissues will aid in the


understanding of the FRP from both a biomechanical and


clinical standpoint. Moreover, reviewing the biomechanical


implications of the FRP and reported differences among


patients with back pain and healthy subjects assists in


understanding the benefits, limitations, and clinical utility


of this type of EMG assessment. Thus, the purpose of this

study is to review the biomedical literature to ascertain the


biomechanical and clinical significance of the lumbar erector


spinae FRP.

METHODS


A review of the biomedical literature on the lumbar erector


spinae FRP was conducted by searching the National Library


of Medicine’s Index Medicus via their PubMed database, the


Noble Science Library’s e-journal archives, and the Manual


Alternative and Natural Therapy Index System using the


following search terms: biomechanics, electromyography,


erector spinae muscle, flexion-relaxation, lumbar spine,


and trunk flexion. Keywords were input in various combi-


nations, always including the terms flexion-relaxation or


trunk flexion, and relevant citations were noted. Collectively,


these searches revealed 36 articles generally related to the


research question in the current study, ultimately resulting in


16 specific articles on the FRP. These 16 articles among







Fig 2. Absence of FRP. Original raw surface electromyographic recordings for the right (top) and left (center) erector spinae muscles at
the level of L3 are depicted for a patient with CLBP during 3 consecutive lumbar flexion tasks (data acquisition at 5000 Hz by means of
Biopac MP150; Biopac Systems, Inc). Lumbar range of motion (bottom) was measured simultaneously during lumbar flexion efforts by
means of an electrogoniometer (Biopac Systems, Inc). A lack of the FRP is observed in the top graph for the right electrode (L3 right)
during the 3 flexion tasks and for the third flexion task on the left (L3 left) in this patient with chronic back pain.
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others were obtained via interlibrary loan. Upon review of


relevant citations, secondary references were further identi-


fied and subsequently similarly retrieved.

DISCUSSION


Physical activities involving full trunk flexion are com-


mon in activities of daily living, occupational demands, and


sport. Thus, knowledge of the biomechanics and clinical


implications of trunk flexion is important. Lumbar spinal


tissue sprain and strain have been reported in lumbar flexion


postures,10 and patients with low back disorders often avoid


such positions. Understanding the transfer of tissue loads in


the trunk flexion posture thus assists in the understanding of


normal trunk biomechanics, mechanisms of injury, and the


consequential pathogenesis of low back pain.


Several biomechanical and clinical studies have examined


the apparent myoelectric silence of the lumbar spine extensor


musculature during lumbar flexion from a neutral upright


standing posture. The FRP refers to a pattern of muscle


activity during trunk flexion in which the lumbar muscles


ultimately relax at what appears to be a distinct point in the

lumbar flexion range of motion (Fig 1). Floyd and Silver11


first described the term flexion-relaxation of the lumbar


extensor musculature using EMG and suggested that the


passive lumbar posterior elements, namely, the posterior


spinal ligaments and intervertebral disks, supplied the needed


moment during full flexion in the absence of erector spinae


muscle activity. The mechanism for the silencing of the


erector spinae muscles during trunk flexion has been


proposed to result from stimulation of stretch receptors in


the posterior discoligamentous tissues during the flexed


posture, acting to reflexogenically inhibit erector spinae


activity.1,7,12 -14 A number of biomechanical studies have


since examined the transfer of loads among tissues during


lumbar flexion, and several clinical studies have further


investigated the significance of the presence or absence of the


FRP in patients with lower back pain (Fig 2). Such research


is not only important to understand the biomechanical


consequences of the trunk flexion posture but to further


understand the clinical utility of using the FRP as an objective


outcomemeasure to discriminate patients with low back pain.


The FRP is an appealing quantitative test for adding


objectivity to a movement in which pain inhibition and







Fig 3. Typical electrode and electrogoniometer placement for
dynamic surface EMG assessment. Surface EMG electrodes are
placed overlying the erector spinae musculature at the levels of
T12 and L3, and an electrogoniometer (paddles) is placed at the
level of T12 and S1. A reference ground electrode is shown on the
right olecranon. Simultaneous erector spinae muscle EMG activity
can be measured as a function of lumbar range of motion with this
experimental setup.
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voluntary effort limitations may confound the examiner’s


ability to assess actual lumbar flexibility.15


In normal trunk flexion with the knees straight, the


5 lumbar vertebral segments flex forward during the first


508 to 608, followed by the pelvis rotating between the hips.16


At 75% to 85% of trunk flexion, the lumbar spine reaches its


maximum range of motion, whereas the pelvis is providing


terminal flexion to achieve the final stages of total trunk


flexion.7 It has been postulated that, at this point, the passive


noncontractile soft tissues (intervertebral disks, ligaments,


fascia) are providing most of the spinal support, and little


erector spinae activity is required to maintain this posture.6,7


Interestingly, lumbar flexion is the usual posture for stoop


labor, a position selectively chosen by workers in many types


of field labor for its efficiency (lack of voluntary muscle


effort).17 From a clinical standpoint, patients with chronic


low back pain (CLBP) have been reported not to achieve


flexion-relaxation because of an abnormal neuromuscular


coordination between the trunk and hip movements.9


Fig 4. Lumbar flexion test performance. (A) The standing patient
flexes forward (B) and returns to the standing position (A) during
the flexion range of motion test. Surface electromyographic
recordings are obtained from the erector spinae muscles, and
simultaneous range of motion is monitored by means of a dual
paddle electrogoniometer.

Task Performance
To assess the EMG activity of the lumbar trunk muscles


during trunk flexion, use of a data acquisition system is


necessary. Surface electromyographic electrodes are attached


to the skin at the levels of T12 and L3 over the belly of the


erector spinae muscles, and a trunk measurement device


(electrogoniometer) is attached at the levels of T12 and

S1 to quantify the lumbar motion during the test (Fig 3).


Alternatively, a videomotion analysis system can be used and


synchronized with the EMG signals obtained to assess the
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EMG response in relation to the trunk motion. In the standing


position, the patient is then asked to stand quietly in their


neutral upright posture and bend forward to the point of full


flexion at a speed that they feel comfortable with as EMG


signals are recorded (Fig 4). Generally, 3 repetitions are


performed to allow the examiner to observe any discontinuity


of the task effort and to obtainmean values of range of motion


and EMG activity. During the test, surface EMG activity is


recorded in relation to the spinal motion during the trials and


peak-peak amplitude of the EMG signals can be assessed.


Several variables such as patient population, recording


technique, data analysis and interpretation (defining on


and off ), normalization techniques, and task performance


(including controlling for velocity of motion) among others


are responsible for differences in results among studies


investigating the FRP. In addition, the onset and cessation of


the myoelectric silence of the FRP can be influenced by


several factors including lumbar lordosis, general laxity of


the joints, strength and relative length of the muscles of the


trunk and hip, coordination of trunk and hip movements, and


the velocity of the flexion extension movements.18


The notion that the FRP represents a dichotomous pattern


of muscles being either on or off likely is misleading.


Physiologically, lumbar muscles show electrical activity


because they are active and the degree of electrical activity


is roughly proportional to the rate and amplitude of muscle


fiber firing. Nevertheless, defining EMG activity to denote


when muscles are active is necessary to proportion and


interpret EMG amplitude results from raw data that have been


collected. Exploring the different assessment and analytical


techniques presented in the literature serves to point up


differences in results reported in the literature and sub-


sequently understand subsequent limitations.

Quantifying the FRP and Load Transfer During Trunk Flexion
A number of studies have shown the presence of the


FRP during upright trunk flexion in asymptomatic sub-


jects.1,7,12,15,19-22 Consistent with these studies, recently,


Solomonow and coworkers1 recorded EMG activity at the


L3 through L4 level over the erector spinae musculature


during upright trunk flexion tasks and quantified trunk joint


angles using a two-dimensional video–based motion analysis


system in 49 asymptomatic subjects. To nullify time shifts of


the EMG data, a digital algorithm to yield a mean absolute


value with a time shift of 100 milliseconds was performed


and EMG-on and EMG-off were defined, with the latter


representing EMG silence. Flexion-relaxation was observed


in all subjects during trunk flexion, with the mean EMG-off


lumbar flexion angle for men and women ranging between


468 to 508 of trunk flexion. Studies showing the FRP in


asymptomatic subjects will be further reviewed hereinafter, in


context with their biomechanical and clinical significance.


In any static position of trunk flexion, the hip flexion is


maintained by balance of the torque of the upper body weight

resisted by a combination of the tension and mass of the


structures posterior to its axis, and vertebral flexion is main-


tained by the torque of the upper body weight resisted by


combination of tension and compression of the vertebral


structures.7 Thus, it is rationalized that the FRP of the erector


spinae musculature in the trunk flexion posture represents a


bswitching offQ of electrical activity due to equilibrium being


achieved between the torques because of gravity and the


extension torque provided by the stretched posterior vertebral


elements.18 The erector spinae thus plays the key role of


balancing the two passive forces and providing controlled


movement of vertebral flexion through its eccentric action.


To understand the biomechanical consequences of the


FRP, other research has been conducted to determine the load


sharing among lumbar spinal tissues in the flexed posture.


Schultz et al7 measured trunk muscle EMG in 8 healthy


subjects during upright lumbar flexion with various loading


conditions, and biomechanical analyses were used to estimate


the subsequent loads imposed on the lumbar trunk structures.


In these analyses, the net support reaction needed for


equilibrium across a transverse section at the level of L3


was computed followed by analysis of muscle action that


could supply the net reaction derived using an optimization


technique. The resulting spine compression and shear loads


were then estimated as well. The authors found that, during


lumbar flexion, myoelectric signals of the erector spinae


muscles were substantially smaller compared with quiet


upright standing despite the need to develop posterior tissue


tensions equivalent to erector spinae contractions exceeding


700 N on each side at 408 or more of flexion to maintain


equilibrium. Based upon the data obtained and the bio-


mechanical analyses performed in this study, it was clear that


passive tissue forces are required to sustain the load require-


ments in the trunk flexion posture.


The resistance to the large flexion moments generated at


the trunk has been further investigated by McGill and


Kippers6 who examined the loads on individual tissues


during the performance of the FRP using an anatomically


detailed model of the lumbar spine using vertebral displace-


ment and myoelectric signals to estimate individual muscle


and passive tissue force-time histories. The authors reported


that, in full trunk flexion, loading of the interspinous and


supraspinous ligaments and posterior annulus of the inter-


vertebral disk in particular were found to be high relative to


their failure tolerances. Flexion of the trunk places the


posterior passive elements of the spine at risk for failure,


which is consistent with injury mechanisms in many patients


with low back pain. McGill and Kippers6 further noted that


although many muscles show force generation consistent


with electrical activity from neural activation, forces are still


predicted in the lumbar extensor muscles because of passive


stretching far beyond their resting length in the trunk-flexed


posture, enabling the muscles to generate forces in the


absence of neural activation. Thus, this was the first study to


propose that although the erector spinae muscles become
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electrically silent during trunk flexion, they still appear to be


generating force elastically through passive stretching.


Dolan et al23 further investigated the passive tissue


contributions of the spine during lifting in the trunk flexion


posture in 149 healthy subjects. In their study, subjects


in the trunk-flexed posture pulled upward with steadily


increasing force on a floor-mounted load cell, whereas EMG


activity was recorded from the erector spinae muscles at


L3 and T10. Extensor moment was calculated from the load


cell data and was plotted against the averaged and full-wave


rectified EMG data. A linear relationship was observed with


an intercept on the extensor moment axis (Ma) that indicated


that flexion moment was resisted by passive tissues. The


dependence of Ma was further studied by having the


subjects repeat the isometric pulls at varying amounts


of trunk flexion. The isometric pulls showed that, on


aver age, 3- to 4-fold increases in Ma occurred for the full


flexion posture from the lordotic posture, corroborating the


findings of McGill and Kippers6 for risks for injury in the


flexed posture.


Others too have contributed to the understanding of the


biomechanical consequences of the FRP during upright trunk


flexion. Gupta18 measured differences in myoelectric signals


by experimentally inducing abnormal combinations of hip


and trunk movements by having subjects bend forward with


the pelvis held against a wall, which prevented posterior


migration of the pelvis and limited the pelvic component of


trunk flexion. In addition, subjects bent forward with weights


tied posteriorly around the iliac crest, restricting pelvic


movement, and with weights in their hands. During these


tasks, EMG signals were obtained from surface electrodes


placed on the erector spinae (at L3), rectus abdominis,


hamstrings, and gluteus maximus muscles. A video camera


captured the motion of the trunk flexion via markers placed


on each subject and video was synchronized with the EMG


data. The FRP was observed in all 25 subjects examined


during quiet forward bending at 57% and 84% of mean


maximum hip and vertebral flexion, respectively. Strong


electrical activity was observed in the hamstring muscles of


all subjects during the flexion task, and 18 of 25 subjects


showed mild activity of the gluteus maximus muscles during


trunk flexion. The FRP was seen to come much earlier


(P b .001) at an average hip and vertebral flexion of 28% and


75%, respectively, of the maximum flexion value when


forward bending was performed with the buttocks held


against the wall. This finding is consistent with the additional


stability provided to the pelvis, thereby creating greater


passive forces earlier in the flexion range of motion, further


supporting the rationale for myoelectric silencing of the


erector spinae muscles. The addition of weights placed either


anteriorly or posteriorly was found to increase the tensile


torque about the spine, requiring the erector spinae to remain


active through a longer range of motion until the extension


torque by the posterior vertebral elements is increased


proportionally enough to reach equilibrium.

In another work, to understand the contributions of other


muscles during trunk flexion, Andersson et al19 used fine


wire electrodes to measure the electrical activity of the quad-


ratus lumborum (QL), the deep lateral and superficial


medical lumbar erector spinae, the psoas, and the iliacus


muscles during the FRP. The QL showed an increased


involvement from erect standing to full forward flexion of


the trunk. In the latter part of the trunk flexion, a cessation of


activity was observed for the superficial medial portion of


the lumbar erector spinae but not in the deep lateral lumbar


erector spinae muscles. Based upon the results of this study,


the common interpretation that extensor torque required at


the lumbar spine to balance gravity being accomplished


only by the passive tissues (ie, disks and ligaments) was


found not to be entirely true. Muscles such as the QL and


deep lateral erector spinae indeed assist in the load shar-


ing for spinal stability in the flexed trunk posture. Knowl-


edge of muscle activation patterns during trunk motions


assists biomechanists and clinicians in understanding mech-


anisms of injury and providing direction in training and


treatment regimens.

Clinical Studies on the FRP
Bridging the gap between the biomechanical research and


clinical studies of the FRP was perhaps best accomplished by


Kaigle et al24 who simultaneously quantified the muscle


activation patterns, the kinematic behavior of the lumbar


motion segment, and the overall trunk flexion during


dynamic flexion-extension in 7 patients with CLBP and


6 asymptomatic control subjects. Kaigle and coworkers24


performed invasive measurements in vivo by attaching


interosseous pins into the spinous processes of lumbar


motion segments. To the pins, a linkage transducer system


allowed for dynamic measurement of intersegmental lumbar


motion in the midsagittal plane with accuracies of 0.48 and
0.14 mm for rotatory and translatory movements, respec-


tively.25 Electromyographic activity of the erector spinae


muscles was simultaneously recorded from surface electro-


des placed bilaterally at the level of L3 through L4.


With this experimental setup, subjects were asked to stand


erect in quiet stance followed by bending forward in


the sagittal plane to maximum trunk flexion, followed


by extension to the upright neutral posture. Significant


differences between the patients and asymptomatic subjects


were observed throughout the flexion tasks. In the


asymptomatic group, the authors found a 78% decrease in


the root-mean-square EMG activity at full flexion, indicating


the FRP. Conversely, in the patient group, 4 of the 7 patients


showed no decline in erector spinae muscular activity at full


flexion, and in the remaining 3 patients, two showed a less


than 18% reduction in activity, whereas the third patient


experienced a 60% reduction in activity at full flexion.


Overall, the mean reduction for the patient group was 13%.


Kaigle et al24 further reported that the patients with CLBP
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were significantly limited in their ability to flex and extend


the trunk compared with the asymptomatic group.


Data obtained from the spinal linkage system revealed that


sagittal rotation and axial shear translation were significantly


less in the patients than in the control subjects. The authors


reported that the restricted intervertebral motion in the patient


group as well as trunk flexion may have been due to the


persistent activation of the musculature. In this manner, the


muscles would behave more as stabilizers to compensate for


joint laxity in an injured or diseased motion segment to


protect these spinal structures from movements that may


cause pain and/or further tissue damage.26 Because subjects


in both groups were able to flex greater than 708 and previous
study has shown that the FRP is seen approximately at this


trunk angle in asymptomatic subjects,9,12 it is likely that the


lack of the FRP in the patient group was not due to insuffi-


cient trunk flexion.


It is likely that the muscular alterations responsible for the


absence of FRP in persons with back pain is related to their


clinical status, namely, pain and dysfunction. The underlying


rationale lies in the sensory innervation of spinal ligaments


and their direct interactions with the surrounding spinal


musculature. Although ligament has been traditionally


categorized as a mechanical structure responsible for joint


stability, they have equally important sensory functions.


Neuroanatomic and neurophysiologic studies show that spi-


nal ligaments and intervertebral disks are endowed with


mechanoreceptors and nociceptive afferents27-31 to signal


joint loads, motion, and the presence of inflammation in the


latter. Ligamentomuscular reflexes have subsequently been


established between the spinal ligaments and disks, and sur-


rounding muscles, which act to directly or indirectly modify


the load imposed on spinal ligaments through muscles.32-35


Such reflexes may be inhibitory or excitatory as may be


required to preserve joint stability: inhibiting muscles that


destabilize the joint or increasing antagonist coactivation to


stabilize the joint.36 In fact, Solomonow et al14 recently


described a neuromuscular disorder composed of 5 distinct


components associated with static loads imposed to the spine.


This model sheds light on theoretical mechanisms supporting


the lack of FRP in patients with low back pain. The first


component consists of a gradual decrease in reflexive


muscular activity directly related to the creep developed in


the ligaments, eliciting a shift in the sensory trigger threshold


of the reflex.37 The second component consists of spasms


observed during the static loading (lumbar flexion) period,


caused by microdamage in the ligamentous collagen fibers


and subsequently relayed nociceptively. The third component


was observed in the first hour of rest after a static loading


period, expressed as a transient hyperexcitability of reflexive


muscular activity. Fourth, a relatively prolonged reflex


muscular hyperexcitability (2- to 3-fold) that gradually


increased from the second to sixth hour of rest after static


loading has been observed correlated to the consequent


ligamentous inflammation.37 The fifth component is the slow

exponential recovery of the EMG to its normal (initial) level


as rest time progresses.


The neuromuscular model as described by Solomonow


et al14 may indeed represent the musculoskeletal dysfunction


experienced by those with back pain and absent FRP. More


recently, the effects of static flexion-relaxation on paraspinal


reflex behavior have been reported.38 Reflexes showed a


trend toward increased gain after a period of flexion-


relaxation and were increased with trunk extension exertion.


Other studies have investigated the reliability of detecting


the FRP and its ability to discriminate between subjects with


back pain and asymptomatic control subjects. Watson et al39


assessed the test-retest reliability of the FRP measure in a


group of patients with CLBP (n = 11) and further compared


the results between a group of healthy control subjects (n = 20)


and a group of patients with CLBP (n = 70). In their study,


Watson and coworkers39 developed a flexion-relaxation ratio


of the activity during the neutral and fully flexed positions by


taking the mean rectified mean square (RMS) EMG values


during a 15-second resting standing period, RMS of the


maximal activity during 1 second of activity during forward


flexion, RMS activity for 1 second in the fully flexed


position, and the RMS for the maximum activity during the


reextension movement. Using a repeated measures design of


2 testing sessions 4 weeks apart, intersession reliability was


found to range between 0.81 and 0.98 for EMG activity


assessments. In the second experiment, the flexion-relaxation


ratio was compared among the patients with CLBP and


control subjects. The researchers reported that the flexion-


relaxation ratio was significantly greater in the fully flexed


trunk position in the CLBP group than in the control subjects,


clearly discriminating the patients from the healthy control


subjects in this study.


In related work, Shirado and coworkers9 also found that


the FRP could discriminate between patients with chronic


back pain and healthy subjects in their study of 25 healthy


subjects and 20 patients with CLBP. Full wave rectified and


averaged values of the EMG signal amplitudes were derived


for the neutral upright and trunk-flexed postures, and based


upon the averaged values of EMG activity during the relaxed


erect position, changes (percentage) of EMG activities were


calculated and compared between the groups. The authors


found that all 25 healthy control subjects exhibited the FRP.


Conversely, no patients with CLBP revealed the FRP during


the flexed posture. Because of the significant difference in


erector spinae EMG activity observed between the groups


and a time lag between trunk and hip motion being greater in


patients than in control subjects, Shirado et al9 concluded that


neuromuscular coordination between trunk and hip function


is altered among patients with CLBP.


Another study examining 40 patients with chronic back


pain and 40 control subjects also showed a lack of FRP in


patients with low back pain.40 In this work, Ahern et al41


noted that pain behavior, more specifically, guarded move-


ments, was significantly correlated to the FRP. Adding to this
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line of investigation of assessing the FRP, Mannion et al5


investigated 148 patients with CLBP and found that 55%


showed no relaxation of the erector spinae muscles at L5 in


the fully flexed position. Admittedly, the variance between


the results of Mannion et al5 and those of studies previously


cited indeed may lie in their choice of electrode location and


methodology of EMG analysis. Nevertheless, this study


corroborates the findings of others revealing an absence of the


FRP among patients with CLBP.


Recently, Neblett and coinvestigators15 performed a two-


part investigation of 12 asymptomatic subjects in an intra-


and interrater repeated-measures protocol to examine the


reliability of EMG readings of the FRP and further compared


54 patients with CLBP for differences in FRP responses


before and after a spinal rehabilitation program. The authors


reported that the ability of clinicians to measure range of


motion and EMG reliably during the flexion task was high


(r N 0.92, P b .001). Of further interest, all asymptomatic


subjects achieved the FRP at mean EMG signals of 2.3 lV.
Only 30% of the patients with CLBP achieved the FRP


pretreatment; however, after a 7-week rehabilitation program,


94% of the patients with CLBP were able to achieve the FRP.


This study not only showed the reliability of the FRP


assessment procedure but also was the first study to system-


atically show that an absence of the FRP in patients with


CLBP could be corrected with treatment.

CONCLUSIONS


The biomechanical consequence of the FRP is to


accommodate the transfer of loads to the passive elements


of the spine to achieve equilibrium. From a review of the


biomechanical literature relevant to the FRP, the presence of


the FRP during trunk flexion represents myoelectric silence


consistent with increased load sharing of the posterior


discoligamentous passive structures.7 The myoelectric


silence of the erector spinae muscles per se, however, may


not mean that these muscles are not providing forces them-


selves from passive stretching as previously thought6 nor that


other lumbar spinal muscles do not assist in load sharing,


namely, the QL and deep erector spinae muscles.19 The


myoelectric silencing of the erector spinae muscles in the


trunk flexion posture, although not exclusive, may be indica-


tive of increased load sharing on passive structures,6,7,18,23


which tissues have been found to fail under excessive loading


conditions,42 and showed to be a source of low back pain.43


From the research reviewed, there is clinical significance


to the presence or absence of the FRP. A number of studies


have shown differences in the FRP between patients with


CLBP and healthy individuals, and the reliability of the


assessment. Persistent activation of the lumbar erector spinae


musculature among patients with back pain represents the


body’s attempt to stabilize injured or diseased spinal


structures thereby protecting them from further injury and

avoiding pain. Noteworthy is that few clinical tests show


100% correlation to the disease or disorder. The studies that


show differences in the presence of the FRP among patients


and control subjects are encouraging for this type of clinical


assessment and suggest that assessment of the FRP is a


valuable clinical tool to aid in the diagnosis and treatment of


patients with CLBP. Further study into the response of


different patient populations, including those patients with


acute low back pain and sciatica, and the effects of different


rehabilitation strategies will serve to improve the body of


knowledge relevant to the clinical utility of the FRP.
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ORIGINAL ARTICLES


A RIGID BODY MODEL OF THE DYNAMIC


POSTEROANTERIOR MOTION RESPONSE OF THE HUMAN


LUMBAR SPINE


Tony S. Keller, PhD,a and Christopher J. Colloca, DC,b


ABSTRACT


Background: Clinicians apply posteroanterior (PA) forces to the spine for both mobility assessment
and certain spinal mobilization and manipulation treatments. Commonly applied forces include low-
frequency sinusoidal oscillations (�2 Hz) as used in mobilization, single haversine thrusts (�0.5 seconds)
as imparted in high-velocity, low-amplitude (HVLA) manipulation, or very rapid impulsive thrusts (�5
ms) such as those delivered in mechanical-force, manually-assisted (MFMA) manipulation. Little is
known about the mechanics of these procedures. Reliable methods are sought to obtain an adequate
understanding of the force-induced displacement response of the lumbar spine to PA forces.


Objective: The objective of this study was to investigate the kinematic response of the lumbar spine to
static and dynamic PA forces.


Design: A 2-dimensional modal analysis was performed to predict the dynamic motion response of the
lumbar spine.


Methods: A 5-degree-of-freedom, lumped equivalent model was developed to predict the PA motion of
the lumbar spine. Lumbar vertebrae were modeled as masses, massless-spring, and dampers, and the
resulting equations of motion were solved by using a modal analysis approach. The sensitivity of the
model to variations in the spring stiffness and damping coefficients was examined, and the model validity
was determined by comparing the results to oscillatory and impulsive force measurements of vertebral
motion associated with spine mobilization and 2 forms of spinal manipulation.


Results: Model predictions, based on a damping ratio of 0.15 (moderate damping) and PA spring
stiffness coefficient ranging from 25 to 60 kN/m, showed good agreement with in vivo human studies.
Quasi-static and low-frequency (�2.0 Hz) forces at L3 produced L3 segmental and L3-L4 intersegmental
displacements up to 8.1 mm and 3.0 mm, respectively. PA oscillatory motions were over 2.5-fold greater
for oscillatory forces applied at the natural frequency. Impulsive forces produced much lower segmental
displacements in comparison to static and oscillatory forces. Differences in intersegmental displacements
resulting from impulsive, static, and oscillatory forces were much less remarkable. The latter suggests that
intersegmental motions produced by spinal manipulation may play a prominent role in eliciting
therapeutic responses.
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Conclusions: The simple analytical model presented in this study can be used to predict the static,
cyclic, and impulsive force PA displacement response of the lumbar spine. The model provides data on
lumbar segmental and intersegmental motion patterns that are otherwise difficult to obtain experimentally.
Modeling of the PA motion response of the lumbar spine to PA forces assists in the understanding the
biomechanics of therapeutic PA forces applied to the lumbar spine and may ultimately be used to validate
chiropractic technique procedures and minimize risk to patients receiving spinal manipulative therapy. (J
Manipulative Physiol Ther 2002;25:485-96)


Key Indexing Terms: Biomechanics; Dynamic Simulation; Manipulation; Modeling; Spine


INTRODUCTION


Spinal manipulative therapy is a commonly used con-
servative treatment in patients with pain of muscu-
loskeletal origin. Numerous spinal manipulative


therapy techniques exist that produce different forces, load-
ing vectors, and loading rates, providing clinicians with
technique-specific choices for treatment of particular patient
conditions and/or spinal level. Such techniques have been
classified in national and international guidelines.1,2 Pos-
teroanterior (PA) forces are routinely applied to the spine
during the course of spinal manipulative therapy, but very
little is known about the dynamics of such procedures.
During spinal manipulation or mobilization, the application
of forces to the spine can be performed by using low-
frequency or quasi-static sinusoidal oscillations (�2 Hz)
such as those delivered in mobilization assessments or treat-
ments,3 single haversine thrusts (�0.5 seconds) such as
those delivered with high-velocity, low-amplitude (HVLA)
spinal manipulation,4 or very rapid impulsive thrusts (�5
milliseconds [ms]) such as those delivered by means of a
hand-held spinal adjusting instrument and categorized as
mechanical-force, manually-assisted (MFMA) proce-
dures.5,6 However, little is known about the mechanics of
these procedures.4 Thus, reliable methods to obtain an ad-
equate understanding of the force-induced displacement re-
sponse of the spine have long been considered important.


A biomechanical analysis of the spine is important for
understanding and predicting its response to different load-
ing environments. Although substantial information exists
on the dynamic response of the spine in the axial direction,7


little is known about the dynamic response to externally
applied PA forces such as those applied in the application of
spinal mobilization or manipulation. In addition to treat-
ment application, clinicians commonly apply quasi-static
oscillatory PA forces to the spine to assess its mobility or
stiffness, or to note the effect of applied force on the
patient’s symptoms. Without resorting to invasive tech-
niques, precise assessment of clinically relevant variables,
such as vertebral and intervertebral movements, is difficult
to obtain.8 Thus, development of a model is an important
foundation for developing an understanding of the theoret-
ical basis for mobilization and manipulation, as well as
determining the stiffness of the spine.


A biomechanical model can be used to study the mechan-
ical response of the spine under a variety of different load-
ing environments, including static, oscillatory, and impact
loading. Lee and Evans9 developed a mathematical model
of the lumbar spine’s response to PA forces but did not
validate it by comparison with human experiments. Lee et
al8 developed a 3-dimensional finite element model of the
spine, ribcage, and pelvis, which was used to predict static
segmental displacement responses of the lumbar vertebrae
to PA forces. They validated their model by comparing
predictions to low-frequency (�2 Hz) PA oscillatory force-
displacement data observed in human subjects in vivo,
finding good agreement with the mean observed human
responses. Solinger10 recently developed an analytical
model describing the dynamics of small impulses applied to
vertebrae and used experimental data to identify system
parameters. The model was restricted to analysis of L2-L3
and did not consider coupling between adjacent vertebrae. A
better understanding of the dynamic motion response of the
spine is important to more thoroughly understand the nature
of therapeutic effects associated with spinal manipulation
and mobilization. The objective of this study was to model
the dynamic vertebral and intervertebral motion response of
the lumbar spine subjected to various spinal manipulative
and mobilization forces. Model results are compared to
quasi-static, oscillatory, and impulsive force measurements
of vertebral motion.


METHODS


Five Degree-of-Freedom Model
A 5-degree-of-freedom (DOF) mass, massless-spring,


and damper model of the lumbar spine is shown in Figure 1.
The 5 lumbar vertebral bodies are modeled as rigid struc-
tures connected by 6 flexible joint structures consisting of
the intervertebral disks and other soft connective tissues that
comprise the anterior and posterior columns of the func-
tional spinal unit. The thorax and sacrum are assumed to be
immobile. Each of the flexible joint structures (FJSs) are
modeled using a massless-spring and damper (symbolically
designated by a dashpot). The spring element of each FJS is
assumed to have a linear force-deflection relationship, fol-
lowing Hooke’s law, F � kx, where k is the stiffness
coefficient (N/m) and x is the deflection (m). The damper
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element is assumed to behave according to a linear force-
velocity relationship (Newtonian viscous fluid), F � cdx/dt,
where c is the viscous damping coefficient (Ns/m). From the
solution of the equations of motion of this simple model, the
static displacement response x and/or dynamic displacement
response x (t) of each of the 5 lumbar segments can be
determined for a given applied vertical or PA force F. PA
forces can be applied to one or more of the spinous pro-
cesses of vertebrae, but only PA forces applied to individual
vertebrae are considered in this article.


Modeling of this multi-DOF structure necessitates 1 gov-
erning equation of motion to represent the inertial forces,
dissipative forces, restoring forces, and external forces for
each DOF. The matrix representation of the differential
equations of vibration of a structure with more than one
DOF is:


�M��d2x/dt2� � �C� �dx/dt� � �K� � x� � �F� (1)


where [M] is the mass matrix, [C] is the viscous damping
matrix, [K] is the stiffness matrix, {F} is the PA excitation
force vector (column matrix), and {x} is the resulting dis-
placement vector. There are six stiffness coefficients ki, i �
1. . .6, corresponding to each of the 6 FJSs.


The differential equations of motion for the 5-DOF sys-
tem are in general coupled, such that each coordinate ap-
pears in each equation. Cross products of coordinates denote
coupling, so the choice of coordinates establishes the type of
coupling. Here we assume that the system has zero mass
coupling, in which case [M] is diagonal:


�M� � �
m1 0 0 0 0
0 m2 0 0 0
0 0 m3 0 0
0 0 0 m4 0
0 0 0 0 m5


�
[K] is written in terms of the stiffness influence coefficients,
which are obtained from free body analysis of the structure
in Figure 1, and is a band matrix along the diagonal:


�K� �


�
�k1 � k2	 
k2 0 0 0



k2 �k2 � k3	 
k3 0 0
0 
k3 �k3 � k4	 
k4 0
0 0 
k4 �k4 � k5	 
k5


0 0 0 
k5 �k5 � k6	
�


For free vibration with no viscous damping [C] � {0}, a
steady-state displacement solution for Equation 1 can be
assumed to be a harmonic function, namely the product of
a constant �i and a function of time: xi � �isin�t , where �i


is the amplitude of oscillation of segment i, and � is the
circular frequency of oscillation. The fact that the governing
equations for x1(t). . .x5(t) are the same mathematically,
implies a synchronicity of motion. We therefore expect the
displacement coordinates (xi) to vary in a constant propor-
tion as a function of time. Substitution of the previous
system of equations into the equation of motion (Equation
1, [C] � 0) yields the characteristic value or eigenvalue
problem:


�K � i
2M� �i � �0� (2)


where i is the natural frequency of vibration (eigenvalues)
corresponding to mode shape �i (eigenvectors), and i �
1. . .5. Hence, there are as many natural frequencies as
DOFs; in our case, 5. To evaluate the allowable frequencies
i that the system can support, we need to solve Equation
2. From the theory of matrices, we know that a nontrivial set
of solutions exist if the determinant of the coefficients
vanishes:


� �K� – i
2 �M���{0}.


This is known as the characteristic determinant, and the
expansion is the characteristic equation. The solution of the
characteristic equation results in the characteristic values i


or eigenvalues, and these can be used to determine the
characteristic vectors or eigenvectors �i. i and �i are
readily obtained from Equation 2 as the diagonal matrix of
eigenvalues (i


2) and the eigenvectors, respectively.
Since the equations of motion of each mass are identical,


the ratio of the amplitudes �i of each mass will be indepen-
dent of time. The ratios between displacement amplitudes of
various masses are called the normal modes of vibration.
There is one ratio for each natural frequency, and we will
use the notation �ij/�kj where the first subscript denotes the
mass number and the second subscript denotes the fre-
quency number. In this study, the modes of vibration are
normalized with respect to mass m5 (k � 5). Generally
speaking, for the case of undamped vibration, the motions
of the 5 masses are either in phase or completely out of


Fig 1. Five-DOF, lumped mass, massless spring, and damper
model of the spine.
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phase. However, once we introduce viscous damping, there
is a phase difference between the responses of the masses.


Mode Shape Matrix
Mathematical terms related to the normal mode of vibra-


tion possess dynamic properties associated with the system
and may be determined from the simultaneous equations of
motion. Another approach is to decouple the equations of
motions so that they may be solved independently. This is
accomplished using the mode shape matrix.


The equations of motion are solved in modal space using
the eigensolution (modal properties) of the homogeneous
equation of motion for free vibration without viscous damp-
ing (Equation 2). Orthogonality properties of the normal
modes of vibration are utilized to decouple the equations of
motion. A matrix is orthogonal if P
1 � Ptr, where {tr}
denotes the transpose, and the determinant of an orthogonal
matrix is equal to �1. If [S] � symmetric matrix, then
P
1[S]P � D � Ptr [S]P , where D is a diagonal matrix.
Applying orthogonality to the mass and stiffness matrices
we have:


��i]
tr �M���i] � Mii (3a)


��i�
tr �K���i� � Kii (3b)


where Mii and Kii are the generalized mass and generalized
stiffness matrices, respectively. These are the 2 orthogonal-
ity properties of the mass and stiffness matrices for a multi-
DOF structure. Using the property of orthogonality, the
eigenvectors (mode shapes or modal vectors) are assembled
into a weighted normal mode shape matrix [�] such that:


���tr �M���� � �I� (4a)


���tr �K���� � �2� (4b)


where [I] is the diagonal identity matrix. � is defined as the
normal mode shape �i divided by the square root of Mii.


When the normal modes of the system are known, the
weighted normal mode matrix or weighted modal matrix is
used to decouple the equations of motion. We make the
coordinate transformation x � �q to obtain:


�M�����d2q/dt2� � �C�����dq/dt� � �K� ��� �q� � �F�


(5)


Next, premultiply by the transpose of �tr to obtain:


��tr��M���� �d2q/dt2� � ��tr��C���� �dq/dt� �


��tr��K� ��� �q� � ��tr� �F� (6)


Because the products [�tr][M][�], [�tr][C][�], and
[�tr][K][�] are diagonal matrices due to orthogonality, the
new equations in terms of q are uncoupled and can be
solved as a system of 1 DOF. The original coordinates x can
then be found from the transformation equation x � �q.


Viscous damping has a large influence on the amplitude
of motion in the frequency region near resonance. When the
damping term c is large, no oscillations are possible and the
structure is referred to as being overdamped. Conversely,
when c is small or close to zero, oscillatory motion of the
structure will continue for many cycles, a condition that is
referred to as underdamped. Viscous damping can also be
expressed in terms of the critical damping cc (the limiting
case between the oscillatory and nonoscillatory motion)
using a nondimensional number � � c/cc, called the damp-
ing ratio. By defining the modal damping matrix � as:


��� � �
�1 0 0 0 0
0 �2 0 0 0
0 0 �3 0 0
0 0 0 �4 0
0 0 0 0 �5


�
where �1. . .5 are the modal damping ratios for each mode
shape i � 1. . .5, the 5 � 5 damping coefficient matrix is
computed as:


�C� � �M����2��������tr �M� (7)


Modal damping ratios are analogous to damping ratios used
in single DOF systems but are applied independently to
each modal or decoupled equation. Hence, modal damping
ratios are automatically decoupled.


Applied Forces
Manual therapeutic forces can be can be broadly classi-


fied into several categories; however, the most commonly
used among clinicians include spinal mobilization, and
high-velocity, low-amplitude manipulation. Manipulation
can be further categorized as specific contact thrust proce-
dures (delivered by hand), and mechanical-force, manually-
assisted (MFMA) procedures (delivered by means of a
mechanical device), although many more forms of manip-
ulation application or chiropractic techniques exist.


Mobilization is commonly used during both the assess-
ment and treatment of spinal disorders and involves apply-
ing quasi-static (�2.0 Hz) cyclic or oscillatory PA forces
(20–100 N peak) to a selected vertebra or several verte-
brae.3,11-13 Both manual and instrument-based (Spinal Phys-
iotherapy Simulator14; Spinal Mobilization Apparatus15)
mobilization assessment and treatments exist. Mobilization
forces applied to the lumbar spine typically range from 20 to
100 N peak-to-peak. During mobilization, the spine is
forced to vibrate at the same frequency as that of the
excitation, and steady-state oscillations are produced.
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Spinal manipulation involves a specifically vectored
high-velocity, low-amplitude thrust that is usually directed
in a PA direction.16 Hence, spinal manipulation differs from
mobilization in that the spine is influenced by a suddenly
applied nonperiodic excitation. Such excitations are called
transient, since steady-state oscillations are generally not
produced. Manual manipulation applied to the thoraco-lum-
bar spine are generally associated with higher peak PA
forces (typically 250–550 N) but are comparable to mobi-
lization therapy in terms of time to peak force (typically
100-200 ms).17,18 MFMA procedures utilize a hand-held
mechanical instrument to produce a very short duration
(typically �5 ms) force-time profile, with peak force am-
plitudes ranging from 100 to 200 N.6 Forces that are rela-
tively large in magnitude but act for a very short time (less
than the natural period of oscillation) are called impulsive.
Impulsive forces F̂ acting on a mass m will result in a
sudden change in velocity proportional to F̂/m but are
typically associated with smaller displacements in compar-
ison to longer duration transient forces.


The static displacement response to PA static forces is
given by


� x̄� � �K� \ �F̄� (8)


where � denotes matrix division.
The steady-state displacement response to a PA sinusoi-


dal force oscillation, F̃ � F0ei�t is obtained from the fre-
quency response function: [H(�)] � [K 
 �2M � i�C]
1


as


� x̄� � real ��H��	�/�F̃�	 (9)


The response to an impulsive force characterized by an
initial displacement [x0] and velocity [v0] was derived by
assuming a solution x � Ue�t for Equation 1:


� x̂� � ���e�t
[�]
1�a� � ��*�e�*t


[�*]
1[a*] (10)


where [a] � [�][� 
 �*]
1[�]tr[M]{[v0] 
 [�][�*][�]tr[M][x0]},
� � 
[�][] � i[]{1 
 [�2]}1/2, and * denotes the complex
conjugate.


Numerical Simulation and Model Coefficients
Using Matlab (MathWorks, Inc, Natick, Mass), the mo-


tion response of the spine was studied in response to a 100
N static load, 100 N sinusoidal oscillation, and 100-N
impulsive force applied to the spinous processes each of the
vertebral segments.


Although 100 N is representative of forces associated
with mobilization and MFMA techniques, this value is
somewhat low for specific contact thrust manual manipula-
tion. However, since the displacement response predicted
by the model scales either linearly (static forces) or accord-


ing to k2 (dynamic forces), the static and dynamic motion
response can be readily scaled to higher or lower forces.


The following coefficients were used for the lumbar
segment mass matrix [M]: m1 � m2 � 0.170 kg, and m3 �
m4 � m5 � 0.114 kg. Each mass represented the vertebrae
and surrounding tissues and was based upon trunk segment
masses coresponding to a 70-kg reference man.19,20 Modal
damping ratios �i for each of the FJSs were assumed to be
equal, and the effects of damping were examined by varying
the damping ratio �1,. . .,5 between 0.0 and 0.30 (30% of
critical), where � � 0.0 represents the undamped case and �
� 0.30 represents heavy damping. The sensitivity of the
model to variations in stiffness was also studied. Coeffi-
cients for the PA stiffness matrix [K] were chosen based on
ranges of values reported in the literature for lumbar inter-
vertebral disks and functional spinal units.21-23 Accord-
ingly, PA FJS stiffness values k were varied from 25 kN/m
to 75 kN/m. Stiffness values ki for individual lumbar seg-
ments were modulated as follows: k1 � 1.0k , k2 � 0.8k , k3


� 0.7k, k4 � k5 � 0.6k, and k6 � 0.9k. This lumbar stiffness
profile was based on studies that have examined human
thoracolumbar spine PA stiffness variations to thrusts on the
spinous processes.8,24


RESULTS


Modes of Vibration
The normal modes of vibration are shown in Figure 2. In


the first normal mode, the 5 lumbar segments (masses)
move in phase. In the second mode, lumbar segments 1 and
2 are out of phase with respect to segments 3, 4, and 5.
Mode 2 has 1 node. In the third mode, lumbar segments 1,
4, and 5 are out of phase with respect to segments 2 and 3.
Mode 3 has 2 nodes, both of which are close to lumbar
segments 2 and 4. In the fourth mode, segments 1, 3, and 4
are out of phase with respect to segments 2 and 5. Mode 4
has 3 nodes. In the fifth mode, lumbar segments 1, 3, and 5
are out of phase with segments 2 and 4. Mode 5 has 4 nodes.


Influence of the Damping Coefficient
Table 1 summarizes the changes in PA damped natural


frequencies associated with varying damping ratio and fixed
k � 50 kN/m (median value examined in this study). For
� � 0.0, the model behaves as a harmonic oscillator, and the
damped natural frequency equals the undamped natural
frequencies. The first undamped natural or resonant fre-
quency of PA vibration (f1 � 1/2�) was 46.1 Hz. The
corresponding damped resonant frequency fd1 � (1 

�2)/2� ranged from 44.0 Hz (highly damped) to 46.1 Hz
(undamped) over the range of damping ratios examined
(�i � 0.0–0.30). Values of �i � 0.15 (15% of critical) were
found to produce oscillation time histories that corre-
sponded most closely with experimental observations of the
intersegmental motion response of the normal human lum-
bar spine subjected to impulsive forces.22 For 15% damp-
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ing, the displacement signal gain (displacement at reso-
nance/static displacement) was 2.74 (Table 1). Hereafter,
the model results presented will correspond to a damping
ratio � � 0.15.


Influence of the Stiffness Coefficient
The damped resonant frequency of the lumbar spine


decreased to 32.2 Hz when the stiffness coefficient k was
decreased to 25 kN/m (Table 2). Increasing k 3-fold to 75
kN/m increased the damped resonant frequency to 55.8 Hz.
PA lumbar segment displacements varied in a linear manner
over the range of stiffness values examined. For PA forces
applied to the L3 spinous process, the L3 static displace-
ment ranged from 2.68 mm (k � 75 kN/m) to 8.05 mm (k
� 25 kN/m) (Table 2). Displacements resulting from oscil-
latory forces (Equation 9) and impulsive forces (Equation
10) varied approximately 3-fold and 1.7-fold, respectively,
over the range of k examined (Table 2). Stiffness values in
the range 25 to 50 kN/m produced static PA lumbar seg-
mental displacements that were most consistent with previ-
ously published, low-frequency oscillatory experimental re-
sponses in human subjects: 4.75 to 6.75 mm,3 5.2 to 8.93
mm,21 and 4.1 to 6.3 mm.25 PA stiffness values ranging


from 35 to 60 kN/m resulted in natural frequencies consis-
tent with experimental results obtained from driving point
mechanical impedance studies of the lumbar spine.26,27


Hereafter, the model results presented will correspond to the
median stiffness coefficient k � 50 kN/m (and � � 0.15).


Static Force PA Motion Response
For the model with the median PA stiffness coefficient (k


� 50 kN/m) and median damping coefficient (� � 0.15), PA
displacements of the vertebral bodies at L3 were 1.09 mm,
2.46 mm, 4.03 mm, 2.52 mm, and 1.01 mm for L1, L2, L3,
L4, and L5 segments, respectively, for a static force of 100
N. Corresponding intersegmental static displacements were
1.37 mm (L1-L2), 1.56 mm (L2-L3), 1.51 mm (L3-L4), and
1.51 mm (L4-L5).


Steady-State Motion Response
Figure 3 illustrates the oscillatory or steady-state dis-


placement response of selected lumbar vertebrae subjected
to a 100-N force on L3. Segmental and intersegmental
steady-state displacement responses for frequencies corre-
sponding to PA spine mobilization and manual manipula-
tion (�2 Hz), segmental (L3), and intersegmental (L3-L4)


Fig 2. Mode shapes 1 through 5. The response of each mass is a combination of 5 harmonics that are weighted by the respective modal
ratios. Segments 0 and 6 correspond to the thorax and sacrum, respectively, which were assumed to be rigidly fixed.


Table 1. Damped natural frequencies (f, Hz) of vibration corresponding to the first five modes of vibration. All values shown are for
a PA stiffness k � 50 kN/m


Damping
ratio � f1 f2 f3 f4 f5 Gain


0.00 46.08 84.81 121.1 141.3 158.3 1250
0.05 46.03 84.70 121.0 141.1 158.1 7.91
0.10 45.85 84.39 120.5 140.5 157.5 4.01
0.15 45.56 83.85 119.8 139.7 156.5 2.74
0.20 45.15 83.10 118.7 138.5 155.1 2.12
0.25 44.62 82.12 117.3 136.8 153.3 1.75
0.30 43.96 80.91 115.6 134.8 151.0 1.52
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displacements were nearly identical to the static displace-
ment response. At resonance, peak segmental PA displace-
ments increased 2.74-fold to 4.88 mm (L1 @ 45.7 Hz), 9.34
mm (L2 @ 45.8 Hz), 11.0 mm (L3 @ 44.9 Hz), 8.78 mm
(L4 @ 45.1 Hz), and 3.98 mm (L5 @ 45.3 Hz). Peak-to-
peak intersegmental steady-state displacements were 4.47
mm (L1-L2), 1.69 mm (L2-L3), 2.26 mm (L3-L4), and 4.80
(L4-L5) at the first natural frequency. The oscillatory dis-
placement response was markedly attenuated for oscillatory
forces above approximately 80 Hz.


Impulsive Force Motion Response
PA MFMA adjustments produce a damped, sinusoidal-like


force-time history with a duration of �5 ms (impulsive force),


which was approximated as: F � 466e
1000tsin (200�t).
We used the impulse-momentum principle to estimate the
initial velocity


V0 �
1
m �Fdt � 1.8414 m/s


for an exponentially damped MFMA oscillation. Using
Equation 10 with x0 � 0, a 5-ms impulsive force at L3
produced segmental (Fig 4, A) and intersegmental (Fig 4, B)
displacement oscillations over a time period of approxi-
mately 100 ms. PA impulsive forces produced appreciable
segmental and intersegmental displacements in adjacent
vertebrae (Fig 5). Segmental and intersegmental displace-
ments ranged from 0.67 mm (L5) to 1.55 mm (L3), and 0.79
mm (L1-L2) to 1.13 mm (L2-L3), respectively, for impul-
sive forces at L3 (Figs 5, A and B). Intersegmental motions
were greatest for forces applied at L1 (1.61 mm at L1-L2)
and L5 (1.44 mm at L4-L5).


DISCUSSION


The purpose of this investigation was to develop an
analytical model to predict the static and dynamic lumbar
spine motion response of the human spine subjected to PA
forces consistent with chiropractic manipulative procedures.
Original published data from quasi-static or oscillatory
force loads associated with mobilization3,21,25 and those
applied in high-velocity, low-amplitude (HVLA) spinal ma-
nipulation17 and mechanical-force, manually-assisted spinal
adjustments22 were used to validate the model predictions.
A modal damping ratio of 0.15 and stiffness coefficients
ranging from 25 to 60 kN/m produced damped natural
frequencies and static force PA displacements consistent
with these studies.


In this study we have assumed that the lumbar spine
could be modeled as an assemblage of homogeneous rigid


Table 2. Influence of stiffness on damped natural frequency (fd1), peak L3 PA static force displacement, peak L3 PA oscillatory force
displacement and peak-peak L3 PA impulsive force displacement


Stiffness k
(kN/m)


Damped Natural
Frequency, fd1


(Hz)


L3 Static Force
Displacement x�


(mm)


L3 Oscillatory Force
Displacement @ fd1,


x̃ (mm)


L3 Impulsive Force
Displacement x̂


(mm)


25 32.2 8.05 22.1 2.45
30 35.3 6.71 18.4 2.24
35 38.1 5.75 15.8 2.07
40 40.8 5.03 13.8 1.94
45 43.2 4.47 12.3 1.83
50 45.6 4.03 11.0 1.73
55 48.3 3.66 10.0 1.65
60 49.9 3.36 9.20 1.58
65 52.0 3.10 8.49 1.52
70 53.9 2.88 7.88 1.46
75 55.8 2.68 7.36 1.41


All values shown are for thrusts on L3 spinous process and damping ratio � � 0.15. Boxed regions show ranges of values for in vivo experiments.


Fig 3. Effect of PA oscillatory frequency on the displacement
response of the L1, L2, and L3 vertebrae. A 100-N oscillatory force
was applied to the L3 spinous process. Model results shown are for
median values of k (50 kN/m) and � (0.15).
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masses (vertebrae and surrounding tissues) connected by
flexible linkages consisting of simple spring and damper
elements. One advantage of the rigid body system approach
(also called lumped parameter system approach) is that


Newton’s Second Law can be applied to all vertebral
masses to obtain a set of differential equations that com-
pletely describes the dynamics of the system, including
inertial, dissipative (viscous), and restorative force re-


Fig 4. A, Lumbar segmental PA displacement-time history responses to 100-N impulsive force at L3. B, Lumbar intersegmental PA
displacement-time history responses to 100-N impulsive force at L3. Model results shown are for median values of k (50 kN/m) and �
(0.15).
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sponses. As shown here, the differential equations can be
solved analytically in matrix form to obtain structural re-
sponses to specified external forces and boundary condi-
tions. Alternatively, more computationally and computer
memory-intensive methods such as the finite element
method can be used to model the dynamics of posteroante-
rior spine motion as a more complex, nonhomogeneous as-
semblage of many smaller elements,such as plates and beams.
In this manner, the various soft tissue and hard tissue compo-
nents of the spine (intervertebral disks, ligaments, and facet
joints) can be modeled discretely by defining material prop-
erties for each individual structure. However, the lumped
parameter modeling approach used in this study greatly
simplifies the analysis without significant loss of accuracy,
as evidenced by the fact that the salient features of the PA


static and dynamic motion response of the human spine
were well reproduced.


From the point of view of application of the model to
characterize manipulative forces, a limitation of the current
model is the fact that only PA motions in response to
PA-directed thrusts can be determined. Clinical chiropractic
therapies applied to the spine generally involve the appli-
cation of thrusts that are directed along a specific line of
drive and are not necessarily aligned with the transverse
axis of the vertebrae. Therefore, for the model to be more
realistic, additional degrees of freedom should be added,
such that it is possible to predict transverse displacements,
axial displacements, and rotational responses to SMT
thrusts applied along complex load vectors. The present
model is also based on the assumption that the vertebrae can
be considered rigid structures, when in fact they are elastic,
if not inelastic, structures exhibiting nonlinear load-dis-
placement behavior. Moreover, the more flexible interver-
tebral joints (intervertebral disks and facet joints) show a
highly nonlinear load-displacement behavior, particularly
for low forces and forces near the elastic limit where the
stiffness is considerably lower compared to the elastic re-
gion. Hence, the model predictions are most applicable to
forces in the elastic loading zone and will tend to underes-
timate the static and dynamic motion response for very
low-loading or very high-loading situations. The results
presented also only pertain to forces applied to a single
vertebra and localized to spinous processes. However, the
model is easily generalizable to situations in which the
applied manipulative force is distributed over 2 or more
vertebrae. This model was also limited to predicting the
vertebral and intervertebral motion responses along a single
axis (PA) and did not consider the influence of the thorax
and pelvis. Since the thorax and pelvis are relatively large
masses and stiff structures compared to the lumbar verte-
brae, the fact that we have not incorporated them into the
current model would not be expected to alter the PA motion
response appreciably. However, these structures become
important when considering the dynamic axial and/or rota-
tional mechanical properties of the lumbar spine, the former
characterized by an axial natural frequency of about 5 Hz,
which is substantially lower than the 46 Hz PA damped
natural frequency predicted by the median damping ratio
model.


Clinical and research instrumentation has been developed
to assess the in vivo PA response of the spine, the spinal
stiffness, or the load/displacement response.3,6,13,21,25,28-30


Overall, the model static and low-frequency oscillatory seg-
mental displacement predictions showed reasonably good
agreement with displacement data reported in these studies.
The median model PA lumbar stiffness coefficient exam-
ined in this study, however, is appreciably higher than the
typical 10- to 20-kN/m lumbar segmental stiffness values
that are obtained by low-frequency mobilization experi-
ments in human subjects.12,13,21,25 Consequently, the me-


Fig 5. A, Lumbar segmental peak-to-peak PA displacement re-
sponses to 100-N impulsive forces applied to the L1, L2, L3, L4,
and L5 spinous processes. B, Lumbar intersegmental peak-to-peak
PA displacement responses to 100-N impulsive forces applied to
the L1, L2, L3, L4, and L5 spinous processes, together with
experimental data. Model results shown are for median values of
k (50 kN/m) and � (0.15).
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dian model tended to underestimate the in vivo PA segmen-
tal displacement response of the spine.


Some authors31 have recently have reported PA stiffness
coefficients for the lumbar spine (2.6-3.2 kN/m) that are less
than stiffness values reported for skin (6 kN/m).32 Our
model PA segmental displacement predictions are most
consistent with skin compliance corrected experimental re-
sults published by Lee and Svensson.3 These authors point
out that there are significant load-deformation nonlinearities
associated with skin deformation during mobilization ex-
periments, particularly for experiments performed at rela-
tively low-force ranges (�100 N). Latimer et al12 found that
the PA stiffness of the spine decreased over 50% when the
data were examined over very low force ranges (30-80 N) in
comparison to higher force ranges (137-200 N). The results
presented in the current model are based on the assumption
that the PA load-deformation response of the spine is linear,
and hence our results are not applicable to low-force or
quasi-static loading situations.


Discrepancies between model predictions and mobiliza-
tion experiments may also reflect the fact that we assumed
that the contribution of the thorax and pelvis are negligible.
Using a sagittal plane finite element model of the spine,
ribcage, and pelvis, Lee et al8 noted that pelvic rotations
were on the order of 1.8° to 2.1° per 100 N of applied PA
static force at L3. Such rotations would therefore be ex-
pected to produce small fluctuations in the force-deforma-
tion behavior of the lumbar vertebrae. In addition, the
thorax may contribute significantly to the deformation be-
havior of the lumbar spine subjected to PA forces. Experi-
mental studies have shown that the stiffness of the thorax is
about 200 kN/m.21 Although this is approximately 3- to
8-fold stiffer than the range of PA lumbar stiffness exam-
ined in the current study, rigid body modeling of the thorax
may further reduce discrepancies of model predictions and
in vivo experiments. Additional research is needed to study
the influence of stiffness characteristics of the pelvis and
thorax, as well as boundary conditions reflecting thorax and
pelvis constraints for a prone-lying subject, on the PA rigid
body dynamics of the lumbar spine.


The model-predicted PA natural frequency of the lumbar
spine is consistent with recent dynamic transfer function
experiments performed using a mechanical impedance as-
sessment procedure.6,24,27 These studies indicate that for
frequencies greater than 10 Hz, the spine is most mobile for
forces applied at frequencies ranging from 38 to 50 Hz. A
similar frequency range was reproduced for a damping ratio
of 0.15 and PA stiffness coefficients ranging from 35 to 60
kN/m. Our model, however, tended to overestimate PA
intersegmental displacements associated with impulsive
force types of spinal manipulation (MFMA). Stiffness co-
efficients greater than 50 kN/m are required to correctly
model the L3-L4 intersegmental motion response of the
human spine reported by Nathan and Keller.22 These au-
thors used an intervertebral motion device (IMD) attached


to the L3-L4 spinous processes to quantify intersegmental
motion responses to PA MFMA forces (72 N) on the adja-
cent L2 lumbar spinous process. In the one normal subject
examined, the average L2 PA stiffness was 62 kN/m, and
the average intersegmental L3-L4 displacements was 0.48
mm (0.67 mm after correcting for the 28-N force differ-
ence). An increase in the model PA stiffness coefficient to
92 kN/m would be required to precisely match these inter-
segmental displacement data. Additional experimental val-
idation of the dynamic PA oscillatory and PA impulsive
force response of lumbar spine is needed to more precisely
establish model coefficients and to confirm the general
validity of the model.


Noteworthy was our finding that, while segmental dis-
placements were over 3-fold greater for manual and mobi-
lization therapies in comparison to MFMA therapy, differ-
ences in intersegmental displacements were much less re-
markable for these interventions. From a clinical standpoint,
intersegmental motions are considered important therapeu-
tically. Rapid distraction of the functional spinal unit as
applied in spinal manipulation is hypothesized to release
entrapped synovial folds, relax hypertonic muscles, disrupt
articular or periarticular adhesions, and unbuckle functional
spinal units that have undergone disproportionate displace-
ments.33 While evidence has yet to substantiate these con-
cepts, concomitant neuromuscular reflex responses associ-
ated with spinal manipulation are promising,34-36 as afferent
stimulation is been attributed to nociceptive inhibition.37


Such responses are thought to originate from stimulation of
mechanosensitive afferents in the discoligamentous and
muscular soft tissues of the spine on distraction38 or other
mechanical stimulation.39 It remains to be seen whether
intersegmental motions contribute more to afferent stimu-
lation than segmental motions occurring during range of
motion efforts.40


Reflex effects associated with spinal manipulation have
not been found to be related to the magnitude of force
application, but rather the rate at which the force is ap-
plied.41 Of further interest is the frequency at which the
thrust is applied during spinal manipulation.3 In the current
study, for loading frequencies corresponding to the natural
frequency, there was an appreciable increase in segmental
motion compared to static loading. This gain or amplifica-
tion effect has been observed during axial vibration loading
of the spine, for which chronic vibrations at or near reso-
nance are generally regarded as detrimental to the spine.42


However, from the standpoint of spinal manipulation, mo-
tion amplification may be of clinical importance, since this
behavior suggests that segmental and intersegmental verte-
bral motions and oscillations can be produced by lower
forces during manipulative procedures if the forces are
delivered at or near the natural frequency. The results of the
present study indicates that PA forces delivered at or near
the natural frequency of the spine will produce a greater
segmental and intersegmental motion response in compari-
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son to PA forces delivered at other frequencies. Such
knowledge and further research may serve to assist clini-
cians in determining appropriate force-time profiles to apply
to patients in different clinical circumstances and may ulti-
mately serve to allow better understanding of how the spine
reacts to applied forces during both clinical assessments and
therapeutic applications.


CONCLUSION


In summary, the simple analytical model presented in this
study can be used to predict the static, cyclic, and impulsive
force PA displacement response of the lumbar spine. The
model provides data on segmental and intersegmental mo-
tion patterns that are otherwise difficult to obtain experi-
mentally. Such information serves to not only to assist in
understanding the biomechanics of therapeutic PA forces
applied to the lumbar spine but may ultimately be used to
validate chiropractic assessments, characterize spinal mo-
tions in response to applied forces by clinicians, and mini-
mize risk to patients receiving spinal manipulative therapy.
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INTRODUCTION
Knowledge of spine segment, or functional spinal unit


(FSU), motion patterns (kinematics) and forces (kinetics) is
of importance for understanding the response of the spine to
externally applied forces such as spinal manipulative thera-
py (SMT). SMT is generally considered to be therapeutic,


but little is understood regarding the mechanisms of its posi-
tive treatment effects. To understand the biomechanical con-
sequences of SMT more fully researchers are currently
focusing on quantifying the applied forces and the response
of the spine to these forces.1-11


During SMT, posterior to anterior (PA) forces can range
from 50 to 550 N, depending on the procedure used.1-11


Preload forces during these procedures can be as low as 20
N or as high as 200 N. In general, higher peak forces (up to
550 N) are associated with SMT of the sacroiliac joint,
whereas lower peak forces have been demonstrated in SMT
of the cervical spine.


In principle, a dysfunctional or unstable FSU may exhibit
increased displacement or decreased stiffness compared
with adjacent segments.12 Consequently, the displacement of
the FSU and the resistance of spinal tissues to applied forces
during SMT may be potentially very useful in spinal diagno-
sis and for establishing effective treatment protocols.
Ideally, measurements of the mechanical response of the
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Validation of the Force and Frequency Characteristics of the Activator Adjusting Instrument:
Effectiveness as a Mechanical Impedance Measurement Tool
Tony S. Keller, PhD,a Christopher J. Colloca, DC,b and Arlan W. Fuhr, DCc


ABSTRACT
Objective: To determine the dynamic force-


time and force-frequency characteristics of
the Activator Adjusting Instrument and to
validate its effectiveness as a mechanical
impedance measurement device; in addition,
to refine or optimize the force-frequency
characteristics of the Activator Adjusting
Instrument to provide enhanced dynamic struc-
tural measurement reliability and accuracy.


Methods: An idealized test structure consisting of a
rectangular steel beam with a static stiffness similar to that of
the human thoracolumbar spine was used for validation of a
method to determine the dynamic mechanical response of the
spine. The Activator Adjusting Instrument equipped with a load
cell and accelerometer was used to measure forces and accelera-
tions during mechanical excitation of the steel beam. Driving
point and transfer mechanical impedance and resonant fre-
quency of the beam were determined by use of a frequency spec-
trum analysis for different force settings, stylus masses, and sty-
lus tips. Results were compared with beam theory and transfer
impedance measurements obtained by use of a commercial elec-
tronic PCB impact hammer.


Results: The Activator Adjusting Instrument imparted a very
complex dynamic impact comprising an initial high force (116
to 140 N), short duration pulse (<0.1 ms) followed by several
lower force (30 to 100 N), longer duration impulses (1 to 5 ms).
The force profile was highly reproducible in terms of the peak
impulse forces delivered to the beam structure (<8% variance).


Spectrum analysis of the Activator Adjusting In-
strument impulse indicated that the Activator
Adjusting Instrument has a variable force
spectrum and delivers its peak energy at a fre-
quency of 20 Hz. Added masses and different
durometer stylus tips had very little influence
on the Activator Adjusting Instrument force


spectrum. The resonant frequency of the beam
was accurately predicted by both the Activator


Adjusting Instrument and electronic PCB impact
hammer, but variations in the magnitude of the dri-


ving point impedance at the resonant frequency were
high (67%) compared with the transfer impedance measure-


ments obtained with the electronic PCB impact hammer, which
had a more uniform force spectrum and was more repeatable
(<10% variation). The addition of a preload-control frame to the
Activator Adjusting Instrument improved the characteristics of
the force frequency spectrum and repeatability of the driving
point impedance measurements.


Conclusion: These findings indicate that the Activator Adjust-
ing Instrument combined with an integral load cell and ac-
celerometer was able to obtain an accurate description of a steel
beam with readily identifiable geometric and dynamic mechani-
cal properties. These findings support the rationale for using the
device to assess the dynamic mechanical behavior of the verte-
bral biomechanical effectiveness of various manipulative, surgi-
cal, and rehabilitative spinal procedures. (J Manipulative Phys-
iol Ther 1999;22:75-86)


Key Indexing Terms: Spine; Biomechanics; Chiropractic Manip-
ulation







FSU should be accomplished by use of a procedure wherein
motions and forces are measured in vivo and directly on the
spinal structures, but such measurements generally necessi-
tate an invasive procedure. Consequently, numerous in vitro
measurements of spinal kinematics and kinetics have been
performed, but few measurements of in vivo static and
dynamic stiffness characteristics of the spine have been
reported in the literature.


Relative sagittal plane motions of human lumbar FSUs
have been quantified in vivo during SMT by use of an inter-
vertebral motion device in 3 subjects.7 The intervertebral
motion device consisted of Steinmann pins attached directly
into the L3-L4 and L4-L5 spinous processes connected by a
strain gauge apparatus system.7 These investigators were the
first to quantify the in vivo motion characteristics of the
human lumbar FSU during SMT and noted that high-veloci-
ty (up to 1 ms–1) PA adjustments applied to the L2 spinous
process with an Activator Adjusting Instrument (AAI)
(Activator Methods, Inc, Phoenix, Ariz) produced relative
PA displacements, axial displacements, and sagittal rota-
tions of adjacent FSUs ranging from 0.1 to 0.5 mm, 0.3 to
1.6 mm, and 0.2 to 0.9 degrees during the application of
peak forces ranging from 48 to 123 N. In this case, we are
using the term “relative” to refer to the fact that the interver-
tebral motion device is a spatial linkage or goniometer type
of device that measures relative displacements and rotations
between vertebrae and not the absolute displacement of a
single vertebrae. Gál and associates9 recently reported the
relative movements of thoracic vertebrae during PA adjust-
ments of 2 unembalmed cadavers. Using a low-speed cine-
matography technique, they reported similar relative PA
translations, lateral translations, axial rotations, and sagittal
rotations ranging from 0.00 to 0.45 mm, 0.01 to 0.42 mm,
0.00 to 0.20 degrees, and 0.15 to 028 degrees, respectively,
during application of 509 to 562 N peak forces to the right
transverse processes of T10-T12. Although these studies
provide convincing evidence that SMT procedures produce
substantial movements of the FSU, the fact that substantially
different force amplitudes produce similar movements in
human vertebrae suggests that the dynamic mechanical


characteristics of SMT procedures may play an important
role in the ensuing FSU motion and concomitant physiolog-
ic response(s). Others have noted similar disparities when
comparing, for example, PA translations of human cadaver
and animal lumbar FSUs to so-called high-force and low-
force SMT, respectively, but have attributed such findings to
differences in the direction of the applied force and/or intrin-
sic anatomic and species-specific differences.9


In the in vivo study by Nathan and Keller,7 the recorded
vertebral motions were higher in the normal subject exam-
ined compared with subjects with an L4-L5 retrospondy-
lolisthesis or L4-L5 degenerated disk. Of interest was the
finding that vertebral stiffness derived from noninvasive
mechanical impedance (force-velocity) measurements at the
site of applications of the SMT impulse showed a close cor-
respondence to the sagittal plane intervertebral motion
device motion measurements of adjacent segments. Seg-
ments with higher intervertebral displacement and rotation
exhibited decreased mechanical impedance (increased stiff-
ness). This indicated that PA force-acceleration measure-
ments may be a valid method to probe the mechanical
behavior of the human spine and other structures noninva-
sively, which has motivated this study.


The primary objectives of this study were to characterize
the dynamic force-time and force-frequency characteristics
of the AAI and to validate the effectiveness of the use of an
AAI to quantify the dynamic mechanical behavior of a well-
defined engineering structure. A second goal was to refine or
optimize the force-frequency characteristics of the AAI to
provide enhanced dynamic structural measurement reliabili-
ty and accuracy.


MATERIALS AND METHODS
Experimental Setup


For this experiment, a steel beam was selected that would
approximate the static PA stiffness (10 to 200 kN/m) and
first natural frequency (50 Hz) of the normal human lumbar
FSU.7,13 The beam had a uniform square cross-section of
11.43 mm per side and was rigidly fixed at both ends, 1 m
apart. The rigid constraints applied to the beam approxi-
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Fig 2. AAI with labeled parts, including integral force and acceler-
ation sensors. Adjustable force adjustment knob allows different
excursions of instrument. Setting No. 1 (1 ring showing on instru-
ment); setting No. 2 (midway or center point of excursion); setting
No. 3 (adjustment knob opened as far as possible for maximum
excursion). Parts of AAI are labeled: second handle member (1),
first handle member (2), accelerometer (3), impact stylus (4), load
cell (5), rubber tip (6).


Fig 1.Schema of structural beam used to mimic static PA stiffness and
dynamic frequency characteristics of human lumbar spine. F, Force.


Table 1. Summary of frequency response functions


Accelerance Output acceleration/input force
Effective mass Input force/output acceleration
Mobility Output velocity/input force
Impedance Input force/output velocity
Dynamic compliance Output displacement/input force
Dynamic stiffness Input force/output displacement







mate the manner in which the normal human spine is con-
strained at the pelvis and rib cage. By rigidly fixing the
beam, a force applied perpendicular to the long axis of the
beam will induce an axial force within the beam, not unlike
that which occurs during the application of PA thrusts to the
spine.


Young’s modulus and structural stiffness of the steel
beam were determined experimentally by applying a series
of loads (P, kg) to the center of the beam and recording the
resulting deflections (δ, m). The structural stiffness (kN/m)
was defined as the slope of the load versus deflection curve
(P/δ). Young’s modulus (E, Pa) was computed by use of the
following beam deflection equation:


P L3


E = –
δ 192I


where L is the length of the beam between the end supports
and I is the area moment of inertia (1422 mm4). Loads rang-
ing from 10 to 100 N were applied, and the resulting deflec-
tions were measured by means of a dial gauge with an accu-
racy of 2.5 µm. Young’s modulus and the structural stiffness
obtained from the static deflection tests were 167 GPa and
45.6 kN/m, respectively.


The natural frequency fn of this beam configuration is
given by:


Kn EI
fn = 


2π WL4


where Kn = 22.4 for mode 1 vibrations, W is the mass per
unit length of the beam (0.96 kg/m), and the other parame-
ters are defined previously. Using this simple equation
together with the modulus calculated from the static deflec-
tion tests, the theoretical first natural frequency was deter-
mined to be 56.1 Hz for a beam 1 m long. Note that the pre-
ceding equations assume that the beam is an elastic and
isotropic material.


An accelerometer (model 305A04, PCB Piezotronics,
Inc, Depew, NY) was attached to the beam at the center
point between the 2 supports (Fig 1). The accelerometer has
a sensitivity of 1 mV/g, 5000g range and resonant frequency
of 60 kHz. Two different devices were used to deliver forces
to the beam: an AAI and an electric PCB impact hammer
(PCB) (model 086C09, PCB Piezotronics, Inc, Depew, NY).
The AAI delivers a very short duration (<5 ms) force-time
impulse with a peak force magnitude of about 150 N.14 The
AAI remains in contact with the structure during use and
can be preloaded. The PCB has an integral driving point
force sensor with an adjustable force sensor, with an
adjustable force range of about 200 to 5000 N and produces
a near perfect half sine wave impulse (approximately 150
ms duration) without preloading the beam. Fig 2 shows the
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√


Fig 3. Summary of data acquisition and impedance data analysis procedure.







configuration of the AAI with attached force and accelera-
tion sensors.


Data Acquisition
Data from the load cells (attached to the PCB and the


AAI) and the accelerometers (attached to the beam and the
AAI) were collected with a 12-bit A/D converter connected
to a Macintosh II computer. A total of 16,384 samples of
data per channel was acquired at a sampling frequency of 50
kHz (20 µs/sample), resulting in a total sample duration of
about 328 ms. Data were obtained for 10 trials at a fixed
beam length of 1 m. For each trial the impact was delivered
to the center point between the end supports. A 30-durome-
ter tip (30d) was attached to the AAI, and a slight preload
(<10 N) was used for these trials. Durometer was specified
by means of the ASTM D-2240 designation and refers to the
“hardness” of the various rubber tips attached to the stylus
of the AAI. The preload was applied manually in a manner
consistent with routine clinical use of the AAI instrument.
The impedance head attached to the AAI contributed an
additional 34 g to the mass of the standard AAI stylus and
hammer (46 g).


AAI impacts were also applied to the beam with different
durometer tips, added masses, and force settings as follows:
1. Two different AAI force settings: 1 (minimum) and 3


(maximum) in Fig 1.
2. Four different durometer tips were examined: 30d, 50d,


70d, and 80d.
3. Three different masses (using an 80-d tip): 0 g (m0), 249


g (m1), and 386 g (m2).
Five trials were obtained for each of the preceding 3


cases. AAI input load and input acceleration were acquired
at a sampling frequency of 50 kHz.


Data Analysis
Peak input load, input and beam acceleration, and input


and beam velocity were computed for each of the 10 PCB
impacts and t30d AAI impact trials, and standard descriptive
statistics were performed.


The load-time and acceleration-time data were further
analyzed in the frequency domain with LabViews software
(National Instruments Corp, Austin, Tex). Fig 3 illustrates
the steps involved in the analysis, which begins by convert-
ing the time-domain signals into frequency-domain signals
with a fast Fourier transform (FFT). For this study, the main
parameters of interest were the magnitude of dynamic
mechanical impedance (Z) and first natural frequency (reso-
nance) of the structure. Mechanical impedance is defined as
the ratio of force magnitude/velocity magnitude and thus
required computation of the velocity that was obtained by
integrating the acceleration signal. Magnitude refers to the
square root of the sum of the squares of the real and imagi-
nary terms produced by the FFT analysis. Resonance or
increased oscillation occurs when the impedance magnitude
approaches zero and is generally characterized as a valley in
the impedance magnitude versus frequency plot. Because
accelerometers were attached to both the beam and AAI
impedance head, 2 types of mechanical impedance could be
calculated: driving point impedance and transfer impedance.
Driving point impedance (Z0) is defined as the ratio of the
magnitude of the input force/input velocity in the frequency
domain:


Z0 = FFT (input force)/FFT (input velocity)


where input velocity is the velocity derived from the AAI
accelerometer. Transfer impedance (Z1) is defined as the
ratio of the magnitude of input force/response velocity in the
frequency domain:


Z1 = FFT (input force)/FFT (response velocity)


where response velocity is the velocity derived from the
accelerometer attached directly to the beam. Both driving
point and transfer impedance were calculated for the AAI
impacts, whereas only transfer impedance was determined
for the PCB impacts. Fig 4 illustrates the difference between
driving point and transfer impedance. Table 1 provides a
complete inventory of frequency response functions.


For the 10 PCB impacts and 10 AAI impacts, the transfer
impedance was calculated and plotted as a function of fre-
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Fig 4. Schema of force-velocity relationship for driving point impedance (Z0) (A)
and transfer impedance (Z1) (B).







quency. These impedance traces were also ensemble aver-
aged, and the first resonant frequency was obtained graphi-
cally as the frequency at which the transfer impedance was
minimum (close to zero magnitude). An important parame-
ter associated with the time-domain to frequency-domain
conversion described earlier is the frequency resolution (∆f),
which is defined as:


∆ f = 1/(∆t · N)


where ∆t is the sampling interval and N is the number of
samples. In this study, ∆t = 20 µs and N = 16,384, resulting
in a frequency resolution or frequency interval of approxi-
mately 3 Hz.


To quantify the frequency content of the AAI and PCB
input forces, two additional parameters were measured
from each force magnitude versus frequency plot: (1) the
frequency input 3 dB value); and (2) the relative energy of
the force input over the range 1 to 150 Hz. The relative
input energy was computed as an area ratio FA/OA (ex-
pressed as a percentage), where FA is the area under the
force magnitude versus frequency curve and OA is the
overall area calculated as the peak load magnitude at 3 Hz
times 150 Hz. This procedure is graphically illustrated in
Fig 5. The rationale for the area ratio measurements will be
discussed later.


For each of the additional 5 trials conducted for the 3 sub-
sets of data (eg, effects of tip durometer, stylus mass, and
force setting), the relative energy FA/OA produced by the
AAI input force magnitude was analyzed. Preliminary
results for tests conducted with a “preload-control frame”
attached to the AAI are also discussed.


RESULTS
Mean peak force, acceleration, and velocity imparted by


the PCB and the AAI are summarized in Table 2. Peak input
forces obtained from the PCB were approximately twice as
high as those obtained from the AAI. Both devices imparted
a consistent peak input force to the beam as indicated by the
relatively low coefficients of variation (coefficients of varia-
tion = SD/mean) obtained for the 10 impulses: 10.6% and
7.2% for the PCB hammer and AAI, respectively. Note that
the PCB produces a very nearly half sine wave impulse with
a duration of approximately 0.5 ms, whereas the AAI impact
consists of several peaks including a primary peak (peak 1)
with a duration of <0.1 ms followed by a secondary main
peak (peak 2) with a duration of approximately 5 ms. The
PCB tended to impart more acceleration but roughly similar
velocity to the beam compared with the AAI. The accelera-
tion measured at the stylus of the AAI was approximately 10
times greater than the acceleration response of the beam.
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Fig 5. Illustration of method used to determine input force characteristics of AAI and PCB
impulse hammer. Two parameters were measured from each force magnitude versus fre-
quency plot: (1) frequency f50 at which the greater than 10 Hz peak magnitude was reduced
by 3 dB (50%) and (2) relative input force magnitude or ratio of force applied/overall force
(FA/OA) over frequency range 3 to 150 Hz.


Table 2. Peak forces, accelerations, and velocities obtained from PCB impulse hammer and AAI impulses


Device Peak input force (N) Input acceleration (ms–2) Input velocity (ms–1) Beam acceleration (ms–2) Beam velocity (ms–1)


Impulse hammer 240.2 ± 25.5 NA NA 2,845 ± 346 1.12 ± 0.07
AAI 115.4 ± 8.4 10,725 ± 1,656 1.41 ± 0.32 894 ± 106 18.5 ± 5.79


NA, Not applicable.
Values are expressed as mean ± SD for 10 impulses delivered to 1-m steel beam. Results are shown for AAI device with a 30-durometer rubber tip (30d).







Fig 6 illustrates typical force-time and force-frequency
characteristics obtained for the PCB and AAI devices.
Noteworthy is the fact that the PCB produces a relatively
constant force magnitude up to approximately 0.1 kHz,
whereas the AAI device shows a much more variable force
magnitude over the same frequency range. For the PCB the
–3 dB point or f50 occurred at 197 Hz and 21%.


Ensemble averaged impedance versus frequency curves
derived from the time-to-frequency domain conversion of
the force and velocity versus time curves are shown for the
AAI in Fig 7. The sudden dip in the impedance spectrum
correctly identifies the first natural or resonance frequency
(fn = 56 Hz for the 1-m steel beam). Note that a decrease in
mechanical impedance is associated with an increase in the


amplitude of oscillations of the structure (decreased stiff-
ness) and rapid phase change, both of which are characteris-
tic of structures that are oscillating at or near the resonant
frequency. At the resonant frequency, the driving point
mechanical impedance determined from the AAI was Z0 =
11.46 ± 7.7 Ns/m (coefficient of variation = 67%). The
impulse hammer transfer impedance method also correctly
identified the resonant frequency (55 Hz) but had much less
variability (coefficient of variation = 6%) in the transfer
impedance calculated at the resonant frequency (Z1 = 2.83 ±
0.18 Ns/m) compared with the AAI driving point impedance
method. Analysis of the transfer impedance by means of the
AAI force and beam acceleration data resulted in a lower
variance in the measured impedance at the natural frequency
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Fig 7. Ensemble averaged driving point impedance (Z0) versus frequency curves
derived from time-to-frequency domain conversion of AAI force and velocity ver-
sus time curves. Both impedance and frequency axes are log scale.


Fig 6. Typical force-time and force-frequency characteristics obtained for impulse hammer (A) and
AAI device (B). FFT spectrum frequency axis is log scale.







(coefficient of variation = 48%) but underestimated the reso-
nant frequency (fn = 49 Hz) compared with the driving point
method.


Table 3 presents the peak 1 and peak 2 force amplitudes
(time domain values) associated with the 2 AAI force set-
tings examined. Note that although the peak 1 force ampli-
tude was fairly similar for both settings, the peak 2 force
amplitude at the maximum setting (109 N) was nearly 3-fold
greater than the peak 2 force amplitude at the minimum set-
ting (39 N). There was also a marked change in the force fre-
quency spectrum for the 2 AAI force settings over the force
frequency range 3 to 150 Hz (Fig 8). Here the force magni-
tude refers to FFT magnitude of the force spectrum obtained
by a root-mean-square summation of all force components


with a common frequency (in this case approximately 20
Hz). The peak magnitude of the force is therefore represen-
tative of the total energy produced by the AAI for a given
frequency. When the force setting was a minimum (setting
No. 1 in Fig 2), the mean peak magnitude of the force-fre-
quency spectrum was 139 N (range, 124 to 148 N) and the
mean area ratio FA/OA was 15% (range, 14% to 17%)
(Table 2). At the maximum force setting (setting No. 3 in Fig
2), the mean peak magnitude of the force-frequency spec-
trum was 483 N (range, 470 to 503) and the area ratio
FA/OA was 29% (range, 23% to 41%).


The force frequency spectrum did not change appreciably
with the different durometer tips or masses as shown in
Table 4. For all durometer tips and added masses examined,
there was a peak at approximately 20 Hz, the signal magni-
tude decreased to 50% (–3 dB) by 27 to 30 Hz, and the area
ratio FA/OA ranged from a minimum of 14% to a maximum
of 36%.


DISCUSSION
In this study the force-time and force-frequency charac-


teristics of the AAI were quantified, and the ability of the
AAI device to measure the dynamic mechanical properties
of an idealized test structure was determined.
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Fig 8. Frequency characteristics of AAI input force for maximum (A) and mini-
mum (B) force settings (refer to Fig 2). FFT force magnitude was much greater
in the frequency range 10 to 20 Hz. FFT spectrum frequency axis is log scale.


Table 3. Comparison of AAI input force frequency characteristics as a function of AAI force setting


Force setting FFT peak Area ratio
(reference Fig 2) Peak 1 force (N) Peak 2 force (N) magnitude (N) –3-dB frequency f50 (Hz) FA/OA (%)


Minimum 139.3 ± 10.5 33.7 ± 8.1 138.8 ± 9.3 34.8 ± 1.6 15 ± 1
Maximum 115.6 ± 3.5 98.1 ± 8.4 483.4 ± 13.4 24.4 ± 3.1 29 ± 7


Values are expressed as mean ± SD for 5 AAI impulses delivered to 1-m steel beam. All tests were performed with an 80d tip.


Table 4. Comparison of AAI input force frequency characteristics
as a function of tip durometer and added mass


Tip durometer added mass 30d 50d 70d 80d


m0 (0 g) 26 ± 2 24 ± 5 25 ± 7 25 ± 7
m1 (249 g) NA NA NA 27 ± 6
m2 (386 g) NA NA NA 27 ± 5


NA, Not applicable.
Values are expressed as mean ± SD of area ratio (FA/OA, %) for 5 AAI


impulses delivered to 1-m steel beam. All tests were performed at maxi-
mum force setting and with 34-g impedance head attached. m0 corre-
sponds to the case with no added mass.







Input Force Amplitude and Frequency Characteristics
The AAI thrust has been described as a high-velocity, rel-


atively low-force impact and is routinely used in SMT.15


Reports in the biomedical and chiropractic literature have
discussed the clinical use of the AAI and Activator Methods
Chiropractic Technique.16-31 Survey reports have indicated
that the AAI is estimated to be in use by more than half of all
chiropractic practitioners.32 Therefore the mechanical char-
acteristics of the device are of interest to researchers and
clinicians.


Unfortunately, previous descriptions of the AAI force-
time characteristics have not been accurately reported. Most
notably, Kawchuk and Herzog33 reported that the peak force
and duration of the AAI were 41 N and 32 ms, respectively.
This force amplitude is significantly lower than the values re-
ported in this and other studies of the AAI7 and is more con-
sistent with the peak 2 values reported in this study (34 to 98
N). Presumably, therefore, these authors did not sample the
AAI signal with a sufficiently small sampling interval.


In this study we provide a detailed analysis of the force
and frequency characteristics of the AAI using a sampling
interval of 20 µs/sample. The significant findings include the
observation that there is a much higher force component of
the AAI, which is easily overlooked by undersampling the
force signal. This higher force component is of a very brief
duration (<0.1 ms) and therefore produces a very high force
impulse (on the order of 1000 kN/s), which is several orders
of magnitude greater than other SMT procedures. The sec-
ondary AAI peaks have a lower force but are of longer dura-
tion (on the order of milliseconds) and therefore contribute


more energy to the impact. This is evident when one com-
pares the dynamic mechanical characteristics of the AAI’s
low (setting No. 1 in Fig 2) and high force settings (setting
No. 2 in Fig 2). Both settings produce similar peak forces,
but the higher force setting produced 3 times greater peak
force magnitude (FFT or frequency domain peak magni-
tude) than the lower force setting. The higher force setting
also contained considerably more energy between 10 and 20
Hz than the lower force setting as is evident from the area
ratio FA/OA calculations.


Mechanical Impedance
In this article, we presented 2 methods to assess the


dynamic mechanical characteristics of structures, driving-
point impedance, and transfer impedance. Driving-point
impedance is a method to quantify the force/velocity or
mechanical impedance characteristics of a structure at the
point of application of the force and is therefore fundamen-
tally different from transfer or transmissibility methods that
measure the response characteristics (ie, velocity) at a point
different from the point of force excitation (refer to Fig 4).
In general, transfer impedance is considered the ideal
method to measure the mechanical response of any system
because it measures the oscillatory response independently
of the input force. However, the transmissibility technique
requires attachment of a motion sensor (accelerometer or
other transducer) directly to the structure of interest, and
therefore transmissibility or transfer measurements necessi-
tate a surgical procedure and are not practical for routine
clinical assessment of spinal biomechanics.7 Mechanical
assessment methods that examine the input force and oscil-
latory response at the point of application of the force (eg,
driving point impedance) therefore offer significant advan-
tages in terms of ease of use, particularly in clinical applica-
tions such as SMT.


Ideally, an impactor used for dynamic structural testing
should excite the structure with a uniform force amplitude
over the frequency range of interest. The general rule of
thumb is to choose an impactor that delivers an input force-
frequency spectrum that is decreased by no more than –20 dB
or 10-fold at the maximum frequency of interest. Above this
frequency the impactor is less effective in exciting vibrations
in the structure. The effective frequency range can be in-
creased by decreasing the time duration of the force impulse,
which is accomplished by using a stiffer tip or a lower
mass.34 The impactor should also deliver enough force to
produce a measurable response. In this study we examined
the effects of tip durometer (a measure of rubber stiffness),
added mass, and force magnitude on the input force-fre-
quency characteristics and mechanical impedance associated
with an AAI. Although tip durometer and added mass did not
show any appreciable effect on the frequency characteristics
of the AAI force spectrum, the AAI force ring setting had a
marked influence on both the peak 2 force amplitude and the
magnitude of FFT force spectrum. Both the low-force and
high-force settings of the AAI, however, produced frequency
spectrums that decayed rapidly in magnitude greater than 20
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Fig 9. A, AAI. 1, Shank portion of thrust element; 2, thrust element.
B, AAI II. Modification of instrument was made by addition of a
45-g stainless steel weight (3) to thrust element (2).







to 30 Hz. Indeed, the force magnitude was decreased by more
than –20 dB by 55 Hz, which was the theoretical and experi-
mentally determined resonant frequency of the steel test
beam. It is not surprising, therefore, that mechanical imped-
ance values derived from analysis of the AAI force/velocity
spectrum showed considerable variability.


Another important consideration regarding assessment of
mechanical properties of biologic or man-made structures is
to ensure that each impact is essentially the same in terms of
the position and orientation of the impact relative to the sur-
face (not so much in magnitude because this is accommo-
dated in the force-response process). This may be another
source of some of the variability observed in the driving
point mechanical impedance measurements derived from
the AAI (>70% variability in mechanical impedance at reso-
nance), which relies on the operator’s ability to reproduce
position, preload, and control the impact during use. All the
tests were performed by the same operator and used a low
preload. Although care was taken to position the AAI at the
same location and along the same direction (perpendicular
to the beam length and width), recoil from the AAI hammer
and rebound from the steel beam after the impulse may have
contributed to some of the variability observed in the magni-
tude of the impedance. A target was located on the beam to
indicate the desired point of contact, but no vertical posi-
tioning feedback devices were used for either the AAI or
PCB measurements.


Another attribute of the PCB is the fact that it does not
remain in contact with the test structure and also uses an
electromechanical mechanism to move the stylus into con-
tact with the test structure, both of which may have con-
tributed to the excellent test reproducibility observed (<10%
variability in mechanical impedance at resonance). The PCB
provided a more reproducible measure of transfer imped-
ance as indicated by the low coefficients of variation
obtained for the peak force and impedance magnitude mea-
surements and should be regarded as the “gold standard.”
Noteworthy, however, was the finding that both the PCB and
the AAI methods precisely predicted the theoretical first nat-
ural or resonant frequency of the test structure.


In this study we have performed our experiments and
analyses with a steel beam test specimen rather than a
human or animal test subject. Consequently, the results pre-
sented in this article do not directly pertain to SMT and stud-
ies of the loading characteristics associated with SMT.
Although this may be considered a limitation in terms of
clinical applicability, the choice of a steel beam rather than a
biologic structure as a test bed for the mechanical imped-
ance measurements offers several advantages. First, the steel
beam has a simplified geometry and composition compared
with biologic structures, which makes experimental and the-
oretical determination of the static and dynamic mechanical
properties straightforward. In this case we were able to pre-
cisely determine that the beam had a static structural stiff-
ness, elastic modulus, and dynamic resonant frequency of
46 kN/mm, 167 GPa, and 56 Hz, respectively. Noteworthy is
the fact that the flexural stiffness of the steel beam was cho-


sen to mimic the normal PA stiffness of the human spine.
This experimental and theoretical information could then be
compared with values derived with the PCB and AAI.
Second, the effects of storage and handling on the mechani-
cal response of the beam were not of concern as would be
the case for biologic tissues. Finally, viscoelastic effects or
time-dependent changes in mechanical properties associated
with temperature, loading rate, and type of loading were not
factors as would be the case in biologic tissues, including
the spine.35-37 However, it is important to point out that the
dynamic mechanical impedance method described is gener-
al enough to the extent that the ability to characterize the
dynamic structural mechanical behavior of an engineering
material like steel can be readily extended to characteriza-
tion of the dynamic structural mechanical behavior of bio-
logic structures, including the spine.


Assessment of Spinal Stiffness
On the basis of clinical results obtained with the driving


point impedance approach, Nathan and Keller7 and Keller13


proposed that approximately instrumented mechanical
devices such as the AAI, in combination with a computer-
based frequency analysis, may be an effective means to eval-
uate the biomechanical characteristics of the spine. The
results of this study provide additional support for chiro-
practic-based assessment strategies that use a noninvasive
driving point impedance measurement system to probe and
quantify the mechanical characteristics of the spine. Thus
far, this study has focused on a description of the dynamic
mechanical response of a beam structure from the point of
view of a parameter called mechanical impedance.


Mechanical impedance has units of Ns/m, which is the
force measured in newtons divided by the velocity measured
in meters per second. For a given frequency in the imped-
ance spectrum, one can derive an “effective” mechanical
stiffness by simply multiplying the impedance by the circu-
lar frequency ω = 2πf, where f is the frequency in Hz and ω
has units of radians per second. The resulting effective
mechanical stiffness has units of N/m and can be computed
for any frequency of interest. Mechanical stiffness values
calculated in this manner for frequencies ≤1.0 Hz would
provide information regarding the quasistatic mechanical
behavior of the structure, whereas values for higher frequen-
cies provide information concerning the dynamic mechani-
cal behavior of structures. In this study the DC term or static
effective mechanical stiffness derived from the AAI driving
point impedance measurements was 22 kN/m (refer to Fig 7,
A). The latter corresponds reasonably well with the static
flexural stiffness of the steel beam derived experimentally
(46 kN/m). Differences between the driving point frequency
spectrum analysis results and experimental beam flexural
test results are most likely caused by the presence of the AAI
rubber tip, which is deformed during the application of the
force impulse. Stiffer tips (eg, 80d or greater) are therefore
recommended for quantifying structural stiffness with the
driving point impedance technique.
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Frequency response parameters (impedance, stiffness),
together with identification of the resonant frequency asso-
ciated with oscillations induced by the AAI, can provide
clinicians with important information concerning the
mechanical behavior of the structure. When the spine is
dynamically loaded along the PA direction, a lower imped-


ance and/or stiffness implies that the intervertebral joints are
easier to excite and are therefore capable of greater move-
ment or mobility. At the resonant or natural frequency, the
spine will be least stiff and will therefore have the greatest
potential for mobility, as much as 3 times greater than the
mobility at other frequencies.13 From a therapeutic point of
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Fig 10. A, Schema of a prototype AAI device with support frame for mechanical impedance analysis.
B, Force-time and force-frequency spectrum characteristics (log-log scale) of prototype AAI device
shown in A. Test conducted on 1-m steel beam. C, Ensemble averaged driving point impedance (Z0)
versus frequency curves obtained for AAI device with attached isolation frame. Both impedance and
frequency axes are log scale.







view, one clinical implication of enhanced mobility is the
fact that the mechanical response (motion) of the spine will
be maximized for a given force when that force is delivered
at the resonant frequency. For example, a force of 150 N
delivered at the resonant frequency will produce the same
FSU movements as a 450-N force delivered at some other
frequency. SMT procedures that impart forces containing a
wide spectrum of frequencies may maximize the oscillatory
response of the spine. Physiologic responses of the spinal
ligaments, intervertebral disks, facet capsules, paraspinal
musculature, and other surrounding tissues may also be
influenced by the frequency content of the force impulse
delivered to the spine during SMT. From a diagnostic point
of view, knowledge of the dynamic characteristics of the
spine may be useful for identifying the location and quanti-
fying the severity of spinal joint dysfunction or spinal abnor-
malities.


Improvements in the Force-Frequency Spectrum of the AAI
Although the results obtained were encouraging, from the


point of view of determination of the dynamic mechanical
characteristics of the AAI compared with the electronic
impulse hammer, we were prompted to investigate alterna-
tives to enhance the force-frequency spectrum of the AAI.
Current clinical versions of the Activator II Adjusting
Instrument (AAI II) incorporate an additional integral mass
(about 45 g) attached to the stylus, which alters the force-
time profile and consequently the input force-frequency
characteristics of the device toward a more uniform frequen-
cy spectrum compared with the original AAI device (Fig 9).
Other modifications to the AAI II that have been sought to
make the AAI impedance measurements more reproducible
include incorporation of a preload control frame that isolates
the load cell and accelerometer from the AAI stylus and
eliminates any influence that preload and hammer recoil
may have on the force profile and subsequent force and
acceleration measurements (Fig 10, A).


Preliminary tests performed on the steel beam indicate that
the addition of the preload control frame preserves a greater
than –20-dB signal amplitude degradation over the frequency
range 10 to 100 Hz (Fig 10, B). Results of 10 trials on the 1-
m steel beam resulted in a mean impedance of 23.4 Ns/m and
a coefficient of variation of 36% (SD, 8.4) at the measured
resonant frequency (58 Hz) (Fig 10, C). These results demon-
strate the enhancement of the force-frequency spectrum of
the instrument with this modification. At present, we are per-
forming clinical trials with this device on a cohort of symp-
tomatic and asymptomatic human volunteers.


CONCLUSION
This study indicates that the AAI combined with an inte-


gral load cell and accelerometer was able to obtain an accu-
rate description of a steel beam with readily identifiable
dynamic mechanical properties. The addition of a preload-
control frame to the AAI improved the characteristics of the
force-frequency spectrum and repeatability of the driving
point impedance measurements. These findings support the


rationale for using the device to assess the dynamic mechan-
ical behavior of the vertebral column.


For successful and routine clinical use of spine biome-
chanical analyses, a given method should be noninvasive,
reproducible, inexpensive, simple to operate, and painless in
application. The impedance measurement and analysis pro-
cedure described here appear to satisfy these requirements.
By modifying the force and frequency characteristics of the
AAI and other SMT instruments, impedance measurements
may not only be used to evaluate the dynamic stiffness char-
acteristics of the spine but may also be more effective while
simultaneously providing treatment. Noteworthy in this
regard is that the frequency content of the force input is
hypothesized to play an important role in a variety of physi-
ologic processes, including healing and regulation of tissue
mass, excitation of mechanosensitive afferents, reflexogenic
responses, and anti-inflammatory mechanisms, which are
currently hypothesized to play an important role in pain
modulation and systemic health.38-45 Consequently, precise-
ly tuned mechanical impulse delivery devices not only may
be used to evaluate the dynamic mechanical stiffness char-
acteristics of the human spine but may also be able to maxi-
mize therapeutic effects and benefits while reducing the risk
of iatrogenic injury. The dynamic measurement techniques
presented in this study are currently being used to study the
in vivo mechanical characteristics of the normal and patho-
logic human spine.
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Mechanical Force Spinal Manipulation Increases Trunk Muscle Strength Assessed by
Electromyography: A Comparative Clinical Trial
Tony S. Keller, PhD,a and Christopher J. Colloca, DCb


INTRODUCTION
A number of different outcome measures have been used


to investigate the effectiveness of spinal manipulative thera-
py (SMT). Among these are subjective measures of patient’s
self-reported level of pain, disability, and functional status.1-4


Objective measures used to assess outcome in patients receiv-
ing treatment for low back pain (LBP) include orthopedic
examination tests,5 range of motion assessment,6,7 radiograph-
ic measures,8,9 spinal stiffness,10 and trunk muscle strength.11


Increasing support for the role of muscles in stabilizing
the spine have drawn attention in recent years.12-17 The erec-
tor spinae musculature acts posterior to the intervertebral
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ABSTRACT
Objective: The objective of this study was


to determine whether mechanical force,
manually-assisted (MFMA) spinal manip-
ulative therapy (SMT) affects paraspinal
muscle strength as assessed through use of
surface electromyography (sEMG).


Design: Prospective clinical trial comparing
sEMG output in 1 active treatment group and 2
control groups.


Setting: Outpatient chiropractic clinic, Phoenix, AZ.
Subjects: Forty subjects with low back pain (LBP) participated


in the study. Twenty patients with LBP (9 females and 11 males
with a mean age of 35 years and 51 years, respectively) and 20
age- and sex-matched sham-SMT/control LBP subjects (10
females and 10 males with a mean age of 40 years and 52 years,
respectively) were assessed.


Methods: Twenty consecutive patients with LBP (SMT treat-
ment group) performed maximum voluntary contraction (MVC)
isometric trunk extensions while lying prone on a treatment
table. Surface, linear-enveloped sEMG was recorded from the
erector spinae musculature at L3 and L5 during a trunk exten-
sion procedure. Patients were then assessed through use of the
Activator Methods Chiropractic Technique protocol, during
which time they were treated through use of MFMA SMT. The
MFMA SMT treatment was followed by a dynamic stiffness
and algometry assessment, after which a second or post-MVC
isometric trunk extension and sEMG assessment were per-
formed. Another 20 consecutive subjects with LBP were assigned
to one of two other groups, a sham-SMT group and a control
group. The sham-SMT group underwent the same experimental
protocol with the exception that the subjects received a sham-
MFMA SMT and dynamic stiffness assessment. The control
group subjects received no SMT treatment, stiffness assess-


ment, or algometry assessment intervention.
Within-group analysis of MVC sEMG output
(pre-SMT vs post-SMT sEMG output) and
across-group analysis of MVC sEMG output
ratio (post-SMT sEMG/pre-SMT sEMG out-
put) during MVC was performed through use of


a paired observations t test (POTT) and a robust
analysis of variance (RANOVA), respectively.


Main Outcome Measures: Surface, linear-enveloped
EMG recordings during isometric MVC trunk exten-


sion were used as the primary outcome measure.


Results: Nineteen of the 20 patients in the SMT treatment
group showed a positive increase in sEMG output during MVC
(range, –9.7% to 66.8%) after the active MFMA SMT treatment
and stiffness assessment. The SMT treatment group showed a
significant (POTT, P < .001) increase in erector spinae muscle
sEMG output (21% increase in comparison with pre-SMT lev-
els) during MVC isometric trunk extension trials. There were no
significant changes in pre-SMT vs post-SMT MVC sEMG out-
put for the sham-SMT (5.8% increase) and control (3.9%
increase) groups. Moreover, the sEMG output ratio of the SMT
treatment group was significantly greater (robust analysis of
variance, P = .05) than either that of the sham-SMT group or that
of the control group.


Conclusions: The results of this preliminary clinical trial
demonstrated that MFMA SMT results in a significant increase
in sEMG erector spinae isometric MVC muscle output. These
findings indicate that altered muscle function may be a potential
short-term therapeutic effect of MFMA SMT, and they form
a basis for a randomized, controlled clinical trial to further
investigate acute and long-term changes in low back function.
(J Manipulative Physiol Ther 2000;23:585-95)


Key Indexing Terms: Biomechanics; Electromyography; Chiro-
practic Manipulation; Low Back Pain; Spine.
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joint centers to compensate for the net moment caused by
external load and body weight.14 The maintenance of pos-
ture and performance of purposeful trunk motion are the
results of coordinated load-sharing between the passive dis-
coligamentous tissues and active contractile muscular tis-
sues to balance external loads. A disorder in the muscu-
loskeletal system or loss of control in the neuromuscular
system may result in excessive load-sharing of the passive
system that can cause abnormal motion and increased defor-
mation of the highly innervated structures of the spine.18


Abnormal motion and increased strain are often accompa-
nied by increased pain and discomfort.14,19-22 Individuals
with LBP have been found to use a different motor control
strategy in comparison with asymptomatic healthy individu-
als, and this may be a result of pain or damage to muscular,
ligamentous, or nervous (mechanosensitive) tissues.23-27 The
role of rehabilitation programs in improving objective out-
comes, including increases in trunk muscle strength, mobili-
ty, and functional capacity as well as improved motor con-
trol system function, are important goals of patient care.28


Measurement of muscle action and forces may be docu-
mented by electromyographic studies.29 Because muscle
output has been found to be closely correlated with muscle
strength,30-32 the potential ability of rehabilitation programs
and the role of SMT in affecting the neuromuscular system
are of interest to researchers and clinicians.33-35 To date, few
studies have been done to investigate the effect of SMT on
trunk muscle output.


In a recent prospective clinical study, we investigated the
mechanical and muscular behavior of human lumbar spinal
segments to high-loading-rate posterior-to-anterior (PA)
manipulative thrusts in vivo.36 As part of our experimental
protocol, prone-lying patients were asked to perform iso-
metric maximum voluntary contraction (MVC) trunk exten-
sion efforts while surface, linear-enveloped electromyo-
graphic electrodes monitored erector spinae muscular
activity from leads placed bilaterally at L3 and L5. These
maximums being used to normalize surface electromyogra-
phy (sEMG) data,37 reflex responses occurring during
mechanical force, manually-assisted (MFMA) SMTs were
calculated to establish relative muscle activity, expressed as
a percentage of the maximum muscle activity.38 An unex-
pected outcome of this work was the finding that there was a
consistent and significant increase in the post-SMT isomet-


ric MVC sEMG output in comparison with the pre-SMT
output. This finding prompted us to undertake a clinical trial
on a second group of 20 age- and sex-matched subjects. Our
null hypothesis was that there would be no significant
change in isometric MVC sEMG output for subjects under-
going sham-SMT treatment or a control protocol.


METHODS
Forty subjects with LBP participated in this study, and


each was assigned to one of 3 groups: SMT treatment (n =
20), sham-SMT treatment (n = 10), and control protocol (n =
10). Patients were included in the study if they had not con-
sulted a physician or therapist for low back or leg pain in the
past 6 months or previously undergone SMT. Patients were
excluded if they were pregnant, had a previous history of
lumbar spinal surgery, or presented any contraindication to
SMT (eg, malignancy, inflammatory or infective processes
involving the spine, significant osteoporosis, or spinal disor-
ders, including spondylolisthesis, ankylosing spondylitis,
spinal fusion, previous spine surgery, or neurologic deficit).
Patients were also excluded if they complained of significant
symptoms unrelated to lumbar complaints. Patients with
combined low back and referred or radicular buttock, thigh,
or leg pain were included in the study.


Subjects were informed that a study was being undertaken
to investigate biomechanical and neuromuscular responses
to chiropractic treatment, and a brief explanation of the
examination and treatment was provided by means of a
handout. After receiving written and verbal explanations of
the protocol for the study, each subject signed a written
informed consent form acknowledging his or her participa-
tion in the study.


The SMT treatment group initially consisted of 22 con-
secutive patients with LBP who participated in a compre-
hensive clinical and biomechanical study of MFMA SMT.
Two of the original 22 patients had no history of LBP and
were excluded from the present study. The sham-SMT and
control groups consisted of 20 consecutive LBP subjects
examined approximately 18 months after the SMT treatment
group; each of these groups consisted of equal numbers of
male and female subjects. Subjects were assigned to the
sham-SMT and control groups in such a way that age and
sex were uniformly stratified with respect to the active SMT
treatment group. All subjects were given the same verbal


Table 1. Summary of patient demographics, health status (VAS, Oswestry), and pain tolerance (lumbar algometry)


SDs are shown in parentheses.
VAS, Visual analog scale. 


SMT treatment group Sham-SMT group Control group


Males Females Males Females Males Females 
Parameter (n = 11) (n = 9) (n = 5) (n = 5) (n = 5) (n = 5)


Age (y) 51.0 (15.7) 34.6 (17.1) 52.4 (16.1) 41.8 (13.4) 51.6 (14.0) 38.6 (12.7)
Height (cm) 179.9 (7.4) 166.1 (9.4) 178.3 (2.1) 168.9 (6.4) 181.4 (5.9) 161.8 (7.6)
Weight (kg) 87.1 (16.6) 62.5 (10.7) 87.3 (12.9) 63.8 (11.5) 98.7 (16.1) 61.9 (17.1)
VAS (0-10) 2.9 (2.5) 4.1 (1.6) 2.6 (1.1) 2.8 (1.6) 2.6 (1.1) 3.4 (2.7)
Oswestry (0-50) 9.0 (5.4) 12.8 (5.7) 6.6 (7.5) 7.4 (7.2) 9.0 (5.7) 8.8 (4.5)
Algometry (kg/cm–2) 6.6 (0.7) 5.2 (1.1) 6.8 (0.4) 5.6 (1.1) 6.3 (0.8) 6.1 (1.0)
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directives in terms of the objectives of the study, and no
indication was made of patient grouping or the comparative
nature of the study. The complete testing procedure involved
4 assessment protocols: (1) MVC and sEMG assessment,
(2) AMCT assessment and adjustment, (3) stiffness assess-
ment, and (4) algometry assessment. Each of these proce-
dures is detailed below. However, results obtained from pro-
cedures 2-4 will be presented elsewhere.


Procedure. Each subject completed a history and health sta-
tus questionnaire (visual analog score, LBP history, LBP
symptom frequency, and Oswestry Low Back Disability
Index). Demographic and health status data for the treatment,
control, and sham-SMT group subjects are summarized in
Table 1. Each subject was gowned and underwent a physical
examination consisting of orthopedic and neurologic exami-
nations, lumbar range of motion, and plain film radiographic
examination of the lumbar spine. The review of history and
physical and radiographic examinations was used to rule out
neurologic deficit or spinal pathology and was performed by
a licensed doctor of chiropractic in accordance with stan-
dard clinical practice. On the basis of these findings, patient
symptoms and physical status were used for inclusion crite-
ria in the study.


Each subject was then placed in the prone position by use
of a motorized vertical/horizontal table (Softec/Tri-W-G,
Valley City, ND). Pre-gelled, silver/silver chloride bipolar
electrodes (Easytrode 3SG3-N, MultiBioSensors, El Paso,
TX) were located bilaterally over the L5 and L3 paraspinal
musculature. After skin preparation, electrode leads were
spaced approximately 2.5 cm apart. Electrodes were posi-
tioned on the lateral aspect of the erector spinae muscle so
that PA manipulative thrusts could be delivered to both the
spinous processes and the transverse processes without con-
tact with the electrodes. The subject was asked to lie quietly
until further instructed while the MVC isometric trunk
extension procedure was explained. The subject was
informed that he or she was to begin the MVC after hearing
the words, “Ready? Begin,” at which time he or she was to
lift the chest and shoulders off of the table as high and as
hard as possible for a count of three. After each MVC, the
subject rested for a count of five. The subject was asked to


practice 1 or 2 times before data collection; gain settings
were adjusted to ensure the proper settings and working
order of the electromyographic equipment and electrodes.
The subjects were further informed that, if the extension
procedure caused them intolerable low back discomfort or
peripheralization of their symptoms, they were to abort the
procedure immediately. No trunk restrainment apparatuses
were used to obtain the MVCs, as such efforts exerted by the
patient may have likely exacerbated the LBP symtoms.


Subjects in all 3 groups were asked to perform 3 consecu-
tive MVC isometric trunk extensions, approximately 3 to 5
seconds in duration and with a 3- to 5-second rest between
exertions (Fig 1). Isometric MVC sEMG signals were
recorded during this procedure. Two 2-channel Myotrace 10
electromyographic amplifiers (Noraxon, Inc, Helsinki,
Finland) were used to condition and linear-envelope the raw
electromyographic signals. The linear-enveloped sEMG sig-
nals were recorded through use of a Biopac MP100 16-bit
data acquisition system (Biopac Systems, Inc, Santa Barbara,
CA) and Acknowledge software (Biopac Systems, Inc).


Fig 1. Photograph shows patient performing MVC isometric
extension task.


Fig 2. Schematic of AAI equipped with preload control frame and
impedance head (load cell and accelerometer). To deliver a thrust
with instrument, first (1) and second (2) handles are squeezed
together for a predetermined distance; this imparts potential ener-
gy on internal spring and triggers release of spring, propelling
thrust element (4) rapidly outward. Device is equipped with inter-
nally threaded expansion control knob (3) that allows for adjust-
ment of amount of potential energy imposed on spring. When set to
zero position (off), no potential energy is imposed on spring and no
excursion of thrust element occurs, although an audible click is
heard from internal engagement of instrument’s trigger. Thus, zero
position can be used in research setting as sham procedure.
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Linear-enveloped sEMG data were collected at 50 Hz during
the MVC extension tasks. The SMT treatment, shamSMT
treatment, and control interventions are described in the fol-
lowing sections.


SMT treatment group intervention. Twenty LBP patients in the
SMT treatment group were assessed through use of the
Activator Methods Chiropractic Technique (AMCT) assess-
ment protocol.39 Chiropractic adjustment of the indicated
thoracolumbar spine, sacrum, and pelvis was performed
through use of MFMA SMT. The AMCT protocol consists
of a visual leg length inequality assessment while the prone-
lying patient performs various maneuvers with the trunk and
extremities. These isolation tests are designed to locate areas
of the spine thought to be exhibiting dysfunction.39


Chiropractic adjustment through use of MFMA SMT was
delivered with the Activator II Adjusting Instrument (AAI II;
Activator Methods International, Ltd, Phoenix, AZ) set in
the maximum expansion position, as it is used in routine
clinical chiropractic practice. The AAI II delivers a very
short duration (<5 ms) force-time impulse with a peak force
magnitude of approximately 150 N.40 Segmental contact is
made with an 80-durometer rubber tip, 15 mm in diameter,
that permits localized thrusts to be applied to the spine.
Forces were directed perpendicular to the body surface cur-
vature with a preload of approximately 25 N. The MFMA
SMT thrusts used to treat the affected segment identified by
the AMCT assessment are consistent with SMT thrusts
delivered in routine clinical practice.


After the AMCT chiropractic assessment and treatment
protocol, a biomechanical evaluation of dynamic spinal stiff-
ness was performed. An AAI equipped with a preload con-
trol frame and impedance head (load cell and accelerometer;
Fig 2) was used to deliver high-rate (<5 ms) PA manipulative
thrusts (190 N) to several common spinal landmarks.
Specifically, dynamic PA stiffness assessment was per-
formed on the left and right posterior superior iliac spine,
left and right sacral base (2 cm lateral to the first sacral
tubercle), S1 and L5, L4, L2, T12, and T8 transverse (left
and right) and spinous processes. A total of 20 PA manipula-
tive thrusts were delivered during the course of the PA stiffness
evaluation, which lasted for approximately 20 minutes.
Algometry recordings were also obtained at each of the seg-
mental contact areas. An algometry instrument with a precision
of 0.1 kg/cm2 was used to apply pressure to each of the segmen-
tal contact points until the patient indicated that he or she first
felt significant pain. Pressures up to 7 kg/cm2 were applied, and


a value of 7 kg/cm2 was recorded if no pain was produced at
this level. The algometry measurements provide semiquantita-
tive measures of segmental pain tolerance.41-44 Algometry
measurements are reported for the lumbar levels examined.


MVC isometric trunk extension tests were repeated
immediately after the stiffness and algometry assessment
procedures. The MVC isometric trunk strength assessment,
AMCT assessment, dynamic stiffness assessment, and
algometry assessment procedures required approximately 30
minutes to complete. Table 2 summarizes the assessment
sequence used for the SMT treatment group.


Sham-SMT Group Intervention. Each of the 10 sham-SMT group
subjects received a protocol identical to that described
above, with the following exception: a sham-SMT thrust
was delivered during the AMCT protocol, and sham-dynam-
ic stiffness tests were performed (Table 2). The sham proce-
dure was accomplished by setting the expansion control
knob on the AAI II to the zero (off) position. The expansion
control knob is used to adjust the spring compression and
thus the amount of excursion of the instruments’ stylus (Fig
2). The most common AAI II setting used clinically is the
maximum setting, at which the expansion control knob is
open to its fullest extent. In the zero position, no excursion
of the stylus occurs, although the same clicking sound that
the instrument produces during normal use is heard after
manual activation of the mechanical trigger. During each of
the sham-SMT procedures, a static preload of approximately
25 N was applied to the segmental contact point with the
AAI instrument set at the lowest force setting. An investiga-
tion of the force-time history associated with the sham-SMT
setting was conducted in a separate trial of 6 thrusts on the
S1 spinous process of a volunteer subject. This setting was
found to produce a mean peak force of 19.5 N (SD 3.04). In
comparison with the maximum setting of the AAI II
equipped with a preload frame, the sham-SMT setting pro-
duced an approximately 5-fold lower peak force and a 10-
fold lower peak impulse (Fig 3). Sham-SMT patients per-
formed isometric MVC trunk extension tasks before and
immediately after the clinical interventions.


Control Group Intervention. Intervention for the 10 control
group subjects consisted of performance of the AMCT pro-
tocol, including leg length inequality assessment and isola-
tion testing procedures only (Table 2). When a putative dys-
functional area of the spine was detected, no SMT intervention
was given. Thus, the control group received no SMT treat-
ment, sham-SMT treatment, or dynamic stiffness assess-


Table 2. Summary of assessment sequences used for SMT treatment group, sham-SMT group, and control group


SMT treatment group Sham-SMT group Control group


MVC & sEMG assessment MVC & sEMG assessment MVC & sEMG assessment


AMCT assessment protocol & adjustment AMCT assessment protocol & sham adjustment AMCT assessment protocol
(set at maximum force expansion position) (set at minimum force expansion position)


Stiffness assessment through use of Stiffness assessment through use of activator 20-min rest period
activator instrument set at maximum instrument set at minimum expansion
expansion position (20 thrusts) (Sham) position (20 thrusts)


Algometry assessment Algometry assessment Algometry assessment
MVC & sEMG assessment MVC & sEMG assessment MVC & sEMG assessment
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ment. After the AMCT assessment protocol, the subject was
asked to lie quiet for approximately 20 minutes, which was
the length of time required for performance of the stiffness
and algometry assessments in the other 2 groups. Control
subjects performed the isometric MVC trunk extension tasks
before and immediately after the control interventions.
Algometry assessments were taken after the post–trunk
extension protocol in this group. Sham-SMT and control
group participants received normal chiropractic treatment
after the experimental protocol.


Data and Statistical Analyses. Baseline and peak sEMG values
from each of the 3 consecutive MVC isometric extension
tasks were recorded, and the baseline-peak sEMG intensity
level was determined for each electrode. We will hereafter
refer to the baseline-peak sEMG intensity as sEMG output.


Descriptive statistics were determined for all variables
grouped according to sex and SMT treatment protocol.
Within-group (pretreatment vs posttreatment sEMG output)
comparisons were performed through use of a paired obser-
vations t test (POTT), which was used to determine whether
MVC sEMG output was different for the pretreatment ver-
sus posttreatment isometric strength data. Across-group
analysis of the patient demographics and MVC sEMG out-
put ratio (post-SMT sEMG/pre-SMT sEMG output) was
performed through use of a robust analysis of variance
(RANOVA). The RANOVA consisted of a Kruskal-Wallis 1-
way analysis of variance by ranks followed by Scheffé’s test.
The Kruskal-Wallis was performed to test for independence
among the 3 group means. After the Kruskal-Wallis test, we
performed a post hoc analysis through use of Scheffé’s test
to determine whether the group means were significantly
different at the P = .05 significance level. Scheffé’s test is the
most stringent post hoc test with least probability of a type I


or α error. Because the SMT treatment group was larger
than the SMT sham and control groups, Hartley’s test (Fmax
= ∑max


2/∑min
2 was also performed to test the “equality of


variance” (SD) or normality assumption implicit in an
analysis of variance. The largest sample size (that of the
SMT treatment group) was used to determine the percentage
points of Fmax (3.65 for α = 0.05), which was then com-
pared with the Fmax calculated for the main outcome param-
eter (MVC sEMG output).


RESULTS
There were no significant differences (RANOVA) with


respect to age, height, and weight among the subjects in the
SMT, sham-SMT, and control groups. Nor were there any
significant differences with respect to any of the health sta-
tus parameters and lumbar pain tolerance (assessed by
algometry) for the SMT, sham-SMT, and control groups.
When these data were examined according to sex, patient
demographics, health status parameters, and pain tolerance
were very similar (Table 1). Female subjects in the sham-
SMT and control groups were slightly older than their coun-
terparts in the SMT treatment group, but this difference was
not statistically significant (RANOVA). The mean ages of
subjects with LBP in the SMT, sham-SMT, and control
groups were 43.6, 47.1, and 45.1 years, respectively.


Fig 4 illustrates a typical pretreatment and posttreatment
MVC sEMG output signal recorded for one of the patients in
the SMT treatment group. In general, the L3 and L5 erector
spinae sEMG output of the 3 MVC trials was very consistent
(<14% variation) for all of the LBP patients examined. The
percent coefficient of variation (100 × SD/mean) in sEMG out-
put for the 3 repeat extension trials ranged from 7.9% (control
group, L5-L, pretreatment) to 14.0% (SMT treatment group,
L3-R, pretreatment) across all subjects (Table 3). There were
no significant differences between the 3 MVC extension tasks
in the pretreatment sEMG measurements (RANOVA) or in the


Fig 3. Comparison of force profiles of MFMA SMT delivered with
AAI II in maximum excursion setting and with expansion control
knob closed to act as a sham. In separate trial of 6 thrusts deliv-
ered to S1, mean peak force of sham-SMT was found to be 19.5 N
(SD 3.04). In comparison with maximum setting of AAI II, sham-
SMT setting had an approximately 5-fold lower peak force and a
10-fold lower peak impulse.


Fig 4. Comparison of lumbar sEMG output obtained before AMCT
assessment protocol (Pre-Treatment) with lumbar sEMG output
obtained after AMCT leg check/adjustment and biomechanical
tests (Post-Treatment). Results shown are for a patient in SMT
treatment group (subject 22; L3-R sEMG lead).
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posttreatment measurements (RANOVA) for any of the mus-
cle leads. Nor was there any consistent change in sEMG output
patterns (increase, decrease, or neutral) for the repeat exten-
sion tasks. Hereafter, the individual erector spinae muscle
MVC extension sEMG outputs (L3-L, L3-R, L5-L, L5-R) will
be considered collectively as lumbar sEMG output.


Subject-specific changes in lumbar sEMG output after
SMT, sham-SMT, and control group interventions are illus-
trated in Figs 5-8. Nineteen of the 20 patients in the SMT
treatment group showed a positive increase in lumbar sEMG
output after treatment. Fourteen (70%) of the 20 SMT treat-
ment group patients had a posttreatment lumbar sEMG out-
put at least 10% greater than the pretreatment lumbar sEMG
output (range, –9.7% to 66.8%). Six of the 10 patients in the
sham-SMT treatment group showed a positive increase in
lumbar sEMG output after treatment. However, the post-
treatment change in lumbar sEMG output was greater than
10% in only 2 (20%) of the sham-SMT treatment patients
(range, –7.6% to 27.0%). Six of the 10 subjects in the con-
trol-treatment group also showed a positive increase in lum-
bar sEMG output after treatment, but only 2 subjects had a
greater than 10% posttreatment improvement in lumbar
sEMG output (range, 17.4% to 76.9%).


Fig 8 compares the changes in lumbar sEMG output
obtained after treatment for each of the 3 treatment groups.
When all extension trials and all 4 lumbar sEMG electrodes


were analyzed collectively, the SMT treatment group showed
a significant (POTT, P < .001) within-group increase in lum-
bar sEMG output after treatment (20.5% mean increase in
comparison with pretreatment levels). There were no signifi-
cant within-group changes in pretreatment versus posttreat-
ment lumbar sEMG output for the sham-SMT (5.8% mean
increase) and control (3.9% mean increase) groups. Across-
group comparisons of the MVC lumbar sEMG output ratios
of the 3 treatment groups also indicated that there was a sta-
tistically significant difference (RANOVA) among treatment
groups. On the basis of the sEMG SDs obtained for the SMT
treatment group (SD 24.56), sham-SMT group (SD 20.3),
and control group (SD 36.7), Hartley’s test indicated that the
lumbar sEMG population variances were homogeneous
(Fmax = 3.27 < 3.65).


DISCUSSION
SMT is a commonly used conservative treatment in the


care of patients with LBP.4 Our aim was to determine
whether MFMA SMT affects paraspinal muscle strength as
assessed through use of sEMG. The role of muscle strength
as an etiologic or predisposing factor of low back disorders
is controversial.28 Some studies45,46 have found little associ-
ation between muscle strength and the development of low
back symptoms, whereas others47-49 have found that the
trunk muscles in patients with chronic LBP are significantly


Fig 6. Changes in individual lumbar MVC sEMG output responses
to sham-SMT (expressed as a percentage of pre-SMT values). Six of
10 patients showed a positive increase in lumbar MVC sEMG out-
put after treatment (mean increase, 3.9%). Group changes were not
significantly different (POTT, P = .24) from pretreatment values.


Fig 5. Changes in individual lumbar MVC sEMG output responses
to SMT (expressed as percentages of pre-SMT values). Nineteen of
20 patients showed a positive increase in lumbar MVC sEMG out-
put after treatment (mean increase = 20.5%). Group changes were
significantly different (POTT, P < .001) from pretreatment values.


Table 3. Mean percent coefficient of variation (COV = 100 × SD/mean) in sEMG output obtained for 3 MVC extension trials performed by
each patient


Pre, Variation in sEMG output during pretreatment MVC extension tasks; Post, variation in sEMG output during posttreatment MVC extension tasks. 


L3-L L3-R L5-L L5-R All leads


Group Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post


SMT 10.1 9.4 14.0 9.5 11.3 10.8 11.0 10.0 11.6 9.9
Sham-SMT 8.5 8.0 8.1 9.6 11.4 8.8 8.8 10.3 9.2 9.2
Control 11.3 8.6 10.8 10.4 7.9 10.3 13.8 8.0 11.0 10.2
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weaker than those of healthy individuals. A muscle deficien-
cy model of chronic LBP was proposed by Cassisi et al.50


Those investigators found that patients with chronic LBP
exhibited lower peak torque and lower maximum surface-
integrated electromyography bilaterally during isometric
extension. Triano and Schultz11 found that both myoelectric
signal levels and trunk strength ratios of patients with LBP
were inversely related to the patients’ disability scores.
Because paraspinal muscle function is thought to be essen-
tial for providing intrinsic support to the spinal column, sub-
optimal or impaired muscle control and function could per-
mit abnormal motion segment movement or predispose a
person to pain.51


Electromyographic signal analysis, a commonly used
technique for quantifying muscle function during lifting
tasks, has been used by many researchers.52 Although the
relationship between myoelectric output and muscle force
production is not perfectly linear, EMG analysis is consid-
ered to be a semiquantitative measure of the force developed
by a muscle.53-56 The linear envelope method used in our
study is one of the least complex and most often used meth-
ods of assessing myoelectric responses.57 A linear envelope
consists of a zero offset full-wave rectifier followed by a
low-pass filter to average the variation that occurs in the
input sEMG signal. The linear-enveloped sEMG signal
therefore represents the mathematical average or mean of
the rectified input signal; alternatively, it can be thought of
as a moving average of EMG activity. Numerous studies
have demonstrated sEMG to be a repeatable, stable, and reli-
able measure of muscle output during various tasks, includ-
ing isometric MVCs.58-61 In this study, a series of 3 isomet-
ric MVC extension trials were performed to assess erector
spinae muscle output. Repeat isometric MVC trials are often
used to examine changes in median frequency associated
with fatigue.61,62 Such trials generally involve protocols with
a short rest period between efforts (typically, 2 seconds)
combined with long duration for the MVC (typically, 5-15
seconds) over a relatively long period of time (typically,
more than 60 seconds). Our MVC protocol was relatively
brief in duration and included sufficient time for rest
between each trial so that little, if any, muscle fatigue
occurred.


We found a significant increase in lumbar muscle sEMG
output after SMT and stiffness assessment, whereas no sig-
nificant pre-versus-post differences in lumbar sEMG output
were observed in the 2 control groups. Previous studies
investigating the efficacy of SMT in the treatment of patients
with LBP have assessed subjective measures of self-reported
pain and disability.1,4 Pope et al63 conducted a prospective
randomized 3-week trial of SMT, transcutaneous muscle
stimulation, massage, and corset in the treatment of subacute
LBP. Patients were evaluated once a week through use of
questionnaires (including visual analog scale), range of
motion, maximum voluntary extension effort, straight leg
raising and Biering-Sorensen fatigue testing. After 3 weeks,
the manipulation group scored the greatest improvements in
flexion and pain. The massage group had the best extension


effort and fatigue response, whereas the muscle stimulation
group showed the best extension. None of the groups were
significantly different with respect to changes in physical
outcome measures (range of motion, fatigue, strength, and
pain). Other researchers have noted a decrease in quadriceps
muscle inhibition and increased knee extensor torque and
muscle activation after sacroiliac joint manipulation.64 The
generally favorable objective findings reported by Pope et
al63 and Suter et al64 are consistent with the findings of the
present study.


In this study, a prone-position, repeated MVC extension
task was used to determine trunk muscle output. MVC trunk
extension tasks performed in the prone-lying position have
been found to produce the greatest challenge to the erector
spinae musculature.27,65,66 The prone posture has also been
a commonly used method of quantifying erector spinae
strength by means of electromyography.67 Protocols that
require subjects to perform 3 isometric MVCs to establish a
reference level of maximum isometric trunk extension are
often advocated as a normalization procedure and are con-
sidered to provide more accurate comparisons between sub-
jects and muscle groups.65 Quantification of MVC isometric
trunk extension, however, includes inherent problems in
standardizing a dynamic event such as trunk strength.
Potential confounding factors include subject motivation,
subject effort, joint angle, velocity of movement, and pain
provocation in performance of the effort.52 Another poten-
tial confounding factor is the length of time that the subject
lies prone during the testing procedure. In this study, each
LBP subject spent approximately 30 minutes lying prone
during the MVC, AMCT, PA stiffness, and algometry proto-
cols. Of course there was some variation in the precise
amount of time that the subjects in the 3 treatment groups
remained in the prone position, because each underwent an
AMCT protocol specific to his or her leg check findings. In
general, however, our data file records indicated that the 30-


Fig 7. Changes in individual lumbar MVC sEMG output responses
to control intervention (expressed as percentages of pre-SMT
values). Six of 10 patients showed a positive increase in lumbar
MVC sEMG output after intervention (mean increase, 5.8%).
Group changes were not significantly different (POTT, P = .54)
from pretreatment values.
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minute time interval was fairly consistent across all subjects.
In the case of the control group, which did not receive any
stiffness or algometry assessments, the rest period was pre-
cisely established from the SMT treatment group data file
records, which provided us with a precise timeline for the
stiffness assessment protocol. Thus, the time spent in the prone
position was not a significant variable for any of the groups
examined in this study.


Our study design involved assigning 20 subjects with LBP
to the sham-SMT and control groups in such a way that age
and sex were uniformly stratified with respect to the SMT
treatment group. All subjects, however, were given the
same verbal directives in terms of the objectives of the
study, and no indication was made of patient grouping or
the controlled nature of the study to those participating.
Subject demographics, health status parameters, and pain
tolerance were similar among the 3 groups. Our study
design also included a sham-SMT procedure, and the peak
forces and peak impulses delivered to the patients during
the sham-SMT thrust were substantially less than the peak
forces and impulse delivered to the SMT treatment group.
Study designs based on a sham-SMT effectively control
for any influence associated with the doctor-patient inter-
action.68-70 Although the sham-SMT and control trials
were performed 18 months after the initial SMT tests, the
procedures were performed through use of an identical
protocol, in the same clinical setting, and by the same
practitioner who uses AMCT exclusively (C.J.C.). Thus,
there were no changes in practice patterns associated with
the sham-SMT and control subject trials. Moreover, the
nature of the sham-SMT (zero force setting) and control (no


intervention) trials preclude any confounding effects related
to practice patterns. The positive outcomes observed in the
treatment group provide additional insight toward under-
standing the underlying physiologic mechanisms that may
be associated with SMT.


From the standpoint of sEMG output, our study appears to
be the first to show an acute change in lumbar paraspinal
muscle function after SMT. Specifically, our results indicate
that an MFMA adjustment in combination with a PA stiff-
ness assessment was associated with a greater than 20%
increase in MVC lumbar sEMG amplitude after treatment.
We also hypothesized that MVC lumbar sEMG output
would not change after sham-SMT and sham-stiffness inter-
ventions or no intervention (control). This hypothesis was
substantiated by the results obtained from the tests conduct-
ed on a group of age- and sex-matched subjects with LBP.
These findings suggest that the MVC lumbar sEMG output
increases observed in the SMT treatment group resulted
directly from the SMT and stiffness assessment interven-
tions. Moreover, we found that the pretreatment/posttreat-
ment MVC lumbar sEMG changes noted for the SMT treat-
ment group were significantly greater than corresponding
changes in the sham-SMT and control groups, although a
larger group size comparison is necessary to substantiate
this finding.


It is important to point out that the positive changes in
MVC lumbar sEMG output cannot be directly attributed to
the SMT treatment alone, inasmuch as the posttreatment
MVC test did not immediately follow the MFMA adjust-
ment. The current study was motivated by preliminary find-
ings obtained from an initial group of 20 subjects with LBP
who underwent, in addition to MFMA adjustment, a com-
prehensive dynamic stiffness assessment protocol through
use of a specially designed instrument.40 Future studies
should include more specific treatment modalities to further
investigate the effects of SMT-specific interventions on trunk
muscle strength.


Currently, numerous basic science research studies are
focusing on investigating the mechanical and physiologic
basis for SMT. Neurophysiologic models theorize that SMT
may stimulate or modulate the somatosensory system and
may subsequently evoke neuromuscular reflexes.33,34 MFMA
SMT has been found to elicit significant neuromuscular
reflexes in patients with LBP.36,38 Such mechanical and
neurophysiologic studies indicate that joint manipulation
may have both direct and indirect clinical benefits. Benefi-
cial effects of SMT have been thought to be associated
with mechanosensitive afferent stimulation and presynap-
tic inhibition of nociceptive afferent transmission in the
modulation of pain,71,72 inhibition of hypertonic mus-
cles,33,73 and improved functional ability.2,74 Mechano-
sensitive and nociceptive afferents have been identified in
the lumbar intervertebral discs,18,75,76 zygapophyseal
joints,22,77,78 spinal ligaments,79-81 and the paraspinal mus-
culature 82,83 in both animal and human studies. In addition,
joint stimulation has been found to be intimately related to
reflexogenic muscular reactions.12,13,84-86 According to myo-


Fig 8. Bar graph shows summary of changes in lumbar MVC sEMG
output for SMT, sham-SMT, and control groups. Bars represent
mean values; error bars show SEMs. Mean and SEM are based on
analysis of a total of 80 SMT measurements (20 subjects × 4 sEMG
leads), 40 sham-SMT measurements (10 subjects × 4 sEMG leads),
and 40 control measurements (10 subjects × 4 leads). There was a
significant within-group increase (POTT, P < .001) in lumbar
MVC sEMG output for SMT group only. Changes in posttreatment
versus pretreatment lumbar sEMG output ratio for SMT group
were also significantly greater (RANOVA, P = .05) than for sham-
SMT and control groups.
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genic models that relate abnormal EMG patterns to the
experience of pain, lumbar paravertebral muscle activity
has been considered to play an important role in chronic
LBP.87,88 The acute improvements in lumbar sEMG output
after MFMA SMT and stiffness assessment suggest that a
potential beneficial effect derived from SMT may be acute
improvement in muscle functional status. A larger-scale,
randomized controlled clinical trial needs to be conducted to
further investigate the clinical relevance of these findings.


CONCLUSION
Considering its inherent limitations, the results of this pre-


liminary study suggest that MFMA or percussive-type SMT
applied to the lumbar spine may produce an increase in erec-
tor spinae muscle surface electromyography output as mea-
sured during maximum voluntary contraction extension
tasks. These findings may be related to the ability of
mechanical forces to stimulate the somatosensory system,
inhibit nociception, improve functional ability of trunk mus-
cles, and/or improve dorsolumbar range of motion. These
findings indicate that altered muscle function may be a
potential short-term therapeutic effect of these types of clini-
cal interventions.
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Abstract


Objective. To develop a mathematical model capable of describing the static and dynamic motion response of the lumbar spine to


posteroanterior forces.


Design. Static, impulsive and oscillatory forces with varying thrust angles and offsets were applied to the model, and the resulting


motion responses were compared to experimental data published for spinal mobilization and manipulation of prone-lying subjects.


Background. Methods are sought to improve understanding of the dynamic force-induced displacement response of the lumbar


spine during spinal mobilization and manipulation treatment.


Methods. The thorax, pelvis and five lumbar vertebrae were represented as seven rigid structures and eight flexible joint struc-


tures. Flexible joint structures were modeled using spring and damper elements with three displacement degrees-of-freedom (pos-


terior–anterior and axial displacement, and flexion–extension rotation). The resulting 21 degrees-of-freedom lumped parameter


model was solved in modal space.


Results. The fundamental natural frequency of vibration was 5.24 Hz. Simulations performed using 100 N static and dynamic


posteroanterior forces applied to the L3 vertebrae indicated that peak L3 segmental displacements were up to 2.40 mm (impulsive)


and 8.23 mm (oscillatory at 2 Hz). Appreciable axial displacements (0.41 mm) and flexion–extension rotations (1.49�) were also
observed for oscillatory forces at L3. The posteroanterior motion response of the lumbar vertebrae was relatively insensitive to both


the thrust force angle and thrust force offset, but axial displacements and flexion–extension rotations showed a large change (2-fold


or greater) for thrust angles greater than )5� (caudal) in comparison to vertical thrusts. Intersegmental motion responses for static,
impulsive and oscillatory loads were more comparable than their segmental counterparts.


Conclusions. The model predicts lumbar segmental and inter-segmental motion responses to manipulative forces that are oth-


erwise difficult to obtain experimentally.


Relevance


This study assists clinicians to understand the biomechanics of posteroanterior forces applied to the lumbar spine of prone-lying


subjects. Of particular clinical relevance is the finding that greater spinal mobility is possible by targeting specific load-time his-


tories. � 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.


Keywords: Biomechanics; Dynamic simulation; Lumbar spine; Manipulation; Model; Natural frequency; Rigid body; Spine; Vibration


1. Introduction


Numerous spinal manipulative therapy techniques
exist that involve the application of posteroanterior
(PA) forces of different magnitudes, loading directions,


and loading rates to prone-lying patients. In addition to
treatment application, clinicians commonly apply oscil-
latory PA forces to the spine to assess its mobility,
stiffness, or to note the effect of applied force on the
patient’s symptoms. In spite of the fact that external
forces are routinely applied to the spine during the
clinical course of assessments and therapy, very little is
known about the mechanics of such procedures [1].
Noteworthy is the fact that forces applied to the spine
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during mobilization and manipulation are generally
dynamic or time varying in nature. Indeed, the time
duration of chiropractic force–time profiles may range
from approximately half a second for low frequency
sinusoidal oscillations [2] and single haversine manual
thrusts [3,4] to less than five milliseconds during some
mechanical force techniques [5–7]. The dynamic me-
chanical aspects of these procedures are poorly under-
stood. Thus, reliable methods to obtain an adequate
understanding of the force-induced motion response of
the spine have long been considered important.
Without resorting to invasive measurement tech-


niques, the precise assessment of clinically relevant
variables such as vertebral and intervertebral move-
ments are very difficult to obtain [8]. Consequently, the
development of mathematical or numerical models to
characterize the biomechanical behavior of the spine is
an important step toward understanding the theoretical
basis for mobilization and manipulation. Lee et al. [9]
were perhaps the first investigators to develop a math-
ematical model to specifically study the lumbar spine’s
response to posterior-anteriorly directed forces. Subse-
quently, Lee et al. [8] developed a three-dimensional fi-
nite element model of the spine, ribcage, and pelvis,
which was used to predict static segmental displacement
responses of the lumbar vertebrae to PA forces. They
validated their model by comparing predictions to low
frequency (<1 Hz) PA oscillatory force–displacement
data observed in human subjects and found generally
good agreement with the mean responses. One advan-
tage of such biomechanical models is the ability of such
models to study the mechanical response of the spine
under a wide variety of different loading environments.
Solinger [10] recently used an analytical model to de-
scribe the dynamics of small impulses applied to a single
vertebral motion segment. In that study, experimental
data was used to identify system parameters (such as


stiffness and damping), but the author did not consider
coupling between adjacent vertebrae. As a first step to-
ward developing a more complete understanding of the
static, dynamic and impact mechanical response of the
lumbar spine to PA forces, Keller and Colloca [11] de-
veloped a five degree-of-freedom (DOF) analytical
model of the vertebral and intervertebral motion re-
sponse of the lumbar spine. This model was limited to
predicting the vertebral and intervertebral motion re-
sponses along a single axis (PA) and did not consider the
influence of the thorax and pelvis.
The objective of this paper was to develop a more


comprehensive mathematical model capable of describ-
ing the coupled flexion–extension (FE) rotation, axial
(cranial-caudal) and transverse or posteroanterior (PA)
vertebral and intervertebral motion response of the
lumbar spine, pelvis and thorax of prone-lying subjects.
Results are presented for static, oscillatory and impul-
sive forces applied posterior-anteriorly along different
sagittal plane force vectors. Model predictions are dis-
cussed in context with in vivo measurements of vertebral
motion subjected to various spinal manipulative and
mobilization forces.


2. Methods


All structures possessing mass, elasticity and finite
damping are capable of vibration. From an engineering
point-of-view the basic vibration model consists of a
mass, a massless spring (elastic element), and a damper
(viscous element). Many viscoelastic structures, includ-
ing the vertebral column, contain more than one mass,
in which case more than one set of coordinates and
properties need to be specified to describe its static and
dynamic mechanical properties. Of particular interest
for such systems are the natural frequency of vibration


Nomenclature


M system mass matrix


C system damping matrix


K system stiffness matrix


u displacement vector


F force vector


l segment link dimensions (m)


m segment mass (kg)


X0 initial x-axis disp. (m)
H frequency response function
�FF static force


t time (s)


/ mode shape matrix


I identity matrix


X natural frequency vector


n modal damping ratio


a spring axis constant (m)


x natural frequency (rad/s)


Y0 initial y-axis disp. (m)
Mz torsion moment (Nm)


F̂F impulsive force


tr transpose


u thrust angle (rad)


e thrust eccentricity (m)


kx axial stiffness (N/m)


ky transverse stiffness (N/m)


jz torsion stiffness (N/m)


v0 initial velocity


(m/s)


F0 initial force (N)


h rotation angle (rad)
~FF oscillatory force
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and the motion response of the system to external or
forced excitation. In the analysis that follows, the five
lumbar vertebral segments, thorax and pelvis are mod-
eled as rigid structures connected by six, flexible joint
structures (FJS). The vertebral joint structures consist of
the intervertebral discs and other soft connective tissues
(ligaments, muscles, tendons, and cartilage) that com-
prise the anterior and posterior columns of the func-
tional spinal unit. The mass of the vertebral segments
and FJS are lumped together, elasticity and viscous
properties of the flexible couplings are specified, and the
motion of the rigid structures is expressed in terms of the
motion of the thorax, pelvis and each lumbar vertebrae.
A mass, massless-spring and damper model of the


human lumbar spine, pelvis and thorax of a prone-lying
subject is shown in Fig. 1. This model has three sagittal
plane displacement DOF for each lumbar segment,
thorax and pelvis (sacrum). Modeling of this multi-DOF
structure necessitates one governing differential equa-
tion of motion for each DOF, together with specifica-
tions for the mass matrix ½M �, damping matrix ½C�,
stiffness matrix ½K�, and input excitation force vector
fF g. The matrix representation of the differential
equations of vibration of the spine structure is:


½M �fd2u=dt2g þ ½C�fdu=dtg þ ½K�fug ¼ fF g; ð1Þ


where fug is the resulting displacement output vector
(column matrix).
In the model presented here, the dynamic motion


response of the five lumbar vertebral segments, the
pelvis (sacrum) and the thorax are determined for each
of the following sagittal plane axes: axial ðxÞ, PA or
transverse ðyÞ and FE rotation ðzÞ. Since each of the
seven segments has three displacement DOF ðx; y; zÞ, the
model has a total 21 DOF. We assumed that the system
has zero mass coupling, in which case the mass matrix


½M � is diagonal. We also assumed that the vertebral
segments, pelvis (sacrum) and thorax were rigid struc-
tures connected by flexible, massless linkages. Because
the elasticity or stiffness characteristics of the flexible
linkages are specified according to the literature values
for the transverse (PA), axial and FE rotation stiffness
characteristics of intact lumbar and lumbar-sacrum
motion segments [12], the linkages (FJS) represent the
collective properties of the anterior joint structures (in-
tervertebral discs, IVD), posterior joint structures (fac-
ets), and other connective tissues (ligaments). Axial and
transverse stiffness characteristics of the thorax were
based on the axial stiffness of the T12 thoracic vertebra
and transverse stiffness of the rib cage, respectively [12].
The FE rotation stiffness of the thorax was assumed to
be equal to 2.5 times the FE rotation stiffness of the
thoracic spine, since the rib cage increases the rotational
stiffness of the thoracic spine by this amount [12]. The
patient is assumed to lie in a relaxed, prone position
supported by the thorax and rib cage and anterior su-
perior iliac spine. The equations of motion (Eq. (1))
assume that the abdominal cavity tissues and skin
overlying the pelvis and thorax are more compliant than
the spine structures and therefore do not contribute
significantly to the overall stiffness of the spine, thorax
and pelvis.
The stiffness matrix ½K� was formulated in terms of


the stiffness influence coefficients and the resulting stiff-
ness matrix is a 21	 21 matrix comprised of nine tri-
diagonal sub-matrices (see Appendix A). The model can
accommodate eccentrically applied forces (producing
moments) directed to any segment at an arbitrary thrust
angle ðuÞ and with a thrust offset or eccentricity e (see
Fig. 1).
Table 1 summarizes the axial ðkxÞ, transverse ðkyÞ and


torsion ðjzÞ stiffness coefficients used to model the eight
FJS (six IVD’s, pelvis + sacrum and thorax). The axial
and torsion spring axes were coupled using a spring axis
constant ðaÞ. Masses and segment link dimensions for
each of the seven segments were based on a 70 kg body
weight, 170 cm body height reference man [13]. Segment
masses are given in Fig. 1 and segment link dimensions
ðlÞ were defined as: 0.1240, 0.0355, 0.0375, 0.0390,
0.0400, 0.0390, and 0.0410 for thorax, L1, L2, L3, L4, L5
and pelvis + sacrum, respectively. The axial and torsion
spring axis coupling constant was assumed to be 20 mm
for all FJS’s [14].
The equations of motion are solved in modal space


using the eigensolution (i.e. the modal properties) of the
homogeneous equation of motion (free vibration with-
out damping). The eigenvectors (mode shapes) are then
assembled into a mode shape matrix ½/� such that
½/�tr½M �½/� ¼ ½I � and ½/�tr½K�½/� ¼ ½X2�, where tr denotes
the transpose, ½I � is the diagonal identity matrix, and X is
a vector of the natural frequencies of vibration. Given
the modal damping ratios fi for each mode shape i, the


Fig. 1. Lumped equivalent model of the lumbar spine, pelvis and


thorax. Damping elements are not shown for purposes of clarity.
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21	 21 damping coefficient matrix is formulated as
½C� ¼ ½M �½/�2½f�½X�½/�tr½M �. Examination of interseg-
mental displacement–time profiles obtained during the
application of mechanical force, manually assisted
thrusts to the lumbar spine [6] suggest that damping ra-
tios can be up to 30% of critical. In the analysis that
follows, the modal damping ratios for each segment were
assumed to be identical: f1;...;7 ¼ 0:25 (25% of critical).
Although a detailed parametric examination of the


model dependency on structural properties is beyond the
scope of the present study, we note that variation of K,
M, f, l and a will produce significant changes in the
natural frequency of vibration and motion response of
the model. Variations in structural and geometric
properties are expected as a natural consequence of
height and weight variations in female and male sub-
jects, as well as factors associated with aging, activity
level and disease. The parameters K, M, f, l and a
chosen for this study are intended to be representative of
a 70 kg body mass, 170 cm tall male subject.


2.1. Applied forces


Manual therapeutic forces can be broadly classified
into several categories, however, the most commonly
used procedures among clinicians include spinal mobi-
lization, and high velocity, low amplitude manipulation.
Manipulation can be further categorized as specific
contact thrust procedures (delivered by hand), and me-
chanical force, manually assisted procedures (delivered
by means of a mechanical device), although many more
forms of manipulation application or chiropractic
techniques exist [15]. Spinal manipulative techniques
direct forces PA, in combination with other vectors in a
variety of patient positions (prone, supine, and side
posture). In the analysis that follows, only sagittal plane
PA forces and concomitant motions in the lumbar spine
are examined.
Mobilization is commonly used during both the as-


sessment and treatment of spinal disorders and involves
applying low frequency (0.05–2 Hz) oscillatory PA for-
ces to a selected vertebra or several vertebrae with the
patient lying prone [16]. Both manual and instrument-
based mobilization assessments and treatments exist
[17,18]. Peak mobilization forces applied to the lumbar
spine typically range from 100–200 N [2]. During mo-
bilization, the spine is forced to vibrate at the same


frequency as that of the excitation, and steady-state
oscillations are produced.
Spinal manipulation involves a specifically vectored


high velocity, low amplitude thrust that is usually di-
rected in a PA direction [4]. Hence, spinal manipulation
differs from mobilization in that the spine is influenced
by a suddenly applied non-periodic excitation. Such
excitations are called transient since steady-state oscil-
lations are generally not produced. Manual manipula-
tion applied to the thoraco-lumbar spine are generally
associated with higher peak PA forces (typically 250–
550 N), but are comparable to mobilization therapy in
terms of time to peak force (typically 100–200 ms) [3,19].
Mechanical force, manually assisted procedures utilize a
hand-held mechanical instrument to produce a very
short duration (typically <5 ms) force–time profile with
peak force amplitudes ranging from 100–200 N [5].
Forces that are relatively large in magnitude, but act for
a very short time (much less than the natural period of
oscillation), are called impulsive. Impulsive forces F̂F
acting on a mass m will result in a sudden change in
velocity equal to F̂F =m, but are typically associated with
smaller displacements in comparison to longer duration
transient forces.
Using Matlab (The Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA),


the vertebral (segmental) and intervertebral (interseg-
mental) motion responses of the lumbar spine, pelvis
and sacrum were studied in response to forces consistent
with the aforementioned common forms of mobilization
therapy and spinal manipulation. The effects of pre-
load, which is commonly employed in chiropractic
treatments, will not be considered in the analysis that
follows. Six sagittal plane thrust angles and 6 thrust
offsets were examined in this study: 5� to )20� (toward
pelvis) and 0–2.5 cm (toward pelvis), respectively. In
each case a 100 N peak excitation force was applied to
the spinous process of the L3 vertebral segment. In ad-
dition to model validation using low cycle human in
vivo mobilization studies [2,16,18,20–24], the model
displacement results are compared to previously pub-
lished in vivo intersegmental displacement responses
obtained for human subjects in response to impulsive
manipulative thrusts in an outpatient setting [6] and in a
surgical setting [25]. The dynamic frequency response
characteristics of the model are also validated with re-
spect to previous in vivo transient vibration studies
conducted using human volunteers [26].


Table 1


Summary of model flexible joint structure stiffness coefficients corresponding to the axial (x), transverse (y) and flexion–extension rotation (z) axes of
each segment


Stiffness coefficient Thorax T12–L1 L1–L2 L2–L3 L3–L4 L4–L5 L5–L1 Pelvis and sacrum


kx (kN/m) 1250 640 620 600 525 450 510 300


ky (kN/m) 30 50 40 35 30 30 45 200


jz (Nm/rad) 400 160 140 120 100 80 75 700
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3. Results


The undamped frequencies predicted by the model
for the first 14 of 21 modes of vibration were 5.24, 17.7,
26.8, 35.9, 40.6, 44.8, 77.0, 116, 124, 140, 158, 177, 196,
260 Hz. Thus, the fundamental natural frequency or first
resonant frequency for the thorax-lumbar spine-pelvis
model was 5.24 Hz. Examination of the model-predicted
mode shapes indicated that the natural frequencies of
vibration for the posterior–anterior axis ðyÞ, FE rotation
axis ðzÞ, and axial axis ðxÞ of the lumbar segments were
40.6, 77 and 124 Hz, respectively. The damped
ðf ¼ 0:25Þ natural frequencies of vibration for these
three coordinate axes were 39.3, 74.5 and 120 Hz.


3.1. Static response


The model predicted static displacement response �uu to
PA static forces �FF is the solution to the equation
½K�f�uug ¼ f �FF g computed by Gaussian elimination. For a
static force �FF ¼ 100 N applied only to the L3 vertebral


segment ðu ¼ 0; e ¼ 0Þ, the PA static deformation was
greatest at L3, whereas the peak axial deformation and
FE rotation occurred at L5 (Fig. 2). Peak L3 segmental
and L3–L4 intersegmental static deformation magni-
tudes for each of the coordinate axes are summarized in
Table 2.


3.2. Steady-state response


The steady-state response to a PA sinusoidal input
oscillation, ~FF ¼ F0eixt is given by the frequency response
function: HðxÞ ¼ ½K 
 x2M þ ixC�
1. HðxÞ is a com-
plex function defined as the ratio of the output dis-
placement response to the input force under steady-state
conditions. In comparison to static loading (0 Hz), the
thorax exhibited the greatest increase or gain (2.1-fold at
4.9 Hz) in PA displacement response, whereas the pelvis
showed the greatest gain (2.0-fold) in PA displacement
at 25 Hz. Each of the lumbar segments showed an in-
creased PA displacement response near 5 Hz, except the
L5 segment, which had a maximum near 25 Hz. All of
the segments showed a markedly decreased PA fre-
quency response above 50 Hz, indicating attenuation of
the PA sinusoidal oscillation above this frequency. Fig.
3 shows the predicted steady-state L3 segmental dis-
placement response (normalized with respect to the
static or DC response) for the L3 segment. Relative to
the DC (0 Hz) displacement response, the maximum
increase in the PA displacement, FE rotation and axial
displacement occurred at 4.2, 64 and 113 Hz, respec-
tively.
The oscillatory displacement output under steady-


state conditions is given by HðxÞF0eixt, where F0 ¼ 100
N amplitude applied to L3. At the damped ðf ¼ 0:25Þ
natural frequency (39.3 Hz) corresponding to the PA
axis, the peak L3 segmental PA displacement, axial
displacement and FE rotation were 7.99 mm, 0.22 mm
and 0.14�, respectively. The corresponding peak–peak
L3–L4 intersegmental PA displacement, axial displace-
ment and FE rotation were 1.73 mm, 0.27 mm, and
1.49�, respectively. For sinusoidal excitation at 2 Hz the
model predicts a peak–peak L3 segmental PA displace-
ment, axial displacement and flexion extension rotation


Fig. 2. Posterior–anterior displacement, axial displacement and flex-


ion–extension rotation (FE rot.) motion responses of the L3 lumbar


vertebra (segment 4) to a 100 N posterior–anterior static force �FF at L3
(h ¼ 0�, e ¼ 0 mm, f ¼ 0:25).


Table 2


Baseline response of the 21 DOF model (u ¼ 0�, e ¼ 0 m, f ¼ 0:25)


Loading condition Axial displacement (mm) PA displacement (mm) FE rotation (degrees)


L3 L3–L4 L3 L3–L4 L3 L3–L4


Static force 0.131 0.472 7.97 2.55 0.374 1.35


Sinusoidal @ 2.0 Hz 0.160 0.473 8.23 2.65 0.459 1.35


Sinusoidal @ 5.2 Hz 0.412 0.224 7.67 2.45 1.20 0.632


Sinusoidal @ 39 Hz 0.223 0.276 7.99 1.73 0.141 1.49


Impulsive force 0.074 0.229 2.40 1.74 0.126 0.636


Peak-to-peak segmental (L3) and inter-segmental (L3–L4) displacement (mm or degrees) for each axis are summarized for static ð �FF Þ, impulsive
ðF̂F Þ and sinusoidal ð ~FF Þ oscillatory loading conditions.
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of 8.23 mm, 0.16 mm and 0.46�, respectively. The cor-
responding peak–peak L3–L4 intersegmental PA dis-
placement, axial displacement and flexion extension
rotation were 2.64 mm, 0.47 mm and 1.35�, respectively.


3.3. Impulsive force response


The impulsive force response to an initial displace-
ment ½X0� and velocity ½v0� was obtained by assuming a
solution X ¼ Uekt for the governing equation of motion
(Eq. (1)). Mechanical force, manually assisted adjust-
ments produce a damped sinusoidal type of oscillation
with a total duration of approximately 0.005 s. Since
mechanical force, manually assisted force–time periods
are less than the natural period of oscillation, we used
the impulse-momentum principle to estimate v0 corre-
sponding to a damped 100 N peak mechanical force,
manually-assisted adjustment. Experimental force–time
histories [5,7] were used to derive the following mathe-
matical expression of the impulsive force: F̂F ¼ 466e
1000t
sinð200ptÞ. The initial velocity v0 ¼ 1


m


R
F dt obtained


was 1.8414 m/s. Fig. 4 illustrates the predicted axial
displacement, PA displacement and FE rotation profiles
produced during the application of a mechanical force,
manually assisted adjustment (X0 ¼ Y0 ¼ h0 ¼ 0, f ¼
0:25, u ¼ 0, e ¼ 0). Note that the effect of damping is
primarily the diminishing of the vibration amplitude
with time, and in this system of vertebrae the impulsive
force-induced oscillation were close to zero after a time
period of about 100–200 ms. Model predicted L3 seg-
mental and L3–L4 intersegmental PA peak–peak dis-
placements were 2.40 mm and 1.74 mm, respectively.


Peak L3 segmental and peak–peak intersegmental
static, sinusoidal and impulsive force motion response
results for each coordinate axes are summarized in Table
2 ðf ¼ 0:25; u ¼ 0; e ¼ 0Þ.


3.4. Influence of thrust angle and thrust offset


Fig. 5 summarizes the influence of thrust angle and
thrust offset on the static, sinusoidal, and impulsive
motion responses of the L3 segment. Both thrust angle
and thrust offset produced marked changes in the axial
and FE rotation segmental motion responses. Note-
worthy was the finding that impulsive forces tended to
produce greater axial and FE motion responses in
comparison to static and sinusoidal excitation, but
produced substantially lower PA motion responses. A
thrust angle of +5� (cephalad) resulted in the greatest L3
static and L3 sinusoidal axial, PA and FE motion re-
sponses. Impulsive forces delivered with a thrust angle
of )20� (toward pelvis) and thrust offset of 2.5 cm (to-
ward pelvis) resulted in the greatest axial displacement
and FE rotation motion response. The effects of thrust
angle and thrust offset on the PA static, impulsive and
sinusoidal displacement responses were minimal. Fig. 6
graphically illustrates the combined axial displacement,
PA displacement and FE rotation behavior of the lum-
bar spine subjected to an impulsive force at L3.


4. Discussion


Application of the model to study forces applied to
the L3 lumbar segment indicated that segmental dis-
placements and rotations were appreciably greater for
manual and mobilization forces in comparison to


Fig. 4. Segmental (L3, solid lines) and inter-segmental (L3–L4, dashed


lines) displacement responses to a 1:8414 m s
1 initial velocity impul-


sive force F̂F at L3 (u ¼ 0�, e ¼ 0 m, f ¼ 0:25).


Fig. 3. L3 posterior–anterior, axial and flexion–extension rotation (FE


rot.) steady-state, frequency response to a sinusoidal dynamic force ~FF
at L3 ðf ¼ 0:25Þ. The frequency response HðxÞ=K
1 illustrates the


increase/decrease in displacement relative to the static or 0 Hz dis-


placement response. A frequency sweep from 0.325 to 325 Hz (incre-


ments of 0.325 Hz) is graphed using a logarithmic abscissa.
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mechanical force and manually assisted thrusts, but
differences in inter-segmental displacements were much
less remarkable for these three types of spinal manipu-
lation. Given that each of these spinal manipulation
modalities has been reported to produce therapeutic
benefits, suggests that intersegmental motions produced
by spinal manipulation may play an important role in
eliciting therapeutic responses.
In a previous study Keller and Colloca [11] described


a five segment, five DOF, lumped mass, lumbar spine
model with a single displacement DOF (PA). These
authors parametrically examined the effects of changes
in the damping ratio (0.0–0.3) and PA stiffness (25–75
kN/m) of the FJS on the natural frequency of vibration
and segmental and intersegmental displacement re-
sponse under various loading conditions. They found
that quasi-static and low frequency (<2.0 Hz) posterior–
anterior forces (100 N) applied to the L3 vertebrae
produced L3 segmental and L3–L4 inter-segmental PA
displacements ranging from 2.7–8.1 mm and from 1.4–
2.5 mm, respectively. Lumbar segment stiffness coeffi-
cients ranging from 25–60 kN/m and damping ratios
from 0.15–0.25 were found to produce a combination of
static, quasi-static (sinusoidal), and impulsive displace-
ment responses that were most similar to in vivo ex-
perimental data reported in the literature. The current
study expands upon this earlier work by including
structures representing the thorax and pelvis, and by
formulating the equations of motion to give three dis-
placement DOF (PA, axial and FE rotation) with cou-
pling between the axial and rotational axes. Compared
to the aforementioned study, the results of the current
model mirror the salient features of the previous find-
ings. However, in the present study we found that the
damped natural frequency of vibration for the PA axis


was reduced by about 10% in comparison to the corre-
sponding five DOF model. Segmental and interseg-
mental PA displacement magnitudes were also reduced
by about 10%. Hence, the added mass, stiffness and
damping parameters of the thorax and pelvis, together
with additional DOF and coupling between axes acts to
stiffen the spinal structure in the PA axis. Other pa-
rameters that will have an appreciable influence on the
model results include K, M, f, l and a, but parametric
examination of these parameters is beyond the scope of
this study.
In this paper we have determined the posterior–an-


terior dynamic response of thorax, lumbar spine, and
pelvis by considering these structures to be an assem-
blage of elements comprised of rigid structures (verter-
bral segments of uniform mass) connected by massless
flexible linkages with three displacement DOF. Since the
thorax-lumbar spine-pelvis was an assemblage of only
seven structural elements, we were able to impose
equilibrium considerations to assemble the system stiff-
ness matrix in an analytical manner. Alternatively, one
can use the finite element method, which involves the
same procedures, but in a more systematic way. Namely,
element coordinates and forces are first transformed into
global coordinates and the stiffness matrix of the entire
structure is then assembled into a global system of
common orientation. Models based upon the finite ele-
ment method are particularly useful for stress analysis,
but can also be used for vibration analysis. However,
from the standpoint of being able to duplicate the vi-
bration mode shapes, the accuracy obtained from the
finite element method is closely dependent on the num-
ber and type of elements used to define the structural
joints. In general, many additional elements are required
to obtain a good approximation of stresses or to obtain


Fig. 5. (a) Influence of thrust angle ðuÞ on the static, impulsive and sinusoidal motion response of the L3 vertebral segment subjected to a 100 N
posterior–anterior force (e ¼ 0 m, f ¼ 0:25). (b) Influence of thrust offset ðeÞ on the static, impulsive and sinusoidal motion responses of the L3
vertebral segment subjected to a 100 N posterior–anterior force (u ¼ 0�, f ¼ 0:25).
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Fig. 6. Graphical simulation of the lumbar segmental motion response to an impulsive dynamic force at L3 V0 ¼ 1:8414 ms
1, u ¼ 
20�, e ¼ 0:01 m. Panels (left to right, top to bottom) show 0.5 ms
interval motion responses starting at time 0. Axial displacement, posterior–anterior displacement, and flexion–extension rotation have been magnified by factors of 10	, 10	 and 5	, respectively.
Line graph below each figure depicts the PA displacement–time history and corresponding time point (last open circle) for each figure.
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accurate values for natural frequencies corresponding to
the higher modes of vibration. Hence, an advantage of
using a few structural elements defined according to
stiffness influence coefficients over the finite element
method lies in the increased accuracy and computer ef-
ficient nature of this approach.
There are inherent limitations of the current model.


First, in specifying a single set of elastic coefficients for
each vertebral segment, thorax and pelvis, and coordi-
nate axis, we have greatly simplified the description of
these FJS. In reality, the normal lumbar spine is com-
prised of a flexible anterior and posterior column, and
has both passive structures (ligaments, cartilage) and
active structures (skeletal muscle) that contribute to the
biomechanical behavior. As currently formulated,
therefore, we cannot examine the influence of the ante-
rior and posterior columns separately on the mechanical
response of the lumbar spine; nor can we examine the
role that ligaments and muscle tone play in this regard,
or when the spine is preloaded during manipulation.
Rather, we are limited to examination of the general
linear, static and dynamic mechanical responses of the
spine. Moreover, the model does not take into account
the complex geometry of the spine, including the lor-
dotic curvature, which probably does not affect the vi-
bration response appreciably, but may have a significant
effect on the displacement response of the spine. In ad-
dition, in this model we have considered coupling of
forces and moments between two axes when, in fact,
forces and moments are coupled in all axes. Lastly, the
model is currently limited to characterization of the
mechanical response in the sagittal plane. Some spinal
manipulative techniques apply forces in axial rotation
and lateral translation in addition to PA translation
with varying preload forces [15].
The model is general enough that it can easily be


applied to the frontal plane simply by specifying ap-
propriate stiffness and spring axis constants. Further-
more, the model can be generalized to account for six
displacement DOF (three in the sagittal plane and three
in the frontal plane). Although we have focused our
analysis on the displacement response to forces applied
to single segment, it is also important to note that the
response to forces distributed over several segments can
also be modeled. Moreover, the velocity and accelera-
tion responses of the segments to sinusoidal and im-
pulsive forces are easily obtained from the model. For
purposes of clarity and brevity, however, we have lim-
ited our analysis to the displacement response resulting
from static and dynamic forces delivered to a single
segment.
Overall, the model predictions agree favorably with in


vivo experimental data present in the literature. Note-
worthy is the fact that the model reproduces the first
resonant frequency (4–6 Hz) and gain (3–6 dB or 1.4–
2.0	) observed in experimental studies of the seated and


standing humans subjected to impact (impulsive) forces
[26,27]. The model predicted PA axis undamped natural
frequency (40.6 Hz) and damped natural frequency (39.3
Hz) of vibration also compare favorably with recent in
vivo experimental data obtained for prone-lying human
subjects using a driving-point mechanical impedance
technique [28]. Keller et al. [28] found that PA impulsive
forces delivered to the spinous processes of lumbar
vertebrae produced PA oscillations with a natural fre-
quency ranging from 38 to 41 Hz. In addition to studies
of the vibration and impulsive force responses of the
lumbar spine, a substantial number of in vivo PA mo-
bilization studies have been performed in prone-lying
human subjects using low frequency (62:0 Hz), low
force (6120 N) PA-directed oscillations applied to the
spinous processes of lumbar vertebrae [16,18,20–
22,24,29]. In these studies the main outcome measure is
the PA stiffness of the lumbar vertebrae. Based on the
range of L3 lumbar PA stiffness values reported in these
studies (11.4–15.8 kN/m), PA vertebral segment dis-
placements corresponding to a 100 N PA force range
from 6.3 to 8.8 mm. Model-predicted static and quasi-
static (60:1 Hz) PA displacements obtained in this
study (approximately 8 mm) agree with these experi-
mental findings.
Posterior–anterior intersegmental motion responses


are also of the same magnitude as inter-segmental mo-
tion responses produced during the application of in
vivo posterior-anteriorly directed impulsive thrust, me-
chanical force, manually-assisted manipulative thrusts
in three prone-lying human subjects [6]. Using a 3-DOF
intervertebral motion device (IMD) attached directly to
pins inserted into the spinous processes, Nathan and
Keller [6] reported results for the peak-to-peak L3–L4
and L4–L5 intersegmental motion response to an ap-
proximately 90 N PA impulsive mechanical force,
manually assisted thrust (<5 ms) delivered to various
spinal segments (T12 to L3). In a group comprised of
one normal and two surgical patients, intersegmental
PA displacements, axial displacements and FE rotations
ranged from 0.1 to 0.5 mm, 0.3 to 1.6 mm, and from 0.1
to 0.9�, respectively. In general, they found that the in-
tersegmental displacements and rotations increased as
the mechanical force, manually assisted forces were de-
livered closer to the IMD measurement site. In the
present study, we have limited our analysis to the L3–L4
intersegmental motion response to forces delivered to
the L3 vertebrae of an idealized or reference subject, so
direct comparison to the IMD measurements of normal
and pathologic subjects is not possible. However, our
model predicted L3–L4 displacements and rotations
associated with a 100 N peak PA impulsive force de-
livered at L3 agree well with the experimental findings of
Nathan and Keller [6].
In a more recent study, Colloca et al. [25] reported the


dynamic deformation response of four prone-lying
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human subjects undergoing spinal decompressive sur-
gery. PA and axial deformation were derived from ac-
celeration–time recordings obtained from tri-axial
accelerometers attached to pins inserted into the spinous
processes of the patients. Dynamic mechanical force,
manually assisted thrusts (�120 N, �5 ms duration)
delivered to spinous processes of vertebrae adjacent to
the instrumented pins were found to elicit vertebral
segment axial and transverse oscillations with peak–
peak magnitudes ranging from 0.18 to 0.27 mm and
from 0.29 to 0.52 mm, respectively. Differences between
these experimental studies and the model predictions
may reflect the age, gender and spinal degeneration of
surgical patients examined in this series. Additional ex-
perimental data, quantifying segmental and interseg-
mental motions (displacement, velocity and
acceleration) of normal and pathologic lumbar verte-
brae in response to spinal manipulation and conditions
that mimic spinal manipulation, are needed to better
understand the biomechanical effects of lumbar spinal
manipulation therapy and to further validate the model
predictions.
When comparing previous experimental findings to


the model results there are a number of additional fac-
tors that must be considered. First, the lumbar spine is a
viscoelastic structure and therefore exhibits time-de-
pendent behavior. As a result, quasi-static loading
conditions will tend to overestimate the displacement
response (underestimating the stiffness) due to creep
deformation of the structure. Evidence of such behavior
has been observed in studies reporting the PA motion
response of the lumbar spine at different oscillation
frequencies [20,22]. In these studies, quasi-static or slow
cycling (60:1 Hz) PA mobilization is associated with an
approximately 15–25% increase in deformation (15–25%
reduction in stiffness) in comparison to mobilization at
0.5–1.0 Hz. While the model presented in the current
study contains viscous damping elements, the analysis
does not consider flow-dependent or creep behavior of
the spine.
Another important characteristic of the human lum-


bar spine is its nonlinear, load-deformation behavior.
Inherent nonlinearities in the load-deformation charac-
teristics of the spine result in variations in the measured
PA displacement and stiffness that are dependent on the
magnitude of the applied force. For example, previous
PA mobilization studies have reported a substantial in-
crease in PA stiffness when the peak force applied is
increased [23,30]. In the current model, the nonlinear
load-deformation behavior of the lumbar spine is not
considered, and thus increases in the PA force will result
in a proportional linear increase in deformation re-
sponse. Thus, the motion response obtained for the 100
N forces examined in this study should not be extrap-
olated to higher forces typically associated with manual
manipulation. However, one way to account for the


nonlinear load-deformation behavior of the spine in the
model would be to simply increase the segment stiffness.
Moreover, as noted previously, we have not considered
the role of muscle tension in the motion response of the
lumbar spine. Lee and associates [31] found an ap-
proximately 3-fold increase in PA low cycle oscillatory
stiffness for prone-lying subjects performing a maximum
voluntary contraction in comparison to the resting state.
The nonlinear, time-dependent and muscle stabilizing
properties of the lumbar spine are very important when
assessing the response of the spine to quasi-static and
dynamic forces associated with manipulation therapy
and assessment, and should be investigated further.
One of the interesting outcomes of this study was the


finding that the PA segmental motion response of the
lumbar vertebrae was relatively insensitive to both
the thrust force angle and thrust force offset (contact
point along the spinous process). We found that changes
in the PA static, oscillatory and impulsive force dis-
placement response became appreciable only at the
highest thrust angle, and we also observed that the
thrust force offset had only a minimal effect over the
range of contact points examined. The former is con-
sistent with findings obtained for low cycle PA mobili-
zation of the prone-lying subject, wherein an increase in
the thrust angle of �5� was found to produce less than a
2.5% change in force-deformation behavior, but an in-
crease in the thrust angle of �10� changed the force-
deformation response by up to 25% [16,22,24]. Our
simulations suggest that axial displacements and FE
rotations can change by 2-fold or more for thrust force
angles greater than )5� (caudal) in comparison to ver-
tically oriented thrust forces (0�).


5. Conclusions


A structural model of the lumbar spine has been de-
veloped to characterize the sagittal plane static, sinu-
soidal and impulsive motion responses of lumbar spine
segments. The model provides data on segmental and
inter-segmental motion patterns that are otherwise dif-
ficult to obtain experimentally. Of potential clinical in-
terest is the finding that the motion response of the spine
is closely coupled to the frequency or the time history of
the applied force. Namely, external mechanical forces
applied at or near the natural frequency of the structure
are associated with appreciably greater displacements
(over 2-fold) in comparison to external forces that are
static or quasi-static. Thus, it may be possible to achieve
comparable posterior–anterior segmental motion
responses for lower applied forces during spinal ma-
nipulation, provided that the forces are delivered over
time intervals at or near the period corresponding to the
natural frequency. Also of clinical interest is our
observation that intersegmental motion responses asso-
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ciated with quasi-static force–time histories (mobiliza-
tion, manual manipulation) are quite similar to re-
sponses associated with dynamic force–time histories
(mechanical force, manually assisted adjustments). Gi-
ven the fact that highly disparate spinal manipulation
modalities have been reported to produce therapeutic
benefits [32], this observation suggests that interseg-
mental motions may play an important role in eliciting
therapeutic responses.
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Appendix A


Segment displacements are obtained from the solu-
tion to fF g ¼ ½K�fug, where fF g is force vector, ½K� is
stiffness matrix, and fug is displacement vector:


K ¼
K11 K12 K13
K21 K22 K23
K31 K32 K33


2
4


3
5; F ¼


Fy
Mz
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where the system force vector is obtained from statics
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The system stiffness matrix is assembled using the fol-
lowing tri-diagonal matrix elements
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K23 ¼
�

 aikxi aiðkxi þ kxiþ1Þ 
 aikxiþ1


�
;


K32 ¼
�

 kxiai
1 ðkxi þ kxiþ1Þai 
 kxiþ1aiþ1


�
;


K33 ¼
�

 kxi ðkxi þ kxiþ1Þ kxiþ1


�
;


where i ¼ segment 1; . . . ; 7, F is applied force, M is ap-
plied moment, kx is axial stiffness, ky ¼ PA stiffness, jz is
torsion (FE rotation) stiffness, a is spring axis (x–z)
constant, l is segment link dimension, h is FE rotation
angle, X is x-axis displacement, and Y is y-axis dis-
placement. Each element of K22 has three components.
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Objective: To quantify the force-time and force-delivery characteristics of six commonly used handheld chiropractic


adjusting devices.


Methods: Four spring-loaded instruments, the Activator Adjusting Instrument; Activator II Adjusting Instrument,


Activator III Adjusting Instrument, and Activator IV Adjusting Instrument, and two electromechanical devices, the


Harrison Handheld Adjusting Instrument and Neuromechanical Impulse Adjusting Instrument, were applied to a dynamic


load cell. A total of 10 force-time histories were obtained at each of three force excursion settings (minimum to maximum)


for each of the six adjusting instruments at preload of approximately 20 N.


Results: The minimum-to-maximum force excursion settings for the spring-loaded mechanical adjusting instruments


produced similar minimum-to-maximum peak forces that were not appreciably different for most excursion settings. The


electromechanical adjusting instruments produced short duration (~2-4 ms), with more linear minimum-to-maximum peak


forces. The force-time profile of the electromechanical devices resulted in a more uniform and greater energy dynamic


frequency response in comparison to the spring-loaded mechanical adjusting instruments.


Conclusions: The handheld, electromechanical instruments produced substantially larger peak forces and ranges of


forces in comparison to the handheld, spring-loaded mechanical devices. The electromechanical instruments produced


greater dynamic frequency area ratios than their mechanical counterparts. Knowledge of the force-time history and force-


frequency response characteristics of spinal manipulative instruments may provide basic benchmarks and may assist in


understanding mechanical responses in the clinical setting. (J Manipulative Physiol Ther 2005;28:414Q422)


Key Indexing Terms: Biomechanics; Chiropractic; Spine

S
pinal manipulation is the most commonly performed


therapeutic procedure provided by doctors of chiro-


practic.1 Chiropractic techniques have evolved to


provide the clinician with choices in the delivery of


particular force-time profiles deemed appropriate for a


patient or condition. Clinicians rely on mechanical advan-
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tages in performing spinal manipulation through patient


positioning, mechanical assistance from a table, or handheld


instruments.2 Specifically, manual articular manipulative


and adjusting procedures have been classified into four


categories to better describe the technique and mechanism


of force production: specific contact thrust procedures using
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Fig 1. Mechanical force manually assisted chiropractic adjusting instruments. (L-R) The AAI, AAI 2, AAI 3, AAI 4, HAI, and NMI.
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high-velocity, low-amplitude (HVLA) thrusts; nonspecific


contact thrust procedures (ie, mobilization); manual force,


mechanically assisted procedures (ie, drop tables or flexion-


distraction tables); and mechanical force, manually assisted


procedures (MFMA; ie, stationary or handheld instru-


ments).3 Mechanical force, manually assisted procedures


have been reported to be the second most popular


chiropractic adjusting technique, used by 72% of chiroprac-


tors on 21% of their patients.4


Spinal manipulative techniques have been studied for


their clinical effectiveness.5,6 The majority of randomized


controlled clinical trials in patients with low back pain, neck


pain, and headache7-12 have been conducted using HVLA


thrusts. Studies have also compared HVLA to MFMA


procedures.13-15 Although clinical outcome studies have


gained attention, basic experimental investigations that


might assist in explaining biomechanical mechanisms are


lacking.16 Quantifying the characteristics of chiropractic


technique is a logical and important first step in under-


standing a spinal manipulative procedure.


Consequently, a number of studies have investigated the


forces produced during a variety of spinal manipulative


procedures.17-24 In one of the earliest reported comprehensive


studies, Kawchuk and Herzog23 analyzed the force-time


profiles of several HVLA and MFMA cervical spine mani


pulation (lateral break, Gonstead, Activator, toggle, rotation).


Their methods, however, did not include a detailed descrip-


tion of the data sampling procedures, and, as pointed out


previously,18 it is possible that the MFMA results reported by


these authors were inaccurate. Keller et al18 examined both


the force-time and force-frequency response of the handheld


Activator II Adjusting Instrument (AAI 2, Activator Methods


International, Ltd, Phoenix, Ariz). The AAI 2 is a unique


MFMA-type device in that it produces a very short duration


(b5ms) impulsive-type force.As a result, analysis of the force-


time response requires precise triggering and high-speed


data sampling to accurately record the force-time history.


To improve the force-frequency characteristics of the


spring-loaded AAI, the AAI 2, AAI 3, and AAI 4 have been


developed.25 Little biomechanical data exist on the AAI,


and no study to date has reported the force-time and force-


frequency characteristics of the AAI 3 or AAI 4. In

addition, over the past several years, other handheld


MFMA-type devices, most notably the Harrison Handheld


Adjusting Instrument (HAI) (Harrison CBP Seminars,


Evanston, Wyo) and the Neuromechanical Impulse Adjust-


ing Instrument (NMI) (Neuromechanical Innovations,


Phoenix, Ariz), have been developed for chiropractic


treatment. The purpose of this study was to compare the


force-time history, force-frequency response, and force-


delivery characteristics of these six commonly used


handheld spinal manipulation devices.

METHODS


Two different experiments were performed to investigate


the mechanical characteristics of six commonly used


MFMA chiropractic adjusting/spinal manipulative tools—a


shuttlecock flight experiment and a standard bench-type


force calibration test. Initially, a shuttlecock experiment was


conducted to compare a handheld, spring-activated mechan-


ical adjusting instrument (AAI 2) and a handheld, solenoid-


driven electromechanical device (HAI) at the Biomechanics


Laboratory at the Department of Sciences of Physical


Activity, Universite du Quebec a Trois-Rivieres, Trois-


Rivieres, Quebec, Canada. At the time of the shuttlecock


experiment, these two instruments represented the latest


versions of handheld adjusting instruments available from


their respective manufacturers. The AAI 3 or AAI 4


(Activator Methods International) and the NMI were not


available in the marketplace at the time of the shuttlecock


experiments. Inasmuch, after the release of these two


devices, further mechanical tests were conducted, namely,


standard bench-type force calibration tests on all six


chiropractic adjusting instruments, the AAI, AAI 2, AAI 3,


AAI 4, HAI, and NMI (Fig 1).

Shuttlecock Flight Experiments
The AAI 2 and HAI devices were compared using a


video analysis of shuttlecock experiment. Each instrument


was attached solidly to a table and oriented vertically


(Fig 2). A shuttlecock (m = 4.8 g) was placed over the stylus


of each instrument, and the instrument was engaged to fire







Fig 2. The AAI 2 (A) and HAI (B) were attached rigidly and vertically to a frame with a ruler in the background. A shuttlecock was
ejected by these instruments, and the height of flight in centimeters and the duration of flight in seconds were measured by video.


Fig 3. Projectile height of the shuttlecock was measured against a
ruler background from videotape with a time sequence subsequent
to each thrust. Fig 4. Bench test experiment setup. The HAI is shown contacting a


table top mounted load cell.
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to project the shuttlecock as a projectile. A metric ruler was


fixed in the background and a high-speed video camera


(model WV-CL350, Peak Performance Technologies, Inc.,


Englewood, Colo) was placed 2 m from the table and


perpendicular to the direction of the moving object to record


the flight paths of the projectiles.


The flights of the shuttlecock projectiles were recorded at


a frame rate of 60 Hz using a Panasonic AG-1960 (modified


for 120 Hz recording) video recorder. An SMPT time code


was added to the film by means of a HORITA time code


generator (model: RM-50 II, Mission Viejo, Calif). Height


measurements and time codes were recorded for beginning


(origin) and at the maximum height of the shuttlecock


projectiles (Fig 3). Total flight height was obtained by


subtracting the height of origin from the maximum


trajectory of the shuttlecock. Flight times were obtained


from the corresponding time codes.

Bench Test Experiments
Force-time profiles of the AAI 2 and HAI and three


additional spring-loaded devices, the AAI, AAI 3, and AAI


4, and another electromechanical device, NMI (Fig 1), were


tested by means of thrusting into a dynamic load cell (PCB


model 200A02, PCB Piezotronics, Depew, NY) rigidly


mounted to a table top (Fig 4). A constant current amplifier


(PCB model 483A02) was used to acquire the dynamic


force-time histories. The load cell force range and resolution


were 445 and 0.0089 N, respectively. The load cell has a


low-frequency and high-frequency response of 0.001 and


75000 Hz, respectively. Ten force-time histories were


obtained from each of the six chiropractic adjusting instru-


ments at each of three force settings and a preload of


approximately 20 N. Forces were sampled at 32768 samples


per second over a period of 0.5 seconds using a 16-bit







Fig 5. Typical force-time profiles for spring-loaded (AAI 2) (A) and
electromechanical (HAI) (B) instruments. (A) The force-time
profile for a typical maximum setting AAI 2 thrust is characterized
by an initial peak consistent with compression of the instrument’s
member spring upon initial activation followed by a complex
waveform of ~5 ms duration and peak force of approximately 150 N
consistent with the thrusting phase of the device and secondary
peaks representing the rebound of the device. (B) The force-time
profile for a typical maximum setting HAI thrust is characterized
by a simple waveform of ~4 ms duration and peak force of
approximately 300 N.


Fig 6. Fourier-transformed NMI force-time history (maximum
setting, test 005). The upper graph shows the force amplitude
over a frequency range 0.38 Hz to 12.5 kHz. The lower graph
shows the frequency response up to 200 Hz for which the
dynamic force amplitude area ratio and energy were 69.5% and
1120 kN Hz, respectively. See text for definitions of dynamic area
ratio and energy.
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analog-to-digital converter. The resulting force-time history


data were stored on a portable computer.


Each instrument was engaged to fire for 10 trials at three


force excursion settings defined as minimum, middle, and


maximum. For the handheld spring-activated AAI and AAI


2 devices, the minimum setting consisted of one revolution


of its expansion control knob from the closed position, the


middle setting consisted of three revolutions from the closed


position, and the maximum position was with the expansion


control knob fully extended to seven revolutions. The


effective distance of expansion control knob of the AAI 2 is


5.4 mm. The AAI 3 has three distinct settings that were


compared, whereas the AAI 4 has four settings that were


investigated. For the handheld electromechanical HAI


instrument, the minimum setting consisted of one revolution


of the expansion control knob, the middle setting was two


revolutions, and the maximum setting was four revolutions,


or the maximum expansion that the device permits. The


effective distance of the expansion control knob of the HAI

instrument is 5.0 mm. The electromechanical NMI device


has three force settings selected by means of a switch.


Peak forces were computed from the force-time histories,


and the force impulse,
R
fdt, was calculated using a 60-ms


time window centered about the force peak. Preload force


was removed from each data file. A fast Fourier transform


(FFT) was applied to the force-time histories, and the


resulting force amplitude vs frequency plots were used to


determine the frequency domain response of each device.


The frequency domain response was quantified in terms of


two scalar parameters: the dynamic force amplitude area


ratio and the total energy over frequency range. The former


is the ratio of peak FFT force amplitude � 200 Hz divided


by the FFT force amplitude area over 200 Hz.18 The


maximum dynamic force amplitude area ratio is 1.0 or


100% and represents a uniform or constant force amplitude


over the frequency range of interest (0-200 Hz in this case).


The total energy represents the cumulative sum of the FFT


force magnitude � frequency increment and has units of


kilonewton hertz.


RESULTS


Maximum force setting force-time profiles for the HAI


electronic adjusting instrument and the AAI 2 mechanical


adjusting instrument are shown in Fig 5. Similar character-


istics of spring-loaded mechanical adjusting instruments


include an initial preload and spring compression force-time


profile consistent with deformation of the device, and a 2- to


5-ms period of oscillation. In the case of the mechanical


adjusting instrument, release of the spring produces a rapidly







Table 1. Distances (cm) traveled by the shuttlecock for maximum,
middle, and minimum force settings for the HAI and AAI 2


Setting


AAI 2 HAI


Mean SD Mean SD


Maximum (cm) 39.8 1.48 53.8 0.055


Time (s) 0.25 0.014 0.34 0.009


Middle (cm) 36.1 0.74 46.1 0.84


Time (s) 0.22 0.005 0.32 0.004


Minimum (cm) 32.6 0.62 18.1 b0.001


Time (s) 0.25 0.009 0.20 0.009


Fig 7. Scatterplot comparison and linear correlation of the
shuttlecock flight height vs impulse for each of the force settings
examined for the HAI and AAI 2.


Fig 8. Mean peak force comparison of the six chiropractic
adjusting devices, the AAI, AAI 2, AAI 3, AAI 4, and the
electromechanical devices, the HAI and the NMI, at the respective
maximum (max), middle (mid), and minimum (min) force settings.
Settings 2, 3, and 4 are presented for the AAI 4. Error bars
represent standard deviations of the mean.
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oscillating waveform of approximately 5 ms duration. Spring


recoil produces several lower amplitude oscillations that last


another 15 ms after the main rapidly fluctuating main


oscillation. In contrast, the force-time profiles of the electro-


mechanical adjusting instruments more closely resemble a


half sine wave with a pulse duration of approximately 2 to 5


ms as the primary mechanical device oscillation. In the case


of the NMI device (~2 ms primary oscillation pulse duration),


the magnitude of the force amplitude–frequency spectrum


decreased to near zero above 1.5 kHz. Relative to the peak


frequency amplitude (8055 at 39.5 Hz), the NMI instrument


exhibited a force amplitude equal to 50% or greater than the


peak amplitude for frequencies above 20 Hz (Fig 6).


Mean flight heights and time duration of flights for the


HAI and AAI 2 at maximum, middle, and minimum settings


are shown in Table 1. A much greater range of shuttlecock


flight heights and time durations of flight were observed for


the HAI than for the AAI 2. The mean shuttlecock flight


heights ranged from 18.1 to 53.8 cm for the HAI and 32.6 to


39.8 cm for the AAI 2 for the minimum to maximum


settings. Mean shuttlecock flight time durations ranged from


0.20 to 0.34 s for the HAI and 0.22 to 0.25 for the AAI 2.


Fig 7 provides a comparison of the shuttlecock flight height

vs impulse for each of the force settings examined for the


HAI and AAI 2. The shuttlecock vertical flight height


increased linearly in proportion to peak force in the case of


the AAI 2 thrusts (R2 = 0.984), but the range of flight height


vs impulse was small. In the case of the HAI thrusts, the


greater impulse and wider range of impulses for each of the


force settings produced a linear correlation (R2 = 0.974)


proportionally greater change shuttlecock flight height


among the three force settings.


Fig 8 presents mean peak force results for the six


chiropractic adjusting instruments at the minimum, middle,


and maximum force settings. For the spring-loaded mecha-


nical devices, peak forces increased by 100% from the


minimum to maximum setting for the AAI (61.5-121.0 N)


and AAI 4 (121.0-211.6 N), but this trend was not observed


for the AAI 2 or AAI 3. From the minimum to maximum


setting, peak force increased only 11% (137.8-154.4 N) for


the AAI 2, and 14% (128.2-149.0 N) for the AAI 3.


Similarly, mean peak forces obtained from the AAI 4 were


123.1, 121.0, 114.9, and 211.6 N for settings 1 through 4,


respectively. The AAI 4 has four settings which made


comparison to the other devices problematic. However, we


observed that the force-time profile was nearly identical for


its settings 1, 2, and 3 (123, 121, and 114 N), respectively.


Thus, for Figs 8-11, we chose to report setting 2 of the AAI 4


as the bminimumQ setting. Appreciably larger ranges in peak


forces were observed for the electromechanical adjusting


instruments. A sixfold increase in peak force was obtained


from the minimum to maximum force settings, respectively,


for the HAI (44.9-275.0 N) and NMI (123.5-380.2 N)


adjusting instruments.







Fig 10. Mean energy comparison of the five chiropractic adjusting
devices, the AAI, AAI 2, AAI 3, AAI 4, and the electromechanical
devices, the HAI and the NMI, at the respective maximum, middle,
and minimum force settings. Settings 2, 3, and 4 are presented for
the AAI 4. Error bars represent standard deviations of the mean.


Fig 11. Mean impulse comparison of the five chiropractic adjust-
ing devices, the AAI, AAI 2, AAI 3, AAI 4, and the electro-
mechanical devices, the HAI and the NMI, at the respective
maximum, middle, and minimum force settings. Settings 2, 3, and 4
are presented for the AAI 4. Error bars represent standard
deviations of the mean.


Fig 9. Mean frequency area ratio comparison of the five
chiropractic adjusting devices, the AAI, AAI 2, AAI 3, AAI 4,
and the electromechanical devices, the HAI and the NMI, at the
respective maximum, middle, and minimum force settings. Settings
2, 3, and 4 are presented for the AAI 4. Error bars represent
standard deviations of the mean.
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The mean frequency area ratios for the six chiropractic


adjusting instruments are summarized in Fig 9. The


electromechanical instruments produced greater dynamic


frequency area ratios in comparison to the mechanical


devices for all force settings examined. Among the spring-


loaded devices, the original AAI produced a greater


frequency area ratio (48%) than the AAI 2 or AAI 3


(43%). The dynamic frequency area ratio measured from the


AAI 4 (50%) was similar to the AAI. Electromechanical


devices appreciably improved the frequency area ratio over

the spring-loaded devices for all instrument settings. The


NMI device at the maximum setting produced the greatest


frequency area ratio (66%) among the five devices. With the


exception of the AAI 2, the frequency domain energy


response (kilonewton hertz) was similar among the three


spring-activated instrument settings examined (Fig 10). The


mean energy response decreased from the minimum to


maximum settings for the AAI (1067-813 kN Hz). For the


AAI 2, the mean energy response increased approximately


fourfold from the minimum to maximum settings (364-


1234 kN Hz). The AAI 3 produced a relatively similar


mean energy response for all three of its settings (1483,


1277, and 1305 kN Hz for the minimum to maximum


settings, respectively). The greatest mean energy response


was observed for the AAI 3 at the minimum setting


(1483 kN Hz). In contrast, the mean energy responses for


the electromechanical devices increased consistently two-


and fivefold for the NMI (532.7-1026.0 kN Hz) and HAI


(531.6-2413.0 kN Hz) devices, respectively, from the


minimum to maximum settings.


The force impulse ranged from 0.22 to 0.64 N s for the


AAI, 0.21 to 0.59 N s for the AAI 2, 0.37 to 0.51 N s for


the AAI 3, and 0.35 to 0.40 N s for the AAI 4 from the


minimum to maximum settings (Fig 11). Force impulse


ranged from 0.13 to 0.56 N s and 0.14 to 0.31 N s for the


HAI and NMI devices, respectively.

DISCUSSION


To understand the biomechanical consequences of


chiropractic adjustment/spinal manipulation more fully,
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chiropractic researchers are currently focusing on quantify-


ing the applied forces associated with spinal manipulation


and the mechanical response of the spine to these


forces.2,17,18,21,23,26,27 Basic experiments to quantify the


forces transmitted during MFMA spinal manipulation as


presented in the current study are important first steps in


understanding the mechanics of spinal manipulation. In


comparison to manual spinal manipulation (without the use


of instruments), larger magnitude forces have been reported


to be used by clinicians when treating the sacroiliac joint or


lumbar spine21 as opposed to the cervical spine.23,24 In this


study, the electromechanical devices were found to produce


larger peak forces and ranges of force in comparison to the


mechanical instrument and, thus, may offer clinicians a


wider selection and range of peak forces in the delivery of


chiropractic manipulation.


Peak forces transmitted with the HAI and NMI devices


at the maximum setting averaged 275 and 380 N, respec-


tively, which is higher than the Activator devices (121, 154,


149, and 211 N) for the AAI, AAI 2, AAI 3, and AAI 4,


respectively. It is hypothesized that higher peak forces may


cause a greater magnitude vertebral displacements during


chiropractic adjustments.28 Previous biomechanical compar-


isons of MFMA and HVLA spinal manipulation have raised


the issue of effective transmitted force distribution locally to


the spine. Specifically, global measures of loading have


been found to overestimate the local effective forces at the


target site.17 Herzog et al17 reported average peak forces of


238.2 N for reinforced hypothenar contact HVLA spinal


manipulation applied to the thoracic spine. In this work, the


average peak local force was found to act over a target area


of 25 mm2. When comparing these data with MFMA spinal


manipulation, the cross-sectional area of the styli attached to


MFMA devices ranges from 100 to 27 mm2. Thus, it is


possible that the local forces applied with the AAI


normalized to a 25-mm2 area may be the same as those


observed here for HVLA hypothenar contact spinal manip-


ulation,16 whereas the HAI and NMI device acting over the


same contact area may deliver higher forces. It should be


noted, however, that each of the MFMA devices delivers


forces over a very short time interval (b5 ms) as opposed to


HVLA spinal manipulation (c150 ms), which may result in


much lower force impulse imparted to the spine. These


differences, together with distinctions of articular cavitation


responses, vertebral movements, and spinal reflex activities,


all reflect possible considerations when studying different


forms of chiropractic adjustment/spinal manipulation.16,29-35


The force-time and frequency-response parameters deter-


mined for the HAI and AAI 2 instruments did not correlate


linearly with the shuttlecock experiments. Rather, shuttle-


cock flight height showed a nonlinear dependency on force


and frequency parameters, wherein the flight height increased


less in comparison to the peak force or frequency parameters.


Shuttlecock flight height correlated with the respective


impulses of the two devices, however. The shuttlecock

experiment, although novel, possesses limitations because


of the coefficients of drag on the shuttlecock during its flight


among other factors related to indirect measurements of


transmitted force. In addition, any deviation of the shuttle-


cock flight path from 908 of its origin results in experimental


error from geometry. Although attempts were made through-


out the experiment to ensure a plumb shuttlecock flight path


along the line of the background ruler, it was inherently not


possible to maintain an exact 908 flight path, which


subsequently affected the results.


Questions may arise whether the results from our bench


tests on a table-mounted transducer can be extrapolated to


data obtained in actual patients. A difference in stiffness


response would be expected from a load cell mounted to a


table compared to that obtained in patients; we believe that


controlling the testing material by using a standard bench is


appropriate for this study design. We have reported the


force-time profiles of the Activator devices both from tests


on a steel beam18 as well as thrusts delivered to normal


subjects and actual patients.26,27 A review of these data


shows little difference in the imparted force-time profiles to


patients or rigid structures. In addition, the sampling


frequency was chosen to ensure that the primary peak


force-time profile of the various instruments was accurately


captured, which in the case of the NMI device was only


approximately 2 ms in duration. Fifty samples over a 2-ms


duration (25 kHz) was deemed more than adequate to


characterize the primary peak force-time response of this


device, and 32768 samples per second was chosen as this


was the next power of 2 integer above 25 kHz. Subsequent


Fourier transforms of the adjusting instrument force vectors


indicated that there was little or no frequency content above


2 kHz, which is over an order of magnitude lower than the


sampling frequency. The results of this study suggest that a


sampling frequency of 4 kHz or higher should be used to


characterize the force-time response of the chiropractic


adjusting instruments examined in this study.


Because the spinal column is a viscoelastic structure,


increased mobility (motion response) will occur when the


manipulation or mobilization therapy is applied at certain


loading rates and frequencies. The relative stiffness of


different regions of the thoracolumbar spine may vary with


the mechanical stimulus frequency.26,36 Other important


considerations in studying the biomechanics of spinal


manipulation include the nonlinear, load-deformation


behavior of the human spine. Inherent nonlinearities in the


load-deformation characteristics of the spine result in


variations in the measured posterior to anterior displacement


and stiffness that are dependent on the magnitude of the


applied force. For example, posterior to anterior mobiliza-


tion studies have reported an increase in posterior to anterior


stiffness when the peak force applied is increased.37,38


Greater forces, thus, may result in greater intersegmental


and segmental motion responses of functional spinal


units.28,39,40 A structural model of the lumbar spine has
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been developed to characterize the sagittal plane static,


sinusoidal, and impulsive motion response of lumbar spine


segments.39 The model provides data on segmental and


intersegmental motion patterns that are otherwise difficult to


obtain experimentally. Knowledge of the transmitted forces


during chiropractic adjustment/spinal manipulation as pre-


sented in the current study and others, thus, can be modeled


to contribute to the understanding of the motion response of


the vertebral column. Such information is important in


assessing the characteristics of chiropractic treatments.


Each of the chiropractic adjusting instruments examined


in this study produced relatively large amplitude (maximum


setting) force-time histories with primarily peak pulse


durations less than 5 ms. Forces that are relatively large in


magnitude, but act for a very short time (less than the


natural period of oscillation of the structure), are called


bimpulsive.Q18 Impulsive forces acting on a mass will result


in a sudden change in velocity, but are typically associated


with smaller amplitude displacements in comparison to


longer duration forces. However, the manner in which the


structure is mechanically excited will depend on the


frequency content of the instrument’s force-time history,


and significant displacements can be produced provided that


the force-time history contains frequency components at or


near the natural frequencies of oscillation of the structure. In


this study, the frequency area ratio of each device was


computed to estimate the overall frequency content or


relative frequency distribution of the impulsive force within


a frequency range that was consistent with the first few


natural frequencies of vibration of the spine subjected to


posterior-anterior forces.39 We found that the HAI and NMI


produced a higher frequency area ratio (more uniform


frequency distribution) in comparison to the Activator


adjusting instruments examined. The frequency area ratio


results reported herein differ from those previously reported


for the AAI 3 and AAI 4. Namely, the results of the current


study indicate that the mean frequency area ratio of the AAI


3 is lower than the original Activator 3 design, which was


reportedly developed to improve the force-frequency


spectrum of the Activator line of instruments.25 Likewise,


the dynamic frequency area ratio of the AAI 4 has not


appreciably improved over the original AAI. A possible


explanation for this discrepancy is that the data cited by


Fuhr and Menke25 were obtained by us using a prototype of


the AAI 3 device, and not the commercial instrument


ultimately manufactured. The present study presents the first


comprehensive force-time and force-frequency data for


several impulsive force chiropractic adjusting instruments


that are currently being manufactured.


Of potential clinical interest is the finding that the motion


response of the spine is closely coupled to the frequency or


the time history of the applied force. External mechanical


forces applied at or near the natural frequency of the


structure are associated with appreciably greater displace-


ments (over twofold) in comparison to external forces that

are static or quasi-static.39 Thus, it may be possible to


achieve comparable posterior-anterior segmental motion


responses for lower applied forces during spinal manipu-


lation, provided that the forces are delivered over time


intervals at or near the period corresponding to the natural


frequency. We propose, because of the more uniform


frequency response (haversine force-time profile) of the


electromechanical devices, a testable hypothesis arising


from the current study involves measuring the mechanical


and physiological response of the spine among different


MFMA devices at the same force settings but different


frequencies. Further research into the force-time and force-


frequency inputs of chiropractic adjustment/spinal manipu-


lation on mechanical, physiological, and clinical responses


in patients may help to optimize chiropractic interventions


and treatment regimens.

CONCLUSION


In this study, the handheld, electromechanical HAI and


NMI instruments produced a greater peak force and larger


range of forces in comparison to the handheld, spring-loaded


Activator devices. The electromechanical instruments were


faster and produced greater dynamic frequency range (area


ratios) than the spring-activated Activator instruments.


Knowledge of the force-time history and force-frequency


response characteristics of spinal manipulative instruments


may provide basic benchmarks and may assist in under-


standing mechanical responses in the clinical setting.
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Stiffness and Neuromuscular Reflex Response of the Human Spine to Posteroanterior Manipulative
Thrusts in Patients With Low Back Pain
Christopher J. Colloca, DC,a and Tony S. Keller, PhDb


ORIGINAL ARTICLES


INTRODUCTION
Physical examination of patients with low back pain


(LBP) has included assessment of the motion of the human
spine in an attempt to assess the functional status of underly-
ing anatomy. Clinicians have used mobilization palpation
procedures to manually apply posteroanterior (PA) forces
over various spinal segments to assess the perceived tissue
resistance and pain provocation. The clinician further uses
the perceived results of these assessments to formulate clini-
cal diagnoses and to identify which spinal level to treat and
the supposed effectiveness of the intervention. However,
because of the qualitative nature of such assessments, many
studies have demonstrated that such clinical judgments are


ABSTRACT
Background: Studies investigating post-


eroanterior (PA) forces in spinal stiffness
assessment have shown relationships to spinal
level, body type, and lumbar extensor muscle
activity. Such measures may be important
determinants in discriminating between patients
who are asymptomatic and those who have low
back pain. However, little objective evidence is
available concerning variations in PA stiffness and
their clinical significance. Moreover, although several
studies have assessed only load input in relation to stiffness, a
more complete assessment based on dynamic stiffness measure-
ments (force/velocity) and concomitant neuromuscular response
may offer more information concerning mechanical properties of
the low back.


Objective: To determine the stiffness and neuromuscular char-
acteristics of the symptomatic low back.


Study Design: This study is a prospective clinical study investi-
gating the in vivo mechanical and muscular behavior of human
lumbar spinal segments to high loading rate PA manipulative
thrusts in research subjects with low back pain (LBP).


Methods: Twelve men and 10 women, aged 15 to 73 years
(mean age of 42.8 ± 17.5 years) underwent physical examina-
tion and completed outcome assessment instruments, including
Visual Analog Scale, Oswestry Low Back Disability Index, and
SF-36 health status questionnaires. Clinical categorization was
made on the basis of symptom frequency and LBP history. A
hand-held spinal manipulation device, equipped with a preload
control frame and impedance head, was used to deliver high-
rate (<0.1 millisecond) PA manipulative thrusts (190 N) to sev-
eral common spinal landmarks, including the ilium, sacral base,
and L5, L4, L2, T12, and T8 spinous and transverse processes.
Surface, linear-enveloped, electromyographic (sEMG) record-
ings were obtained from electrodes (8 leads) located over the L3


and L5 paraspinal musculature to monitor
the bilateral neuromuscular activity of the
erector spinae group during the PA thrusts.
Maximal-effort isometric trunk extensions
were performed by the research subjects
before and immediately after the testing


protocol to normalize sEMG data. The ac-
celerance or stiffness index (peak accelera-


tion/peak force, kg-1) and composite sEMG
neuromuscular reflex response were calculated


for each of the thrusts.


Results: Posteroanterior stiffness obtained at the sacroiliac
joints, transverse processes, or spinous processes was not differ-
ent for subjects grouped according to LBP chronicity. However,
in those with frequent or constant LBP symptoms, there was a
significantly increased spinous process (SP) stiffness index (7.0
kg-1) (P < .05) in comparison with SP stiffness index (6.5 kg-1)
of subjects with only occasional or no LBP symptoms. Subjects
with frequent or constant LBP symptoms also reported signifi-
cantly greater scores on the visual analog scale (P = .001),
Oswestry (P = .001), and perceived health status (P = .03)
assessments. The average SP stiffness index was 6.6% greater
(P < .05) and 19.1% greater (P < .001) than the average sacroil-
iac stiffness index and average transverse process stiffness
index, respectively. 


Conclusions: This study is the first to assess erector spinae neu-
romuscular reflex responses simultaneously during spinal stiff-
ness examination. This study demonstrated increased spinal
stiffness index and positive neuromuscular reflex responses in
subjects with frequent or constant LBP as compared with those
reporting intermittent or no LBP. (J Manipulative Physiol Ther
2001;24:489-500)


Key Indexing Terms: Biomechanics; Electromyography; Low
Back Pain; Chiropractic; Manipulation; Reflex Responses; Trunk
Muscle; Spine
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unreliable or inaccurate.1-4 For this reason, mechanical devices
have been developed to more objectively quantify spine
stiffness.5-8


A series of studies has investigated the reliability and
validity of instruments in assessing spine stiffness with
favorable results.5-7,9-11 Spinal disorders may be character-
ized as exhibiting alterations in the mechanical behavior to
loading, notably, changes in spinal stiffness.12,13 Studies
investigating PA forces in spinal stiffness assessment have
shown relationships to spinal level, body type, and lumbar
extensor muscle activity.14-19 Such measures may be impor-
tant in distinguishing patients with LBP and further provide
significant information of the mechanical behavior of the
human spine.19,20 However, little objective evidence is avail-
able concerning variations in PA stiffness and their clinical
significance.16


Although ligaments have been considered to provide prima-
ry restraint to most major joints, recently the musculature has
been shown to play an important role in maintaining joint sta-
bility.21,22 Solomonow et al23 reported that mechanical defor-
mation of ligamentous tissues of the human spine could reflex-
ively elicit activity of the paraspinal muscles providing a net
effect of stiffening of the motion segment. Because the spine is
a complex dynamic structure whose viscoelastic makeup in-
cludes not only its discoligamentous elements but also stabiliz-
ing musculature, we aimed to study mechanical and neuromus-
cular reflex responses to PA manipulative thrusts. Specifically,
the objective of this clinical study was to investigate the
mechanical PA stiffness of the thoracic, lumbosacral, and pel-
vic regions and concomitant lumbar neuromuscular reflex
responses to high loading rate, impulsive force PA thrusts in a
group of research subjects with varying degrees of LBP. 


METHODS
Subjects


Twelve men and 10 women, aged 15 to 73 years (mean
age of 42.8 years, SD 17.5 years) were recruited from a


group of volunteers who responded to a flyer circulated in
the community advertising the experiment. Subjects were
included if they had not consulted a physician or therapist
for low back or leg pain in the past 6 months. Subjects were
excluded if they were pregnant, had a previous history of
lumbar spinal surgery, or presented any contraindication to
spine stiffness testing (eg, malignancy, inflammatory or
infective processes involving the spine, significant osteo-
porosis, or spinal disorders including spondylolisthesis, an-
kylosing spondylitis, spinal fusion, or neurologic deficit).
Subjects were also excluded if they complained of signifi-
cant symptoms unrelated to lumbar complaints. After writ-
ten and verbal explanation of the protocol for the study, sub-
jects signed a written informed consent form acknowledging
their participation in the study.


Symptom Categorization
Subjects completed questionnaires consisting of a general


health history, revised Oswestry Low Back Disability Index,
and perceived health status questionnaire (SF-36). From these
questionnaires, historical and demographic data were obtained
to categorize low back symptomatology. Back pain history was
recorded on a scale of 0 to 3, for which 0 = No LBP within the
past 6 months, 1 = Acute (<4 weeks of symptoms), 2 = Subacute
(<12 weeks of symptoms), and 3 = Chronic (>12 weeks of
symptoms). Similarly, patients were characterized according to
LBP symptom frequency within the past 6 months on a scale of
0 to 4, for which 0 = No symptoms, 1 = Occasional, 2 = Inter-
mittent, 3 = Frequent, and 4 = Constant. The patients were also
asked to provide a visual analog score (VAS), which represented
their pain perception at the time of examination. The VAS score
ranged from 0 to 10 with 0 representing “no pain” and 10 repre-
senting “the worst pain imaginable.”


Procedure
After completion of the history, subjects were gowned


and underwent physical examination consisting of orthope-
dic and neurologic examination, lumbar range-of-motion
testing, and plain film radiographic examination of the lum-
bar spine to rule out neurologic deficit or spinal pathologic
condition. The review of history and physical examination
were performed by a licensed doctor of chiropractic (CJC)
in accordance with standard clinical practice. Each subject
was placed in the prone position by using a motorized verti-
cal/horizontal table (Softec/Tri-W-G, Valley City, ND). The
skin overlying the low back was lightly abraded before
adhering pre-gelled silver/silver chloride bipolar electrodes
(Isotrate 3SG3-N, Multi biosensors, El Paso, Tex) bilateral-
ly over the L3 and L5 paraspinal musculature (Fig 1). The
electrodes had an active diameter of 1.0 cm, and each elec-
trode pair was spaced with an approximately 2.5-cm inter-
electrode distance. The electrodes were positioned such that
posterior-anterior thrusts could be delivered to both the
spinous processes and transverse processes without contact
with the electrodes or leads. Surface, linear-enveloped, elec-
tromyographic (sEMG) signals were then recorded during
the testing protocol.


Fig 1. Bilateral sEMG electrode placement and modified spinal
manipulation device used to deliver PA manipulative thrusts to
thoraco-lumbar spine and sacroiliac joints.
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After a brief testing session to verify proper function of
the EMG equipment and adjusting of the gain settings,
patients were asked to perform 3 consecutive prone-position
isometric trunk extensions. Subjects were instructed to lift
their chest and shoulders off of the treatment table as high
and as hard as they could for a 3-second count and were then
told to relax. The patients were informed to stop if they felt
intolerable low back discomfort or peripheralization of their
symptoms. Each isometric trunk extension task lasted ap-
proximately 3 to 5 seconds, and there was approximately a
5-second rest period between exertions. No trunk-force
measurement devices or trunk-confinement apparatuses were
used for these tests. A linear-envelope detector circuit con-
sisting of a zero-offset full-wave rectifier and bandpass filter
(16-500 Hz), followed by a low-pass filter (10 millisecond
[ms] time constant), was used to electronically process the
raw EMG signal.24 The sEMG signals were sampled direct-
ly into the computer. During the isometric trunk-exten-
sion trials, sEMG data were collected at 50 Hz over a 30-
second time interval. Average peak, isometric sEMG
responses obtained from the 4 electrode pairs were used to
normalize each channel of sEMG data.25


An Activator Adjusting Instrument (AAI) (Activator
Methods, Inc, Phoenix, Ariz) equipped with a pre-load con-
trol frame, load cell, and accelerometer was then used to
deliver a PA manipulative thrust to several common spinal
landmarks, including the posterior superior iliac spine
(PSIS) (left and right), sacral base (left and right), S1, and
L5, L4, L2, T12, and T8 spinous and transverse processes
(Fig 2). 


The AAI is a spring-loaded instrument that uses the
potential energy of its internal spring when compressed to
cause an internal hammer to strike an anvil, propelling its
stylus forward. This hand-held, manually activated chiro-
practic instrument produces an impulsive force-time history
approximately 5 ms in duration, approximately 150 Newton
in peak force amplitude, and approximately 6000 ms-2 in
peak-to-peak acceleration amplitude.11 The modification of
the instrument by adding a preload control frame changed
the force output to approximately 190 Newton (Fig 3). PA
thrusts imparted to the spine were consistent with those
delivered in routine clinical practice for which forces were
directed perpendicular to the body surface curvature. Neuro-
muscular (sEMG) activity of the erector spinae muscles,
load, and acceleration were recorded simultaneously during
each PA thrust (Fig 3). A total of 20 PA thrusts were deliv-
ered. The accelerance, hereafter referred to as the stiffness
index, was calculated from the force-time and acceleration-
time histories for each of the thrusts as follows: positive
peak acceleration divided by positive peak force (kg-1). 


Linear-enveloped sEMG (Noraxon Myotrace 10, Scottsdale,
Ariz), thrust force (PCB model 201A03, Depew, NY) and
acceleration (PCB model 305A04) signals were recorded
with a Biopac MP100 (Biopac Systems, Inc, Santa Barbara,
Calif) data acquisition system and Acknowledge software
(Biopac Systems, Inc). For the PA mechanical thrust proce-
dure the sEMG, thrust force, and acceleration responses


were sampled at 10 kHz over a 273-ms interval (Fig 3). An
external trigger was used to initiate data collection during
each of the PA thrusts. The 20 PA thrusts and 4 EMG mea-
surements resulted in a total of 80 sEMG measurements per
subject. A composite index of sEMG activity was defined to
simplify characterization of this data. Namely, a positive
response was defined as an sEMG neuromuscular reflex
response at least 5% of the average peak isometric extension
sEMG response where isometric relative mean sEMG (Ext)
= (Task – Rest)/(Ext – Rest).26 Task and Rest correspond to the
mean sEMG responses obtained during the 100-ms window
(after thrust) and 10-ms window (baseline), respectively.


Statistical Analysis
Descriptive statistics were performed on all the paramet-


ric data. An analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to deter-
mine within-group and across-group differences in PA stiff-
ness index covarying for subject age. A 2-tailed t test was
performed to assess grouped differences in functional status


Fig 2. Schematic illustration of modified Activator Adjusting
Instrument (AAI) used to deliver PA manipulative thrusts.
Aluminum frame attached to handle, A, facilitates preloading of
internal spine without compressing spring actuator located in han-
dle, B, of AAI. Input load and acceleration response of spine is
measured with dynamic load cell and accelerometer attached to
stylus, C. Modified instrument delivers approximately 190 N thrust
over interval of less than 10 ms. 
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(VAS, Oswestry, SF-36). Statistical significance was set at a
significance level of P < .05 to test the null hypotheses that
no difference in stiffness index and neuromuscular reflex
response exists between symptomatic and asymptomatic
subjects.


RESULTS
Table 1 summarizes the demographics of the male and


female patient population. In this study, men were signifi-
cantly older than women (ANOVA, P = .02). Table 2 sum-
marizes the functional status (Oswestry), symptomatology


(VAS), perceived health perception (SF-36), and health his-
tory of the subjects. Approximately one-half of the subjects
had a VAS score greater than 3. The mean Oswestry index
was 9.7, which corresponds to a mean disability index of
19.4% for all subjects. All but 1 of the subjects had a per-
ceived health status (SF-36) better than fair. In terms of
symptomatology, 2 of the subjects were asymptomatic (no
prior history of LBP), 6 had occasional LBP symptoms, 4
had intermittent symptoms, and 10 had chronic symptoms
of LBP. More than half of the subjects reported that they had
LBP for more than 4 weeks.


Examination of Figure 4 indicates that the PA stiffness
index was higher for thrusts applied over the spinous pro-
cesses (SPs) in comparison with thrusts applied over the
transverse processes (TPs). Thrusts applied to the sacroiliac
region (SI = PSIS and sacrum) produced PA stiffness index
values between those of the SP and TP stiffness index values.
Thoracic TP stiffness index was significantly greater (9.9%)
than the lumbar TP stiffness index (ANOVA, P < .05). The


Fig 3. Typical load (kg) and acceleration (ms-2) versus time (ms) curves obtained during application of PA manipula-
tive thrusts to spine (Subject 017, thrust on L4 spinous process). Linear-enveloped sEMG response (volts) is shown
for each of 4 bipolar surface electrodes reflecting neuromuscular reflex response.


Table 1. Patient demographics*


*Mean and SD are indicated.


All subjects Men Women 
Parameter (n = 22) (n = 12) (n = 10)


Age (y) 42.8 (17.5) 50.4 (15.1) 33.7 (16.3)
Weight (kg) 75.8 (18.0) 86.6 (15.9) 62.9 (10.2)
Height (cm) 173.5 (10.2) 179.3 (7.3) 166.6 (9.1)
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stiffness index of the thoracic SP was not significantly differ-
ent than the lumbar SP stiffness index. Differences among
SI, SP, and TP stiffness indices were statistically significant.
The average SP stiffness index was 6.6% greater (ANOVA, P
< .05) and 19.1% greater (ANOVA, P < .001) than the aver-
age SI stiffness index and average TP stiffness index, respec-
tively. Subject mean SI, SP, and TP stiffness index values
were used for the group comparisons that follow.


Thrusts over the SI, SP, and TP regions elicited one or
more positive sEMG neuromuscular reflex responses in all
subjects (mean composite positive sEMG response = 15,
range 1-33). The majority of positive sEMG neuromuscular
reflex responses occurred during PA thrusts applied to the
lumbosacral spine. PA thrusts in the thoracic region elicited
a positive lumbar sEMG neuromuscular reflex response in
only 6 of the 22 subjects. Positive sEMG neuromuscular
reflex responses were observed in response to thrusts that
were applied over both the spinous processes and the trans-
verse processes. Generally, sEMG neuromuscular reflex
responses occurred between 2 to 4 ms after the initiation of
the PA thrust and continued throughout the 273-ms mea-
surement interval. In a few cases, the sEMG neuromuscular
reflex response was initiated during the pre-load phase of
the PA thrust application. The number and percentage of
subjects eliciting various ranges of positive sEMG are sum-
marized in Table 2. 


Based on the health history findings, patients were sub-
grouped according to LBP history (None, Acute, or Sub-
acute vs Chronic) and symptom frequency (None, Oc-
casional, or Intermittent vs Frequent or Constant). Figures 5
and 6 summarize the subjective and biomechanical status of


the subjects grouped in this manner. LBP chronicity (Fig
5A) and increased symptom frequency (Fig 6A) were associ-
ated with a significant (t test, P < .001) increase in Oswestry
disability index scores and VAS measures of symptom


Table 2. Summary of functional status (Oswestry), symptomatology
(VAS), perceived health status (SF-36), LBP health history, LBP
symptom frequency, and sEMG reflex response


*Relative mean >5%.


Range, score, Number of % of 
Parameter or index subjects subjects


VAS 
(scale: 0-10, 10 = worst pain) 0-3 12 54.5


4-7 10 45.5
8-10 0 0


Oswestry 0-6 6 27.3
(scale: 0-50, 50 = worst score) 7-13 10 45.5


14-20 5 22.7
21-27 1 4.5


SF-36 0 (Excellent) 2 0.1
1 (Very Good) 11 50.0
2 (Good) 8 36.4
3 (Fair) 1 4.5
4 (Poor) 0 0


LBP history 0 (None) 6 27.3
1 (Acute) 3 13.7
2 (Sub-Acute) 1 4.5
3 (Chronic) 12 54.5


LBP symptom frequency 0 (None) 2 9.1
1 (Occasional) 6 27.3
2 (Intermittent) 4 18.2
3 (Frequent) 9 40.9
4 (Constant) 1 4.5


Lumbar sEMG reflex response* 0-7 6 27.3
(scale: 0-80, 80=highest response) 8-15 8 36.4


16-23 2 9.1
24-31 4 18.2
32-39 2 9.1


Fig 4. Variation in PA stiffness index for thrusts applied to thoraco-lumbar spinous and transverse processes and sacroiliac
region (PSIS + sacrum). Mean values and error bars (SD) are shown for each of the 20 levels examined. Differences in stiff-
ness index were statistically significant.
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intensity but were not associated with any significant differ-
ences in patient perception of disability (SF-36). PA stiffness
index (SI, SP, TP) was not significantly different (ANOVA,
P > .05) for subjects grouped according to LBP chronicity
(Fig 5B). In subjects with frequent or constant LBP symp-
toms, however, there was a significantly increased (ANOVA,
P < .05) SP stiffness index (7.0 kg-1) in comparison with the
SP stiffness index (6.5 kg-1) of subjects with only occasional
or no LBP symptoms (Fig 6B). Patients with frequent or con-
stant LBP symptoms also reported significantly greater VAS
(t test, P = .001), Oswestry (t test, P = .001), and SF-36 per-
ceived health status (t test, P = .03) scores. A more positive
sEMG neuromuscular lumbar reflex response was found in
subjects with frequent to constant symptom frequency (mean
18/80 positive responses, range 8-33) in comparison with
subjects with intermittent or no symptoms (12/80, range 1-27).


Patients were also grouped according to the number of pos-
itive sEMG neuromuscular reflex responses to the PA
mechanical thrusts. Patients with 8 (10% of total) or more
positive neuromuscular reflex responses to the PA thrusts
were classified as “positive” neuromuscular responders (n =
16), whereas patients with fewer than 8 positive responses
were classified as “negative” neuromuscular responders (n =
6). Subjective measures of patient status (Oswestry, VAS, SF-
36) showed significant (t test, P < .005) group differences
(Fig 7A) that were similar to the group differences observed
for LBP chronicity and symptom frequency comparisons. A
“positive” sEMG neuromuscular reflex response was associ-
ated with a significant increase (ANOVA, P < .05) in the TP
stiffness index response to PA thrusts in comparison with
“negative” neuromuscular responders (Fig 7B). Both null
hypotheses that were tested were rejected.


Fig 5. Stiffness and neuromuscular reflex response. Subjective, A, and biomechanical, B, status of subjects grouped
according to LBP chronicity. Error bars = 1 SD. Differences in stiffness index for sacroiliac (SI), spinous process (SP),
and transverse process (TP) were not significant between chronic group and none, acute, subacute LBP group.


A
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DISCUSSION
Several important findings emerge from this study that


provide additional support for clinical assessment strate-
gies that use stiffness and neuromuscular measurements
to probe and quantify the biomechanical characteristics
of the spine. Noteworthy was the finding that “sympto-
matic” subjects or subjects presenting with frequent to
constant LBP were characterized by having significantly
increased Oswestry low back disability scores, VAS pain
scores, and SP stiffness index in comparison with more
“asymptomatic” subjects or subjects presenting with inter-
mittent or no LBP. These results are similar to those report-
ed by Latimer et al20 who demonstrated that subjects
with LBP showed increased PA stiffness index compared


with times when they had little or no pain. Although there
was no statistically significant relationship of spinal stiff-
ness index to LBP history, the frequency of the subjects’
complaints was found to be positively correlated to the
spinal stiffness index. Thus, it may be that spinal stiffness
is increased in subjects experiencing pain at the time of
evaluation. 


PA manipulative thrusts applied to the thoracic spine in
some cases elicited positive neuromuscular reflex responses
at sEMG leads located at the L3 and L5 spinal levels.
Because the erector spinae musculature consists of several
muscles surpassing multiple spinal levels,27 and because
sensory inputs are known to ascend or descend as much as 3
or 4 spinal levels by means of interneuronal connections


Fig 6. Stiffness and neuromuscular reflex response. Subjective, A, and biomechanical, B, status of subjects grouped accord-
ing to LBP symptom frequency. Error bars represent 1 SD. Differences in stiffness index for sacroiliac (SI), spinous process
(SP), and transverse process (TP) were significant (SP stiffness only) between frequent and constant LBP group and none,
occasional, and intermittent LBP group.


A
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with motor neurons,28 it is not surprising that PA thrusts
cause reflex responses quite distant from the point of ap-
plication. AAI thrusts applied to the T12 spinous process
have been found to cause significant rotations of the L3-L4
functional spinal units that could also be responsible for
such observations.29 Our finding that lumbar sEMG neuro-
muscular reflex responses were associated with all lum-
bar PA thrusts is consistent with the findings of Solomo-
now et al,23 who found the strongest EMG reflex responses
at the levels of electrical stimulation rather than at adja-
cent levels.


In this study, the stiffness index was calculated from the
force-time and acceleration-time histories. The stiffness
index is representative of the spine-segment motion re-
sponse to the applied force input. In this case, the motion


response to the applied input is based on the positive peak of
the acceleration-time signal, which occurs approximately
1.2 ms after the positive peak force, and is therefore associ-
ated with the rebound motion response of the spine segment
(Fig 3). To our knowledge, this is the first report assessing
dynamic stiffness measures applied to the skin overlying the
transverse processes and sacroiliac joints. In this regard, a
statistically significant decrease in stiffness index exists in
TPs in both the thoracic and lumbar spine when compared
with SP stiffness index values. This is not surprising because
there is more overlying musculature over TP bony land-
marks as opposed to the SPs. Assessments made over the
musculature (TPs) thus appear dampened when compared
with contacts made over the SPs. The finding that thoracic
TP stiffness index was significantly greater (9.9%) than the


Fig 7. Stiffness and neuromuscular reflex response. Subjective, A, and biomechanical, B, status of subjects grouped
according to sEMG neuromuscular reflex response. Error bars represent 1 SD. Differences in stiffness index for
sacroiliac (SI), spinous process (SP), and transverse process (TP) were significant (TP stiffness only) between “posi-
tive” sEMG reflex response group and “negative” sEMG reflex response group.
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lumbar TP stiffness index may be attributed to the fact that
biomechanically, the thoracic spine is relatively stiffer than
the lumbar spine because of the stability provided by ad-
ditional spinal structures, including the costal articulations
and interconnecting musculature.17,30 Erector spinae mus-
cles originating from thoracic vertebrae, therefore, have
a more stable origin than muscles originating in lumbar
vertebrae. 


Thrusts applied to the sacroiliac region (PSIS and sacral
base) produced PA stiffness index values between those of
the SP and TP stiffness index values. Although the more sta-
ble articulations of the SI joints may be expected to be stiffer
than the TPs, we found it curious that the SI joints were less
stiff than the SPs. In this regard, soft-tissue volume overly-
ing the SI joint contacts may be an important factor as has
been reported in other studies.14,15,31 However, to our know-
ledge there is no research that specifically documents the PA
stiffness index of the SI joint. Considerations of body type
or adiposity should be investigated in future work. 


Biomechanical models have shown that intersegmental
agonist and antagonist muscles biomechanically increase
the overall stiffness (stability) of the intervertebral joints.32


The load-bearing potential of the ligamentous spine is sub-
stantially increased by controlling its deformation modes
through minimal exertion of selected muscles.33 The
paraspinal musculature has been found to play a large role in
maintaining spine stability.34,35 Similar conclusions have
been realized by directly assessing muscular contributions
to spine stiffness in a clinical setting. As reported by Lee et
al,19 PA stiffness is significantly greater during maximum
activation of the lumbar extensor muscles. By assessing PA
stiffness values during different percentages of the maximal
voluntary contraction, Shirley et al18 found that even small
amounts of back muscle activity can increase lumbar PA
stiffness.18 Our results corroborate these findings.


We found that subjects with positive neuromuscular re-
flex responses to PA manipulative thrusts had more severe
disability indices, higher pain scores, and increased TP stiff-
ness index in comparison with subjects with negative neuro-
muscular reflex responses. Because neuromuscular reflex
responses were associated with all lumbar thrusts, but less
often in response to thoracic or sacroiliac thrusts, differenti-
ation was achieved by grouping subjects into positive and
negative neuromuscular responders. Muscular responses to
PA forces (5%-10% of subjects maximal voluntary contrac-
tion) have been thought to be responsible for increases in
lumbar PA stiffness observed by clinicians.18 Subjects with
positive neuromuscular reflex responses may exhibit height-
ened muscle activity so as to stabilize the spine in response
to a perceived noxious stimulus or pain. Individuals who
require sustained activity of their paraspinal muscles in oc-
cupational environments are subject to muscle fatigue and
diminished ability of the muscles to stabilize the spine.23


Subsequently, examination procedures geared toward un-
derstanding spinal stiffness and muscular activity may serve
to identify those individuals at risk and monitor their re-
sponse to therapeutic intervention.


In this study, positive sEMG neuromuscular reflex re-
sponses occurred between 2 and 4 ms after the initiation of
the PA manipulative thrust and continued throughout the
273-ms measurement interval. These results are similar to
those of Herzog et al,36 who reported consistent neuromus-
cular reflex responses to spinal manipulative treatments
(SMTs) applied to different regions of the spine and pelvis
in 10 asymptomatic young men. Typically, the SMTs deliv-
ered in this manner last approximately 200 ms37 and are of
the force magnitude ranging from approximately 100 to 500
N depending on the region of the spine undergoing treat-
ment.38 Collectively, these authors reported that the reflex
responses occurred within 50 to 100 ms after the onset of
the treatment thrust, lasted for approximately 100 to 400 ms,
and were said to be composed of a series of spatially and
temporally nonsynchronized motor unit action potentials of
multireceptor origin. More work is required to elucidate
these findings.


Clear differences exist in the types of SMT delivered in
the study by Herzog et al36 and that of the current study.
However, impulsive thrusts (as used in this study) delivered
to the in vivo human lumbar spine have been shown to pro-
duce measurable intersegmental displacements (axial range
= 0.25-1.62 mm; PA shear range = 0.1-0.51 mm) and rota-
tions (0.13-0.9) of functional spinal units.29 Similar inter-
segmental motions have been reported in response to manu-
al-type SMTs of the same force magnitude,39 albeit at a
much larger (300 N) preload force40 in comparison with
preload forces (20 N) used with the AAI.29 The time to peak
force during manual SMT is nearly 2 orders of magnitude
longer (200-250 ms) than that produced by the AAI.
Additional research is required to elucidate the relation-
ship(s) between time and frequency-dependent mechanical
characteristics of SMTs and neuromuscular reflex responses.
Such information may enable clinicians to maximize poten-
tial therapeutic benefits while minimizing the forces exerted
and potential risk to the patient.


Differences exist in the recording technique used in our
study as compared with that of others who have investigated
neuromuscular reflex responses during SMT.36,41 Our proto-
col used linear-enveloped electromyography, whereas those
cited previously have used raw EMG. The electromyograph-
ic amplifier uses proprietary electronic hardware to condi-
tion (linear envelope) the raw electromyographic signals. As
opposed to raw sEMG, linear-enveloped signals are sam-
pled directly into the computer. Therefore, the band pass fil-
ter frequency cut-offs were 16 to 500 Hz, as opposed to the
1 kHz commonly used in raw EMG assessment of the lum-
bar musculature. Because the linear envelope sEMG signals
were essentially quasistatic in terms of time variations,
these signals were well characterized by a 50-Hz sampling
frequency. It should be noted that for raw sEMG, we rou-
tinely use a sampling frequency that is twice the upper band
pass filter cut-off frequency. In addition, the Noraxon
Myotrace 10 signal conditioning system that we used uti-
lizes an electronic feedback technique to cancel out very
low frequency changes (DC to fractions of a Hz) in the
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acquired physiologic signal. Signals in this very low fre-
quency range arise because of the motion artifact phenome-
na. As such, the Noraxon signal is remarkably free of noise
caused by skin or cable movement and offers a very stable
baseline. In Noraxon’s patented system, information carried
by the overall signal is effectively split into an “EMG only”
component and a low frequency “motion artifact” component.
The motion artifact component is literally subtracted from the
overall signal, allowing only the EMG signal to be presented.
This artifact cancellation is far superior to the results achiev-
able by use of conventional electronic filter techniques.


An important limitation to the technique used in this
study lies in the fact that the modified AAI used for stiffness
assessment is also a commonly used treatment device for
spinal manipulation in the chiropractic profession. Therefore,
each time the device is used for a stiffness test, the tissue is
also potentially “treated.” As a result, the testing procedure
may cause physiologic and biomechanical changes in the
area being tested. This may also be true for other types of
stiffness tests that use low-frequency oscillatory assess-
ments or static preload assessments. Recognizing this limi-
tation, we are currently investigating an alternative method-
ology to minimize the potential for altering the tissue during
the examination.


The neuromuscular reflexes observed in the current study
of symptomatic patients with LBP, however, appear differ-
ent than those reported in the work of others who used the
AAI in asymptomatic subjects.37 AAI thrusts delivered to
the thoracic spine of an asymptomatic subject37 and AAI-II
thrusts delivered to different spinal regions in 10 asympto-
matic subjects41 have been associated with reflex responses
in the shape of a single compound motor unit action poten-
tial and attributed to originate from the muscle spindles.
This is in contrast to our findings. Because similar reflex
responses were observed for contacts mainly over bone
(SPs) and over muscle (TPs) in our study, it is unlikely that
the reflex response simply originates from muscle spindles.
The relatively long duration sEMG neuromuscular reflex
responses observed in this study are similar to sEMG neuro-
muscular reflex responses that have been attributed to
mechanoreceptors in the capsule of the spinal facet joints,
pain and cutaneous receptors, and proprioceptors of skeletal
muscles (muscle spindles and golgi tendon organs).36 Un-
fortunately, separation of the reflex sEMG signal into its
constituent components was not possible. 


Immunohistochemical neuroanatomic and neurophysio-
logic investigation has demonstrated the existence of me-
chanosensitive and nociceptive afferent fibers within the
discoligamentous tissues of the thoracic and lumbar spine,
sacroiliac joints, and spinal musculature.42-48 Spinal liga-
ments not only provide mechanical stability to spinal joints,
but also act as active communicators of sensory information
regarding the loading or noxious presence in spinal joints.49


Through reflexogenic mechanisms, stimulation of discoliga-
mentous structures results in reflex activity in the paraspinal
musculature, thereby making a contribution toward main-
taining spinal stability when subjected to various internal


and external disturbances.23,48,50-52 Research into probable
causes of low back injury has revealed that desensitization
of mechanoreceptive afferents in lumbar spinal tissues may
occur from cyclic loading (repetitive activity) and is of pri-
mary importance relating to biomechanical failure.53,54 There-
fore the ability to assess the muscular and mechanical be-
havior of the spine in clinical practice reflects a clinical utility
well suited for those evaluating patients with musculoskele-
tal disorders.


CONCLUSION
This study is the first to assess erector spinae reflex


responses simultaneously during spinal stiffness examina-
tion. Because the supporting musculature significantly con-
tributes to spine stability, knowledge of the physiologic and
mechanical properties in a clinical assessment methodology
may serve to better understand spinal function and LBP. The
current study demonstrated an increased spinal stiffness
index and positive neuromuscular reflex responses in sub-
jects with frequent to constant LBP as compared with sub-
jects reporting intermittent to no LBP. Such findings may
reflect clinically relevant contributions of the muscles to
increased spinal stiffness indices, which corroborates the
research of others. Our findings are similar to those previ-
ously conducted with other methods. Noninvasive stiffness
and sEMG measurements, when combined with conserva-
tive manipulative care of the back, may prove to be a partic-
ularly effective means to diagnostically probe and treat
lower back disorders. Because this is the first report of
dynamic spinal stiffness index while simultaneously moni-
toring neuromuscular responses, more work is necessary to
better understand the relationships between the mechanical
and physiologic characteristics of the human spine.
Measurements of PA stiffness index and neuromuscular
characteristics of symptomatic and asymptomatic patients
with LBP are particularly important for clarification of the
significance of these observations.
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ABSTRACT


Objective: The purpose of this study was to quantify in vivo vertebral motions and neurophysiological responses
during spinal manipulation.


Methods: Nine patients undergoing lumbar decompression surgery participated in this study. Spinal manipulative
thrusts (SMTs) (�5 ms; 30 N [Sham], 88 N, 117 N, and 150 N [max]) were administered to lumbar spine facet joints
(FJs) and spinous processes (SPs) adjacent to an intraosseous pin with an attached triaxial accelerometer and bipolar
electrodes cradled around the S1 spinal nerve roots. Peak baseline amplitude compound action potential (CAP)
response and peak-peak amplitude axial (AX), posterior-anterior (PA), and medial-lateral (ML) acceleration time and
displacement time responses were computed for each SMT. Within-subject statistical analyses of the effects of contact
point and force magnitude on vertebral displacements and CAP responses were performed.


Results: SMTs (� 88 N) resulted in significantly greater peak-to-peak ML, PA, and AX vertebral displacements
compared with sham thrusts (P � .002). SMTs delivered to the FJs resulted in approximately 3-fold greater ML
motions compared with SPs (P � .001). SMTs over the SPs resulted in significantly greater AX displacements
compared with SMTs applied to the FJs (P � .05). Seventy-five percent of SMTs resulted in positive CAP responses
with a mean latency of 12.0 ms. Collectively, the magnitude of the CAP responses was significantly greater for max
setting SMTs compared with sham (P � .01).


Conclusions: Impulsive SMTs in human subjects were found to stimulate spinal nerve root responses that were
temporally related to the onset of vertebral motion. Further work, including examination of the frequency and force
duration dependency of SMT, is necessary to elucidate the clinical relevance of enhanced or absent CAP responses in
patients. (J Manipulative Physiol Ther 2004;27:1-15)

Key Indexing Terms: Chiropractic Manipulation; Vertebral Motion; Neurophysiology
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ecause spinal manipulation (SM) is a mechanical
intervention, it is inherently logical to assume that
its mechanisms of therapeutic benefit may lie in the


echanical properties of the applied force (mechanical
echanisms), the body’s response to such force (mechani-
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ody’s response to SM, therefore, should assist researchers,
ducators, and clinicians to understand the mechanisms of
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M, to more fully develop SM techniques, to better train
linicians, and ultimately attempt to minimize risks while
chieving better results with patients.


From a biomechanical perspective, human cadaver and in
ivo studies have characterized the forces and force-time
istories associated with various spinal manipulation tech-
iques.1-9 These studies provide important information con-
erning the forces and loading history transmitted to pa-
ients. The posterior-anterior (PA) stiffness or PA load-
isplacement response of the prone-lying subject during SM
as also been investigated using static or low-frequency
ndentation types of techniques, including mobilization and
ther physiotherapy simulation devices.10-15 These studies
ndicate that the thoracolumbar spine has a quasi-static PA
tructural stiffness of approximately 15 to 30 N/mm at loads
p to about 100 N. While stiffness measurements quantify
he force-displacement response of the area under test (verte-
rae, disks, and associated soft tissues), such measurements
annot easily distinguish the contribution and/or displacement
f individual vertebral components.16 To precisely quantify
elative and absolute movements of individual vertebrae or
otion segments in response to dynamic forces, it is nec-


ssary to measure displacements, velocities, or accelerations
sing transducers fixed to intraosseous pins rigidly attached
o the spine. Due to the invasiveness of such procedures,
owever, these techniques are generally limited to studies of
uman cadavers17,18 or animals.19,20 Indeed, research of this
ature in living humans is very rare.21


In 1994, Nathan and Keller22 quantified the sagittal plane,
ntersegmental motion response and stiffness of the thora-
olumbar spine of human subjects during mechanical-force,
anually-assisted (MFMA) short lever spinal manipulative


hrusts (SMTs). In their study, forces were delivered to the
pinous processes of the thoracolumbar spine using a chi-
opractic adjusting instrument equipped with a load cell and
ccelerometer. The motion response of adjacent lumbar
ertebrae was quantified using an intervertebral motion de-
ice (IMD)23 attached directly to intraosseous pins fixed to
umbar spinous processes. They found that the peak-to-peak
mplitude of intervertebral or intersegmental motions were
p to 6-fold greater when the short duration (� 5 millisec-
nds) SMTs were delivered closer to the IMD measurement
ite. In response to the same force amplitude, differences in
ntervertebral acceleration time and displacement time his-
ories were also noted among the 3 subjects examined in this
tudy (1 normal subject and 2 subjects consulting for sur-
ery). The study by Nathan and Keller22 was limited to a
ingle force amplitude PA thrust applied over the spinous
rocesses, and only the relative movements of 2 adjacent
ertebrae (intersegmental motion) could be determined. To
ur knowledge, there are no data in the literature that
haracterize the segmental and intersegmental motion re-
ponses of the spine to varying force amplitudes and contact


oints in living subjects. l

From a neurophysiological perspective, the presence of
echanosensitive and nociceptive afferent fibers in spinal


issues (disk, facet, ligaments, and muscles)24-28 and the
ubsequent neurophysiological research demonstrating the
ole of such afferent stimulation in pain production29-31 and
oordinated neuromuscular stabilization of the spine32-37


rovide a theoretical framework to investigate the mecha-
isms of chiropractic adjustments or spinal manipulation.
he mechanical and physiologic influences of spinal ma-
ipulation on the targeted spinal tissues that have recently
egun to be quantified experimentally represent an impor-
ant first step in validating chiropractic theories. However,
his work has been limited to animal models, noninvasive
rocedures, or minimally invasive procedures. For example,
ickar and McLain38 measured afferent unit discharge to
acet manipulation, and Pickar and Wheeler39 measured
uscle spindle and golgi-tendon organ responses to spinal
anipulative-like loads in the feline. Basic animal research


as now demonstrated the existence of neural discharge
uring spinal manipulative-like loads, but the results are not
asily extrapolated in humans.


Intraoperative monitoring techniques have proven bene-
cial for monitoring neurophysiological events during spi-
al surgery, and such techniques have been used to study
esponses of spinal manipulation. Colloca et al40 recently
ompleted a pilot study investigating spinal nerve root ac-
ion potential responses during intraoperative lumbosacral
pinal manipulation. Spinal nerve root responses were
ound to be related to segmental contact point, and applied
orce vector and similarities were observed between internal
nd external thrusts. This study was limited to a single
atient; nerve root measurements were unilateral; and the
emporal relationships of the SMTs and nerve root re-
ponses could not be studied.


The purpose of the current study was to perform a com-
rehensive biomechanical and neurophysiological analysis
f SMT in a series of 9 symptomatic patients. We hypoth-
sized that neurophysiological and biomechanical responses
ould be related to the magnitude and location of the SMT,
ith differential responses dependent on patient symptom-


tology.


ETHODS


Nine patients (6 male, 3 female, 32-75 years of age, mean
ge � 53.4 years) undergoing lumbar laminarthrectomy to
ecompress the central spinal canal and neuroforamina, as
linically indicated, participated in this study. Two experi-
ental protocols were performed, the first prior to spinal


urgery and the second following the spinal decompression
urgical procedure. Each patient provided informed consent
or the surgical procedure and research protocol in accor-
ance with the ethical standards of the hospital’s ethical
ommittee on human experimentation. Patients were se-


ected for spinal surgery based on their history, clinical
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ndings, and confirmed diagnostic imaging documentation
f either spinal stenosis, osteoarthritis, and/or disk protru-
ion. All patients were unresponsive to conservative care for
t least 6 months prior to surgery. Patient demographics,
iagnoses, clinical presentations, and levels of spinal surgi-
al decompression appear in Table 1.


Patients were brought to the operating room and general
ndotracheal anesthesia was induced. Patients were placed
rone on a surgical frame and their lower backs were
repped and draped in a normal aseptic fashion. Padded
upports were placed at the level of the iliac crests and
ternum, with a slight flexion of the hips and knees to assure
hat the subjects were lying in a lordotic position simulating
he normal erect posture. Preoperative medication included
orazepam. For induction, propofol, Sufenta, and Thivacron
r Esmeron (rucuroniumbromide) were administered. For
aintenance, a mixture of nitrous oxide (N20), oxygen (02),


nd Sevorane was administered. Cefamandol was used for
ntibiotic prophylaxis. Initial anesthetics did not include
ny long-lasting (� 15 minutes) paralyzing agents.


Using fluoroscopic guidance, finely threaded, 1.8-mm
iameter intraosseous stainless steel pins were rigidly fixed
o the L1, L3, or L4 lumbar spinous processes (Fig 1). A
ynamic (0.3 Hz to 10 kHz), low-noise (0.0003g root-mean-
quare [RMS] resolution), AC-coupled piezoelectric, inte-
ral sensor, triaxial accelerometer (Crossbow Model
XL100F3, Crossbow Technology, Inc, San Jose, Calif)
as attached to the intraosseous pin (Fig 1). The x-axis,
-axis, and z-axis of the accelerometer were oriented with
espect to the medial-lateral (ML), posterior-anterior (PA),
nd cranial-caudal or axial (AX) axes of the vertebrae. The
atural frequency of the pin and transducer, determined
ntraoperatively by “plucking” the pins in the ML and AX
xes, was greater than 80 Hz. All equipment (electrodes,
ccelerometers, bone pins, and adjusting instruments) was


able 1. Patient and clinical demographics


Patient Age (y) Sex


Side of lower
extremity
symptoms Diagnosis


1 72 M Left Sciatica and spinal stenos
(Congenital and acquir


2 75 F Left Sciatica and spinal stenos
(acquired)


3 48 F Left Sciatica, disk protrusion,
Spinal stenosis (Conge


4 62 M Bilateral Spinal stenosis (acquired)


5 39 M Left Disk protrusion
6 41 M Left Spinal stenosis (acquired)
7 46 F Left Disk protrusion
8 32 M Right Disk protrusion
9 66 M Bilateral Spinal stenosis (acquired)

as sterilized prior to surgery. w

Mechanical force, manually-assisted spinal manipulative
hrusts were delivered to the musculature overlying the facet
oints (FJs) and to the spinous processes (SPs) using an
ctivator II Adjusting Instrument (AAI) (Activator Meth-
ds International, Ltd, Phoenix, Ariz). Four different AAI
orce excursion settings (0, 1, 2, and 3) were examined with
hrusts delivered at the end of expiration during the patient’s
reathing cycle. In the first protocol, PA anterior-inferior
ectored thrusts (approximately 20° with respect to vertical)


Clinical presentation
Level(s) of


decompression


Low back and left leg pain L2-3; L4-5; L5-S1


Low back pain, stiffness, left leg pain,
and bilateral groin pain


L4-5; L5-S1


l)
Left S1 dermatomal leg radiculopathy L4-5; L5-S1


Low back and bilateral leg pain (worse
on the right), urinary urgency, and
neurogenic claudication


L2-3; L4-5; L5-S1


Left leg pain L4-5; L5-S1
L4 dermatomal left foot pain L3-4; L4-5
Left leg pain L2-3
Right leg pain L3-4
Bilateral leg pain with claudication L3-4; L4-5; L5-S1


Fig 1. Schematic illustration of the pin-accelerometer prepara-
tion. The Cartesian coordinate system shows the medial-lateral
(x), posterior-anterior (y), and axial (z) motion axes.

is
ed)
is


and
nita

ere applied to the skin overlying the left facet joint (LFJ)
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nd right facet joint (RFJ) at the level of the pin at each of
he force settings (8 thrusts in each patient). SMTs were also
pplied at the max setting (setting 3) to the skin overlying
he FJs (left and right) and to the spinous process above and
elow the level of the pin (6 thrusts in each patient). Thus,
ach patient received 14 SMTs (refer to Table 2).


Segmental contact points for the SPs were determined
sing fluoroscopic guidance and palpation. In the case of
hrusts applied over the FJs, contact points were consistently
stablished by contacting 10 to 15 mm lateral to the SPs.
enceforth, settings 0 and 3 will be referred to as the


sham” and “max” settings, respectively. SMTs were per-
ormed by an advanced proficiency rated clinician (CJC)
ho was careful to perform the thrusts in a manner consis-


ent with delivery of MFMA SMT in routine clinical prac-
ice. Approximately 20 N of preload was applied prior to the
pplication of each SMT including 0 setting sham SMTs.
etails of the AAI and its clinical usage are found else-
here.6,41,42


Each AAI included an electronic trigger to initiate data
ollection using a Biopac MP150 data acquisition system
Biopac Systems, Inc, Goleta, Calif). Vertebral accelera-
ions (ML, PA, AX) and AAI force-acceleration responses
patients 3, 6, and 8) were recorded at a sampling frequency
f 8192 Hz using a Biopac MP150 12-bit data acquisition
ystem and Acknowledge software (Biopac Systems, Inc,
oleta, Calif).
Following the first experimental protocol, spinal decom-


ression surgery was performed as clinically indicated (Fig
). Incisions were made over L3-S2 in the midline and
rought through the subcutaneous tissue. The fascia was
ncised and the musculature was carefully dissected on the


able 2. Summary of AAI thrust locations and excursion force sett


Protocol 2 in parentheses.
AAI, Activator II Adjusting Instrument; LFJ, left facet joint; RFJ, right
*Total number of thrusts for protocol 1 and protocol 2 (in parentheses)
†Mean (SD) for patients 003, 006, and 008.

eft side of the spinous process, which was osteotomized at e

he base. Self-retaining retractors were set in place, thus
xposing the full posterior arches and ligamenta flava, and
anual suction was performed within the incised area. A


aminarthrectomy was performed to decompress the central
pinal canal and neuroforamina, as clinically indicated, and
he integrity of the neural arches, facet joints, and most
uscle attachments was preserved. This surgical procedure


ffords excellent visualization and a wide area available
hile minimizing destruction to tissues not directly in-
olved in the pathologic process, including the paraspinal
usculature, interspinous/supraspinous ligament complex,


nd facets.43 The integrity of the facet joints is also pre-
erved by this procedure. Inspection of the epidural space
ndicated that the L4-5 and L5-S1 intervertebral disks were
ot ruptured in any of the patients.
On completion of the decompression surgery, the L5 and


1 nerve root sleeves were clearly identified and free of all
ompression, and the second experimental protocol was
nitiated. Two bipolar, hooked, platinum electrodes (Po-
arProbe, Nicolet, Inc, Madison, Wis) were subsequently
radled around the left and right S1 spinal nerve roots at the
evel of the dorsal root ganglia to record neurophysiological
esponses (compound action potential [CAP]). The bipolar
lectrodes had 10-mm spacing and 64-mm tip length and
ere shielded and insulated such that the most distal


hooked) end was exposed for recording (refer to Fig 2).
AP electrodes were connected to biopotential amplifiers


ERS100B, Biopac Systems, Inc, Goleta, Calif) using a 3-m
xtension cable and plug (MEC100, Biopac Systems Inc,
oleta, Calif). The amplifier gain setting was 5000� to
0,000� and the amplifier filter settings were 5000 Hz low
ass and 10 Hz high pass. To test the working order of the


s for protocol 1 and protocol 2


et joint; SP, spinous process.
ce settings (each patient, 9 patients total).

ing


fac
for

lectrodes, the skin over the calf was stroked to stimulate the
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1 dermatome, and CAP electrode activity was noted. When
erve activity was not observed, the electrodes were readjusted
y the surgeon and a repeated test was performed until satis-
actory CAP activity was observed. On occasion, only sparse
ctivity was observed during the S1 dermatome stimulation,
hich we believed to be neurological damage consistent with


he clinical presentation of the particular patient.
In the second experimental protocol, a total of 8 SMTs


ere delivered to the skin overlying SPs and to the skin and


ig 2. Schematic illustration of the surgical exposure and experim
he spinal nerve roots.


ig 3. Experimental setup showing the application of a spinal man
djusting instrument (AAI) adjacent to the bone pin and accelero

usculature overlying the FJs of each patient (refer to Table s

). Specifically, PA anterior-inferior (1 max, 1 sham) and
A anterior-superior (1 max, 1 sham) vectored thrusts (ap-
roximately 20° with respect to vertical, caudal, or cranial,
espectively) were each applied to the skin overlying the left
nd right FJs at the level of the pin. Two SMTs (1 max, 1
ham) were applied to the spinous process below the pin
ith a PA anterior-inferior vector. Biomechanical (AX pin


ccelerations only) and neurophysiological responses (left
1 and right S1 CAPs) were simultaneously recorded at a


l placement of the bipolar platinum nerve root electrodes around


lative thrust delivered with a mechanical force, manually-assisted
er mount and spinal nerve root electrodes.

enta

ipu

ampling frequency of 4096 Hz. The nerve root electrode
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lacement, pin accelerometer placement, AAI, and surgical
reparation site are illustrated in Figure 3.
Displacement time responses were obtained from the


cceleration time histories using trapezoidal numerical in-
egration.22 Postprocessing of the acceleration time histories
as performed using Matlab software (The MathWorks,
atick, Mass) and included determination of peak-to-peak
agnitudes of the vertebral acceleration, velocity, and dis-


lacement time histories. Based on acceleration measure-
ents performed by displacing the pins a known amount,


he trapezoidal numerical integration procedure was found
o predict peak displacements within 5% to 10%. CAP
ignals were filtered using a 0-phase forward and reverse
igital bandstop filter (45-55 Hz) followed by a 0-phase
orward and reverse digital low pass filter (500 Hz). The
lter was designed to reduce electrical noise associated with


he operating theatre and did not alter the amplitude and
emporal characteristics of the biopotential signals. Positive
AP responses were defined as a peak-peak (p-p) amplitude


esponse greater than 2.5 times the peak-peak baseline (rest-
ng) signal.44,45 A peak detector was used to find the peak in
he axial acceleration time history. A 10-ms window imme-
iately prior to the acceleration peak and a 100-ms window
mmediately following the peak was then analyzed to obtain
aseline minimum, maximum, peak-peak, and mean values
or each thrust.


The time interval or temporal relationship between initi-
tion of the SMT and initiation of the CAP responses was
alculated for each of 3 patients examined using the force-
ccelerometer instrumented AAI. The temporal relationship
or the remaining 6 patients was estimated by adding the
ean time interval (2.2 ms) from the onset of the SMT


cceleration to the resulting pin acceleration to the peak-to-
eak time interval of the pin axial acceleration to the peak
AP responses. For statistical purposes, only peak-to-peak
cceleration and displacement responses are considered in
his report. Descriptive statistics and within-patient statisti-
al (paired observations t test) comparisons of the effects of
ontact point and force magnitude on peak-to-peak vertebral
isplacements and peak-to-baseline CAP responses were
erformed.


ESULTS


For patients examined using the force-accelerometer in-
trumented AAI (patients 3, 6, and 8), the average setting 0,
, 2, and 3 peak SMT forces were 30 N, 88 N, 117 N, and
50 N, respectively (Table 2). The approximately 5-ms
uration MFMA SMTs produced vertebral oscillations (dis-
lacements and accelerations) spanning a time period of 100
s to 150 ms (Fig 4). Thrusts over the FJs resulted in


reater peak-peak ML and PA accelerations in comparison
ith peak-peak AX accelerations. Thrusts over the SPs


esulted in greater peak-peak PA accelerations in compari-


on with peak-peak ML and AX accelerations. Average

ig 4. Typical medial-lateral (ML), posterior-anterior (PA), and
xial (AX) acceleration time responses for maximum SMTs on the
eft facet joint, right facet joint, and spinous process of the L2
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eak-peak acceleration, velocity, and displacement re-
ponses obtained for SMTs delivered to the SPs and FJs are
ummarized in Table 3.


Collectively (all 126 thrusts), the ML, PA, and AX peak-
o-peak displacements for the SMTs ranged from 0.03 mm
o 1.30 mm (mean � 0.44 mm), 0.10 mm to 1.28 mm (mean


0.56 mm), and 0.06 mm to 1.32 mm (mean � 0.33 mm),
espectively. For SMTs delivered to the FJs at the level of
he pin, both ML and PA vertebral displacements increased
n a relatively linear manner with increasing AAI force
etting (Fig 5). PA SMTs resulted in statistically significant
ncreases in peak-to-peak ML (settings 2, 3), PA (settings 1,
, 3), and AX (settings 2, 3) vertebral displacements com-
ared with sham (setting 0) thrusts (P � .002). SMTs
elivered to the FJs resulted in approximately 3-fold greater


able 3. Vertebral segment peak-peak motion response summary


Thrust location


Medial-Lateral
(ML)


SP FJ


Displacement (mm) 0.18 (0.09) 0.53 (0.27)
Velocity (mm/s) 44.6 (19.7) 140.8 (77.1) 1
Acceleration (m/s2) 21.8 (11.7) 61.1 (36.6)


Mean (SD) for maximum setting Activator II Adjusting Instrument (AA
SP, spinous process; FJ, facet joint.


ig 5. Peak vertebral displacement response versus peak applied f
evel of the pin. Medial-lateral (ML) displacement response (sha
shaded squares) showed a statistically significant linear relations
ctivator adjusting instrument (AAI) force. Axial (AX) displacem
pplied PA force. Results shown are for the instrumented AAI SM
nd 8). Linear regression equation, coefficient of determination (R
ine) and PA (dashed line) responses.

L displacements compared with SMTs delivered to the c

Ps (P � .001). No statistically significant differences were
bserved for PA vertebral displacements during SMTs on
he SPs and FJs. SMTs to the SPs resulted in significantly (P


.05) greater (22%) AX displacements compared with
MTs applied to the FJs. The influence of thrust force
agnitude and location are graphically summarized in Fig-


re 6 and Figure 7, respectively.
Seventy-five percent of the SMTs resulted in a positive


AP response (peak-peak response � 2.5� baseline). The
ajority of SMTs that resulted in positive CAP responses
ere characterized by a single evoked action potential (Fig
). Using the force-accelerometer instrumented AAI in 3
ubjects, the mean temporal relationship between the initi-
tion of the SMT and initiation of a positive CAP response
as 12.0 ms (range 8.2-17.3 milliseconds). Collectively, the


Axial
(AX)


Posteroanterior
(PA)


SP FJ SP FJ


6 (0.24) 0.37 (0.23) 0.66 (0.30) 0.66 (0.24)
1 (55.8) 105.9 (50.0) 163.0 (53.8) 116.3 (32.3)
4 (35.1) 53.5 (29.3) 151.9 (55.8) 74.1 (40.8)


thrusts over the spinous processes (n � 18) and facet joints (n � 54).


e obtained for posterior-anterior SMTs over the facet joints at the
diamonds) and posterior-anterior (PA) displacement response


with respect to the amplitude of the anterior-interior vectored PA
s were not significantly correlated (R2 � 0.10, P � .14) to the
(8 facet joint thrusts at the level of the pin each for patients 3, 6,
and statistical significance (P-value) are shown for the ML (solid

0.4
47.
96.


I)

orc
ded


hip
ent
Ts
2),

ombined left � right (L�R), peak-peak CAP magnitude
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as significantly (P � .01) greater for max setting, anterior-
nferior vectored SMTs (n � 2 sides � 3 locations � 9
ubjects � 54) compared with similarly vectored sham
etting SMTs (n � 2 � 27 � 54). No significant differences
n the magnitude of L�R CAP responses were observed for
MTs delivered to the SPs in comparison with the FJs.
ean left S1 nerve root and right S1 nerve root CAP


esponses for each of the 8 protocol 2 SMTs are summa-
ized in Figure 9. The percentage of positive CAP responses
or each of the SMT contact points is summarized in Table


ig 6. Mean lumbar vertebral segmental displacement response to
t the level of the pin. Medial-lateral (ML), posterior-anterior (PA
ext) are shown. Error bars indicate SDs.


ig 7. Mean lumbar vertebral segmental displacement responses
oint (LFJ), right facet joint (RFJ), and spinous process (SP). M
esponses to the maximum force setting are shown. Error bars ind

. In the case of patients with left side symptoms, positive r

AP responses were seen more commonly on the contralat-
ral side of lumbar radiculopathy (Table 5).


ISCUSSION


This clinical biomechanical study confirmed that spinal
anipulation induces spinal motion and concomitant spinal


erve root responses. This line of investigation is the first to
imultaneously measure vertebral movements and nerve
oot responses during SMT in human subjects. Such neu-


sterior-anterior (PA) anterior-inferior thrusts over the facet joints
nd axial (AX) motion responses to the 4 force settings (defined in


osterior-anterior (PA) anterior-inferior thrusts over the left facet
al-lateral (ML), posterior-anterior (PA), and axial (AX) motion
te SDs.

po
), a

to p
edi

omechanical responses may be related to the mechanisms
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f spinal manipulation as administered in routine clinical
ractice.


iomechanical Findings
Due to the invasiveness necessary to quantify spinal
otions during spinal manipulation, previous research has


ypically been limited to cadaver studies.1,17,18,46 Gál et al17


easured relative movements between vertebral bodies dur-
ng PA thoracic SM. In this study, steel bone pins were
mbedded in the vertebral bodies of 2 unembalmed pos-
rigor cadavers (aged 77 years each) at the levels of T10,
11, and T12. High-speed cinematography measured spinal
otions during SM delivered at the level of T11. Preload


nd peak forces were approximately 80 N and 525 N,
espectfully, in their study. These authors reported statisti-
ally significant mean relative translations and rotations
anged from 0.3 mm � 0.2 mm to 0.6 � 0.4 mm and 0.0 �
.3° to 1.9 � 0.2°, respectively, between the 2 subjects.
imilarly, Maigne and Guillon46 measured relative lumbar
pinal motions during lumbar spinal manipulation in 2 un-
mbalmed cadavers (aged 49 and 71 years) by implanting


ig 8. Typical axial (AX) displacement (z-axis acceleration, top
esponses (L-S1 nerve root, middle graph; R-S1 nerve root, bott
pinal SMT on the right facet joint of patient 008. Initiation of the
nitiation of the SMT. A positive bilateral nerve root CAP respon
iopotential amplifier and digitally filtered using the protocol des

ccelerometers in the vertebral bodies. Using side-posture c

anipulation, the authors reported a maximum approxima-
ion between the L4-5 functional spinal unit of 1.1 mm,
hich is consistent with the magnitudes of relative vertebral
ovements observed in the current study. The ML, PA, and
X peak-to-peak vertebral displacements in this study are


lso of the same magnitude as previously reported in situ
nd in vivo relative or intervertebral motion studies.22 Dif-
erences in the vertebral displacement response for the
urrent study reflect subject differences, recording and sam-
ling methodologies utilized, SMT force magnitude and
uration, and segmental versus intersegmental nature of
easurements.
Differences in vertebral motion responses associated with


hrusts applied on various anatomical landmarks are impor-
ant to clinicians who apply forces to the spine. In the
urrent study, SMTs delivered to the FJs resulted in signif-
cantly (approximately 3-fold) greater ML motions as com-
ared with SMTs delivered to the SPs. Because the SMT
orce vector was similar for thrusts on SPs and FJs, it is
pparent that the segmental contact point has a direct influ-
nce on the vertebral motion response that is elicited. For


ph) and S1 spinal nerve roots compound action potential (CAP)
graph) for a maximum posterior-anterior (PA) anterior-inferior
acceleration response occurred approximately 2.2 ms following


is illustrated. Nerve root CAP responses were acquired using a
ed in the text.

gra
om


AX
se
crib

linicians, ML motion during spinal manipulation is accom-
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lished by applying the SMT to the FJ as opposed to the SP.
oreover, in the case of the impulsive-type forces (force-


ime period « natural frequency) produced during MFMA
MT, the vertebral displacement response increased in a
elatively linear manner with increasing force amplitude


ig 9. Compound action potential (CAP) responses to maximum s
ver the left facet joint (LFJ), right facet joint (RFJ), and spinous p
f the peak-peak amplitude obtained during the 100-ms interval fo
he baseline signal prior to the SMT. AI, anterior-inferior force v


able 4. Effects of SMT contact point on positive CAP responses


SMT contact point Left S1 CAP Right S1 CAP


SP 44.4 77.8
LFJ 64.7 70.6
RFJ 33.3 77.8
FJ (L�R) 48.6 74.3


Percent of thrusts �2.5 � baseline.
SMT, spinal manipulative thrust; CAP, compound action potential; SP,


pinous process; LFJ, left facet joint; RFJ, right facet joint; FJ, facet joint;
, left; R, right.


able 5. Effects of lumbar radiculopathy on CAP responses to
aximum force SMT delivered over spinous processes and facet


oints


Side of symptoms Left S1 CAP Right S1 CAP


Left (6 subjects) 56.7 73.3
Right (1 subject) 75.0 100
Bilateral (2 subjects) 10.0 70.0


Percent of thrusts �2.5� baseline.
CAP, compound action potential; SMT, spinal manipulative thrust.

constant preload). v

A limitation of the current study was the fact that we did
ot quantify the precise thrust angle and FJ segmental
ontact points during the SMTs. Both of these factors may
nfluence the motion response, but the surgical setting and
he complexity of the motion and neurophysiological mea-
urements performed precluded such measurements. Care
as taken to perform the SMTs in a consistent and routine


linical manner, namely PA anterior-inferior or anterior-
uperior angulations of 20° � 5° and offset of 10 mm to 15
m from the midline (thrusts over FJs). Our aim was to


uantify the lumbar vertebral motion response associated
ith spinal manipulation as it is performed in routine clin-


cal chiropractic practice. According to computer simula-
ions performed by Keller et al,47 a 5° angulation difference
�15° versus �20°) and 5-mm contact point offset are
redicted to result in less than a 0.1-mm difference in the
eak-to-peak PA and axial motion responses to impulsive
orces. Thus, lumbar spine PA and AX motion responses to
mpulsive forces are thought to be relatively insensitive to
hrust angle/contact point variations of 20°/5 mm or less.


hile imaging technology is currently available to identify
he underlying segmental contact points during biomechani-
al assessments,10,48 we do not believe that this specificity
ould have assisted our aim of quantifying vertebral mo-


ions during clinically applied SMT. Nevertheless, the in-
uence of variations in precisely controlled force vector and
ontact point on the in vivo motion response deserves
urther consideration.


The MFMA instrument used for the SMTs produced a


ng (max) and zero setting (sham) posterior-anterior (PA) thrusts
cess (SP). The CAP peak-peak (p-p) ratio was defined as the ratio
wing the peak axial displacement and the peak-peak amplitude of
or; AS, anterior-superior force vector.

etti
ro
llo
ect

ery short time duration (impulsive) force that induced a
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ransient dynamic oscillatory motion response. For a given
orce amplitude, impulsive forces are associated with
maller displacements in comparison with longer duration,
onperiodic forces, such as those commonly applied during
anual manipulation.47 Consequently, high-precision, low-


oise, dynamic accelerometers were used in this study to
uantify the dynamic motion response of individual seg-
ents. The posterior-anterior, medial-lateral, and axial ac-


eleration responses and displacements derived from the
cceleration responses indicate that the method yields re-
ults comparable with other kinematic measurement meth-
ds, including spatial linkage sensors.23 Additional work is
eeded to determine the reproducibility of the acceleration-
ased vertebral motion analysis method.
In the current study, we did not transform the Cartesian


omponents of acceleration (x, y, z) to account for rotations
f the vertebral segments or to estimate the flexion-exten-
ion rotation and medial-lateral rotation of the segments.
uch transformations require knowledge of the location of


he rotation axes relative to the accelerometer axes, and
lthough we obtained fluoroscopic images of the pin-accel-
rometer sites, the image quality and image coverage was
nsufficient to perform these measurements in a manner
recise enough to warrant transformation. Given the small
bsolute x, y, and z vertebral displacements measured (� 1
m), vertebral rotations would be predicted to be extremely


mall, and therefore the transformed vertebral motions
ould not be expected to vary appreciably from that re-
orted in this study. The absolute intervertebral flexion-
xtension rotations (� 1°) reported by Nathan and Keller22


nd vertebral and intervertebral flexion-extension rotations
eported by Keller et al47 support this assumption. A 6–
egree-of-freedom motion measurement system (3 transla-
ions and 3 rotations) would provide a more precise descrip-
ion of vertebral displacements and could be used to obtain
ertebral rotations.
Our results are presented for patients undergoing surgery


or significant spinal disorders and therefore should not be
onsidered “normal lumbar segment motion responses.” As
reviously noted, investigations into spinal motions during
pinal manipulation are in their infancy, so readily available
ata regarding spinal motions in normal subjects as opposed
o subjects with spinal disorders are sparse.22 A number of
tudies indicate that it is likely that spinal motions are
ighly dependent on the force-time input of the directed
hrust,14,49,50 as well as a variety of clinical factors, such as
ain,7,13,51 spinal morphology,52 the presence of degenera-
ion,16,53,54 and muscular stiffness.55,56 Therefore, vertebral
otions observed in the spinal surgery patients are not


xpected to be representative of normal or asymptomatic
ubjects. Recent work by Kaigle et al57 examined in vivo
pinal motions and muscular responses in patients and
symptomatic subjects performing unresisted flexion-exten-
ion tasks. They found that intervertebral motions and trunk


obility were significantly lower in the patients than con- a

rols both in terms of range and pattern of motion. Still other
actors such as intra-abdominal pressure,58 cycle of breath-
ng,59 spinal level being tested,22,60 vector of applied
orce,61-63 and spinal positioning during testing64 have all
een found to be important variables of spinal motion. In the
urrent study, we accounted for many of these variables by
lacing patients in the same position on the same frame,
tandardizing the segmental level, vector, and cycle of
reathing during performance of the SMTs. Further work in
his regard with respect to understanding spinal motion
ifferences among patients and asymptomatic subjects is
arranted.
The results obtained from this study provide basic bio-
echanical information that is useful to both clinicians and


esearchers. The dynamic motion response data, force de-
endence, and coupling characteristics of the spinal seg-
ents to PA thrusts reported in this study will also assist


esearchers in the development and validation of computer
odels that aim to simulate the static and dynamic motion


esponse of the spine.47,65-67 Based on the results of this
tudy, a recent model developed by Keller et al47 is cur-
ently being refined to include motion coupling in each of
he orthogonal axes of the spine.


europhysiological Findings
Based on the knowledge of the presence of mechanosen-


itive afferents in the discoligamentous and muscular spinal
issues, we assumed that mechanical stimulation of vis-
oelastic structures during SMT would result in physiologic
esponses in human subjects.25,26,29 Prior research has dem-
nstrated that mechanical and electrical stimulation of spi-
al articulations results in neurophysiological and neuro-
uscular responses, but such research has mostly been


imited to the laboratory utilizing animal models.36-39,68


ntraoperative monitoring techniques are currently used in
pinal surgery69-73 and offer promise for evaluating neuro-
hysiological responses during SMT,40 albeit limited to the
esearch setting. Thus, the objective of the current study was
o measure intraoperative neuromechancial responses with a
ommonly used conservative therapeutic approach—spinal
anipulation.
Because our measurements were taken just adjacent to


he dorsal root ganglion, it is likely that the SMT-induced
APs observed in the S1 spinal nerve roots were afferent


raffic resulting from the stimulation of mechanosensitive
fferent fibers in the viscoelastic spinal tissues. Sensory
eceptors within a tissue such as spinal ligaments, facets,
isks, and muscles can initiate neural outflow to the spinal
ord during application of various mechanical stimuli (eg,
ressure, elongation, vibration, friction, tissue crushing) and
pplication of chemical stimulants.31 However, we were not
ble to directly ascertain the exact source of the neurophys-
ological responses, as is routinely performed in animal
tudies.74,75 Rather, intraoperative monitoring of compound


ction potentials was performed, which represents the alge-
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raic sum of action potentials arising from respective mech-
nosensitive axons passing through the epineuria of the
orsal spinal nerve roots. Because the CAP represents many
xons with differing thresholds of excitation, the CAP re-
ponse is graded with a magnitude that is proportional to the
ntensity of stimulation.


We originally hypothesized that neurophysiological and
iomechanical responses would be related to the magnitude
nd location of the SMT, with differential responses depen-
ent on patient symptoms. Indeed, we found that variable
ntensity SMTs produced CAP responses of different am-
litudes. Moreover, the magnitude of the CAP responses
as significantly greater for SMTs compared with sham


hrusts, indicating that the CAP response was not a product
f preload. However, because we observed no difference in
AP response for MFMA SMTs delivered to the SPs or FJs,
ur findings indicate that spinal nerve root responses may
ot be sensitive to segmental contact point. Larger force
agnitudes as delivered in other forms of manual SMT may


ause more frequent and larger amplitude biomechanical
nd neurophysiological responses.76 Further investigation
nto the effects of force-time profiles and segmental contact
oints on neuromechanical responses is warranted.
The mean reflexogenic time duration (SMT-to-peak pos-


tive CAP response) obtained in this study is similar to the
ork of others who have stimulated spinal structures and


ecorded physiological responses.32,33,36,69 Some research-
rs have used electrical stimulation to measure reflexogenic
ctivity in the adjacent spinal musculature. Indahl et al36,68


eported time durations of 4 ms to 8 ms in a porcine model
n stimulating the intervertebral disk and sacroiliac joint.
ang et al74 also reported similar stimulus-to-response


imes of about 10 ms in feline preparations. Solomonow et
l33 measured stimulus-to-response time durations of 5 ms
o 10 ms in human subjects on electrical stimulation of the
upraspinous ligament. Stimulus-to-response times in the
urrent study corroborate these time durations in our human
ubjects. It is likely that the CAP response represents affer-
nt traffic from multiple mechanosensitive units in the mus-
ular and discoligamentous soft tissues. The average 12-ms
elay between the SMT and positive CAP response in the
urrent study are expected due to the time it takes for the
timulus to travel along the Ia fibers, through the dorsal root
anglion, to the spinal cord. Neurologic deficits inherent in
he patient population of the current study may have re-
ulted in stimulus-to-response delays or the absence of
ositive CAP responses altogether. Indeed, a significant
ercentage of SMTs did not elicit positive neurophysiolog-
cal responses in the patients. However, with the current
ethodology, it was not possible to ascertain whether the


resence (or absence) and amplitude of CAP responses were
pecifically related to the neurologic status of the patient.


Nevertheless, it would not be unreasonable to expect
eurologic deficits from damaged tissues. Three fourths of


atients in this study had radiculopathy in the left lower o

xtremity. Such clinical presentation might help to explain
he greater number of right-sided (asymptomatic side) pos-
tive S1 CAP responses, as opposed to those measured from
he left S1 spinal nerve root. This is consistent with the
ndings of Solomonow et al33 who reported an absence of
lectromyography (EMG) responses during intraoperative
timulation of the supraspinous ligament. Hence, neurolog-
cal deficit among patients may explain the decreased num-
er of positive neurophysiological responses to SMT. In
ssessing the CAP response, positive responses were based
n a threshold level of 2.5 � baseline. Responses at lower
evels were not counted as “positive.” In a previous study,44


eak-peak EMG reflex responses to PA thrusts were cate-
orized according to 8 different baseline thresholds:
1.5�, �2.0�, �2.5�, �3.0�, �3.5�, �4.0�, �4.5�,


nd �5.0� the baseline p-p surface electromyography
sEMG) values. Here baseline refers to the resting or refer-
nce noise level of the biopotential (CAP in this study). A
.5-fold increase (1.5�) represented a very weak reflex
esponse, whereas a 5-fold increase (5.0�) represented a
ery strong reflex response. A 2.5� response was chosen
or this study to ensure that the CAP responses were sub-
tantially greater than the background noise level. The clin-
cal relevance of CAP threshold needs to be clarified further.


larger patient population will assist in clarifying the
euromechanical effects of SMT, including the effects of
orce vectoring, force-time profiles, and segmental contact
oints on neuromechanical responses. In particular, inves-
igation of traditional manual SMT procedures9 is necessary
o better describe the neuromechanical responses of SMT.


Controversy may arise over our terminology reporting the
se of “sham” SMT, since the so-called sham setting pro-
uces a 30 N peak impulse force. This setting has been
eferred to as a sham SMT by us and other investiga-
ors.77,78 Subsequently, both biomechanical and clinical
tudies have been performed using the zero (sham) and max
ettings of the device. Noteworthy, Keller and Colloca77


ound that the trunk muscle function assessed using erector
pinae muscle electromyography was significantly im-
roved in patients who received a max setting AAI SMT
ntervention. These authors found that there was no func-
ional improvement in trunk muscle function for patients
ho received sham (0 setting) AAI SMTs or control (no


ntervention) treatment.
In the current study, the CAP response was temporally


elated to the onset of the MFMA SMTs and not to the
nitiation of the preload force. Although we did not include


control protocol that applied a preload force without
ngaging the AAI, our previous research showed that CAP
esponses were not elicited during the application of a
reload force alone.40 In this work, other control experi-
ents, wherein the CAP electrode was intentionally moved


n the spinal nerve root, were not found to produce a CAP
esponse. Thus, we feel confident that the CAP responses


bserved in the current study are not experimental artifacts.
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rom a data analysis point of view, engaging the AAI also
elped to facilitate the neuromechanical temporal and am-
litude measurements performed in this study.
Neurophysiologic models theorize that SMT may stimu-


ate or modulate the somatosensory system and subse-
uently may evoke neuromuscular reflexes.38,79-81 Such re-
exes are thought to inhibit hyperactive musculature, inhibit
ociceptive traffic, and improve spinal function. The current
ine of investigation assists in understanding the relation-
hips between the mechanical stimulation as delivered in
MT and the concomitant biomechanical and neurophysio-


ogical (neuromechanical) responses. In attempting to un-
erstand such neuromechanical relationships, often over-
ooked is the clinical status of the patient. The highly
ndividualized neuromechanical response characteristics
mong patients in this study serves to highlight the need to
linically correlate the neuromechanical response character-
stics with patient clinical status. Identifying such clinical
elevance and understanding just how SMT may be related
o inhibition or stimulation of the central nervous system in
odulating nociception in humans awaits clarification. Our


urrent work and the work of others aim to investigate such
ssues.82-84


ONCLUSION


In vivo PA impulsive force SMTs in human subjects were
ound to produce spinal nerve root responses that were
emporally related to the onset of vertebral motion. These
ndings suggest that vertebral motions produced by spinal
anipulation may play a prominent role in eliciting physi-


logic responses. Patient clinical status also appears to have
prominent role in the presence of neurophysiological


esponses. Further work, particularly examination of the
orce magnitude and frequency dependency of SMT, is
ecessary to elucidate the clinical relevance of enhanced or
bsent CAP responses in patients. Knowledge of biome-
hanical and neurophysiological events that occur during
pinal manipulation assists in formulating a theoretical
ramework to understand the mechanisms of spinal manip-
lation.
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Electromyographic Reflex Responses to Mechanical
Force, Manually Assisted Spinal Manipulative Therapy


Christopher J. Colloca, DC,* and Tony S. Keller, PhD†


Study Design. Surface electromyographic reflex re-
sponses associated with mechanical force, manually as-
sisted (MFMA) spinal manipulative therapy were ana-
lyzed in this prospective clinical investigation of 20
consecutive patients with low back pain.


Objectives. To characterize and determine the magni-
tude of electromyographic reflex responses in human
paraspinal muscles during high loading rate mechanical
force, manually assisted spinal manipulative therapy of
the thoracolumbar spine and sacroiliac joints.


Summary of Background Data. Spinal manipulative
therapy has been investigated for its effectiveness in the
treatment of patients with low back pain, but its physio-
logic mechanisms are not well understood. Noteworthy is
the fact that spinal manipulative therapy has been dem-
onstrated to produce consistent reflex responses in the
back musculature; however, no study has examined the
extent of reflex responses in patients with low back pain.


Methods. Twenty patients (10 male and 10 female,
mean age 43.0 years) underwent standard physical exam-
ination on presentation to an outpatient chiropractic
clinic. After repeated isometric trunk extension strength
tests, short duration (,5 msec), localized posteroanterior
manipulative thrusts were delivered to the sacroiliac
joints, and L5, L4, L2, T12, and T8 spinous processes and
transverse processes. Surface, linear-enveloped electro-
myographic (sEMG) recordings were obtained from elec-
trodes located bilaterally over the L5 and L3 erector spi-
nae musculature. Force–time and sEMG time histories
were recorded simultaneously to quantify the association
between spinal manipulative therapy mechanical and
electromyographic response. A total of 1600 sEMG re-
cordings were analyzed from 20 spinal manipulative ther-
apy treatments, and comparisons were made between
segmental level, segmental contact point (spinous vs.
transverse processes), and magnitude of the reflex re-
sponse (peak–peak [p-p] ratio and relative mean sEMG).
Positive sEMG responses were defined as .2.5 p-p base-
line sEMG output (.3.5% relative mean sEMG output).
SEMG threshold was further assessed for correlation of
patient self-reported pain and disability.


Results. Consistent, but relatively localized, reflex re-
sponses occurred in response to the localized, brief dura-
tion MFMA thrusts delivered to the thoracolumbar spine


and SI joints. The time to peak tension (sEMG magnitude)
ranged from 50 to 200 msec, and the reflex response
times ranged from 2 to 4 msec, the latter consistent with
intraspinal conduction times. Overall, the 20 treatments
produced systematic and significantly different L5 and L3
sEMG responses, particularly for thrusts delivered to the
lumbosacral spine. Thrusts applied over the transverse
processes produced more positive sEMG responses
(25.4%) in comparison with thrusts applied over the spi-
nous processes (20.6%). Left side thrusts and right side
thrusts over the transverse processes elicited positive
contralateral L5 and L3 sEMG responses. When the data
were examined across both treatment level and electrode
site (L5 or L3, L or R), 95% of patients showed positive
sEMG response to MFMA thrusts. Patients with frequent
to constant low back pain symptoms tended to have a
more marked sEMG response in comparison with pa-
tients with occasional to intermittent low back pain.


Conclusions. This is the first study demonstrating neu-
romuscular reflex responses associated with MFMA spi-
nal manipulative therapy in patients with low back pain.
Noteworthy was the finding that such mechanical stimu-
lation of both the paraspinal musculature (transverse
processes) and spinous processes produced consistent,
generally localized sEMG responses. Identification of neu-
romuscular characteristics, together with a comprehen-
sive assessment of patient clinical status, may provide for
clarification of the significance of spinal manipulative
therapy in eliciting putative conservative therapeutic ben-
efits in patients with pain of musculoskeletal origin. [Key
words: biomechanics, electromyography, low back pain,
manipulation-chiropractic, reflex responses, spine-tho-
racic/lumbar] Spine 2001;26:1117–1124


Spinal manipulative therapy (SMT) is a commonly used
conservative treatment shown effective in studies of low
back pain (LBP) treatment.1,19,31,32 Although beneficial
effects of SMT have been observed, considerable contro-
versy exists regarding the precise nature of its therapeutic
effects. Anecdotal evidence suggests that neuromuscular
reflex responses may have a role in positive benefits de-
rived from SMT, but little work has been done to date
investigating physiologic responses.11


Neurophysiologic research has identified mechano-
sensitive and nociceptive afferents in the lumbar interver-
tebral discs,3,6,25,28 zygapophysial joints,7,20,23,45 spinal
ligaments,5,14,15,44 and paraspinal musculature2,46 in
both animal and human studies. When stimulated, these
afferents contribute to an active reflex system acting to
stabilize the spine.34 Because stimulation or modulation
of the somatosensory system has been put forth as a
possible mechanism to explain the effects of
SMT,8,13,27,43 neuromuscular reflexes are of interest to
researchers and clinicians. Beneficial effects of SMT have
been thought to be associated with mechanosensitive af-
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ferent stimulation and presynaptic inhibition of nocicep-
tive afferent transmission in the modulation of pain,41,42


inhibition of hypertonic muscles,11,13,39 and improved
functional ability.24,30,40


Characterization of reflex responses associated with
different forms of SMT establishes a framework for re-
search to investigate manipulation theories. Yet, a sys-
tematic evaluation of reflex responses associated with
SMT has not been performed in patients with LBP.
Therefore, the purpose of this prospective clinical study
was to investigate electromyographic reflex responses in
symptomatic subjects treated for LBP. Force–time histo-
ries were obtained so that the temporal association be-
tween SMT force application and electromyographic re-
sponse could be precisely determined. Comparisons of
results were made with self-reported measures of pain
and disability.


Methods


Subjects. Twenty patients with LBP (10 male and 10 female,
age 43.0 6 17.5 years [mean 6 SD, range 15–73 years) were
included in the study if they had not consulted a physician for
LBP or leg pain in the past 6 months, or previously underwent
SMT (Table 1). Patients were excluded if they were pregnant,
had previous history of lumbar surgery, or presented any con-
traindication to SMT. After written and verbal explanation of
the protocol, patients signed a written informed consent form
acknowledging their participation.


Procedure. Patients completed history outcome assessment
questionnaires (visual analog score [VAS], SF-36, and Os-
westry Low Back Disability Index) and underwent a physical
and radiographic examination performed by a licensed chiro-
practic physician in accordance with standard clinical practice.
Based on these findings, patient symptomatology and physical
status were used for inclusion criteria in the study.


Each subject was placed in the prone position by use of a
motorized vertical/horizontal table (Softec/Tri-W-G, Valley
City, ND). Following skin preparation, pregelled, self-adhesive
1-cm silver/silver chloride bipolar electrodes (Easytrode
3SG3-N, MultiBioSensors, El Paso, TX) were attached 2.5 cm
apart bilaterally over the erector spinae at its aponeurotic ori-
gin overlying the multifidus at L5 and overlying the iliocostalis
lumborum at L3. The electrodes were positioned such that
thrusts could be delivered to both the spinous processes (SPs)
and transverse processes (TPs) without contact with the elec-
trodes or leads.


To normalize the surface, linear-enveloped electromyo-
graphic (sEMG) reflex data, active contraction of the trunk
muscles was performed. After a brief testing session, patients
were asked to perform three consecutive prone isometric trunk


extensions, lifting their chest and shoulders off the table max-
imally for 3 seconds while sEMG data were collected at 50 Hz
over a 30-second time interval. A 5-second rest was given be-
tween exertions. No trunk force measurement devices or trunk
confinement apparatus were employed. Linear-enveloped
sEMG (Noraxon Myotrace 10, Finland) and thrust force (PCB
model 201A03, Depew, NY) signals were recorded using a
Biopac MP100 (Biopac Systems, Inc., Santa Barbara, CA) 16-
bit data acquisition system directly into the computer using
Acknowledge software (Biopac Systems, Inc.). A linear enve-
lope detector circuit consisting of a zero offset full-wave recti-
fier and bandpass filter (16–500 Hz), followed by a low-pass
filter (10 msec time constant) was used to electronically process
the raw EMG signal. Hereafter, the linear enveloped surface
electromyographic signal will be referred to as sEMG.


Spinal Manipulative Therapy. An Activator Adjusting In-
strument (AAI, Activator Methods, Inc., Phoenix, AZ)
equipped with a preload control frame and impedance head
(load cell and accelerometer) was then used to systematically
deliver highly vocalized mechanical force, manually assisted
(MFMA) posteroanterior thrusts to several common spinal
landmarks (Figure 1). The AAI is a hand-held, manually acti-
vated and adjustable force, chiropractic manipulation instru-
ment that produces a loading history approximately 5 msec
and 150 N in peak amplitude.18 A total of 20 thrusts were
made on common treatment sites, including the left and right
posterior superior iliac spine, left and right sacral base 2 cm
lateral to the first sacral tubercle, S1, and L5, L4, L2, T12, T8
transverse (left and right), and SPs.


The thrusts were consistent with SMT used in routine chi-
ropractic practice, directed perpendicular to the body surface
curvature with a 25 N preload. Neuromuscular sEMG reflex
activity of the erector spinae muscles and thrust force were
recorded simultaneously during each thrust. An external trig-
ger was used to initiate data collection, and the linear-
enveloped sEMG and thrust force were sampled at 10 kHz over


Figure 1. The experimental setup for a spinal manipulative thrust
applied over the L4 spinous process. The hand-held spinal manip-
ulation device, the Activator Adjusting Instrument, equipped with
an impedance head and preload control frame, is shown with its
1 cm 80-durometer rubber tip attached to the end contacting the
patient. The device is manually activated by means of a spring
mechanism that propels a hammer into a stylus producing an
approximate 150 N force in about 5 msec. Electrode placement
adjacent to the L3 and L5 functional spinal units is shown.


Table 1. Patient Demographics


Parameter All Patients (n 5 20) Males (n 5 10) Females (n 5 10)


Age (yr) 43.0 (18.4) 52.2 (16.0) 33.7 (16.3)
Weight (kg) 72.9 (14.4) 83.0 (10.3) 62.9 (10.2)
Height (cm) 173.0 (10.3) 179.2 (7.4) 166.6 (9.1)


Values are mean (SD).
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a 273-msec time interval. The 20 MFMA thrusts and four
sEMG measurement sites resulted in a total of 80 sEMG mea-
surements per subject.


Data and Statistical Analyses. Baseline and peak sEMG val-
ues were obtained from each of the three trunk extension tasks,
and baseline-to-peak values were averaged to obtain the iso-
metric trunk extension task mean value (Ext). Baseline and
peak sEMG values were also determined from neuromuscular
reflex responses to the MFMA thrusts as follows. First, a peak
detector was used to find the force peak in the force–time his-
tory. A 10-msec window immediately before the force peak and
a 100-msec window immediately following were then analyzed
to obtain baseline sEMG minimum, maximum, peak–peak (p-
p), and mean values for each thrust. p-p reflex responses to
thrusts were then categorized according to eight different base-
line thresholds: .1.53, .2.03, .2.53, .3.03, .3.53,
.4.03, .4.53, and .5.03 the baseline p-p sEMG values. A
1.5-fold increase (1.53) represents a very weak reflex response,


whereas a fivefold increase (5.03) represents a very strong re-
flex response. Reflex response to the MFMA thrusts (relative
mean sEMG) was also quantified in terms of the isometric
trunk extension task mean value (Ext)29: relative mean sEMG
5 (Task 2 Rest)/(Ext 2 Rest), where Task and Rest corre-
spond to the mean sEMG responses obtained during the 100-
msec time window (post-thrust) and 10-msec time window
(baseline), respectively.


The number of positive reflex responses across the 20 pa-
tients was determined for each of the 20 thrusts according to
each of the p-p threshold criteria, and the number of responders
was determined for thrusts on the SPs and TPs. Thrusts applied
to the TPs were also assessed for contralateral reflex responses.
A chi square (a 5 0.05) analysis was performed to determine
whether all 20 thrusts and subtreatments (thrusts on TPs, SPs,
contralateral side) elicited the same response. A two-tailed t test
was used to determine whether p-p sEMG responses were dif-
ferent for the data grouped according to VAS (score #5 or .5),
Oswestry (disability index #10 or .10), LBP history (none–
subacute or chronic), and LBP symptom frequency (none–
intermittent or frequent–constant).


Figure 2. Typical load time, acceleration time, and linear-enveloped sEMG time responses for thrust applied to the L4 spinous process
(patient 17). In this example the approximately 10-kg peak force (6 4000 msec-2 peak acceleration) MFMA thrust produced a positive
sEMG response (p-p ratio threshold . 1.5) in all four sEMG leads.


Figure 3. Mean sEMG responses obtained for the combined L3
and L5 electromyographic leads (left and right) in response to
MFMA thrusts applied to the 20 segmental contact points. The
number of sEMG responses decreased with increasing p-p ratio
threshold (abscissa). For a given patient the maximum number of
responses was 80 (20 thrusts 3 4 electrodes). Error bars represent
standard deviation.


Table 2. Percent of Patients Exhibiting sEMG responses
for p-p Threshold Values Ranging From 1.53 Baseline to
5.03 Baseline in 0.53 Increments


p-p sEMG
Threshold L3–L L3–R L5–L L5–R


.1.53 100 100 95 100


.2.03 80 100 85 90


.2.53 65 80 75 70


.3.03 55 55 70 65


.3.53 50 35 70 65


.4.03 50 35 60 65


.4.53 40 35 60 60


.5.03 30 35 60 55
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Results


Demographic characteristics of the 20 patients are sum-
marized in Table 1. Nine patients reported a VAS score
$5, 10 reported that their LBP symptom frequency was
frequent–constant, 11 indicated that they had a chronic
history of LBP (.3 months), and 10 patients indicated that
their functional disability was $20% (Oswestry .10).


The mean intrasubject variation in sEMG output was
11.6% for the three isometric trunk extension trials.
There were no significant differences between the three
trunk extension tasks (paired observations t test), nor
were there any consistent changes in isometric trunk ex-
tension sEMG output patterns (increase, decrease, or
neutral). MFMA thrusts elicited positive sEMG re-
sponses in all of the 20 patients examined. The majority
of positive sEMG responses occurred within 4 msec
(range 2.4 –3.6 msec) of the thrust force peak and
reached peak magnitude within 50–100 msec of the
thrust force peak (Figure 2). The amplitude of the major-
ity of the sEMG responses were less than 10% of the
average isometric trunk extension value (relative mean 5
1.4%, standard deviation 5 1.6%), although some
thrusts elicited reflex responses up to 50% of the isomet-
ric trunk extension value. Lower amplitude reflex re-


sponses (p-p ratio ,2.53, average relative mean
,3.5%) tended to return to baseline values within the
273-msec recording time interval. However, the higher
amplitude reflex responses lasted longer than the 273-
msec recording time interval.


As expected, the p-p magnitude of the sEMG re-
sponses decreased with increasing p-p ratio threshold
(Figure 3). When the data were examined across both
patients and treatment locations, there was a 100%
sEMG response in three of four electrodes for at least one
treatment site at the 1.53 baseline threshold (Table 2).
At 5.03 baseline threshold values, sEMG responses de-
creased to less than 60% when examined across both
patients and treatment locations.


In a given subject, p-p ratio sEMG values showed a
significant positive linear correlation (R2 . 0.9) to the
relative mean sEMG. A relative mean sEMG of approx-
imately 3.5% of the isometric trunk extension sEMG
response corresponded to a p-p ratio sEMG response of
.2.53 the baseline threshold criteria. Hereafter, “posi-
tive” sEMG responses will be defined as sEMG signals
that increased to at least 2.53 the p-p baseline. Table 3
summarizes the number of positive sEMG responses ob-
tained as a function of thrust region and electrode site.
Overall, a positive sEMG response was obtained in 392


Figure 4. Number of positive sEMG responses (p-p ratio threshold
. 2.5) obtained at each of the 20 MFMA segmental contact points
for the L3 sEMG leads (a) and L5 sEMG leads (b). Open and closed
bars represent the number of left side and right side sEMG re-
sponses, respectively, of the 20 patients.


Figure 5. Number of positive L3 and L5 sEMG responses (p-p ratio
threshold . 2.5) obtained at each of the 10 transverse process
(TP) MFMA segmental contact points (a) and spinous process (SP)
MFMA segmental contact points (b) of the 20 subjects.
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(24.5%) of the 1600 total thrusts administered. The
sEMG response was found to be dependent on thrust
location. Treatments (overall, lumbar, thoracic, and SI)
also produced systematic and significantly different
sEMG responses (a 5 0.05). However, there were no
significant differences in left side versus right side sEMG
responses (L3 or L5 electrode) in response to thrusts
applied to the SPs.


The greatest sEMG response occurred for localized
thrusts delivered adjacent to the L5 and L3 electrodes,
and decreased in magnitude as the thrusts were deliv-
ered farther from the electrode sites. Figure 4 summa-
rizes the left side and right side L3 and L5 sEMG
responses for each of the 20 treatment sites. The stron-


gest positive L3 sEMG response was seen for thrusts
applied over the L2 and L4 processes (Figure 4a),
whereas more caudal segmental contact produced the
strongest positive electromyographic response in the
L5 electrodes (Figure 4b). Overall, thrusts applied
over the TPs produced more positive sEMG responses
(25.4% responders) than over the SPs (20.6%) (Figure
5 and Table 3). Left side and right side thrusts over
the TPs elicited positive contralateral L3 and L5
sEMG responses where across patients there was up to
a 35% (7 of 20 responders) positive sEMG contralat-
eral response. When the data were examined across
both patients and electrode site (L3 or L5, L or R),
there was a 95% (19 of 20 patients) positive sEMG
response.


There were no significant differences in subject sEMG
responses grouped according to VAS, Oswestry, LBP his-
tory, or LBP symptom frequency. However, the relative
response ratio of the mean sEMG responses for patients
classified according to the above clinical outcomes was
closely dependent on the sEMG p-p ratio threshold (Fig-
ure 6). Response ratios for patients classified on the basis
of Oswestry disability index, VAS score, and LBP symp-
tom frequency tended to increase with increasing sEMG
p-p ratio threshold. In particular, the sEMG response
ratio for LBP symptom frequency increased from a
nearly 1:1 ratio to a nearly 2:1 ratio as the p-p ratio
threshold increased from .1.5 to .5.0. Differences in
sEMG responses for patients with frequent–constant
LBP in comparison with patients with occasional–
intermittent LBP approached significance (P 5 0.12) at
the highest p-p ratio threshold examined. In the case of
patients classified according to LBP history there was a
decrease in the sEMG response ratio above a p-p ratio
threshold of 3.5.


Discussion


The current study represents the first systematic investi-
gation of sEMG reflex responses in patients treated for


Figure 6. Changes in the response rate (ratio of mean number of
sEMG responses) within each clinical category as a function of
p-p ratio threshold. Response ratios for four clinical categories are
shown: patient functional disability status (Oswestry . 10/
Oswestry # 10), symptomatology (VAS . 5/VAS #), LBP history
(chronic/none subacute), and LBP symptom frequency (frequent-
constant/occasional-intermittent). All four clinical categories were
associated with an increasing response ratio with increasing p-p
ratio, although there was a decrease in the LBP history response
rate above a p-p ratio threshold of 3.5.


Table 3. Summary of Positive sEMG Responses (Threshold 5 2.53 Baseline) to MFMA Thrusts


Thrust
Location


L3 Electrode L5 Electrode


CombinedLeft Right L 1 R Left Right L 1 R


All levels 84 84 168 101 123 224 392
(20 thrusts) (21.0) (21.0) (21.0) (25.3) (30.8) (28.0) (24.5)
Thoracic 10 5 15 2 7 9 24
(6 thrusts) (12.5) (6.3) (9.4) (2.5) (8.8) (5.6) (7.5)
Lumbar 57 68 125 60 66 126 251
(9 thrusts) (31.7) (37.8) (34.7) (33.3) (36.7) (35.0) (34.9)
Sacroiliac 17 11 28 39 50 89 117
(5 thrusts) (17.0) (11.0) (14.0) (39.0) (50.0) (44.5) (29.3)
SPs 18 21 39 25 35 60 99
(6 thrusts) (15.0) (17.5) (16.3) (20.8) (29.2) (25.0) (20.6)
TPs 52 55 107 46 50 96 203
(10 thrusts) (26.0) (27.5) (26.8) (23.0) (25.0) (24.0) (25.4)


Total number of responses are shown for each electrode lead, left 1 right (L 1 R) L3 leads, L5 leads, and combined (L3 1 L5) leads. Values in parentheses are
percentage of electrode responses to all thrusts applied to a given region or contact point. In the case of thrusts at “All levels” there were a total of 20 thrusts 3
20 patients per electrode. SPs 5 spinous processes; TPs 5 transverse processes.
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LBP using SMT. We found consistent neuromuscular re-
flex responses to MFMA manipulative thrusts applied to
the thoracolumbar spine and sacroiliac joints. Neuro-
muscular reflex responses were observed for thrusts de-
livered over bony landmarks (SPs) as well as for segmen-
tal contact points overlying erector spinae muscle (TPs).
Thrusts delivered to the TPs also elicited contralateral
reflex responses. The amplitude and frequency of the
reflex responses were found to vary appreciably among
patients and corresponded closely with self-reported
measures of pain and disability. Thus, patients with
more severe LBP characteristics tended to have more hy-
perneuromuscular responses. However, no significant
differences were found for patients grouped according to
pain and disability, most likely reflecting the relatively
small number of patients examined.


Our results support the findings of previous work by
Herzog et al13 who found consistent neuromuscular re-
sponses to manual SMT in 10 asymptomatic young men.
They reported that the reflex responses occurred within
50–100 msec after the onset of the thrust, lasting 100–
400 msec. Symons et al38 conducted an experiment using
MFMA SMT and observed that approximately 68% of
the thrusts resulted in a detectable reflex response (33
baseline), which is consistent with our findings. Both of
these studies, however, limited their analysis to a rela-
tively small sample of asymptomatic young subjects and
did not quantify the force–time histories of the reflex
responses compared with the application of the SMT.


We found that neuromuscular reflex responses oc-
curred within 2–4 msec of initiation of the thrust, which
corresponds temporally with the thrust maximum force.
The onset of reflex responses during MFMA thrusts is
consistent with intraspinal conduction times and spinal
reflex times for muscle stretch (2–7 msec).4,9 Notewor-
thy are the findings that very short duration (,5 msec)
MFMA thrusts produce neuromuscular reflex responses
that are similar to manual SMT for which force–time
histories are approximately 400 msec in duration.13


These authors also noted that the onset of the reflex
response during manual SMT corresponded temporally
to the thrust maximum force, in this case approximately
100 msec after the initiation of the thrust. Our findings
support the notion that the production of neuromuscular
reflex response is thought to be dependent on the rate of
change in force and deformation during the treatment
rather than the force or stretch magnitude itself.12,13


We also observed that many MFMA SMT reflex re-
sponses, particularly higher amplitude reflex responses,
lasted longer than the 273-msec data acquisition record-
ing time interval. Because there was a general trend for
higher amplitude reflex responses in those patients re-
porting more frequent to constant LBP, we hypothesize
that this may reflect an underlying physiologic alteration
of the back musculature. We cannot elaborate further on
this important issue because the extremely short dura-
tion force–time history of the MFMA SMT thrust neces-
sitated acquiring the force–time and sEMG–time history


data at a very high acquisition rate (10 kHz), which lim-
ited our recording time to 273 msec. This was the max-
imum time interval that our data acquisition equipment
could sample: 6 channels at 10 kHz. Longer duration
sEMG recordings should be conducted to more fully
characterize the reflex response of the paraspinal
musculature.


Experimental muscle pain has been found to be asso-
ciated with increased stretch reflex amplitude in other
studies.21,22,47 This finding, if confirmed in a larger
group of patients, may in the future assist in objective
documentation of LBP patients. While we postulate that
the sEMG responses to MFMA SMT may arise from a
wide variety of discoligamentous and muscular afferents,
more work is needed to determine which spinal constit-
uents mediate the electromyographic signals.


Neuromuscular reflex responses were also observed in
response to thrusts delivered several segments cephalad
and caudal to the electrode locations. This is consistent
with the findings by previous investigators13,36 and pre-
sumably reflects the multisegmental anatomic nature of
the erector spinae,16 for which sensory inputs are known
to ascend or descend as much as three or four spinal
levels via interneuronal connections with motor neu-
rons.3,10 Given that MFMA thrusts applied to the T12
SPs have been found to cause significant rotations of the
L3–L4 and L4–L5 functional spinal units,26 distal reflex
responses are not surprising. Deformation of mechano-
sensitive afferents has been found to be associated with
reflex responses in the adjacent musculature in other
studies.15,27,34,35 Such global responses may result from
neural integrations of local reflex responses or from me-
chanical deformation of mechanosensitive afferents lo-
cated distally from the segmental contact point.9,33


The 1-cm2 contact surface of the instrument used in
our study allowed us to impart highly localized thrusts
adjacent to the sEMG leads. However, a limitation of the
current study is the possibility that thrust-induced mo-
tion artifacts may have produced unwanted signals in the
sEMG electrodes. Although we cannot absolutely assert
that motion artifacts did not influence the sEMG signal,
we found that thrusts over the SPs resulted in compara-
ble sEMG signals in comparison to thrusts over the ad-
jacent TPs. In addition, the signal conditioning equip-
ment used eliminated low frequency muscle–skin and
electrode motion artifact phenomena using an electronic
feedback technique to cancel out low frequency changes
in the acquired physiologic signal.


Additional work is required to elucidate the short-
and long-term temporal relationships between mechani-
cal characteristics of SMT thrusts (force amplitude and
duration) and neuromuscular responses. Recently, Keller
and Colloca17 reported a statistically significant 21%
increase in sEMG output in LBP subjects following
MFMA SMT. This finding led the authors to hypothesize
that neuromuscular reflex effects of spinal manipulation
may improve the functional capacity of the targeted
trunk muscles. This work and that of others investigating
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the physiologic responses in patients with musculoskele-
tal disorders37 assist to clarify the role of spinal manip-
ulative treatment in this patient population. Longer du-
ration sEMG recordings should be conducted to more
fully characterize the reflex response of the paraspinal
musculature. Information obtained from such studies
may ultimately maximize potential therapeutic benefits
of SMT and serve to objectively evaluate LBP patients.


Conclusions


The current study demonstrated that MFMA SMT pro-
duced consistent, generally localized sEMG responses in
LBP patients. The fact that reflex responses are stimu-
lated by brief-duration dynamic mechanical thrusts sug-
gests that neurophysiologic processes may be linked to
putative SMT results. In this regard, identification of
neuromuscular characteristics, together with a compre-
hensive assessment of patient functional, physical, and
subjective health status, may provide for better under-
standing of the lumbar spinal disorders and for clarifica-
tion of the mechanisms and significance of SMT.
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Key Points


● Consistent localized neuromuscular reflex re-
sponses occur in the adjacent trunk musculature
during spinal manipulative therapy in patients with
low back pain.
● The time to peak tension of the surface electro-
myographic magnitude ranged from 50 to 200
msec, and the reflex response times ranged from 2
to 4 msec.
● Patients with frequent to constant back pain
tended to have higher electromyographic responses
in comparison with patients with occasional to in-
termittent pain.
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New Study Reveals Benefits of  
Multiple-Impulse Chiropractic Adjusting 
 
May 1, 2006 
 


PHOENIX, Arizona – A new study published April 6, 2006 in the journal Chiropractic 
and Osteopathy (BioMed Central) has determined that multiple-impulse chiropractic 
adjustments can create up to 25% more vertebral movement than single chiropractic thrusts.  
This study represents the first biomechanical investigation of the effect of multiple-impulse 
thrusts on vertebral motions.  “The results are quite convincing,” said the study’s lead author, 
Tony Keller, Ph.D., a Bioengineer from the Musculoskeletal Research Laboratory, a Division of 
the Florida Orthopaedic Institute headquartered in Tampa, FL.  “This was the first time we 
examined what happens during repeated impulsive-type chiropractic thrusts, and the data 
clearly shows that something favorably interesting is occurring during a pulse-train series of 
chiropractic adjustments,” added Dr. Keller. 


By definition, impulsive-type chiropractic adjustments are thrusts that are extremely fast; 
“those too fast for the human hand to be able to deliver,” stated Dr. Chris Colloca, a Phoenix, 
Arizona based chiropractor who co-authored of the study.   The research used the Impulse 
Adjusting Instrument® (Neuromechanical Innovations, Phoenix, AZ) which has been shown to 
produce chiropractic adjustments at a rate of about a hundred times faster than traditional 
manual type chiropractic adjustments.  Using the Impulse® device the first thrust was 
compared to a series of consecutive thrusts delivered six times per second (6 Hz) to the 
spinous processes of sheep.  Using high-tech tri-axial accelerometers, the intersegmental 
motions of the vertebrae were able to be measured and compared between the initial thrust 
and subsequent thrusts.  The research revealed a general trend toward maximizing vertebral 
motions typically anywhere between the third and eighth thrust. 


“This research shows us that we can improve the spinal mobility during the chiropractic 
adjustment goes a long way towards helping us understand adjustment dosage,” said Dr. 
Colloca.  “Other instrument adjusting techniques have taught chiropractors to only thrust once.  
We now have evidence that one thrust might not be doing the job,” said co-author Deed 
Harrison, D.C., a chiropractic practitioner and researcher from Elko, NV.  “In previous 
research, it was shown how the Impulse® Instrument has improved on its spring-loaded 
predecessors by tuning the waveform to the natural frequency of the body while improving the 
speed and range of forces produced over the activation-type devices.  Now, we also know that 
you can move the vertebrae even more with multiple-impulse adjusting,” added Dr. Colloca. 


“It’s an exciting time for chiropractic to investigate its methods within the scientific 
community to improve delivery of patient care,” stated Keller.  The research represents a rare 
multi-disciplinary collaboration at the Institute for Medical and Veterinary Science in affiliation 
with the Adelaide Center for Spinal Research (Adelaide, South Australia) combining talents 
from chiropractic and bioengineering with experts in orthopaedic surgery and pathology with 
co-authors Robert Gunzburg, M.D., Ph.D., and Robert Moore, Ph.D.  The research team has 
combined on a number of studies published in a variety of scientific journals including the 
European Spine Journal, Journal of Biomechanics, Journal of Manipulative and Physiological 
Therapeutics, and Spine among others.  The research was supported by Chiropractic 
Biophysics Non-profit, Inc., through generous grants from its members and its largest 
individual supporter, Dr. William Harris’ Foundation for the Advancement of Chiropractic 
Education.  A free-copy of the study can be downloaded at 
http://www.chiroandosteo.com/content/14/1/6. 


For more information on the Impulse Adjusting Instrument® call 480-785-8442 or visit 
www.neuromechanical.com. 
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Abstract
Background: Spinal manipulation has been found to create demonstrable segmental and
intersegmental spinal motions thought to be biomechanically related to its mechanisms. In the case
of impulsive-type instrument device comparisons, significant differences in the force-time
characteristics and concomitant motion responses of spinal manipulative instruments have been
reported, but studies investigating the response to multiple thrusts (multiple impulse trains) have
not been conducted. The purpose of this study was to determine multi-axial segmental and
intersegmental motion responses of ovine lumbar vertebrae to single impulse and multiple impulse
spinal manipulative thrusts (SMTs).


Methods: Fifteen adolescent Merino sheep were examined. Tri-axial accelerometers were
attached to intraosseous pins rigidly fixed to the L1 and L2 lumbar spinous processes under
fluoroscopic guidance while the animals were anesthetized. A hand-held electromechanical
chiropractic adjusting instrument (Impulse) was used to apply single and repeated force impulses
(13 total over a 2.5 second time interval) at three different force settings (low, medium, and high)
along the posteroanterior axis of the T12 spinous process. Axial (AX), posteroanterior (PA), and
medial-lateral (ML) acceleration responses in adjacent segments (L1, L2) were recorded at a rate
of 5000 samples per second. Peak-peak segmental accelerations (L1, L2) and intersegmental
acceleration transfer (L1–L2) for each axis and each force setting were computed from the
acceleration-time recordings. The initial acceleration response for a single thrust and the maximum
acceleration response observed during the 12 multiple impulse trains were compared using a
paired observations t-test (POTT, alpha = .05).


Results: Segmental and intersegmental acceleration responses mirrored the peak force magnitude
produced by the Impulse Adjusting Instrument. Accelerations were greatest for AX and PA
measurement axes. Compared to the initial impulse acceleration response, subsequent multiple
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SMT impulses were found to produce significantly greater (3% to 25%, P < 0.005) AX, PA and ML
segmental and intersegmental acceleration responses. Increases in segmental motion responses
were greatest for the low force setting (18%–26%), followed by the medium (5%–26%) and high
(3%–26%) settings. Adjacent segment (L1) motion responses were maximized following the
application of several multiple SMT impulses.


Conclusion: Knowledge of the vertebral motion responses produced by impulse-type,
instrument-based adjusting instruments provide biomechanical benchmarks that support the
clinical rationale for patient treatment. Our results indicate that impulse-type adjusting instruments
that deliver multiple impulse SMTs significantly increase multi-axial spinal motion.


Background
Spinal manipulation is the most commonly performed
therapeutic procedure provided by doctors of chiropractic
[1]. Likewise, chiropractic techniques have evolved over
the past few decades providing clinicians with new
choices in the delivery of particular force-time profiles
that are deemed appropriate for a particular patient or
condition. In Australia, Canada, and the United States of
America mechanical force manually assisted (MFMA) pro-
cedures are one of the most popular chiropractic adjusting
technique, utilized by approximately 70% of chiroprac-
tors [2]. Clinically, single impulse, short duration, MFMA
spinal adjustment procedures have been shown to mobi-
lize or oscillate the spine [3-6], elicit neurophysiologic
responses [5-10], and enhance acute trunk muscle func-
tion [11], However, basic experimental evidence is still
lacking that can identify biomechanical mechanisms
linked to beneficial therapeutic procedures [12].


Both experimental studies [3,4,13-15] and mathematical
models [16,17] indicate that the motion response of the
lumbar spine is dependent on the force magnitude, force-
time profile and force vector applied. Biomechanical com-
parisons of hand-held, MFMA-type chiropractic adjusting
instruments indicate that the force-time profile (shape,
amplitude and duration) significantly affects spinal
motion, and suggests that instruments can be tuned to
provide optimal force delivery [6,15]. Indeed, a recent
animal study [18] demonstrated that oscillatory mechan-
ical forces applied at or near the natural frequency of the
lumbar spine are associated with significantly greater dis-
placements (over 2-fold) in comparison to forces that are
static or quasi-static. Other animal studies have shown
that lumbar spine neuromuscular responses and vertebral
displacements are enhanced by increasing force ampli-
tude and pulse duration, while vertebral oscillations
(acceleration amplitude and duration) are increased by
increasing force amplitude and decreasing pulse duration
[6]. We are not aware of any studies, however, that have
investigated the biomechanical response of the spine to
repeated or multiple impulse MFMA-type mechanical
excitation.


The inherent goal of chiropractic adjustments are to
induce spinal mobility, therefore research methodology
that identifies mechanisms to increase spinal motion is of
paramount importance and of great interest to researchers
and clinicians. The purpose of this study was to determine
the multi-axial segmental and intersegmental motion
(acceleration) responses of ovine lumbar vertebral sub-
jected to single and multiple impulse spinal manipulative
thrusts (SMTs).


Methods
Animal preparation
Fifteen adolescent Merino sheep (mean 47.7 s.d. 4.9 kg)
were examined using a research protocol approved by the
Animal Ethics Committees and Institutional Review
Board of the Institute of Medical and Veterinary Science
(Adelaide, South Australia). Sheep were fasted for 24
hours prior to surgery and anesthesia was induced with an
intravenous injection of 1 g thiopentone. General
anesthesia was maintained after endotracheal intubation
by 2.5% halothane and monitored by pulse oximetry and
end tidal CO2 measurement. Animals were ventilated and
the respiration rate was linked to the tidal volume keeping
the monitored C02 between 40–60 mmHg.


Accelerometers
Following anesthesia, the animals were placed in a stand-
ardized prone-lying position with the abdomen and tho-
rax supported by a rigid wooden platform and foam
padding, respectively, thereby positioning the lumbar
spine parallel to the operating table and load frame. Fol-
lowing animal preparation, 10-g piezoelectric tri-axial
accelerometers (Crossbow Model CXL100HF3, Crossbow
Technology, Inc., San Jose, CA) were attached to intraos-
seous pins that were rigidly fixed to the L1 and L2 lumbar
spinous processes under fluoroscopic guidance (Figure 1).
The accelerometers are high frequency vibration measure-
ment devices comprised of an advanced piezoelectric
material integrated with signal conditioning (charge amp)
and current regulation electronics. The sensors feature low
noise (300-µg rms), wide bandwidth (0.3 – 10,000 Hz)
and low nonlinearity (<1% of full scale) and are precision
calibrated by the manufacturer. The x-, y- and z-axes of the
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accelerometer were oriented with respect to the medial-
lateral (ML), posterior-anterior (PA) and cranial-caudal or
axial (AX) axes of the vertebrae. The in situ natural fre-
quency of the pin and transducer was determined intraop-
eratively by "tapping" the pins in the ML, PA and AX axes,
and was found to be greater than 80 Hertz. This is approx-
imately 20 times greater than the natural frequency of the
ovine spine [18], which also exhibits significantly damped
motion responses (increased stiffness) for oscillatory PA
loads above 15 Hz.


SMT testing protocol
An Impulse Adjusting Instrument® (Neuromechanical
Innovations, LLC, Phoenix, AZ, U.S.A., Impulse) was used
to apply posteroanterior (PA) spinal manipulative thrusts
to the T12 spinous process of the ovine spine (Figure 1).
The T12 spinous process was located by palpation as the
first spinous process cephalad to the fluoroscopically ver-


ified L1 vertebra containing the accelerometer pin mount.
The neoprene end member of the stylus was then placed
on the spinous process of T12 and held perpendicularly
with a preload of 20 N. Thirteen mechanical excitation
impulses were applied over a 2.5 second interval and
included a single impulse followed one-half second later
by twelve mechanical excitation pulse trains delivered
every 160 ms. The Impulse Adjusting Instrument utilizes
a microprocessor-controlled electromagnetic coil to pro-
duce a haversine-like impulse, approximately 2 ms in
duration. Haversine impulse profiles result in a uniform
mechanical energy delivery to the test structure over a
broad frequency range [6,18], in this case 0 to 200 Hz.


The pulse trains were applied at three different force set-
tings: low (133 N), medium (245 N), and high (380 N).
Based upon bench-test experiments, the precision of
Impulse device (CoV = standard deviation/mean) was
3.5%, 2.4%, and 1.0% for the low, medium and high
force settings, respectively. A doctor of chiropractic with
ten years clinical experience administered spinal manipu-
lative thrusts. L1 and L2 vertebral accelerations were
recorded at a sampling frequency of 5,000 Hz using a 16
channel, 16-bit MP150 data acquisition system (Biopac
Systems, Inc., Goleta, CA, U.S.A.). The sampling period
(0.2 ms) was an order of magnitude greater than the
Impulse force pulse duration, and the sampling frequency
was nearly two orders of magnitude greater than the natu-
ral frequency of the pin-accelerometer-bone mount,
which ensured that the SMT-induced vertebral oscillations
were captured with appropriate signal bandwidth.


Data analysis and statistics
Acceleration transfer (L1–L2, m/sec2, 9.81 m/sec2 = 1-g)
between the L1 and L2 vertebrae was estimated by sub-
tracting the L2 accelerometer acceleration-time curve from
the L1 acceleration-time curve. The maximum peak-peak
acceleration response during the multi-pulse phase (total
of 12 pulse trains) was determined and compared to the
peak-peak segmental and intersegmental acceleration
response obtained during the first impulse. A paired
observations t-test was used to determine if the accelera-
tion response during the multi-pulse phase was signifi-
cantly greater than the initial single impulse (POTT, p <
.05 – significant difference). Descriptive statistics (mean,
standard deviation S.D.) were also computed, and the
changes in motion responses are reported as a percentage
of the first thrust.


Results
Typical segmental (L1, L2) and intersegmental (L1–L2)
acceleration responses obtained from the multiple
impulse adjusting protocol are shown in Figure 2. The
short duration (2 ms) mechanical excitation produced by
the Impulse Adjusting Instrument® elicited oscillations in


Experimental setup illustrating the Impulse Adjusting Instru-ment® positioned over the T12 spinous process and the two triaxial accelerometers rigidly attached to stainless steel pins at L1 and L2Figure 1
Experimental setup illustrating the Impulse Adjusting Instru-
ment® positioned over the T12 spinous process and the two 
triaxial accelerometers rigidly attached to stainless steel pins 
at L1 and L2.
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the adjacent vertebrae that damped out after approxi-
mately 100 to 150 ms. Segmental and intersegmental
acceleration responses mirrored the peak force magnitude
produced by the Impulse Adjusting Instrument®. Acceler-
ations were greatest for AX, followed by PA and ML meas-
urement axes and increased in a linear manner with
increasing force magnitude (Table 1). At the highest force
setting, the L1 segment ML and PA acceleration responses
were 5.6% and 15.4% greater, respectively, in comparison
to the L2 segment. The AX accelerations were 17.5% lower
at the L1 segment in comparison to the L2 segment (high
force setting).


Compared to the initial single impulse acceleration
response, subsequent SMT impulses produced signifi-
cantly greater (3% to 25%, P < 0.005) AX, PA and ML seg-
mental and intersegmental acceleration responses
(Figures 3, 4, 5). Increases in segmental motion responses
(ML, PA, AX) were greatest for the low force setting (18%–


26%), followed by the medium (5%–26%) and high
(3%–26%) settings. ML, PA and AX motion responses in
the L1 segment (adjacent to the applied force) were max-
imized after the 7th, 5th and 3rd SMT impulse (high force
setting), respectively. The PA motion response was maxi-
mized after the 4th SMT impulse for the low and medium
force settings.


Discussion
Increased segmental and intersegmental acceleration
responses were observed when multiple force impulses
were applied to the ovine lumbar spine. The increased
motion response most likely reflects the dynamic nature
of the Impulse Adjusting Instrument®, which has a short
force-time pulse duration (approximately 2 milliseconds)
and causes the ovine spine to oscillate or vibrate for up to
150 ms following the application of the force impulse.
The haversine wave shape of the Impulse Adjusting Instru-
ment® creates an efficient mechanical excitation and


Typical segmental (L1, superior and L2, inferior) and intersegmental (L1–L2) medial-lateral (ML), posterior-anterior (PA), and axial acceleration responses (m/s2) during the application of haversine-like mechanical excitation to the ovine spine (high force setting at T12 spinous process, 13 pulse trains)Figure 2
Typical segmental (L1, superior and L2, inferior) and intersegmental (L1–L2) medial-lateral (ML), posterior-anterior (PA), and 
axial acceleration responses (m/s2) during the application of haversine-like mechanical excitation to the ovine spine (high force 
setting at T12 spinous process, 13 pulse trains).
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energy transfer to the spine, which in turn excites a broad
range of vibration frequencies (0–200 Hz) in the con-
tacted and adjacent vertebral segments [6]. This frequency
range encompassing the resonant frequency (4 Hz) of the
ovine spine [18] which, when coupled with the repeated
(multiple impulse) mechanical excitation of the spine,
amplifies the spinal motion response. Increasing vertebral
motions via tuning the frequency and speed of the
mechanical inputs during SMT has long been an objective
of chiropractic delivery, especially in the development of
chiropractic adjusting instruments [16,17,19,20].


A number of studies have quantified the applied forces
and concomitant mechanical response of the spine during
SMT [9,19-24]. In previous work, we have demonstrated


that the stiffness and therefore motion response of differ-
ent regions of the human [20,25] and animal [18] lumbar
spine varied with the mechanical stimulus frequency.
Knowledge of the frequency-dependent stiffness charac-
teristics of the spine aids chiropractors in determining the
manner in which forces are transmitted to the spine dur-
ing chiropractic adjustment/spinal manipulation. Such
information is important in assessing the biomechanical
characteristics of chiropractic treatments, spinal mode-
ling, treatment efficacy, and assessment of risk in the
medicolegal arena. To our knowledge, this is the first
study to quantify the motion response of the lumbar spine
during repeated impulse loading. Our findings indicate
that application of multiple short-duration impulses to
the spine can increase the magnitude of ensuing vertebral
oscillations.


The chiropractic adjusting instrument examined in this
study (Impulse Adjusting Instrument®) produces a force-
time profile with a very short pulse duration (2 ms).
Forces that are relatively large in magnitude, but act for a
very short time (much less than the natural period of
oscillation of the structure), are called impulsive [19].
Impulsive forces acting on a mass will result in a sudden
change in velocity, but are typically associated with
smaller amplitude displacements in comparison to longer
duration forces. However, the sudden change in velocity
associated with impulsive forces causes the spine to oscil-
late or vibrate for long periods of time. In the current
study we observed that the ovine spine oscillated for a
period of time roughly equal to the time interval between
impulses (e.g. 160 ms). This corresponds to an impulse
loading frequency of 6.25 Hertz, and the application of
repeated mechanical excitation resulted in a continuous
chain of oscillations in the sheep spine.


The motion response of the spine is closely coupled to the
frequency or the time history of the applied force [16].
When external mechanical forces are applied at or near the
natural frequency of the spine, greater segmental and
intersegmental displacements result (over 2-fold) in com-
parison to external forces that are static or quasi-static
[16]. Thus, it is possible to achieve comparable segmental
and intersegmental motion responses for lower applied
forces during spinal manipulation, provided that the
forces are delivered over time intervals at or near the
period corresponding to the natural frequency. Based on
the findings of this study, application of repeated
mechanical excitation at 6.25 Hertz produces a signifi-
cantly increased segmental and intersegmental motion
response – up to 26% increase in adjacent segment accel-
eration following the application of several consecutive
SMT impulses. Since the oscillations induced in the spine
are mostly damped out prior to the onset of the next pulse
train, the increased acceleration response is most likely


Mean percent change (maximum multi-impulse value com-pared to first impulse) in low force, segmental (L1, L2) and intersegmental (L1–L2) acceleration responses for the medial-lateral (ML), posterior-anterior (PA), and axial (AX) axesFigure 3
Mean percent change (maximum multi-impulse value com-
pared to first impulse) in low force, segmental (L1, L2) and 
intersegmental (L1–L2) acceleration responses for the 
medial-lateral (ML), posterior-anterior (PA), and axial (AX) 
axes. Asterisks (*) indicate significant change from first 
impulse.


Table 1: Initial thrust (impulse thrust 1) mean segmental (L1, L2) 
and intersegmental (L1–L2) acceleration responses (m/sec2). 
Standard deviations are shown in parentheses.


Impulse Setting Segment ML (S.D.) PA (S.D.) AX (S.D.)


Low L1 10.0 (4.0) 36.1 (12.0) 44.6 (11.0)
L2 8.8 (4.5) 30.7 (10.7) 47.2 (14.8)


L1–L2 10.1 (3.2) 24.5 (9.3) 39.7 (19.6)
Medium L1 14.3 (7.1) 71.4 (30.4) 86.7 (31.9)


L2 14.2 (7.4) 66.2 (21.7) 92.8 (32.9)
L1–L2 15.3 (6.6) 49.9 (19.5) 81.0 (35.9)


High L1 27.5 (14.3) 134.4 (46.3) 130.6 (62.8)
L2 26.1 (14.2) 116.4 (36.1) 158.3 (41.2)


L1–L2 29.1 (13.1) 107.0 (61.8) 136.8 (64.8)
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due to mechanical conditioning of the spinal tissues, a
desired feature in accomplishing chiropractic adjustment.
Noteworthy, axial and medial-lateral accelerations were
observed that represent a coupled response to the PA (dor-
soventral) forces applied to the ovine spine. We have pre-
viously shown that PA thrusts induce coupled motions in
both the ML and AX axes [4]. Coupled motions are
dependent on a number of factors, including spinal geom-
etry and material properties as well as the force vector
applied [16]. As noted in the aforementioned paper, the
motion response and coupling are dependent on the
intrinsic material properties and geometry, which vary
from segment to segment, producing complicated pat-
terns load transmission within the spinal column. Indeed,
the decreased axial acceleration response (6–10%)
observed for the segment closest to the thrust most likely
reflects underlying spinal geometry and material proper-
ties. Further research is needed to improve the mechanical
excitation characteristics of chiropractic adjustment/spi-
nal manipulation devices and treatment regimes, includ-
ing force vector, force amplitude, force duration, force-
time profile and number of oscillations or impulses
applied. We hypothesize that optimization of the
mechanical excitation delivered to the spine will enhance
neuromechanical and clinical responses in patients.


There are inherent limitations of this study. First and fore-
most, an animal model was used to study the motion
response of the spine. The sheep spine is comprised of


structures (ligaments, bone, intervertebral discs) that have
qualitatively similar properties as the human spine
[26,27], but differ in a number of respects, most notably
geometry or morphology. Sheep lumbar vertebrae, and
vertebrae of other ungulates (hoofed animals) are more
slender and smaller in size compared to human lumbar
vertebrae. As a result, the PA stiffness of the ovine lumbar
spine is substantially lower (approximately 4-fold) than
the human lumbar spine [18]. However, using an animal
model we were able to perform invasive measurements of
bone movement, which are otherwise difficult to perform
in humans [3-5]. Measurement of bone movement using
intra-osseous pins equipped with accelerometers [3-5]
and other invasive motion measurement devices [28,29]
has been previously shown to be a very precise measure of
spine segmental motion. Moreover, the short duration
(impulsive) mechanical excitation produced very small
displacements in the T12 and adjacent vertebrae so the
coordinate axes of the vertebrae and accelerometers did
not change appreciably. Hence, intersegmental accelera-
tion transfer could be estimated directly from the acceler-
ation-time recordings of the adjacent sensors. However,
subtraction of the L1 and L2 time-domain signals to
obtain the intersegmental motion response does not take
into account the inherent phase differences in the acceler-
ation-time signals. A more comprehensive frequency
domain analysis of the acceleration data could be per-
formed [3,16], but this was beyond the scope of this
paper.


In addition, testing was performed on anesthetized sheep,
so muscle tone was deficient during the tests. The presence
of normal or hyper-normal muscle tone may modulate
the vibration response of the spine, so we are currently
conducting impulsive force measurements while the ani-
mals are undergoing muscle stimulation. Finally, verte-
bral bone acceleration measurements were obtained for
vertebrae (L1, L2) adjacent to the point of force applica-
tion, but we did not quantify the acceleration response of
the segment under test (T12) as the accelerometer pin
mount and force vector applied precluded contacting the
instrumented segment. As a result, the motion amplifica-
tion response that we observed in adjacent segments fol-
lowing repeated loading may not be representative of the
response of the segment under test, which is deemed by
most practitioners to be of primary importance. Adjacent
segment motion responses, however, are important as it is
our belief that the putative effects of MFMA procedures are
due to intersegmental motions, which are more similar to
intersegmental motions predicted for manual thrusts, as
opposed to segmental motions, which are very dissimilar
in comparison to manual thrusts [4,5,16,17]. Additional
work is needed to quantify both the thrust segment and
adjacent segment motion responses to repeated mechani-
cal excitation.


Mean percent change (maximum multi-impulse value com-pared to first impulse) in medium force, segmental (L1, L2) and intersegmental (L1–L2) acceleration responses for the medial-lateral (ML), posterior-anterior (PA), and axial (AX) axesFigure 4
Mean percent change (maximum multi-impulse value com-
pared to first impulse) in medium force, segmental (L1, L2) 
and intersegmental (L1–L2) acceleration responses for the 
medial-lateral (ML), posterior-anterior (PA), and axial (AX) 
axes. Asterisks (*) indicate significant change from first 
impulse.
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Conclusion
Our results indicate that repeated multiple-impulse
mechanical excitation using an impulsive-type adjusting
instrument significantly increases spine motion during
the application of multiple impulse SMTs. In principle,
mechanical interventions could be tuned to provide spe-
cific force delivery for desired biomechanical outcomes
including vertebral motion.
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Validation of a Noninvasive Dynamic Spinal Stiffness
Assessment Methodology in an Animal Model of
Intervertebral Disc Degeneration


Christopher J. Colloca, DC,* Tony S. Keller, PhD,† Robert J. Moore, PhD,‡
Deed E. Harrison, DC,§ and Robert Gunzburg, MD, PhD¶


Study Design. An experimental in vivo ovine model of
intervertebral disc degeneration was used to quantify the
dynamic motion response of the lumbar spine.


Objective. The purpose of this study was to: (1) com-
pare invasively measured lumbar vertebral bone acceler-
ation responses to noninvasive displacement responses,
and (2) determine the effects of a single level degenera-
tive intervertebral disc lesion on these responses.


Summary of Background Data. Biomechanical tech-
niques have been established to quantify vertebral mo-
tion responses, yet their invasiveness limits their use in a
clinical setting.


Methods. Twenty-five Merino sheep were examined;
15 with surgically induced disc degeneration at L1–L2 and
10 controls. Triaxial accelerometers were rigidly fixed to
the L1 and L2 spinous processes and dorsoventral (DV)
mechanical excitation (20–80 N, 100 milliseconds) was
applied to L3 using a spinal dynamometer. Peak force and
displacement and peak-peak acceleration responses were
computed for each trial and a least squares regression
analysis assessed the correlation between L3 displace-
ment and adjacent (L2) segment acceleration responses.
An analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) was performed to
test the homogeneity of slopes derived from the regres-
sion analysis and to assess the mean differences.


Results. A significant, positive, linear correlation was
found between the DV displacement of L3 and the DV ac-
celeration measured at L2 for both normal (R2 � 0.482, P �
0.001) and degenerated disc groups (R2 � 0.831, P � 0.001).
The L3 DV displacement was significantly lower (ANCOVA,
P � 0.001) for the degenerated group (mean: 10.39 mm) in
comparison to the normal group (mean: 9.07 mm). Mean
peak-peak L2–L1 DV acceleration transfer was also signifi-
cantly reduced from 12.40 m/s2 to 5.50 m/s2 in the degener-
ated animal group (ANCOVA, P � 0.001).


Conclusion. The findings indicate that noninvasive dis-
placement measurements of the prone-lying animal can
be used to estimate the segmental and intersegmental
motions in both normal and pathologic spines.


Key words: biomechanics, disc degeneration, lumbar
spine, stiffness. Spine 2009;34:1900–1905


Knowledge of spine segment, or functional spinal unit
(FSU), motion patterns (kinematics), and forces (kinet-
ics) is of importance in understanding the response of the
spine to externally applied loads. Such biomechanical
analyses of the spine play an important role in providing
objective data to better understand the biomechanical
variables involved in spinal disorders and musculoskele-
tal pain. In principle, a dysfunctional or unstable FSU
may exhibit increased displacement or decreased stiff-
ness, compared to adjacent segments.1 Conversely,
lower lumbar vertebrae2,3 or segments with degenerated
discs4,5 display increased stiffness. Consequently, the dis-
placement of the FSU and the resistance of spinal tissues
to applied forces during assessments or manual treat-
ments may be potentially very useful in spinal diagnosis
and for establishing effective treatment protocols.


Physicians, clinicians, and therapists assess the motion of
the human spine in an attempt to assess the functional sta-
tus of underlying anatomy during physical examination of
patients with musculoskeletal pain. Clinicians have used
mobilization palpation procedures to manually apply pos-
teroanterior (PA) forces over various spinal segments to
assess the perceived tissue resistance and pain provocation.
Clinicians further use the perceived results of these assess-
ments to formulate clinical diagnoses, to identify spinal lev-
els to target treatment, and to judge the supposed effective-
ness of their interventions. Due to the qualitative nature of
such assessments, however, many studies have demon-
strated that such clinical judgments are unreliable or inac-
curate.6–11 For this reason, mechanical devices have been
developed to more objectively quantify spine stiffness.12–17


To this extent, a series of studies have appeared investigat-
ing the reliability of mechanical devices or instruments to
assess spinal stiffness with favorable results.14–20


Ideally, measurements of the mechanical response of the
spine should be accomplished using a procedure wherein
motions and forces are measured in vivo and directly on the
spinal structures, but such measurements generally necessi-
tate an invasive procedure.21,22 In 1994, Nathan and
Keller23 were the first to quantify the in vivo motion char-
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acteristics of human lumbar FSUs during externally applied
spinal manipulative therapy using a intervertebral motion
device. In this work, approximately 50 to 125 N PA forces
applied on the order of 5 milliseconds to the spinous pro-
cess of L2 produced relative posterior to anterior (PA) spi-
nal displacements that were higher in a normal subject ex-
amined in comparison to subjects with an L4 –L5
retrospondylolisthesis or L4–L5 degenerated disc. Of inter-
est was the finding that vertebral stiffness derived from non-
invasive mechanical impedance (force-velocity) measure-
ments at the site of application of the spinal manipulative
therapy impulse showed a close correspondence to the sag-
ittal plane intervertebral motion device motion measure-
ments of adjacent segments. Segments with higher interver-
tebral displacement and rotation exhibited decreased
mechanical impedance (increased stiffness). This indicated
that PA force-acceleration measurements may be a valid
method to noninvasively probe the mechanical behavior of
the human spine and other structures, which has motivated
the present study.


Indeed, gold-standard measurements of spinal motion
using accelerometers rigidly attached to the spinous pro-
cesses are only applicable from a research standpoint and
lacking any clinical utility. For this reason, a noninvasive
measurement technology was developed to measure ac-
celeration responses of the spine at the point of applica-
tion, using a driving point mechanical impedance tech-
nique. To validate the acceleration responses of the spine
using this methodology, prompted the current study.
Thus, the purpose of this animal experimental study was
to: (1) compare invasively measured lumbar vertebral
bone acceleration responses to noninvasive dorsoventral
(DV) displacement responses measured using a spinal mo-
tion dynamometer, and (2) determine the effects of a single
level degenerative intervertebral disc lesion on acceleration
and displacement responses.


Materials and Methods


Twenty-five healthy, adolescent Merino sheep were examined
using a protocol approved by the Institutional Animal Ethics
Committee. Fifteen Merino sheep (mean, 47.7 kg, SD, 4.9 kg)
underwent a 5-month survival surgical disc injury procedure to
experimentally induce disc degeneration at L1–L2 which was
histologically confirmed postmortem.4 Ten sheep (mean, 46.5
kg, SD, 5.6 kg) served as controls.


Disc Degeneration
Under general anesthesia (1 g thiopentone; 2.5% halothane),
the lumbar spine of 15 adolescent Merino sheep (mean, 47.7,
kg; SD, 4.9 kg) was approached via a direct lateral left-side
retroperitoneal approach. In each animal, a controlled stab
incision was made in the left posterolateral anulus fibrosus
midway between the endplates of the L1–L2 disc.24 Incisions
were made with a number 15 scalpel blade directed trans-
versely through the outer aspect of the posterior anulus to-
wards the midline and inserted to the hilt of the scalpel handle
(a depth of 5 mm). Fluoroscopic control was used to check the
posterior limit of the blade. Care was taken to protect both the
spinal cord and the exiting nerve root during the stab incision
procedure. The injured disc level was marked with a wire


around the associated transverse process. The wound was
closed in layers and the animals received an intramuscular an-
tibiotic injection 2 mL/50 kg (consisting of procaine penicillin
250 mg/mL, streptomycin 250 mg/mL, and procaine HCl 20
mg/mL). Animals recovered in an air-conditioned indoor facil-
ity on a 12-hour light/dark cycle for 3 days and were then
transferred to an outdoor facility. They were kept on a paddock
for 20 weeks while the anular lesion-induced disc degeneration
matured. There were 10 control sheep (mean, 46.5 kg; SD, 5.6
kg) in which a sham spinal procedure was undertaken. All
procedures were approved by the Institutional Animal Ethics
Committee.


Experimental Protocol
Before testing, anesthesia was induced with an intravenous in-
jection of 1g thiopentone and was maintained after endotra-
cheal intubation by 2.5% halothane. Throughout testing the
animals were ventilated and the respiration rate was linked to
the tidal volume keeping the monitored C02 between 40 and 60
mm Hg. To quantify the dynamic, vibration response of the
spine 10g piezoelectric, triaxial accelerometers were attached
to intraosseous pins rigidly fixed to the L1 and L2 spinous
processes under fluoroscopic guidance. The x-, y- and z-axes of
the accelerometers were oriented with respect to the medial-
lateral, DV, and cranial-caudal or axial axes of the vertebrae.
Only DV acceleration responses are reported herein.


DV mechanical excitation was applied to the L3 spinous
process using a spinal motion dynamometer (Figure 1), com-
prised of a computer-controlled, mechanical testing apparatus
incorporating a linear voice coil actuator and programmable
voice coil amplifier, and equipped with a 665 N load cell and a
�25 mm linear variable displacement transducer. A series of
mechanical excitation forces with fixed pulse duration (100
milliseconds) and variable pulse amplitude (20, 40, 60, and 80
N) were administered to the L3 spinous process using the dy-
namometer. Five trials were performed for each mechanical
stimulus intervention in a randomly determined order, result-
ing in a total of 20 force pulses administered to each animal.
During mechanical excitation, DV force and displacement at
L3, and L1 and L2 vertebral accelerations were recorded (Fig-
ure 2) at a sampling frequency of 5000 Hz using a 16-bit data
acquisition system.


Pathologic Examination of Intervertebral Discs
At the conclusion of the study, the sheep were killed by intra-
venous injection of 6.5 g pentobarbitone sodium and their lum-
bar spines were removed en bloc by transecting the thoraco-
lumbar junction and the midsacrum. Individual motion
segments were isolated by cutting midway through the adjacent
vertebral bodies with a band saw and fixed in 10% buffered
formalin for a minimum of 72 hours before being decalcified in
a solution containing 9.5% nitric acid and 10% edetic acid.
The specimens were cut into 6 parasagittal slices of equal thick-
ness and the slices showing the anulus lesion and a contralateral
slice were processed into paraffin wax for examination. Tissue
sections were cut at a nominal thickness of 5 �m, stained with
hematoxylin and eosin, and independently examined without
knowing identity of each animal. Intervertebral discs from all
subjects were graded on a 1 to 4 scale of degeneration (1 �
normal; 2 � mildly degenerated; 3 � moderately degenerated;
4 � severely degenerated) with respect to the overall condition
of the disc (grade), as well as morphologic characteristics of the
anulus fibrosus, nucleus pulposus, vertebral endplates, and
subchondral bone.25
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Data Analysis
Peak force and displacement and peak-peak acceleration re-
sponses were computed for each trial. A least squares regres-
sion analysis was used to assess the correlation between L3
displacement and adjacent (L2) segment acceleration re-
sponses. An analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) was performed
to test the homogeneity of slopes derived from the regression
analysis and to assess the mean differences in L3 displacement
between the normal disc and degenerated disc animal groups.
Statistical significance was P � 0.05.


Results


Typical force-time, displacement-time, and L2–L1 inter-
segmental acceleration responses produced by the uni-
form pulse duration mechanical excitation are illustrated
in Figure 2. The uniform force pulse resulted in a havers-
ine-like DV displacement response at the point of contact
(L3). DV displacement tended to lag behind the force by
a few milliseconds. Intersegmental (L2–L1) DV vertebral


accelerations showed large amplitude motions during
both the onset and removal of the uniform force pulse.


A significant, positive, linear correlation was found
between the DV displacement measured at L3 and the
DV acceleration measured at L2: normal disc group
(R2 � 0.482, P �� 0.001) (Figure 3); degenerated disc
group (R2 � 0.831, P �� 0.001) (Figure 4). Tables 1–3
provide the means, standard deviations, and coefficients
of variation for the dependent variables of L2 accelera-
tions, L2–L1 acceleration transfers, and L3 displace-
ments, resulting from independent 20 to 80 N mechani-
cal excitation forces with comparison between animals
with normal and degenerated intervertebral discs. The
L3 DV displacement was significantly lower (ANCOVA,
P �� 0.001) for the degenerated group (mean, 10.39
mm) in comparison to the normal group (mean, 9.07
mm), indicating that surgically induced disc degenera-
tion increased the DV stiffness of the ovine spine. Peak-


Figure 1. Schematic diagram of
the computer-controlled me-
chanical testing apparatus posi-
tioned over the L3 spinous pro-
cess of the prone-lying sheep.
The apparatus consisted of an
actuator assembly comprised of
a voice coil actuator, linear vari-
able differential transformer, load
cell, and stainless steel indenter.
The actuator assembly was at-
tached to a stainless steel and
aluminum load frame that was
rigidly mounted to the operating
table. Wood and foam supports
were used to position and stabi-
lize the trunk and abdomen.


Figure 2. Typical recordings of input force applied to L3 (N), resulting L3 displacement (mm), and adjacent segment L2–L1 posteroanterior
(PA) accelerations (g) in the normal ovine model.
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peak L2–L1 DV acceleration transfer was also signifi-
cantly reduced in the degenerated animal group (normal
disc mean � 12.40 m/s2, degenerated disc mean � 5.50
m/s2, ANCOVA, P � 0.001).


Discussion


The findings in this animal experimental study indicate
that noninvasive displacement measurements of the
prone-lying animal can be used to estimate the segmental
and intersegmental motions in both normal and patho-
logic vertebrae. The use of motion sensors rigidly at-
tached to intraosseous pins ensures that the dynamic re-
sponse of the spine is precisely determined and free of
motion artifacts associated with the skin and other struc-


tures.1,21,26 Although this biomechanical assessment
technique is desirable in a research setting, its invasive-
ness precludes it from use in clinical assessments of spinal
mobility. Therefore, developments of biomechanical
techniques that can be used in clinical practice that have
been validated against a gold standard are important.


The maximum DV forces applied to the sheep lumbar
spine corresponded to approximately 17% of the animal
body weight, which is consistent with PA forces applied to
the lumbar spine during spinal palpation during physical
examination in clinical practice.27,16 At these forces, we
found that noninvasive displacement measurements ob-
tained using a spine dynamometer apparatus were posi-
tively and linearly correlated to adjacent segment vertebral
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Figure 3. Least squares regres-
sion results for all 200 trials ob-
tained for 20 N, 40 N, 60 N, and 80
N mechanical excitations in the
normal sheep (control animals)
correlating L3 displacement and
adjacent segment acceleration
responses at L2.


Degenerated Disc


Displacement = 0.259*Acceleration
R2 = 0.831, P<<0.001
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Figure 4. Least squares regres-
sion results for all 300 trials ob-
tained for 20 N, 40 N, 60 N, and 80
N mechanical excitations in the
sheep with confirmed interverte-
bral disc degeneration correlat-
ing L3 displacement and adja-
cent segment acceleration
responses at L2.
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motions measured using accelerometers rigidly attached to
adjacent vertebrae. Noteworthy, was the fact that we were
able to differentiate the DV segmental (L3) and interseg-
mental (L2–L1) displacement and acceleration responses of
animals with normal disc anatomy versus animals with his-
tologically confirmed intervertebral disc degeneration.


It is important to note that the results of this study
arise from an ovine animal model, and acceleration and
displacement values are expected to be different in a hu-
man population. Nonetheless, the linear correlation be-
tween the invasively measured accelerations and those
obtained noninvasively in this animal model are encour-
aging and represent an important first step in validating
clinical assessments of intersegmental and segmental spi-
nal motions. Earlier investigations have demonstrated
biomechanical and biochemical similarities between
sheep and human intervertebral discs.28 Thus, the ovine
animal model is deemed to be a valid model to investigate
biomechanical responses to dorsoventral mechanical ex-
citation.


It is also important to point out that the animals exam-
ined in this study were anesthetized, which may have al-
tered the mechanical responses (force-displacement)
slightly. Most likely any effects of muscle tone on the force-
displacement response of the spine were minimal, however,


as the ligamentous spine is a highly damped structure.1 Re-
cent work indicates that although sustained supra-
maximal muscle stimulation increases the PA stiffness
(force/displacement) of the ovine spine up to 2-fold,
the effects of low amplitude muscle stimulation are
much less dramatic (less than 5% increase in PA stiff-
ness).29 Therefore, the absence of muscle tone should
have a minimal effect on the neuromechanic responses
reported in this study.


To perform the regression analysis herein, 20 N, 40 N,
60 N, and 80 N forces were chosen to compare invasively
measured pin mounted accelerations with noninvasive
measurements of displacements at the segmental contact
point. A limitation of our study was our inability to obtain
both of these measurements simultaneously at the same
segmental level, which is likely responsible for some of the
variance observed. Notwithstanding, a significant, positive,
linear correlation was found between the DV displacement
measured at L3 and the DV accelerations measured at the
adjacent segment (L2) for both normal and degenerated
animals. In other work, we have begun to make both non-
invasive and invasive measures at the same segmental con-
tact point, which is expected to result in an even higher
correlation between measures.


The linear correlation between the 2 spinal measure-
ment techniques in the current study has important clin-
ical implications in terms of assessing the mechanical
stiffness of the normal and pathologic human spine. Fur-
ther validation of dynamometer technology for other
loading frequencies,14 pulse durations,30 and at other
regions of the spine1 will assist in providing an objective
biomechanical methodology to quantify the mechanical
status of the back.


Key Points


● Dynamic spinal stiffness assessments have been
developed to objectively quantify vertebral dis-
placements for a given force and frequency.


Table 3. Mean L3 Displacements and Associated
Descriptive Statistics*


L3 Displacement (mm)


Normal Degenerated


Force (N) Mean SD CV Mean SD CV


20 4.35 1.90 43.66 4.53 0.71 15.67
40 8.05 2.55 31.70 7.34 0.87 11.86
60 11.33 2.77 24.49 9.92 1.11 11.19
80 17.84 2.31 12.97 14.49 1.35 9.33
All 10.39 5.51 53.05 9.08 3.81 42.01


*Associated Descriptive Statistics SD and CV resulting from the 20 to 80 N
mechanical excitation forces and all combined in animals with normal and
degenerated intervertebral discs.
SD indicates standard deviations; CV, coefficients of variation.


Table 1. Mean L2 Accelerations and Associated
Descriptive Statistics*


L2 Acceleration (m/s2)


Normal Degenerated


Force (N) Mean SD CV Mean SD CV


20 9.70 4.89 50.38 12.18 2.45 20.09
40 22.40 9.06 40.45 25.42 3.32 13.08
60 35.31 13.43 38.02 38.48 4.59 11.93
80 50.01 14.87 29.74 57.35 6.26 10.92
All 29.36 18.72 63.75 33.39 17.26 51.70


*Associated Descriptive Statistics SD and CV resulting from the 20 to 80 N
mechanical excitation forces and all combined in animals with normal and
degenerated intervertebral discs.
SD indicates standard deviations; CV, coefficients of variation.


Table 2. Mean L2–L1 Acceleration Transfer and
Associated Descriptive Statistics*


L2–L1 Acceleration Transfer (m/s2)


Normal Degenerated


Force (N) Mean SD CV Mean SD CV


20 3.81 2.57 67.48 1.92 1.19 61.85
40 9.79 4.73 48.31 4.11 2.41 58.66
60 14.67 7.52 51.26 5.63 3.70 65.64
80 21.32 8.91 41.78 10.34 5.14 49.69
All 12.40 9.06 73.09 5.50 4.62 83.91


*Associated Descriptive Statistics SD and CV resulting from the 20 to 80 N
mechanical excitation forces and all combined in animals with normal and
degenerated intervertebral discs.
SD indicates standard deviations; CV, coefficients of variation.
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● Noninvasive dynamic spinal stiffness results
were compared to data obtained from an invasive
gold-standard approach using motion sensors rig-
idly affixed to the spine by intraosseous pins in an
animal model. A linear correlation was found for
the 2 methodologies and differences in dynamic
spinal stiffness were observed between animals
with normal and degenerated intervertebral discs.
● These findings indicate that noninvasive dis-
placement measurements can be used to estimate
the segmental and intersegmental vertebral mo-
tions in both normal and pathologic spines, which
have important clinical implications for human
assessments.
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COMPARISON OF DYNAMIC POSTEROANTERIOR SPINAL


STIFFNESS TO PLAIN FILM RADIOGRAPHIC IMAGES OF


LUMBAR DISK HEIGHT


Christopher J. Colloca, DC,a Tony S. Keller, PhD,b Terry K. Peterson, DC,c and Daryn E. Seltzer, DCd


ABSTRACT


Background: Assessments of spinal stiffness have become more popular in recent years as a noninvasive objective
biomechanical means to evaluate the human spine. Studies investigating posteroanterior (PA) forces in spinal stiffness
assessment have shown relationships to spinal level, body type, and lumbar extensor muscle activity. Such measures may
be important determinants to discriminate between patients with low back pain (LBP) and asymptomatic subjects.


Objective: To determine the relationships between dynamic PA spinal stiffness and radiographic measures of lower
lumbar disk height and disk degeneration.


Methods: L4 and L5 posterior disk height (PDH), vertebral body height (PVH), anterior disk height (ADH), and
vertebral body height (AVH) were obtained from digitized plain film anteroposterior (AP) and lateral radiographs of
18 symptomatic LBP patients presenting to a chiropractic office (8 female patients and 10 male patients, aged 15-69
years, mean 44.3, SD 15.4 years). Disk degeneration (DD) and facet arthrosis (FA) were qualitatively assessed from
the films by an independent examiner. Anterior disk height ratios (ADHR � ADH/AVH) and posterior disk height ratios
(PDHR � PDH/PVH) were calculated from the disk height measurements and were compared to L4 and L5 postero-
anterior spinal stiffness obtained using a previously validated mechanical impedance stiffness assessment procedure.


Results: One third of the subjects were found to have radiographic evidence of mild or moderate DD and
approximately two thirds of the subjects showed signs of mild or moderate FA. The L4 and L5 anterior disk height
and posterior disk height were approximately one half and one fifth of the respective vertebral body heights, and the
PA stiffness was greater at L4 than at L5. Male subjects had a greater ADHR than female subjects, but female
subjects had a greater L4 and L5 PA stiffness in comparison to male subjects; however, these differences were not
statistically significant. Posteroanterior L5 vertebral stiffness was found to be significantly correlated to the L5 PDHR.


Conclusions: Computations of spinal input impedance are relatively simple to perform, can provide a noninvasive
measure of the dynamic mechanical behavior of the spine, appear to have potential to discriminate pathologic changes
to the spine, and warrant further study on a larger sample of normal subjects and patients. (J Manipulative Physiol
Ther 2003;26:233-241)


Key Indexing Terms: Biomechanics; Chiropractic; Degeneration; Intervertebral Disk; Mechanical Impedance;
Radiography; Spine; Stiffness


INTRODUCTION


Evaluation of patients with musculoskeletal disor-
ders routinely includes the use of plain film radi-
ography to assess the spine for alignment and/or


pathology. Radiographic examination and static biome-
chanical evaluation of the radiographs are commonly used
procedures in the chiropractic profession.1 Although many
chiropractors use radiographic examination as a general
screening tool and for medicolegal protection,1 excessive
use of ionizing radiation and cost containment have led to
new attitudes and practice patterns among clinicians.2 This
may be attributed to recent clinical guidelines that have
called for a decrease in the utilization of plain film radiog-
raphy in patients with low back pain (LBP).3,4 In the ab-
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sence of “red-flags” (history and/or physical examination
indicators of potential serious spinal or soft tissue patholo-
gy), radiographic examination of patients with acute low
back pain has been deemed by some to be unwarranted in
the first 4 to 7 weeks of treatment.3


Despite clinical guidelines, many chiropractors utilize
radiographic examination to biomechanically assess the
spine for misalignments.1,5 Projection error largely influ-
enced by the shape of the object and by the increasing
obliquity of the rays of the x-ray beam have cast doubt on
the validity of such assessments, as 3-dimensional (3-D)
lateral translation projects as axial rotation on the antero-
posterior (AP) radiograph.6,7 Moreover, the use of milli-
metric measurement of the projected lamina offset on the
AP radiograph is an inaccurate method for the assessment
of the degree of 3-D axis vertebral rotation. Static radio-
graphic assessments of spinal biomechanics have been
further criticized for their failure to account for the
variability, adaptability, and functional capability of the
human musculoskeletal system.8 Alternative noninva-
sive, inexpensive means to biomechanically assess the
human spine is of growing interest to clinicians and
researchers alike.


Common physical examination procedures in patients
with low back pain include the application of posteroante-
rior (PA) forces to the spine to assess presumed mobility
and pain provocation.9 While manual palpation procedures
have been shown to be reliable for pain provocation,10,11


biomechanical assessments of the spine using motion pal-
pation procedures for the presence of “fixation” (increased
stiffness or restricted mobility) have not been shown to be
reliable.12-15 This may be attributed to the qualitative nature
of such assessments. In favor of more reliable means of
objectively assessing the spine’s stiffness on examination,
new instruments have been developed and tested for their
reliability and validity with promising results.16-20


Studies investigating posteroanterior forces in spinal
stiffness assessment have shown relationships to spinal
level, body type, and lumbar extensor muscle activity.21-24


Such measures may be important determinants to discrim-
inate between patients with low back pain and asymptom-
atic subjects.25-27 However, little objective evidence is
available for discerning variations in PA spinal stiffness and
its clinical significance.


In previous work, Nathan and Keller28 quantified the
intersegmental motion response and dynamic PA stiffness
of 3 human subjects (1 normal subject and 2 surgical pa-
tients). These authors observed that decreased intervertebral
motion and an increased dynamic PA stiffness were asso-
ciated with the presence of disk degeneration.28 The objec-
tive of the current study was to examine the relationship
between lumbar PA dynamic stiffness and disk height in a
larger population of low back pain subjects.


METHODS


Subjects
Eighteen patients with low back pain (8 female patients


and 10 male patients, aged 15-69 years, mean 44.3, SD 15.4
years) were included in the study if they had not consulted
a physician or therapist for low back or leg pain in the past
6 months or previously underwent spinal manipulative ther-
apy. Patients were excluded if they were pregnant, had
previous history of lumbar spinal surgery, or presented any
contraindication to spinal manipulative therapy (eg, malig-
nancy, inflammatory or infective processes involving the
spine, significant osteoporosis, or spinal disorders including
spondylolisthesis, ankylosing spondylitis, spinal fusion,
previous spine surgery, or neurologic deficit). Patients were
also excluded if they complained of significant symptoms
unrelated to lumbar complaints. Patients with combined low
back and referred or radicular buttock, thigh, or leg pain
were included in the study. Following written and verbal
explanation of the protocol for the study, patients signed a
written informed consent form acknowledging their partic-
ipation in the study.


Patient Assessment Procedure
Patients completed history and health status question-


naires (visual analog score [VAS], LBP history, LBP symp-
tom frequency, and Oswestry Low Back Disability Index)
and were gowned and underwent a physical examination
consisting of orthopedic and neurologic examinations, lum-
bar range of motion, and plain film radiographic examina-
tion of the lumbar spine (anteroposterior and lateral views)
taken at 40-inch tube-film distance. The review of history,
physical, and radiographic examinations was used to rule
out neurologic deficit or spinal pathology and was per-
formed by a licensed doctor of chiropractic in accordance
with standard clinical practice. Based on these findings,
patient symptomatology and physical status were used for
inclusion criteria in the study.


Each subject was placed in the prone position by use of
a motorized vertical/horizontal table (Softec/Tri-W-G,
Valley City, ND). An Activator Adjusting Instrument
(AAI) (Activator Methods International, Ltd., Phoenix,
Ariz) equipped with a preload control frame and imped-
ance head (load cell and accelerometer) was then used to
deliver PA manipulative thrusts to several common spi-
nal landmarks, including the posterior superior iliac spine
(PSIS) (left and right); sacral base (left and right); and
S1, L5, L4, L2, T12, and T8 spinous and transverse
processes. The AAI is a hand-held, manually activated,
and adjustable-force chiropractic instrument that pro-
duces a loading history approximately 5 milliseconds in
duration and 150 N in peak amplitude.16 PA thrusts
imparted to the spine were consistent with those deliv-
ered in routine clinical practice for which forces were
directed perpendicular to the body surface curvature. A
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total of 20 PA thrusts were delivered to each patient. PA
dynamic effective stiffness was obtained from segmental
contact points applied to the L4 and L5 spinous processes
using a validated in vivo mechanical impedance assess-
ment procedure.16,29 The mechanical impedance (Zmin1,
Ns/m) and effective stiffness (Kmin1, kN/m) at the PA
natural frequency (fmin1) are reported here. Effective
stiffness was calculated by multiplying the dynamic me-
chanical impedance (Z, Force/Velocity, Ns/m) times the
circular frequency (� � 2�f, rad/sec), where f is the
frequency in Hz.


Radiographic Assessment
Anteroposterior and lateral lumbar radiographs were


assessed by an independent licensed doctor of chiroprac-
tic (TKP). Pencil markings were used to identify the
anterior-superior, posterior-superior, anterior-inferior,
and posterior-inferior corners of each vertebral body
from L4 to L5 and the anterior-superior and posterior-
superior aspects of the sacral base from the lateral lumbar
radiographs (Fig 1). A computerized digitizing system
(Spinal Digital Imaging, Inc., Dallas, Tex) captured each
of the 4 vertebral body marked points. From these mea-
surements, the L4 and L5 posterior disk height (PDH),
posterior vertebral body height (PVH), anterior disk
height (ADH), and anterior vertebral body height (AVH)
were calculated. Anterior and posterior disk height ratios
were calculated as PDHR � PDH/PVH and ADHR �
ADH/AVH, respectively. Normalization of the disk


height data in this manner produces a dimensionless
parameter that takes into account differences in body
stature (height, trunk girth) between the subjects. Facet
arthrosis (FA) and disk degeneration ([DD] � osteophyte
formation) were also qualitatively assessed from the ra-
diographs using a simple 0 to 3 grading scheme depicted
in Tables 1 and 2. This methodology, adapted from
Kellgren,30 has demonstrated acceptable reliability for
grading spinal degeneration in the cervical31 and lumbar
spine.32


Descriptive statistics were performed on all variables
grouped according to gender. The disk parameters and me-
chanical impedance data were also examined on the basis of
the data grouped according to disk degeneration, facet ar-
throsis, VAS score, and Oswestry Low Back Disability
Index score. A Kruskal-Wallis 1-way analysis of variance
by ranks test was performed to test for independence among
the group means. Following the Kruskal-Wallis test, a post
hoc analysis was performed using Scheffé test to determine
if the group means were significantly different at the P �
.05 significance level. A linear regression analysis was also
performed to compare L4-5 and L5-S1 PDHR and ADHR to
the corresponding L4 and L5 posterior-anterior dynamic
effective stiffness.


RESULTS


Table 3 summarizes the demographic and clinical status
of the patients. Although the male subjects were about 10


Fig 1. Lateral lumbar radiograph (left) of a patient with moderate (grade 2) degenerative disk disease and corresponding digitized image
(right).
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years older on average than the female subjects, the female
subjects in this patient population tended to have greater
VAS and disability scores than the male subjects.


A greater number of the male subjects were found to
exhibit radiographic evidence of degeneration (facet arthro-
sis and disk degeneration) in comparison to female subjects
(Table 4). Overall, approximately one third of the subjects
were found to have radiographic evidence of mild or mod-
erate DD, and approximately two thirds of the subjects
showed signs of mild or moderate FA. Only 3 of the
subjects showed severe DD or FA at 1 lumbar level. Evi-
dence of DD and FA was most prevalent at the L4 level and
was slightly more prevalent in the male subjects. Examina-
tion of the disk height ratios for the combined male and
female population indicated that the L4 anterior disk height
and posterior disk height were 46.4% and 18.9% of the
respective vertebral body heights. Similar results were
found for the L5 vertebrae. Male subjects tended to have
greater ADHR in comparison to female subjects at the L4
and L5 levels. An increased ADHR indicates a greater
amount of lumbar lordosis. The opposite trend was seen for
the PDHR. From a statistical standpoint, there were no
gender-specific differences in disk height ratio or dynamic
stiffness. Nor were there any differences in these measure-
ments on the basis of the subjects grouped according to disk
degeneration, facet arthrosis, VAS score, or Oswestry Low
Back Disability Index score. Figure 2 summarizes the an-


terior and posterior intervertebral disk height geometry
(ADH, PDH) and vertebral body height geometry (AVH,
PVH) obtained for the L4 and L5 segments of the 18
subjects. The L5 PDH, AVH, and PVH were significantly
different (2-tailed, paired t test, P � .05) from the L4
values.


The dynamic mechanical characteristics of the L4 and
L5 segments are also summarized in Table 4. In this
group of patients, the PA natural frequency or frequency
associated with the greatest spinal mobility was approx-
imately 43 Hz. At this frequency, the L4 segment tended
to have a greater impedance and dynamic stiffness in
comparison to the L5 segment. Female subjects had a
greater L4 and L5 stiffness in comparison to male sub-
jects, but these differences were not statistically signifi-
cant. A positive, linear correlation between Kmin1 and
PDHR was found for the L5 vertebral segment (Kmin1 �
47.5 � PDHR � 6.5, r � 0.76, P � .001) (Fig 3).
Significant positive, linear correlations between Kmin1
and PDH (r � 0.69, P � 0.002) and Zmin1 and PDH (r
� 0.60, P � .01) were also noted.


DISCUSSION


In this study, we aimed to investigate the relationships
between dynamic PA spinal stiffness and correlations of
lumbar intervertebral disk height and degeneration. Al-
though no correlation was found between anterior disk
height at L4-5 or L5-S1 or posterior disk height at L4-5, the
correlation between increased dynamic effective stiffness
(min1) and decreased posterior lumbosacral disk height at
L5-S1 is of interest. Decreased radiographic disk height has
been found to be associated with fissure formation in the
disk,33 and stress profilometry testing has revealed that the
mechanical behavior of disk tissue to be highly dependent
on the severity of degenerative changes.34 Thus, increased
spinal stiffness among disks with decreased height may be
expected.


Little research which investigates the relationship be-
tween degenerative disk disease and spinal stiffness is avail-
able. However, the current study corroborates findings of
two studies. In 1994, Nathan and Keller28 reported de-
creased posteroanterior spinal motion and increased pos-
teroanterior spinal stiffness in a subject with degenerative
disk disease when compared to a normal subject. In 1998,
Kaigle et al35 reported a significant increase in spine stiff-
ness in degenerated disks as compared to normal disks in an
in vivo porcine model. An increase in stiffness can mean a
reduction in the amount of allowable motion within the
motion segment or a potentially harmful increase in force to
obtain the desired motion. This may locally result in greater
stresses due to an altered ability of the disk to distribute
loads.35


In addition to the intervertebral disk, the spinal muscula-
ture also contributes to spinal stiffness. Persistent muscle


Table 1. Radiographic criteria for the grading of facet joint
arthrosis as obtained from the lumbar anteroposterior
radiograph


Grade Severity Radiographic appearance


0 None Absence of facet joint degeneration
1 Mild Questionable osteophytic margins of the


facet joints
2 Moderate Definite osteophytes; subchondral


sclerosis in the facet joints
3 Severe Moderate-severe osteophytes; moderate-


severe subchondral sclerosis;
irregularity of the facet joints


Table 2. Radiographic criteria for the grading of degenerative
disk disease from the lateral lumbar radiograph


Grade Severity Radiographic appearance


0 None Absence of disk degeneration
1 Mild Minimal anterior osteophytes
2 Moderate Definite anterior osteophytes; mild-


moderate disk space narrowing; mild-
moderate sclerosis of the vertebral end
plates


3 Severe Osteophytes; moderate-severe narrowing
of the disk space; moderate- severe
sclerosis of the vertebral end plates
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activation, which restricts intervertebral motion, is a
means by which the neuromuscular system provides sta-
bility to help protect diseased passive spinal structures
from movements that may cause pain.36 Mechanorecep-
tors and mechanosensitive nociceptive afferents in the
lumbar spinal tissues signal sensory signals on excessive
stress or strain, which, in turn, causes contraction of the
paraspinal muscles to act to prevent possible tissue dam-
age while maintaining stability.37 Research by So-
lomonow et al38 has documented this relationship, con-
firming that the stiffening of the motion segment via
muscular activity acts to increase its resistance to me-
chanical disturbances to the natural alignment of the
vertebrae. Lumbar extensor muscle activity has been
found to result in an increase in lumbar PA stiffness even
at low levels of activity.24 Such interactions of the neu-
romuscular system can contribute to a loss of mobility
and sustained excessive loading of the intervertebral disk,
creep deformation, and subsequently decreased disk
height.39,40


Disk degeneration involves biochemical alterations in
disk cell metabolism,41 cell-mediated changes in matrix
composition42 leading to gross structural disruption.33 Such


changes may occur as a feature of aging or be accelerated by
loading history or trauma.39 In this manner, it is reasonable
to expect postural faults or spinal injury to be associated
with decreases in lumbosacral disk height and increases in
spinal stiffness. The relationship between spinal stiffness
and overall spinal flexibility is unknown. Despite the fact
that lumbar flexibility is known to reduce with advancing
age, it is uncertain whether intervertebral disk degeneration
is associated with reduced or increased flexibility.43,44 Fur-
ther studies are needed to clarify whether the lumbar de-
generative process differs among gender and age and how
such changes affect the stability of the functional spinal
unit.


The stiffness values reported in the current study corrob-
orate previous work in asymptomatic subjects where effec-
tive stiffness was found to range from 18 to 21 kN/m
depending on the age of the subjects.16 As compared with
values reported herein, the lower stiffness values may indi-
cate a difference in the age, clinical status, or spinal level
tested in the subjects. There are numerous reasons why the
lumbosacral joint may be stiffer. Whereas the lumbosacral
joint allows the majority of flexion-extension of the
trunk,45,46 passive stabilizers of the lumbosacral spine, in-


Table 3. Patient demographics and clinical status


Subjects n
Age


(years)
Weight


(kg)
Height
(cm)


VAS
(0-10)


Oswestry
* (0-50)


All 18 44.3 (15.4) 75.4 (12.9) 172 (10.1) 2.8 (2.3) 9.0 (6.4)
Males 10 49.3 (14.4) 83.1 (10.3) 178 (6.74) 2.1 (2.4) 7.3 (5.8)
Females 8 38.1 (15.2) 65.8 (9.1) 165 (9.73) 3.6 (2.0) 11.1 (6.8)


n � number of subjects.
Standard deviation in parentheses.
*Oswestry Low Back Disability Index.
VAS, Visual analog score.


Table 4. Summary of L4 and L5 segment mechanical and radiographic results grouped by gender (10 male subjects and 8 female
subjects)


Subjects Level
ADHR


( )
PDHR


( )
Zmin1
(Ns/m)


Kmin1
(kN/m)


Fmin1
(Hz)


DD
(n)


FA
(n)


All L4 0.46 0.19 70.1 18.5 42.7 6 11
(0.12) (0.06) (17.5) (3.8) (5.4)


L5 0.45 0.16 52.9 14.1 42.6 7 10
(0.14) (0.06) (13.1) (3.6) (5.1)


Males L4 0.50 0.18 63.1 17.0 43.5 5 7
(0.13) (0.07) (15.8) (3.9) (4.8)


L5 0.50 0.15 49.0 13.7 44.2 4 6
(0.14) (0.06) (11.4) (4.0) (5.5)


Females L4 0.42 0.20 78.8 20.3 41.8 1 4
(0.10) (0.05) (16.3) (3.0) (6.3)


L5 0.39 0.17 57.6 14.5 40.6 3 4
(0.12) (0.05) (14.3) (3.11) (4.1)


n � number of subjects with mild, moderate, or severe degeneration.
Mean and (SD).
ADHR, Anterior disk height ratio; DD, disk degeneration; FA, facet arthrosis; PDHR, posterior disk height ratio.
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cluding the iliolumbar ligaments that originate from the L5
transverse process and insert into the iliac crest,47 act to
restrain flexion, extension, axial rotation, and lateral bend-
ing of L5 on S1.48


Study Limitations
Sources of error in the current study include the sub-


jective nature of qualitatively evaluating radiographic
images for the presence of degeneration. As suggested by
Espeland et al,49 we attempted to improve diagnostic
consistency by reducing variation caused by different
thresholds for abnormality. We used methodology similar
to Kellgren et al30 to assess the lumbar radiographs for
the presence of degenerative changes. This radiographic
evaluation criteria has demonstrated acceptable reliabil-
ity for grading spinal degeneration in the cervical31 and
lumbar spine.32 Although the use of computer-aided ra-
diographic digitization has been found to be concurrently
valid and reliable,50 an additional source of error lies
within the radiographic digitization process where vari-
ations of pencil markings and/or capturing data points
could be variable.


Limitations exist in attempting to correlate plain film
radiographic images of lumbar disk height or pathology to
spinal stiffness. For one, whereas radiographic images pro-
vide the morphological characteristics of the spinal struc-
tures, the 2-dimensional radiograph represents a static im-


age. Inasmuch, because the spine is a dynamic structure,
little can be interpreted regarding spinal function from a
single static radiographic image. Moreover, intervertebral
disk degeneration may be associated with segmental insta-
bility,51 decreased mobility,44 or be of little or no functional
consequence. Conversely, other studies have demonstrated
relationships between lumbar disk degeneration, pain, and
disability.52-54


We did not identify any differences in the radiographic
and mechanical impedance parameters grouped according
to gender, function and disability, and degeneration, but this
most likely reflects the relatively small number of patients
examined in this study. Moreover, the patients involved in
the current study had a relatively minor low back disability.
Future work not only aims to increase the sample size but to
compare dynamic spinal stiffness assessments among more
discriminant and severe clinical presentations and to other
diagnostic imaging modalities.


CONCLUSION


Computations of spinal input impedance are relatively
simple to perform, can provide a noninvasive measure of
the dynamic mechanical behavior of the spine, appear to
have potential to discriminate pathologic changes to the
spine, and warrant further study on a larger sample of
normal subjects and patients. Ultimately, chiropractic


Fig 2. Intervertebral disk dimensions (ADH, PDH) and vertebral body dimensions (AVH, PVH) obtained from the radiograph
measurements of the L4 and L5 segments. Results (mean and SD) for all 18 subjects are shown.
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clinicians may be able to use low force, impact type
spinal manipulation together with dynamic impedance
analysis procedures to quantify the mechanical response
of the normal and abnormal spine, to perform spinal
diagnosis, and subsequently to prescribe therapeutic
treatment to patients.
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Over the past decade, mechanical adjusting devices 
(MADs) were a major source of debate within the 
Chiropractors’ Association of Saskatchewan (CAS). 
Since Saskatchewan was the only jurisdiction in North 
America to prohibit the use of MADs, the CAS 
established a committee in 2001 to review the literature 
on MADs. The committee evaluated the literature on the 
efficacy, safety, and uses of moving stylus instruments 
within chiropractic practice, and the educational 
requirements for chiropractic practice. Following the 
rating criteria for the evaluation of evidence, as outlined 
in the Clinical Guidelines for Chiropractic Practice in 
Canada (1994), the committee reviewed 55 articles – all 
of which pertained to the Activator. Of the 55 articles, 13 
were eliminated from the final study. Of the 42 remaining 
articles, 6 were rated as class 1 evidence; 11 were rated 
as class 2 evidence and 25 were rated as class 3 
evidence.


In this article – the first in a series of two – the 
background and the methods utilized by the MAD 
committee’s activities are described, as well as the results 
for the review of the literature on efficacy. Of the 21 
articles related to efficacy, five were identified as Class 1


Au cours de la dernière décennie, les appareils à mise au 
point mécanique (MAD) ont été une source majeure de 
débat au sein de l’Association des chiropraticiens de 
Saskatchewan (CAS). Comme la Saskatchewan était la 
seule juridiction nord-américaine à interdire l’utilisation 
des appareils à mise au point mécanique, l’Association a 
mis sur pied, en 2001, un comité chargé de revoir la 
documentation de ces appareils. Ce comité a évalué 
la documentation selon l’efficacité, la sécurité et 
l’utilisation d’instruments palpeurs mobiles dans la 
chiropractie et les exigences académiques de la pratique 
chiropratique. Suivant les critères d’évaluation lors de 
l’appréciation des preuves, tel que décrits dans les 
Directives cliniques des pratiques chiropratiques du 
Canada (1994), le comité a révisé 55 articles, tous en 
relation avec le Activator. Sur les 55 articles, 13 ont été 
éliminés de l’étude finale. Sur les 42 articles restants, 
6 ont été classés dans les éléments de preuve de classe 1; 
11 dans les éléments de preuve de classe 2; et 25 dans les 
éléments de classe 3.


Dans cet article, premier d’une série de deux, le 
contexte et les méthodes utilisées lors des activités du 
comité sur les appareils à mise au point mécanique ont
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evidence; 4 were identified as Class 2 evidence; and 12 
were identified as Class 3. Overall, the committee 
reached consensus that the MAD procedures using the 
Activator were as effective as manual (HVLA) procedures 
in producing clinical benefit and biological change. A 
minority report was also written, arguing that there was 
not enough evidence to support or refute the efficacy of 
MADs.
(JCCA 2004; 48(1):74–88)


key words:  Activator, mechanical adjusting device.


été décrits, de même que les résultats de la révision de la 
documentation sur l’efficacité. Sur les 21 articles liés à 
l’efficacité, cinq ont été classés dans les éléments de 
preuve de classe 1, 4 dans les éléments de preuve de 
classe 2 et 12 dans les éléments de preuve de classe 3. 
Pour l’ensemble, le comité en est arrivé à un consensus : 
les méthodes des appareils à mise au point mécanique 
utilisant le Activator étaient aussi efficaces que les 
méthodes manuelles (HVLA) pour produire des 
avantages cliniques et des changements biologiques. Un 
rapport minoritaire a aussi été rédigé, expliquant qu’il 
n’y avait pas assez de preuves pour appuyer ou réfuter 
l’efficacité des appareils à mise au point mécanique.
(JACC 2004; 48(1):74–88)


mots clés :  Activator, appareils à mise au point 
mécanique.


Introduction
The use of Mechanical Adjusting Devices (MAD) in Sas-
katchewan has been debated for the past decade. The use
of MADs in Saskatchewan is currently not sanctioned by
the CAS as part of chiropractic scope of practice and con-
trary to Regulatory Bylaw 19(1)C which states that : “no
member shall use a machine or mechanical device as a
substitute method of adjustment by hand of any one or
more of the several articulations of the human body.”
This has led to several motions and votes to change the by-
law to allow its use within the scope of practice in Sas-
katchewan. Saskatchewan is the only jurisdiction in North
America which prohibits the use of mechanical adjusting
devices. The membership has repeatedly voted against its
use within the province, which has led to this review of the
literature.


On June 2, 2001 at the Annual General Meeting of the
Chiropractors’ Association of Saskatchewan (CAS), a
motion was passed to strike a committee to review the lit-
erature on the Activator and other mechanical adjusting
devices. The motion read as follows:


THAT, a separate committee be created within the
Modes of Care committee to review the literature per-
taining to the use of the Activator and other similar in-
struments. This committee shall provide a report to the


CAS membership at least one month prior to the Fall
General Meeting of 2001. A reasonably held minority
opinion will also be allowed for in this report. The
committee shall be comprised of 3 members of the
Board’s choosing and 3 members acceptable to the 42
members’ who called for the special meeting in April,
2001. At least two of the members are to be female. No
member of the Board since 1990 shall sit on this com-
mittee, nor shall any member directly involved in the
lawsuit from either side.


This exclusion clause was included in the above mo-
tion because a group of practitioners sued the CAS when
the Activator became an issue. Some members of the
Board were named individually as defendants and others
were involved as witnesses. It was felt that anyone in-
volved in the lawsuit should be excluded from the MAD
committee.


In the establishment of the committee, it became clear
that there would be a significant cost of conducting a re-
view of the literature, and therefore, the CAS allocated a
budget for the MAD committee. In addition, a chairper-
son, who was named separately from the committee
members, was responsible for the administration of the
commitee. The chairperson would not hold voting privi-
leges and served as a facilitator.
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During the November of 2001 fall general meeting of
the CAS, debate arose whether the committee should pro-
ceed or not and the motion was amended to read the fol-
lowing:


THAT, the Activator committee evaluate the literature
with the intent that they will report back to the mem-
bership with a recommendation on the efficacy, safety,
uses and educational requirements/standards of me-
chanical adjusting devices for consideration for use in
Saskatchewan and this to be accomplished, if possible,
by May 1, 2002.
The motion was intended to direct the committee to


evaluate the scientific literature concerning mechanical
adjusting devices and provide a time line for filing the re-
port. The motion was passed and the chairperson was
given the budget and charged to proceed with the com-
mittee.


The committee consisted of the following:
Dr. Shane Taylor, Chair
Dr. John Triano Dr. Dale Mierau
Dr. Lesley Biggs Dr. Christopher Colloca
Dr. Nicole Arnold Dr. Bruce Symons


The committee held several conference calls to deter-
mine the process they would follow and set the guidelines
which they felt would best suit the needs of the members
of the CAS, as well the needs of the committee members
who were spread throughout North America.


Methods
Due to the fact that the members of this committee live
throughout North America, teleconference and e-mail
were considered the easiest and least expensive way to
carry out the mandate of the committee.


It was agreed by the committee members that a con-
flict of interest statement which was signed by each com-
mittee member, would become part of the final report.
(See Appendix A) One member raised a potential conflict
of interest which was discussed within the group. It was
agreed that this member should remain part of the proc-
ess due to his/her expertise in this area.


At the outset, the committee decided that there needed
to be agreement on exactly what the questions should be
asked. After reviewing the CAS motion, the committee


decided that the following questions needed to be an-
swered:


What is the evidence in the literature on efficacy,
safety, and uses of moving stylus instruments within
chiropractic practice?


If evidence exists, what are the educational require-
ments for moving stylus instruments within chiro-
practic practice?


The committee agreed that each member would submit
keywords for a literature search by February 8, 2002. The
literature search was performed at the Canadian Memori-
al Chiropractic College utilizing the following keywords
and searching MEDLINE, MANTIS, and CINAHL and
the INDEX TO CHIROPRACTIC LITERATURE:


Literature Search for Mechanical
Adjusting Devices Committee


March 2002


Index to Chiropractic Literature and Mantis


Subject terms searched:
Activator method
Chiropractic/adverse effects
Chiropractic/instrumentation
Chiropractic/methods
Diagnosis/instrumentation
Pettibon method


Keywords searched:
Activator
Instrumentation
Instruments
Stylus
Mechanical adjusting device(s)


CINAHL


Headings searched:
Chiropractic
Chiropractic assessment
Chiropractic manipulation
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Text words searched:
Chiropract*
Activator*
Spinal manipulation
Mechanical adjusting device*
Integrator
Stylus


MEDLINE


MeSH terms used:
Electromyography
Manipulation, Spinal
Chiropractic/instrumentation


Text words searched:
Same as for the other indexes


The MAD Committee, via the CAS, invited the
membership of the CAS to submit information for the
committee’s consideration by February 28, 2002. All in-
formation was to be sent directly to the chairperson. The
committee decided not to accept newspaper articles,
magazine articles, conference proceedings and journal ar-
ticles that were not peer-reviewed. Dr. Colloca had an in-
itial reference lista which he submitted to the group to use
as a cross reference for material gathered. All new mate-
rial was added to Dr. Colloca’s list.


In total there were 55 pieces of evidence that were ac-
cepted for review. The committee decided that the chair-
person would separate the literature into six equal parts
and distribute 1/6th to each members of the committee.
Each member classified each piece of evidence according
to an agreed data extraction template (See Appendix B).
The assessment of the evidence followed a procedure rat-
ing which answered to one of three statements: 1) That
the evidence supports safety, uses, efficacy and educa-
tional requirements. 2) That evidence does NOT support
safety, uses, efficacy and education requirements. 3) That


there is NO evidence to support safety, uses, efficacy and
educational requirements. The quality of the evidence
was determined according to the rating guidelines in the
Glenerin proceedings found in Clinical Guidelines for
Chiropractic Practice in Canada 1994. The guidelines
were amended (as identified in bold) to reflect the man-
date of the committee


Class 1: Evidence provided by one or more well-
designed controlled clinical trials; or well-designed ex-
perimental studies that address reliability, validity,
MMMMMM
positive predictive value, discriminability, sensitivity,
efficacy or safety.


Class 2: Evidence provided by one or more well-
designed uncontrolled, observational clinical studies,
such as case-control, cohort studies, etc; or clinically
relevant basic science studies that address reliability,
validity, positive predictive value, discriminability, sen-
sitivity, specificity, efficacy or safety; and published in
refereed journals.


Class 3: Evidence provided by expert opinion, descrip-
tive studies or case reports on the topics of safety or
efficacy.


Once completed, each member submitted their review
to the chairperson who copied and sent out all the infor-
mation to each member who, in turn, reviewed all pieces
of evidence and determined whether they agreed or disa-
greed with the classification.


The committee then held a conference call to discuss
and resolve points of dispute. There were nineteen arti-
cles disputed. Some disputes were minor word changes
and others changed the class of evidence. The final clas-
sification for all nineteen were unanimously agreed upon
and changed accordingly. The chairperson then took all
of the information and formed evidence tables under the
headings of SAFETY, USES OR USAGE, EFFICACY
and EDUCATIONAL REQUIREMENTS. Utilizing these
evidence tables, the members of the committee were
asked to write an essay on the four topics indicating
whether they thought there was enough evidence, not
enough evidence or no evidence to support safety, uses or
usage, efficacy and educational requirements.


a Dr. Colloca’s original reference list included conference 
proceedings which were eliminated from the list. In addition, two 
letters to the editor were included on the reference list which 
unfortunately were included as part of the package that was sent out 
to the members. Upon discussion, the committee agreed that these 
letters would be included in the reference list but were not included 
as part of the study.
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The committee decided beforehand how the vote
would be interpreted in order to determine if the commit-
tee had reached consensus. If there was a vote of 4:2,
then the committee had reached consensus. The two
members who disagreed would be invited to submit a mi-
nority report to attach to the final report. If there was a tie
(a tie meaning either a 3:3 or 2:2:2 split), then the com-
mittee had not reached consensus. If there was a 3:2:1
vote split after discussions, then three would be consid-
ered majority and a consensus had been reached. The oth-
ers who voted 2:1 would be invited to give a minority
report to attach to the final report.


The chairperson distributed the essays to each member
for their review prior to the final conference call, at which
time the committee voted on the questions regarding the
safety, efficacy and uses of MAD. Before the voting took
place, each question was discussed, giving each member
an opportunity to provide a rationale for their point of
view. Following voting, the members gave final instruc-
tions and guidance to the chairperson, who compiled the
final report which was then submitted to committee
members for their comments on style but not content.


Although the committee was asked to review all me-
chanical adjusting devices, only research about the Acti-
vator instrument was found utilizing the inclusion criteria
established by the committee. Since no other mechanical
adjusting device material was found , Activator Methods
was the only device that the committee reviewed.


“The Activator Adjusting Instrument (Activator Meth-
ods, Inc., Phoenix, Ariz.) is a low-force, moving stylus-
type of mechanical instrument. The AAI is powered by the
fixed potential energy of a spring that propels a 16-g ham-
mer into a 30–g stylus. The spring is compressed manually
by squeezing a sliding handle located on the shank of the
instrument, and at a predetermined point is activated,
propelling the hammer into the stylus. An 80-durometer
rubber tip is attached to the end of the stylus and reduces
the impulse force shock delivered to the spine slightly
when the instrument is activated.”26 AMCT. St. Louis:
Mosby, 1997, p 447.


Statistics
Following the conference call discussing the classifica-
tion of articles, the following statistics were extrapolated.


1) 55 articles were accepted for review.


2) 13 of them did not relate at all to the questions to be
answered and were therefore not included in the evi-
dence tables.


3) The 42 remaining articles were rated as follows:
a. 6 were rated as class 1 evidence
b. 11 were rated as class 2 evidence
c. 25 were rated as class 3 evidence


4) 30 of the articles were related to usage or uses.
5) 20 of the articles related to efficacy.
6) 16 of the articles related to safety.
7) 5 of the articles related to educational standards.


Evidence tablesb were created for each subcategory of
efficacy, safety, usage or uses and educational standards.


The remainder of this article provides a review of the lit-
erature on the efficacy of MAD. The issues of safety, use
and usage, and educational requirements will be discussed
separately in a subsequent article appearing the JCCA.


Results


Summary of the literature on efficacy
Of the 21 studies examining efficacy either implicitly or
explicitly, 4 were RCT and 1 was a cohort (Class 1 Evi-
dence), 2 were experimental (Class 2 Evidence), 1 was a
clinical trial (Class 2 evidence), 11 were case studies, 1
was a case series and 1 was a review of the literature.


Class 1 Evidence
Of the RCT studies, Wood, Colloca, Mathews (2001)
compared standard Diversified Technique to Mechanical
Force Manually Assisted (MFMA) manipulation in the
treatment of cervical spine dysfunction in a sample of 30
patients.1 These authors found no statistical differences
between the two groups; both groups showed significant
improvement after the treatment phase and at a one
month follow-up. Cervical range of motion (ROM)
showed statistically significant changes for both groups
during the treatment phase, but the differences between
groups was not significant at the end of treatment or one
month following.


b The evidence tables can be found on the JCCA website; the 
references for efficacy, safety, use and usage, and educational 
requirements will be presented separately in the article reviewing 
these issues.
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Keller and Colloca (2000) demonstrated that maximal
voluntary contraction of the lumbar paraspinal muscula-
ture was increased according to electromylography
(EMG) measurements following Activator adjusting.2 It
is uncertain if the patients were randomized into treat-
ment, sham and control groups. But because of the nature
of treatment, it would have been obvious to the control
group that they were in fact the control. This article is an
interesting demonstration of the various factors mechani-
cal adjusting devices and potentially manual adjusting
can effect.


In a pilot study (n = 14) of patients with unilateral neck
pain, Yurkiw and Mior (1996) found no statistically sig-
nificant differences on left and right lateral flexion
scores, and VAS scores differences for patients receiving
MAD and SMT treatments.3 Although the trend was to-
ward clinical improvement for both treatments, it was not
statistically significant. The clinical significance and
clinical relevance of the results of both of these studies
are limited by the small sample sizes of subjects partici-
pating in the research protocol making them both prone
to Type II error. A lack of the ability to blind the experi-
menters could be a source of experimenter bias. Similar-
ly, Gemmell and Jacobson (1995) found in sample of 30
patients no statistical differences between Meric and Ac-
tivator adjustments to reduce acute low back pain.4


Yates et al., (1988) conducted a study (n = 21) of pa-
tients with elevated blood pressure who were randomly
assigned to one of three conditions, active treatment
(which received a chiropractic adjustment delivered by an
Activator); a placebo group (which received a sham ad-
justment delivered by an Activator delivered in the off
position); a control group (which received no treatment).5


The study found statistically significant differences be-
tween the Active Treatment Condition Group, and the
placebo group and control group. Lower blood pressure
readings were documented for the active treatment group.
The study also reported lowered states of anxiety for the
active treatment group and control groups but an elevated
anxiety score for the placebo group. This study was prone
to the placebo effect; however it is unclear whether or not
the lower blood pressures and lowered states of anxiety
were statistically significant.


The number of patients/subjects included in the studies
of the effect of the activator instrument on musculoskele-
tal conditions:


number treated
N with activator


Low Back Pain
8. Keller and Colloca 40 20


31. Gemmel and Jacobson 30 15


70 35


Cervical spine pain
6. Wood Colloca Mathews 30 15


28. Yurkiw and Mior 14 7


44 22


Total 114 57


When the data from the four Class I clinical studies was
pooled, the total number of subjects treated with the acti-
vator instrument was 57; 35 subjects experienced cervical
spine pain and 22 experienced low back pain.


Class 2 Evidence
Basic science research comprises two of the three studies
rated as Class II Evidence. Symons et al., (2000) demon-
strated physiologic responses associated with Instrument
delivered spinal adjustments.6 In a sample of 9 patients and
83 observations reported, Symons et al reported that thrusts
delivered by an Activator instrument to the entire spine elic-
ited an 68% positive response rate overall. However, pos-
itive responses varied across the spine ranging from 94%
for sacroiliac SMT thrusts to 50% for cervical thrusts. They
concluded that a reflex response elicited by treatment with
an Activator instrument is quantitatively and qualitatively
different than the response elicited by a manual treatment
and that the physiologic and clinical relevance of the reflex
response they observed remains unknown.


Herzog, Kawchuk and Conway (1993) attempted to
quantify the pre-load and peak forces associated with mov-
ing stylus instruments and spinal manipulative therapy
(SMT).8 They reported no significant correlation between
preload and �F forces for treatments using the Activator
instrument in contrast to the four of the five manual tech-
niques. A statistically significant correlation between
preload and �F was found for the manual techniques.


A moving stylus device has been found to be effectively
used in a research setting “detuned” as a placebo in a study
by Hawk et al. (1999).7 In a comparison of flexion-distrac-
tion table technique with the AAI set on 0 used to perform
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a sham adjustment, they found that VAS and GWBS scores
improved with both treatments; a somewhat greater im-
provement occurred in most cases with the active treat-
ment. This study was also subject to the placebo effect.
That same cohort study (n = 18) indicates that the role of
placebos needs to be examined more thoroughly.


Class 3 Evidence
In a descriptive case series study of 10 patients suffering
whiplash, Osterbauer et al., (1992) reported a statistically
significant decrease in overall mean pain scores and in-
creased range of motion after treatment.18 In case series
study of 10 patients with low back pain, Osterbauer et al.
(1993) found a statistically significant difference in VAS
scores and Oswestry Index scores after receiving a
MFMA SMT.17 The majority, but not all patients, report-
ed a decline in back pain and increased function; these
improvements remained stable at a one year follow-up.


Improved clinical outcomes were reported in case re-
ports of patients with post-surgical neck syndrome9, cco-
cygodynia10, lumbar disc herniation11, frozen shoulder13,
frozen shoulder with metastatic carcinoma14, plantar
fascitis15, torn medial meniscus16, two cases of Bell’s
palsy19, otitis media20, and sciatic neuropathy and lumbar
disc herniation21. Of these studies, 5 provided opinion that
MFMA SMT may provide an alternative when there are
contraindications to using manual SMT.10,11,13–15


Conclusion
After reviewing the literature and after much debate the
committee reached consensus (4 to 2) that, while all of
these studies are flawed to varying degrees and the litera-
ture is generally weak, the evidence in the literature sup-
ports the statement that MAD procedures using Activator
are as effective as manual HVLA in producing clinical
benefit and biological change. More research, particular-
ly a larger scale randomized controlled trial, would be
helpful in determining efficacy to a further degree.


MAD Minority Report
Submitted by Dale Mierau DC, MSc, FCCSC and 


Lesley Biggs, PhD
October 4, 2002


Introduction
As the Report indicates “the committee reached consensus


that while all of these studies are flawed to varying degrees
and the literature is generally weak in strength, the evidence
in the literature supports the statement that MAD pro-
cedures using Activator are as effective as manual HVLA
in producing clinical benefit and biological change.”


We agree with the conclusion that “the studies are
flawed to varying degrees” and that “the literature is gen-
erally weak in strength.” Where we disagree is over the
statement that “the evidence in the literature supports the
statement that MAD procedures using Activator are as ef-
fective as manual HVLA in producing clinical benefit
and biological change.” Based on our reading of the liter-
ature, we believe that the findings of studies classified as
Class I do not indicate MFMA as more or less efficacious
than other SMT techniques. In total, only 56 subjects
over 4 studies were treated with the Activator instrument
in studies classified as Class 1. Of those 56, 10 had sub-
acute neck pain (7 in Yurkiw and Mior, 1996; 3 in Wood
et al., 2001), 12 had chronic neck pain (Wood et al.,
2001) 14 had acute low back pain (Gemmell and Jackson,
1995), and the duration of the LBP was unknown for 20
(Keller et al., 2000).


The tally of subjects treated with the Activator instru-
ment across the 4 studies was:


Neck Pain
Acute neck pain 0
Subacute neck pain 10
Chronic neck pain 12


Total 22


Low Back Pain (LBP)
Acute LBP 14
Subacute LBP 0
Chronic LBP 0
Unknown LBP 20


Total 34


Total spine pain 56


Other
Blood pressure and anxiety 21


TOTAL 77


The review of the literature did not reveal any studies
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of the efficacy of MAD for patients with acute neck pain,
subacute LBP or chronic LBP.


For studies with outcome measures that can be directly
related to patient centered outcomes such as pain and
function (omitting the study that used sEMG as the only
outcome measure), the review of the literature document-
ed results for 24 patients with neck pain (10 patients with
subacute neck pain, 14 patients with chronic neck pain)
and 14 patients with acute LBP were treated with MAD.


Smaller studies are, on average, conducted with less
methodological rigor than larger studies. Trials of lower
quality tend to show larger treatment effects (Schultz
1995, Moher 1998)


In our view, there is not enough evidence in the litera-
ture at this time to draw a definitive conclusion that MAD
are more or less efficacious. Moreover, the limitations of
the studies outlined by the authors themselves (see be-
low) should not be taken lightly, and deserve considera-
tion. In each of the 4 clinical studies, the authors present
their findings as preliminary (i.e. as pilot studies) and call
for a full-scale randomized controlled trial in order to
verify their findings.


In the following sections, we present a more detailed
analysis in support of our argument. We examine the
types and strengths of evidence and its relationship to
randomization; the relationship between statistical sourc-
es of error, statistical and clinical significance, effect size
and sample size; measurement error; outcome measures;
and a summary of the investigators’ comments on the rel-
evance of their work to clinical practice. Where applica-
ble, we have included definitions of technical terms.


A. Types and Strength of Evidence
Strength of evidence Method of study
Strongest Randomized controlled trial


Controlled clinical trial
Comparative clinical trial
Cohort study
Case control study
Case series


Weakest Case report


A randomized controlled trial is without any doubt the
best way to address questions of therapeutic efficacy. A
random numbers table or some other mathematical meth-
od of randomization is used. Two or more groups are


chosen at random, one receives the treatment and one
does not. The only study in the literature reviewed that
could be considered a full-scale randomized controlled
trial was by Yates et al (1988).


Controlled clinical trials study at least one treatment
and one control treatment with concurrent enrolment and
follow-up of the test and control treated groups. The
treatments to be administered are selected by a pseudo-
random process, (e.g. a coin toss, odd-even numbers,
medical record number). The Keller and Colloca (2000)
study would likely have fallen into this category had they
described their method of randomization of subjects.


A comparative clinical trial differs from a randomized
control trial and a controlled clinical trial because it does
not include an untreated control group. It is designed to
compare two treatments by randomly allocating subjects
to treatment groups. It is useful tool to compare treat-
ments for a condition but it has limited strength because
of the lack of an untreated control group. The trials pub-
lished by Yurkiw and Mior (1996), Gemmel and Jacob-
son and Wood et al (1995) fall into this category.


For the purposes of this review, randomized controlled
trials, controlled clinical trials and comparative clinical
trials were assigned to the category of Class 1 evidence.


The Importance of Randomization
There are two important reasons for the use of caution
when interpreting the results of non-randomized studies.


1 Randomization is the only way to control for unknown
or unmeasured confounders. Non-randomized studies
tend to overestimate the effects of health care interven-
tion or treatment (Sacks et al., 1982; Chalmers et al.,
1983; Schulz et al., 1995).


2 The inclusion of studies other than controlled trials in a
review can increase the risk that the result of the re-
view is influenced by publication bias (Dickersin and
Min, 1993) or selection bias (Kunz et al., 1998).


It is appropriate to conduct a review of non-rand-
omized studies of the effects of an intervention if the ef-
fects of the condition are so uniform or dramatic that it is
unnecessary or unethical to wait for an RCT. The only
method to establish confidence that a treatment if effica-
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cious, without a randomized controlled trial, is in the cir-
cumstance that the treated condition is followed by, or
results in, death. (Sackett et al., 1985).


In the absence of evidence from randomized controlled
trials, it is incorrect to simply default to the best available
evidence, such as weak cohort studies or case series
(Sackett et al, 1985)c.


B. The relationship between statistical sources of 
error, statistical and clinical significance, effect size 
and sample size
Conclusions from a study should not be considered as ev-
idence of efficacy unless there are clear statistical and
clinical differences between groups. The lack of a statisti-
cal difference in outcome measures between two or more
groups (treated with different interventions in a small,
uncontrolled study) does not allow one to reach a conclu-
sion that the effect(s) of the interventions are equivalent.
What follows is an explanation and rationale for this
statement.


Definitions


Clinical significance refers to the practical importance of
a reported difference in clinical outcomes between treat-
ed and control patients. It is usually expressed in terms of
the size of the treatment effect.


Statistical significance is used to identify whether or not
the results and conclusions drawn by the authors are like-


ly to be true (regardless of the clinical importance or sig-
nificance).


The two potential sources for statistical error are sum-
marized in Table I (appendix A) (Sackett el. al., 1985:
183):
• a false positive result (cell x) is called a type I error. A


type I error is easy to spot because the reported P value
(or α as it is called before the study begins i.e. p < .05)
is greater than 0.05 or 1 chance in 20. The smaller the
reported p value, the more confident one can be that
MAD is better than MM.


• an erroneous false negative conclusion is called a type
II error (cell y). The size of the risk to arrive at this er-
roneous conclusion is called Β.


By convention, investigators usually accept a 5% risk of
drawing a false-positive type I error (a error of 0.05) and
accept a 20% risk of concluding that the outcomes of the
compared treatments do not produce different clinical
outcomes when they really do ( a false negative type II
error of 0.20). If Β is 0.20 then the power of the study is
1-B (80%).


The probability of arriving at a true positive conclusion
when one is correct in doing so is called the power of the
study.


The accepted settings for statistical risk are:
• the false positive risk (α) at 0.05
• the false negative risk (Β) at 0.20.


To the risks of statistical error are added:
• the expected rate of outcome events for patients as-


signed to treatment and/or control groups.
• the degree of difference in outcomes that are consid-


ered clinically significant between treated and non
treated groups or between two or more treated groups.


• the number of subjects in each group.


If one can estimate, 4 of the 5 variables, one can calcu-
late the 5th. Pilot studies are done to allow investigators to
more accurately predict or estimate some of the error var-
iables. A larger sample size can counteract underestima-
tion of the other sources of error including α and Β.


Relevance
Three of the 5 studies categorized as Class 1 did not re-


c An example of the misuse of poor evidence is illustrated by an 
example of ‘historical comparison’ (not to be confused with 
‘historical controls’). Clinicians sometimes judge the efficacy of a 
modern treatment by comparing an experience with a new treatment 
to a former experience with older methods. An example cited by 
Sackett et al. is the rise and fall of the ‘gastric freeze’. Sackett et al. 
1985; p. 176–77). After reporting their results, the inventors and 
purveyors of a procedure called the ‘gastric freeze’ were pleased 
that their surgical service was inundated with patients who all 
reportedly did well after the procedure. Years later, a randomized 
controlled trial demonstrated that patients who underwent the 
‘gastric freeze’ had more complications and did no better (and 
sometimes worse) than patients who underwent a sham treatment 
(Ruffin et al., 1969). The documentation of this experience speaks 
volumes about the confidence in new methods by patients and 
surgeons and highlights the importance of being careful about 
substituting a new untested treatment for a tested conventional one 
without compelling evidence from well-designed randomized 
controlled studies.
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port a statistically significant difference between the
MAD and MM groups. If the difference between MAD
and MM is not statistically significant, were the trials
large enough to show a clinically important difference if
it was really there? This decision can be easily made with
tables that provide sample size guidelines based on pre-
determined statistical criteria. (Sackett 1985:186–87).


Yurkiw and Mior (1996) estimated that a sample size
of 150 subjects was required in each treatment group to
adequately study the relative effects of MAD and MM on
subacute neck pain. Gemmel and Jacobsen (1995) esti-
mated that 1200 subjects in each treatment group were
required to study the relative effects on acute low back
pain. These sample sizes are far larger than the number of
subjects used in the Yurkiw and Mior (1996), and Gem-
mel and Jacobsen (1995) studies.


This review of the literature did not identify published
sample size estimates for the future investigation of acute
neck pain, chronic neck pain, subacute low back pain and
chronic low back pain with the MAD device. Clinical in-
vestigation of the treatment of these conditions with
MAD still requires more investigation to estimate sample
size.


C. Measurement Error
Wood et al., 2001: 264)) and Yurkiw and Mior (1996:
161) alerted readers to the precision, or lack of it, in the
cervical range of motion measurement device (CROM).
The CROM scale is in 2 degree increments. One could
safely assume at least a +/- 2 degrees (4 degree total mar-
gin of error), although the margin of error could be great-
er due to error inherent in examiner testing as described
by Yurkiw and Mior (1996).


D. Outcome Measures
Outcomes reported in clinical trials of efficacy should
measure changes that are important to patients. At the
Mercy Center Conference, in his discussion of selecting
outcome measures when evaluating clinical interven-
tions, Paul Shekelle (1993) emphasized that every effort
should be made to base decisions regarding efficacy on
‘scientific demonstrations of benefit to patients.’ Further,
he argued that ‘benefit to patients’ means outcomes that
matter to patients such as ‘relief of pain or ability to
resume usual activities.’ ‘Benefit to patients’ does not
mean improvement in the results of diagnostic tests such


as EMG or x-rays (Shekelle, 1993). One investigation, in-
cluded as Class I evidence of efficacy, studied a treated
group, a sham treated group and a control group (Keller
and Colloca, 2000). The outcome measure used in the
study (sEMG), while it may be of interest to those who
study spinal pain, has no application to the treatment, or
the outcome of a treatment for spinal pain. The results of
this study do not support the efficacy of the Activator in-
strument because the outcome measure has no relevance
to patients.


E. Sources of Error in Uncontrolled Studies, 
including Comparative Clinical Trials


Definitions


Placebo effect refers to the psychological or psycho
physiological effects of a placebo; i.e. a patient’s need or
tendency to report a treatment effect. A patient’s percep-
tion of the effects of a treatment can have an effect on the
subject (placebo effect) that may be as profound or meas-
urable as the treatment itself (Turner et al., 1994).


Hawthorne Effect refers to the tendency for subjects
who are being watched or studied to perform in an unusu-
al manner. Usually subjects perform at a higher level, or a
level that the subject perceives to be better, when being
watched or studied. The intangible effect of participating
in a study (Hawthorne effect) can affect the results of
such participation.


Relevance
Four studies compared MAD (in one case MAD set to 0
to provide a placebo treatment) to another intervention
for spinal pain. In all four studies, there was documented
improvement for the entire subject sample without a sig-
nificant difference between the groups. (Yurkiw and Mi-
or, 1996; Gemmell and Jacobson, 1995; Wood et al.,
2001; Hawk et al; 1999.)


The study with the placebo treatment was a two-period
crossover study of a sham adjustment with an Activator in-
strument (set to 0) and a flexion distraction technique.
Both interventions demonstrated the same phenomenon;
that is, improvement in outcome measures in both treated
groups without a significant difference in outcomes be-
tween the groups (Hawk et al., 1999). The authors attrib-
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uted the improvement in outcome measures of both groups
without a significant difference between the groups to the
placebo effect.


Three comparative clinical studies documented a very
slight, but statistically significant improvement in out-
come measures for both interventions, but no difference
in outcome measures for the interventions individually or
compared to one another (Yurkiw and Mior, 1996; Gem-
mell and Jacobson, 1995; Wood et al., 2001). Yurkiw and
Mior (1996) mentioned the possibility of a placebo effect
to explain the improvement in outcomes for both groups.
Keller and Colloca (2000) couldn’t attribute the positive
changes in MVC lumbar sEMG changes directly to the
Activator treatment. Wood et al. (2001) concluded that it
was necessary to include an untreated control to under-
stand the true clinical effects of the manipulative proce-
dures. Gemmell and Jacobson (1995) discussed the
possibility that subjects, knowing that they were involved
in a research project, may have been biased toward
reporting an expected reduction of pain. The design and
results of these studies does not allow one to reach a con-
clusion about the efficacy of the treatments.


F. Summary of the Investigators’ Comments on the 
Relevance of their Work to Clinical Practice
The review performed by the MAD committee was con-
ducted to assess the present state of the literature on the ef-
ficacy of the Activator instrument. All clinical studies to
date are described as inadequate to support a conclusion of
efficacy by the authors who conducted the studies. We
agree with these conclusions for the reasons given above.
All the authors state that studies with more subjects, and
an untreated control group, are required to draw conclu-
sions regarding the relative efficacy of MAD in a clinical
setting. To illustrate this point we submit the following:


1. Keller and Colloca (2000) reported a statistical differ-
ence between MAD treatment, sham treatment and a
control group using sEMG as the outcome measure.
The study was not randomized, the investigators were
not blinded and the nature of the LBP was not docu-
mented (i.e. acute, subacute or chronic). The clinical
significance and relevance of this finding should be
carefully assessed. The value of the outcome measure
used (sEMG) with respect to ‘benefit to patients’ is not
known. To quote the authors:


• ‘a larger group size comparison is necessary to sub-
stantiate this finding.’


• ‘the positive changes in MVC lumbar sEMG output
cannot be directly attributed to the SMT treatment
alone ...’


2. Wood et al. (2001) stated in their conclusion: ‘ ... these
results would have supported the use of MFMA
(MAD) and HVLA (MM) manipulation for cervical
spine dysfunction only if a control group had been
studied with the investigation.’


3. Yurkiw and Mior (1996) identified their results as not
statistically significant and recommended modifica-
tions for future study including a larger sample size.
Their sample size estimate was for at least 150 subjects
in each group.


4. Gemmell and Jacobsen (1995) documented no differ-
ence in relative effectiveness between MAD and MM.
They implicated a Type II error and recommend that
‘judgment be suspended until the study can be repeat-
ed by other researchers.’


5. Yates et al. (1988) authored a study that was sound in
design and recommendations for future study. It is a
shame that the work was not carried forward.


G. Conclusion
Conclusions regarding the strength of published evidence
for efficacy of a treatment can be subjected to the follow-
ing 5 considerations (Hill, 1971):


1. How good is the quality of the reviewed trials?
The committee agreed unanimously that the quality of
the reviewed trials was weak.


2. How large and significant are the observed effects?
The observed effects were not large. Rather, relative to
the hypotheses, they were insignificant.


3. How consistent are the effects across trials?
The lack of a significant difference between compared
treatments was consistent across trials.


4. Is there a clear dose-response relationship?
A dose-response relationship was not discussed in any
of the reviewed trials.


5. Is there indirect evidence that supports the inference?
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Indirect evidence (i.e. both interventions improved
scores on outcome measures) was present and it was
discussed, but the indirect evidence (improvement in
outcome measures for both treatments (including a de-
tuned Activator) was not specific to either intervention.


6. Have other plausible competing explanations of the
observed effects (e.g. bias or co-intervention) been
ruled out?


Plausible competing explanations for the observed ef-
fects are presented above.


We submit that the deliberations of this committee
overestimated the validity and clinical relevance of the
literature reviewed about the Activator instrument. We
feel compelled to put forward the position, that a larger,
robust randomized controlled trial is necessary to support
the conclusion of a level of efficacy equivalent to that
of manual manipulation/adjustment for the treatment of
spinal pain/dysfunction.
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Abstract
Background: Spinal manipulation has been found to create demonstrable segmental and
intersegmental spinal motions thought to be biomechanically related to its mechanisms. In the case
of impulsive-type instrument device comparisons, significant differences in the force-time
characteristics and concomitant motion responses of spinal manipulative instruments have been
reported, but studies investigating the response to multiple thrusts (multiple impulse trains) have
not been conducted. The purpose of this study was to determine multi-axial segmental and
intersegmental motion responses of ovine lumbar vertebrae to single impulse and multiple impulse
spinal manipulative thrusts (SMTs).


Methods: Fifteen adolescent Merino sheep were examined. Tri-axial accelerometers were
attached to intraosseous pins rigidly fixed to the L1 and L2 lumbar spinous processes under
fluoroscopic guidance while the animals were anesthetized. A hand-held electromechanical
chiropractic adjusting instrument (Impulse) was used to apply single and repeated force impulses
(13 total over a 2.5 second time interval) at three different force settings (low, medium, and high)
along the posteroanterior axis of the T12 spinous process. Axial (AX), posteroanterior (PA), and
medial-lateral (ML) acceleration responses in adjacent segments (L1, L2) were recorded at a rate
of 5000 samples per second. Peak-peak segmental accelerations (L1, L2) and intersegmental
acceleration transfer (L1–L2) for each axis and each force setting were computed from the
acceleration-time recordings. The initial acceleration response for a single thrust and the maximum
acceleration response observed during the 12 multiple impulse trains were compared using a
paired observations t-test (POTT, alpha = .05).


Results: Segmental and intersegmental acceleration responses mirrored the peak force magnitude
produced by the Impulse Adjusting Instrument. Accelerations were greatest for AX and PA
measurement axes. Compared to the initial impulse acceleration response, subsequent multiple
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SMT impulses were found to produce significantly greater (3% to 25%, P < 0.005) AX, PA and ML
segmental and intersegmental acceleration responses. Increases in segmental motion responses
were greatest for the low force setting (18%–26%), followed by the medium (5%–26%) and high
(3%–26%) settings. Adjacent segment (L1) motion responses were maximized following the
application of several multiple SMT impulses.


Conclusion: Knowledge of the vertebral motion responses produced by impulse-type,
instrument-based adjusting instruments provide biomechanical benchmarks that support the
clinical rationale for patient treatment. Our results indicate that impulse-type adjusting instruments
that deliver multiple impulse SMTs significantly increase multi-axial spinal motion.


Background
Spinal manipulation is the most commonly performed
therapeutic procedure provided by doctors of chiropractic
[1]. Likewise, chiropractic techniques have evolved over
the past few decades providing clinicians with new
choices in the delivery of particular force-time profiles
that are deemed appropriate for a particular patient or
condition. In Australia, Canada, and the United States of
America mechanical force manually assisted (MFMA) pro-
cedures are one of the most popular chiropractic adjusting
technique, utilized by approximately 70% of chiroprac-
tors [2]. Clinically, single impulse, short duration, MFMA
spinal adjustment procedures have been shown to mobi-
lize or oscillate the spine [3-6], elicit neurophysiologic
responses [5-10], and enhance acute trunk muscle func-
tion [11], However, basic experimental evidence is still
lacking that can identify biomechanical mechanisms
linked to beneficial therapeutic procedures [12].


Both experimental studies [3,4,13-15] and mathematical
models [16,17] indicate that the motion response of the
lumbar spine is dependent on the force magnitude, force-
time profile and force vector applied. Biomechanical com-
parisons of hand-held, MFMA-type chiropractic adjusting
instruments indicate that the force-time profile (shape,
amplitude and duration) significantly affects spinal
motion, and suggests that instruments can be tuned to
provide optimal force delivery [6,15]. Indeed, a recent
animal study [18] demonstrated that oscillatory mechan-
ical forces applied at or near the natural frequency of the
lumbar spine are associated with significantly greater dis-
placements (over 2-fold) in comparison to forces that are
static or quasi-static. Other animal studies have shown
that lumbar spine neuromuscular responses and vertebral
displacements are enhanced by increasing force ampli-
tude and pulse duration, while vertebral oscillations
(acceleration amplitude and duration) are increased by
increasing force amplitude and decreasing pulse duration
[6]. We are not aware of any studies, however, that have
investigated the biomechanical response of the spine to
repeated or multiple impulse MFMA-type mechanical
excitation.


The inherent goal of chiropractic adjustments are to
induce spinal mobility, therefore research methodology
that identifies mechanisms to increase spinal motion is of
paramount importance and of great interest to researchers
and clinicians. The purpose of this study was to determine
the multi-axial segmental and intersegmental motion
(acceleration) responses of ovine lumbar vertebral sub-
jected to single and multiple impulse spinal manipulative
thrusts (SMTs).


Methods
Animal preparation
Fifteen adolescent Merino sheep (mean 47.7 s.d. 4.9 kg)
were examined using a research protocol approved by the
Animal Ethics Committees and Institutional Review
Board of the Institute of Medical and Veterinary Science
(Adelaide, South Australia). Sheep were fasted for 24
hours prior to surgery and anesthesia was induced with an
intravenous injection of 1 g thiopentone. General
anesthesia was maintained after endotracheal intubation
by 2.5% halothane and monitored by pulse oximetry and
end tidal CO2 measurement. Animals were ventilated and
the respiration rate was linked to the tidal volume keeping
the monitored C02 between 40–60 mmHg.


Accelerometers
Following anesthesia, the animals were placed in a stand-
ardized prone-lying position with the abdomen and tho-
rax supported by a rigid wooden platform and foam
padding, respectively, thereby positioning the lumbar
spine parallel to the operating table and load frame. Fol-
lowing animal preparation, 10-g piezoelectric tri-axial
accelerometers (Crossbow Model CXL100HF3, Crossbow
Technology, Inc., San Jose, CA) were attached to intraos-
seous pins that were rigidly fixed to the L1 and L2 lumbar
spinous processes under fluoroscopic guidance (Figure 1).
The accelerometers are high frequency vibration measure-
ment devices comprised of an advanced piezoelectric
material integrated with signal conditioning (charge amp)
and current regulation electronics. The sensors feature low
noise (300-µg rms), wide bandwidth (0.3 – 10,000 Hz)
and low nonlinearity (<1% of full scale) and are precision
calibrated by the manufacturer. The x-, y- and z-axes of the
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accelerometer were oriented with respect to the medial-
lateral (ML), posterior-anterior (PA) and cranial-caudal or
axial (AX) axes of the vertebrae. The in situ natural fre-
quency of the pin and transducer was determined intraop-
eratively by "tapping" the pins in the ML, PA and AX axes,
and was found to be greater than 80 Hertz. This is approx-
imately 20 times greater than the natural frequency of the
ovine spine [18], which also exhibits significantly damped
motion responses (increased stiffness) for oscillatory PA
loads above 15 Hz.


SMT testing protocol
An Impulse Adjusting Instrument® (Neuromechanical
Innovations, LLC, Phoenix, AZ, U.S.A., Impulse) was used
to apply posteroanterior (PA) spinal manipulative thrusts
to the T12 spinous process of the ovine spine (Figure 1).
The T12 spinous process was located by palpation as the
first spinous process cephalad to the fluoroscopically ver-


ified L1 vertebra containing the accelerometer pin mount.
The neoprene end member of the stylus was then placed
on the spinous process of T12 and held perpendicularly
with a preload of 20 N. Thirteen mechanical excitation
impulses were applied over a 2.5 second interval and
included a single impulse followed one-half second later
by twelve mechanical excitation pulse trains delivered
every 160 ms. The Impulse Adjusting Instrument utilizes
a microprocessor-controlled electromagnetic coil to pro-
duce a haversine-like impulse, approximately 2 ms in
duration. Haversine impulse profiles result in a uniform
mechanical energy delivery to the test structure over a
broad frequency range [6,18], in this case 0 to 200 Hz.


The pulse trains were applied at three different force set-
tings: low (133 N), medium (245 N), and high (380 N).
Based upon bench-test experiments, the precision of
Impulse device (CoV = standard deviation/mean) was
3.5%, 2.4%, and 1.0% for the low, medium and high
force settings, respectively. A doctor of chiropractic with
ten years clinical experience administered spinal manipu-
lative thrusts. L1 and L2 vertebral accelerations were
recorded at a sampling frequency of 5,000 Hz using a 16
channel, 16-bit MP150 data acquisition system (Biopac
Systems, Inc., Goleta, CA, U.S.A.). The sampling period
(0.2 ms) was an order of magnitude greater than the
Impulse force pulse duration, and the sampling frequency
was nearly two orders of magnitude greater than the natu-
ral frequency of the pin-accelerometer-bone mount,
which ensured that the SMT-induced vertebral oscillations
were captured with appropriate signal bandwidth.


Data analysis and statistics
Acceleration transfer (L1–L2, m/sec2, 9.81 m/sec2 = 1-g)
between the L1 and L2 vertebrae was estimated by sub-
tracting the L2 accelerometer acceleration-time curve from
the L1 acceleration-time curve. The maximum peak-peak
acceleration response during the multi-pulse phase (total
of 12 pulse trains) was determined and compared to the
peak-peak segmental and intersegmental acceleration
response obtained during the first impulse. A paired
observations t-test was used to determine if the accelera-
tion response during the multi-pulse phase was signifi-
cantly greater than the initial single impulse (POTT, p <
.05 – significant difference). Descriptive statistics (mean,
standard deviation S.D.) were also computed, and the
changes in motion responses are reported as a percentage
of the first thrust.


Results
Typical segmental (L1, L2) and intersegmental (L1–L2)
acceleration responses obtained from the multiple
impulse adjusting protocol are shown in Figure 2. The
short duration (2 ms) mechanical excitation produced by
the Impulse Adjusting Instrument® elicited oscillations in


Experimental setup illustrating the Impulse Adjusting Instru-ment® positioned over the T12 spinous process and the two triaxial accelerometers rigidly attached to stainless steel pins at L1 and L2Figure 1
Experimental setup illustrating the Impulse Adjusting Instru-
ment® positioned over the T12 spinous process and the two 
triaxial accelerometers rigidly attached to stainless steel pins 
at L1 and L2.
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the adjacent vertebrae that damped out after approxi-
mately 100 to 150 ms. Segmental and intersegmental
acceleration responses mirrored the peak force magnitude
produced by the Impulse Adjusting Instrument®. Acceler-
ations were greatest for AX, followed by PA and ML meas-
urement axes and increased in a linear manner with
increasing force magnitude (Table 1). At the highest force
setting, the L1 segment ML and PA acceleration responses
were 5.6% and 15.4% greater, respectively, in comparison
to the L2 segment. The AX accelerations were 17.5% lower
at the L1 segment in comparison to the L2 segment (high
force setting).


Compared to the initial single impulse acceleration
response, subsequent SMT impulses produced signifi-
cantly greater (3% to 25%, P < 0.005) AX, PA and ML seg-
mental and intersegmental acceleration responses
(Figures 3, 4, 5). Increases in segmental motion responses
(ML, PA, AX) were greatest for the low force setting (18%–


26%), followed by the medium (5%–26%) and high
(3%–26%) settings. ML, PA and AX motion responses in
the L1 segment (adjacent to the applied force) were max-
imized after the 7th, 5th and 3rd SMT impulse (high force
setting), respectively. The PA motion response was maxi-
mized after the 4th SMT impulse for the low and medium
force settings.


Discussion
Increased segmental and intersegmental acceleration
responses were observed when multiple force impulses
were applied to the ovine lumbar spine. The increased
motion response most likely reflects the dynamic nature
of the Impulse Adjusting Instrument®, which has a short
force-time pulse duration (approximately 2 milliseconds)
and causes the ovine spine to oscillate or vibrate for up to
150 ms following the application of the force impulse.
The haversine wave shape of the Impulse Adjusting Instru-
ment® creates an efficient mechanical excitation and


Typical segmental (L1, superior and L2, inferior) and intersegmental (L1–L2) medial-lateral (ML), posterior-anterior (PA), and axial acceleration responses (m/s2) during the application of haversine-like mechanical excitation to the ovine spine (high force setting at T12 spinous process, 13 pulse trains)Figure 2
Typical segmental (L1, superior and L2, inferior) and intersegmental (L1–L2) medial-lateral (ML), posterior-anterior (PA), and 
axial acceleration responses (m/s2) during the application of haversine-like mechanical excitation to the ovine spine (high force 
setting at T12 spinous process, 13 pulse trains).
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energy transfer to the spine, which in turn excites a broad
range of vibration frequencies (0–200 Hz) in the con-
tacted and adjacent vertebral segments [6]. This frequency
range encompassing the resonant frequency (4 Hz) of the
ovine spine [18] which, when coupled with the repeated
(multiple impulse) mechanical excitation of the spine,
amplifies the spinal motion response. Increasing vertebral
motions via tuning the frequency and speed of the
mechanical inputs during SMT has long been an objective
of chiropractic delivery, especially in the development of
chiropractic adjusting instruments [16,17,19,20].


A number of studies have quantified the applied forces
and concomitant mechanical response of the spine during
SMT [9,19-24]. In previous work, we have demonstrated


that the stiffness and therefore motion response of differ-
ent regions of the human [20,25] and animal [18] lumbar
spine varied with the mechanical stimulus frequency.
Knowledge of the frequency-dependent stiffness charac-
teristics of the spine aids chiropractors in determining the
manner in which forces are transmitted to the spine dur-
ing chiropractic adjustment/spinal manipulation. Such
information is important in assessing the biomechanical
characteristics of chiropractic treatments, spinal mode-
ling, treatment efficacy, and assessment of risk in the
medicolegal arena. To our knowledge, this is the first
study to quantify the motion response of the lumbar spine
during repeated impulse loading. Our findings indicate
that application of multiple short-duration impulses to
the spine can increase the magnitude of ensuing vertebral
oscillations.


The chiropractic adjusting instrument examined in this
study (Impulse Adjusting Instrument®) produces a force-
time profile with a very short pulse duration (2 ms).
Forces that are relatively large in magnitude, but act for a
very short time (much less than the natural period of
oscillation of the structure), are called impulsive [19].
Impulsive forces acting on a mass will result in a sudden
change in velocity, but are typically associated with
smaller amplitude displacements in comparison to longer
duration forces. However, the sudden change in velocity
associated with impulsive forces causes the spine to oscil-
late or vibrate for long periods of time. In the current
study we observed that the ovine spine oscillated for a
period of time roughly equal to the time interval between
impulses (e.g. 160 ms). This corresponds to an impulse
loading frequency of 6.25 Hertz, and the application of
repeated mechanical excitation resulted in a continuous
chain of oscillations in the sheep spine.


The motion response of the spine is closely coupled to the
frequency or the time history of the applied force [16].
When external mechanical forces are applied at or near the
natural frequency of the spine, greater segmental and
intersegmental displacements result (over 2-fold) in com-
parison to external forces that are static or quasi-static
[16]. Thus, it is possible to achieve comparable segmental
and intersegmental motion responses for lower applied
forces during spinal manipulation, provided that the
forces are delivered over time intervals at or near the
period corresponding to the natural frequency. Based on
the findings of this study, application of repeated
mechanical excitation at 6.25 Hertz produces a signifi-
cantly increased segmental and intersegmental motion
response – up to 26% increase in adjacent segment accel-
eration following the application of several consecutive
SMT impulses. Since the oscillations induced in the spine
are mostly damped out prior to the onset of the next pulse
train, the increased acceleration response is most likely


Mean percent change (maximum multi-impulse value com-pared to first impulse) in low force, segmental (L1, L2) and intersegmental (L1–L2) acceleration responses for the medial-lateral (ML), posterior-anterior (PA), and axial (AX) axesFigure 3
Mean percent change (maximum multi-impulse value com-
pared to first impulse) in low force, segmental (L1, L2) and 
intersegmental (L1–L2) acceleration responses for the 
medial-lateral (ML), posterior-anterior (PA), and axial (AX) 
axes. Asterisks (*) indicate significant change from first 
impulse.


Table 1: Initial thrust (impulse thrust 1) mean segmental (L1, L2) 
and intersegmental (L1–L2) acceleration responses (m/sec2). 
Standard deviations are shown in parentheses.


Impulse Setting Segment ML (S.D.) PA (S.D.) AX (S.D.)


Low L1 10.0 (4.0) 36.1 (12.0) 44.6 (11.0)
L2 8.8 (4.5) 30.7 (10.7) 47.2 (14.8)


L1–L2 10.1 (3.2) 24.5 (9.3) 39.7 (19.6)
Medium L1 14.3 (7.1) 71.4 (30.4) 86.7 (31.9)


L2 14.2 (7.4) 66.2 (21.7) 92.8 (32.9)
L1–L2 15.3 (6.6) 49.9 (19.5) 81.0 (35.9)


High L1 27.5 (14.3) 134.4 (46.3) 130.6 (62.8)
L2 26.1 (14.2) 116.4 (36.1) 158.3 (41.2)


L1–L2 29.1 (13.1) 107.0 (61.8) 136.8 (64.8)
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due to mechanical conditioning of the spinal tissues, a
desired feature in accomplishing chiropractic adjustment.
Noteworthy, axial and medial-lateral accelerations were
observed that represent a coupled response to the PA (dor-
soventral) forces applied to the ovine spine. We have pre-
viously shown that PA thrusts induce coupled motions in
both the ML and AX axes [4]. Coupled motions are
dependent on a number of factors, including spinal geom-
etry and material properties as well as the force vector
applied [16]. As noted in the aforementioned paper, the
motion response and coupling are dependent on the
intrinsic material properties and geometry, which vary
from segment to segment, producing complicated pat-
terns load transmission within the spinal column. Indeed,
the decreased axial acceleration response (6–10%)
observed for the segment closest to the thrust most likely
reflects underlying spinal geometry and material proper-
ties. Further research is needed to improve the mechanical
excitation characteristics of chiropractic adjustment/spi-
nal manipulation devices and treatment regimes, includ-
ing force vector, force amplitude, force duration, force-
time profile and number of oscillations or impulses
applied. We hypothesize that optimization of the
mechanical excitation delivered to the spine will enhance
neuromechanical and clinical responses in patients.


There are inherent limitations of this study. First and fore-
most, an animal model was used to study the motion
response of the spine. The sheep spine is comprised of


structures (ligaments, bone, intervertebral discs) that have
qualitatively similar properties as the human spine
[26,27], but differ in a number of respects, most notably
geometry or morphology. Sheep lumbar vertebrae, and
vertebrae of other ungulates (hoofed animals) are more
slender and smaller in size compared to human lumbar
vertebrae. As a result, the PA stiffness of the ovine lumbar
spine is substantially lower (approximately 4-fold) than
the human lumbar spine [18]. However, using an animal
model we were able to perform invasive measurements of
bone movement, which are otherwise difficult to perform
in humans [3-5]. Measurement of bone movement using
intra-osseous pins equipped with accelerometers [3-5]
and other invasive motion measurement devices [28,29]
has been previously shown to be a very precise measure of
spine segmental motion. Moreover, the short duration
(impulsive) mechanical excitation produced very small
displacements in the T12 and adjacent vertebrae so the
coordinate axes of the vertebrae and accelerometers did
not change appreciably. Hence, intersegmental accelera-
tion transfer could be estimated directly from the acceler-
ation-time recordings of the adjacent sensors. However,
subtraction of the L1 and L2 time-domain signals to
obtain the intersegmental motion response does not take
into account the inherent phase differences in the acceler-
ation-time signals. A more comprehensive frequency
domain analysis of the acceleration data could be per-
formed [3,16], but this was beyond the scope of this
paper.


In addition, testing was performed on anesthetized sheep,
so muscle tone was deficient during the tests. The presence
of normal or hyper-normal muscle tone may modulate
the vibration response of the spine, so we are currently
conducting impulsive force measurements while the ani-
mals are undergoing muscle stimulation. Finally, verte-
bral bone acceleration measurements were obtained for
vertebrae (L1, L2) adjacent to the point of force applica-
tion, but we did not quantify the acceleration response of
the segment under test (T12) as the accelerometer pin
mount and force vector applied precluded contacting the
instrumented segment. As a result, the motion amplifica-
tion response that we observed in adjacent segments fol-
lowing repeated loading may not be representative of the
response of the segment under test, which is deemed by
most practitioners to be of primary importance. Adjacent
segment motion responses, however, are important as it is
our belief that the putative effects of MFMA procedures are
due to intersegmental motions, which are more similar to
intersegmental motions predicted for manual thrusts, as
opposed to segmental motions, which are very dissimilar
in comparison to manual thrusts [4,5,16,17]. Additional
work is needed to quantify both the thrust segment and
adjacent segment motion responses to repeated mechani-
cal excitation.


Mean percent change (maximum multi-impulse value com-pared to first impulse) in medium force, segmental (L1, L2) and intersegmental (L1–L2) acceleration responses for the medial-lateral (ML), posterior-anterior (PA), and axial (AX) axesFigure 4
Mean percent change (maximum multi-impulse value com-
pared to first impulse) in medium force, segmental (L1, L2) 
and intersegmental (L1–L2) acceleration responses for the 
medial-lateral (ML), posterior-anterior (PA), and axial (AX) 
axes. Asterisks (*) indicate significant change from first 
impulse.
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Conclusion
Our results indicate that repeated multiple-impulse
mechanical excitation using an impulsive-type adjusting
instrument significantly increases spine motion during
the application of multiple impulse SMTs. In principle,
mechanical interventions could be tuned to provide spe-
cific force delivery for desired biomechanical outcomes
including vertebral motion.
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Mean percent change (maximum multi-impulse value com-pared to first impulse) in high force, segmental (L1, L2) and intersegmental (L1–L2) acceleration responses for the medial-lateral (ML), posterior-anterior (PA), and axial (AX) axesFigure 5
Mean percent change (maximum multi-impulse value com-
pared to first impulse) in high force, segmental (L1, L2) and 
intersegmental (L1–L2) acceleration responses for the 
medial-lateral (ML), posterior-anterior (PA), and axial (AX) 
axes. Asterisks (*) indicate significant change from first 
impulse.
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COMPARISON OF MECHANICAL FORCE OF MANUALLY


ASSISTED CHIROPRACTIC ADJUSTING INSTRUMENTS
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Objective: To quantify the force-time and force-delivery characteristics of six commonly used handheld chiropractic


adjusting devices.


Methods: Four spring-loaded instruments, the Activator Adjusting Instrument; Activator II Adjusting Instrument,


Activator III Adjusting Instrument, and Activator IV Adjusting Instrument, and two electromechanical devices, the


Harrison Handheld Adjusting Instrument and Neuromechanical Impulse Adjusting Instrument, were applied to a dynamic


load cell. A total of 10 force-time histories were obtained at each of three force excursion settings (minimum to maximum)


for each of the six adjusting instruments at preload of approximately 20 N.


Results: The minimum-to-maximum force excursion settings for the spring-loaded mechanical adjusting instruments


produced similar minimum-to-maximum peak forces that were not appreciably different for most excursion settings. The


electromechanical adjusting instruments produced short duration (~2-4 ms), with more linear minimum-to-maximum peak


forces. The force-time profile of the electromechanical devices resulted in a more uniform and greater energy dynamic


frequency response in comparison to the spring-loaded mechanical adjusting instruments.


Conclusions: The handheld, electromechanical instruments produced substantially larger peak forces and ranges of


forces in comparison to the handheld, spring-loaded mechanical devices. The electromechanical instruments produced


greater dynamic frequency area ratios than their mechanical counterparts. Knowledge of the force-time history and force-


frequency response characteristics of spinal manipulative instruments may provide basic benchmarks and may assist in


understanding mechanical responses in the clinical setting. (J Manipulative Physiol Ther 2005;28:414Q422)


Key Indexing Terms: Biomechanics; Chiropractic; Spine

S
pinal manipulation is the most commonly performed


therapeutic procedure provided by doctors of chiro-


practic.1 Chiropractic techniques have evolved to


provide the clinician with choices in the delivery of


particular force-time profiles deemed appropriate for a


patient or condition. Clinicians rely on mechanical advan-
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tages in performing spinal manipulation through patient


positioning, mechanical assistance from a table, or handheld


instruments.2 Specifically, manual articular manipulative


and adjusting procedures have been classified into four


categories to better describe the technique and mechanism


of force production: specific contact thrust procedures using
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Fig 1. Mechanical force manually assisted chiropractic adjusting instruments. (L-R) The AAI, AAI 2, AAI 3, AAI 4, HAI, and NMI.
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high-velocity, low-amplitude (HVLA) thrusts; nonspecific


contact thrust procedures (ie, mobilization); manual force,


mechanically assisted procedures (ie, drop tables or flexion-


distraction tables); and mechanical force, manually assisted


procedures (MFMA; ie, stationary or handheld instru-


ments).3 Mechanical force, manually assisted procedures


have been reported to be the second most popular


chiropractic adjusting technique, used by 72% of chiroprac-


tors on 21% of their patients.4


Spinal manipulative techniques have been studied for


their clinical effectiveness.5,6 The majority of randomized


controlled clinical trials in patients with low back pain, neck


pain, and headache7-12 have been conducted using HVLA


thrusts. Studies have also compared HVLA to MFMA


procedures.13-15 Although clinical outcome studies have


gained attention, basic experimental investigations that


might assist in explaining biomechanical mechanisms are


lacking.16 Quantifying the characteristics of chiropractic


technique is a logical and important first step in under-


standing a spinal manipulative procedure.


Consequently, a number of studies have investigated the


forces produced during a variety of spinal manipulative


procedures.17-24 In one of the earliest reported comprehensive


studies, Kawchuk and Herzog23 analyzed the force-time


profiles of several HVLA and MFMA cervical spine mani


pulation (lateral break, Gonstead, Activator, toggle, rotation).


Their methods, however, did not include a detailed descrip-


tion of the data sampling procedures, and, as pointed out


previously,18 it is possible that the MFMA results reported by


these authors were inaccurate. Keller et al18 examined both


the force-time and force-frequency response of the handheld


Activator II Adjusting Instrument (AAI 2, Activator Methods


International, Ltd, Phoenix, Ariz). The AAI 2 is a unique


MFMA-type device in that it produces a very short duration


(b5ms) impulsive-type force.As a result, analysis of the force-


time response requires precise triggering and high-speed


data sampling to accurately record the force-time history.


To improve the force-frequency characteristics of the


spring-loaded AAI, the AAI 2, AAI 3, and AAI 4 have been


developed.25 Little biomechanical data exist on the AAI,


and no study to date has reported the force-time and force-


frequency characteristics of the AAI 3 or AAI 4. In

addition, over the past several years, other handheld


MFMA-type devices, most notably the Harrison Handheld


Adjusting Instrument (HAI) (Harrison CBP Seminars,


Evanston, Wyo) and the Neuromechanical Impulse Adjust-


ing Instrument (NMI) (Neuromechanical Innovations,


Phoenix, Ariz), have been developed for chiropractic


treatment. The purpose of this study was to compare the


force-time history, force-frequency response, and force-


delivery characteristics of these six commonly used


handheld spinal manipulation devices.

METHODS


Two different experiments were performed to investigate


the mechanical characteristics of six commonly used


MFMA chiropractic adjusting/spinal manipulative tools—a


shuttlecock flight experiment and a standard bench-type


force calibration test. Initially, a shuttlecock experiment was


conducted to compare a handheld, spring-activated mechan-


ical adjusting instrument (AAI 2) and a handheld, solenoid-


driven electromechanical device (HAI) at the Biomechanics


Laboratory at the Department of Sciences of Physical


Activity, Universite du Quebec a Trois-Rivieres, Trois-


Rivieres, Quebec, Canada. At the time of the shuttlecock


experiment, these two instruments represented the latest


versions of handheld adjusting instruments available from


their respective manufacturers. The AAI 3 or AAI 4


(Activator Methods International) and the NMI were not


available in the marketplace at the time of the shuttlecock


experiments. Inasmuch, after the release of these two


devices, further mechanical tests were conducted, namely,


standard bench-type force calibration tests on all six


chiropractic adjusting instruments, the AAI, AAI 2, AAI 3,


AAI 4, HAI, and NMI (Fig 1).

Shuttlecock Flight Experiments
The AAI 2 and HAI devices were compared using a


video analysis of shuttlecock experiment. Each instrument


was attached solidly to a table and oriented vertically


(Fig 2). A shuttlecock (m = 4.8 g) was placed over the stylus


of each instrument, and the instrument was engaged to fire







Fig 2. The AAI 2 (A) and HAI (B) were attached rigidly and vertically to a frame with a ruler in the background. A shuttlecock was
ejected by these instruments, and the height of flight in centimeters and the duration of flight in seconds were measured by video.


Fig 3. Projectile height of the shuttlecock was measured against a
ruler background from videotape with a time sequence subsequent
to each thrust. Fig 4. Bench test experiment setup. The HAI is shown contacting a


table top mounted load cell.
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to project the shuttlecock as a projectile. A metric ruler was


fixed in the background and a high-speed video camera


(model WV-CL350, Peak Performance Technologies, Inc.,


Englewood, Colo) was placed 2 m from the table and


perpendicular to the direction of the moving object to record


the flight paths of the projectiles.


The flights of the shuttlecock projectiles were recorded at


a frame rate of 60 Hz using a Panasonic AG-1960 (modified


for 120 Hz recording) video recorder. An SMPT time code


was added to the film by means of a HORITA time code


generator (model: RM-50 II, Mission Viejo, Calif). Height


measurements and time codes were recorded for beginning


(origin) and at the maximum height of the shuttlecock


projectiles (Fig 3). Total flight height was obtained by


subtracting the height of origin from the maximum


trajectory of the shuttlecock. Flight times were obtained


from the corresponding time codes.

Bench Test Experiments
Force-time profiles of the AAI 2 and HAI and three


additional spring-loaded devices, the AAI, AAI 3, and AAI


4, and another electromechanical device, NMI (Fig 1), were


tested by means of thrusting into a dynamic load cell (PCB


model 200A02, PCB Piezotronics, Depew, NY) rigidly


mounted to a table top (Fig 4). A constant current amplifier


(PCB model 483A02) was used to acquire the dynamic


force-time histories. The load cell force range and resolution


were 445 and 0.0089 N, respectively. The load cell has a


low-frequency and high-frequency response of 0.001 and


75000 Hz, respectively. Ten force-time histories were


obtained from each of the six chiropractic adjusting instru-


ments at each of three force settings and a preload of


approximately 20 N. Forces were sampled at 32768 samples


per second over a period of 0.5 seconds using a 16-bit







Fig 5. Typical force-time profiles for spring-loaded (AAI 2) (A) and
electromechanical (HAI) (B) instruments. (A) The force-time
profile for a typical maximum setting AAI 2 thrust is characterized
by an initial peak consistent with compression of the instrument’s
member spring upon initial activation followed by a complex
waveform of ~5 ms duration and peak force of approximately 150 N
consistent with the thrusting phase of the device and secondary
peaks representing the rebound of the device. (B) The force-time
profile for a typical maximum setting HAI thrust is characterized
by a simple waveform of ~4 ms duration and peak force of
approximately 300 N.


Fig 6. Fourier-transformed NMI force-time history (maximum
setting, test 005). The upper graph shows the force amplitude
over a frequency range 0.38 Hz to 12.5 kHz. The lower graph
shows the frequency response up to 200 Hz for which the
dynamic force amplitude area ratio and energy were 69.5% and
1120 kN Hz, respectively. See text for definitions of dynamic area
ratio and energy.
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analog-to-digital converter. The resulting force-time history


data were stored on a portable computer.


Each instrument was engaged to fire for 10 trials at three


force excursion settings defined as minimum, middle, and


maximum. For the handheld spring-activated AAI and AAI


2 devices, the minimum setting consisted of one revolution


of its expansion control knob from the closed position, the


middle setting consisted of three revolutions from the closed


position, and the maximum position was with the expansion


control knob fully extended to seven revolutions. The


effective distance of expansion control knob of the AAI 2 is


5.4 mm. The AAI 3 has three distinct settings that were


compared, whereas the AAI 4 has four settings that were


investigated. For the handheld electromechanical HAI


instrument, the minimum setting consisted of one revolution


of the expansion control knob, the middle setting was two


revolutions, and the maximum setting was four revolutions,


or the maximum expansion that the device permits. The


effective distance of the expansion control knob of the HAI

instrument is 5.0 mm. The electromechanical NMI device


has three force settings selected by means of a switch.


Peak forces were computed from the force-time histories,


and the force impulse,
R
fdt, was calculated using a 60-ms


time window centered about the force peak. Preload force


was removed from each data file. A fast Fourier transform


(FFT) was applied to the force-time histories, and the


resulting force amplitude vs frequency plots were used to


determine the frequency domain response of each device.


The frequency domain response was quantified in terms of


two scalar parameters: the dynamic force amplitude area


ratio and the total energy over frequency range. The former


is the ratio of peak FFT force amplitude � 200 Hz divided


by the FFT force amplitude area over 200 Hz.18 The


maximum dynamic force amplitude area ratio is 1.0 or


100% and represents a uniform or constant force amplitude


over the frequency range of interest (0-200 Hz in this case).


The total energy represents the cumulative sum of the FFT


force magnitude � frequency increment and has units of


kilonewton hertz.


RESULTS


Maximum force setting force-time profiles for the HAI


electronic adjusting instrument and the AAI 2 mechanical


adjusting instrument are shown in Fig 5. Similar character-


istics of spring-loaded mechanical adjusting instruments


include an initial preload and spring compression force-time


profile consistent with deformation of the device, and a 2- to


5-ms period of oscillation. In the case of the mechanical


adjusting instrument, release of the spring produces a rapidly







Table 1. Distances (cm) traveled by the shuttlecock for maximum,
middle, and minimum force settings for the HAI and AAI 2


Setting


AAI 2 HAI


Mean SD Mean SD


Maximum (cm) 39.8 1.48 53.8 0.055


Time (s) 0.25 0.014 0.34 0.009


Middle (cm) 36.1 0.74 46.1 0.84


Time (s) 0.22 0.005 0.32 0.004


Minimum (cm) 32.6 0.62 18.1 b0.001


Time (s) 0.25 0.009 0.20 0.009


Fig 7. Scatterplot comparison and linear correlation of the
shuttlecock flight height vs impulse for each of the force settings
examined for the HAI and AAI 2.


Fig 8. Mean peak force comparison of the six chiropractic
adjusting devices, the AAI, AAI 2, AAI 3, AAI 4, and the
electromechanical devices, the HAI and the NMI, at the respective
maximum (max), middle (mid), and minimum (min) force settings.
Settings 2, 3, and 4 are presented for the AAI 4. Error bars
represent standard deviations of the mean.
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oscillating waveform of approximately 5 ms duration. Spring


recoil produces several lower amplitude oscillations that last


another 15 ms after the main rapidly fluctuating main


oscillation. In contrast, the force-time profiles of the electro-


mechanical adjusting instruments more closely resemble a


half sine wave with a pulse duration of approximately 2 to 5


ms as the primary mechanical device oscillation. In the case


of the NMI device (~2 ms primary oscillation pulse duration),


the magnitude of the force amplitude–frequency spectrum


decreased to near zero above 1.5 kHz. Relative to the peak


frequency amplitude (8055 at 39.5 Hz), the NMI instrument


exhibited a force amplitude equal to 50% or greater than the


peak amplitude for frequencies above 20 Hz (Fig 6).


Mean flight heights and time duration of flights for the


HAI and AAI 2 at maximum, middle, and minimum settings


are shown in Table 1. A much greater range of shuttlecock


flight heights and time durations of flight were observed for


the HAI than for the AAI 2. The mean shuttlecock flight


heights ranged from 18.1 to 53.8 cm for the HAI and 32.6 to


39.8 cm for the AAI 2 for the minimum to maximum


settings. Mean shuttlecock flight time durations ranged from


0.20 to 0.34 s for the HAI and 0.22 to 0.25 for the AAI 2.


Fig 7 provides a comparison of the shuttlecock flight height

vs impulse for each of the force settings examined for the


HAI and AAI 2. The shuttlecock vertical flight height


increased linearly in proportion to peak force in the case of


the AAI 2 thrusts (R2 = 0.984), but the range of flight height


vs impulse was small. In the case of the HAI thrusts, the


greater impulse and wider range of impulses for each of the


force settings produced a linear correlation (R2 = 0.974)


proportionally greater change shuttlecock flight height


among the three force settings.


Fig 8 presents mean peak force results for the six


chiropractic adjusting instruments at the minimum, middle,


and maximum force settings. For the spring-loaded mecha-


nical devices, peak forces increased by 100% from the


minimum to maximum setting for the AAI (61.5-121.0 N)


and AAI 4 (121.0-211.6 N), but this trend was not observed


for the AAI 2 or AAI 3. From the minimum to maximum


setting, peak force increased only 11% (137.8-154.4 N) for


the AAI 2, and 14% (128.2-149.0 N) for the AAI 3.


Similarly, mean peak forces obtained from the AAI 4 were


123.1, 121.0, 114.9, and 211.6 N for settings 1 through 4,


respectively. The AAI 4 has four settings which made


comparison to the other devices problematic. However, we


observed that the force-time profile was nearly identical for


its settings 1, 2, and 3 (123, 121, and 114 N), respectively.


Thus, for Figs 8-11, we chose to report setting 2 of the AAI 4


as the bminimumQ setting. Appreciably larger ranges in peak


forces were observed for the electromechanical adjusting


instruments. A sixfold increase in peak force was obtained


from the minimum to maximum force settings, respectively,


for the HAI (44.9-275.0 N) and NMI (123.5-380.2 N)


adjusting instruments.







Fig 10. Mean energy comparison of the five chiropractic adjusting
devices, the AAI, AAI 2, AAI 3, AAI 4, and the electromechanical
devices, the HAI and the NMI, at the respective maximum, middle,
and minimum force settings. Settings 2, 3, and 4 are presented for
the AAI 4. Error bars represent standard deviations of the mean.


Fig 11. Mean impulse comparison of the five chiropractic adjust-
ing devices, the AAI, AAI 2, AAI 3, AAI 4, and the electro-
mechanical devices, the HAI and the NMI, at the respective
maximum, middle, and minimum force settings. Settings 2, 3, and 4
are presented for the AAI 4. Error bars represent standard
deviations of the mean.


Fig 9. Mean frequency area ratio comparison of the five
chiropractic adjusting devices, the AAI, AAI 2, AAI 3, AAI 4,
and the electromechanical devices, the HAI and the NMI, at the
respective maximum, middle, and minimum force settings. Settings
2, 3, and 4 are presented for the AAI 4. Error bars represent
standard deviations of the mean.
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The mean frequency area ratios for the six chiropractic


adjusting instruments are summarized in Fig 9. The


electromechanical instruments produced greater dynamic


frequency area ratios in comparison to the mechanical


devices for all force settings examined. Among the spring-


loaded devices, the original AAI produced a greater


frequency area ratio (48%) than the AAI 2 or AAI 3


(43%). The dynamic frequency area ratio measured from the


AAI 4 (50%) was similar to the AAI. Electromechanical


devices appreciably improved the frequency area ratio over

the spring-loaded devices for all instrument settings. The


NMI device at the maximum setting produced the greatest


frequency area ratio (66%) among the five devices. With the


exception of the AAI 2, the frequency domain energy


response (kilonewton hertz) was similar among the three


spring-activated instrument settings examined (Fig 10). The


mean energy response decreased from the minimum to


maximum settings for the AAI (1067-813 kN Hz). For the


AAI 2, the mean energy response increased approximately


fourfold from the minimum to maximum settings (364-


1234 kN Hz). The AAI 3 produced a relatively similar


mean energy response for all three of its settings (1483,


1277, and 1305 kN Hz for the minimum to maximum


settings, respectively). The greatest mean energy response


was observed for the AAI 3 at the minimum setting


(1483 kN Hz). In contrast, the mean energy responses for


the electromechanical devices increased consistently two-


and fivefold for the NMI (532.7-1026.0 kN Hz) and HAI


(531.6-2413.0 kN Hz) devices, respectively, from the


minimum to maximum settings.


The force impulse ranged from 0.22 to 0.64 N s for the


AAI, 0.21 to 0.59 N s for the AAI 2, 0.37 to 0.51 N s for


the AAI 3, and 0.35 to 0.40 N s for the AAI 4 from the


minimum to maximum settings (Fig 11). Force impulse


ranged from 0.13 to 0.56 N s and 0.14 to 0.31 N s for the


HAI and NMI devices, respectively.

DISCUSSION


To understand the biomechanical consequences of


chiropractic adjustment/spinal manipulation more fully,
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chiropractic researchers are currently focusing on quantify-


ing the applied forces associated with spinal manipulation


and the mechanical response of the spine to these


forces.2,17,18,21,23,26,27 Basic experiments to quantify the


forces transmitted during MFMA spinal manipulation as


presented in the current study are important first steps in


understanding the mechanics of spinal manipulation. In


comparison to manual spinal manipulation (without the use


of instruments), larger magnitude forces have been reported


to be used by clinicians when treating the sacroiliac joint or


lumbar spine21 as opposed to the cervical spine.23,24 In this


study, the electromechanical devices were found to produce


larger peak forces and ranges of force in comparison to the


mechanical instrument and, thus, may offer clinicians a


wider selection and range of peak forces in the delivery of


chiropractic manipulation.


Peak forces transmitted with the HAI and NMI devices


at the maximum setting averaged 275 and 380 N, respec-


tively, which is higher than the Activator devices (121, 154,


149, and 211 N) for the AAI, AAI 2, AAI 3, and AAI 4,


respectively. It is hypothesized that higher peak forces may


cause a greater magnitude vertebral displacements during


chiropractic adjustments.28 Previous biomechanical compar-


isons of MFMA and HVLA spinal manipulation have raised


the issue of effective transmitted force distribution locally to


the spine. Specifically, global measures of loading have


been found to overestimate the local effective forces at the


target site.17 Herzog et al17 reported average peak forces of


238.2 N for reinforced hypothenar contact HVLA spinal


manipulation applied to the thoracic spine. In this work, the


average peak local force was found to act over a target area


of 25 mm2. When comparing these data with MFMA spinal


manipulation, the cross-sectional area of the styli attached to


MFMA devices ranges from 100 to 27 mm2. Thus, it is


possible that the local forces applied with the AAI


normalized to a 25-mm2 area may be the same as those


observed here for HVLA hypothenar contact spinal manip-


ulation,16 whereas the HAI and NMI device acting over the


same contact area may deliver higher forces. It should be


noted, however, that each of the MFMA devices delivers


forces over a very short time interval (b5 ms) as opposed to


HVLA spinal manipulation (c150 ms), which may result in


much lower force impulse imparted to the spine. These


differences, together with distinctions of articular cavitation


responses, vertebral movements, and spinal reflex activities,


all reflect possible considerations when studying different


forms of chiropractic adjustment/spinal manipulation.16,29-35


The force-time and frequency-response parameters deter-


mined for the HAI and AAI 2 instruments did not correlate


linearly with the shuttlecock experiments. Rather, shuttle-


cock flight height showed a nonlinear dependency on force


and frequency parameters, wherein the flight height increased


less in comparison to the peak force or frequency parameters.


Shuttlecock flight height correlated with the respective


impulses of the two devices, however. The shuttlecock

experiment, although novel, possesses limitations because


of the coefficients of drag on the shuttlecock during its flight


among other factors related to indirect measurements of


transmitted force. In addition, any deviation of the shuttle-


cock flight path from 908 of its origin results in experimental


error from geometry. Although attempts were made through-


out the experiment to ensure a plumb shuttlecock flight path


along the line of the background ruler, it was inherently not


possible to maintain an exact 908 flight path, which


subsequently affected the results.


Questions may arise whether the results from our bench


tests on a table-mounted transducer can be extrapolated to


data obtained in actual patients. A difference in stiffness


response would be expected from a load cell mounted to a


table compared to that obtained in patients; we believe that


controlling the testing material by using a standard bench is


appropriate for this study design. We have reported the


force-time profiles of the Activator devices both from tests


on a steel beam18 as well as thrusts delivered to normal


subjects and actual patients.26,27 A review of these data


shows little difference in the imparted force-time profiles to


patients or rigid structures. In addition, the sampling


frequency was chosen to ensure that the primary peak


force-time profile of the various instruments was accurately


captured, which in the case of the NMI device was only


approximately 2 ms in duration. Fifty samples over a 2-ms


duration (25 kHz) was deemed more than adequate to


characterize the primary peak force-time response of this


device, and 32768 samples per second was chosen as this


was the next power of 2 integer above 25 kHz. Subsequent


Fourier transforms of the adjusting instrument force vectors


indicated that there was little or no frequency content above


2 kHz, which is over an order of magnitude lower than the


sampling frequency. The results of this study suggest that a


sampling frequency of 4 kHz or higher should be used to


characterize the force-time response of the chiropractic


adjusting instruments examined in this study.


Because the spinal column is a viscoelastic structure,


increased mobility (motion response) will occur when the


manipulation or mobilization therapy is applied at certain


loading rates and frequencies. The relative stiffness of


different regions of the thoracolumbar spine may vary with


the mechanical stimulus frequency.26,36 Other important


considerations in studying the biomechanics of spinal


manipulation include the nonlinear, load-deformation


behavior of the human spine. Inherent nonlinearities in the


load-deformation characteristics of the spine result in


variations in the measured posterior to anterior displacement


and stiffness that are dependent on the magnitude of the


applied force. For example, posterior to anterior mobiliza-


tion studies have reported an increase in posterior to anterior


stiffness when the peak force applied is increased.37,38


Greater forces, thus, may result in greater intersegmental


and segmental motion responses of functional spinal


units.28,39,40 A structural model of the lumbar spine has
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been developed to characterize the sagittal plane static,


sinusoidal, and impulsive motion response of lumbar spine


segments.39 The model provides data on segmental and


intersegmental motion patterns that are otherwise difficult to


obtain experimentally. Knowledge of the transmitted forces


during chiropractic adjustment/spinal manipulation as pre-


sented in the current study and others, thus, can be modeled


to contribute to the understanding of the motion response of


the vertebral column. Such information is important in


assessing the characteristics of chiropractic treatments.


Each of the chiropractic adjusting instruments examined


in this study produced relatively large amplitude (maximum


setting) force-time histories with primarily peak pulse


durations less than 5 ms. Forces that are relatively large in


magnitude, but act for a very short time (less than the


natural period of oscillation of the structure), are called


bimpulsive.Q18 Impulsive forces acting on a mass will result


in a sudden change in velocity, but are typically associated


with smaller amplitude displacements in comparison to


longer duration forces. However, the manner in which the


structure is mechanically excited will depend on the


frequency content of the instrument’s force-time history,


and significant displacements can be produced provided that


the force-time history contains frequency components at or


near the natural frequencies of oscillation of the structure. In


this study, the frequency area ratio of each device was


computed to estimate the overall frequency content or


relative frequency distribution of the impulsive force within


a frequency range that was consistent with the first few


natural frequencies of vibration of the spine subjected to


posterior-anterior forces.39 We found that the HAI and NMI


produced a higher frequency area ratio (more uniform


frequency distribution) in comparison to the Activator


adjusting instruments examined. The frequency area ratio


results reported herein differ from those previously reported


for the AAI 3 and AAI 4. Namely, the results of the current


study indicate that the mean frequency area ratio of the AAI


3 is lower than the original Activator 3 design, which was


reportedly developed to improve the force-frequency


spectrum of the Activator line of instruments.25 Likewise,


the dynamic frequency area ratio of the AAI 4 has not


appreciably improved over the original AAI. A possible


explanation for this discrepancy is that the data cited by


Fuhr and Menke25 were obtained by us using a prototype of


the AAI 3 device, and not the commercial instrument


ultimately manufactured. The present study presents the first


comprehensive force-time and force-frequency data for


several impulsive force chiropractic adjusting instruments


that are currently being manufactured.


Of potential clinical interest is the finding that the motion


response of the spine is closely coupled to the frequency or


the time history of the applied force. External mechanical


forces applied at or near the natural frequency of the


structure are associated with appreciably greater displace-


ments (over twofold) in comparison to external forces that

are static or quasi-static.39 Thus, it may be possible to


achieve comparable posterior-anterior segmental motion


responses for lower applied forces during spinal manipu-


lation, provided that the forces are delivered over time


intervals at or near the period corresponding to the natural


frequency. We propose, because of the more uniform


frequency response (haversine force-time profile) of the


electromechanical devices, a testable hypothesis arising


from the current study involves measuring the mechanical


and physiological response of the spine among different


MFMA devices at the same force settings but different


frequencies. Further research into the force-time and force-


frequency inputs of chiropractic adjustment/spinal manipu-


lation on mechanical, physiological, and clinical responses


in patients may help to optimize chiropractic interventions


and treatment regimens.

CONCLUSION


In this study, the handheld, electromechanical HAI and


NMI instruments produced a greater peak force and larger


range of forces in comparison to the handheld, spring-loaded


Activator devices. The electromechanical instruments were


faster and produced greater dynamic frequency range (area


ratios) than the spring-activated Activator instruments.


Knowledge of the force-time history and force-frequency


response characteristics of spinal manipulative instruments


may provide basic benchmarks and may assist in under-


standing mechanical responses in the clinical setting.
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Abstract


Objective. To develop a mathematical model capable of describing the static and dynamic motion response of the lumbar spine to


posteroanterior forces.


Design. Static, impulsive and oscillatory forces with varying thrust angles and offsets were applied to the model, and the resulting


motion responses were compared to experimental data published for spinal mobilization and manipulation of prone-lying subjects.


Background. Methods are sought to improve understanding of the dynamic force-induced displacement response of the lumbar


spine during spinal mobilization and manipulation treatment.


Methods. The thorax, pelvis and five lumbar vertebrae were represented as seven rigid structures and eight flexible joint struc-


tures. Flexible joint structures were modeled using spring and damper elements with three displacement degrees-of-freedom (pos-


terior–anterior and axial displacement, and flexion–extension rotation). The resulting 21 degrees-of-freedom lumped parameter


model was solved in modal space.


Results. The fundamental natural frequency of vibration was 5.24 Hz. Simulations performed using 100 N static and dynamic


posteroanterior forces applied to the L3 vertebrae indicated that peak L3 segmental displacements were up to 2.40 mm (impulsive)


and 8.23 mm (oscillatory at 2 Hz). Appreciable axial displacements (0.41 mm) and flexion–extension rotations (1.49�) were also
observed for oscillatory forces at L3. The posteroanterior motion response of the lumbar vertebrae was relatively insensitive to both


the thrust force angle and thrust force offset, but axial displacements and flexion–extension rotations showed a large change (2-fold


or greater) for thrust angles greater than )5� (caudal) in comparison to vertical thrusts. Intersegmental motion responses for static,
impulsive and oscillatory loads were more comparable than their segmental counterparts.


Conclusions. The model predicts lumbar segmental and inter-segmental motion responses to manipulative forces that are oth-


erwise difficult to obtain experimentally.


Relevance


This study assists clinicians to understand the biomechanics of posteroanterior forces applied to the lumbar spine of prone-lying


subjects. Of particular clinical relevance is the finding that greater spinal mobility is possible by targeting specific load-time his-


tories. � 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.


Keywords: Biomechanics; Dynamic simulation; Lumbar spine; Manipulation; Model; Natural frequency; Rigid body; Spine; Vibration


1. Introduction


Numerous spinal manipulative therapy techniques
exist that involve the application of posteroanterior
(PA) forces of different magnitudes, loading directions,


and loading rates to prone-lying patients. In addition to
treatment application, clinicians commonly apply oscil-
latory PA forces to the spine to assess its mobility,
stiffness, or to note the effect of applied force on the
patient’s symptoms. In spite of the fact that external
forces are routinely applied to the spine during the
clinical course of assessments and therapy, very little is
known about the mechanics of such procedures [1].
Noteworthy is the fact that forces applied to the spine
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during mobilization and manipulation are generally
dynamic or time varying in nature. Indeed, the time
duration of chiropractic force–time profiles may range
from approximately half a second for low frequency
sinusoidal oscillations [2] and single haversine manual
thrusts [3,4] to less than five milliseconds during some
mechanical force techniques [5–7]. The dynamic me-
chanical aspects of these procedures are poorly under-
stood. Thus, reliable methods to obtain an adequate
understanding of the force-induced motion response of
the spine have long been considered important.
Without resorting to invasive measurement tech-


niques, the precise assessment of clinically relevant
variables such as vertebral and intervertebral move-
ments are very difficult to obtain [8]. Consequently, the
development of mathematical or numerical models to
characterize the biomechanical behavior of the spine is
an important step toward understanding the theoretical
basis for mobilization and manipulation. Lee et al. [9]
were perhaps the first investigators to develop a math-
ematical model to specifically study the lumbar spine’s
response to posterior-anteriorly directed forces. Subse-
quently, Lee et al. [8] developed a three-dimensional fi-
nite element model of the spine, ribcage, and pelvis,
which was used to predict static segmental displacement
responses of the lumbar vertebrae to PA forces. They
validated their model by comparing predictions to low
frequency (<1 Hz) PA oscillatory force–displacement
data observed in human subjects and found generally
good agreement with the mean responses. One advan-
tage of such biomechanical models is the ability of such
models to study the mechanical response of the spine
under a wide variety of different loading environments.
Solinger [10] recently used an analytical model to de-
scribe the dynamics of small impulses applied to a single
vertebral motion segment. In that study, experimental
data was used to identify system parameters (such as


stiffness and damping), but the author did not consider
coupling between adjacent vertebrae. As a first step to-
ward developing a more complete understanding of the
static, dynamic and impact mechanical response of the
lumbar spine to PA forces, Keller and Colloca [11] de-
veloped a five degree-of-freedom (DOF) analytical
model of the vertebral and intervertebral motion re-
sponse of the lumbar spine. This model was limited to
predicting the vertebral and intervertebral motion re-
sponses along a single axis (PA) and did not consider the
influence of the thorax and pelvis.
The objective of this paper was to develop a more


comprehensive mathematical model capable of describ-
ing the coupled flexion–extension (FE) rotation, axial
(cranial-caudal) and transverse or posteroanterior (PA)
vertebral and intervertebral motion response of the
lumbar spine, pelvis and thorax of prone-lying subjects.
Results are presented for static, oscillatory and impul-
sive forces applied posterior-anteriorly along different
sagittal plane force vectors. Model predictions are dis-
cussed in context with in vivo measurements of vertebral
motion subjected to various spinal manipulative and
mobilization forces.


2. Methods


All structures possessing mass, elasticity and finite
damping are capable of vibration. From an engineering
point-of-view the basic vibration model consists of a
mass, a massless spring (elastic element), and a damper
(viscous element). Many viscoelastic structures, includ-
ing the vertebral column, contain more than one mass,
in which case more than one set of coordinates and
properties need to be specified to describe its static and
dynamic mechanical properties. Of particular interest
for such systems are the natural frequency of vibration


Nomenclature


M system mass matrix


C system damping matrix


K system stiffness matrix


u displacement vector


F force vector


l segment link dimensions (m)


m segment mass (kg)


X0 initial x-axis disp. (m)
H frequency response function
�FF static force


t time (s)


/ mode shape matrix


I identity matrix


X natural frequency vector


n modal damping ratio


a spring axis constant (m)


x natural frequency (rad/s)


Y0 initial y-axis disp. (m)
Mz torsion moment (Nm)


F̂F impulsive force


tr transpose


u thrust angle (rad)


e thrust eccentricity (m)


kx axial stiffness (N/m)


ky transverse stiffness (N/m)


jz torsion stiffness (N/m)


v0 initial velocity


(m/s)


F0 initial force (N)


h rotation angle (rad)
~FF oscillatory force
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and the motion response of the system to external or
forced excitation. In the analysis that follows, the five
lumbar vertebral segments, thorax and pelvis are mod-
eled as rigid structures connected by six, flexible joint
structures (FJS). The vertebral joint structures consist of
the intervertebral discs and other soft connective tissues
(ligaments, muscles, tendons, and cartilage) that com-
prise the anterior and posterior columns of the func-
tional spinal unit. The mass of the vertebral segments
and FJS are lumped together, elasticity and viscous
properties of the flexible couplings are specified, and the
motion of the rigid structures is expressed in terms of the
motion of the thorax, pelvis and each lumbar vertebrae.
A mass, massless-spring and damper model of the


human lumbar spine, pelvis and thorax of a prone-lying
subject is shown in Fig. 1. This model has three sagittal
plane displacement DOF for each lumbar segment,
thorax and pelvis (sacrum). Modeling of this multi-DOF
structure necessitates one governing differential equa-
tion of motion for each DOF, together with specifica-
tions for the mass matrix ½M �, damping matrix ½C�,
stiffness matrix ½K�, and input excitation force vector
fF g. The matrix representation of the differential
equations of vibration of the spine structure is:


½M �fd2u=dt2g þ ½C�fdu=dtg þ ½K�fug ¼ fF g; ð1Þ


where fug is the resulting displacement output vector
(column matrix).
In the model presented here, the dynamic motion


response of the five lumbar vertebral segments, the
pelvis (sacrum) and the thorax are determined for each
of the following sagittal plane axes: axial ðxÞ, PA or
transverse ðyÞ and FE rotation ðzÞ. Since each of the
seven segments has three displacement DOF ðx; y; zÞ, the
model has a total 21 DOF. We assumed that the system
has zero mass coupling, in which case the mass matrix


½M � is diagonal. We also assumed that the vertebral
segments, pelvis (sacrum) and thorax were rigid struc-
tures connected by flexible, massless linkages. Because
the elasticity or stiffness characteristics of the flexible
linkages are specified according to the literature values
for the transverse (PA), axial and FE rotation stiffness
characteristics of intact lumbar and lumbar-sacrum
motion segments [12], the linkages (FJS) represent the
collective properties of the anterior joint structures (in-
tervertebral discs, IVD), posterior joint structures (fac-
ets), and other connective tissues (ligaments). Axial and
transverse stiffness characteristics of the thorax were
based on the axial stiffness of the T12 thoracic vertebra
and transverse stiffness of the rib cage, respectively [12].
The FE rotation stiffness of the thorax was assumed to
be equal to 2.5 times the FE rotation stiffness of the
thoracic spine, since the rib cage increases the rotational
stiffness of the thoracic spine by this amount [12]. The
patient is assumed to lie in a relaxed, prone position
supported by the thorax and rib cage and anterior su-
perior iliac spine. The equations of motion (Eq. (1))
assume that the abdominal cavity tissues and skin
overlying the pelvis and thorax are more compliant than
the spine structures and therefore do not contribute
significantly to the overall stiffness of the spine, thorax
and pelvis.
The stiffness matrix ½K� was formulated in terms of


the stiffness influence coefficients and the resulting stiff-
ness matrix is a 21	 21 matrix comprised of nine tri-
diagonal sub-matrices (see Appendix A). The model can
accommodate eccentrically applied forces (producing
moments) directed to any segment at an arbitrary thrust
angle ðuÞ and with a thrust offset or eccentricity e (see
Fig. 1).
Table 1 summarizes the axial ðkxÞ, transverse ðkyÞ and


torsion ðjzÞ stiffness coefficients used to model the eight
FJS (six IVD’s, pelvis + sacrum and thorax). The axial
and torsion spring axes were coupled using a spring axis
constant ðaÞ. Masses and segment link dimensions for
each of the seven segments were based on a 70 kg body
weight, 170 cm body height reference man [13]. Segment
masses are given in Fig. 1 and segment link dimensions
ðlÞ were defined as: 0.1240, 0.0355, 0.0375, 0.0390,
0.0400, 0.0390, and 0.0410 for thorax, L1, L2, L3, L4, L5
and pelvis + sacrum, respectively. The axial and torsion
spring axis coupling constant was assumed to be 20 mm
for all FJS’s [14].
The equations of motion are solved in modal space


using the eigensolution (i.e. the modal properties) of the
homogeneous equation of motion (free vibration with-
out damping). The eigenvectors (mode shapes) are then
assembled into a mode shape matrix ½/� such that
½/�tr½M �½/� ¼ ½I � and ½/�tr½K�½/� ¼ ½X2�, where tr denotes
the transpose, ½I � is the diagonal identity matrix, and X is
a vector of the natural frequencies of vibration. Given
the modal damping ratios fi for each mode shape i, the


Fig. 1. Lumped equivalent model of the lumbar spine, pelvis and


thorax. Damping elements are not shown for purposes of clarity.
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21	 21 damping coefficient matrix is formulated as
½C� ¼ ½M �½/�2½f�½X�½/�tr½M �. Examination of interseg-
mental displacement–time profiles obtained during the
application of mechanical force, manually assisted
thrusts to the lumbar spine [6] suggest that damping ra-
tios can be up to 30% of critical. In the analysis that
follows, the modal damping ratios for each segment were
assumed to be identical: f1;...;7 ¼ 0:25 (25% of critical).
Although a detailed parametric examination of the


model dependency on structural properties is beyond the
scope of the present study, we note that variation of K,
M, f, l and a will produce significant changes in the
natural frequency of vibration and motion response of
the model. Variations in structural and geometric
properties are expected as a natural consequence of
height and weight variations in female and male sub-
jects, as well as factors associated with aging, activity
level and disease. The parameters K, M, f, l and a
chosen for this study are intended to be representative of
a 70 kg body mass, 170 cm tall male subject.


2.1. Applied forces


Manual therapeutic forces can be broadly classified
into several categories, however, the most commonly
used procedures among clinicians include spinal mobi-
lization, and high velocity, low amplitude manipulation.
Manipulation can be further categorized as specific
contact thrust procedures (delivered by hand), and me-
chanical force, manually assisted procedures (delivered
by means of a mechanical device), although many more
forms of manipulation application or chiropractic
techniques exist [15]. Spinal manipulative techniques
direct forces PA, in combination with other vectors in a
variety of patient positions (prone, supine, and side
posture). In the analysis that follows, only sagittal plane
PA forces and concomitant motions in the lumbar spine
are examined.
Mobilization is commonly used during both the as-


sessment and treatment of spinal disorders and involves
applying low frequency (0.05–2 Hz) oscillatory PA for-
ces to a selected vertebra or several vertebrae with the
patient lying prone [16]. Both manual and instrument-
based mobilization assessments and treatments exist
[17,18]. Peak mobilization forces applied to the lumbar
spine typically range from 100–200 N [2]. During mo-
bilization, the spine is forced to vibrate at the same


frequency as that of the excitation, and steady-state
oscillations are produced.
Spinal manipulation involves a specifically vectored


high velocity, low amplitude thrust that is usually di-
rected in a PA direction [4]. Hence, spinal manipulation
differs from mobilization in that the spine is influenced
by a suddenly applied non-periodic excitation. Such
excitations are called transient since steady-state oscil-
lations are generally not produced. Manual manipula-
tion applied to the thoraco-lumbar spine are generally
associated with higher peak PA forces (typically 250–
550 N), but are comparable to mobilization therapy in
terms of time to peak force (typically 100–200 ms) [3,19].
Mechanical force, manually assisted procedures utilize a
hand-held mechanical instrument to produce a very
short duration (typically <5 ms) force–time profile with
peak force amplitudes ranging from 100–200 N [5].
Forces that are relatively large in magnitude, but act for
a very short time (much less than the natural period of
oscillation), are called impulsive. Impulsive forces F̂F
acting on a mass m will result in a sudden change in
velocity equal to F̂F =m, but are typically associated with
smaller displacements in comparison to longer duration
transient forces.
Using Matlab (The Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA),


the vertebral (segmental) and intervertebral (interseg-
mental) motion responses of the lumbar spine, pelvis
and sacrum were studied in response to forces consistent
with the aforementioned common forms of mobilization
therapy and spinal manipulation. The effects of pre-
load, which is commonly employed in chiropractic
treatments, will not be considered in the analysis that
follows. Six sagittal plane thrust angles and 6 thrust
offsets were examined in this study: 5� to )20� (toward
pelvis) and 0–2.5 cm (toward pelvis), respectively. In
each case a 100 N peak excitation force was applied to
the spinous process of the L3 vertebral segment. In ad-
dition to model validation using low cycle human in
vivo mobilization studies [2,16,18,20–24], the model
displacement results are compared to previously pub-
lished in vivo intersegmental displacement responses
obtained for human subjects in response to impulsive
manipulative thrusts in an outpatient setting [6] and in a
surgical setting [25]. The dynamic frequency response
characteristics of the model are also validated with re-
spect to previous in vivo transient vibration studies
conducted using human volunteers [26].


Table 1


Summary of model flexible joint structure stiffness coefficients corresponding to the axial (x), transverse (y) and flexion–extension rotation (z) axes of
each segment


Stiffness coefficient Thorax T12–L1 L1–L2 L2–L3 L3–L4 L4–L5 L5–L1 Pelvis and sacrum


kx (kN/m) 1250 640 620 600 525 450 510 300


ky (kN/m) 30 50 40 35 30 30 45 200


jz (Nm/rad) 400 160 140 120 100 80 75 700
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3. Results


The undamped frequencies predicted by the model
for the first 14 of 21 modes of vibration were 5.24, 17.7,
26.8, 35.9, 40.6, 44.8, 77.0, 116, 124, 140, 158, 177, 196,
260 Hz. Thus, the fundamental natural frequency or first
resonant frequency for the thorax-lumbar spine-pelvis
model was 5.24 Hz. Examination of the model-predicted
mode shapes indicated that the natural frequencies of
vibration for the posterior–anterior axis ðyÞ, FE rotation
axis ðzÞ, and axial axis ðxÞ of the lumbar segments were
40.6, 77 and 124 Hz, respectively. The damped
ðf ¼ 0:25Þ natural frequencies of vibration for these
three coordinate axes were 39.3, 74.5 and 120 Hz.


3.1. Static response


The model predicted static displacement response �uu to
PA static forces �FF is the solution to the equation
½K�f�uug ¼ f �FF g computed by Gaussian elimination. For a
static force �FF ¼ 100 N applied only to the L3 vertebral


segment ðu ¼ 0; e ¼ 0Þ, the PA static deformation was
greatest at L3, whereas the peak axial deformation and
FE rotation occurred at L5 (Fig. 2). Peak L3 segmental
and L3–L4 intersegmental static deformation magni-
tudes for each of the coordinate axes are summarized in
Table 2.


3.2. Steady-state response


The steady-state response to a PA sinusoidal input
oscillation, ~FF ¼ F0eixt is given by the frequency response
function: HðxÞ ¼ ½K 
 x2M þ ixC�
1. HðxÞ is a com-
plex function defined as the ratio of the output dis-
placement response to the input force under steady-state
conditions. In comparison to static loading (0 Hz), the
thorax exhibited the greatest increase or gain (2.1-fold at
4.9 Hz) in PA displacement response, whereas the pelvis
showed the greatest gain (2.0-fold) in PA displacement
at 25 Hz. Each of the lumbar segments showed an in-
creased PA displacement response near 5 Hz, except the
L5 segment, which had a maximum near 25 Hz. All of
the segments showed a markedly decreased PA fre-
quency response above 50 Hz, indicating attenuation of
the PA sinusoidal oscillation above this frequency. Fig.
3 shows the predicted steady-state L3 segmental dis-
placement response (normalized with respect to the
static or DC response) for the L3 segment. Relative to
the DC (0 Hz) displacement response, the maximum
increase in the PA displacement, FE rotation and axial
displacement occurred at 4.2, 64 and 113 Hz, respec-
tively.
The oscillatory displacement output under steady-


state conditions is given by HðxÞF0eixt, where F0 ¼ 100
N amplitude applied to L3. At the damped ðf ¼ 0:25Þ
natural frequency (39.3 Hz) corresponding to the PA
axis, the peak L3 segmental PA displacement, axial
displacement and FE rotation were 7.99 mm, 0.22 mm
and 0.14�, respectively. The corresponding peak–peak
L3–L4 intersegmental PA displacement, axial displace-
ment and FE rotation were 1.73 mm, 0.27 mm, and
1.49�, respectively. For sinusoidal excitation at 2 Hz the
model predicts a peak–peak L3 segmental PA displace-
ment, axial displacement and flexion extension rotation


Fig. 2. Posterior–anterior displacement, axial displacement and flex-


ion–extension rotation (FE rot.) motion responses of the L3 lumbar


vertebra (segment 4) to a 100 N posterior–anterior static force �FF at L3
(h ¼ 0�, e ¼ 0 mm, f ¼ 0:25).


Table 2


Baseline response of the 21 DOF model (u ¼ 0�, e ¼ 0 m, f ¼ 0:25)


Loading condition Axial displacement (mm) PA displacement (mm) FE rotation (degrees)


L3 L3–L4 L3 L3–L4 L3 L3–L4


Static force 0.131 0.472 7.97 2.55 0.374 1.35


Sinusoidal @ 2.0 Hz 0.160 0.473 8.23 2.65 0.459 1.35


Sinusoidal @ 5.2 Hz 0.412 0.224 7.67 2.45 1.20 0.632


Sinusoidal @ 39 Hz 0.223 0.276 7.99 1.73 0.141 1.49


Impulsive force 0.074 0.229 2.40 1.74 0.126 0.636


Peak-to-peak segmental (L3) and inter-segmental (L3–L4) displacement (mm or degrees) for each axis are summarized for static ð �FF Þ, impulsive
ðF̂F Þ and sinusoidal ð ~FF Þ oscillatory loading conditions.
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of 8.23 mm, 0.16 mm and 0.46�, respectively. The cor-
responding peak–peak L3–L4 intersegmental PA dis-
placement, axial displacement and flexion extension
rotation were 2.64 mm, 0.47 mm and 1.35�, respectively.


3.3. Impulsive force response


The impulsive force response to an initial displace-
ment ½X0� and velocity ½v0� was obtained by assuming a
solution X ¼ Uekt for the governing equation of motion
(Eq. (1)). Mechanical force, manually assisted adjust-
ments produce a damped sinusoidal type of oscillation
with a total duration of approximately 0.005 s. Since
mechanical force, manually assisted force–time periods
are less than the natural period of oscillation, we used
the impulse-momentum principle to estimate v0 corre-
sponding to a damped 100 N peak mechanical force,
manually-assisted adjustment. Experimental force–time
histories [5,7] were used to derive the following mathe-
matical expression of the impulsive force: F̂F ¼ 466e
1000t
sinð200ptÞ. The initial velocity v0 ¼ 1


m


R
F dt obtained


was 1.8414 m/s. Fig. 4 illustrates the predicted axial
displacement, PA displacement and FE rotation profiles
produced during the application of a mechanical force,
manually assisted adjustment (X0 ¼ Y0 ¼ h0 ¼ 0, f ¼
0:25, u ¼ 0, e ¼ 0). Note that the effect of damping is
primarily the diminishing of the vibration amplitude
with time, and in this system of vertebrae the impulsive
force-induced oscillation were close to zero after a time
period of about 100–200 ms. Model predicted L3 seg-
mental and L3–L4 intersegmental PA peak–peak dis-
placements were 2.40 mm and 1.74 mm, respectively.


Peak L3 segmental and peak–peak intersegmental
static, sinusoidal and impulsive force motion response
results for each coordinate axes are summarized in Table
2 ðf ¼ 0:25; u ¼ 0; e ¼ 0Þ.


3.4. Influence of thrust angle and thrust offset


Fig. 5 summarizes the influence of thrust angle and
thrust offset on the static, sinusoidal, and impulsive
motion responses of the L3 segment. Both thrust angle
and thrust offset produced marked changes in the axial
and FE rotation segmental motion responses. Note-
worthy was the finding that impulsive forces tended to
produce greater axial and FE motion responses in
comparison to static and sinusoidal excitation, but
produced substantially lower PA motion responses. A
thrust angle of +5� (cephalad) resulted in the greatest L3
static and L3 sinusoidal axial, PA and FE motion re-
sponses. Impulsive forces delivered with a thrust angle
of )20� (toward pelvis) and thrust offset of 2.5 cm (to-
ward pelvis) resulted in the greatest axial displacement
and FE rotation motion response. The effects of thrust
angle and thrust offset on the PA static, impulsive and
sinusoidal displacement responses were minimal. Fig. 6
graphically illustrates the combined axial displacement,
PA displacement and FE rotation behavior of the lum-
bar spine subjected to an impulsive force at L3.


4. Discussion


Application of the model to study forces applied to
the L3 lumbar segment indicated that segmental dis-
placements and rotations were appreciably greater for
manual and mobilization forces in comparison to


Fig. 4. Segmental (L3, solid lines) and inter-segmental (L3–L4, dashed


lines) displacement responses to a 1:8414 m s
1 initial velocity impul-


sive force F̂F at L3 (u ¼ 0�, e ¼ 0 m, f ¼ 0:25).


Fig. 3. L3 posterior–anterior, axial and flexion–extension rotation (FE


rot.) steady-state, frequency response to a sinusoidal dynamic force ~FF
at L3 ðf ¼ 0:25Þ. The frequency response HðxÞ=K
1 illustrates the


increase/decrease in displacement relative to the static or 0 Hz dis-


placement response. A frequency sweep from 0.325 to 325 Hz (incre-


ments of 0.325 Hz) is graphed using a logarithmic abscissa.
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mechanical force and manually assisted thrusts, but
differences in inter-segmental displacements were much
less remarkable for these three types of spinal manipu-
lation. Given that each of these spinal manipulation
modalities has been reported to produce therapeutic
benefits, suggests that intersegmental motions produced
by spinal manipulation may play an important role in
eliciting therapeutic responses.
In a previous study Keller and Colloca [11] described


a five segment, five DOF, lumped mass, lumbar spine
model with a single displacement DOF (PA). These
authors parametrically examined the effects of changes
in the damping ratio (0.0–0.3) and PA stiffness (25–75
kN/m) of the FJS on the natural frequency of vibration
and segmental and intersegmental displacement re-
sponse under various loading conditions. They found
that quasi-static and low frequency (<2.0 Hz) posterior–
anterior forces (100 N) applied to the L3 vertebrae
produced L3 segmental and L3–L4 inter-segmental PA
displacements ranging from 2.7–8.1 mm and from 1.4–
2.5 mm, respectively. Lumbar segment stiffness coeffi-
cients ranging from 25–60 kN/m and damping ratios
from 0.15–0.25 were found to produce a combination of
static, quasi-static (sinusoidal), and impulsive displace-
ment responses that were most similar to in vivo ex-
perimental data reported in the literature. The current
study expands upon this earlier work by including
structures representing the thorax and pelvis, and by
formulating the equations of motion to give three dis-
placement DOF (PA, axial and FE rotation) with cou-
pling between the axial and rotational axes. Compared
to the aforementioned study, the results of the current
model mirror the salient features of the previous find-
ings. However, in the present study we found that the
damped natural frequency of vibration for the PA axis


was reduced by about 10% in comparison to the corre-
sponding five DOF model. Segmental and interseg-
mental PA displacement magnitudes were also reduced
by about 10%. Hence, the added mass, stiffness and
damping parameters of the thorax and pelvis, together
with additional DOF and coupling between axes acts to
stiffen the spinal structure in the PA axis. Other pa-
rameters that will have an appreciable influence on the
model results include K, M, f, l and a, but parametric
examination of these parameters is beyond the scope of
this study.
In this paper we have determined the posterior–an-


terior dynamic response of thorax, lumbar spine, and
pelvis by considering these structures to be an assem-
blage of elements comprised of rigid structures (verter-
bral segments of uniform mass) connected by massless
flexible linkages with three displacement DOF. Since the
thorax-lumbar spine-pelvis was an assemblage of only
seven structural elements, we were able to impose
equilibrium considerations to assemble the system stiff-
ness matrix in an analytical manner. Alternatively, one
can use the finite element method, which involves the
same procedures, but in a more systematic way. Namely,
element coordinates and forces are first transformed into
global coordinates and the stiffness matrix of the entire
structure is then assembled into a global system of
common orientation. Models based upon the finite ele-
ment method are particularly useful for stress analysis,
but can also be used for vibration analysis. However,
from the standpoint of being able to duplicate the vi-
bration mode shapes, the accuracy obtained from the
finite element method is closely dependent on the num-
ber and type of elements used to define the structural
joints. In general, many additional elements are required
to obtain a good approximation of stresses or to obtain


Fig. 5. (a) Influence of thrust angle ðuÞ on the static, impulsive and sinusoidal motion response of the L3 vertebral segment subjected to a 100 N
posterior–anterior force (e ¼ 0 m, f ¼ 0:25). (b) Influence of thrust offset ðeÞ on the static, impulsive and sinusoidal motion responses of the L3
vertebral segment subjected to a 100 N posterior–anterior force (u ¼ 0�, f ¼ 0:25).
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Fig. 6. Graphical simulation of the lumbar segmental motion response to an impulsive dynamic force at L3 V0 ¼ 1:8414 ms
1, u ¼ 
20�, e ¼ 0:01 m. Panels (left to right, top to bottom) show 0.5 ms
interval motion responses starting at time 0. Axial displacement, posterior–anterior displacement, and flexion–extension rotation have been magnified by factors of 10	, 10	 and 5	, respectively.
Line graph below each figure depicts the PA displacement–time history and corresponding time point (last open circle) for each figure.
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accurate values for natural frequencies corresponding to
the higher modes of vibration. Hence, an advantage of
using a few structural elements defined according to
stiffness influence coefficients over the finite element
method lies in the increased accuracy and computer ef-
ficient nature of this approach.
There are inherent limitations of the current model.


First, in specifying a single set of elastic coefficients for
each vertebral segment, thorax and pelvis, and coordi-
nate axis, we have greatly simplified the description of
these FJS. In reality, the normal lumbar spine is com-
prised of a flexible anterior and posterior column, and
has both passive structures (ligaments, cartilage) and
active structures (skeletal muscle) that contribute to the
biomechanical behavior. As currently formulated,
therefore, we cannot examine the influence of the ante-
rior and posterior columns separately on the mechanical
response of the lumbar spine; nor can we examine the
role that ligaments and muscle tone play in this regard,
or when the spine is preloaded during manipulation.
Rather, we are limited to examination of the general
linear, static and dynamic mechanical responses of the
spine. Moreover, the model does not take into account
the complex geometry of the spine, including the lor-
dotic curvature, which probably does not affect the vi-
bration response appreciably, but may have a significant
effect on the displacement response of the spine. In ad-
dition, in this model we have considered coupling of
forces and moments between two axes when, in fact,
forces and moments are coupled in all axes. Lastly, the
model is currently limited to characterization of the
mechanical response in the sagittal plane. Some spinal
manipulative techniques apply forces in axial rotation
and lateral translation in addition to PA translation
with varying preload forces [15].
The model is general enough that it can easily be


applied to the frontal plane simply by specifying ap-
propriate stiffness and spring axis constants. Further-
more, the model can be generalized to account for six
displacement DOF (three in the sagittal plane and three
in the frontal plane). Although we have focused our
analysis on the displacement response to forces applied
to single segment, it is also important to note that the
response to forces distributed over several segments can
also be modeled. Moreover, the velocity and accelera-
tion responses of the segments to sinusoidal and im-
pulsive forces are easily obtained from the model. For
purposes of clarity and brevity, however, we have lim-
ited our analysis to the displacement response resulting
from static and dynamic forces delivered to a single
segment.
Overall, the model predictions agree favorably with in


vivo experimental data present in the literature. Note-
worthy is the fact that the model reproduces the first
resonant frequency (4–6 Hz) and gain (3–6 dB or 1.4–
2.0	) observed in experimental studies of the seated and


standing humans subjected to impact (impulsive) forces
[26,27]. The model predicted PA axis undamped natural
frequency (40.6 Hz) and damped natural frequency (39.3
Hz) of vibration also compare favorably with recent in
vivo experimental data obtained for prone-lying human
subjects using a driving-point mechanical impedance
technique [28]. Keller et al. [28] found that PA impulsive
forces delivered to the spinous processes of lumbar
vertebrae produced PA oscillations with a natural fre-
quency ranging from 38 to 41 Hz. In addition to studies
of the vibration and impulsive force responses of the
lumbar spine, a substantial number of in vivo PA mo-
bilization studies have been performed in prone-lying
human subjects using low frequency (62:0 Hz), low
force (6120 N) PA-directed oscillations applied to the
spinous processes of lumbar vertebrae [16,18,20–
22,24,29]. In these studies the main outcome measure is
the PA stiffness of the lumbar vertebrae. Based on the
range of L3 lumbar PA stiffness values reported in these
studies (11.4–15.8 kN/m), PA vertebral segment dis-
placements corresponding to a 100 N PA force range
from 6.3 to 8.8 mm. Model-predicted static and quasi-
static (60:1 Hz) PA displacements obtained in this
study (approximately 8 mm) agree with these experi-
mental findings.
Posterior–anterior intersegmental motion responses


are also of the same magnitude as inter-segmental mo-
tion responses produced during the application of in
vivo posterior-anteriorly directed impulsive thrust, me-
chanical force, manually-assisted manipulative thrusts
in three prone-lying human subjects [6]. Using a 3-DOF
intervertebral motion device (IMD) attached directly to
pins inserted into the spinous processes, Nathan and
Keller [6] reported results for the peak-to-peak L3–L4
and L4–L5 intersegmental motion response to an ap-
proximately 90 N PA impulsive mechanical force,
manually assisted thrust (<5 ms) delivered to various
spinal segments (T12 to L3). In a group comprised of
one normal and two surgical patients, intersegmental
PA displacements, axial displacements and FE rotations
ranged from 0.1 to 0.5 mm, 0.3 to 1.6 mm, and from 0.1
to 0.9�, respectively. In general, they found that the in-
tersegmental displacements and rotations increased as
the mechanical force, manually assisted forces were de-
livered closer to the IMD measurement site. In the
present study, we have limited our analysis to the L3–L4
intersegmental motion response to forces delivered to
the L3 vertebrae of an idealized or reference subject, so
direct comparison to the IMD measurements of normal
and pathologic subjects is not possible. However, our
model predicted L3–L4 displacements and rotations
associated with a 100 N peak PA impulsive force de-
livered at L3 agree well with the experimental findings of
Nathan and Keller [6].
In a more recent study, Colloca et al. [25] reported the


dynamic deformation response of four prone-lying
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human subjects undergoing spinal decompressive sur-
gery. PA and axial deformation were derived from ac-
celeration–time recordings obtained from tri-axial
accelerometers attached to pins inserted into the spinous
processes of the patients. Dynamic mechanical force,
manually assisted thrusts (�120 N, �5 ms duration)
delivered to spinous processes of vertebrae adjacent to
the instrumented pins were found to elicit vertebral
segment axial and transverse oscillations with peak–
peak magnitudes ranging from 0.18 to 0.27 mm and
from 0.29 to 0.52 mm, respectively. Differences between
these experimental studies and the model predictions
may reflect the age, gender and spinal degeneration of
surgical patients examined in this series. Additional ex-
perimental data, quantifying segmental and interseg-
mental motions (displacement, velocity and
acceleration) of normal and pathologic lumbar verte-
brae in response to spinal manipulation and conditions
that mimic spinal manipulation, are needed to better
understand the biomechanical effects of lumbar spinal
manipulation therapy and to further validate the model
predictions.
When comparing previous experimental findings to


the model results there are a number of additional fac-
tors that must be considered. First, the lumbar spine is a
viscoelastic structure and therefore exhibits time-de-
pendent behavior. As a result, quasi-static loading
conditions will tend to overestimate the displacement
response (underestimating the stiffness) due to creep
deformation of the structure. Evidence of such behavior
has been observed in studies reporting the PA motion
response of the lumbar spine at different oscillation
frequencies [20,22]. In these studies, quasi-static or slow
cycling (60:1 Hz) PA mobilization is associated with an
approximately 15–25% increase in deformation (15–25%
reduction in stiffness) in comparison to mobilization at
0.5–1.0 Hz. While the model presented in the current
study contains viscous damping elements, the analysis
does not consider flow-dependent or creep behavior of
the spine.
Another important characteristic of the human lum-


bar spine is its nonlinear, load-deformation behavior.
Inherent nonlinearities in the load-deformation charac-
teristics of the spine result in variations in the measured
PA displacement and stiffness that are dependent on the
magnitude of the applied force. For example, previous
PA mobilization studies have reported a substantial in-
crease in PA stiffness when the peak force applied is
increased [23,30]. In the current model, the nonlinear
load-deformation behavior of the lumbar spine is not
considered, and thus increases in the PA force will result
in a proportional linear increase in deformation re-
sponse. Thus, the motion response obtained for the 100
N forces examined in this study should not be extrap-
olated to higher forces typically associated with manual
manipulation. However, one way to account for the


nonlinear load-deformation behavior of the spine in the
model would be to simply increase the segment stiffness.
Moreover, as noted previously, we have not considered
the role of muscle tension in the motion response of the
lumbar spine. Lee and associates [31] found an ap-
proximately 3-fold increase in PA low cycle oscillatory
stiffness for prone-lying subjects performing a maximum
voluntary contraction in comparison to the resting state.
The nonlinear, time-dependent and muscle stabilizing
properties of the lumbar spine are very important when
assessing the response of the spine to quasi-static and
dynamic forces associated with manipulation therapy
and assessment, and should be investigated further.
One of the interesting outcomes of this study was the


finding that the PA segmental motion response of the
lumbar vertebrae was relatively insensitive to both
the thrust force angle and thrust force offset (contact
point along the spinous process). We found that changes
in the PA static, oscillatory and impulsive force dis-
placement response became appreciable only at the
highest thrust angle, and we also observed that the
thrust force offset had only a minimal effect over the
range of contact points examined. The former is con-
sistent with findings obtained for low cycle PA mobili-
zation of the prone-lying subject, wherein an increase in
the thrust angle of �5� was found to produce less than a
2.5% change in force-deformation behavior, but an in-
crease in the thrust angle of �10� changed the force-
deformation response by up to 25% [16,22,24]. Our
simulations suggest that axial displacements and FE
rotations can change by 2-fold or more for thrust force
angles greater than )5� (caudal) in comparison to ver-
tically oriented thrust forces (0�).


5. Conclusions


A structural model of the lumbar spine has been de-
veloped to characterize the sagittal plane static, sinu-
soidal and impulsive motion responses of lumbar spine
segments. The model provides data on segmental and
inter-segmental motion patterns that are otherwise dif-
ficult to obtain experimentally. Of potential clinical in-
terest is the finding that the motion response of the spine
is closely coupled to the frequency or the time history of
the applied force. Namely, external mechanical forces
applied at or near the natural frequency of the structure
are associated with appreciably greater displacements
(over 2-fold) in comparison to external forces that are
static or quasi-static. Thus, it may be possible to achieve
comparable posterior–anterior segmental motion
responses for lower applied forces during spinal ma-
nipulation, provided that the forces are delivered over
time intervals at or near the period corresponding to the
natural frequency. Also of clinical interest is our
observation that intersegmental motion responses asso-
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ciated with quasi-static force–time histories (mobiliza-
tion, manual manipulation) are quite similar to re-
sponses associated with dynamic force–time histories
(mechanical force, manually assisted adjustments). Gi-
ven the fact that highly disparate spinal manipulation
modalities have been reported to produce therapeutic
benefits [32], this observation suggests that interseg-
mental motions may play an important role in eliciting
therapeutic responses.
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Appendix A


Segment displacements are obtained from the solu-
tion to fF g ¼ ½K�fug, where fF g is force vector, ½K� is
stiffness matrix, and fug is displacement vector:


K ¼
K11 K12 K13
K21 K22 K23
K31 K32 K33
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where the system force vector is obtained from statics
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The system stiffness matrix is assembled using the fol-
lowing tri-diagonal matrix elements
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K23 ¼
�

 aikxi aiðkxi þ kxiþ1Þ 
 aikxiþ1


�
;


K32 ¼
�
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1 ðkxi þ kxiþ1Þai 
 kxiþ1aiþ1


�
;


K33 ¼
�

 kxi ðkxi þ kxiþ1Þ kxiþ1


�
;


where i ¼ segment 1; . . . ; 7, F is applied force, M is ap-
plied moment, kx is axial stiffness, ky ¼ PA stiffness, jz is
torsion (FE rotation) stiffness, a is spring axis (x–z)
constant, l is segment link dimension, h is FE rotation
angle, X is x-axis displacement, and Y is y-axis dis-
placement. Each element of K22 has three components.
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Objective: To quantify the force-time and force-delivery characteristics of six commonly used handheld chiropractic


adjusting devices.


Methods: Four spring-loaded instruments, the Activator Adjusting Instrument; Activator II Adjusting Instrument,


Activator III Adjusting Instrument, and Activator IV Adjusting Instrument, and two electromechanical devices, the


Harrison Handheld Adjusting Instrument and Neuromechanical Impulse Adjusting Instrument, were applied to a dynamic


load cell. A total of 10 force-time histories were obtained at each of three force excursion settings (minimum to maximum)


for each of the six adjusting instruments at preload of approximately 20 N.


Results: The minimum-to-maximum force excursion settings for the spring-loaded mechanical adjusting instruments


produced similar minimum-to-maximum peak forces that were not appreciably different for most excursion settings. The


electromechanical adjusting instruments produced short duration (~2-4 ms), with more linear minimum-to-maximum peak


forces. The force-time profile of the electromechanical devices resulted in a more uniform and greater energy dynamic


frequency response in comparison to the spring-loaded mechanical adjusting instruments.


Conclusions: The handheld, electromechanical instruments produced substantially larger peak forces and ranges of


forces in comparison to the handheld, spring-loaded mechanical devices. The electromechanical instruments produced


greater dynamic frequency area ratios than their mechanical counterparts. Knowledge of the force-time history and force-


frequency response characteristics of spinal manipulative instruments may provide basic benchmarks and may assist in


understanding mechanical responses in the clinical setting. (J Manipulative Physiol Ther 2005;28:414Q422)


Key Indexing Terms: Biomechanics; Chiropractic; Spine

S
pinal manipulation is the most commonly performed


therapeutic procedure provided by doctors of chiro-


practic.1 Chiropractic techniques have evolved to


provide the clinician with choices in the delivery of


particular force-time profiles deemed appropriate for a


patient or condition. Clinicians rely on mechanical advan-
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tages in performing spinal manipulation through patient


positioning, mechanical assistance from a table, or handheld


instruments.2 Specifically, manual articular manipulative


and adjusting procedures have been classified into four


categories to better describe the technique and mechanism


of force production: specific contact thrust procedures using
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Fig 1. Mechanical force manually assisted chiropractic adjusting instruments. (L-R) The AAI, AAI 2, AAI 3, AAI 4, HAI, and NMI.
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high-velocity, low-amplitude (HVLA) thrusts; nonspecific


contact thrust procedures (ie, mobilization); manual force,


mechanically assisted procedures (ie, drop tables or flexion-


distraction tables); and mechanical force, manually assisted


procedures (MFMA; ie, stationary or handheld instru-


ments).3 Mechanical force, manually assisted procedures


have been reported to be the second most popular


chiropractic adjusting technique, used by 72% of chiroprac-


tors on 21% of their patients.4


Spinal manipulative techniques have been studied for


their clinical effectiveness.5,6 The majority of randomized


controlled clinical trials in patients with low back pain, neck


pain, and headache7-12 have been conducted using HVLA


thrusts. Studies have also compared HVLA to MFMA


procedures.13-15 Although clinical outcome studies have


gained attention, basic experimental investigations that


might assist in explaining biomechanical mechanisms are


lacking.16 Quantifying the characteristics of chiropractic


technique is a logical and important first step in under-


standing a spinal manipulative procedure.


Consequently, a number of studies have investigated the


forces produced during a variety of spinal manipulative


procedures.17-24 In one of the earliest reported comprehensive


studies, Kawchuk and Herzog23 analyzed the force-time


profiles of several HVLA and MFMA cervical spine mani


pulation (lateral break, Gonstead, Activator, toggle, rotation).


Their methods, however, did not include a detailed descrip-


tion of the data sampling procedures, and, as pointed out


previously,18 it is possible that the MFMA results reported by


these authors were inaccurate. Keller et al18 examined both


the force-time and force-frequency response of the handheld


Activator II Adjusting Instrument (AAI 2, Activator Methods


International, Ltd, Phoenix, Ariz). The AAI 2 is a unique


MFMA-type device in that it produces a very short duration


(b5ms) impulsive-type force.As a result, analysis of the force-


time response requires precise triggering and high-speed


data sampling to accurately record the force-time history.


To improve the force-frequency characteristics of the


spring-loaded AAI, the AAI 2, AAI 3, and AAI 4 have been


developed.25 Little biomechanical data exist on the AAI,


and no study to date has reported the force-time and force-


frequency characteristics of the AAI 3 or AAI 4. In

addition, over the past several years, other handheld


MFMA-type devices, most notably the Harrison Handheld


Adjusting Instrument (HAI) (Harrison CBP Seminars,


Evanston, Wyo) and the Neuromechanical Impulse Adjust-


ing Instrument (NMI) (Neuromechanical Innovations,


Phoenix, Ariz), have been developed for chiropractic


treatment. The purpose of this study was to compare the


force-time history, force-frequency response, and force-


delivery characteristics of these six commonly used


handheld spinal manipulation devices.

METHODS


Two different experiments were performed to investigate


the mechanical characteristics of six commonly used


MFMA chiropractic adjusting/spinal manipulative tools—a


shuttlecock flight experiment and a standard bench-type


force calibration test. Initially, a shuttlecock experiment was


conducted to compare a handheld, spring-activated mechan-


ical adjusting instrument (AAI 2) and a handheld, solenoid-


driven electromechanical device (HAI) at the Biomechanics


Laboratory at the Department of Sciences of Physical


Activity, Universite du Quebec a Trois-Rivieres, Trois-


Rivieres, Quebec, Canada. At the time of the shuttlecock


experiment, these two instruments represented the latest


versions of handheld adjusting instruments available from


their respective manufacturers. The AAI 3 or AAI 4


(Activator Methods International) and the NMI were not


available in the marketplace at the time of the shuttlecock


experiments. Inasmuch, after the release of these two


devices, further mechanical tests were conducted, namely,


standard bench-type force calibration tests on all six


chiropractic adjusting instruments, the AAI, AAI 2, AAI 3,


AAI 4, HAI, and NMI (Fig 1).

Shuttlecock Flight Experiments
The AAI 2 and HAI devices were compared using a


video analysis of shuttlecock experiment. Each instrument


was attached solidly to a table and oriented vertically


(Fig 2). A shuttlecock (m = 4.8 g) was placed over the stylus


of each instrument, and the instrument was engaged to fire







Fig 2. The AAI 2 (A) and HAI (B) were attached rigidly and vertically to a frame with a ruler in the background. A shuttlecock was
ejected by these instruments, and the height of flight in centimeters and the duration of flight in seconds were measured by video.


Fig 3. Projectile height of the shuttlecock was measured against a
ruler background from videotape with a time sequence subsequent
to each thrust. Fig 4. Bench test experiment setup. The HAI is shown contacting a


table top mounted load cell.
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to project the shuttlecock as a projectile. A metric ruler was


fixed in the background and a high-speed video camera


(model WV-CL350, Peak Performance Technologies, Inc.,


Englewood, Colo) was placed 2 m from the table and


perpendicular to the direction of the moving object to record


the flight paths of the projectiles.


The flights of the shuttlecock projectiles were recorded at


a frame rate of 60 Hz using a Panasonic AG-1960 (modified


for 120 Hz recording) video recorder. An SMPT time code


was added to the film by means of a HORITA time code


generator (model: RM-50 II, Mission Viejo, Calif). Height


measurements and time codes were recorded for beginning


(origin) and at the maximum height of the shuttlecock


projectiles (Fig 3). Total flight height was obtained by


subtracting the height of origin from the maximum


trajectory of the shuttlecock. Flight times were obtained


from the corresponding time codes.

Bench Test Experiments
Force-time profiles of the AAI 2 and HAI and three


additional spring-loaded devices, the AAI, AAI 3, and AAI


4, and another electromechanical device, NMI (Fig 1), were


tested by means of thrusting into a dynamic load cell (PCB


model 200A02, PCB Piezotronics, Depew, NY) rigidly


mounted to a table top (Fig 4). A constant current amplifier


(PCB model 483A02) was used to acquire the dynamic


force-time histories. The load cell force range and resolution


were 445 and 0.0089 N, respectively. The load cell has a


low-frequency and high-frequency response of 0.001 and


75000 Hz, respectively. Ten force-time histories were


obtained from each of the six chiropractic adjusting instru-


ments at each of three force settings and a preload of


approximately 20 N. Forces were sampled at 32768 samples


per second over a period of 0.5 seconds using a 16-bit







Fig 5. Typical force-time profiles for spring-loaded (AAI 2) (A) and
electromechanical (HAI) (B) instruments. (A) The force-time
profile for a typical maximum setting AAI 2 thrust is characterized
by an initial peak consistent with compression of the instrument’s
member spring upon initial activation followed by a complex
waveform of ~5 ms duration and peak force of approximately 150 N
consistent with the thrusting phase of the device and secondary
peaks representing the rebound of the device. (B) The force-time
profile for a typical maximum setting HAI thrust is characterized
by a simple waveform of ~4 ms duration and peak force of
approximately 300 N.


Fig 6. Fourier-transformed NMI force-time history (maximum
setting, test 005). The upper graph shows the force amplitude
over a frequency range 0.38 Hz to 12.5 kHz. The lower graph
shows the frequency response up to 200 Hz for which the
dynamic force amplitude area ratio and energy were 69.5% and
1120 kN Hz, respectively. See text for definitions of dynamic area
ratio and energy.
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analog-to-digital converter. The resulting force-time history


data were stored on a portable computer.


Each instrument was engaged to fire for 10 trials at three


force excursion settings defined as minimum, middle, and


maximum. For the handheld spring-activated AAI and AAI


2 devices, the minimum setting consisted of one revolution


of its expansion control knob from the closed position, the


middle setting consisted of three revolutions from the closed


position, and the maximum position was with the expansion


control knob fully extended to seven revolutions. The


effective distance of expansion control knob of the AAI 2 is


5.4 mm. The AAI 3 has three distinct settings that were


compared, whereas the AAI 4 has four settings that were


investigated. For the handheld electromechanical HAI


instrument, the minimum setting consisted of one revolution


of the expansion control knob, the middle setting was two


revolutions, and the maximum setting was four revolutions,


or the maximum expansion that the device permits. The


effective distance of the expansion control knob of the HAI

instrument is 5.0 mm. The electromechanical NMI device


has three force settings selected by means of a switch.


Peak forces were computed from the force-time histories,


and the force impulse,
R
fdt, was calculated using a 60-ms


time window centered about the force peak. Preload force


was removed from each data file. A fast Fourier transform


(FFT) was applied to the force-time histories, and the


resulting force amplitude vs frequency plots were used to


determine the frequency domain response of each device.


The frequency domain response was quantified in terms of


two scalar parameters: the dynamic force amplitude area


ratio and the total energy over frequency range. The former


is the ratio of peak FFT force amplitude � 200 Hz divided


by the FFT force amplitude area over 200 Hz.18 The


maximum dynamic force amplitude area ratio is 1.0 or


100% and represents a uniform or constant force amplitude


over the frequency range of interest (0-200 Hz in this case).


The total energy represents the cumulative sum of the FFT


force magnitude � frequency increment and has units of


kilonewton hertz.


RESULTS


Maximum force setting force-time profiles for the HAI


electronic adjusting instrument and the AAI 2 mechanical


adjusting instrument are shown in Fig 5. Similar character-


istics of spring-loaded mechanical adjusting instruments


include an initial preload and spring compression force-time


profile consistent with deformation of the device, and a 2- to


5-ms period of oscillation. In the case of the mechanical


adjusting instrument, release of the spring produces a rapidly







Table 1. Distances (cm) traveled by the shuttlecock for maximum,
middle, and minimum force settings for the HAI and AAI 2


Setting


AAI 2 HAI


Mean SD Mean SD


Maximum (cm) 39.8 1.48 53.8 0.055


Time (s) 0.25 0.014 0.34 0.009


Middle (cm) 36.1 0.74 46.1 0.84


Time (s) 0.22 0.005 0.32 0.004


Minimum (cm) 32.6 0.62 18.1 b0.001


Time (s) 0.25 0.009 0.20 0.009


Fig 7. Scatterplot comparison and linear correlation of the
shuttlecock flight height vs impulse for each of the force settings
examined for the HAI and AAI 2.


Fig 8. Mean peak force comparison of the six chiropractic
adjusting devices, the AAI, AAI 2, AAI 3, AAI 4, and the
electromechanical devices, the HAI and the NMI, at the respective
maximum (max), middle (mid), and minimum (min) force settings.
Settings 2, 3, and 4 are presented for the AAI 4. Error bars
represent standard deviations of the mean.
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oscillating waveform of approximately 5 ms duration. Spring


recoil produces several lower amplitude oscillations that last


another 15 ms after the main rapidly fluctuating main


oscillation. In contrast, the force-time profiles of the electro-


mechanical adjusting instruments more closely resemble a


half sine wave with a pulse duration of approximately 2 to 5


ms as the primary mechanical device oscillation. In the case


of the NMI device (~2 ms primary oscillation pulse duration),


the magnitude of the force amplitude–frequency spectrum


decreased to near zero above 1.5 kHz. Relative to the peak


frequency amplitude (8055 at 39.5 Hz), the NMI instrument


exhibited a force amplitude equal to 50% or greater than the


peak amplitude for frequencies above 20 Hz (Fig 6).


Mean flight heights and time duration of flights for the


HAI and AAI 2 at maximum, middle, and minimum settings


are shown in Table 1. A much greater range of shuttlecock


flight heights and time durations of flight were observed for


the HAI than for the AAI 2. The mean shuttlecock flight


heights ranged from 18.1 to 53.8 cm for the HAI and 32.6 to


39.8 cm for the AAI 2 for the minimum to maximum


settings. Mean shuttlecock flight time durations ranged from


0.20 to 0.34 s for the HAI and 0.22 to 0.25 for the AAI 2.


Fig 7 provides a comparison of the shuttlecock flight height

vs impulse for each of the force settings examined for the


HAI and AAI 2. The shuttlecock vertical flight height


increased linearly in proportion to peak force in the case of


the AAI 2 thrusts (R2 = 0.984), but the range of flight height


vs impulse was small. In the case of the HAI thrusts, the


greater impulse and wider range of impulses for each of the


force settings produced a linear correlation (R2 = 0.974)


proportionally greater change shuttlecock flight height


among the three force settings.


Fig 8 presents mean peak force results for the six


chiropractic adjusting instruments at the minimum, middle,


and maximum force settings. For the spring-loaded mecha-


nical devices, peak forces increased by 100% from the


minimum to maximum setting for the AAI (61.5-121.0 N)


and AAI 4 (121.0-211.6 N), but this trend was not observed


for the AAI 2 or AAI 3. From the minimum to maximum


setting, peak force increased only 11% (137.8-154.4 N) for


the AAI 2, and 14% (128.2-149.0 N) for the AAI 3.


Similarly, mean peak forces obtained from the AAI 4 were


123.1, 121.0, 114.9, and 211.6 N for settings 1 through 4,


respectively. The AAI 4 has four settings which made


comparison to the other devices problematic. However, we


observed that the force-time profile was nearly identical for


its settings 1, 2, and 3 (123, 121, and 114 N), respectively.


Thus, for Figs 8-11, we chose to report setting 2 of the AAI 4


as the bminimumQ setting. Appreciably larger ranges in peak


forces were observed for the electromechanical adjusting


instruments. A sixfold increase in peak force was obtained


from the minimum to maximum force settings, respectively,


for the HAI (44.9-275.0 N) and NMI (123.5-380.2 N)


adjusting instruments.







Fig 10. Mean energy comparison of the five chiropractic adjusting
devices, the AAI, AAI 2, AAI 3, AAI 4, and the electromechanical
devices, the HAI and the NMI, at the respective maximum, middle,
and minimum force settings. Settings 2, 3, and 4 are presented for
the AAI 4. Error bars represent standard deviations of the mean.


Fig 11. Mean impulse comparison of the five chiropractic adjust-
ing devices, the AAI, AAI 2, AAI 3, AAI 4, and the electro-
mechanical devices, the HAI and the NMI, at the respective
maximum, middle, and minimum force settings. Settings 2, 3, and 4
are presented for the AAI 4. Error bars represent standard
deviations of the mean.


Fig 9. Mean frequency area ratio comparison of the five
chiropractic adjusting devices, the AAI, AAI 2, AAI 3, AAI 4,
and the electromechanical devices, the HAI and the NMI, at the
respective maximum, middle, and minimum force settings. Settings
2, 3, and 4 are presented for the AAI 4. Error bars represent
standard deviations of the mean.
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The mean frequency area ratios for the six chiropractic


adjusting instruments are summarized in Fig 9. The


electromechanical instruments produced greater dynamic


frequency area ratios in comparison to the mechanical


devices for all force settings examined. Among the spring-


loaded devices, the original AAI produced a greater


frequency area ratio (48%) than the AAI 2 or AAI 3


(43%). The dynamic frequency area ratio measured from the


AAI 4 (50%) was similar to the AAI. Electromechanical


devices appreciably improved the frequency area ratio over

the spring-loaded devices for all instrument settings. The


NMI device at the maximum setting produced the greatest


frequency area ratio (66%) among the five devices. With the


exception of the AAI 2, the frequency domain energy


response (kilonewton hertz) was similar among the three


spring-activated instrument settings examined (Fig 10). The


mean energy response decreased from the minimum to


maximum settings for the AAI (1067-813 kN Hz). For the


AAI 2, the mean energy response increased approximately


fourfold from the minimum to maximum settings (364-


1234 kN Hz). The AAI 3 produced a relatively similar


mean energy response for all three of its settings (1483,


1277, and 1305 kN Hz for the minimum to maximum


settings, respectively). The greatest mean energy response


was observed for the AAI 3 at the minimum setting


(1483 kN Hz). In contrast, the mean energy responses for


the electromechanical devices increased consistently two-


and fivefold for the NMI (532.7-1026.0 kN Hz) and HAI


(531.6-2413.0 kN Hz) devices, respectively, from the


minimum to maximum settings.


The force impulse ranged from 0.22 to 0.64 N s for the


AAI, 0.21 to 0.59 N s for the AAI 2, 0.37 to 0.51 N s for


the AAI 3, and 0.35 to 0.40 N s for the AAI 4 from the


minimum to maximum settings (Fig 11). Force impulse


ranged from 0.13 to 0.56 N s and 0.14 to 0.31 N s for the


HAI and NMI devices, respectively.

DISCUSSION


To understand the biomechanical consequences of


chiropractic adjustment/spinal manipulation more fully,
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chiropractic researchers are currently focusing on quantify-


ing the applied forces associated with spinal manipulation


and the mechanical response of the spine to these


forces.2,17,18,21,23,26,27 Basic experiments to quantify the


forces transmitted during MFMA spinal manipulation as


presented in the current study are important first steps in


understanding the mechanics of spinal manipulation. In


comparison to manual spinal manipulation (without the use


of instruments), larger magnitude forces have been reported


to be used by clinicians when treating the sacroiliac joint or


lumbar spine21 as opposed to the cervical spine.23,24 In this


study, the electromechanical devices were found to produce


larger peak forces and ranges of force in comparison to the


mechanical instrument and, thus, may offer clinicians a


wider selection and range of peak forces in the delivery of


chiropractic manipulation.


Peak forces transmitted with the HAI and NMI devices


at the maximum setting averaged 275 and 380 N, respec-


tively, which is higher than the Activator devices (121, 154,


149, and 211 N) for the AAI, AAI 2, AAI 3, and AAI 4,


respectively. It is hypothesized that higher peak forces may


cause a greater magnitude vertebral displacements during


chiropractic adjustments.28 Previous biomechanical compar-


isons of MFMA and HVLA spinal manipulation have raised


the issue of effective transmitted force distribution locally to


the spine. Specifically, global measures of loading have


been found to overestimate the local effective forces at the


target site.17 Herzog et al17 reported average peak forces of


238.2 N for reinforced hypothenar contact HVLA spinal


manipulation applied to the thoracic spine. In this work, the


average peak local force was found to act over a target area


of 25 mm2. When comparing these data with MFMA spinal


manipulation, the cross-sectional area of the styli attached to


MFMA devices ranges from 100 to 27 mm2. Thus, it is


possible that the local forces applied with the AAI


normalized to a 25-mm2 area may be the same as those


observed here for HVLA hypothenar contact spinal manip-


ulation,16 whereas the HAI and NMI device acting over the


same contact area may deliver higher forces. It should be


noted, however, that each of the MFMA devices delivers


forces over a very short time interval (b5 ms) as opposed to


HVLA spinal manipulation (c150 ms), which may result in


much lower force impulse imparted to the spine. These


differences, together with distinctions of articular cavitation


responses, vertebral movements, and spinal reflex activities,


all reflect possible considerations when studying different


forms of chiropractic adjustment/spinal manipulation.16,29-35


The force-time and frequency-response parameters deter-


mined for the HAI and AAI 2 instruments did not correlate


linearly with the shuttlecock experiments. Rather, shuttle-


cock flight height showed a nonlinear dependency on force


and frequency parameters, wherein the flight height increased


less in comparison to the peak force or frequency parameters.


Shuttlecock flight height correlated with the respective


impulses of the two devices, however. The shuttlecock

experiment, although novel, possesses limitations because


of the coefficients of drag on the shuttlecock during its flight


among other factors related to indirect measurements of


transmitted force. In addition, any deviation of the shuttle-


cock flight path from 908 of its origin results in experimental


error from geometry. Although attempts were made through-


out the experiment to ensure a plumb shuttlecock flight path


along the line of the background ruler, it was inherently not


possible to maintain an exact 908 flight path, which


subsequently affected the results.


Questions may arise whether the results from our bench


tests on a table-mounted transducer can be extrapolated to


data obtained in actual patients. A difference in stiffness


response would be expected from a load cell mounted to a


table compared to that obtained in patients; we believe that


controlling the testing material by using a standard bench is


appropriate for this study design. We have reported the


force-time profiles of the Activator devices both from tests


on a steel beam18 as well as thrusts delivered to normal


subjects and actual patients.26,27 A review of these data


shows little difference in the imparted force-time profiles to


patients or rigid structures. In addition, the sampling


frequency was chosen to ensure that the primary peak


force-time profile of the various instruments was accurately


captured, which in the case of the NMI device was only


approximately 2 ms in duration. Fifty samples over a 2-ms


duration (25 kHz) was deemed more than adequate to


characterize the primary peak force-time response of this


device, and 32768 samples per second was chosen as this


was the next power of 2 integer above 25 kHz. Subsequent


Fourier transforms of the adjusting instrument force vectors


indicated that there was little or no frequency content above


2 kHz, which is over an order of magnitude lower than the


sampling frequency. The results of this study suggest that a


sampling frequency of 4 kHz or higher should be used to


characterize the force-time response of the chiropractic


adjusting instruments examined in this study.


Because the spinal column is a viscoelastic structure,


increased mobility (motion response) will occur when the


manipulation or mobilization therapy is applied at certain


loading rates and frequencies. The relative stiffness of


different regions of the thoracolumbar spine may vary with


the mechanical stimulus frequency.26,36 Other important


considerations in studying the biomechanics of spinal


manipulation include the nonlinear, load-deformation


behavior of the human spine. Inherent nonlinearities in the


load-deformation characteristics of the spine result in


variations in the measured posterior to anterior displacement


and stiffness that are dependent on the magnitude of the


applied force. For example, posterior to anterior mobiliza-


tion studies have reported an increase in posterior to anterior


stiffness when the peak force applied is increased.37,38


Greater forces, thus, may result in greater intersegmental


and segmental motion responses of functional spinal


units.28,39,40 A structural model of the lumbar spine has
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been developed to characterize the sagittal plane static,


sinusoidal, and impulsive motion response of lumbar spine


segments.39 The model provides data on segmental and


intersegmental motion patterns that are otherwise difficult to


obtain experimentally. Knowledge of the transmitted forces


during chiropractic adjustment/spinal manipulation as pre-


sented in the current study and others, thus, can be modeled


to contribute to the understanding of the motion response of


the vertebral column. Such information is important in


assessing the characteristics of chiropractic treatments.


Each of the chiropractic adjusting instruments examined


in this study produced relatively large amplitude (maximum


setting) force-time histories with primarily peak pulse


durations less than 5 ms. Forces that are relatively large in


magnitude, but act for a very short time (less than the


natural period of oscillation of the structure), are called


bimpulsive.Q18 Impulsive forces acting on a mass will result


in a sudden change in velocity, but are typically associated


with smaller amplitude displacements in comparison to


longer duration forces. However, the manner in which the


structure is mechanically excited will depend on the


frequency content of the instrument’s force-time history,


and significant displacements can be produced provided that


the force-time history contains frequency components at or


near the natural frequencies of oscillation of the structure. In


this study, the frequency area ratio of each device was


computed to estimate the overall frequency content or


relative frequency distribution of the impulsive force within


a frequency range that was consistent with the first few


natural frequencies of vibration of the spine subjected to


posterior-anterior forces.39 We found that the HAI and NMI


produced a higher frequency area ratio (more uniform


frequency distribution) in comparison to the Activator


adjusting instruments examined. The frequency area ratio


results reported herein differ from those previously reported


for the AAI 3 and AAI 4. Namely, the results of the current


study indicate that the mean frequency area ratio of the AAI


3 is lower than the original Activator 3 design, which was


reportedly developed to improve the force-frequency


spectrum of the Activator line of instruments.25 Likewise,


the dynamic frequency area ratio of the AAI 4 has not


appreciably improved over the original AAI. A possible


explanation for this discrepancy is that the data cited by


Fuhr and Menke25 were obtained by us using a prototype of


the AAI 3 device, and not the commercial instrument


ultimately manufactured. The present study presents the first


comprehensive force-time and force-frequency data for


several impulsive force chiropractic adjusting instruments


that are currently being manufactured.


Of potential clinical interest is the finding that the motion


response of the spine is closely coupled to the frequency or


the time history of the applied force. External mechanical


forces applied at or near the natural frequency of the


structure are associated with appreciably greater displace-


ments (over twofold) in comparison to external forces that

are static or quasi-static.39 Thus, it may be possible to


achieve comparable posterior-anterior segmental motion


responses for lower applied forces during spinal manipu-


lation, provided that the forces are delivered over time


intervals at or near the period corresponding to the natural


frequency. We propose, because of the more uniform


frequency response (haversine force-time profile) of the


electromechanical devices, a testable hypothesis arising


from the current study involves measuring the mechanical


and physiological response of the spine among different


MFMA devices at the same force settings but different


frequencies. Further research into the force-time and force-


frequency inputs of chiropractic adjustment/spinal manipu-


lation on mechanical, physiological, and clinical responses


in patients may help to optimize chiropractic interventions


and treatment regimens.

CONCLUSION


In this study, the handheld, electromechanical HAI and


NMI instruments produced a greater peak force and larger


range of forces in comparison to the handheld, spring-loaded


Activator devices. The electromechanical instruments were


faster and produced greater dynamic frequency range (area


ratios) than the spring-activated Activator instruments.


Knowledge of the force-time history and force-frequency


response characteristics of spinal manipulative instruments


may provide basic benchmarks and may assist in under-


standing mechanical responses in the clinical setting.
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THREE-DIMENSIONAL VERTEBRAL MOTIONS PRODUCED BY


MECHANICAL FORCE SPINAL MANIPULATION
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Objective: The aim of this study was to quantify and compare the 3-dimensional intersegmental motion responses


produced by 3 commonly used chiropractic adjusting instruments.


Methods: Six adolescent Merino sheep were examined at the Institute for Medical and Veterinary Science, Adelaide,


Australia. In all animals, triaxial accelerometers were attached to intraosseous pins rigidly fixed to the L1 and L2


spinous processes under fluoroscopic guidance. Three handheld mechanical force chiropractic adjusting instruments


(Chiropractic Adjusting Tool [CAT], Activator Adjusting Instrument IV [Activator IV], and the Impulse Adjusting


Instrument [Impulse]) were used to randomly apply posteroanterior (PA) spinal manipulative thrusts to the spinous process


of T12. Three force settings (low, medium, and high) and a fourth setting (Activator IVonly) were applied in a randomized


repeated measures design. Acceleration responses in adjacent segments (L1 and L2) were recorded at 5 kHz. The


multiaxial intersegmental (L1-L2) acceleration and displacement response at each force setting was computed and


compared among the 3 devices using a repeated measures analysis of variance (a = .05).


Results: For all devices, intersegmental motion responses were greatest for axial, followed by PA and medial-lateral


(ML) measurement axes for the data examined. Displacements ranged from 0.11 mm (ML axis, Activator IV low setting)


to 1.76 mm (PA axis, Impulse high setting). Compared with the mechanical (spring) adjusting instruments (CAT, Activator


IV), the electromechanical Impulse produced the most linear increase in both force and intersegmental motion response


and resulted in the greatest acceleration and displacement responses (high setting). Significantly larger magnitude


intersegmental motion responses were observed for Activator IV vs CAT at the medium and high settings (P b .05).


Significantly larger-magnitude PA intersegmental acceleration and displacement responses were consistently observed for


Impulse compared with Activator IV and CAT for the high force setting (P b .05).


Conclusions: Larger-magnitude, 3D intersegmental displacement and acceleration responses were observed for spinal


manipulative thrusts delivered with Impulse at most force settings and always at the high force setting. Our results indicate


that the force-time characteristics of impulsive-type adjusting instruments significantly affects spinal motion and suggests


that instruments can and should be tuned to provide optimal force delivery. (J Manipulative Physiol Ther 2006;29:425-436)


Key Indexing Terms: Biomechanics; Chiropractic; Manipulation, Spinal; Spine; Mechanical Force

S
pinal manipulation is the most commonly per-


formed therapeutic procedure provided by doctors


of chiropractic.1 Likewise, chiropractic techniques


have evolved, providing clinicians with choices in the
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delivery of particular force-time profiles deemed appropriate


for a particular patient or condition. Clinicians often rely


upon mechanical advantages in performing spinal manipu-


lation through patient positioning and mechanical assistance
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from a table or handheld adjusting instrument.2 Specifically,


manual articular manipulative and adjusting procedures have


been classified into 4 categories to better describe the


technique and mechanism of force production: specific


contact thrust procedures (ie, high-velocity, low-amplitude


[HVLA] thrusts), nonspecific contact thrust procedures (ie,


mobilization), manual force, mechanically assisted proce-


dures (ie, drop tables or flexion-distraction tables), and


mechanical force, manually assisted (MFMA) procedures


(ie, stationary or handheld instruments).3 Today, MFMA


procedures are reported to be the second most popular


chiropractic adjusting technique used by 72% of chiroprac-


tors on 21% of their patients.4


Spinal manipulative techniques have been studied for


their clinical effectiveness.5,6 Most randomized controlled


clinical trials in patients with low back pain, neck pain, and


headache7-12 have been conducted using HVLA thrusts,


which are inherently dynamic in nature. Recently, studies


have also begun to compare HVLA to MFMA procedures


with equivocal findings reported.13-15 Hence, although


clinical outcome studies have gained attention, basic


experimental science is lacking, which might assist in


explaining biomechanical mechanisms.16 Evidence that


putative mechanisms might be related to the dynamic


mechanical excitation characteristics of HVLA and MFMA


procedures is growing.17-22 Some authors have hypothe-


sized that mechanisms may be related to the oscillatory or


vibration response induced by dynamic mechanical excita-


tion of the spinal structures.22-24 Quantifying the dynamic


biomechanical characteristics of chiropractic technique


application is therefore a logical and important first step in


understanding a spinal manipulative procedure.


Several studies have investigated the forces produced


during a variety of spinal manipulative procedures, includ-


ing HVLA and MFMA procedures.25-32 Others have


quantified segmental and intersegmental vertebral displace-


ments, velocity, and acceleration responses to mechanical


force spinal manipulation.33-36 These studies have assisted


in the development of mathematical models to predict


vertebral kinematic responses to specific spinal manipulative


force-time profiles and vectors.24,37 Mathematical models


and recent animal studies38 have also shown that external


mechanical forces applied at or near the natural frequency of


the spine (5-40 Hz) are associated with appreciably greater


displacements (N2-fold), in comparison with external forces


that are static or quasistatic, whereas higher frequencies


(typically N50 Hz) are attenuated by the spine.


Mechanical force, manually assisted procedures are


typically characterized as impulsive. Mechanical forces that


are relatively large in magnitude but act for a very short time


(much less than the natural period of oscillation of the


structure), are called bimpulsive.Q26 Impulsive forces acting


on amass (eg, spine) will result in a sudden change in velocity


but are typically associated with smaller amplitude displace-


ments, in comparison with longer duration forces. However,

the sudden change in velocity associated with impulsive


forces causes the spine to oscillate or vibrate for long


periods.22 Structures that are mechanically excited with a


haversine (half sine) pulse-time profile experience more


uniform excitation frequency.38 Several spinal manipulative


instruments have been developed to take advantage of desired


benefits of impulsive haversine-like force-time inputs.


A popular handheld spinal manipulation device, the


Activator Adjusting Instrument (Activator Methods Interna-


tional, Ltd, Phoenix, Ariz) underwent several modifications


to improve its frequency area ratio (measure of the amount


of energy delivered over a specific frequency range) and


subsequently marketed as the Activator II, Activator III, and


the latest version, Activator IV.39,40 A recent biomechanical


study that performed bench comparisons of 4 spring-


activated devices (Activator Adjusting Instrument; Activator


Adjusting Instrument II; Activator Adjusting Instrument III;


and Activator Adjusting Instrument IV [Activator IV]), and


2 electromechanical devices (Harrison Handheld Adjusting


Instrument and Neuromechanical Impulse Adjusting Instru-


ment) noted substantial improvements in the frequency area


ratio of the electromechanical instruments compared with


the spring-activated devices.20 Presumably, mechanical


devices that stimulate a broad range of vibration frequencies


within the spine have the potential to elicit neurophysio-


logical responses.18,19,41 Validation of these findings in


humans and animals has not been conducted.


Knowledge of the effects of transmitted forces on


intersegmental motion during chiropractic adjustment/spinal


manipulation is important in validating spine models and


assessing the biomechanical characteristics of chiropractic


treatments and assists in understanding treatment efficacy


and assessment of risk in the medicolegal arena. The


purpose of this study was to quantify and compare the


multiaxial spinal acceleration and displacement responses


produced by 3 commonly used MFMA chiropractic adjust-


ing instruments.

METHODS


Six adolescent Merino sheep (mean, 49.7 kg; SD, 6.4)


served as subjects for the study. The research protocol was


approved by the Animal Ethics Committees and Institu-


tional Review Board of the Institute of Medical and


Veterinary Science (Adelaide, South Australia). After


anesthesia, the animals were placed in a standardized


prone-lying position with the abdomen and thorax sup-


ported by a rigid wooden platform and foam padding,


respectively, thereby positioning the lumbar spine parallel to


the operating table and load frame.


After animal preparation, 10-g piezoelectric triaxial


accelerometers (Crossbow Model CXL10HF3; Crossbow


Technology, Inc, San Jose, Calif) were attached to intra-


osseous pins that were rigidly fixed to the L1 and L2 lumbar







Fig 1. Experimental setup depicting the triaxial accelerometers
attached to pins inserted into the L1 and L2 spinous processes of
the ovine spine.
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spinous processes under fluoroscopic guidance (Fig 1). The


accelerometers are high-frequency vibration measurement


devices composed of an advanced piezoelectric material


integrated with signal conditioning (charge amplifier) and


current regulation electronics. The sensors feature low noise


(300-lg rms), wide bandwidth (0.3-10000 Hz), and low


nonlinearity (b1% of full scale) and are precision-calibrated


by the manufacturer. The x-, y- and z-axes of the


accelerometer were oriented with respect to the medial-


lateral (ML), posterior-anterior (PA), and cranial-caudal or


axial (AX) axes of the vertebrae. The in situ natural


frequency of the pin and transducer was determined


intraoperatively by btappingQ the pins in the ML, PA, and


AX axes and was found to be greater than 80 Hz. Tapping


the pin (using the edge of a scalpel handle) served to verify


that the pin was rigidly attached to the bone—a loose pin


showed as a reduction in the vibration frequency.


Three handheld MFMA chiropractic adjusting instru-


ments were used to apply posteroanterior (PA) spinal


manipulative thrusts to the T12 spinous process of the


ovine spine: Activator IV (Activator Methods Interna-


tional), a chiropractic adjusting tool (CAT; J-Tech Medical


Industries, Salt Lake City, Utah), and an Impulse Adjusting


Instrument (Impulse; Neuromechanical Innovations, LLC,


Phoenix, Ariz) (Fig 2). Specifically, the neoprene end


member of the stylus of each device was placed on the


spinous process of T12 and held perpendicularly with a


preload of approximately 20 N. The T12 spinous process


was located by palpation as the first spinous process


cephalad to the fluoroscopically verified L1 vertebra


containing the pin mount. Five mechanical excitation tests


were performed for each of 3 instrument force settings


(low, medium, and high) and a fourth setting (Activator IV


only). Each of the spinal manipulative protocols was


performed in a randomly determined order. A doctor of


chiropractic with 10 years of clinical experience and


familiarity with each of the instruments administered spinal


manipulative thrusts. The applied preload, force-time


profiles, and impulsive force magnitudes of the 3 instru-


ments were previously measured using a dynamic bench-


top load measuring system.20


Using a previously published method,19,35 L1 and L2


vertebral accelerations were recorded at a data sampling


frequency of 5000 Hz using a 16-channel, 16-bit MP150


data acquisition system (Biopac Systems, Inc, Goleta,


Calif). The sampling period (0.2 milliseconds) was an order


of magnitude greater than the impulse force pulse duration,


and the sampling frequency was nearly 2 orders of


magnitude greater than the natural frequency of the pin-


accelerometer-bone mount, which ensured that the spinal


manipulation therapy–induced vertebral oscillations were


captured with appropriate signal bandwidth. Displacement-


time responses were obtained from the acceleration time


histories using trapezoidal numerical integration (Matlab,


MathWorks, Boston, Mass). Peak-to-peak magnitudes of the

ML, PA, and AX vertebral acceleration and displacement


time histories were computed using Matlab. For statistical


purposes, only peak-to-peak acceleration and displacement


responses are considered in this study. Intervertebral or


intersegmental (L1-L2) displacement time and acceleration


time histories were obtained by taking the difference of the


L1 and L2 displacement time and acceleration time


histories, respectively. Peak-peak intersegmental accelera-


tions and displacements were subsequently computed for


each accelerometer axis (ML, AX, and PA).


Statistical comparisons for device-specific, peak-peak


intersegmental acceleration and displacement at low, medium,


high and fourth (Activator IV vs CAT high and Impulse high)


settings were assessed using a repeated measures analysis of


variance (P b .05, significant difference). Descriptive


statistics, including mean and SD of the peak-peak accel-


erations and displacements were performed using Microsoft


Excel (Microsoft Corporation, Inc, Redmond, Wash).

RESULTS


The force-time characteristics of the Activator IV and


Impulse instruments have been previously reported20 but are


presented here (in part) along with results for the CAT


instrument so that the 3D motion response of the instru-


ments can be considered in context with device force


specifications. Both of the mechanically (spring) activated


devices (Activator IV, CAT) produced rapidly changing,


oscillatory force-time waveforms, approximately 5 milli-


seconds in duration. The electromechanical Impulse instru-


ment produced a single haversine force-time waveform with


a shorter duration pulse of approximately 2 milliseconds.


Impulse produced the highest force (high setting), whereas


the Activator IV produced the lowest force (low setting). All







Fig 2. The Activator IV (A), CAT (B), and Impulse (C) adjusting instruments are each shown in the experimental setup contacting the
spinous process of T12. Triaxial accelerometers mounted to bone pins rigidly fixed in the spinous processes of L1 and L2 for
intersegmental acceleration measurement. The wires on either side of the adjusting instruments are bipolar electromyography electrodes,
which are used as outcome measures in conjunction with other objectives of the research.


Table 1. Device comparisons for peak force (Newtons) at low,
medium, and high instrument settings


Force setting Activator IV CAT Impulse


L 123.1 (2.2) 130.9 (6.7) 132.5 (26.9)


M 121.0 (2.7) 237.1 (21.0) 245.0 (7.8)


H 114.9 (6.7) 287.0 (23.8) 380.2 (14.1)


4a 211.6 (8.6) NA NA


Mean values (SDs) for 10 thrusts at each force setting. L, Low; M,


medium; H, high.
a Setting available for Activator IV only.
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3 instruments had roughly equivalent forces for the lowest


force setting. The Activator IV instrument showed very little


force variation for 3 of the 4 force settings. Only the Impulse


produced a linear increase in peak force with increasing


force setting. Peak forces for the 3 instruments are


summarized in Table 1.


After the application of MFMA instrument adjusting


mechanical excitation at T12, the L1-L2 ovine spine


oscillated for a period of approximately 160 milliseconds


(Fig 3). Peak-peak intersegmental (L1-L2) acceleration and


displacement responses for the 3 adjusting instruments at


each axis are summarized in Figures 4-6. L1-L2 accel-


erations were greatest for AX, followed by PA and ML


sensor measurement axes, whereas L1-L2 displacements


were greatest for PA, followed by AX and ML sensor


axes. The greatest peak-peak ML (mean, 0.22; SD, 0.12


mm), PA (mean, 1.76; SD, 1.55 mm), and AX (mean,


0.94; SD, 0.37 mm) displacements were observed for the


Impulse instrument (high setting). Acceleration and dis-


placement responses tended to mirror the peak force


produced by each instrument, that is, the Impulse resulted


in a relatively linear increase in PA, ML, and AX


acceleration and displacement with increasing force setting,

whereas the Activator IV device tended to produce roughly


equivalent PA, ML, and AX accelerations and displace-


ments for the medium and high force settings. The peak-


peak intersegmental displacements in the ML, PA, and AX


axes tended to mirror the acceleration responses for all


force settings.


Statistical comparison (P values, repeated measures


analysis of variance) of the intersegmental acceleration


and displacement responses for the Activator IV, CAT, and


Impulse devices are summarized in Tables 2 and 3.


Significantly larger-magnitude L1-L2 accelerations (AX,







Fig 3. Typical (animal 016) intersegmental (L1-L2) ML, PA, and AX acceleration and displacement time histories obtained during
medium force setting mechanical excitation using the Activator IV (A, top) and Impulse (B, bottom) adjusting instruments.
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Fig 4. Peak-peak axial (AX) intersegmental (L1-L2) acceleration (A, top) and displacement (B, bottom) responses to posteroanterior (PA)
impulsive forces delivered to the T12 spinous process of 6 adolescent sheep. Bars represent mean values (error bars are SD) for each
instrument force setting. Statistical comparisons of the data are summarized in Tables 2 and 3.
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PA, and ML) and displacements (AX and PA) were


observed for Activator IV in comparison with CAT at the


medium setting and setting 4 (P b .05). Significantly lower-


magnitude AX, PA, and ML L1-L2 acceleration responses


were consistently observed for the spring-activated instru-


ments (Activator IV, CAT) vs the electromechanical instru-


ment (Impulse) for most medium and high force settings


examined (P b .05), differences measuring nearly 2- to

3-fold larger in some cases. Posteroanterior and ML


displacement responses, however, tended to be higher for


Activator IV and CAT vs Impulse for the low and medium


force settings examined (P b .05), whereas the opposite was


observed at the high force setting. Compared with the


Activator IV setting 4 (highest), the high force settings on


the Impulse device produced significantly greater (P b .05)


AX and PA accelerations and PA displacements.







Fig 5. Peak-peak PA intersegmental (L1-L2) acceleration (A, top) and displacement (B, bottom) responses to posteroanterior (PA)
impulsive forces delivered to the T12 spinous process of 6 adolescent sheep. Bars represent mean values (error bars are SD) for each
instrument force setting. Statistical comparisons of the data are summarized in Tables 2 and 3.
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DISCUSSION


Differences in the acceleration and displacement


responses produced by the 3 adjusting instruments exam-


ined in this study most likely reflect the force-time


characteristics of the devices, namely, the pulse duration,


pulse profile (impulse wave shape), and peak force. As


expected, axial (flexion-extension), and PA motion were

largest, whereas ML motions were substantially lower. This


finding reflects that the impulsive forces were applied to the


sheep spinous processes in an anteroposterior (dorsoventral)


direction. Differences in spinal motions occur when con-


tacting on the spinous processes, as opposed to the


transverse processes,35 and significantly larger ML motions


would have been expected to occur had we contacted over







Fig 6. Peak-peak ML intersegmental (L1-L2) acceleration (A, top) and displacement (B, bottom) responses to PA impulsive forces
delivered to the T12 spinous process of 6 adolescent sheep. Bars represent mean values (error bars are SD) for each instrument force
setting. Statistical comparisons of the data are summarized in Tables 2 and 3.
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the transverse processes. However, ML motion responses


are expected because of spinal coupling35 and/or sagittal


plane offset associated with the mechanical excitation.


To understand the biomechanical consequences of


chiropractic adjustment/spinal manipulation more fully,


chiropractic researchers are currently focusing on quantify-


ing the applied forces associated with spinal manipula-


tion and mechanical response of the spine to these

forces.2,23,25,26,29,31,42 Basic experiments to quantify the


intersegmental motion responses occurring during me-


chanical force spinal manipulation, as presented in the


current study, are important first steps in understanding


the biomechanics of spinal manipulation. The current study


is the first to present intersegmental spinal motions


(acceleration or vibration and vertebral displacement) occur-


ring during known mechanical force spinal manipulation







Table 2. Device comparisons ( P values) for intersegmental
acceleration at low, medium, and high instrument settings


Intersegmental


(L1-L2)


acceleration axis


Force


setting


Activator IV


vs CAT


Activator IV


vs Impulse


CAT vs


Impulse


AX L .685 .110 .035A


M .004za .040A b.001A


H .122 b.001A b.001A


4b b.001z b.001A NA


PA L .906 .158 .078


M .004z .032A b.001A


H .047z b.001A b.001A


4b b.001z b.001A NA


ML L .095 .198 .434


M .011z .619 .028A


H .127 .003A b0.001A


4b b .001z .458 NA


P values in bold are statistically significant. Arrows indicate relative


increase or decrease compared with second comparison device.
a z Indicates Activator IV produced greater intersegmental acceleration


in comparison with CAT at this force setting.
b Compared with H setting.


Table 3. Device comparisons ( P values) for intersegmental
displacement at low (L), medium (M) and high (H) instrument
settings


Intersegmental


(L1-L2)


displacement axis


Force


setting


Activator IV


vs CAT


Activator IV


vs impulse


CAT vs


impulse


AX L .714 .994 .656


M .019za .250 .045A


H .125 .009A b.001A


4b b.001z .153 NA


PA L b.001A .004z b.001z
M b.001z b.001z .021z
H b.001z b.001A b.001A


4b b.001z .001A NA


ML L b.001A .344 b.001z
M .164 b.001z .002z
H .002z .702 .038A


4b b.001z .174 NA


P values in bold are statistically significant. Arrows indicate relative


increase or decrease compared with second comparison device.
a z Indicates Activator IV produced greater intersegmental displace-


ment in comparison with CAT at this force setting.
b Compared with H setting.
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devices. Intersegmental motion responses provide important


information regarding the relative motion of the sheep


lumbar spine motion segment. Indeed, dynamic computer


models24,37 indicate that the intersegmental motion response


(acceleration, displacement) of the spine subjected to


impulsive, oscillatory, and static loading is more similar


under these loading conditions than segmental motions,


which was the motivation for reporting intersegmental


acceleration responses in the current study. In addition,


studies have shown that mechanical stimulation using force-


time profiles with a short pulse duration produces greater


segmental and intersegmental acceleration and displacement


responses, which are most likely due to the abrupt change in


loading and unloading of the spine.21,43 The Impulse also


produces a more haversine wave shape in comparison with


spring-activated devices, which creates a more efficient


dynamic force transfer to the spine.20


Two of the instruments examined in this study were


mechanically (spring) activated devices that produce a


force-time pulse duration of approximately 5 milliseconds.


In contrast, the Impulse device is a microprocessor-


controlled electromechanical adjusting instrument that


produces a shorter duration force-time pulse (approximately


2 milliseconds). In this study, the Impulse was found to


produce the largest intersegmental motion responses (accel-


eration and displacement), in comparison with the mechan-


ical spring-loaded Activator IV and CAT instruments, which


most likely reflects the larger range of forces produced by


this device. Thus, the Impulse offers clinicians a wider


selection and range of peak forces and concomitant larger


intersegmental spinal motions for MFMA chiropractic


adjustment/spinal manipulation. Each of the mechanical


force spinal manipulation devices examined in this study

delivers forces over a very short time interval (b5 milli-


seconds for Activator IV and CAT; b2 milliseconds for


Impulse) as opposed to HVLA spinal manipulation (6150


milliseconds time interval), which results in much lower


force impulse and segmental motion imparted to the spine.


These differences, together with articular cavitation, verte-


bral movements, and spinal neuromuscular reflex responses


represent important biomechanical considerations when


studying different forms of chiropractic adjustment/spinal


manipulation.18,25,44,45


As noted previously, each of the chiropractic adjusting


instruments examined in this study produced relatively


large-amplitude (maximum setting) force-time histories


with primarily peak pulse durations less than 0.005 seconds.


Forces that are relatively large in magnitude, but act for a


very short time (much less than the natural period of


oscillation of the structure), are called bimpulsive.Q26


Impulsive forces acting on a mass will result in a sudden


change in velocity but are typically associated with smaller


amplitude displacements, in comparison with longer dura-


tion forces. However, the manner in which the structure (eg,


the spine) is mechanically excited will depend on the


frequency content of the instrument’s force-time history,


and significant displacements can be produced provided


that the force-time history contains frequency components


at or near the natural frequencies of oscillation of the


structure. In the current study, the larger amplitude


intersegmental motions observed for the electromechanical


adjusting instrument (Impulse) in comparison with the


spring actuated devices are most likely due to larger peak


forces and/or increased frequency area ratios—a measure of


the overall frequency content or relative frequency distri-
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bution of the impulsive force.20 Indeed, comparison of


roughly equivalent device forces (eg, setting 4 for Activator


IV, setting 2 for CAT, and setting 2 for Impulse) indicated


that the intersegmental acceleration responses were more


equivalent. Because recent experimental studies indicate


that external mechanical excitation applied at or near the


natural frequency of the spine are associated with appreci-


ably greater amplitude displacements (N2-fold) in compar-


ison with external forces that are static or quasistatic,24


more research is needed to optimize chiropractic interven-


tions and treatment regimens.


The choice of an appropriate mechanical force spinal


manipulation procedure should also include considerations


of the failure characteristics of the elderly spine. Based on


cadaveric experiments in elderly specimens (mean age, 77


years), posteroanterior failure loads of approximately 500 N


(range, 200 to 727 N) were reported for the thoracic spine.46


Their biomechanical results suggest that, although there is a


reasonable margin of safety between PA failure load and


forces applied during spinal manipulation, clinicians should


consider the use of well-controlled, lower-force procedures


such as that afforded by mechanical force spinal manipu-


lation devices.


There are inherent limitations of this study. First and


foremost, an animal model was used to study the motion


response of the spine. The sheep spine is composed of


structures (ligaments, bone, and intervertebral disks) that


have qualitatively similar properties as the human spine47,48


but differ in several respects, most notably geometry or


morphology. Sheep lumbar vertebrae and vertebrae of other


ungulates (hoofed animals) are more slender and smaller in


size compared with human lumbar vertebrae. As a result, the


PA stiffness of the ovine lumbar spine is substantially lower


(approximately 4-fold) than the human lumbar spine.38


However, using an animal model, we were able to perform


invasive measurements of bone movement, which are


otherwise difficult to perform in humans.19,35,36


Measurement of bone movement using intraosseous pins


equipped with accelerometers19,35,36 and other invasive


motion measurement devices49,50 has been previously


shown to be a very precise measure of spine segmental


motion. Moreover, the short duration (impulsive) mechan-


ical excitation associated with the adjusting instruments


produced very small displacements in the T12 and adjacent


vertebrae; thus, the coordinate axes of the vertebrae and


accelerometers did not change appreciably. An axial


displacement change of 1 mm is estimated to produce less


than a 18 change in the orientation of the accelerometers.


Hence, intersegmental acceleration transfer could be


estimated directly from the acceleration time recordings


of the adjacent sensors. Vertebral bone acceleration


measurements were obtained for vertebrae (L1, L2)


adjacent to the point of force application, but we did not


quantify the acceleration response of the segment under test


(T12). Thus, the intersegmental motion response seen in the

adjacent segments may not be representative of the


response of the segment under test. However, because the


spine is a highly damped, viscoelastic structure,24 we


predict that motion amplification would be even greater for


the loaded segment because forces applied to that segment


would not be damped by the adjacent soft tissues


(ligaments, intervertebral disk, and muscle). In addition,


testing was performed on anesthetized sheep, so active


muscle tone was deficient during the tests. The presence of


normal or hypernormal muscle tone may modulate the


vibration response of the spine, so we are currently


conducting impulsive force measurements while the ani-


mals are undergoing muscle stimulation. Finally, although


the Impulse is equipped with a 20-N preload spring and


electronic sensor, the preload applied using the other


instruments was less precise. However, each device was


previously calibrated using a bench-mounted load cell.20


No load cell was used in conjunction with the test


instruments, but a chiropractor proficient in the use of the


instruments (CJC) performed all of the animal tests (as well


as the bench calibration tests).

CONCLUSIONS


The present study presents the first comprehensive spine


motion data (acceleration and displacement) for several


commonly used impulsive force–type chiropractic adjusting


instruments. Larger-magnitude, multiaxial intersegmental


motion responses were observed for spinal manipulative


thrusts delivered with the Impulse for nearly all force


settings examined. Knowledge of the vertebral motion


responses produced by handheld chiropractic adjusting


instruments assists in understanding biomechanical


responses and supports the clinical rationale for patient


treatment using instrument-based adjustments. Our results


indicate that the force-time characteristics of impulsive-type


adjusting instruments significantly affect spinal motion and


suggests that instruments can and should be tuned to


provide optimal force delivery.
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NEUROMECHANICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF IN VIVO


LUMBAR SPINAL MANIPULATION. PART II.
NEUROPHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE


Christopher J. Colloca, DC,a Tony S. Keller, PhD,b and Robert Gunzburg, MD, PhDc


ABSTRACT


Objective: To simultaneously quantify vertebral motions and neuromuscular and spinal nerve root responses to
mechanical force, manually assisted, short-lever spinal manipulative thrusts.


Methods: Four patients underwent lumbar laminarthrectomy to decompress the central spinal canal and
neuroforamina, as clinically indicated. Prior to decompression, finely threaded, 1.8-mm diameter intraosseous pins
were rigidly fixed to the lumbar spinous process (L1 or L3) using fluoroscopic guidance, and a high-frequency, low-
noise, 10-g, triaxial accelerometer was mounted to the pin. Following decompression, 4 needle electromyographic
(nEMG) electrodes were inserted into the multifidus musculature adjacent to the pin mount bilaterally, and 2 bipolar
platinum electrodes were cradled around the left and right S1 spinal nerve roots. With the spine exposed, spinal
manipulative thrusts were delivered internally to the lumbosacral spinous processes and facet joints and externally by
contacting the skin overlying the respective spinal landmarks using 2 force settings (� 30 N, � 5 milliseconds (ms);
� 150 N, � 5 ms) and 2 force vectors (posteroanterior and superior; posteroanterior and inferior).


Results: Spinal manipulative thrusts resulted in positive electromyographic (EMG) and compound action potential
(CAP) responses that were typically characterized by a single voltage potential change lasting several milliseconds in
duration. However, multiple EMG and CAP discharges were observed in numerous cases. The temporal relationship
between the initiation of the mechanical thrust and the neurophysiologic response to internal and external spinal
manipulative therapy (SMT) thrusts ranged from 2.4 to 18.1 ms and 2.4 to 28.6 ms for EMG and CAP responses,
respectively. Neurophysiologic responses varied substantially between patients.


Conclusions: Vertebral motions and resulting spinal nerve root and neuromuscular reflex responses appear to be
temporally related to the applied force during SMT. These findings suggest that intersegmental motions produced by
spinal manipulation may play a prominent role in eliciting physiologic responses. (J Manipulative Physiol Ther 2003;
26:579-91)


Key Indexing Terms: Biomechanics; Electromyography; Low Back Pain; Chiropractic Manipulation; Neurophys-
iology; Sciatica


INTRODUCTION


In the understanding of musculoskeletal pain and the
treatment of spinal disorders, basic science research has
revealed a variety of pain generators in spinal tissues.


The presence of mechanosensitive and nociceptive afferent
fibers in spinal tissues (disk, facet, ligaments, and mus-
cles)1-5 and the subsequent neurophysiologic research dem-
onstrating the role of such afferent stimulation in pain
production6-8 and coordinated neuromuscular stabilization


of the spine9-14 provide a theoretical framework to investi-
gate the mechanisms of chiropractic adjustments or spinal
manipulative therapy (SMT). The mechanical and physio-
logic influence of SMT on the targeted spinal tissues has
recently begun to be quantified experimentally. An impor-
tant first step in validating chiropractic theories is to quan-
tify the mechanical and neurophysiologic responses that
occur during chiropractic adjustments.
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Previous experimental and clinical work has identified
certain neurophysiologic and biomechanical (neurome-
chanical) factors to be of central importance to understand-
ing the underlying mechanistic nature of chiropractic. How-
ever, this work has been limited to animal models, nonin-
vasive procedures, or minimally invasive procedures. For
example, Pickar and McLain15 measured afferent unit dis-
charge to facet manipulation and muscle spindle and Golgi
tendon organ responses to spinal manipulative-like loads in
the feline. Basic animal research has now demonstrated the
existence of neural discharge during spinal manipulative-
like loads,16 but the results are not easily extrapolated in
humans. Moreover, only limited research has been con-
ducted to investigate the vertebral motions that occur during
spinal manipulative therapy.17-19


Intraoperative monitoring techniques have proven bene-
ficial for monitoring neurophysiologic events during spinal
surgery, but such techniques have only recently been used to
study responses of spinal manipulation. Colloca et al20


recently completed an investigation of spinal nerve root
action potentials in response to intraoperative lumbosacral
spinal manipulation. Spinal nerve root responses were
found to be related to segmental contact point, and applied
force vector and similarities were observed between internal
and external thrusts. Due to the limitations of the study
design, only 1 subject was investigated, nerve root measure-
ments were unilateral, and the temporal relationships of the
SMTs and nerve root response could not be studied. Nev-
ertheless, such research assists in the understanding of the
neuromechanical mechanisms of spinal manipulation.


To our knowledge, no other study has simultaneously
recorded spinal motions and physiological responses from
spinal nerve roots and paraspinal muscles during spinal
manipulation. Building on our earlier work,20 we performed
a series of in vivo intraoperative neuromechanical experi-
ments in human subjects. The objective of these experi-
ments was to simultaneously quantify vertebral motions and
bilateral neuromuscular and spinal nerve root responses to
spinal manipulative thrusts.


METHODS


Four patients (2 male patients, 2 female patients; 48 to 75
years of age, mean age � 64.3 years, SD � 12.2) under-
going lumbar decompressive spinal surgery volunteered to
participate in the study after providing informed consent of
the surgical procedure and research protocol. The proce-
dures used were in accordance with the ethical standards of
the hospital’s ethical committee on human experimentation.
Patients were selected for spinal surgery based on their
history, clinical findings, and confirmed diagnostic imaging
documentation of either spinal stenosis, osteoarthritis,
and/or disk protrusion. All patients were unresponsive to
conservative care for at least 6 months. Patient demograph-
ics, diagnosis, clinical presentation, and levels of spinal
surgical decompression appear in Table 1. Patients were
brought to the operating room and general endotracheal
anesthesia was induced. Preoperative medication included
Lorazepam. For induction, propofol, Sufenta, and Thiva-
cron or Esmeron (rocuronium bromide) were administered,


Table 1. Patient demographics, diagnosis, clinical presentation, and levels of decompression


Patient
Age (y),
gender Diagnosis Clinical presentation


Level(s) of
decompression


001 72, Male Sciatica and
spinal stenosis
(Cong and
Acq)


Hx - Several year hx of low back and left leg pain worse
on rotatory movements; Ex � � SLR reproducing
symptoms


L2-3; L4-5;
L5-S1


002 75, Female Sciatica and
spinal stenosis
(Acq)


Hx - 12-year hx of back pain, stiffness, left leg pain, and
bilateral groin pain which improves on sitting or
laying down; L4-5 diskectomy in 1987; epidural
injections in 1988 (3), 1990, 1994, and 1998 (2); Ex
� � SLR bilaterally (L � 30°, R � 60°) reproducing
symptoms, � Valsalva, � L’Hermitte’s, left S1 motor
strength diminished; EMG exam revealed loss of
motor unit responses at L4-5 left and L5-S1 left.


L4-5; L5-S1


003 48, Female Sciatica, disk
protrusion and
spinal stenosis
(Cong)


Hx - 5-month hx of left leg radiculopathy (S1
dermatome); epidural injection 3 months prior; Ex �
� Left SLR at 70° reproducing leg symptoms


L4-5; L5-S1


004 62, Male Spinal stenosis
(Acq)


Hx - 6-month hx of low back and bilateral leg pain
(worse on the right) worse on flexion, urinary urgency,
neurogenic claudication, Parkinson disease since 1992;
Ex - Flexion antalgia; � SLR bilaterally reproduc ing
leg symptoms


L2-3; L4-5;
L5-S1


Cong, Congenital; Acq, acquired, Hx, history; Ex, significant examination findings, SLR, straight-leg raising; EMG, electromyograph.
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and for maintenance we used a mixture of N20, 02, and
Sevorane. For antibiotic prophylaxis, we used cefamandol.
Initial anesthetics did not include any long-lasting (�15
minutes) paralyzing agents. Patients were placed prone on a
surgical frame and their lower backs were prepped and
draped in a normal aseptic fashion.


Spinal Surgery Protocol
Incisions were made over L3 through S2 in the midline


and brought through the subcutaneous tissue. The fascia was
incised and the musculature was carefully dissected on the
left side of the spinous process, which was osteotomized at
the base. Self-retaining retractors were set in place, thus
exposing the full posterior arches and ligamenta flava, and
manual suction was performed within the incised area. A
laminarthrectomy was performed to decompress the central
spinal canal and neuroforamina, as clinically indicated, and
the integrity of the neural arches, facet joints, and most
muscle attachments was preserved. This surgical procedure
affords excellent visualization and a wide area available,
while minimizing destruction to tissues not directly in-
volved in the pathologic process, including the paraspinal
musculature, interspinous/supraspinous ligament complex,
and facets (Fig 1). This surgical technique is described
elsewhere.21 Decompression of L4-5 and L5-S1 were per-
formed in all patients, and decompression was also per-
formed at L2-3 in 2 patients (Table 1). In each case, inspec-
tion of the epidural space indicated that the L4-5 and L5-S1
intervertebral disks were not ruptured. Following the de-
compression, the L5 and S1 nerve root sleeves were clearly
identified and free of all compression. The integrity of the


facet joints was respected, in spite of the partial laminar-
threctomy.


Bone Pin and Electrode Placement
Using fluoroscopic guidance, a single, finely threaded,


1.8-mm diameter stainless steel pin was rigidly fixed to the
lumbar spinous process just superior to the spinal level
being decompressed. Pins were located at L1 for patients 1
and 4 and at L3 for patients 2 and 3. In each case, the
intraosseous pin was fixed into the spinous process imme-
diately superior to the most superior level of spinal decom-
pression. A triaxial accelerometer was then attached to the
pin.


Four 28-gauge concentric biopolar needle electromyo-
graphic (nEMG) electrodes (Model EL451, Biopac Sys-
tems, Inc, Santa Barbara, Calif) were inserted into the
multifidus musculature adjacent to the pin mount bilaterally
(at the level of L1 in 2 subjects and L3 in 2 subjects, as
noted above). The nEMG electrodes are 460 �m in diameter
and 3.0 cm long with a recording area of 0.06 mm2. The
electrodes were spaced 2 cm apart each right and left, and
the leads were secured to the draping with clips and adhe-
sive tape. Prior to draping and surgery, a monopolar ground
needle electrode (Model EL452, Biopac Systems, Inc) was
inserted at the level of the trochanter and secured with
adhesive tape. Two bipolar platinum hooked electrodes with
10-mm spacing and 64-mm tip length (PolarProbe, Nicolet,
Inc, Madison, Wis) were cradled around the S1 spinal nerve
roots just proximal to the dorsal root ganglion adjacent to
the level of decompression. These electrodes were shielded
and insulated such that the most distal (hooked) end was


Fig 1. Photograph showing laminarthrectomy, surgical decompressive technique. In this procedure, an osteotomy of the spinous process
is performed, leaving the laminae exposed. Using a rongeur, the interspinous ligament is then incised and removed, the laminae are
reshaped, and the ligamenta flava are decompressed. This surgical procedure provides visualization of the dura overlying the spinal cord
and exposes the L5 and S1 nerve roots. The pin-mounted accelerometer is shown in the superior spinous process.
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exposed for recording. Electrode placement is depicted in
Figure 2.


Spinal Manipulation Protocol
With the spine exposed, spinal manipulative thrusts were


delivered internally (inside the surgical cavity) by directly
contacting the sacral base at S1 and the L5-S1 facet joints.
Similar thrusts were repeated on the skin overlying the
respective anatomical landmarks externally by contacting
the skin overlying the respective spinal landmarks. A total
of 8 external and 8 internal thrusts were applied using an
Activator II Adjusting Instrument (AAI) (Activator Meth-
ods International, Ltd, Phoenix, Ariz). The AAI is a me-
chanical force, manually assisted, short-lever clinical SMT
device. Additional details of the AAI and its clinical usage
are noted in our cited references.22-24 Each AAI included a
trigger to initiate data collection using a Biopac MP100 data
acquisition system (Biopac Systems, Inc). Two force set-
tings, a “0” setting (� 30 N, � 5 milliseconds [ms]) and a
“maximum” force setting (� 150 N, � 5 ms) and 2 force
vectors (posterior-anterior and superior; posterior-anterior
and inferior) were used in delivering the spinal manipulative
thrusts. In summary, there were 4 nEMG electrodes � 16
spinal manipulative thrusts (8 internal, 8 external) and 2
spinal nerve root (NR) electrodes � 16 spinal manipulative
thrusts (8 internal, 8 external) for a total of 64 electromyo-
graphic (EMG) recordings and 32 compound action poten-
tial (CAP) recordings for each patient. Table 2 provides
details of the segmental contact points, force vectors, and
levels targeted in the research protocol.


Data Collection—Recording and Analyses
All equipment (electrodes, accelerometers, bone pins,


and adjusting instruments) were gas sterilized prior to sur-
gery. A photograph of the intraoperative setup is shown in
Figure 3. Neurophysiologic (CAP) responses, neuromuscu-


lar needle electrode (nEMG) responses, and axial pin accel-
erations were simultaneously recorded at 4096 Hz. Neuro-
muscular signals were amplified and filtered using biopo-
tential amplifiers (MEC 100, Biopac Systems, Inc) and
stored for analytical and statistical processing using custom
Matlab (The Math Works, Inc, Natick, Mass) programs. A
third-order elliptic, band stop (45-55 Hz), zero-phase for-
ward and reverse digital filter followed by a third-order
Butterworth, low-pass (500 Hz) zero-phase forward and
reverse digital filter were applied to the data. For each
thrust, time histories were characterized in terms of several
descriptive parameters, including minimum, maximum,
peak-peak, and the time interval (	T, ms) between the
application of the SMT thrust and the onset of the CAP and
EMG responses (Fig 4). Positive CAP and EMG time his-
tories were defined as responses that elicited a peak-peak
signal response greater than 2.5 times the baseline (resting)
signal.25 Since the AAI thrust time profiles were not re-
corded during the neurophysiologic response measurements
reported in this study, the precise time interval from the AAI
thrust onset to the peak EMG and CAP responses could not
be determined. 	T, however, was estimated by adding the
time interval from the onset of the AAI thrust acceleration
to the resulting pin acceleration (mean � 2.2 ms reported in
part I of this article) to the peak-to-peak time interval of the
pin axial acceleration to the peak EMG or CAP responses.


RESULTS


The axial displacement responses (L1 or L3 vertebrae) to
the 8 internal and 8 external spinal manipulative thrusts at
L5-S1 are summarized in Figure 5. Axial displacements of
the L1 or L3 vertebrae were substantially greater for the
maximum force setting in comparison with the zero force
setting. In the case of thrusts applied at the maximum force
setting, both internal and external spinal manipulative
thrusts resulted in approximately similar magnitude verte-
bral motions. Zero force setting internal thrusts on the facet
tended to produce a greater axial displacement response in
comparison with external thrusts applied over the same
landmark.


Spinal manipulative thrusts resulted in positive EMG and
CAP responses that were characterized by a single voltage
potential change several milliseconds in duration. Both in-
ternal and external thrusts evoked positive neurophysiologic
responses (Fig 6). Multiple EMG and CAP discharges were
observed in numerous cases. Spinal nerve root responses
(CAPs) were generally more prevalent than nEMG re-
sponses. The number of positive EMG and CAP responses
ranged from 0% to 37.5% and from 25% to 75%, respec-
tively (Table 3 and Fig 7). AAI thrusts produced positive
ipsilateral and contralateral responses (Fig 8). Maximum
setting spinal manipulative thrusts resulted in more positive
neuromuscular and neurophysiologic responses. In general,
the right spinal nerve roots tended to produce greater num-


Fig 2. Schematic illustration of the surgical exposure and exper-
imental placement of the bipolar platinum nerve root electrodes
around the spinal nerve roots. The needle electromyographic
(nEMG) electrodes were inserted into the multifidus muscles.21
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bers of responses, especially for external applied spinal
manipulative thrusts (Fig 9).


Table 3 summarizes the number of positive EMG and
CAP responses and the corresponding time interval 	T
between the application of the SMT thrust and the onset of
the neurophysiologic response for each of the patients. 	T
ranged from 2.4 to 18.1 ms and 2.4 to 28.6 ms for EMG and
CAP responses, respectively. With the exception of patient
2, the mean CAP response interval was less than the mean
EMG response interval. In general, the number of EMG and
CAP responses and the time duration to peak response


varied among each of the patients, segmental contact point,
and applied force.


DISCUSSION


Several findings emerge from this study, the most impor-
tant of which is the confirmation that SMT can induce spinal
motion and subsequent spinal nerve root and neuromuscular
reflex responses in the adjacent musculature. This appears to
be the first study to simultaneously measure vertebral move-
ments, nerve root responses, and neuromuscular reflexes dur-


Table 2. Segmental contact points, force settings, and force vectors for the eight spinal manipulative thrusts delivered internally and
externally to the lumbosacral joints during the research protocol


SMT
trial


Segmental contact
point


Force
setting Force vector


1 S1 � 30 N Posterior-anterior and anterior-inferior
2 S1 � 150 N Posterior-anterior and anterior-inferior
3 Left L5-S1 facet � 30 N Posterior-anterior and anterior-superior
4 Left L5-S1 facet � 150 N Posterior-anterior and anterior-superior
5 Right L5-S1 facet � 30 N Posterior-anterior and anterior-superior
6 Right L5-S1 facet � 150 N Posterior-anterior and anterior-superior
7 Left L5-S1 facet � 150 N Posterior-anterior and anterior-inferior
8 Right L5-S1 facet � 150 N Posterior-anterior and anterior-inferior


SMT, Spinal manipulative therapy.


Fig 3. Intraoperative detail of an SMT thrust delivered to the sacral base at S1 using an Activator II Adjusting Instrument (AAI).
Neuromuscular responses were measured by needle electromyographic (nEMG) electrodes, and neurophysiological responses were
obtained using hooked spinal nerve root electrodes. Simultaneous neurophysiological and neuromuscular responses were measured and
spinal deformation was quantified using an accelerometer mounted to a bone pin located in the superior spinous process (not shown).
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ing SMT in human subjects. Such neuromechanical responses
may be related to the therapeutic benefits associated with
spinal manipulation as administered in routine clinical practice.


We hypothesized that mechanical stimulation of vis-
coelastic structures during SMT would result in physiologic
responses in human subjects based on the knowledge of the
presence of mechanosensitive afferents in the discoligamen-
tous and muscular spinal tissues.2,3,6 Despite the fact that
preliminary work had demonstrated relationships between
mechanical and electrical stimulation of spinal articulations
resulting in neurophysiologic and neuromuscular responses,
such research has mostly been limited to the laboratory
utilizing animal models.13,16,26 Intraoperative monitoring
techniques are commonly used in spinal surgery and offer
promise for evaluating neurophysiologic responses during


SMT.27-31 Thus, the objective of the current study was to
measure intraoperative neuromechancial responses with a
commonly used conservative therapeutic approach, SMT.


Because our measurements were taken just adjacent to
the dorsal root ganglion, it is likely that the CAPs observed
in the S1 spinal nerve roots were afferent traffic resulting
from the stimulation of mechanosensitive afferent fibers in
the viscoelastic spinal tissues during the spinal manipulative
thrusts. Sensory receptors within a tissue, such as spinal
ligaments, facets, disks, and muscles, can initiate neural
outflow to the spinal cord during application of various
mechanical stimuli (eg, pressure, elongation, vibration, fric-
tion, tissue crushing) and application of chemical stimu-
lants.8 Due to the participation of human subjects, we were
not able to directly ascertain the exact source of the neuro-


Fig 4. (A) Activator II Adjusting Instrument (AAI) force and time histories and corresponding triaxial vertebral segment displacement
response (patient 3). (B) Axial acceleration time history and corresponding EMG and nerve root voltage responses for patient 3. The
time interval (	T) was determined from the temporal relationship between the AAI acceleration and the corresponding electromyo-
graphic (EMG1 � left superior, EMG2 � right superior, EMG3 � left inferior, EMG4 � right inferior) or nerve (Nerve 1 � L, Nerve
2 � R) responses.
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physiologic responses, as is routinely performed in animal
studies.32,33 This study, however, building on our previous
work,20 enabled the intraoperative monitoring of compound
action potentials, which in this case represent the algebraic
sum of action potentials arising from respective mechano-
sensitive axons passing through the epineuria of the dorsal
spinal nerve roots. Because the CAP represents many axons
with differing thresholds of excitation, the CAP response is
graded, and the magnitude is proportional to the intensity of
stimulation. In the current study, spinal manipulative thrusts
were associated with CAP responses of different ampli-
tudes. The presence (or absence) and amplitude of CAP and
EMG responses may not only be related to the neurologic
status of the patient, as discussed above, but also to the
intensity of the mechanical stimulus. In this study, the
stimulus was the spinal manipulative thrust using 2 force-
time settings (� 30 N, � 5 ms and � 150 N, � 5 ms).
Based on our previous work investigating neuromuscular
reflex responses, we set the threshold of a “positive” re-
sponse at 2.5 � baseline, which represents a moderate
neurophysiological response (1.5 � baseline � very weak,
5 � baseline � very strong).25 We reported that the 2.5 �
baseline increase corresponded to a relative mean EMG
response of Seroussi and Pope,34 equivalent to 3.5% of the
prone-lying trunk extension EMG response, which was


deemed to be a significant EMG response. This same crite-
ria was applied to the motor unit action potential (MUAP)
responses in the current study. It may be likely that larger
force magnitudes, as delivered in other forms of SMT, may
indeed cause more frequent and larger amplitude neuro-
physiologic and neuromuscular responses.35 Further inves-
tigation into the effects of force-time profiles on neurome-
chanical responses is warranted.


Mean time durations from the mechanical stimulus of the
SMT and EMG and CAP responses in this study ranged
from 5.5 to 18.3 ms and 8.2 to 10.7 ms, respectively. The
finding that in most cases the CAP response preceded the
EMG response leads us to believe that the CAP response
represents afferent traffic from multiple mechanosensitive
units in the muscular and discoligamentous soft tissues and
the EMG response may indeed be a reflex. Simply stated,
the CAP and EMG responses measured in the current study
are suggestive of, but do not provide direct evidence for, the
reflexive nature of the paraspinal EMG activity. Later du-
ration responses are normally delayed due to the reflex
duration from the time it takes for the stimulus to travel
along the Ia fibers, through the dorsal root ganglion, and
across the spinal cord to the anterior horn cell, which then
propagates the impulse along the alpha motor axon to the
muscle. Alternatively, at times when the EMG response


Fig 5. Mean axial deformation results for spinal manipulative thrusts delivered with the zero force setting (� 30 N, � 5 ms) and
maximum (max) force setting (� 150 N, � 5 ms) for posteroanterior and anterior-inferior (AI) and posteroanterior and anterior-
superior (AS) force vectors delivered to the sacral base (S1) and right (R) and left (L) L5-S1 facet joints (FJ).
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Fig 6. Neuromechanical responses to spinal manipulative thrusts delivered internal (A) to the right L5-S1 facet and external (B) to the
skin overlying the right L5-S1 facet. Simultaneous time-line recordings of z-axis acceleration (g � 9.81 m/s2) (spinal motion) is depicted
in relation to neuromuscular responses (v � volts) obtained from 4 (1-4) nEMG electrodes placed into the left (L) and right (R)
multifidus muscles superior (Sup) and inferior (Inf) to the pin mount. Compound action potential (CAP) responses are also shown for
the left (L) and right (R) S1 spinal nerve roots (S1) in response to the spinal manipulative thrusts.
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preceded the CAP response, it is likely that this may rep-
resent a direct local motor response analogous to an M-
wave during H-reflex testing. Such a local muscle response
may be from tissue preload prior to the delivery of the SMT.
Alternatively, early EMG responses could represent a stim-
ulus artifact. Noteworthy, however, are the time durations
recorded in the current study being consistent with those
measured in animal models and in humans. Other research-
ers have used electrical stimulation to measure reflexogenic
activity in the adjacent spinal musculature. Indahl et al13,26


reported time durations of 4 to 8 ms in a porcine model on


stimulating the intervertebral disk and sacroiliac joint. Kang
et al32 also reported similar stimulus-to-response times of
about 10 ms in feline preparations. In addition, Solomonow
et al10 measured stimulus-to-response time durations of 5 to
10 ms in human subjects on electrical stimulation of the
supraspinous ligament. Stimulus-to-response times in the
current study corroborate these time durations in our human
subjects. Neurologic deficits inherent in the patient popula-
tion of the current study are likely to be responsible for
delays in stimulus-to-response times or the absence of said
positive responses in certain instances.


Limitations inherent in this study may help to explain
some of the experimental results obtained. For example, a
significant number of spinal thrusts did not elicit positive
neurophysiological responses. Since the subject population
in this study was patients with spinal disorders serious
enough to undergo spinal surgery, it would not be uncom-
mon to expect neurologic deficits from damaged tissues.
Three fourths of patients in this study had radiculopathy in
the left lower extremity. Such clinical presentation might
help to explain the greater number of right-sided S1 com-
pound action potential responses, as opposed to those mea-
sured from the left S1 spinal nerve root. Solomonow et al10


reported similar problems (absence of EMG response) when
performing intraoperative experiments in human subjects on
measuring multifidus EMG responses during stimulation of
the supraspinous ligament. Nevertheless, neurological def-
icit among patients could be a possible explanation for the
decreased number of positive neurophysiologic responses to
SMT. The number of positive responses in the current study
is related to the threshold level of 2.5 � baseline that we set
in the data analysis from our previous work,25 and a sub-
stantially greater number of positive responses were ob-
served at lower thresholds but were not counted as “posi-
tive.” The clinical relevance of CAP and EMG threshold
should be further clarified experimentally.


Of further interest were the findings in the current study
that spinal deformations were smaller than those reported in
part I of this article. Spinal manipulative thrusts were de-
livered to the L5 and S1 spinal segments in the current
experimental protocol, while the pin mount placement was
located several segments cephalad at L3 (2 patients) and L1
(2 patients). Thus, measuring spinal motions 2 to 4 spinal
segments away from the segmental contact point would
explain the smaller spinal deformations as compared with
thrusts made closer to the pin placement. These results also
corroborate those previously noted by Nathan and Keller19


in regard to the relationship between segmental contact
point and adjacent segment spinal motions.


In addition, the less frequent nature of positive EMG
responses as opposed to CAP responses may also be attrib-
uted to the segmental contact points and recording electrode
locations. In this study, the nEMG electrodes were placed
adjacent to the pin placement at L1 and L3, while the NR
electrodes were placed at the level of the S1 spinal nerve


Table 3. Summary of positive neuromuscular and compound
action potential responses to internally and externally applied
spinal manipulative thrusts on L5-S1 segments


Patient
Thrust


location


Number of
positive
EMG


responses


Range of 	T
(ms) EMG
responses


(mean)


Number of
positive


CAP
responses


Range of 	T
(ms) CAP
responses


(mean)


001 Int � Ext 14/64 2.9-21.7 (10.8) 16/32 2.4-18.1 (8.2)
Int only 7/32 9/16
Ext only 7/32 7/16


002 Int � Ext 5/64 2.4-8.8 (5.5) 13/32 5.9-16.4 (8.9)
Int only 0/32 1/16
Ext only 5/32 12/16


003 Int � Ext 12/64 5.1-28.6 (13.1) 9/32 6.4-17.1 (10.7)
Int only 8/32 5/16
Ext only 4/32 5/16


004 Int � Ext 1/64 18.3 10/32 6.4-12.2 (8.8)
Int only 0/32 6/16
Ext only 1/32 4/16


Other parameters defined in text.
EMG, Electromyography; CAP, compound action potential; Int, internal;
Ext, external.


Fig 7. Bar graph summary of the positive EMG and CAP re-
sponses to the 8 internal and 8 external SMT thrusts for each
patient. The respective left (L) or right (R) multifidus muscle
needle electrodes (nEMG) were spaced 1 cm superior (Sup) and
inferior (Inf) to the pin mount at the level of L1 and L3. Neuro-
physiological recordings were made from the L and R spinal nerve
root (NR) at the level of S1. Positive EMG and CAP responses
were defined as voltages exceeding 2.5 � baseline (see text).
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roots. The experimental protocol did not allow for nEMG
placement any closer to the segmental contact points due to
space constraints. Because spinal manipulative thrusts were
delivered to the L5-S1 facet joints and the sacral base, it
might be expected that the largest responses would be
recorded at the level being thrusted on as opposed to 2 to 4
segments cephalad. There are several explanations for the
EMG responses at distant sites, which include the multiple
segmental innervated nature of the lumbar spine36,37 and the
fact that spinal manipulative thrusts create spinal motions
(and therefore cause deformations in the viscoelastic tissues
which contain mechanosensitive afferents) at multiple lev-
els adjacent to the segmental contact point.19 Such distally
recorded EMG responses and the measurement of contralat-
eral responses support the fact that such neuromuscular and
neurophysiologic responses are not simply stimulus arti-
facts.


An inherent limitation in this study is the small sample
size (n � 4). The addition of subjects in this line of inves-
tigation will assist in clarifying the experimental results
obtained in regard to the neuromechanical effects of SMT,
including the effects of directional sensitivity of the SMT on


neuromechanical response. Further investigation of differ-
ent force-time profiles, as commonly used in traditional
SMT procedures,38 should serve to better describe the neu-
romechanical responses of SMT. Neurophysiologic models
theorize that SMT may stimulate or modulate the somato-
sensory system and subsequently may evoke neuromuscular
reflexes.15,39-41 Such reflexes are thought to inhibit hyper-
active musculature, inhibit nociceptive traffic, and improve
spinal function. This line of investigation assists in under-
standing the relationships between the mechanical stimula-
tion as delivered in SMT and the concomitant physiological
responses. In attempting to understand such neuromechani-
cal relationships, the clinical status of the patient is often
overlooked. The highly individualized neuromechanical re-
sponse characteristics among patients in this study serves to
highlight the need to clinically correlate the neuromechani-
cal response characteristics with patient clinical status. The
clinical relevance of how SMT may be related to inhibition
or stimulation of the central nervous system in modulating
nociception in humans awaits clarification. Our current
work and the work of others aim to investigate such is-
sues.42-44


Fig 8. Bar graph summary of the total number of EMG and CAP responses for the right (R) and left (L) needle electromyographic
(nEMG) and S1 spinal nerve root (NR) electrodes for each of the 8 internal and 8 external thrusts. Recordings from the superior and
inferior nEMG electrodes were summed to provide right and left totals.
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Fig 9. Mean CAP response obtained from the left (A) and right (B) S1 spinal nerve roots for internal and external spinal manipulative
thrusts. Results are shown for spinal manipulative thrusts delivered with the zero (0) force setting (� 30 N, � 5 ms) and maximum (max)
force setting (� 150 N, � 5 ms) for posteroanterior and anterior-inferior (AI) and posteroanterior and anterior-superior (AS) force
vectors delivered to the sacral base (S1) and right (R) and left (L) L5-S1 facet joints (FJ).
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CONCLUSION


Spinal manipulation results in measurable biomechanical
and neurophysiologic responses, which appear to be indi-
vidualized among patients. The vertebral motions that occur
(rotations and translations) and resulting spinal nerve root
and neuromuscular reflex responses appear to be temporally
related to the applied force during SMT. These findings
suggest that intersegmental motions produced by spinal
manipulation may play a prominent role in eliciting physi-
ologic responses. Further work is necessary in elucidating
the clinical relevance of these findings. Knowledge of bio-
mechanical and neurophysiologic events that occur during
spinal adjustments assists in formulating a theoretical
framework to understand the mechanisms of spinal manip-
ulation.
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COMPARISON OF MECHANICAL FORCE OF MANUALLY
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Objective: To quantify the force-time and force-delivery characteristics of six commonly used handheld chiropractic


adjusting devices.


Methods: Four spring-loaded instruments, the Activator Adjusting Instrument; Activator II Adjusting Instrument,


Activator III Adjusting Instrument, and Activator IV Adjusting Instrument, and two electromechanical devices, the


Harrison Handheld Adjusting Instrument and Neuromechanical Impulse Adjusting Instrument, were applied to a dynamic


load cell. A total of 10 force-time histories were obtained at each of three force excursion settings (minimum to maximum)


for each of the six adjusting instruments at preload of approximately 20 N.


Results: The minimum-to-maximum force excursion settings for the spring-loaded mechanical adjusting instruments


produced similar minimum-to-maximum peak forces that were not appreciably different for most excursion settings. The


electromechanical adjusting instruments produced short duration (~2-4 ms), with more linear minimum-to-maximum peak


forces. The force-time profile of the electromechanical devices resulted in a more uniform and greater energy dynamic


frequency response in comparison to the spring-loaded mechanical adjusting instruments.


Conclusions: The handheld, electromechanical instruments produced substantially larger peak forces and ranges of


forces in comparison to the handheld, spring-loaded mechanical devices. The electromechanical instruments produced


greater dynamic frequency area ratios than their mechanical counterparts. Knowledge of the force-time history and force-


frequency response characteristics of spinal manipulative instruments may provide basic benchmarks and may assist in


understanding mechanical responses in the clinical setting. (J Manipulative Physiol Ther 2005;28:414Q422)


Key Indexing Terms: Biomechanics; Chiropractic; Spine

S
pinal manipulation is the most commonly performed


therapeutic procedure provided by doctors of chiro-


practic.1 Chiropractic techniques have evolved to


provide the clinician with choices in the delivery of


particular force-time profiles deemed appropriate for a


patient or condition. Clinicians rely on mechanical advan-
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tages in performing spinal manipulation through patient


positioning, mechanical assistance from a table, or handheld


instruments.2 Specifically, manual articular manipulative


and adjusting procedures have been classified into four


categories to better describe the technique and mechanism


of force production: specific contact thrust procedures using
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Fig 1. Mechanical force manually assisted chiropractic adjusting instruments. (L-R) The AAI, AAI 2, AAI 3, AAI 4, HAI, and NMI.
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high-velocity, low-amplitude (HVLA) thrusts; nonspecific


contact thrust procedures (ie, mobilization); manual force,


mechanically assisted procedures (ie, drop tables or flexion-


distraction tables); and mechanical force, manually assisted


procedures (MFMA; ie, stationary or handheld instru-


ments).3 Mechanical force, manually assisted procedures


have been reported to be the second most popular


chiropractic adjusting technique, used by 72% of chiroprac-


tors on 21% of their patients.4


Spinal manipulative techniques have been studied for


their clinical effectiveness.5,6 The majority of randomized


controlled clinical trials in patients with low back pain, neck


pain, and headache7-12 have been conducted using HVLA


thrusts. Studies have also compared HVLA to MFMA


procedures.13-15 Although clinical outcome studies have


gained attention, basic experimental investigations that


might assist in explaining biomechanical mechanisms are


lacking.16 Quantifying the characteristics of chiropractic


technique is a logical and important first step in under-


standing a spinal manipulative procedure.


Consequently, a number of studies have investigated the


forces produced during a variety of spinal manipulative


procedures.17-24 In one of the earliest reported comprehensive


studies, Kawchuk and Herzog23 analyzed the force-time


profiles of several HVLA and MFMA cervical spine mani


pulation (lateral break, Gonstead, Activator, toggle, rotation).


Their methods, however, did not include a detailed descrip-


tion of the data sampling procedures, and, as pointed out


previously,18 it is possible that the MFMA results reported by


these authors were inaccurate. Keller et al18 examined both


the force-time and force-frequency response of the handheld


Activator II Adjusting Instrument (AAI 2, Activator Methods


International, Ltd, Phoenix, Ariz). The AAI 2 is a unique


MFMA-type device in that it produces a very short duration


(b5ms) impulsive-type force.As a result, analysis of the force-


time response requires precise triggering and high-speed


data sampling to accurately record the force-time history.


To improve the force-frequency characteristics of the


spring-loaded AAI, the AAI 2, AAI 3, and AAI 4 have been


developed.25 Little biomechanical data exist on the AAI,


and no study to date has reported the force-time and force-


frequency characteristics of the AAI 3 or AAI 4. In

addition, over the past several years, other handheld


MFMA-type devices, most notably the Harrison Handheld


Adjusting Instrument (HAI) (Harrison CBP Seminars,


Evanston, Wyo) and the Neuromechanical Impulse Adjust-


ing Instrument (NMI) (Neuromechanical Innovations,


Phoenix, Ariz), have been developed for chiropractic


treatment. The purpose of this study was to compare the


force-time history, force-frequency response, and force-


delivery characteristics of these six commonly used


handheld spinal manipulation devices.

METHODS


Two different experiments were performed to investigate


the mechanical characteristics of six commonly used


MFMA chiropractic adjusting/spinal manipulative tools—a


shuttlecock flight experiment and a standard bench-type


force calibration test. Initially, a shuttlecock experiment was


conducted to compare a handheld, spring-activated mechan-


ical adjusting instrument (AAI 2) and a handheld, solenoid-


driven electromechanical device (HAI) at the Biomechanics


Laboratory at the Department of Sciences of Physical


Activity, Universite du Quebec a Trois-Rivieres, Trois-


Rivieres, Quebec, Canada. At the time of the shuttlecock


experiment, these two instruments represented the latest


versions of handheld adjusting instruments available from


their respective manufacturers. The AAI 3 or AAI 4


(Activator Methods International) and the NMI were not


available in the marketplace at the time of the shuttlecock


experiments. Inasmuch, after the release of these two


devices, further mechanical tests were conducted, namely,


standard bench-type force calibration tests on all six


chiropractic adjusting instruments, the AAI, AAI 2, AAI 3,


AAI 4, HAI, and NMI (Fig 1).

Shuttlecock Flight Experiments
The AAI 2 and HAI devices were compared using a


video analysis of shuttlecock experiment. Each instrument


was attached solidly to a table and oriented vertically


(Fig 2). A shuttlecock (m = 4.8 g) was placed over the stylus


of each instrument, and the instrument was engaged to fire







Fig 2. The AAI 2 (A) and HAI (B) were attached rigidly and vertically to a frame with a ruler in the background. A shuttlecock was
ejected by these instruments, and the height of flight in centimeters and the duration of flight in seconds were measured by video.


Fig 3. Projectile height of the shuttlecock was measured against a
ruler background from videotape with a time sequence subsequent
to each thrust. Fig 4. Bench test experiment setup. The HAI is shown contacting a


table top mounted load cell.
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to project the shuttlecock as a projectile. A metric ruler was


fixed in the background and a high-speed video camera


(model WV-CL350, Peak Performance Technologies, Inc.,


Englewood, Colo) was placed 2 m from the table and


perpendicular to the direction of the moving object to record


the flight paths of the projectiles.


The flights of the shuttlecock projectiles were recorded at


a frame rate of 60 Hz using a Panasonic AG-1960 (modified


for 120 Hz recording) video recorder. An SMPT time code


was added to the film by means of a HORITA time code


generator (model: RM-50 II, Mission Viejo, Calif). Height


measurements and time codes were recorded for beginning


(origin) and at the maximum height of the shuttlecock


projectiles (Fig 3). Total flight height was obtained by


subtracting the height of origin from the maximum


trajectory of the shuttlecock. Flight times were obtained


from the corresponding time codes.

Bench Test Experiments
Force-time profiles of the AAI 2 and HAI and three


additional spring-loaded devices, the AAI, AAI 3, and AAI


4, and another electromechanical device, NMI (Fig 1), were


tested by means of thrusting into a dynamic load cell (PCB


model 200A02, PCB Piezotronics, Depew, NY) rigidly


mounted to a table top (Fig 4). A constant current amplifier


(PCB model 483A02) was used to acquire the dynamic


force-time histories. The load cell force range and resolution


were 445 and 0.0089 N, respectively. The load cell has a


low-frequency and high-frequency response of 0.001 and


75000 Hz, respectively. Ten force-time histories were


obtained from each of the six chiropractic adjusting instru-


ments at each of three force settings and a preload of


approximately 20 N. Forces were sampled at 32768 samples


per second over a period of 0.5 seconds using a 16-bit







Fig 5. Typical force-time profiles for spring-loaded (AAI 2) (A) and
electromechanical (HAI) (B) instruments. (A) The force-time
profile for a typical maximum setting AAI 2 thrust is characterized
by an initial peak consistent with compression of the instrument’s
member spring upon initial activation followed by a complex
waveform of ~5 ms duration and peak force of approximately 150 N
consistent with the thrusting phase of the device and secondary
peaks representing the rebound of the device. (B) The force-time
profile for a typical maximum setting HAI thrust is characterized
by a simple waveform of ~4 ms duration and peak force of
approximately 300 N.


Fig 6. Fourier-transformed NMI force-time history (maximum
setting, test 005). The upper graph shows the force amplitude
over a frequency range 0.38 Hz to 12.5 kHz. The lower graph
shows the frequency response up to 200 Hz for which the
dynamic force amplitude area ratio and energy were 69.5% and
1120 kN Hz, respectively. See text for definitions of dynamic area
ratio and energy.
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analog-to-digital converter. The resulting force-time history


data were stored on a portable computer.


Each instrument was engaged to fire for 10 trials at three


force excursion settings defined as minimum, middle, and


maximum. For the handheld spring-activated AAI and AAI


2 devices, the minimum setting consisted of one revolution


of its expansion control knob from the closed position, the


middle setting consisted of three revolutions from the closed


position, and the maximum position was with the expansion


control knob fully extended to seven revolutions. The


effective distance of expansion control knob of the AAI 2 is


5.4 mm. The AAI 3 has three distinct settings that were


compared, whereas the AAI 4 has four settings that were


investigated. For the handheld electromechanical HAI


instrument, the minimum setting consisted of one revolution


of the expansion control knob, the middle setting was two


revolutions, and the maximum setting was four revolutions,


or the maximum expansion that the device permits. The


effective distance of the expansion control knob of the HAI

instrument is 5.0 mm. The electromechanical NMI device


has three force settings selected by means of a switch.


Peak forces were computed from the force-time histories,


and the force impulse,
R
fdt, was calculated using a 60-ms


time window centered about the force peak. Preload force


was removed from each data file. A fast Fourier transform


(FFT) was applied to the force-time histories, and the


resulting force amplitude vs frequency plots were used to


determine the frequency domain response of each device.


The frequency domain response was quantified in terms of


two scalar parameters: the dynamic force amplitude area


ratio and the total energy over frequency range. The former


is the ratio of peak FFT force amplitude � 200 Hz divided


by the FFT force amplitude area over 200 Hz.18 The


maximum dynamic force amplitude area ratio is 1.0 or


100% and represents a uniform or constant force amplitude


over the frequency range of interest (0-200 Hz in this case).


The total energy represents the cumulative sum of the FFT


force magnitude � frequency increment and has units of


kilonewton hertz.


RESULTS


Maximum force setting force-time profiles for the HAI


electronic adjusting instrument and the AAI 2 mechanical


adjusting instrument are shown in Fig 5. Similar character-


istics of spring-loaded mechanical adjusting instruments


include an initial preload and spring compression force-time


profile consistent with deformation of the device, and a 2- to


5-ms period of oscillation. In the case of the mechanical


adjusting instrument, release of the spring produces a rapidly







Table 1. Distances (cm) traveled by the shuttlecock for maximum,
middle, and minimum force settings for the HAI and AAI 2


Setting


AAI 2 HAI


Mean SD Mean SD


Maximum (cm) 39.8 1.48 53.8 0.055


Time (s) 0.25 0.014 0.34 0.009


Middle (cm) 36.1 0.74 46.1 0.84


Time (s) 0.22 0.005 0.32 0.004


Minimum (cm) 32.6 0.62 18.1 b0.001


Time (s) 0.25 0.009 0.20 0.009


Fig 7. Scatterplot comparison and linear correlation of the
shuttlecock flight height vs impulse for each of the force settings
examined for the HAI and AAI 2.


Fig 8. Mean peak force comparison of the six chiropractic
adjusting devices, the AAI, AAI 2, AAI 3, AAI 4, and the
electromechanical devices, the HAI and the NMI, at the respective
maximum (max), middle (mid), and minimum (min) force settings.
Settings 2, 3, and 4 are presented for the AAI 4. Error bars
represent standard deviations of the mean.
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oscillating waveform of approximately 5 ms duration. Spring


recoil produces several lower amplitude oscillations that last


another 15 ms after the main rapidly fluctuating main


oscillation. In contrast, the force-time profiles of the electro-


mechanical adjusting instruments more closely resemble a


half sine wave with a pulse duration of approximately 2 to 5


ms as the primary mechanical device oscillation. In the case


of the NMI device (~2 ms primary oscillation pulse duration),


the magnitude of the force amplitude–frequency spectrum


decreased to near zero above 1.5 kHz. Relative to the peak


frequency amplitude (8055 at 39.5 Hz), the NMI instrument


exhibited a force amplitude equal to 50% or greater than the


peak amplitude for frequencies above 20 Hz (Fig 6).


Mean flight heights and time duration of flights for the


HAI and AAI 2 at maximum, middle, and minimum settings


are shown in Table 1. A much greater range of shuttlecock


flight heights and time durations of flight were observed for


the HAI than for the AAI 2. The mean shuttlecock flight


heights ranged from 18.1 to 53.8 cm for the HAI and 32.6 to


39.8 cm for the AAI 2 for the minimum to maximum


settings. Mean shuttlecock flight time durations ranged from


0.20 to 0.34 s for the HAI and 0.22 to 0.25 for the AAI 2.


Fig 7 provides a comparison of the shuttlecock flight height

vs impulse for each of the force settings examined for the


HAI and AAI 2. The shuttlecock vertical flight height


increased linearly in proportion to peak force in the case of


the AAI 2 thrusts (R2 = 0.984), but the range of flight height


vs impulse was small. In the case of the HAI thrusts, the


greater impulse and wider range of impulses for each of the


force settings produced a linear correlation (R2 = 0.974)


proportionally greater change shuttlecock flight height


among the three force settings.


Fig 8 presents mean peak force results for the six


chiropractic adjusting instruments at the minimum, middle,


and maximum force settings. For the spring-loaded mecha-


nical devices, peak forces increased by 100% from the


minimum to maximum setting for the AAI (61.5-121.0 N)


and AAI 4 (121.0-211.6 N), but this trend was not observed


for the AAI 2 or AAI 3. From the minimum to maximum


setting, peak force increased only 11% (137.8-154.4 N) for


the AAI 2, and 14% (128.2-149.0 N) for the AAI 3.


Similarly, mean peak forces obtained from the AAI 4 were


123.1, 121.0, 114.9, and 211.6 N for settings 1 through 4,


respectively. The AAI 4 has four settings which made


comparison to the other devices problematic. However, we


observed that the force-time profile was nearly identical for


its settings 1, 2, and 3 (123, 121, and 114 N), respectively.


Thus, for Figs 8-11, we chose to report setting 2 of the AAI 4


as the bminimumQ setting. Appreciably larger ranges in peak


forces were observed for the electromechanical adjusting


instruments. A sixfold increase in peak force was obtained


from the minimum to maximum force settings, respectively,


for the HAI (44.9-275.0 N) and NMI (123.5-380.2 N)


adjusting instruments.







Fig 10. Mean energy comparison of the five chiropractic adjusting
devices, the AAI, AAI 2, AAI 3, AAI 4, and the electromechanical
devices, the HAI and the NMI, at the respective maximum, middle,
and minimum force settings. Settings 2, 3, and 4 are presented for
the AAI 4. Error bars represent standard deviations of the mean.


Fig 11. Mean impulse comparison of the five chiropractic adjust-
ing devices, the AAI, AAI 2, AAI 3, AAI 4, and the electro-
mechanical devices, the HAI and the NMI, at the respective
maximum, middle, and minimum force settings. Settings 2, 3, and 4
are presented for the AAI 4. Error bars represent standard
deviations of the mean.


Fig 9. Mean frequency area ratio comparison of the five
chiropractic adjusting devices, the AAI, AAI 2, AAI 3, AAI 4,
and the electromechanical devices, the HAI and the NMI, at the
respective maximum, middle, and minimum force settings. Settings
2, 3, and 4 are presented for the AAI 4. Error bars represent
standard deviations of the mean.
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The mean frequency area ratios for the six chiropractic


adjusting instruments are summarized in Fig 9. The


electromechanical instruments produced greater dynamic


frequency area ratios in comparison to the mechanical


devices for all force settings examined. Among the spring-


loaded devices, the original AAI produced a greater


frequency area ratio (48%) than the AAI 2 or AAI 3


(43%). The dynamic frequency area ratio measured from the


AAI 4 (50%) was similar to the AAI. Electromechanical


devices appreciably improved the frequency area ratio over

the spring-loaded devices for all instrument settings. The


NMI device at the maximum setting produced the greatest


frequency area ratio (66%) among the five devices. With the


exception of the AAI 2, the frequency domain energy


response (kilonewton hertz) was similar among the three


spring-activated instrument settings examined (Fig 10). The


mean energy response decreased from the minimum to


maximum settings for the AAI (1067-813 kN Hz). For the


AAI 2, the mean energy response increased approximately


fourfold from the minimum to maximum settings (364-


1234 kN Hz). The AAI 3 produced a relatively similar


mean energy response for all three of its settings (1483,


1277, and 1305 kN Hz for the minimum to maximum


settings, respectively). The greatest mean energy response


was observed for the AAI 3 at the minimum setting


(1483 kN Hz). In contrast, the mean energy responses for


the electromechanical devices increased consistently two-


and fivefold for the NMI (532.7-1026.0 kN Hz) and HAI


(531.6-2413.0 kN Hz) devices, respectively, from the


minimum to maximum settings.


The force impulse ranged from 0.22 to 0.64 N s for the


AAI, 0.21 to 0.59 N s for the AAI 2, 0.37 to 0.51 N s for


the AAI 3, and 0.35 to 0.40 N s for the AAI 4 from the


minimum to maximum settings (Fig 11). Force impulse


ranged from 0.13 to 0.56 N s and 0.14 to 0.31 N s for the


HAI and NMI devices, respectively.

DISCUSSION


To understand the biomechanical consequences of


chiropractic adjustment/spinal manipulation more fully,
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chiropractic researchers are currently focusing on quantify-


ing the applied forces associated with spinal manipulation


and the mechanical response of the spine to these


forces.2,17,18,21,23,26,27 Basic experiments to quantify the


forces transmitted during MFMA spinal manipulation as


presented in the current study are important first steps in


understanding the mechanics of spinal manipulation. In


comparison to manual spinal manipulation (without the use


of instruments), larger magnitude forces have been reported


to be used by clinicians when treating the sacroiliac joint or


lumbar spine21 as opposed to the cervical spine.23,24 In this


study, the electromechanical devices were found to produce


larger peak forces and ranges of force in comparison to the


mechanical instrument and, thus, may offer clinicians a


wider selection and range of peak forces in the delivery of


chiropractic manipulation.


Peak forces transmitted with the HAI and NMI devices


at the maximum setting averaged 275 and 380 N, respec-


tively, which is higher than the Activator devices (121, 154,


149, and 211 N) for the AAI, AAI 2, AAI 3, and AAI 4,


respectively. It is hypothesized that higher peak forces may


cause a greater magnitude vertebral displacements during


chiropractic adjustments.28 Previous biomechanical compar-


isons of MFMA and HVLA spinal manipulation have raised


the issue of effective transmitted force distribution locally to


the spine. Specifically, global measures of loading have


been found to overestimate the local effective forces at the


target site.17 Herzog et al17 reported average peak forces of


238.2 N for reinforced hypothenar contact HVLA spinal


manipulation applied to the thoracic spine. In this work, the


average peak local force was found to act over a target area


of 25 mm2. When comparing these data with MFMA spinal


manipulation, the cross-sectional area of the styli attached to


MFMA devices ranges from 100 to 27 mm2. Thus, it is


possible that the local forces applied with the AAI


normalized to a 25-mm2 area may be the same as those


observed here for HVLA hypothenar contact spinal manip-


ulation,16 whereas the HAI and NMI device acting over the


same contact area may deliver higher forces. It should be


noted, however, that each of the MFMA devices delivers


forces over a very short time interval (b5 ms) as opposed to


HVLA spinal manipulation (c150 ms), which may result in


much lower force impulse imparted to the spine. These


differences, together with distinctions of articular cavitation


responses, vertebral movements, and spinal reflex activities,


all reflect possible considerations when studying different


forms of chiropractic adjustment/spinal manipulation.16,29-35


The force-time and frequency-response parameters deter-


mined for the HAI and AAI 2 instruments did not correlate


linearly with the shuttlecock experiments. Rather, shuttle-


cock flight height showed a nonlinear dependency on force


and frequency parameters, wherein the flight height increased


less in comparison to the peak force or frequency parameters.


Shuttlecock flight height correlated with the respective


impulses of the two devices, however. The shuttlecock

experiment, although novel, possesses limitations because


of the coefficients of drag on the shuttlecock during its flight


among other factors related to indirect measurements of


transmitted force. In addition, any deviation of the shuttle-


cock flight path from 908 of its origin results in experimental


error from geometry. Although attempts were made through-


out the experiment to ensure a plumb shuttlecock flight path


along the line of the background ruler, it was inherently not


possible to maintain an exact 908 flight path, which


subsequently affected the results.


Questions may arise whether the results from our bench


tests on a table-mounted transducer can be extrapolated to


data obtained in actual patients. A difference in stiffness


response would be expected from a load cell mounted to a


table compared to that obtained in patients; we believe that


controlling the testing material by using a standard bench is


appropriate for this study design. We have reported the


force-time profiles of the Activator devices both from tests


on a steel beam18 as well as thrusts delivered to normal


subjects and actual patients.26,27 A review of these data


shows little difference in the imparted force-time profiles to


patients or rigid structures. In addition, the sampling


frequency was chosen to ensure that the primary peak


force-time profile of the various instruments was accurately


captured, which in the case of the NMI device was only


approximately 2 ms in duration. Fifty samples over a 2-ms


duration (25 kHz) was deemed more than adequate to


characterize the primary peak force-time response of this


device, and 32768 samples per second was chosen as this


was the next power of 2 integer above 25 kHz. Subsequent


Fourier transforms of the adjusting instrument force vectors


indicated that there was little or no frequency content above


2 kHz, which is over an order of magnitude lower than the


sampling frequency. The results of this study suggest that a


sampling frequency of 4 kHz or higher should be used to


characterize the force-time response of the chiropractic


adjusting instruments examined in this study.


Because the spinal column is a viscoelastic structure,


increased mobility (motion response) will occur when the


manipulation or mobilization therapy is applied at certain


loading rates and frequencies. The relative stiffness of


different regions of the thoracolumbar spine may vary with


the mechanical stimulus frequency.26,36 Other important


considerations in studying the biomechanics of spinal


manipulation include the nonlinear, load-deformation


behavior of the human spine. Inherent nonlinearities in the


load-deformation characteristics of the spine result in


variations in the measured posterior to anterior displacement


and stiffness that are dependent on the magnitude of the


applied force. For example, posterior to anterior mobiliza-


tion studies have reported an increase in posterior to anterior


stiffness when the peak force applied is increased.37,38


Greater forces, thus, may result in greater intersegmental


and segmental motion responses of functional spinal


units.28,39,40 A structural model of the lumbar spine has
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been developed to characterize the sagittal plane static,


sinusoidal, and impulsive motion response of lumbar spine


segments.39 The model provides data on segmental and


intersegmental motion patterns that are otherwise difficult to


obtain experimentally. Knowledge of the transmitted forces


during chiropractic adjustment/spinal manipulation as pre-


sented in the current study and others, thus, can be modeled


to contribute to the understanding of the motion response of


the vertebral column. Such information is important in


assessing the characteristics of chiropractic treatments.


Each of the chiropractic adjusting instruments examined


in this study produced relatively large amplitude (maximum


setting) force-time histories with primarily peak pulse


durations less than 5 ms. Forces that are relatively large in


magnitude, but act for a very short time (less than the


natural period of oscillation of the structure), are called


bimpulsive.Q18 Impulsive forces acting on a mass will result


in a sudden change in velocity, but are typically associated


with smaller amplitude displacements in comparison to


longer duration forces. However, the manner in which the


structure is mechanically excited will depend on the


frequency content of the instrument’s force-time history,


and significant displacements can be produced provided that


the force-time history contains frequency components at or


near the natural frequencies of oscillation of the structure. In


this study, the frequency area ratio of each device was


computed to estimate the overall frequency content or


relative frequency distribution of the impulsive force within


a frequency range that was consistent with the first few


natural frequencies of vibration of the spine subjected to


posterior-anterior forces.39 We found that the HAI and NMI


produced a higher frequency area ratio (more uniform


frequency distribution) in comparison to the Activator


adjusting instruments examined. The frequency area ratio


results reported herein differ from those previously reported


for the AAI 3 and AAI 4. Namely, the results of the current


study indicate that the mean frequency area ratio of the AAI


3 is lower than the original Activator 3 design, which was


reportedly developed to improve the force-frequency


spectrum of the Activator line of instruments.25 Likewise,


the dynamic frequency area ratio of the AAI 4 has not


appreciably improved over the original AAI. A possible


explanation for this discrepancy is that the data cited by


Fuhr and Menke25 were obtained by us using a prototype of


the AAI 3 device, and not the commercial instrument


ultimately manufactured. The present study presents the first


comprehensive force-time and force-frequency data for


several impulsive force chiropractic adjusting instruments


that are currently being manufactured.


Of potential clinical interest is the finding that the motion


response of the spine is closely coupled to the frequency or


the time history of the applied force. External mechanical


forces applied at or near the natural frequency of the


structure are associated with appreciably greater displace-


ments (over twofold) in comparison to external forces that

are static or quasi-static.39 Thus, it may be possible to


achieve comparable posterior-anterior segmental motion


responses for lower applied forces during spinal manipu-


lation, provided that the forces are delivered over time


intervals at or near the period corresponding to the natural


frequency. We propose, because of the more uniform


frequency response (haversine force-time profile) of the


electromechanical devices, a testable hypothesis arising


from the current study involves measuring the mechanical


and physiological response of the spine among different


MFMA devices at the same force settings but different


frequencies. Further research into the force-time and force-


frequency inputs of chiropractic adjustment/spinal manipu-


lation on mechanical, physiological, and clinical responses


in patients may help to optimize chiropractic interventions


and treatment regimens.

CONCLUSION


In this study, the handheld, electromechanical HAI and


NMI instruments produced a greater peak force and larger


range of forces in comparison to the handheld, spring-loaded


Activator devices. The electromechanical instruments were


faster and produced greater dynamic frequency range (area


ratios) than the spring-activated Activator instruments.


Knowledge of the force-time history and force-frequency


response characteristics of spinal manipulative instruments


may provide basic benchmarks and may assist in under-


standing mechanical responses in the clinical setting.
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Intervertebral Disc Degeneration Reduces Vertebral
Motion Responses


Christopher J. Colloca, DC,* Tony S. Keller, PhD,† Robert J. Moore, PhD,‡
Robert Gunzburg, MD, PhD,§ and Deed E. Harrison, DC�


Study Design. A prospective in vivo experimental an-
imal study.


Objective. To determine the effects of disc degenera-
tion and variable pulse duration mechanical excitation on
dorsoventral lumbar kinematic responses.


Summary of Background Data. In vitro and in vivo
biomechanical studies have examined spine kinematics
during posteroanterior loading mimicking spinal manip-
ulation therapy (SMT), but few (if any) studies have quan-
tified SMT loading-induced spinal motion responses in
the degenerated intervertebral disc.


Methods. Fifteen sheep underwent a survival surgical
procedure resulting in chronic disc degeneration of the
L1–L2 disc. Ten age- and weight-matched animals served as
controls. Uniform pulse dorsoventral mechanical forces (80
N) were applied to the L3 spinous processes using 10-, 100-,
and 200-ms duration pulses mimicking SMT. L3 displace-
ment and L2–L1 acceleration in the control group were com-
pared with the degenerated disc group.


Results. Dorsoventral displacements increased signif-
icantly (fivefold, P � 0.001) with increasing mechanical
excitation pulse duration (control and degenerated disc
groups). Displacements and L2–L1 acceleration transfer
were significantly reduced (�19% and �50%, respec-
tively) in the degenerated disc group compared with con-
trol (100- and 200-ms pulse duration protocols, P � 0.01).


Conclusion. Dorsoventral vertebral motions are de-
pendent on mechanical excitation pulse duration and are
significantly reduced in animals with degenerated discs.


Key words: biomechanics, degeneration, interverte-
bral disc, manipulation, mobilization. Spine 2007;32:
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The intervertebral disc (IVD) is a known pain generator
among patients with low back pain, and the IVD is there-
fore a primary target of intervention for clinicians apply-


ing manual therapies.1 Progressive degenerative changes
of the IVD are associated with increased age, trauma,
and abnormal postural loading.2 Indeed, a large propor-
tion of the population who receive manual therapies
have some degree of disc disease.1 To influence the pe-
ripheral pain generator, patients with discogenic disease
commonly undergo spinal manipulative therapy (SMT)
with the primary goal of normalizing loads and improv-
ing spinal mobility.3


A wide range of manual techniques have been devel-
oped providing clinicians with choices of force ampli-
tude, speed, and vector among other variables of SMT
delivery in patient care. Force-time characteristics, in-
cluding the applied force magnitude, speed, and/or fre-
quency, have therefore been attributed to the underlying
mechanisms of SMT.4 Both in vitro5,6 and in vivo7,8 bio-
mechanical studies have examined segmental and inter-
segmental displacements and vibration responses during
SMT, but few (if any) studies have quantified SMT-
induced spinal kinematics in the degenerated IVD.


The purpose of this experimental study was to exam-
ine the in vivo motion behavior of the normal disc and
degenerated disc ovine lumbar spine subjected to varying
mechanical excitation force-time profiles. Disc degener-
ation was established using a validated animal model.9


We hypothesized that vertebral kinematics would be re-
duced in animals with disc degeneration.


Materials and Methods


Twenty-five adolescent Merino sheep (mean, 47.2 kg; SD, 5.1
kg) were examined. Fifteen sheep (mean, 47.7, kg; SD, 4.9 kg)
underwent a survival surgical procedure designed to experi-
mentally model chronic disc degeneration.9 The remaining 10
animals (mean, 46.5 kg; SD, 5.6 kg) served as controls. Control
and degenerated disc animals underwent a comprehensive bio-
mechanical assessment designed to characterize segmental/
intersegmental displacement/acceleration responses to varying
force-time mechanical excitation protocols mimicking SMT.
The disc degeneration procedure and biomechanical assess-
ment protocol were approved by the Animal Ethics Commit-
tees and Institutional Review Board of the Institute of Medical
and Veterinary Science (Adelaide, South Australia).


Disc Degeneration Model. Under general anesthesia (1 g
thiopentone; 2.5% halothane), the lumbar spine was ap-
proached via a direct lateral left-side retroperitoneal approach.
In each animal, a controlled stab incision was made in the left
posterolateral anulus fibrosus midway between the endplates
of the L1–L2 disc.9 Incisions were made with a number-15
scalpel blade directed transversely through the outer aspect of
the posterior anulus towards the midline and inserted to the hilt
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of the scalpel handle (a depth of 5 mm). Fluoroscopic control
was used to check the posterior limit of the blade. Care was
taken to protect both the spinal cord and the exiting nerve root
during the stab incision procedure. The injured disc level was
marked by means of a wire placed around the associated trans-
verse process. The wound was closed in layers, and the animals
received an intramuscular antibiotic injection 2 mL/50 kg (con-
sisting of procaine penicillin 250 mg/mL, streptomycin 250
mg/mL, and procaine HCl 20 mg/mL). Each animal recovered
in an air-conditioned indoor facility on a 12-hour light/dark
cycle for 3 days and was then transferred to an outdoor facility.
Animals were kept on a paddock for 20 weeks, which allowed
the posterior anular lesion-induced disc degeneration to
mature.


Biomechanical Testing Procedures. Sheep were fasted for
24 hours before surgery, and anesthesia was induced with an
intravenous injection of 1 g thiopentone. General anesthesia
was maintained after endotracheal intubation by 2.5% halo-
thane and monitored by pulse oximetry and end-tidal CO2


measurement. Animals were ventilated and the respiration rate
was linked to the tidal volume keeping the monitored CO2


between 40 and 60 mm Hg. Biomechanical testing and kine-
matic measurement procedures have been described previ-
ously,8,10–13 but a brief description follows.


Following general anesthesia, the animals were placed in a
prone-lying position with the abdomen and thorax supported
by a rigid wooden platform and foam padding, respectively,
thereby positioning the lumbar spine parallel to the operating
table and load frame; 10-g piezoelectric triaxial accelerometers
(Crossbow Model CXL100HF3, Crossbow Technology, Inc.,
San Jose, CA) were attached to intraosseous pins that were
rigidly fixed to the L1 and L2 lumbar spinous processes under
fluoroscopic guidance (Figure 1). The accelerometers are high-
frequency vibration measurement devices that feature low
noise (300-�g rms), wide bandwidth (0.3–10,000 Hz) and low
nonlinearity (�1% of full scale) and are precision calibrated by
the manufacturer. The x-, y-, and z-axes of the accelerometer
were oriented with respect to the medial-lateral, dorsoventral,


and cranial-caudal or axial axes of the vertebrae. Only dorso-
ventral acceleration (z-axis motion) responses are reported in
this study.


With the animals in a standardized prone-lying position, the
bony preeminence of the L3 spinous process was exposed using
electrocautery. Using a custom, computer-controlled mechan-
ical testing apparatus, dorsoventral forces were applied directly
to the L3 spinous process using a 12.7-mm-diameter actuator
stylus equipped with a slotted tip that cradled the exposed
spinous process bone surface. To simulate impulsive and man-
ual SMT force-time profiles, 3 mechanical excitation pulse du-
rations (10, 100, and 200 ms) were examined. In each case, an
80 N peak force with a 10 N preload was applied, and 5 trials
were performed for each mechanical excitation protocol. The
order in which the mechanical testing protocols were per-
formed was randomly determined.


The dorsoventral L3 force, actuator displacement, L1, and
L2 vertebral accelerations were recorded at a sampling fre-
quency of 5000 Hz using a 16-channel, 16-bit MP150 data
acquisition system.


Pathologic Examination of Intervertebral Discs. Follow-
ing the experimental protocol, the sheep were killed by intra-
venous injection of 6.5-g pentobarbitone sodium and their
lumbar spines were removed en bloc by transecting the thora-
columbar junction and the midsacrum. Individual motion seg-
ments were isolated by cutting midway through the adjacent
vertebral bodies with a bandsaw and fixed in 10% buffered
formalin for a minimum of 72 hours before being decalcified in
a solution containing 9.5% nitric acid and 10% edetic acid
(EDTA). The specimens were cut into 6 parasagittal slices of
equal thickness. Slices showing the anulus lesion and a con-
tralateral slice were processed into paraffin wax for histomor-
phometric examination. Tissue sections were cut at a nominal
thickness of 5 �m, stained with hematoxylin and eosin, and
independently examined without knowledge of each animal’s
identity. Intervertebral discs from all subjects were graded on a
1 to 4 scale of degeneration (1 � normal; 2 � mildly degener-
ated; 3 � moderately degenerated; 4 � severely degenerated)
with respect to the overall condition of the disc (grade), as well
as morphologic characteristics of the anulus fibrosus, nucleus
pulposus, vertebral endplates, and subchondral bone.14


Data Reduction and Analysis. The actuator displacement
(mm) and vertebral intersegmental (L2–L1) dorsoventral accel-
eration transfer were computed for each mechanical excitation
trial. Effects of mechanical excitation pulse duration on the
dorsoventral motion response (L3 displacement or L2–L1 ac-
celeration transfer) were assessed using a repeated measures
analysis of variance (ANOVA) (P � 0.05, significant differ-
ence). Statistical comparisons were performed between normal
and degenerated animals and across mechanical test protocols
within the normal and degenerated animal groups.


Results


Histologic Analysis
The macroscopic and microscopic features of the discs in
this study closely resemble those described in a previous
ovine study of rim lesions.9 Among the animals subjected
to the chronic lesion, macroscopically there was un-
equivocal evidence of the anular incision in the incised
disc with extension of the lesion to involve the central


Figure 1. Fluoroscopic image of the L1–L2 ovine spine showing the
accelerometer pins and location of lesion marked using a wire
suture. The L1–L2 intervertebral disc was the site of the stab
incision lesion. Inset shows actuator stylus over L3 and acceler-
ometers attached to pins at L1 and L2.
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nucleus pulposus in all cases (Figure 2). The lesion re-
sulted in substantial loss of height due to breakdown of
disc matrix. Microscopically, all discs showed advanced
repair of the most peripheral anular fibers or in some
case, more organized collagenous scar tissue. In most
cases, there was radial and circumferential extension of
the initial anular lesion with secondary displacement of
the nucleus towards the anterior aspect, resulting in
prominent inversion of the posterior anular fibers from
their usual concave orientation. In most cases, the nu-
cleus showed substantial migration with early clefting of
the matrix in some cases.


The degenerated model discs were consistently at a
stage of moderate to advanced degeneration compared
with the normal discs (Table 1). In all normal subjects,
the anulus fibrosus was graded as 1, whereas the degen-
erated group scored 3.30 (SD, 0.48). The nucleus pulpo-
sus averaged 1.40 (SD, 0.52) for the normal group com-
pared with the degenerated group score of 2.60 (SD,


0.52). Vertebral body endplate and subchondral bone
differences were less remarkable among the normal and
degenerated groups. All normal group L1–L2 discs were
graded as 1, whereas the mean score of the degenerated
group was 3.10 (SD, 0.57). With the exception of 2 de-
generated disc animals who were graded as 2, all of the
incised discs were generally graded either as 3 (moder-
ately) or 4 (severely) degenerated.


Mechanical Excitation Response
Typical force-time, displacement-time, and L2–L1 inter-
segmental acceleration responses produced by the uni-
form pulse duration mechanical excitation are illustrated
in Figure 3. The uniform force pulse resulted in a havers-
ine-like dorsoventral displacement response at the point
of contact (L3). Dorsoventral displacement tended to lag
behind the force by a few milliseconds. Intersegmental
(L2–L1) dorsoventral vertebral accelerations showed


Figure 2. Low power mid sagittal photomicrographs of ovine L1–L2 lumbar intervertebral discs. A normal disc serving as a control in the
current study is shown on the left, illustrating the normal arrangement of the anulus fibrosus and the central nucleus pulposus. The injured
disc (right) is shown 20 weeks following anular incision and is characterized by extensive disruption of the anterior anulus, anterior
migration of the nucleus pulposus, and medial contraction of the posterior anulus fibers. Markedly thickened repair tissue is present in
the vicinity of the initial anular incision. Small transverse fissures and irregular thickening of the calcified zone are also observed at the
vertebral body endplate in the injured disc.


Table 1. Grading of Histologic Changes in the L1–L2 Lumbar Discs of the 10 Normal and 15 Degenerated Model
Specimens Examined


AF NP EP SCB Grade


Normal Lesion Normal Lesion Normal Lesion Normal Lesion Normal Lesion


1 3 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 3
1 3 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 3
1 3 2 3 1 1 1 1 1 3
1 3 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 3
1 4 1 3 1 2 1 1 1 4
1 4 1 3 1 1 1 1 1 4
1 3 2 3 2 1 1 1 1 2
1 3 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 3
1 3 2 3 1 1 1 1 1 3
1 4 1 3 1 2 1 2 1 3


4 2 3 2 3
3 2 1 1 3
3 2 1 1 3
4 3 1 1 4
2 3 1 1 2


Mean 3.30 1.40 2.60 1.10 1.20 1.00 1.10 1.00 3.10
SD 0.48 0.52 0.52 0.32 0.42 0.00 0.32 0.00 0.57


AF indicates annulus fibrosus; NP, nucleus pulposus; EP, vertebral endplate; SCB, subchondral bone.
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large amplitude motions during both the onset and re-
moval of the uniform force pulse.


The 10-ms (80 N) mechanical excitation protocol
produced the lowest L3 dorsoventral displacement re-


sponse (normal � 3.69 mm; degenerated � 3.51 mm),
whereas the 100-ms (80 N) mechanical excitation pro-
tocol produced the greatest L3 dorsoventral displace-
ment response (normal � 17.84 mm; degenerated �


Figure 3. Typical actuator force, actuator displacement, and intersegmental (L2–L1) acceleration response obtained during the application
of a uniform pulse mechanical excitation (100 –ms pulse duration). The load was ramped from 0 N to a preload of approximately 10 N
before the application of the 80 N variable pulse duration mechanical stimulation. Top, normal disc. Bottom, degenerated disc.
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14.49 mm) (Figure 4). Both the 100- and 200-ms me-
chanical excitation protocols resulted in significantly
greater (approximately fivefold, repeated-measures
ANOVA, P � 0.001) L3 dorsoventral displacements in
comparison to the 10-ms SMT protocol (both control
animal and degenerated disc animal groups). Compared
with the normal disc group, animals in the degenerated
disc group showed significantly reduced (approximately
19%) L3 dorsoventral displacement responses for the


100- and 200-ms mechanical excitation protocols (re-
peated-measures ANOVA, P � 0.01).


Intersegmental acceleration responses were opposite
of that observed for the displacement responses; namely,
the intersegmental acceleration response was greatest for
the shortest duration mechanical excitation pulse proto-
col (Figure 5). Compared with the normal disc group,
animals in the degenerated disc group showed a signifi-
cantly reduced (approximately 50%) L2–L1 acceleration


Figure 4. L3 dorsoventral displacement response for the 3 variable pulse duration mechanical excitation protocols. Bars indicated mean
(SD) for the normal disc group (gray) and degenerated disc group (black). P values for significant across group (normal vs. degenerated)
differences are indicated.


Figure 5. Lumbar intersegmental (L2–L1) acceleration response for the 3 variable pulse duration mechanical excitation protocols. Bars
indicated mean (SD) for the normal disc group (gray) and degenerated disc group (black). P values for significant across group (normal
vs. degenerated) differences are indicated.
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response for the 100 and 200-ms mechanical excitation
protocols (repeated-measured ANOVA, P � 0.01).


Discussion


In the current study, an established animal model of disc
degeneration9 was used that produces a clinically rele-
vant healing response that is well established after 12
weeks.15 Analogous to disc degeneration in humans,16


the healing response of the ovine disc was associated
with anular disruption, nuclear migration, and granula-
tion tissue formation in the outer anular region of the
ovine disc. Previous investigations have demonstrated
biomechanical and biochemical similarities between
sheep and human intervertebral discs.17 Thus, the ovine
animal model is deemed to be a valid model to investigate
biomechanical responses to dorsoventral mechanical ex-
citation.


Mechanical excitation pulse durations selected for the
current study were chosen to closely resemble SMT
thrusts delivered in clinical practice. Specifically, the
10-ms thrusts mimic the speeds of mechanical force man-
ually assisted adjusting instruments,18 whereas the 100-
and 200-ms pulse durations more closely resemble
speeds of high velocity low amplitude SMTs.19,20 In ad-
dition, the loads imparted to the ovine spine were 25% of
the animal body weight, which is consistent with loads
commonly delivered among those practicing SMT.19,20


We found shorter pulse duration (10 ms) mechanical
excitation produced larger adjacent segment vertebral
motions in comparison to longer pulse duration mechan-
ical excitation (100 or 200 ms). Similar findings of adja-
cent vertebral motion in response to mechanical force
manually assisted SMTs have also been reported in hu-
man subjects in vivo.7,8,11 Impulsive forces (pulse dura-
tions �25 ms) are known to produce an abrupt change in
velocity, which causes the spine to vibrate freely.4 This is
especially true in viscoelastic structures such as the spine.
Given the putative effects of impulsive-type chiropractic
adjustment procedures,21–24 the enhanced vibration re-
sponse observed during very short duration forces may
represent one mechanism for impulsive-type SMTs.


Animals with degenerated discs showed significantly
decreased dorsoventral displacement and L2–L1 inter-
segmental accelerations, which supports our hypothesis
that vertebral kinematics would be reduced in animals
with disc degeneration. However, statistically significant
disc degeneration-related changes in segmental and in-
tersegmental kinematics were not observed for the
shorter duration (10 ms) mechanical excitation pulse
protocol, which in this study seems to reflect the fact that
impulsive loading produces a more variable kinematic
response. In addition, Increasing pulse duration from
100 to 200 ms did not appreciably change the amount of
dorsoventral displacement at the segmental contact
point (L3) or adjacent segment motion at L1–L2. This
suggests that spinal manipulation treatment strategies
that use shorter duration SMTs (100 ms) are biome-


chanically more efficient since appreciably less energy is
delivered to the spine. Further work examining the dy-
namic mechanical response of the normal and degener-
ated spine will assist in the understanding both the etiol-
ogy of spinal disorders and putative effects of spinal
manipulative therapy among different patient popula-
tions.


This is the first study demonstrating differences in ver-
tebral kinematics for specimens with degenerated discs,
an important finding for clinicians. Clinicians practicing
SMT cognitively and kinesthetically gauge the amount of
force they deem appropriate for a particular patient or
condition based on biomechanical (i.e., anatomic) and
clinical (i.e., pain tolerance) variables alike. Knowledge
that degenerated functional spinal units will undergo
substantially less dorsoventral motion for a given dorso-
ventral force, as demonstrated in the current study, pro-
vides clinicians with important biomechanical informa-
tion that can be considered in practice.


Measurement of vertebral movement using intraosse-
ous pins equipped with accelerometers7,8,11 and other
invasive motion measurement devices25,26 has been pre-
viously shown to be a precise measure of spine segmental
and intersegmental motion, but invasive procedures cur-
rently have limited clinical utility. Noteworthy, however,
was our finding that decreases in dorsoventral displace-
ment associated with the degenerated disc model mir-
rored the reduced acceleration transfer across the disc
lesion. This corroborates the findings of others who have
demonstrated increased stiffness among dehydrated or
degenerated discs in situ.16 The ability to noninvasively
detect biomechanical changes in degenerated discs in
vivo using an indenter over the spinous processes may
have implications for the development of quantitative
biomechanical spinal assessment strategies.


Conclusion


Dorsoventral vertebral kinematics are dependent on me-
chanical excitation pulse duration and are significantly
reduced in animals with degenerated discs. Further work
is needed to identify “optimal” force-time profiles for
spinal manipulative therapies and assessment strategies.
Characterization of changes in the kinematic character-
istics of the spine using spinal manipulative-like thrusts
may assist in assessment of clinical outcomes.


Key Points


● We found that the kinematic responses of the
ovine lumbar spine were sensitive to the duration
of the applied mechanical excitation force.
● Compared with the normal disc group, animals
in the degenerated disc group showed significantly
(P � 0.01) reduced (�19%) L3 dorsoventral dis-
placements for the 100- and 200-ms duration me-
chanical excitation protocols.
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● Compared with the normal disc group, animals
in the degenerated disc group showed significantly
(P � 0.01) reduced (�50%) L2–L1 acceleration
transfer during 100- and 200-ms mechanical exci-
tation protocols.
● Characterization of spine kinematics during dor-
soventral mechanical excitation mimicking spinal
manipulative-like thrusts may assist in assessment
of clinical treatment and outcomes for back
disorders.
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